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Abstract 
The  aim  of  this  thesis  is  to  provide  a  comprehensive  phonological  and 
morphosyntactic  overview  of  the  dialect  materials  found  in  Devon,  Dorset  and 
Somerset  during  the  Middle  Ages.  Building  on  methodology  developed  during  the 
creation  of  the  Linguistic  Atlas  ofLate  Mediaeval  English,  the  present  study  involves 
the  resurveying  of  sources  mapped  in  the  Atlas  and,  from  the  data  gathered,  an  in- 
depth  look  at  medieval  West-Country  dialect  areas  and  diachronic  dialectal  changes. 
In  particular,  this  study  aims  to  develop  new  ways  of  analysing  and  profiling  both 
historical  dialectal  and  palaeographical  material  using  computer-assisted  methods. 
The  relationship  between  speech  and  writing  during  the  medieval  period  is  complex. 
This  is  especially  the  case  in  a  conservative  and,  in  many  ways,  geographically 
isolated  area  like  the  West  Country.  A  survey  of  spellings  found  in  the  medieval  texts 
localised  to  the  West  Country  in  the  Linguistic  Atlas  of  Late  Mediaeval  English 
affords  valuable  insights  into  the,  often  archaic,  phonology  of  the  area  and  also  the 
rapidly  standardising  graphetic  practices  of  scribes  during  this  period. 
Proceeding  from  the  initial  collection  of  graphemic,  phonological  and 
morphosyntactic  information,  it  is  possible  thereafter,  using  modem  and  traditional 
dialectological  techniques,  to  determine  dialect  areas  as  well  as  areas  of  varying 
graphemic  usage.  A  new  approach  to  the  comparison  of  scribal  hands  will  also  be 
detailed  in  this  study  and  submitted  on  a  CD-ROM.  In  this  way,  many  aspects  of  the 
character  of  southwestem  medieval  written  language  will  be  gathered,  explored  and 
explained. 3 
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Introduction 
The  aim  of  this  thesis  is  to  produce  a  dialectological  and  palaeographical  survey  of 
the  English  texts  localised  by  LALMIE  to  the  medieval  counties  of  Devon,  Dorset 
and  Somerset  (henceforth  referred  to  as  the  'West  Country').  A  number  of  defining 
consonantal  and  vocalic  features  of  the  medieval  West  Country  will  be  identified  and 
explained,  providing  an  enhanced  description  of  phonology  in  this  medieval  region. 
The  pronoun  and  verbal  inflectional  system  of  medieval  West-Country  written 
language  will  also  be  explored.  Finally,  the  dialect  geography  of  the  medieval  West 
Country  will  be  described  using  traditional  mapping  and  up-to-date  statistical 
techniques  -a  process  that  should  also  test  the  localisation  methodology  of  LAIIJE. 
The  thesis  has  five  main  sections: 
1.  A  contextual  survey  of  the  medieval  West  Country. 
2.  An  introduction  to  the  theory  underpinning  the  present  study  and  an  introduction 
to  the  methodology  used. 
3.  A  survey  of  the  'phonological'  and  'morphosyntactic'  features  associated  with 
the  West  Country  throughout  the  ages. 
4.  A  survey  of  the  phonological  and  morphosVntactic  data  collected  for  the  present 
study. 
5.  The  identification  of  medieval  West  Country  dialect  areas. 
Chapter  one  contains  background  material  concerning  the  West  Country,  including  a 
geographical  survey  of  the  area  and  information  on  possible  medieval  demographic 
patterns.  It  will  be  suggested  that  terrain,  and  settlement  patterns  influenced  by  this 17 
terrain,  have  encouraged  dialectal  archaism  in  certain  parts  of  the  West  Country  and 
not  in  others,  so  that  two  distinct  dialect  areas  have  been  created.  Chapter  one  also 
contains  a  survey  of  the  Celtic  history  of  the  area,  the  medieval  education  system, 
medieval  literacy  and  the  types  of  texts  localised  to  the  West  Country  in  LALME. 
Chapter  two  is  a  survey  of  written  language  theory  and  the  theoretical  background  of 
this  thesis.  Methodology  used  in  the  present  study  will  also  be  detailed,  including 
two  new  approaches  in  the  fields  of  palaeography  and  medieval  dialectology.  The 
advantages  and  drawbacks  of  these  new  techniques  will  be  explored  in  detail. 
Chapter  three  contains  a  survey  of  the  phonological,  grammatical  and 
morphosyntactic  features  found  in  southwestem  dialects.  This  information  is  derived 
from  other  surveys  and  anecdotal  evidence  from  the  Old  English  period  to  the 
twentieth  century.  This  chapter  highlights  the  conservative  nature  of  West  Country 
dialects  and  therefore  the  usefulness  of  recent  evidence  in  order  to  support 
observations  made  in  this  study  from  medieval  written  documents. 
Chapters  four  to  seven  contain  a  survey  of  medieval  West  Country  dialectal  features, 
identified  using  the  data  collected  from  the  manuscripts  localised  in  LALNIE  to  the 
counties  of  Devon,  Dorset  and  Somerset.  The  survey  includes  selected  vocalic  and 
consonantal  features,  an  overview  of  the  pronoun  system  and  an  overview  of  the  use 
of  the  verbal  inflectional  system. 
Chapter  eight  synthesises  the  data  collected  in  this  study  using  a  multivariate 
statistical  technique  called  cluster  analysis.  This  technique  provides  a  means  of is 
cross-validating  LALME's  localisations  as  well  as  identifying  dialect  groups  mnong 
texts. 
Chapter  nine  brings  together  the  dialect  areas  identified  in  the  study  of  medieval 
West-Country  pronominal  and  morphosyntactic  information  (chapters  6  and  7)  with 
the  dialect  areas  identified  using  cluster  analysis  (chapter  8)  and  compares  them  with 
other  historical  and  recent  attempts  at  identifying  West  Country  dialect  areas.  It  will 
be  shown  that  the  dialect  areas  obtained  in  the  present  study,  using  medieval  written 
language,  are  very  similar  to  those  found  in  recent  surveys  of  the  West  Country, 
including  a  modem  study  where  cluster  analysis  was  used.  It  will  be  postulated  that 
landscape  and  demography  are  responsible  for  the  dialect  geography  of  the  YVest 
Country. 19 
Chapter  1:  Contextual  survey  of  the  West 
Country  -  geography,  demography,  literacy 
and  education. 
The  area  of  study  covered  in  this  thesis  encompasses  three  counties  in  the  South 
West  of  England.  Devon,  Dorset  and  Somerset  have  been  selected,  as  a  sufficient 
number  of  texts  have  been  localised  by  LALME  to  these  areas  to  allow  the 
identification  of  dialect  groups.  ' 
Cornwall  has  been  excluded  from  this  study,  as  only  two  texts  have  been  localised  by 
LALME  to  this  county.  The  dearth  of  surviving  Middle  English  manuscripts  in 
Cornwall  compared  with  areas  further  east  is  due  to  the  fact  that  this  area  was  still 
predominantly  Cornish  speaking  at  that  time.  The  two  Middle  English  texts  localised 
by  LALNIE  to  Cornwall,  which  might  show  the  impact  of  Cornish  phonology  and 
orthographic  practices,  have  therefore  been  left  aside  for  a  future  study. 
1.1  The  influence  of  geography  on  regional  culture 
Part  of  the  interest  of  the  West  Country  as  an  area  for  dialectological  study  involves 
its  geographical  setting.  During  the  course  of  this  study,  the  effect  that  geographical 
isolation  has  on  dialectal  development  will  become  apparent.  As  Bennett  stateS2  ,  the 
geography  of  an  area  and  the  dialect  and  literature  found  there  during  the  medieval 
period  are  closely  linked.  This  is  especially  the  case  in  those  areas  that  are  remote 
from  the  capital  during  the  Middle  Ages.  According  to  Bennett,  there  are  several 
areas  in  medieval  England  that  were  sufficiently  remote  from  the  influence  of  the 
1  It  should  be  noted  that  in  this  thesis,  as  in  LALME,  the  geographical  boundaries  of  these  three 
counties  are  those  that  obtained  before  the  local  goverment  reorganisations  of  the  early  1970s. 
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capital  as  to  develop  their  own  social  structures  and  literary  tastes.  This  same 
remoteness  from  the  capital  would  appear  to  affect  the  development  of  spelling- 
systems,  dialect  and  the  book-production  industry. 
In  an  age  when  prosperity  and  population  growth  were  closely  linked  to  the  quality 
of  land;  the  particularly  poor,  infertile  soils  of  Bennett's  area  of  study  (Lancashire 
and  Cheshire  in  the  north  of  England)  had  a  unique  influence  on  the  development  of 
that  society.  As  a  result,  social  structure  deviated  from  the  feudalism  found  in  more 
prosperous  areas  of  the  kingdom.  The  inability  of  the  land  to  yield  a  large  amount  of 
53  produce  meant  that  it  would  not  sustain  'a  truly  opulent  landed  elite  ,  which  resulted 
in  a  more  independent  and  prosperous  lower  class.  In  the  same  way,  the  distance  of 
Cheshire  and  Lancashire  from  London  influenced  their  cultural  development,  making 
these  areas  independent  and  inward-looking.  The  differences  in  the  social  structure 
of  the  north  of  England  affected  those  texts  that  seem  to  have  been  popular  and  the 
manner  in  which  texts  were  copied  and  disseminated.  Bennett  identified  the  West 
Country  as  one  area  in  medieval  England  that  might  be  seen  as  a  distinct  region  with 
its  own  particular  cultural  identity: 
'In  between  the  heartlands  and  the  peripheries  of  the  kingdom,  several  other 
regions  can  certainly  be  distinguished...  The  West  Country,  the  West  Midlands, 
the  North  Midlands,  Yorkshire  and  the  North,  each  have  strong  claims  to  be 
regarded  as  a  separate  region.  A 
As  with  the  north  of  England,  the  medieval  West  Country  too  was  culturally  and 
linguistically  conservative  in  comparison  with  the  rest  of  the  country.  Whiting 
chooses  the  West  Country  during  the  reign  of  Henry  VHI,  as  'a  classic  example  of 
the  alleged  relationship  between  remoteness  from  London  and  resistance  to  religious 
3  Bennett  1983:  9 
4  Bennett:  1983:  237 21 
change'5.  This  same  conservative  quality  has  been  noted  through  the  ages.  In  his 
novel  Far  from  the  Madding  Crowd,  the  late  nineteenth  and  early  twentieth  century 
novelist  and  native  of  Dorset,  Thomas  Hardy  describes,  albeit  hyperbolically,  the 
slow  pace  of  cultural  and  linguistic  change  and  the  insularity  of  Wessex: 
'In  London  twenty  or  thirty  years  ago  are  old  times:  in  Paris  ten  years  or  five. 
In  Weatherbury  three  or  four-score  years  were  included  in  the  mere  present, 
and  nothing  less  than  a  century  set  a  mark  on  its  face  or  stone...  Ten 
generations  failed  to  alter  the  turn  of  a  single  phrase.  In  these  Wessex  nooks 
the  busy  outsider's  ancient  times  are  only  old,  his  old  times  are  still  new,  his 
present  is  futurity.  -)6 
Hewett,  a  late  nineteenth-century  commentator  on  the  Devonshire  dialect,  also  notes 
the  archaic  nature  of  language  in  the  West  Country  among  the  lower  classes, 
claiming  that: 
'The  speech  of  the  peasantry  of  Devon  and  the  adjacent  counties  is 
undoubtedly  the  purest  remains  of  the  Anglo-Saxon  tongue  extant  in  England 
at  the  present  time.  7 
There  are  a  number  of  geographical  factors  that  seem  to  have  fostered  parochialism 
and  linguistic  conservatism  in  the  medieval  West  Country;  three  main  factors  were: 
1.  A  southwestern  location  in  Britain  at  a  time  when  most  linguistic  innovation 
was  coming  from  the  North  and  East. 
5  Whiting  1989:  3 
6  Fielding  1993:  151  (chapter  22). 
7  Hewett  1892:  v 22 
2.  Geographical  features,  hills  and  moorland  that  isolated  parts  of  the  West 
County  from  the  main  part  of  the  island. 
3.  The  type  of  demography  fostered  by  the  West-Country  landscape. 
It  will  be  shown  that  archaic  dialectal  features  die  out  last  in  the  West  of  England,  in 
particular  in  the  West  Country.  Linguistic  innovation  and  change  during  the 
medieval  period  came  due  to  contact  with  Norse  settlers  and  new  usages  tended  to 
spread  outwards  from  London  in  the  East  of  the  country. 
The  Welsh  chronicler  Gerald  de  Barri,  writing  in  1204,  points  out  that  whereas 
northern  and  eastern  areas  of  the  British  Isles  were  subjected  to  the  influence  of 
Norse,  the  South  West  was  never  part  of  the  Danelaw  and  remained,  on  the  whole, 
unaffected  by  panish  dialectal  features8.  It  is  therefore  unsurprising  that  the 
southwestern  dialects  were  archaic  to  a  greater  degree  than  in  any  other  part  of  the 
island. 
Those  areas  investigated  by  Bennett  in  the  north  of  England  underwent  radical 
linguistic  changes  following  the  Viking  invasions  of  the  late  tenth  century.  However, 
a  survey  of  pronoun-types  carried  out  in  the  present  study  indicates  that  the  Wessex 
heartlands  remained  remote  from  the  Norse  influence,  (see  chapter  6). 
The  specific  effect  that  geographical  features  such  as  hill  ranges  or  other  areas  of 
high  or  uninhabitable  land  have  in  inhibiting  contact  between  communities,  and 
therefore  also  linguistic  change,  is  illustrated  by  the  following  comment  from  F. T. 
Elworthy  -a  native  of  west-Somerset  and  a  contemporary  and  informant  of 
Alexander  Ellis: 
9 
Madden  1847:  xxxvi 23 
'...  (Pickeridge  Hill),  jutting  out  to  meet  the  Quantocks,  contracts  the  great 
Somerset  flat  into  a  narrow  neck,  and  at  the  centre  of  the  valley  between  these 
hills,  just  at  its  narrowest  part...  we  find  the  Saxon  fortress  of  Taunton...  The 
people  of  the  little  village  of  Ruishton...  only  a  mile  and  a  half  to  the  east  of 
Taunton,  speak  the  eastern  dialect;  while  in  Bishops  Hull,  one  mile  to  the  west, 
they  speak  the  western  (dialect).  99 
Although  Devon,  Dorset  and  Somerset  during  the  medieval  period  were  not  as 
remote  from  the  influence  of  the  capital  as  the  North  West  of  England  (Bennett's 
area  of  study),  the  medieval  South  West  was  a  region  that  seems  to  have  resisted 
linguistic  change.  Hill  ranges  and  areas  of  high  moorland  limited  access  from  the 
peninsula  to  the  main  part  of  the  island,  making  parts  of  the  West  Country  remote 
enough  to  have  a  distinct  identity  and  dialect.  As  Bennett  explains,  limited  mobility 
fostered  parochialism  during  the  Middle  Ages: 
'Naturally  enough,  at  a  time  when  travel  across  the  realm  remained  arduous, 
even  if  far  from  uncommon,  provincial  identities  were  nourished  by  the 
comparative  ease  and  frequency  of  short-distance  communication,  and  the 
inevitable  parochialism  of  village  life.  '10 
Much  of  the  West  Country  is  a  peninsula  of  land  stretching  into  the  Atlantic  ocean.  It 
is  bounded  on  the  north  by  the  Bristol  channel  and  on  the  south  by  the  English 
channel.  Land  relief  and  soil  quality  are  highly  variable;  although  large  areas  of  hills 
and  moorland  with  poor,  thin  soils  characterise  this  part  of  the  country.  In  the  West 
there  are  three  main  expanses  of  high  land:  Exmoor,  Bodmin  Moor  and  Dartmoor.  In 
the  east  the  Brendon  and  Blackdown  hills  cut  off  the  peninsula  from  the  main  body 
of  Britain  (see  map  2). 
9  Etworthy:  1876:  200 
10  Bennett  1983:  6 24 
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A4'ap  2:  Hills  and  moorland  in  the  West  Country.  Adapted.  from  Darby  1967. 
Such  areas  of  high,  sparsely  populated  land  constrained  settlement  and 
communication  between  settlements.  In  the  cast,  the  Quantocks  and  the  Blackdown 
and  Brendon  hills  blocked  travel,  so  that  access  from  Devon  to  the  rest  of  England 
and  the  capital  was  possible  only  through  the  Exe  Valley  and  Blackdown-Brendon 
gap.  The  three  areas  of  high  land  in  the  West  are  dissected  by  mainly  south-flowing 
rivers.  Evidence  today  and  from  the  records  of  the  Domesday  Book  suggest  that 
small  settlements  began  along  these  river-valleys,  which  provided  channels  of  fertile 
land,  the  growth  of  settlements  in  such  areas  was  restricted. 
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in  addition  to  areas  of  high  and  infer-tile  land,  there  were  also  more  densely  populated 
areas  based  on  fertile  land  and  these  gave  rise  to  the  largest  and  most  prosperous 
towns  in  this  part  of  the  country.  This  is  the  case  in  the  east  of  Somerset,  where  Bath 
and  Wells  are  located,  and  in  southern  Devon,  where  we  find  the  diocese  of  Exeter 
and  other  large  medieval  settlements  such  as  Plymouth  and  Totnes.  Soil  was  more 
easily  cultivated  in  these  areas  and  led  to  prosperity  and  a  greater  population  density 
during  the  early  medieval  period.  One  area  of  particularly  high  population  density 
during  the  medieval  period  appears  to  have  been  eastern  Somerset  and  this  fact  will 
prove  important  in  later  dialectal  analyses. 
Demography 
In  order  to  find  the  most  systematic  record  of  the  land  productivity  and  population 
distribution  throughout  the  medieval  West  Country,  it  has  been  necessary  to  go  back 
two  hundred  and  fifty  years  before  the  time  limits  of  this  study  (1350-1450)  to  the 
Domeýdýa  Book  and  Liber  Exoniensis".  These  are  written  records  of  a  statistical 
survey  of  England  ordered  by  William  the  Conqueror  and  were  commissioned  in 
1086.  Although  this  survey  took  place  around  two  and  a  half  centuries  before  the 
opening  time  limit  of  the  present  study,  the  information  contained  in  it  is  useful,  as  it 
is  a  formal  and  systematic  record  of  population,  property  and  income,  which 
extended  to  most  of  England  and  therefore  enables  comparisons  between  regions  on 
the  same  demographic  basis. 
I  The  Liber  Exoniensis  is  the  oldest  manuscript  relating  to  the  Domesday  survey  and  contains 
valuable  supplemental  information  concerning  the  western  counties. 26 
Welldon  Finn  12  has  pointed  out  that  the  demograpby  of  the  early  medieval  West 
Country  in  general  was  very  different  from  that  found  further  east  and  tended 
towards  small  isolated  settlements  rather  than  large  villages. 
'The  most  cursory  study  of  the  south-western  material,  or  Eyton's  tables  of 
Dorset  and  Somerset  Hundreds,  should  have  made  it  plain  to  anyone  that  over 
large  parts  of  the  peninsula  there  was  nothing  resembling  the  'vill'  of 
Cambridgeshire  and  elsewhere,  but  rather  a  scattered  collection  of  isolated 
holdings,  each  with  very  few  inhabitants...  " 
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Allap  3:  The  size  oj'settlements  in  early  medieval  Devon,  Dorset  andSomerset, 
adaptedfrom  Darby  1967:  35. 
The  size  of  early  medieval  West-Country  settlements  can  be  seen  in  map  3  above. 
Darby  notes  that,  in  the  West  Country: 
12  Welldon  Finn  1964 
"  Welldon  Finn  1964:  5 27 
6  many  of  the  named  places  were  themselves  very  small.  Some  had  no 
recorded  population...  Their  people  and  resources  may  have  been  included  with 
those  of  other  places,  or  their  land  may  have  gone  out  of  cultivation  by  1086.  '  14 
Map  3  above  highlights  areas  where  settlements  with  small  populations  were 
situated.  From  this  map  it  is  possible  to  see  that  a  comparatively  large  number  of 
settlements  had  recorded  populations  of  two  or  less,  a  number  having  no  recorded 
inhabitants.  However,  this  picture  is  not  the  same  over  the  whole  of  the  West 
Country;  the  east  of  Somerset  mainly  has  villages  with  a  population  of  three  or over. 
Darby  believes  that  the  areas  of  empty  settlements  in  Devon  and  western  Somerset 
correspond  with  poor  soil  and  areas  of  high  land: 
the  main  empty,  or relatively  empty,  areas...  reflect  physical  circumstances. 
Among  such  areas,  the  granite  outcrops,  with  their  poor  soil,  are  prominent.  "  5 
Doubtless  the  pattern  of  scattered  settlements  across  western  Somerset,  Devon  and 
Dorset  was  a  result  of  poor  land  quality.  Less  source  material  was  available  to 
LALME  in  these  areas  where  scattered  small  communities  were  common,  compared 
with  the  eastern  Somerset  where  a  number  of  large  boroughs  are  to  be  found.  It  will 
be  shown  that  localisable  examples  of  written  language  are  not  only  more  numerous 
in  the  east  of  Somerset,  but  the  dialects  of  these  texts  are  also  very  similar.  Further 
west  and  south  the  picture  obtained  is  fragmented  and  written  language  is  more 
variable.  There  is  a  striking  correlation  between  these  areas  of  empty  settlements  and 
areas  where  most  settlements  have  three  or  more  recorded  inhabitants  and  the  dialect 
areas  obtained  in  this  study. 
14  Darby  1967:  358 
Is  Darby  1967:  360 28 
Dorset 
The  early  medieval  demography  of  Dorset  corresponded  with  its  hill  and  heath 
landscape.  A  band  of  chalk  downs  that  run  across  the  central  area  of  Dorset  produces 
thin  soils;  these  downs  are  dissected  by  the  relatively  fertile  land  of  river  valleys, 
along  which  many  villages  were  located  in  the  early  Middle  Ages.  The  most 
populous  area  of  Dorset  during  the  early  Nfiddle  Ages  appears  to  have  been  on  the  tip 
of  the  south  coast;  a  low-lying  area  that  had  practically  no  woodland  at  the  time,  but 
plenty  of  meadow  and  pasture  land.  16 
It  is  tempting  to  correlate  the  low  population  density  of  early  (and  by  extrapolation, 
late)  medieval  Dorset  with  the  sparseness  of  localisable  literary  and  documentary 
material  in  this  area.  Of  the  five  texts  localisable  to  late  medieval  Dorset,  only  one  is 
of  any  length.  This  fact  places  limits  on  the  ability  of  the  present  study  to  draw  firm 
conclusions  about  the  dialectal  character  of  medieval  Dorset. 
Somerset 
The  least  densely  populated  area  of  Somerset  during  the  early  Middle  Ages  was  the 
Exmoor  region  in  the  west  of  the  county.  Most  of  this  region  lies  above  800ft  and  in 
this  difficult  landscape,  with  very  little  cultivatable  land  available,  the  population 
density  for  this  region  was  very  low  in  the  early  Middle  Ages. 
The  largest  settlements  in  Somerset  were  found  in  the  east  of  the  country  in  areas  that 
are  fewer  than  100  feet  above  sea  level.  17  Settlements  in  the  east  were  large  and 
prosperous,  as  can  be  seen  from  the  existence  of  a  string  of  boroughs  located  along 
the  eastern  margin  of  the  county  from  the  Bristol  channel  to  Dorset.  These  are 
16  Darby  1967:  105  -I  10. 
17  Darby  1967:  172 29 
Bath,  18  Brunton,  Frome  and  Milborne  Port.  This  eastern  area  is  of  particular  interest 
in  the  present  study.  It  would  seem  that  the  relatively  dense  population  and  the 
existence  of  a  number  of  boroughs  led  to  greater  contact  with  the  population  of  the 
rest  of  the  south  of  England  and  therefore  a  more  advanced  state  of  standardisation.  in 
written  and  perhaps  also  in  spoken  language. 
Darby  draws  attention  to  the  marked  contrast  between  the  east  and  west  of  Somerset, 
pointing  out  that  there  are  far  more  names  recorded  for  the  area  west  of  the  river 
Parrett.  19  Far  from  indicating  that  the  population  was  greater  in  the  western  half  of 
Somerset,  this  tends  to  indicate  that  a  greater  number  of  small  settlements  could  be 
found  as  opposed  to  more  populous,  larger  villages  in  the  east.  Darby  points  out  that 
in  the  western  area  of  Somerset  the  terrain  did  not  encourage  the  growth  of  nucleated 
villages: 
'The  tendency  in  the  west  is  to  form  hamlets  and  isolated  farms:  the  number  of 
separate  settlements  is  accordingly  large,  but  each  supports  only  a  small 
popu  ation. 
1-20 
It  would  appear  that  this  pattern  of  dispersion  in  western  Somerset  and 
agglomeration  in  eastern  Somerset  has  been  perpetuated  right  up  to  the  present  day.  21 
Devon 
Those  parts  of  the  Dartmoor  region  of  Devon  above  600ft,  much  of  which  was 
covered  by  forest,  were  almost  completely  unpopulated  during  the  early  Middle 
's  Located  in  the  county  of  Avon  since  1974. 
19  Darby  1967:  147 
20  Darby  1967.147 
21  Swainson  1944 30 
Ages.  Such  low  population  densities  were  likewise  found  in  northern  Devon  in 
Exmoor. 
The  most  populous  areas  in  Devon  were  again  those  less  than  100ft  above  sea  level, 
such  as  the  stretch  of  New  Red  Sandstone  land  that  was  and  is  the  richest  agricultural 
land  in  the  southwest  of  England 
. 
22  It  is  in  this  area  that  Exeter  is  located  on  the  river 
Exe.  Exeter  was  one  of  five  boroughs  found  in  Devon  during  the  early  medieval 
period,  including  Barnstaple,  Lydford,  Okehampton  and  Totnes.  As  with  western 
Somerset,  the  hill  and  heath  landscape  of  Devon,  interspersed  with  fertile  valleys, 
appears  to  have  given  rise  to  dispersed  rather  than  agglomerative  settlements. 
It  might  be  asserted  that  the  linguistic  conservatism  often  noted  in  the  West  Country 
is  a  product  of  its  landscape  and  resulting  demography.  Recent  sociolinguistic  studies 
have  suggested  that  innovation  and  change  are  less  likely  to  occur  in  such 
'peripheral'  areas: 
'-within  a  particular  language,  some  dialects  of  the  language  are  innovative, 
whereas  others  are  conservative.  The  conservative  dialects  are  often  (but  not 
always)  regionally  peripheral,  and  therefore  likely  to  be  relatively  strong-tie 
communities  that  are  less  exposed  than  centrally  located  dialects  to  mainstream 
norms.  23 
The  strong  ties  and  independent  culture  of  a  peripheral  area  within  a  country  actually 
prevent  changes  from  taking  place.  As  will  be  shown  later  on  in  this  study,  areas  of 
dense  population  within  peripheral  parts  of  a  country,  where  many  towns  or  cities 
exist,  are  more  likely  to  undergo  linguistic  change  even  when  the  surrounding  rural 
areas  do  not.  This  is  due  to  the  weak  social  ties  that  are  fostered  in  areas  of  dense 
22  Edmonds  1975:  2 
23  MIroy  1992:  196 31 
settlement  such  as  towns  and  cities.  Therefore,  the  types  of  settlement  that  resulted 
from  the  terrain  of  the  West  Country  have  also  had  an  effect  on  its  ability  to  undergo 
linguistic  change.  Where  urban  areas  foster  linguistic  change,  dispersed  settlements 
tend  to  resist  it  and  the  pattern  of  settlement  across  most  of  the  counties  in  the  West 
Country  was  that  of  dispersion.  Although  there  is  no  direct  evidence  of  social  ties  in 
parts  of  the  medieval  West  Country,  sociolinguistic  theory  can  be  used  to  extrapolate 
from  demographic  information. 
Not  only  was  the  West  Country  the  last  stronghold  of  the  Cornish  speaking  Britons, 
it  has  also  been  characterised  by  dialectal  archaism  from  the  earliest  periods  of 
Anglo-Saxon  habitation  to  the  present  day.  It  is  by  failing  to  change  rather  than  by 
innovation  that  the  dialect  of  the  medieval  West  Country  becomes  distinctive.  It  is 
possible  that  this  is  linked  to  the  geographical  remoteness  of  the  West  Country  from 
the  linguistic  innovations  that  were  spreading  from  the  north  and  east  of  England,  as 
well  as  its  comparative  remoteness  from  the  capital.  The  existence  of  certain 
geographical  features  that  isolate  part  of  the  peninsula  from  the  main  body  of  the 
island  also  played  a  role  in  creating  the  linguistic  conservatism  in  Devonshire  and 
western  Somerset  in  particular. 
The  introspective  character  of  West-Country  culture  is  similarly  demonstrated  in  an 
appropriation  of  and  interest  in  Celtic  legend;  it  is  possible  to  find  a  proportionally 
significant  number  of  Arthurian  texts  among  the  romances  localisable  to  the  West 
Country.  This  interest  in  the  history  or  pseudo-history  of  the  West  Country'is 
undoubtedly  part  of  the  construction  of  regional  identity  and  this  will  be  discussed  in 
detail  in  the  following  sections  1.2  and  1.3. 32 
1.2  Medieval  literacy  and  education  in  the  West 
Country 
In  this  section  medieval  literacy  will  be  discussed  by  way  of  an  introduction  to  the 
types  of  texts  found  in  the  medieval  West  Country,  but  also  in  order  to  explore  the 
ways  in  which  written  language  was  learned  at  that  time.  An  understanding  of 
primary  education  during  the  medieval  period  is  fundamental  to  the  study  of 
medieval  written  language.  The  following  aspects  of  medieval  literacy  will  therefore 
be  considered  in  this  chapter: 
*  The  motivation  behind  medieval  literacy. 
0  The  different  types  of  education  available  during  the  medieval  period. 
0  The  different  types  of  text  that  belong  to  various  groups  of  medieval  literates. 
For  the  greater  part  of  the  medieval  period,  education  was  designed  to  provide 
literate  candidates  for  the  priesthood  and  boys  to  help  with  daily  religious  devotions, 
but  also  increasingly  to  provide  clerks  to  deal  with  secular  administration.  The 
development  of  cities  or,  more  specifically,  the  administration  that  was  becoming 
increasingly  important  in  day-to-day  city  life,  created  the  demand  for  literate 
workers.  while  the  churches  supplied  an  education  to  those  who  wished  to  be  clerks 
and  priests.  Once  a  boy  had  a  primary  education,  he  could  go  on  to  a  Latin  grammar 
school  and  perhaps  enter  the  priesthood  or  go  on  to  work  in  government 
administration  or  law. 
Types  of  literacy 
Literacy  during  the  medieval  period  was  class-conditioned;  a  person's  ability  to  read 
would  be  dependent  on  their  status,  the  type  of  career  open  to  them  and  also  on  the 33 
traditions  of  their  class.  It  is  possible  to  distinguish  four  tiers  of  literacy  in  medieval 
society: 
Religious 
Administrative 
CUltivAWd 
Practical 
The  primary  historical  function  of  literacy  was  religious.  Anglo-Saxon  and  Latin 
literacy  had  existed  in  England  since  the  Dark  Ages,  when  monasteries  were  the 
great  European  centres  of  learning.  However,  increasing  vernacular  literacy  in  the 
Middle  Ages  was  undoubtedly  a  result  of  the  development  of  bureaucracy  under 
Norman  rule.  As  Clanchy  states: 
'The  main  contention  of  From  Memory  to.  Written  Record  is  that  lay  literacy 
grew  out  of  bureaucracy,  rather  than  from  any  abstract  desire  for  education  or 
literature.  The  demands  of  the  Exchequer  and  courts  or  law  compelled  knights 
in  the  shires  and  burgesses  in  the  town  to  create  lesser  bureaucracies  of  their 
own.  24 
Beyond  the  necessity  of  understanding  and  managing  one's  affairs,  there  was  the 
desire  among  the  gentry  and  merchants  to  secure  a  future  for  those  children  who 
could  not  be  provided  for  by  the  estate.  The  new  bureaucracies  created  a  potential  for 
employment  for  many  members  of  the  middle  and  upper  class,  as  Orme  points  out: 
'(the  gentle  class)  tried  to  place  their  children,  when  it  was  impossible  to 
provide  for  them  out  of  the  family  lands,  in  other  careers  which  would  give 
them  a  reasonable  standard  of  life  and  the  chance  of  self-advancement.  Many 
24  Clanchy  1993:  19 34 
were  sent  to  school  to  be  fitted  for  ecclesiastical  careers  or  later,  perhaps,  to  be 
25 
trained  as  lawyers  and  administrators'  . 
In  addition  to  economic  considerations,  literacy  played  an  important  part  in  the  lives 
of  the  nobility  and  this  was  the  case  to  a  greater  extent  as  social  mobility  increased. 
As  Orme  shows,  26  the  nobility  were  still  a  military  class  and  this  affected  every  part 
of  their  lives  including  their  leisure.  This  military  aspect  of  aristocratic  identity  could 
manifest  itself  actively  in  sport  and  hunting,  but  increasingly  it  was  a  passive  interest 
in  tales  of  deeds  of  arms  and  chivalry.  The  incentive  to  establish  the  romance  as  an 
integral  part  of  the  culture  of  the  nobility  increased  as  the  middle  classes  began  to 
gain  positions  of  authority  at  court.  As  the  ability  to  read  allowed  clerks  to  climb  the 
social  ladder,  so  the  aristocracy  began  to  emphasise  the  need  for  knowledge  of 
knightly  conduct  and  to  encode  it  in  their  literature.  In  doing  so,  the  nobility  created  a 
new  distinction  within  the  ability  to  read;  that  of  practical  and  cultivated  literacy.  27 
For  this  reason  romances  could  be  found  amongst  the  possessions  of  anyone  serious 
about  improving  their  social  standing. 
For  the  merchants  and  craftsmen  of  the  medieval  period,  the  ability  to  read  and  write 
in  the  vernacular  was  often  more  of  a  practical  necessity.  It  is  unlikely  that  this 
extended  to  the  reading  of  Latin,  although  learning  French  might  have  been 
necessary  for  merchants  as,  increasingly,  only  the  children  of  the  upper  classes  were 
28  fluent  in  French.  A  number  of  verse  texts  aimed  at  teaching  French  to  young 
children  have  survived,  testifying  to  the  increasing  dominance  of  an  English 
vernacular.  29 
25  Orme  1973:  30 
26  Onne  1973:  30 
27  Tumer  1988:  1-3 
28  Orme  1973:  47 
29  One  such  text,  Trinity  324,  is  localised  in  LALME  to  northern  Somerset,  (please  see  map  one). 35 
The  lowest  classes,  the  bound  tenants  of  lands  owned  by  the  nobility  and  church, 
belonged  to  their  lords  as  did  their  children.  Educating  the  son  of  a  villein  was 
carried  out  at  the  discretion  of  the  lord  who  owned  him.  30  The  completion  of  his 
education  and  perhaps  entry  into  the  priesthood  would  require  his  emancipation  and 
would  perhaps  cause  lands  to  be  left  tenantless  in  the  event  of  the  death  of  the  father. 
Eldest  sons  were  therefore  seldom  given  an  education  and  usually  remained  unfree. 
The  medieval  education  system 
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Map  4:  Known  location  ofschools  in  the  medieval  West  Country.  Adaptedfrom 
Orme  1976:  5. 
If  the  literacy  of  a  region  in  the  Middle  Ages  is  to  be  considered  and,  particularly  the 
way  in  which  spelling  and  reading  are  taught,  it  is important  to  look  at  what  types  of 
education  were  available  during  this  time.  Elementary  schools  for  children  probably 
only  became  common  towards  the  end  of  the  Middle  Ages  31 
and  it  would  appear  that 
at  these  schools  reading  and  spelling  were  learned  phonically.  This  can  be  seen  not 
30  Orme  1973:  50 
31  Orme  1973:  3 36 
only  by  the  evidence  of  the  great  variety  of  phonic  spellings  that  can  be  found  in 
medieval  texts,  but  also  due  to  the  survival of  an  established  alphabet,  ofted  called  a 
cross-row;  with  reference  to  its  prefatory  symbol.  The  cross-row  was  set  out  as 
follows: 
A.  a.  b.  c.  d.  e.  f  g.  lLi.  k 
i.  m.  n.  o.  p.  q.  r.  f  s.  t. 
V.  U.  X.  Y.  Z.  &.  9.  :  32 
.  est  amen 
Figure  1:  The  medieval  cross-row  alphabet 
This  alphabet  was  often  written  on  the  walls  of  teaching  rooms  and  at  the  beginning 
of  primers.  In  the  absence  of  any  specially  created  elementary  teaching  books,  Orme 
suggests  that  primers  --  containing  basic  prayers  and  simple  liturgical  devotions  and 
written  in  a  large,  clear  hand  -  were  used  as  elementary  text  books  for  those  learning 
to  read. 
33 
The  cross-row  was,  of  course,  borrowed  from  the  teaching  of  the  Latin  alphabet; 
English  written  language  had  two  more  symbols,  one  derived  from  Latin,  the  other  a 
survivor  from  the  GermankfuPork.  An  awareness  of  the  presence  of  these  two  extra 
letters  not  found  in  the  cross-row  is demonstrated  in  a  copy  of  Mandeville's  Travels 
localised  to  eastern  Devon: 
we  haue  in  oure  langage  +  speche  in 
engklonde  ii  lettres  mo  ban  bub  in  be  abc 
ýat  is  sai  bis  tO  signis  b.  3.  whiche 
bub  called  bOm  +  3eoure. 
34 
"  Orme  1973:  61 
33  Orme  1973:  62 
34  Taken  from  Bloxam  1008:  folio  l4v  lines  II-  14 37 
Children  often  began  their  Latin  education  in  Song  schools,  where,  through 
plainsong,  they  learned  to  read  and  pronounce  Latin.  Bede's  account  of  the  Bishop  of 
Hexam's  curing  of  a  boy's  dumbness  probably  allows  an  insight  into  the  teaching  of 
reading  to  Anglo-Saxons  and  it  is  likely  that  this  kind  of  system  was  still  being  used 
to  teach  during  the  medieval  period.  Bede  reports  that  the  bishop  started  by  getting 
the  boy  to  name  the  letters  of  the  alphabet  and  then  he  proceeded  to  syllables, 
thereafter  he  was  made  to  repeat  sentences.  35  It  would  seem  likely  that  the  bishop 
was  adapting  current  teaching  methods  for  reading  in  order  to  help  the  boy  to  speak. 
Therefore  this  account  is  of  great  importance  in  uncovering  the  elementary  education 
of  readers  during  the  Old  and  Middle  English  period. 
After  learning  basic  pronunciation,  children  progressed  to  Grammar  schools,  where 
Latin  was  taught  at  a  more  advanced  level.  A  number  of  Latin  textbooks  survive 
from  these  schools,  instructing  boys  how  to  compose  prose  and  poetry  in  Latin. 
Books  of  English  sentences  with  Latin  translations  can  also  be  found  dating  to  this 
era;  these  were  called  'vulgaria'  and  were  also  used  in  grammar  schools. 
36  One  such 
text,  belonging  to  a  man  named  Walter  Pollard,  is  localised  in  LAUE  to  Plymouth. 
(Rawlinson  328).  The  ability  to  read  and  write  Latin  opened  up  many  career  paths; 
parliamentary  records  were  kept  in  Latin  until  the  first  part  of  the  fourteenth  century 
and  so  an  administrative  post  could  be  gained  after  learning  Latin  at  a  Grammar 
school.  Latin  was  needed  for  the  practice  of  Law  and  apprentice  scribes  were  also 
required  to  be  able  to  read  and  write  Latin,  as  they  were  often  required  to  copy  it.  37 
After  a  grammar  school  education,  it  was  also  possible  to  proceed  to  more 
specialised  schools  or  universities  in  order  to  concentrate  on  Law,  Theology  or  the 
Arts,  astrology  and  medicine.  It  would  seem  that  achieving  this  level  of  education 
was  one  way  to  obtain  an  important  administrative  post  or  a  high  position  among  the 
clergy. 
35  King  1992:  731 
36 
Orme  1973:  33 
37 
Onne  1973:  50 38 
1.2.1  Extant  medieval  southwestern  texts 
In  the  previous  sections  types  of  medieval  literacy  and  education  have  been 
considered.  In  the  present  section,  those  texts  that  have  been  localised  to  the 
medieval  West  Country  in  LALME  will  now  be  described,  in  order  to  show  what 
kind  of  information  they  provide  about  the  types  of  literacy  found  in  this  area.  A 
number  of  the  smaller  texts  localised  by  LAUE  are  administrative  texts,  including 
wills,  churchwardens  accounts  and  legal  letters.  Regarding  non-documentary 
material,  there  is  a  breadth  of  subject  matter  indicating  advanced  levels  of  practical 
education  as  well  as  cultivated  literacy  and  religious  learning. 
Of  the  extant,  localisable,  southwestern  manuscripts,  religious  texts  are  by  far  the 
most  numerous,  but  are  mainly  to  be  found  in  Somerset.  It  is  undeniable  that 
religious  texts  would  have  been  copied  and  used  throughout  the  West  Country,  but 
the  survival  of  so  many  in  Somerset  is  perhaps  due  to  the  proliferation  of  religious 
centres  such  at  Bath,  Bridgewater,  Bristol,  Bruton,  Cleeve,  Forde,  Glastonbury, 
I-Enton,  Ilchester,  Keynsham  Montacute,  Muchelney,  Taunton  and  Wells.  Many 
more  of  these  institutes  seem  to  have  existed  in  Somerset  than  in  Devon  or  Dorset38. 
39  Orme  1976:  9 39 
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Map  5:  Religious  texts  localised  to  the  West  Countiy  in  LADE 
On  map  5  it  is  possible  to  see  the  distribution  of  religious  texts  across  the  West 
Country.  A  copy  of  the  devotional  text,  the  Prick  of  Conscience  has  been  localised 
by  LALME  to  western  Somerset.  This  text  appears  to  have  been  very  popular  during 
the  Middle  Ages  as  a  proportionally  large  number  of  manuscripts  of  the  text  survive. 
It  is  a  penitential  text,  split  into  seven  books  describing  various  subjects  such  as 
death,  hell,  man's  sinfulness  and  frailty  and  the  transitory  nature  of  life  on  earth. 
Another  devotional  text,  localised  by  LALME  to  Somerset,  is  the  Speculum 
Christiani.  This  text  is  an  instructional  text  for  righteous  living,  covering  such 
matters  as  the  Seven  Deadly  Sins  and  Seven  Virtues  and  also  appears  to  have  been 
very  popular  during  the  Middle  Ages.  In  eastern  Somerset  LALNIE  localises  one  of 
the  oldest  texts  of  the  Northern  Passion 
. 
39  Like  the  Southern  Passion  the  Northern 
Passion  presents  the  story  of  Christ's  Passion  in  popular  narrative  form;  it  was 
originally  written  in  the  North  of  England  at  the  end  of  the  thirteenth  century,  but 
was  also  translated  into  southern  dialects,  as  is  the  case  with  Rawlinson  655. 
39  This  manuscript,  Rawlinson  655,  contains  a  unique  175  lines  added  to  the  original  work. 40 
On  the  Somerset/  Wiltshire  border,  LALME  has  localised  a  collection  of  Homilies 
and  further  south,  near  Dorset,  LALME  localises  a  copy  of  the  Seven  Penitential 
Psalms.  A  collection  of  religious  texts  written  and  perhaps  composed  by  a  John 
Midwynter  has  also  been  localised  to  northeastern  Somerset.  Nearby  LALME 
localises  a  short  medieval  devotional  text  found  in  the  collection  of  the  Marquess  of 
Bath  written  in  the  person  of  Christ  extolling  the  virtues  of  righteous  living, 
sinlessness  and  the  love  of  others  over  self-punishment.  In  western  Somerset  there  is 
a  fourteenth-century  copy  of  a  southern  English  Saints'  Lives.  The  only  religious 
texts  localised  by  LALME  to  Devon  and  Dorset,  are  respectively  a  copy  of  the  Prick 
of  Conscience  and  a  short  poem  concerning  the  instruments  used  to  crucify  Christ. 
Many  of  these  religious  texts  have  a  penitential  function,  some  also  addressing 
contemporary  heretical  issues  and  reinforcing  the  importance  of  confession  and  the 
taking  of  the  sacrament.  Religious  texts  are  usually  interspersed  with  glossed  Latin 
quotations  from  the  apostles  and  church  fathers;  many  contain  apocryphal 
digressions  concerning  saints'  lives,  the  miracles  associated  with  certain  relics  as 
well  as  some  anti-Semitic  material. 
Perhaps  one  subset  of  the  religious  texts  is  that  of  the  three  Devonshire  Mandeville's 
Travels.  The  author  of  this  text  claims  to  have  been  born  in  St.  Albans  in  1322  and  to 
have  travelled  extensively  throughout  southern  Europe  and  the  Middle  East. 
Nevertheless,  much  of  the  material  in  Mandeville's  Travels  appears  to  have  been 
gleaned  from  the  works  of  other  authors  . 
40  As  this  text  is  intended  to  describe  the 
passage  from  western  European  countries  to  the  Holy  Land  for  those  who  wish  to  go 
on  a  crusade,  it  is  a  combined  religious  text  and  travel  guide,  mixing  practical  advice 
with  religious  comment,  as  well  as  relating  fantastic  legends  and  historical  events. 
40  The  itineraries  of  William  de  Boldensele  and  Odoric;  of  Pordenone,  Vincent  of  Beauvais'  Speculu. 
Historial  and  Speculum  Naturale  and  William  of  Tripoli's  Dg  Statu  Saracenorum.  (Bennett  1954:  20) 41 
This  is  not  to  suggest  that  everyone  who  read  about  the  crusades  or  copied  a 
Mandeville's  Travels  for  personal  use  intended  to  join  the  crusades.  Interest  in  the 
Crusades  appears  to  have  been  particularly  associated  with  social  ambition.  Speedy 
social  advancement  was  still  linked  to  triumph  in  combat  and  the  East  was  portrayed 
in  the  literature  of  the  time  as  a  place  of  wealth  and  adventure.  41 
it  is  noteworthy  that  in  medieval  Devon,  which  has  already  been  described  in  this 
study  as  conservative  and  parochial,  four  texts  have  been  localised  relating  to  the 
Crusades  and  tales  of  the  Middle  East:  namely  three  Mandeville's  Travels  and  the 
tale  of  Sir Ferumbras.  The  Mandeville's  Travels  are  partly  religious,  partly  practical 
and  partly  fantastic  accounts  of  the  lands  from  the  Mediterranean  to  the  Holy  Land 
and  beyond.  Sir  Ferumbras  follows  a  format  typical  of  the  chansons  de  geste. 
Ramsay  describes  this  type  of  Romance: 
'These  works,  of  which  the  Chanson  de  Roland  is  the  best  known  example, 
place  great  emphasis  on  fighting  and  military  virtues  such  as  courage.  They 
show  Christian  heroes  struggling  against  foreign  or  pagan  (Saracen')  foes.  s42 
Sir  Ferumbras  is  probably  a  translation  of  a  French  text  related  to  the  French 
Fierabras  'iron-arms'  romance.  However,  the  beginning  of  the  text  is  similar  to  the 
beginning  of  Sir  Gawain  and  the  Green  Kni  The  hero  of  the  tale,  earl  Oliver, 
belongs  to  the  court  of  King  Charles  of  France.  While  he  is  eating  with  his  entourage, 
Charles  is  challenged  by  the  huge  Saracen  warrior  and  son  of  the  Emir  (Sir 
Ferumbras)  to  send  one  of  his  best  knights  to  fight  in  one-to-one  combat.  When  the 
greatest  warriors  in  King  Charles'  retinue  refuse  to  fight,  the  already  wounded  Oliver 
volunteers  in  order  to  prevent  his  king  from  being  Aisgraced.  When  Ferumbras  is 
defeated,  Oliver  converts  him  to  Christianity.  Later  Ferumbras'  sister  falls  in  love 
41  Riley-Smith  1987:  11 
42  Ramsay  1983:  2 42 
with  King  Charles'  nephew,  Roland,  and  is  also  converted  to  Christianity.  Eventually 
Oliver  and  others  in  the  king's  retinue  defeat  the  Emir,  gaining  treasure  and  the 
favour  of  king  Charles. 
It  is  easy  to  see  why  such  texts  would  have  been  universally  popular  in  the  Middle 
Ages,  combining  religious  obligation  with  exciting  tales  of  combat,  love  and  wealth. 
As  Riley-Smith  states,  there  was  enthusiasm  for  the  Crusades  at  all  levels  of  society, 
but  higher  up  the  social  scale  there  is  better  evidence  of  people's  interest  in  them. 
Riley-Smith  points  out  that  '...  it  is  clear  that  the  cult  of  chivalry...  incorporated 
crusading  as  one  of  its  defining  characteristics.  v43 
What  is  most  interesting  about  the  Sir  Ferumbras,  Ashmole  33  manuscript  is  that 
evidence  seems  to  suggest  that  it  was  copied,  perhaps  translated  and  partly 
composed,  by  a  clergyman.  The  cover-leaves  in  which  the  manuscript  was  protected 
are  folded  religious  documents  pertaining  to  the  diocese  of  Exeter.  The  editor  of  the 
EETS  version  of  the  poem  therefore  believes  that  the  text's  author  was  a  clergyman 
living  in  the  diocese  of  Exeter,  although  others  have  argued  that  a  clergyman  from 
Exeter  would  not  have  used  important  documents  pertaining  to  Exeter  for  the 
purpose  of  copying  out  a  draft  copy  of  a  romance  and  that  the  author  therefore 
probably  came  from  outside  the  diocese.  44 
Two  texts  with  the  same  popular  exploration  of  self-sacrifice  and  obedience  are  the 
Naples  13.  B.  29  Clerk's  Tale  (or  the  tale  of  patient  Grizelda)  and  the  Harley  2386  tale 
of  Amis  and  Amiloun.  In  both  tales,  the  main  character  is  forced  to  sacrifice  their 
children,  Grizelda  at  the  whim  of  her  husband  the  king  and  Amis  in  order  to  cleanse 
his  friend  of  a  fatal  disease.  The  theme  of  these  texts  is  probably  strongly  influenced 
by  Christian  traditions  such  as  Christ's  martyrdom  and  God's  testing  of  Abraham. 
43  Riley-Snýth  1987:  236 
44  Herrtage  1903:  xvi 43 
The  Amis  and  Amiloun  text  is  unfinished  ;  45  in  the  tale  the  Duke  of  Lombardy  is  so 
impressed  with  Amis  that  he  makes  him  his  butler. 
'Amys  as  ye  may  here/  he  made  hym  hys  chef  botelere/  for  he  was  hende  &  fre/ 
&  amelyon  ouer  ham  alle/  he  made  him  stwward  yn  hys  halle.  946 
Later,  Amis  betrays  the  Duke  by  sleeping  with  his  daughter  and,  when  this  is 
discovered,  he  flees.  The  text  gets  this  far  and  then  finishes  in  mid-sentence  with  the 
words  'Wylliam  Cresset  was  a  lorde  a  lorde'  followed  by  three  letter  <a>s.  This  text, 
along  with  the  Harley  2386M  version  of  Mandeville's  Travels  were  copied  in 
different  hands  after  Latin  texts  into  an  account  book  belonging  to  a  butler  named 
William  Cresset.  The  editor  of  the  EETS  version  of  Amis  and  Amiloun  believes  that 
the  Harley  2386  manuscript  represents  a  Latin  miscellany  that  had  been  given  to  the 
butler  in  order  that  the  extra  blank  pages  could  be  used  as  an  account  book,  but  that 
Cresset  had  copied  into  it  Mandeville's  Travels  and  Amis  and  Amiloun  before  his 
accounts47.  It  is  unlikely  that  this  is  the  case  as  the  two  English  texts  are  copied  in 
different  hands,  neither  of  them  corresponding  with  the  hand  in  which  the  accounts 
were  writterý8  and  dialectological  analyses  (please  refer  to  chapter  8)  rarely  identify 
similarities  between  the  two  texts.  Even  though  it  is  written  in  a  fifteenth  century, 
secretary  hand,  the  archaism  of  the  language  of  Harley  2386A  means  that  it  often  has 
more  in  common,  dialectally  speaking,  with  the  fourteenth  century  texts  localised  in 
LALME  to  the  West  Country  than  with  the  fifteenth  century  Harley  2386M 
Mandeville  text. 
45  The  text  is  only  about  four  hundred  and  fifteen  lines  long. 
46Harley  2386A,  folio  131  column  II  lines  27  -  30. 
47 
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48  Please  refer  to  the  CD-Rom  submitted  vdth  this  Thesis. 44 
William  Cresset  definitely  did  copy  two  short  'remedies'  alongside  his  accounts  and 
this  genre  of  text,  indicating  a  practical  literacy,  is  also  found  in  the  West  Country.  In 
southern  Devon,  LALNM  has  localised  a  Medica  detailing  those  plants  that  should  be 
taken  in  order  to  cure  various  ailments  and  how  the  medicine  should  be  prepared. 
This  text  contains  information  on  how  to  treat  various  ailments  and  how  these  relate 
to  the  presence  of  the  humours.  In  the  margins  of  the  text  are  diagrams  of  body  parts 
and  conical  flasks  that  were  used  for  examining  urine,  the  chief  method  of  diagnosis 
at  the  time. 
Other  texts  that  might  be  considered  to  be  medical,  in  a  medieval  sense,  are  the 
astrological  texts  that  are  localised  by  LALNIE  to  the  West  Country.  These  include 
the  three  texts  found  in  the  Ashmole  189  manuscript,  copied  in  three,  possibly  four, 
different  hands.  The  texts  deal  mainly  with  predicting  the  future  or  ascertaining  the 
right  time  to  perform  certain  acts  pertaining  to  health  and  wealth  according  to  the 
coinciding  of  dates  with  the  phases  of  the  moon  and  the  seasons. 
The  first  text  makes  reference  to  Pythagoras'golden  table,  and  provides  advice  and 
diagrams  relating  to  its  reproduction.  The  text  also  gives  advice  on  determining 
whether  it  is  good  to  be  born,  sell/  buy  livestock,  cut  one's  hair/toenails  or  be  bled  on 
various  days  of  the  week.  Ashmole  189b  helps  the  reader  predict  the  future 
depending  on  what  day  Christmas  falls  on  and  Ashmole  189c  concerns  the  use  of  the 
phases  of  the  moon  in  order  to  predict  the  future.  These  might  have  been  the  type  of 
texts  consulted  by  hende  Nicolas  in  Chaucer's  Miller's  Tale  and  therefore  perhaps 
the  property  of  someone  attending  university  with  an  understanding  of  astronomy. 
LALME  localises  a  similar  specialist  text,  an  Alchemica,  to  eastern  Somerset.  This  is 
a  very  cryptic  text  that  describes  how  to  make  the  philosopher's  stone,  the  essential 
ingredient  for  turning  base  metals  into  gold  and  a  medieval  and  Renaissance 
obsession.  In  this  text,  chemicals  are  referred  to  metaphorically  and  meaning  is 45 
revealed  by  degree  in  order  to  preserve  alchemical  secrets.  The  text  includes  several 
cryptic  drawings  relating  to  the  content  of  the  text,  although  a  number  are  clearly 
missing  though  there  is  space  left  for  them.  There  are  also  many  illustrations  and 
diagrams  of  cauldrons  and  various  pieces  of  distillation  apparatus. 
The  Glastonbury  miscellany  that  is  reported  to  have  belonged  to  a  monk  at  the 
Benedictine  house  there,  49  contains  a  small,  versified  text  on  gardening,  concerning 
lists  of  herbs  native  to  the  British  Isles;  the  best  time  to  sow  them  and  when  they 
should  have  fertiliser  added.  Aside  from  this,  there  are  a  number  of  short  rhymes  on 
subjects  such  as  keeping  God's  laws,  working  out  what  day  Easter  should  fall  on,  the 
traits  that  make  a  good  horse  and  not  swearing  on  the  sacrament.  This  miscellany 
also  contains  three,  more  substantial  poems  with  the  refrains:  'God  shall  be  God 
when  gold  is  gone',  'Pluck  of  her  bells  and  let  her  fly'50  'Hear  and  see  and  say  not 
all',  and  'Beware,  the  blind  eateth  many  a  fly'. 
Another  form  of  'practical'  text  is  the  teaching  text  and  there  are  two  good  examples 
of  this  localised  by  LALME  to  the  West  Country:  one  is  a  Latin  grammar  book,  or 
vulgaria,  belonging  to  a  Walter  Pollard  of  Plymouth,  Rawlinson  328,  and  one  text, 
Trinity  324,  is  written  in  English  and  French  verse,  for  the  purpose  of  teaching 
French  to  children.  Both  texts  teach  the  foreign  language  by  writing  a  line  of  the 
language  and  glossing  it  in  English.  The  vulgaria  is  an  advanced  learning  text  and 
contains  complex  descriptions  of  Latin  grammar,  whereas  the  Femina  is  a  children's 
text  using  basic  versified  French  and  English,  referring  to  everyday  occupations. 
One  group  of  texts  --  perhaps  a  subset  of  the  romance  genre  -  is  that  of  the  pseudo- 
histories:  Bruts  and  Arthurian  legends.  As  Bennett  states: 
49  LALME  volume  one:  236 
50  A  versified  poem  about  the  woman's  inconstancy  with  analogies  to  hawking. 46 
'Englishmen  in  the  later  middle  ages  had  a  well-developed  sense  of  their 
national  identity.  Their  common  experience  of  statehood  already  stretched  back 
at  least  half  a  millennium,  and  the  widespread  belief  in  the  Trojan  foundation 
of  the  realm  of  England  gave  them  a  shared  mythical  past.  '51 
Turville-Petre  asserts  that,  during  the  politically  turbulent  times  of  the  reign  of 
Richard  the  third,  where  war  threatened  from  both  Scotland  and  France,  a  large 
number  of  English  literary  texts  appear  that  focus  on  the  development  of  a  sense  of 
nationhood  through  mythical  history.  52  In  the  West  Country,  the  focus  of  this 
mythical  history  is  often  King  Arthur.  Longleat  55,  Douce  236,  Arundel  22  and 
Cotton  Cxiii  contain  accounts  of  King  Arthur  and  these  texts  are  to  be  found  in 
Devon,  Dorset  and  Somerset.  The  effect  that  the  Celtic  language  and  legend  had  on 
the  inhabitants  of  the  West  Country  will  be  described  in  section  1.3. 
1.3  Celtic  background  and  influence  on  the  West 
Country 
it  is  necessary  to  provide  a  short  summary  of  the  Celtic  history  of  the  medieval  West 
Country  for  two  reasons:  firstly,  in  order  to  explain  why,  in  what  was  the  last  Celtic 
stronghold  in  southern  Britain,  the  Celtic  linguistic  influence  on  the  English  of  this 
area  has  been  minimal  and,  secondly,  in  order  to  explain  why,  conversely,  Celtic 
history  and  mythology  have  such  a  great  influence  on  the  type  of  literary  texts  found 
in  this  area  and  beyond  during  the  Middle  Ages. 
51  Bennett  1983:  5 
52  Turville-Petre  1996 47 
Linguistic  separation 
The  key  to  understanding  the  linguistic  separation  of  the  two  cultures  can  be  found  in 
the  annals  of  the  Anglo-Saxons.  Although  it  has  often  been  postulated  that  the 
Anglo-Saxons  and  Celts  lived  side  by  side  after  the  initial  Germanic  invasion  of 
Britain;  from  a  linguistic  point  of  view,  absorption  of  the  Celts  seems  unlikely.  The 
Cornish  language  has  had  almost  no  influence  on  the  language  of  the  Anglo-Saxons 
in  this  region. 
53  Perhaps  the  reason  for  this  lack  of  interaction  lies  in  the  enforced 
separation  of  these  two  peoples  during  their  struggle  for  possession  of  the  island;  the 
mutual  hostility  of  an  uneasy  coexistence  keeping  them  apart.  Unlike  the  Romans, 
the  Anglo-Saxons  did  not  only  conquer  the  island,  they  drove  out  its  previous 
inhabitants  as  they  advanced  in  order  to  settle  the  lands. 
Celtic  lexical  items  in  English  and  place-name  evidence 
it  is  unsurprising  that  Brythonic  Celtic  should  have  such  a  small  influence  on  Anglo- 
Saxon,  as  there  would  have  been  very  little  social  interaction  between  the  two 
peoples.  The  separation  of  the  two  nations  is  supported  by  evidence  of  the  small 
number  of  Celtic  place-names  found  in  the  South  West.  It  is  often  said  that  Brythonic 
Celtic  has  had  very  little  influence  on  the  English  language  except  in  the  area  of 
place-names,  but  even  here  it  is  possible  to  see  the  displacing  influence  of  the  Anglo- 
Saxons  as  they  moved  west.  A  typical  view  is  that  expressed  by  Baugh  and  Cable: 
'It  is  natural  that  Celtic  place-names  should  be  more  common  in  the  west  than 
in  the  east  and  southeast,  but  the  evidence  of  these  names  shows  that  the  Celts 
impressed  themselves  upon  the  Germanic  consciousness  at  least  to  the  extent 
of  causing  the  newcomers  to  adopt  many  of  the  local  names  current  in  Celtic 
53  Wakelin:  1969:  227  for  the  Celtic  background  of  the  West-Country  word  'crow'  'an  enclosure' 48 
speech  and  to  make  them  a  permanent  part  of  their  vocabulary.  Outside  of  the 
area  of  place-names,  however,  the  influence  of  Celtic  upon  the  English 
language  is  almost  negligible. 
54 
If  the  distribution  of  place-names  in  the  southwest  of  Britain  is  considered,  the 
evidence  actually  points  towards  the  loss  of  Celtic  place-names  in  favour  of  those  of 
Anglo-Saxon  origin.  This  suggests  that  the  influence  of  the  Celts  upon  the  Anglo- 
Saxon  invaders  is  even  less  than  previously  thought.  Pearce  55  summarises  the  actual 
occurrence  of  Celtic  place-names  in  southwestern  Britain  and  finds,  with  the  notable 
exception  of  Cornwall,  that  there  are  very  few  place-names  of  Celtic  origin  in  the 
West  Country,  and  this  is  especially  the  case  in  Devon: 
'The  nomenclature  of  Devon  is  strikingly  English  in  character;  the  total 
number  of  Celtic  names  in  the  county  including  river  names,  has  been 
reckoned  at  less  than  1%...  The  percentage  of  surviving  British  names  in  the 
areas  of  modem  Dorset  and  Somerset  is  perhaps  rather  higher.  However,  in 
connection  with  those  of  Dorset,  Fagersten  remarks  'on  the  whole  the 
nomenclature  of  Dorset  is  of  a  decidedly  English  character.  It  is  true  that  there 
are  a  few  Celtic  names,  but  their  number  seems  to  be  far  smaller  than  has 
hitherto  been  assumed...  out  of  the  thousand  names  included,  only  about  a 
56 
dozen  are  of  Celtic  origin'  . 
Critical  use  of  place-names  is  a  good  indicator  of  the  settlement  patterns  of  the  early 
medieval  period.  Place-name  evidence  in  the  West  Country  would  tend  to  support  the 
idea  of  the  displacement  of  the  Celts  rather  than  their  assimilation.  It  is  known  that 
the  river  Tamar  was  the  eastern  boundary  of  the  last  area  of  Celtic  settlement  and 
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rule  in  the  South  West;  a  place  where  Cornish  was  spoken  into  the  eighteenth 
century.  Pearce  finds  that  in  western  and  central  Cornwall  today,  almost  all  place- 
names  are  of  Cornish  origin,  yet  in  Devon,  the  number  of  Celtic  place-names  is 
negligible: 
'In  north-east  Cornwall  a  linguistic  frontier  can  be  more  sharply  drawn;  the 
finger  of  land  comprising  the  parishes  of  North  Petherwin  and  Werrington  west 
of  the  Tamar  line,  and  a  line  drawn  from  its  tip  to  the  sea  at  Poundstock 
separates  an  eastern  area  of  predominantly  English  place-names  and  a  western 
one  of  Cornish.  Between  the  Ottery  and  the  Inny...  Cornish  place-names  run 
right  up  to  the  River  Tamar.  '  57 
Despite  the  fact  that  as  far  east  as  Dorset  was  part  of  the  Celtic  heartland  during  the 
58 
fifth  and  sixth  centuries  ,  the  sharp  delineation  between  an  area  of  predominantly 
Cornish  place-names  and  one  of  predominantly  Anglo-Saxon  place-names  would 
tend  to  suggest  the  separation  of  the  two  cultures.  The  negligible  amount  of 
vocabulary  borrowed  from  Celtic  languages  into  English  supports  the  idea  that  there 
was  little  day-to-day  interaction  between  these  two  peoples  even  after  the  battles  had 
ceased. 
The  displacement  of  the  Celtic  peoples.  -  the  Anglo-Saxon  Chronicle 
Evidence  for  the  replacement  of  the  ancient  Britons  by  the  Anglo-Saxons  and  the 
lack  of  interaction  between  the  two  cultures  is  found  not  only  in  the  place-name 
evidence  of  today.  Contemporary  documentary  evidence  is  also  available  in  the 
annals  of  the  Anglo-Saxon  Chronicles.  Entries  in  all  versions  of  the  Chronicles.  make 
it  possible  to  plot  the  movements  of  the  Germanic  tribes  westward  and  northward 
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over  time;  each  relevant  entry  reports  the  retreat  of  the  Britons  as  the  Saxons 
advanced. 
The  Peterborouvh  Chronicle  reports  the  existence  of  five  languages  in  Britain 
59 
including  English,  British  (probably  Cornish)  and  Welsh 
. 
In  447,  the  Saxons  drove 
the  Celtic  army  from  Northwest  Kent  and  they  are  reported  fleeing  to  London.  In 
473,  the  Britons  are  again  said  to  have  been  'fleeing  (from  the  Saxons)  like  fire'.  The 
Winchester  Chronicle  reports  in  its  preface,  the  establishment  of  the  kingdom  of 
Wessex.  Cerdic  and  Cynric  are  reported  landing  at  Cerdic's  shore  in  494  and  six 
years  later  the  chronicler  reports  that  they  had  taken  the  land  of  the  West-Saxons 
from  the  Britons 
. 
60  The  push  westwards,  driving  the  Celts  into  the  West  Country  and 
finally  into  Cornwall  can  likewise  be  charted. 
From  447  to  501,  entries  recall  coastal  invasions  in  the  west  of  Sussex  and  near 
Portsmouth  in  Hampshire,  61 
once  more  the  Britons  are  reported  as  being  driven  out 
of  their  homeland.  Seven  years  later  in  508,  the  Saxons  have  pushed  a  little  further 
west  to  Charford  and  by  530  they  had  gained  the  Isle  of  Wight.  During  the  next  fifty 
years,  entries  in  the  chronicles  report  a  push  northward  and  westwards  towards  south 
Wales.  One  of  the  most  important  years  for  the  Anglo-Saxon  displacement  of  the 
southwestern  Britons  is  577,  when  three  of  the  most  important  cities  in  the  one-time 
Celtic  heartland  are  taken;  namely  Cirencester,  Gloucester  and  Bath.  Cirencester  was 
assumed  to  have  been  the  capital  of  the  Roman  province  of  Britannia  Prima,  which 
encompassed  all  of  the  South  West.  62  Another  important  victory  is  reported  in  the 
entry  for  658,  where  the  Britons  battle  with  the  Anglo-Saxons  and  are  driven  west  of 
the  Parrett.  Even  in  the  present  study  of  medieval  English  southwestern  dialects,  this 
is  a  significant  east-west  boundary  in  the  peninsula.  This  left  Dumnonia  and  Cerniw, 
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present-day  Cornwall,  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  as  the  only  surviving  Brilish 
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kingdoms  in  the  South 
. 
- 
Dumnonia 
Cer,  niw 
fL" 
Map  6:  The  Celtic  kingdomýv  of  Cerniw  and  Dumnonia. 
There  are  no  reports  of  skirmishes  with  the  Wesi  Walas  during  the  eighth  century.  in 
793  'fiery  dragons'  are  seen  in  the  air  and  the  Danish  raids  in  the  east  preoccupy  the 
chroniclers,  until  823.  In  this  year  a  battle  took  place  in  western  Devon. 
Significantly,  the  Anglo-Saxons  are  referred  to  in  the  chronicle  as  'Defena'  'Devon 
men',  suggesting  that  they  had  settled  into  the  region  to  such  an  extent  that  they  had 
a  distinct  regional  identity.  The  Britons,  on  the  other  hand,  are  identified  as  'Walas' 
or  'foreigners'.  In  the  ninth  century,  therefore,  the  Britons  seem  to  have  been  driven 
as  far  as  west  Devon  and  perhaps  across  the  Tamar.  A  second  wave  of  immigration 
into  the  West  Country,  this  time  Danish,  occurred  via  the  sea  during  the  ninth 
century.  This  took  place  in  southern  Cornwall,  southern  Dorset  and  the  north  coast  of 
Somerset  through  the  mouth  of  the  Sevem.  The  Danes  appear  to  have  come  to  raid, 
but  they  also  temporarily  settled  in  northern  Somerset.  An  initial  Danish  invasion  of 
the  Anglo-Saxons  through  Cornwall  seems  to  have  taken  place  with  the  support  of 
the  Britons.  The  entry  in  the  chronicles  for  835  tells  of  the  British  and  Danish  defeat 
in  battle  just  west  of  the  Tamar  boundary: 
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'Here  a  great  raiding  ship-army  came  to  Cornwall,  and  they  [Celts  and 
Norsemen]  turned  into  one  and  were  fighting  against  Egbert,  king  of  Wessex. 
Then  he  campaigned  against  them  and  fought  against  them  at  Hengest  dune, 
and  there  put  to  flight  both  the  Britons  and  the  Danish.  '64 
The  settlement  of  the  Danes  does  not  appear  to  have  had  any  effect  of  the  dialects  of 
the  West  Country.  Perhaps  this  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  Danes  were  allying 
themselves  with  the  Celts  and  were  eventually  driven  out  of  their  settlements.  In  this 
scenario,  there  would  have  been  little  inter-cultural  contact  between  the  Danes  and 
the  Anglo-Saxons. 
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Map  7:  The  western  progression  qf  the  Anglo-Saxon  invasion  ofsouthern  England  -- 
battle-sites. 54 
1.3.1  Medieval  literature:  the  revival  of  Celtic  legends 
The  political  power  of  the  kingdom  of  Dumnonia  therefore  had  been  lost  by  the  early 
tenth  century.  At  this  time,  the  legendary  figure  of  Arthur  had  also  been  established 
in  the  folk  narratives  of  southern  Wales,  and  was  assimilating  parts  of  other  Celtic 
legends  to  t.  65  Two  centuries  later,  the  popularity  of  the  writings  of  Welsh  bishop, 
Geoffrey  of  Monmouth,  would  create  the  lasting  association  of  Devon  and  Cornwall 
with  the  legend  of  King  Arthur,  ironically  appropriating  the  Celtic  legends  as  a 
pseudo-history  adapted  for  the  glorification  of  the  Anglo-Saxons  and  their  monarchs. 
It  is  significant  that  Celtic  legends  are  introduced  into  the  culture  of  the  English 
through  the  Welsh  and  not  through  the  Cornish.  Pearce  highlights  the  way  in  which 
Celtic  legend  caught  the  imagination  of  the  English-speaking  population  of  Britain, 
causing  them  to  appropriate  it  as  their  own  mythical  history: 
'It  has  happened...  that  south-western  Britain  has  occupied  a  particular  place  in 
the  editing  process  which  the  history  of  the  fifth  and  sixth  centuries  has 
undergone.  The  mass  of  later  pseudo-historical  writing  which  has  focused  upon 
the  south-western  kingdom  of  Dumnonia  is  considerable,  at  first  local  and 
relatively  inexpert,  and  finally  national,  polished,  and  so  compelling  that  the 
character  ascribed  to  the  south-west  in  the  post-Roman  period  has  endured  as 
received  historical  truth  well  into  our  own  century.  '66 
The  association  of  the  West  Country  with  the  legend  of  King  Arthur  appears  to  have 
come  from  old  Welsh  folk  tales.  A  West-Country  location  for  Arthur's  birth-place 
and  court  was  not  the  only  option  provided  by  Welsh  sources,  which  also  located 
Arthur's  court  and  adventures  in  southern  Wales. 
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According  to  Pearce,  in  the  aphoristic  medieval  Welsh  writings,  the  Triads  (one  and 
eighty-five),  Arthur's  court  is  said  to  be  located  in  Cornwall  in  a  place  called 
Celliwic.  Another  twelfth  century  Welsh  poem,  the  Dialogue  of  Arthur  and  the  Eagle 
is  set  in  Cornwall  and  Arthur  is  given  the  title  'Lord  of  the  Hosts  of  Cornwall.  67  The 
twelfth  century  poem  the  Life  of  St.  Gildas  by  Caradoc  of  Llancarfan  locates  the 
castle  of  the  abductor  of  Guinevere  in  Glastonbury  in  Somerset.  68  The  strong 
association  of  King  Arthur  with  the  West  Country  was  firmly  established  by 
Geoffrey  of  Mom-nouth  and  his  Latin  work  De  Historia  Regum  Brianniae  has  since 
been  the  accepted  version  of  the  Arthurian  legend.  Geoffirey  of  Monmouth  did  not 
create  the  association  of  Arthur  with  the  West  Country;  it  is  probable  that  he  drew 
partly  from  different  Welsh  literary  sources  or  possibly  extant  Cornish  sources. 
Geoffrey  of  Monmouth  might  have  used  the  locations  mentioned  in  the  Tristan  and 
Isolt  legend  in  his  tale  of  King  Arthur,  using  the  location  of  King  Mark's  castle 
(Tintagel  in  Cornwall)  as  Arthur's  birth  place. 
The  Arthur  text  of  the  Red  Book  of  Bat  Longleat  55,  says  that  Arthur  was 
conceived  in  <ýe  countre  of  cornewell/  In  ýe  castel  of  Tyntagell>69  and  that  the 
round  table  was  made  at  <Cayrlyon>.  70  Pearce  speculates  that  Geoffrey  of 
Monmouth  might  have  been  trying  to  gain  preferment  by  flattering  the  royal  family 
of  the  time,  as  one  of  Henry  I's  illegitimate  sons  would  have  inherited  large  estates  in 
Cornwall  through  marriage  and  was  soon  to  be  made  its  earl.  The  work  itself  is 
dedicated  in  memory  of  another  of  Henry  I's  illegitimate  sons. 
71  This  provides  a 
potential  reason  for  the  great  importance  of  the  West  Country  and  its  inhabitants  in 
Geoffrey  of  Monmouth's  text.  The  Historia  became  very  popular  with  medieval 
audiences,  glamorising  as  it  did  the  history  of  the  island  and  the  peoples  who 
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inhabited  it.  The  'matter  of  Britain'  pseudo-histories  derived  from  Geoffrey  of 
Monmouth's  original  work  appear  to  have  been  popular  in  late  medieval  times  and 
the  I-Estoria's  influence  as  the  main  source  of  the  Arthurian  legend  continues  to  the 
present  day.  In  this  way,  we  see  the  appropriation  of  the  legends  and  histories  of  the 
older  Celtic  civilisations  in  Europe  by  the  new  wave  of  Germanic  immigrants  as  a 
vehicle  for  their  contemporary  concerns  and  ideals.  Although  the  West  Country 
figures  strongly  in  this  pseudo-history  and  the  inhabitants  of  the  South  West  appear 
to  have  embraced  this  borrowed  past,  the  actual  day-to-day  contact  between  the 
Germanic  inhabitants  of  the  West  Country  and  the  Cornish  appears  to  have  been 
minimal. 
Conclusion 
In  this  contextual  survey,  geography,  demography,  literacy  and  education  in  the  West 
Country  have  been  considered  as  well  as  the  influence  of  Cornish  and  Celtic  legend 
on  the  English  speaking  populations  of  Devon,  Dorset  and  Somerset. 
The  negligible  influence  of  Cornish  on  West  Country  dialects  has  been  discussed 
alongside  the  conversely  large  impact  that  Celtic  legend  had  on  the  inhabitants  of  the 
West  Country  in  the  construction  of  their  identity.  The  presence  of  Arthurian  texts, 
religious  texts,  practical  texts  and  romances  in  the  medieval  West  Country  have  been 
explained  with  reference  to  different  types  of  medieval  literacy.  The  medieval 
education  system  has  also  been  discussed  in  order  to  illustrate  the  way  in  which  it 
was  likely  that  writing  was  learned.  This  will  prove  useful  in  chapter  two's 
discussion  of  the  study  of  historical  written  language. 57 
At  the  beginning  of  chapter  one,  it  was  identified  from  anecdotal  evidence  that  the 
culture  and  dialects  of  the  West  Country  have  a  conservative  quality,  though  some 
parts  more  than  others.  Certain  features  that  might  be  of  importance  in  the  creation  of 
dialect  areas  have  been  surveyed.  An  attempt  has  been  made  to  discover  possible 
demographic  patterns  in  the  medieval  West'Counhy  using  early  medieval  evidence 
from  the  Domesday  survey.  Those  geographical  features  that  might  restrict 
movement  within  the  peninsula,  such  as  hill  ranges  and  areas  of  high  moorland,  have 
been  identified.  From  this  evidence,  it  is  possible  to  see  that  a  natural  barrier  exists 
between  Devon  and  Somerset.  The  Blackdown  and  Brendon  hills  divide  these  two 
counties  so  that  travelling  from  one  county  to  the  other  is  easiest  through  a  narrow 
valley,  the  Blackdown-Brendon  gap.  In  addition  to  this,  the  character  of  the  Devon 
and  Dorset  landscapes  encouraged  dispersed  rather  than  agglomerative  settlements, 
whereas  eastern,  but  not  western  Somerset  contained  a  number  of  boroughs  and 
seemed  to  have  encouraged  agglomerative  settlements.  In  this  way  landscape  has 
affected  demography  and  demography  inevitably  affected  isogloss  patterns.  This 
notion  will  be  discussed  ftulher  through  chapters  three  to  nine,  but  at  this  point  it  is 
necessary  to  consider  some  of  the  theory  behind  this  present  study  of  medieval  West 
Country  written  material  and  the  methodology  used  to  collect  and  process  this  data. 58 
Chapter  2:  Written  language  theory 
Linguists  and  phoneticians  today  are  careful  to  differentiate  between  spoken  and 
written  language,  using  the  terms  'sound'  and  'speech  sound'  to  describe  elements  of 
spoken  language  and  leaving  the  term  'letter'  for  the  description  of  written  language. 
However,  this  careful  distinction  has  not  always  existed.  72  In  this  section,  earlier 
discussions  of  written  language  and  current  views  on  its  study  will  be  considered. 
Some  of  the  theory  underpinning  this  thesis  will  be  outlined  and  important  research 
questions  for  the  field  of  historical  dialectology  will  be  identified.  Questions  that  will 
be  addressed  in  the  initial  part  of  this  thesis  are: 
*  What  is  the  relationship  between  spoken  and  written  language? 
Can  phonological  information  be  gathered  from  historical  written  records  and 
what  problems  are  encountered? 
Is  the  study  of  non-phonological  spelling-features  profitable? 
e  Is  the  study  of  palaeographical  features  profitable? 
2.1  A  model  for  understanding  the  speech/  writing 
relationship 
Change  and  variation  are  the  defining  features  of  spoken  language  and,  in 
comparison,  written  language  is  often  seen  as  static.  The  nature  of  written  language 
is  such  that  it  is  maximally  efficient  when  it  does  not  change  as  frequently  as  spoken 
language.  This  inevitably  has  implications  for  the  study  of  written  language. 
McIntosh  has  highlighted  the  importance  of  understanding  the  differences  between 
written  and  spoken  language: 
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'...  only  by  understanding  the  limitations  of  the  correlation  (between  speech  and 
writing)  can  we,  for  one  thing,  make  proper  use  of  the  available  written 
material  as  evidence  about  the  spoken  language.  Furthermore,  if  we  do  reach 
some  such  understanding  we  shall  be  much  better  equipped  to  make  a  critical 
assessment  of  those  features  in  this  or  that  variety  of  the  written  language 
which  do  not  correlate,  and  to  appreciate  what  special  interest  these  very  things 
have  thereby  in  their  own  right. 
73 
Views  have  changed  in  recent  years  concerning  the  relationship  between  spoken  and 
written  language  and  the  validity  of  the  study  of  written  language.  The  Saussurean 
dichotomy  between  diachronic  and  synchronic  language  study  gave  rise  to  many 
linguists'  reluctance  to  work  with  historical  written  evidence.  As  McIntosh  has 
pointed  out,  spoken  language  has  often  been  perceived  as  a  first-order  representation 
of  underlying  language  in  a  way  that  written  language  has  not: 
4  anything  written  is  felt...  to  be  much  more  'external'  and  artificial, 
presumably  because  it  involves  such  extraneous  and  tangible  and  durable 
things  as  pens  and  ink  and  vellum  instead  of  transitory  mouth  positions... 
74 
Where  written  language  has  been  taken  into  consideration,  it  has  been  studied  solely 
for  the  purpose  of  extracting  phonological  information.  The  alphabetic  nature  of 
written  English  is  such  that  it  has  often  been  considered  by  linguists  to  be  a  reflection 
of  the  spoken  language  rather  than  a  first-order  representation  of  language  in  its  own 
right.  Leonard  Bloomfield's  concept  of  written  English,  expressed  in  his  book 
Language,  published  in  1950,  typifies  the  way  that  written  language  has  been 
perceived  in  both  the  present  and  in  the  past.  Bloomfield  states  that: 
73 
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'A  symbol  'represents'  a  linguistic  form  in  the  sense  that  people  write  the 
symbol  in  situations  where  they  utter  the  linguistic  form,  and  respond  to  the 
symbol  as  they  respond  to  the  hearing  of  the  linguistic  form.  Actually,  the 
writer  utters  the  speech-form  before  or  during  the  act  of  writing  and  the  hearer 
utters  it  in  the  act  of  reading;  only  after  considerable  practice  do  we  succeed  in 
making  these  speech-movements  inaudible  and  inconspicuous...  The  important 
thing  about  writing  is  precisely  this,  that  the  characters  represent  not  features  of 
the  practical  world  ("ideas"),  but  features  of  the  writer's  language.  '  75 
The  value  of  a  written  system  for  Bloomfield  varied  directly  according  to  the 
accuracy  of  its  alphabetic  representation  of  the  phonological  system;  conservatism  in 
a  writing  system  was  seen  as  a  deficiency: 
'The  principle  of  alphabetic  writing  -  one  symbol  for  each  phoneme  -  is 
applicable,  of  course,  to  any  language.  The  inadequacy  of  the  actual  systems  is 
due  largely  to  the  conservatism  of  the  people  who  write. 
76 
This  conception  of  the  function  of  written  language  was,  for  a  time,  widely  adhered 
to  by  linguists.  77  However,  it  does  not  take  into  consideration  the  large  amount  of 
variation  that  exists  both  diatopically  and  diachronically  in  the  spoken  language.  A 
system  that  is  designed  to  express  language  in  a  non-transient  way  should  surely  be 
at  its  most  efficient  where  correspondences  with  ever-changing  and  diverse 
phonologies  are  minimal.  It  is  mainly  in  the  initial  stages  of  learning  an  alphabetic 
writing  system  that  correlation  between  phonemes  and  graphernes  are  most 
important.  These  are  some  of  the  issues  that  have  been  raised,  in  recent  years,  by 
scholars  such  as  Benskin7g,  McIntosh  79 
, 
McLaughlingo  and  Sarnuels8l,  who  have 
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started  to  approach  written  language  from  a  different  perspective  and  to  appreciate 
the  complexity  of  the  speech/writing  relationship. 
The  relationship  between  these  two  modes  of  language  has  been  well  formulated  by 
Michael  Samuels.  Samuels  identifies  the  forces  acting  between  written  and  spoken 
language  mediums  and  that  constitute  its  complex  relationship,  what  McIntosh  also 
calls  the  'systemic  correlation'  between  graphemes  and  phonemes. 
82  The  main 
problems  that  can  be  identified  in  the  speech/writing  relationship  are  that,  whereas 
speech  is  dynamic  and  fosters  variation  and  change,  written  language  is by  nature 
conservative  and  maintains  old  correlations  that  no  longer  exist.  However,  Samuels 
shows  that  forces  continually  acting  between  spoken  and  written  language  are  a 
testimony  to  their  interdependence.  That  is  to  say,  written  and  spoken  language  must 
not  diverge  too  markedly,  as  this  would  affect  the  economy  of  the  system,  making  it 
increasingly  difficult  to  master  and  consequently  used  by  few  people. 
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Figure  2:  Diagram  representing  the  interactions  between  written  and  spoken  media. 
Derivedfrom  Samuels  1979:  6. 
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Samuels'  diagram  in  figure  2  represents  the  relationships  that  prevent  divergence 
between  written  and  spoken  English.  Broken  lines  labelled  'a'  represent  factors  that 
limit  how  the  far  the  two  mediums  can  diverge.  The  first  of  these  factors  is  what 
Janda  and  Auger  84  call  quantitative  hypercorrection,  that  is,  a  written  language 
recording  an  older  phonic  spelling  can  often  prevent  a  new  pronunciation  from 
taking  hold.  The  phenomenon  will  be  explored  with  reference  to  West-Country 
manuscripts  in  section  5.1. 
The  second  factor  is  that  systemic  correlation  between  phoneme  and  grapheme  can 
be  maintained  if  written  forms  borrowed  from  other  languages  are  altered  to  better 
represent  an  English  phonology.  Likewise  phonology  might  adapt  itself  to  correlate 
more  closely  with  the  spelling  of  a  new  word.  These  lines  on  the  diagram  are  at  right 
angles  to  the  lines  representing  speech  and  writing,  because  they  are  synchronic 
phenomena.  Lines  'b'  and  'c'  represent  diachronic  phenomena,  or  later 
compensations  for  a  lack  of  systemic  correlation.  Pronunciations  can  alter  at  a  later 
date  to  accommodate  an  older  spelling  and  also,  probably  less  frequently,  except  by 
way  of  spelling  reformers,  spellings  can  adapt  to  pronunciation.  Examples  of  these 
phenomena  are  [forhed]  from  an  older  pronunciation  of  'forehead'  [f3rid]  85 
and 
Webster's  <thru>  and  <color>  versus  standard  British  English  <through>  and 
<colour>  for  the  orthographic  representation  of  the  words  [Oru:  ]  and  [Wel. 
It  should  be  noted  that  each  of  the  above  points  also  have  equivalent  opposing  forces, 
increasing  the  divergence  of  the  spoken  and  written  mediums.  For  example,  it  is 
possible  for  phonemes  that  correlate  with  written  symbols  to  change  without 
speakers  noticing.  Samuels  calls  this  'isolative  circular  shift',  as  he  points  out,  'it  was 
114  Janda  &  Auger  1992 
85 
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only  the  exceptions  to  the  (Great  Vowel)  shift  that  were  adjusted  in'spelling.  '86  On 
the  whole,  people  did  not  notice  that  the  phonemic  values  attached  to  certain  letters 
had  changed.  In  the  same  way,  synchronically  speaking,  large  numbers  of  words  with 
non-naturalised  spellings  have  come  into  the  English  language  and  pronunciation  has 
not  adapted  to  accommodate  them. 
The  above  discussion  of  the  complex  relationship  between-  spoken  and  written 
language  leaves  us  with  a  better  understanding  of  the  limitations  of  the  systemic 
correlation  between  these  two  mediums,  but  also  presents  a  problem.  If  any 
understanding  of  the  phonologies  of  the  past  is  to  be  gained,  there  is  no  other  way  to 
access  them  than  through  written  records.  McLaughlin  summarises  current  thoughts 
on  the  matter: 
'There  are...  at  least  two  quite  contradictory  views  concerning  the  nature  and 
function  of  writing.  The  first  suggests  that  writing  is  not  itself  language,  but  is 
simply  a  device  for  transcribing  speech,  a  function  that  it  performs  with 
varying  degrees  of  efficiency.  Whatever  system  is  manifested  in  writing  is  in 
some  way  or  other  dependent  upon  the  phonological  system.  Opposed  to  this 
opinion  is  the  notion  that  writing,  like  speech,  is  an  independent  manifestation 
of  language;  although  its  units  may,  like  (phonemic)  transcription,  at  time 
represent  phonological  units,  it  is  not  their  primary  function  to  do  so.  As  an 
independent  'substance'  it  deserves  independent  investigation  by  linguists,  and 
such  investigations  will  reveal  something  about  the  'form'  of  a  given  language 
as  significant  as  that  revealed  by  investigations  of  the  substance  of  speech. 
87 
As  has  already  been  suggested,  written  language  can  be  an  efficient  system  for 
representing  language  without  strong  systemic  correlation  with  spoken  language, 
86 
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therefore,  the  second  opinion  described  by  McLaughlin  is  the  strongest  justifiable 
theoretical  point  of  view.  Nevertheless,  it  is  a  mistake  to  completely  rule  out  the 
importance  of  the  study  of  written  language  for  the  purposes  of  gaining  information 
concerning  phonology.  In  the  past,  McLaughlin  has  said  that: 
,...  some  linguists  consider  that  because  writing  is  a  means  of  recording 
language,  a  study  of  the  written  records  of  a  language  which  cannot  be  directly 
observed  will  reveal  something  about  the  speech  of  the  language  in  question 
which  could  not  be  known  without  such  records,  however  inaccurate  that 
'something'  might  be.  '  88 
More  realistic  is  the  opinion  expressed  by  Michael  Benskin,  while  defending 
reasonable  phonological  interpretations  made  by  the  editors  of  LALME.  Benskin 
calls  an  approach  involving  the  study  of  written  language  with  no  reference  to 
phonology,  'an  obfuscating  dead  end'. 
89  As  an  example  of  the  uselessness  of  the 
orthographic  purist's  approach,  Benskin  draws  attention  to  the  relationships  between 
spelling  variants  of  the  third  person  plural  of  the  verb  WELL  (<willenýý,  <wilen>  and 
<wyl(I)en>)  or  the  third  person  nominative  plural  pronoun  variants  (<hi>  and 
<hy(e)>).  To  ignore  the  relationship  between  spelling  variants  such  as  these  is  to 
underutilise  the  material  available.  There  is  a  difference  between  the  belief  that  all 
written  forms  can  provide  information  about  their  spoken  equivalents  and  the  careful 
use  of  selected  written  evidence  in  order  to  say  something  about  spoken  language  of 
a  certain  period  where  no  other  evidence  of  the  spoken  system  survives. 
It  is  also  important  not  to  ignore  the  historical  context  of  this  study  and  to  take 
account  of  this  when  devising  methodology.  The  Middle  English  period  was  unique; 
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historical  literary  conditions  were  such  that  written  language  more  closely 
corresponded  to  spoken  language  than  at  any  other  time  in  the  history  of  English. 
2.1.1  Writing  systems  during  the  Middle  English  period 
The  spelling-systems  of  the  Middle  English  period  were  inherited  from  the  Anglo- 
Saxon  tradition.  Nevertheless,  the  Norman  Conquest  had  caused  a  break  in  continuity 
between  the  Old  and  Middle  English  phases  of  written  language,  in  that  written 
French  and  Latin  temporarily  took  over  functions  that  written  English  had 
performed.  In  this  way,  written  English  began  to  have  a  parochial  rather  than  a 
national  function.  The  copying  of  texts  in  the  Old  English  standard  written  form 
continued  in  monasteries  and  religious  institutions  during  the  early  medieval 
period,  90  but  otherwise,  the  quasi-standard  West-Saxon  spelling  system  fell  out  of 
use.  In  addition  to  this,  the  increasing  importance  of  bureaucracy  under  Norman  rule 
created  a  new  need  for  literacy  in  medieval  England  and  often  literacy  in  parochial 
contexts,  for  example  local  record  keeping  and  legal  documents  concerning  local 
disputes.  These  two  factors  had  implications  for  both  the  development  of  script-types 
and  the  development  of  Middle  English  spelling  systems. 
From  the  mid-tenth  century,  Anglo-Saxon  square  minuscule  had  started  to  be 
replaced  by  Caroline  minuscule,  a  smaller  more  rounded  script.  During  the  early 
medieval  period  Caroline  minuscule  was  itself  superseded  by  a  cursive  script  now 
known  as  Anglicana  -  the  hand  used  in  many  of  &e  earliest  texts  used  in  this  study 
(please  see  figure  3).  k 
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Figure  3:  c1377  Anglicana  script  ofAshmole  33.0  Bodleian  Library,  Oxford. 
The  development  of  Caroline  minuscule  and  later,  Anglicana  perhaps  represents  the 
continual  de-formalisation  and  increasing  accessibility  of  the  written  mode.  A  move 
towards  an  even  less  omate  and  quicker  hand  came  with  the  adoption  of  the 
continental  Secretary  script  from  the  late  fourteenth  century  onwards.  This  script  was 
characterised  by  angular  broken  strokes  testifying  to  the  rapidity  with  which  it  was 
written  and  the  majority  of  the  fifteenth  century  texts  used  in  this  study  are  written  in 
a  secretary  hand,  although  most  retain  some  Anglicana  features  especially  <a>s  <e>s 
and  sometimes  even  <w>s  (please  see  figure  4).  91 
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Figure  4:  Extractfrom  the  latefifteenth  century  Harley  2386M  manuscript,  0  British 
Library,  London. 
The  existence  of  an  increasing  number  of  literate  people  in  medieval  England  meant 
that  the  demand  for  written  material  was  also  on  the  increase.  Books  were  being 
produced  not  only  professionally  by  scriveners,  but  also  by  amateurs  for  personal 
use.  These  privately  produced  texts  evidently  represent  the  majority  of  West-Country 
texts  used  in  the  present  study;  very  few  are  professionally  produced,  well  laid  out  or 
91  The  <w>s  in  this  hand  are  a  hybrid  form  based  on  Anglicana  and  Secretary  <w>s.  Most  of  the  letter 
<a>s  and  <e>s  belong  to  the  Secretary  script,  but  the  letter  <g>  is  a  typical  two-compartment  <g>  of 
the  Anglicana  script  rather  than  the  Secretary  <g>  which  has  an  open  loop. 67 
decorated.  An  increasing  number  of  records  were  also  being  kept,  written  by  locally 
educated  people  and  these  also  provide  an  important  source  of  dialectal  information 
in  the  present  study. 
With  the  deformalisation  of  the  written  mode,  increase  in  literacy  and  no  standard 
national  education  system,  it  is  understandable  that  a  normative  spelling  system 
could  not  be  applied  as  it  had  been  during  the  Old  English  period.  At  this  time  in  the 
history  of  the  English  language,  a  great  number  of  spelling  variants  are  found  even 
within  a  single  text  and  certainly  between  texts,  as  writers  applied  their  own  spelling 
systems  to  texts  as  they  copied  or  composed  them.  It  is  unsurprising  that  many  of 
these  spellings  should  be  quasi-phonic.  As  Smith  points  out: 
'...  when  Middle  English  was  employed  in  the  written  mode  after  1066,  it 
reflected  historical  changes  and  dialectal  variation  which  had  been  disguised  by 
Old  English  written  standardisation,  with  local  patterns  of  spelling  (reflecting, 
albeit  conventionally,  local  pronunciations),  grammar  and  even  lexicon.  92 
It  is  possible  to  carry  out  a  dialectological  survey  of  written  evidence  specifically 
during  the  medieval  period,  in  the  absence  of  a  standard  spelling  system.  The  growth 
and  development  of  London  had  produced  several  incipient  written  standards  based 
93 
on  the  dialects  spoken  thert,  but  their  use  was  geographically  limited.  Later,  the 
establishment  of  the  first  commercial  printing  businesses  in  late  fifteenth  century 
London  would  cause  one  dominant  written  standard  to  be  used  in  texts,  where  before 
these  had  been  'translated'  from  dialect  to  dialect  as  they  were  copied.  It  is  not 
impossible  to  find  dialectological  material  in  written  texts  during  the  sixteenth 
92 
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There  is  some  evidence  that  Samuels'  Type  IV  'Chancery  Standard'  -a  written  mixture  of  London 
and  central  Mdlands  English  -  had  spread  considerably  in  use  before  1470.  Appeals  to  the 
Chancellor  from  counties  outside  London  contain  some  provincial  forms,  but  also  contain  evidence  of 
an  attempt  to  write  using  this  standard.  (See  further  Samuels  1989:  74  and  references  there  cited,  (see 
also  Benskin  1992), 68 
century,  but  attempts  at  extracting  this  material  are  limited  to  specific  types  of 
texts, 
94 
as  non-standard  spellings  were  far  less  frequent  in  written  language  in 
general.  The  completion  of  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  the  texts  dating  to  the  time 
immediately  preceding  the  late  medieval  period  is  hampered  by  a  lack  of  availability 
of  source  material  in  some  areas  of  the  country,  particularly  in  the  North  and  North 
95  Mdlands 
. 
It  appears  that  during  the  early  NEddle  English  period,  continental  habits 
of  using  Latin  in  legal  documents  and  the  use  of  French  as  a  literary  language  greatly 
reduced  the  use  of  the  vernacular  for  these  two  purposes. 
The  late  medieval  period  therefore  represents  a  time  in  the  history  of  the  English 
language  when  phonology  correlated  with  written  language  more  closely  than  at  any 
other  time  before  or  since  and  a  time  from  which  sufficient  source  material  survives 
in  order  that  a  project  such  as  the  Middle  English  Dialect  Project  could  be 
undertaken. 
Non-phonological  information  derived  from  written  Middle  English. 
It  would  be  equally  shortsighted  to  ignore  the  importance  of  those  aspects  of 
medieval  written  language,  which  do  not  reflect  spoken  language.  As  McLaughlin 
points  out: 
'Traditionally,  the  study  of  the  spelling  of  Middle  English  documents...  has 
been  concerned  almost  exclusively  with  the  distribution  of  those  elements  in 
94 
In  order  to  identify  spoken  dialectal  features  during  the  early  modem  period  in  London  and  the 
South  West,  Matthews  (1939)  uses  churchwardens'  accounts  and  the  documents  of  'other  local 
worthies  of  no  great  education'  on  account  of  the  non-standard  forms  they  contain.  95 
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the  spelling  system  which  coffelate  with  distinctive  elements  in  the  spoken 
system... 
06 
Spelling  information  was  considered  significant  only  where  it  could  be  used  for  the 
purposes  of  reconstructing  spoken  language  and,  in  particular,  the  sound-changes 
that  had  occurred  in  spoken  language.  The  work  of  Benskin,  McIntosh,  McLaughlin 
and  Samuels  have  altered  the  importance  of  written  language  studies,  showing  that 
written  English  is  not  merely  a  representation  of  spoken  language,  but  a 
manifestation  of  language  in  its  own  right  and  suitable  to  be  studied  at  every  level. 
McIntosh's  research  has  been  particularly  important  in  the  study  of  written  language 
and  he  separates  profiles  of  written  language  into  two  main  categories: 
'...  it  is  necessary  to  divide  the  (Linguistic  Profile)  analysis  into  two  parts;  we 
must  seek  to  detect  significant  variations  within  the  written-language  system  as 
such,  and  not  just  those  variations  which  seem  to  reflect  differences  within  the 
spoken-language  system.  Contrasting  features  of  the  latter  kind,  e.  g.  etes:  eteb, 
vox:  fox,  hem:  Pem,  vche:  eche,  are  different  from,  but  no  more  important  for 
our  purposes  than,  others  which  carry  no  contrasting  phonic  implications,  e.  g. 
sche:  she,  it:  itt:  yt,  Purgh:  thurgh:  lhurý.  -  PurýA'97 
McIntosh  discovered  that  medieval  spelling  conventions  could  vary  from  region  to 
region,  even  where  there  are  no  underlying  dialect  correspondences. 
98  For  this  reason 
he  categorises  as  'W-features'  those  minimal  distinctive  written  units  that  vary 
without  reference  to  underlying  phonological  patterns  and  S-features,  those  written 
96  McLaughh  1963:  7 
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units  that  do  seem  to  vary  according  to  phonology. 
99  Examples  of  this  type  of  (W- 
feature)  variation  -  also  called  graphemic  variation  -  might  be  the  use  of  <sh>  or 
<sch>  in  the  word  SHE  or  the  use  of  <y>  or  <i>  in  the  word  IT. 
Case  study  in  graphemic  variation:  the  use  of  <b>  and 
Perhaps  one  of  the  most  significant  studies  in  graphemic  variation  so  far  has  been 
that  of  Michael  Benskin,  concerning  the  use  of  the  <y>  graph  in  order  to  represent 
voiced  and  voiceless  dental  fricatives  in  the  north  of  medieval  England.  Using  the  'fit 
technique',  developed  for  the  production  of  LALME,  Benskin  plotted  on  a  map  of 
England: 
1.  Manuscripts  that  used  only  the  traditional  <ý>-graph  to  represent  dental 
fricatives. 
2.  Manuscripts  that  used  a  <y>-graph  in  positions  where  a  dental  fricative  would 
be  expected. 
3.  Manuscripts  that  confused  the  historical  functions  of  <ý>  and  <y>;  writing, 
for  example,  <yre>  for  'three'  and  <wbll>  for  will'00.  In  this  situation  <ý> 
and  <y>  become  allographs  of  the  same'grapheme. 
In  map  8,  the  intermediate  areas  of  confused  usage  are  written  as  <ý  +  y>.  A  very 
convincing  picture  of  diatopic  variation  emerged.  As  Benskin  noted,  the  fact  that  the 
geographical  areas  of  usage  are  so  well  defined  creates  a  compelling  argument  that 
McIntosh  1989d:  49 
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the  geographical  origin  of  the  scribe  is  the  defining  factor  in  the  use  of  <b>  or  <y>  to 
represent  /0/  and  /o/.  'Ol 
Allap  8:  The  distrib  ution  qfthorn  and  y-  usage  across  medieval  Angland.  Benskin 
1982:  15. 
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Given  the  range  of  ages  of  manuscripts  used  in  the  Middle  English  Dialect  Project, 
had  the  variation  been  diachronically  conditioned,  the  geographical  distribution  of 
variants  would  have  been  random.  It  could  be  that  the  confused  pattern  in  the  border 
area  (the  north-east  Midlands  and  east  Anglia)  between  <b>  usage  and  <y>  usage, 
represents  variation  over  time.  The  gradual  movement  southwards  of  <y>  graph 
usage  could  produce  a  situation  where  two  manuscripts,  geographically  side  by  side, 
but  separated  by  decades  might  differ  in  their  representation  of  dental  fricatives. 
Indeed  those  areas  where  thom  and  the  <y>  graph  are  confused  probably  represent  an 
intermediate  stage  in  the  adoption  of  the  new  variant.  Hypercorrection,  occurs  in 
these  areas,  in  much  the  same  way  that  it  occurs  in  spoken  language  when  a  sound- 
change  is  in  the  process  of  occurring.  Hypercorrection  is  a  key  factor  in  the 
identification  of  a  graphemic  change  and  will  be  considered  in  detail,  with  reference 
to  the  <wh>  grapheme  in  section  5.1. 
Benskin"s  study  is  a  striking  example  of  how  written  language,  with  no  reference  to 
underlying  phonology,  can  vary  diatopically  and  can  be  used  to  localise  a  medieval 
text.  Since  the  publication  of  LALME,  the  localisation  of  texts  using  non- 
phonological  spellings  has  proved  to  be  an  important  advancement  in  the  study  of 
medieval  written  language.  Although  these  types  of  written  features  do  not  provide 
information  about  spoken  dialect,  McIntosh  believes  that  they  are  no  less  important 
in  terms  of  their  value  for  localising  texts. 
The  methodology  developed  by  McIntosh  takes  account  of  all  aspects  of  written 
language  including  graphetic  information  (information  concerning  scribal  hand  and 
script  type).  It  is  McIntosh's  belief  that  a  thorough  survey  of  the  latter  aspect  of 73 
written  language  will  also  prove  to  have  significant  geographical  distributions.  102  In 
LALME  both  graphemic  and  phonological  information  capable  of  localising  a  text 
were  gathered,  making  optimal  use  of  written  sources.  The  present  study  will  follow 
LALNIE's  example,  but  will  also  include  a  visual  presentation  of  graphetic  profiles 
from  selected  manuscripts.  In  this  way,  it  is  intended  that  the  study  will  make  an 
exhaustive  use  of  the  written  material  available. 
2.2  Methodology  used  in  the  present  study 
Building  on  previous  late  medieval  dialectological  work 
This  thesis  benefits  from  the  theoretical  framework  developed  by  LALME's  editors 
during  the  creation  of  the  Atlas.  As  Laing  has  pointed  out: 
'The  line  of  research  which  led  to  LAUE  has  been  developed  gradually  from 
a  rudimentary  conception  of  the  task  to  be  done  to  an  increasingly  sophisticated 
vision  of  its  true  potential  and  of  the  theoretical  linguistic  principles  which  it 
103 
embodies'. 
Burton  also  concedes  that: 
'It  would  scarcely  be  too  much  to  say  (borrowing  Bloch's  comments  on 
Leonard  Bloomfield)  that  'every  significant  refinement  of  dialectal  analysis 
produced  since  the  1950s  has  come  out  of  the  work  published  by  the  editors 
during  the  long  course  of  preparing  the  Atlas  for  publication,  and  that  all  future 
102 
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research  on  Middle  English  dialects  must  build  upon  work  now  recorded  in  the 
104 
Atlas  itself' 
Previous  to  the  publication  of  the  LALME,  the  number  of  late  medieval  texts 
considered  to  be  of  dialectological  value  was  often  limited  to  those  surviving  texts 
that  were  authorial  holographs.  The  lack  of  exploitation  of  texts  that  were  the  product 
of  several  stages  of  scribal  transmission  caused  a  significant  amount  of  valuable 
dialect  material  to  be  under-utilised. 
The  editors  of  LALME,  Angus  McIntosh  and  Michael  Samuels,  conceived  the 
production  of  a  linguistic  atlas  of  late  medieval  English  texts  as  a  means  of 
increasing  the  number  of  dialectologically  useful  texts  from  this  period.  The  project 
was  an  ambitious  one  and,  as  the  editors  have  noted  themselves,  its  production 
required  that  time  and  effort  be  divided  equally  among  all  of  the  geographical 
regions  surveyed.  The  editors  saw  the  Atlas  not  as  a  definitive  work,  but  rather  as  a 
practical  foundation  from  which  future  works  could  develop.  In  terms  of  the  large 
amount  of  basic  research  carried  out  in  tracking  down  texts  that  could  be  dialectally 
localised,  as  well  as  the  methodology  developed  during  the  course  of  the  Atlas's 
production,  LALME  has  been  a  significant  advance  in  late  medieval  dialectology  and 
has  created  many  opportunities  for  in-depth  dialectological  analysis. 
Bearing  in  mind  constructive  criticisms  of  LAIME,  and  recent  technological 
advances  in  the  field  of  linguistic  atiases, 
105  the  aim  of  this  study  is  to  provide  a 
detailed  survey  of  the  dialectological  materials  of  the  West  Country  (Devon,  Dorset 
and  Somerset)  and  to  interpret  this  data. 
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In  the  following  section,  the  methodology  of  this  thesis  will  be  laid  out  with 
reference  to  those  areas  where  it  diverges  from  that  of  LALW.  This  methodological 
section  of  the  present  chapter  is  divided  into  six  short  subsections: 
"  Using  IALME's  source  material 
"  Resurveying  LALNE's  southwestern  corpus 
"  Types  of  data  collected 
"  Date  limits  of  the  study 
"  Adapting  LALME's  questionnaire 
"  Use  of  manuscripts,  microfilm  and  editions 
LALME's  Source  Material 
The  identification  of  the  source  material  in  LALME  provides  a  great  advantage  for 
this  present  study.  Volume  one  of  LALME  contains  lists  of  manuscripts  already 
localised  to  the  medieval  South  West  of  England.  '()6  The  initial  location  of  all  the 
source-material  used  in  LAUE  was  in  itself  a  demanding  task. 
107  This  information, 
already  provided  in  LALMIE,  makes  surveying  the  mapped  sources  of  the 
southwestern  part  of  medieval  England  a  feasible  task  in  the  time  available.  The 
problem  of  mislocalisations  of  texts  in  LALME  will  be  dealt  with  in  section  2.2.1 
and  chapter  8. 
The  first  step  in  this  study  must  be  to  resurvey  the  mapped  sources  identified  in 
LALME  as  belonging  to  Devon,  Dorset  and  Somerset.  108  This  is  advisable  primarily, 
'06  pp  187  -  188,236  &  237. 
107 
...  the  bulk  of  our  source  material  had  to  be  unearthed  bit  by  bit  before  it  could  be  analysed  and 
classified  dialectally...  it  was  as  if  investigators  carrying  out  a  survey  of  modem  dialects  were  first 
obliged  to  track  down  most  of  their  informants  to  all  kinds  of  unexpected  hiding  places  instead  of 
having...  as  many  as  they  need,  readily  available  and  adequately  classified,  before  the  start  of  the 
investigation!  LALME  vol.  I  pviii 
108  The  local  documents  have  not  been  resurveyed,  as  this  would  not  have  been  feasible  in  the  time 
allocated  and  very'few  relevant  spelling  fonns  are  elicited  from  these  shorter  local  documents. 76 
because  the  comprehensiveness  of  much  of  the  southern  data  has  been  called  into 
question. 
There  have  also  been  criticisms  of  the  subjectivity  of  the  LALME  analysis.  Later  on, 
Burton's'09  criticisms  of  the  southern  linguistic  profiles  will  be  considered,  as  well  as 
the  problems  he  found  with  the  fit  technique  devised  by  the  editors  of  the  Atlas.  The 
local  documents  that  functioned  as  a  framework  of  reference  through  which  other 
texts  were  placed  were  more  easily  found  in  the  Midlands  and  North  Midlands  and 
were  found  less  frequently  in  other  areas,  making  localisation  more  difficult.  110 
Statistical  techniques  could  prove  to  be  a  more  reliable  and  objective  means  of 
defining  the  relationships  between  manuscript  texts,  based  only  on  dialectal 
evidence.  Using  dialectometrical  techniques,  developed  since  the  inception  of 
LALMIE,  I  propose  to  test  the  methodology  of  the  Atlas  from  a  distinct,  modem 
perspective.  This  method  of  analysis  is  detailed  in  section  2.2.1.2  and  in  chapter  8,  it 
will  be  shown  that  vocalic  and  consonantal  clustering  seem  to  support  rather  than 
refute  LALME  localisations  in  most  cases. 
A  third  reason  for  resurveying  LALNE's  source  material  is  that  linguistically 
surveying  the  manuscript  texts  localised  to  the  West  Country,  in  their  manuscript 
form  or  as  microfilm  of  the  manuscript,  is  the  best  way  to  become  familiar  with  the 
dialectal  spellings,  grammar  and  literary  geography  of  this  area.  Each  manuscript  text 
is  unique  and  it  is  the  notation  of  observable,  individual  scribal  phenomena: 
mistakes,  rare  spellings,  and  on  the  whole,  the  varying  systems  employed  by  the 
scribe  throughout  the  text,  that  provide  valuable  supplementary  information 
concerning  the  dialect  of  this  area.  "'  Necessarily,  a  limited  amount  of  such 
supplementary  information  is  presented  in  LALME.  During  the  resurveying  of  this 
109  Burton  1991 
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'For  one  thing  (local  document)  coverage  of  the  country  is  uneven  e.  g.  there  are  far  more  for 
Lancashire  than  for  Wiltshire.  '  Laing  1993:  3.  See  also  LALME  Vol.  1:  p9 
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material,  unusual  forms  found  in  each  manuscript-text  were  noted  and  have  proved 
invaluable  in  the  identification  of  initial  glide  insertion  (section  5.4.1.1  -  5.4.2.1),  h- 
dropping  and  metathesis. 
Date  limits  of  the  study 
During  the  collection  of  data  for  the  Middle  English  Dialect  Project,  it  was  found 
that,  in  practice,  a  time  scale  of  one  hundred  years  between  1350  and  1450  was  not 
applicable  for  the  entire  country.  The  time-span  used  for  the  southern  half  of  England 
was  allowed  to  extend  as  far  back  as  1325  in  order  to  take  into  account  early  texts 
that  were  dialectologically  interesting,  but  outside  the  time-limits  that  LALME's 
editors  had  set  at  the  project's  outset.  However,  one  text  localised  to  Somerset, 
namely  a  copy  of  La3amon7s  Brut  (Cotton  Cxiii),  can  be  dated  to  the  late  thirteenth 
century.  112 
McIntosh,  had  previously  criticised  Moore,  Meech  and  Whitehall  for  the  large 
chronological  distribution  of  source  material  in  their  study  'Middle  English  dialect 
characteristics  and  dialect  boundariesY  13 
'(Moore  et  al)  worked  with  too  wide  a  chronological  spread;  using  thirteenth 
century  (and  even  twelfth  century)  material  side  by  side  with  texts  from  the 
fourteenth  and  fifteenth  centuries;  in  this  way  linguistic  differences  due  to 
chronological  factors  were  confused  with  genuine  dialectal  (what  I  call 
diatopic  as  distinct  from  diachronic)  differences,  to  the  considerable  confusion 
of  the  whole  study.  "  14 
112  LeSaux  1989:  2 
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Rather  than  being  a  confusing  factor,  it  might  be  asserted  that  the  presence  of  older 
dialectal  material,  as  long  as  it  is  clearly  identified  as  such,  helps  to  identify  some 
interesting  phenomena  associated  with  written  language,  as  will  be  shown  in  section 
5.1.  The  presence  of  older  texts  can  confuse  the  identification  of  diatopic  patterns  of 
scribal  usage,  but  only  if  diachronic  variation  in  the  data  used  is  not  clearly 
identified.  It  might  be  said  that  it  is  a  more  serious  mistake  to  lump  fourteenth  and 
fifteenth  century  texts  together  and  expect  no  diachronic  variation.  As  will  be  shown 
in  chapters  4  to  7  of  this  study,  there  is  often  a  distinct  chronological  dividing  line 
where  West-Country  variants  from  the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth  century  are 
considered. 
Just  as  early  southern  texts  that  were  outside  the  original  time-limits  were  found  to 
be  dialectologically  useful,  so  some  later  texts  within  the  original  time-limit  were 
found  to  contain  many  standard,  'colourless'  forms  and  were  therefore  less  useful  for 
the  purposes  of  dialectological  study.  For  these  reasons,  most  of  the  manuscript-texts 
localised  to  the  southern  half  of  England  by  LALME  can  be  dated  to  between  the 
time  limits  of  1325  to  1425.  The  date-limits  for  the  present  study  extend  from  the  late 
twelfth  century  to  around  1473,  although  the  majority  of  texts  belonging  to  the 
fifteenth  century. 
Adapting  LALME's  questionnaire 
The  methodology  used  by  those  carrying  out  the  Middle  English  Dialect  Project  was 
similar  to  that  of  modem  dialect  surveys,  where  the  variant  forms  of  dialectologically 
useful  'items'  are  elicited  from  a  number  of  informants  across  a  geographical  area 
and  plotted  on  maps  in  order  to  identify  dialect  boundaries.  The  'variants'  of  each 
'item'  on  a  questionnaire  can  be  defined  as  those  forms  that  are  considered  to  have 
equivalent  function  and/or  meaning.  In  this  way,  variants  collected  for  each  item 79 
might  differ  from  one  another  lexically,  phonologically,  graphemically  or 
morphosyntactically.  Dialect  areas  have  traditionally  been  identified  when 
constructing  dialect  atlases  by  mapping  the  occurrence  of  the  variants  of  each  item, 
then  drawing  lines  isoglosses  between  each  instance  of  the  same  variant,  until  an  area 
of  common  usage  has  been  identified  for  the  item. 
In  LALME,  the  informants  are  the  extant  late  medieval  scribal  texts  of  an  area  and 
the  questionnaire  is  applied  to  a  representative  section  of  each  of  these  texts.  In  the 
case  of  LALME,  this  representative  sample  is  five  consecutive  folios  taken  from  the 
beginning  of  the  text,  five  from  the  middle  and  five  from  the  end.  In  the  present 
study,  due  to  the  variability  of  script  size  and  the  number  of  lines  per  page,  a  1500 
line  sample  of  each  text  is  subjected  to  the  questionnaire  (if  possible  500  lines  from 
the  beginning,  middle  and  end  of  the  text).  In  this  way,  it  is  possible  to  obtain  a 
sample  of  spelling  variants  to  provide  information  concerning  graphemic, 
phonological,  morphological,  lexical  and  grammatical  aspects  of  each  scribe's 
system. 
Of  the  four  methods  of  completing  a  questionnaire  shown  in  LALME  (volume  one, 
section  2.2.2),  the  'partially  ordered  profile'  has  been  used  in  the  present  study; 
changing  ink  colour  every  one  hundred  lines  as  variants  are  recorded.  (see  figure  5). 
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Figure  5:  A  section  ofquestionnaire  containingforms  elicitedftom  Harley  2383. 
This  allowed  the  easy  relocation  of  forms  previously  noted,  while  also  allowing  the 
identification  of  patterns  of  usage  throughout  each  five  hundred-line  tranche  and 
throughout  the  text  as  a  whole. 80 
As  has  already  been  mentioned,  a  sample  of  three  five-hundred  line  sections  from  the 
beginning,  middle  and  end  of  each  manuscript  was  subjected  to  the  questionnaire,  in 
order  that  all  the  texts  could  be  surveyed  in  the  given  time.  In  some  cases  this  means 
that  the  entire  text  has  been  surveyed,  as  in  the  case  of  Douce  232,  but  in  the  case  of 
very  large  texts,  the  one  thousand  five  hundred  lines  forms  only  a  sample  of  the  text. 
It  is  also  the  case  that  some  fragments  of  texts  only  contain  a  few  hundred  lines  and 
therefore  these  texts  produce  a  small  number  of  linguistic  item  variants. 
Two  factors  were  considered  in  the  selection  of  items  for  the  LALME  questionnaire: 
first,  as  with  modem  dialect  studies,  it  was  important  to  consider  the  degree  to  which 
the  variant  spellings  of  an  item  were  likely  to  vary  diatopically.  In  the  absence  of 
living  informants,  who  can  be  guided  towards  uttering  a  word,  the  second 
consideration  had  to  be  the  likelihood  that  an  item  would  occur  frequently  enough  in 
the  surviving  corpus  of  literary  and  documentary  texts  to  allow  their  comparison. 
As  with  the  varying  date  limits  for  the  northern  and  southern  manuscript  corpus,  it 
was  found  more  profitable  that  the  questionnaires  for  the  northern  and  southern  half 
of  LALME  should  diverge;  as  some  items  which  were  of  interest  in  the  study  of 
northern  varieties  showed  little  or  no  variation  in  the  South  and  vice  versa.  Therefore 
two  questionnaires  developed  that,  naturally,  have  some  items  in  common,  but  which 
are  suited  to  record  the  highest  number  of  dialectally  significant  spellings  for  their 
own  particular  areas.  The  questionnaire  used  in  the  present  study  is  based  on  that 
used  for  the  southern  half  of  the  LALME  corpus,  "'  although  a  number  of 
modifications  have  been  made. 
115  In  order  to  keep  the  questionnaire  at  a  manageable  size,  the  following  items  recorded  on  the 
LALME  southern  questionnaire  are  not  recorded  in  the  present  study  IT,  STRENGTH,  LENGTH, 
WORK,  BUSY,  CALL,  DREAD,  SPREAD,  FILTI-I,  FLESI-I,  OE  fon,  GOOD,  HANG,  BEAR, 
BENCE,  HOLD,  KIND,  LEAD  (v),  LET,  LIE,  NO  MORE,  PRIDE,  READ,  RUN,  SEE,  SILVER, 
SLAIN,  SPAKE,  BRAKE,  STEAD,  THENCE,  THOUSAND,  WEEK,  WORSE,  WORSHIP,  YIELD, 
-ER.  A  number  of  items  were  also  later  removed  from  the  southwestern  questionnaire,  as  they  did  not 81 
It  is  axiomatic  that  the  ideal  questionnaire  cannot  really  be  created  until  all  texts  have 
been  surveyed  and  all  work  completed.  This  study,  however,  benefits  from  the 
previous  work  of  the  LALNE  editors.  Dot  maps  in  volume  one  of  LALME  have 
proved  to  be  a  particularly  useful  source  of  information  in  devising  a  questionnaire 
suited  to  the  South  West  of  medieval  England.  116  These  allowed  the  identification  of 
those  variants  of  items  that  were  common  to  the  whole  of  England;  those  that  were 
common  in  the  West  of  England;  those  that  occurred  in  the  West  Country  alone  and 
those  which  were  never  found  in  the  West  Country.  An  initial  study  of  these  maps 
and  other  works  on  the  language  of  the  South  West  (see  chapter  3)  have  led  to  the 
identification  of  <u>  reflexes  of  OE  y  and  eo  as  a  particularly  distinctive  feature  of 
southwestern  medieval  England  and  these  are  useful  in  identifying  a  text  as  coming 
from  this  area.  Several  OE  y  and  eo  words  form  part  of  the  extended  questionnaire, 
although  it  has  been  found  that  only  a  limited  nuniber  of  these  words,  such  as  SIN 
and  EARTH  occur  frequently. 
The  items  used  in  the  questionnaire  in  the  present  study  are  listed  below: 
Nouns  (sg/pl),  adjectives,  adverbs,  prepositions,  conjunctions. 
AFTER,  AGAIN,  AGAINST,  ANY,  BEFORE,  BELIEF,  BEYOND,  BOTH, 
BRIDGE,  BUT,  CHURCH,  DAY(S),  DEEP,  EACH,  EARL,  EARTH, 
(N)EITHER 
... 
(N)OR,  EVIL,  EYE(S),  FIGHT,  FIRE,  FIRST,  FROM,  HEAVEN, 
HIGH,  HILL,  IF,  KIN,  KING,  KISS,  KNEW,  LAND,  LIGHT,  LIFE,  LITTLE, 
LOVE,  MAN,  MANY,  NIEN,  NUGHT,  MUCH,  NOT,  OLD,  OWN,  SELF,  SIN, 
SINCE,  SUCH,  THAN,  THEN,  THERE,  (AL)THOUGH,  THROUGH, 
TOGEMER,  TWO,  UNTIL,  WILL,  WrrH,  WORLD,  WORTHY,  WOULD,  YET, 
elicit  many  variants  from  the  manuscripts  used  in  the  survey;  these  were  BRIDGE,  BURY,  DRM, 
FAR,  FELL,  FETC11,  FLY,  FROM,  MDE,  LISTEN,  TBE  SAME. 
16 
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Pronouns 
BE,  HER  (Accusative  and  Dative),  HER  (Genitive),  HIM,  HIS,  1,  ME,  MY,  OUR, 
SHE,  THEE,  THEIR,  THEK  THESE,  THEY,  THOSE,  THOW,  THY,  US,  WE,  YE, 
YOU,  YOUR. 
Verbs  :-  collected  in  first,  second  and  third  person,  singular  and  plural,  past  and 
present  tense  in  indicative  mode. 
ASK,  BELIEVE,  BURN,  COULD,  DID,  FIGHT,  FLY,  GET,  GIVE,  GO,  LISTEN, 
MIGHT,  LIVE,  SHALL,  SHOLED,  THINK,  WILL. 
Verbs  :-  collected  in  first,  second  and  third  person,  singular  and  plural,  past  and 
present  tense,  in  subjunctive  and  indicative  mode. 
TO  BE,  TO  HAVE  and  TO  COME 
Phonemes 
117 
/v/  reflexes  of  OE  /f/,  /z/  reflexes  of  OE  /s/,  /m/,  /w/,  /h/  and  /hw/  reflexes  of  OE  /hw/, 
/g/  reflexes  of  OE  /k/,  /b/  reflexes  of  OE  /p/,  /d/  reflexes  of  OE  /G/  and  /6/. 
Morphemes  and  enclitic  forms 
-L 
+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc. 
Y-  Past  participle  marker. 
117  Any  examples  of  hypercorrection  were  also  collected  in  this  section  as  evidence  of  the  same 
phenomenon, 83 
Lexical,  morphosyntactic  and  phonological  information 
Lexical 
The  value  of  lexical  data  for  the  purposes  of  localisation  varies  according  to  the 
region  that  is  being  studied.  The  usefulness  of  a  collection  of  dialectally  distinct 
lexical  items  in  a  large-scale  survey  of  medieval  written  language  such  as  LALNE  is 
limited,  as  words  that  are  useful  for  the  purpose  of  localisation  are  often  specialised 
words  occurring  infrequently  in  the  types  of  texts  that  are  found  in  the  medieval 
West  Country;  for  example  farming  terms.  Alexander  Gill  identifies  a  number  of 
specifically  West-Country  lexical  items  such  as  'witpot'  for  'sausage',  but  it  is 
unlikely  that  this  or  any  other  of  Gill's  southwestern  dialectal  words  (page  170-171) 
would  be  found  in  the  medieval  romances  or  religious  texts  that  make  up  the 
majority  of  the  texts  localised  in  LALME  to  the  West  Country.  Such  collections  of 
words  perhaps  belong  to  the  taxonomic  interest  in  dialect  of  the  nineteenth  and  early 
twentieth  centuries. 
Morphosyntactic 
The  importance  of  the  use  of  the  morphosyntactic  features  in  late  medieval  texts 
relates  to  the  identification  of  the  progressiveness  of  dialect  in  the  area  being  studied. 
One  of  the  distinguishing  features  of  the  medieval  West  Country  is  its  linguistic 
conservatism  in  what  was  already  the  inflectionally  conservative  southern  half  of 
England.  It  is  possible  to  trace  the  impact  of  other  varieties  on  southwestern 
medieval  English  by  looking  at  the  proportions  of  different  inflectional  endings 
found  in  texts.  An  invaluable  part  of  the  southwestern  questionnaire  has  involved  the 
recording  of  pronoun  and  verb  paradigms.  The  number  of  recorded  instances  of  each 84 
variant  can  be  found,  in  brackets,  after  the  variant.  These  pronoun  paradigms  are 
presented  in  the  following  format: 
NOM  (sg)  y  (60)  me  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (5) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (6) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (PI)  we  (14) 
ACC  (pl)  ous  (10) 
GEN  (pl)  our9  (64)  our  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  ous  (4) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  Pou  (2)  PU  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  pou  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  3e  (30) 
ACC  (pl)  3ow  (9)  3ov  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  3our)  (4)  30ur 
DAT(pl)  3ow  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (285)  hym  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hym  (72)  hi  (6)  hy  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (103)  is  (15) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (22)  hi  (3)  hy  (1) 85 
REFLEXIVE  hym  silf  (3)  hy  (2) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem. 
NOM  (sg)  3eo  (49) 
ACC  (sg)  hir)  (21) 
GEN  (sg)  MO  (11) 
DAT  (sg)  hir9  (2) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (PI)  Pei  (346) 
hi  (2) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLFMVE 
ham  (31) 
hir')  (79) 
hem  (9) 
ham  (5) 
hym  sylf  (1)  hym  (1) 
heo  (1) 
hir  (3) 
hir  (3) 
hir  (1) 
Pei  (8) 
Pay  (1) 
hem  (23) 
hir  (8) 
ham  (7) 
hem  (3) 
Pe  (3) 
ham  (1) 
peic  (3) 
hy  (1) 
hire  (1) 
hem  silf  (1) 
It  can  be  seen  from  the  variants  entered  in  the  table  above,  and  indeed  throughout 
each  linguistic  profile  in  the  appendicies,  that  abbreviations  have  not  been  expanded; 
118  for  example,  would  be  recorded  as  <her')>  not  <here>.  Abbreviations  were 
recorded  in  this  way  so  that  no  irreversible  decisions  were  made  concerning  this 
expansion  and  also  in  case  this  information  should  prove  useful  for  any  future  studies 
based  on  the  material  collected. 
In  order  to  limit  the  number  of  items  collected,  while  also  carrying  out  a 
comprehensive  morphosyntactic  survey,  all  forms  of  nouns  are  recorded,  with 
footnotes  identifying  if  <(e)s>  inflections  are  genitive  or  plural.  Only  first,  second 
and  third  person,  singular  and  plural  fonns  of  the  verb  in  present  and  past  tense  are 
recorded  for  verbs  on  pages  one,  two  and  four  of  the  questionnaire.  In  order  to 
simplify  the  gathering  and  analysis  of  morphosyntactic  information,  participles, 
118  The  Junicode  font  was  used  in  order  to  obtain  the  abbreviations  needed.  A  key  for  the 
abbreviations  used  is  provided  before  the  questionnaires  in  the  appendices  (see  page  407.  ) 86 
imperatives  and  infinitive  forms  are  not  included  in  manuscript  profiles.  The  variants 
of  verb  items  are  laid  out  in  the  scribal  manuscript  in  the  format  shown  below: 
SHALL  lst  person  2nd  person  3rd  person  plural 
schal  (19)  schalt  (29)  schal  (13)  schullep  (8) 
schel  (3)  schalt  .  (2)  schel  (2)  schulle  (8) 
scholtou  (1)  schuI4  (1)  schul  (5) 
schelt  (1)  schul  (1)  schal  (2) 
schal  (1)  schulle  (1)  schullap  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  person  2nd  person  3rd  person  plural 
schold  (1)  scholdest  (2)  scholde  (12)  scholde  (8) 
scholde  (1)  scholtou  (1)  schold  (5)  schulde  (1) 
schudde  (1) 
The  declensions  of  three  common  verbs:  TO  BE,  TO  HAVE  and  TO  COME  have 
also  been  recorded  in  past  and  present  tense  in  indicative  and  subjunctive  mood.  This 
information  is  presented  in  the  appendices  of  the  present  thesis  in  the  following 
format.  The  most  common  variant  found  is  entered  first,  followed  by  all  others  in 
descending  order  of  number  of  occurrences: 
TO  BE  Indicative 
1 
ST 
person  am  (16) 
2 
ND 
person  art  (16)  ert  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  ys  (73)  is  (19)  ben  (2)  his  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (pl)  bup  (54)  ben  (2) 
Subjunctive  beo  (4)  be  (4) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
I 
ST 
person  was  (25)  were  (1) 
2 
ND 
person  were  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  was  (140)  ware  (3)  Wes  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (pl)  were  (51)  wern  (17)  wer  (11)  ware  (2)  weren  (1) 
wer  (3)  war  (1) 
Subjunctive  were  (12)  wer  (2) 
TO  HAVE  Indica  tive 
I 
ST 
person  haue  (15)  hauest  (1) 
2  ND 
person  hast  (7)  hauest  (4)  haue  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  hap  (17)  hauep  (6)  hath  (1)  haue  (1) 87 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  habbep  (12) 
Subjunctive  haue  (2) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
I  ST 
person  hadd  (1) 
2  ND 
person  haddest  (3) 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  had  (29) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  hadde  (8) 
Subjunctive  had  (1) 
TO  COME  Indi  cative 
ST 
person  come  (1) 
2  ND 
person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  comep  (4) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  comep  (3) 
Subjunctive  come  (8) 
TO  COME  Pret  erite 
ST 
person  come  (1) 
2  ND 
person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  cam  (10) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  come  (9) 
Subjunctive 
han  (10)  haue  (3)  hauep  (1) 
habbe  (1)  ha  (1)  hab  (1) 
hadde  (1) 
hadde  (12)  hauep  (2)  han  (1) 
had  (3)  hade  (1)  hauede  (1) 
compp  (2)  cometh  (1) 
come  (1) 
com  (3)  cam  (3) 
com  (6)  come  (3) 
comen  (2)  com  (1) 
The  systematic  recording  of  variants  in  these  paradigms  should  provide  a  good 
means  of  comparison  for  the  inflectional  elements  of  each  manuscript-text  and  the 
information  collected  is  presented  in  map  form  in  chapter  7. 
Phonological 
Perhaps  one  of  the  most  important  additions  to  the  southwestern  questionnaire,  is  that 
of  features  which  might  be  described  as  phonemic.  These  features  do  not  occur 
frequently  in  texts,  but  their  occasional  presence  provides  important  dialectal 
information.  A  list  of  these  rare  consonantal  features  is  included  below: 
1.  Voicing  of  10  and  devoicing  of  /v/. 
2.  Voicing  of  Is/  and  devoicing  of  /z/. 
I  Voicing  of  /p/  and  devoicing  of  /b/. 88 
4.  Voicing  of  /t/  and  devoicing  of  /d/. 
5.  Voicing  of  /k/  and  devoicing  of  /g/. 
6.  Changing  of  /o/  to  /d/. 
The  proportion  of  instances  of  these  features  cannot  be  directly  compared  between 
texts,  as  it  is  not  feasible  to  record  every  instance  of  a  word-initial  <f>,  <S>,  <p>,  <t> 
and  <k>.  Nevertheless,  where  a  few  of  these  forms  are  found,  they  provide 
dialectological  evidence  concerning  consonant  voicing.  lEstorically,  some  of  these 
features  are  not  exclusively  southwestern;  however,  it  has  been  found  that  the 
voicing  of  word-initial  voiceless  fricatives  and  plosives  die  out  last  in  the  West 
Country.  In  this  way,  these  phonological  features  become  an  important  part  of  the 
description  of  medieval  southwestern  written  language. 
Use  of  manuscripts,  microfilm  and  editions. 
LALME  lists  three  types  of  source  material  from  which  dialectological  and 
orthographic  evidence  can  be  collected: 
*  from  the  original  manuscript 
*  from  microfilm  of  the  manuscript 
*  from  a  'reliable'  printed  edition  'provided  that  sufficient  information  is  given 
about  details  such  as  changes  of  hands  in  the  manuscript.  'I  19 
There  are  a  number  of  problems  involved  with  the  use  of  editions  of  manuscript-texts 
as  source  material.  Burton  identifies  the  exclusive  use  of  the  original  manuscript  and 
microfilm  of  the  manuscript  as  an  improvement  that  could  be  made  to  the 
methodology  of  LALME.  120  Although  accurate  editions  can  often  afford  insight  into 
119 
120 
LALME  volume  one  (section  2.2) 
Burton  1991:  188 89 
problematical  readings,  work  is  best  carried  out  on  materials  as  close  to  the  original 
manuscript  as  possible.  Editions  were  used  for  the  documentary  texts  in  the  present 
study,  (please  refer  to  appendix  5).  12  1  There  is  evidence  to  suggest  that  certain  graphs 
have  been  replaced  in  these  editions  (see  section  5.2  on  the  use  of  the  <Z>  graph  in 
editions),  perhaps  in  order  to  make  the  text  easier  for  the  modem  reader.  Printed 
editions  have  otherwise  only  occasionally  been  used  in  conjunction  with  microfilm 
of  manuscripts  where  texts  are  badly  damaged  or  have  become  faded  over  time. 
This  is  the  case  for  the  use  of  the  EETS  edition  of  Ashmole  33.  This  edition  provides 
valuable  readings  of  the  faded  cover  leaves,  containing  an  initial  draft  of  a  section  of 
the  poem.  The  original  cover  leaves  are  obviously  much  more  faded  since  the  EETS 
editor,  Herrtage,  made  his  transcription.  Another  example  is  that  of  Cotton  Cxiii,  the 
La3amon's  Brut  manuscript  that  was  badly  damaged  in  the  fire  at  Ashburnham  House 
and  later  pieced  together  and  rebound.  It  was  essential  to  make  reference  to  the 
Society  of  Antiqkaries  version  of  this  text,  edited  by  Sir  Frederic  Madden.  For 
convenience  and  accuracy,  microfilm  has  been  used  above  all  other  source  materials. 
Where  reference  has  been  made  to  an  edition,  its  details  have  been  recorded  on  the 
manuscript  profile,  presented  in  the  appendix  five. 
Damage  or  wear  to  a  manuscript  can  often  appear  more  pronounced  on  a  microfilm 
reproduction,  whereas  writing  on  the  original  manuscript  is  perfectly  legible.  Where 
this  is  the  case,  queries  have  been  noted  and  checked  against  the  original  at  a  later 
date.  Likewise,  where  large  sections  of  the  manuscript  are  illegible  on  microfilm;  as 
much  of  the  work  as  possible  has  been  completed  and  the  rest  finished  when  access 
to  the  manuscript  has  been  possible.  This  was  the  case  for  Douce  216  and  Digby  14 
and  Trinity  1450. 
121  It  is  possible  that  some  graphemes  were  normalised  in  order  to  avoid  confusion  for  the  reader  in  the 
editions  of  documentary  material  (please  see  section  5.2  on  the  normalising  of  <3>  to  <z>s). 90 
2.2.1  The  use  of  new  computer-assisted  techniques  in 
dialectological  and  palaeographical  analysis 
One  means  of  progression  in  the  study  of  historical  written  language  is  to  utilise  new 
technologies  developed  for  the  study  of  living  languages.  Labov  has  highlighted  the 
problems  encountered  when  trying  to  derive  phonological  information  concerning 
past  stages  of  a  language: 
'Except  for  very  recent  times,  no  phonetic  records  are  available  for 
instrumental  measurements.  We  usually  know  very  little  about  the  social 
position  of  the  writers  and  not  much  more  about  the  social  structure  of  the 
community.  Though  we  know  what  was  written,  we  know  nothing  about  what 
was  understood,  and  we  are  in  no  position  to  perform  controlled  experiments 
on  cross-dialectal  comprehension.  Our  knowledge  of  what  was  distinctive  and 
what  was  not  is  severely  limited,  since  we  cannot  use  the  knowledge  of  native 
speakers  to  differentiate  nondistinctive  from  distinctive  variants.  -022 
For  Labov,  the  way  forward  in  historical  linguistic  studies  and  the  solution  to  many 
of  the  unsolved  questions  in  this  field  lies  in  the  application  of  theories  and 
techniques  developed  in  synchronic  linguistic  studies;  for  instance,  computer  assisted 
statistical  techniques  and  present-day  sociolinguistic  theory.  In  Principles  of 
Linguistic  Change  Labov  writes: 
'The  chapters  to  follow  will  apply  data  from  the  synchronic  study  of  linguistic 
change  in  progress  to  historical  problems.  By  this  means,  I  hope  to  reinforce 
the  natural  alliance  of  dialect  geography,  sociolinguistics,  phonetics  and 
122  Labov  1994:  11 91 
historical  linguistics  -  fields  that  share  a  common  interest  in  objective  data. 
The  connections  that  we  can  make  today  were  not  possible  a  hundred  years 
ago,  since  they  depend  to  a  large  extent  on  new  technology....  With  new 
methods  for  the  multivariate  analysis  of  discrete  linguistic  variation,  one  can 
provide  objective  evidence  for  more  abstract  analyses  of  the  changes  that  are 
taking  place.  ' 
123 
In  this  section  the  use  of  multivariate  statistics  in  dialect,  geography,  that  is, 
identifying  dialect  areas  and  corroborating  localisations,  will  be  described  and 
explained,  but  first  it  is  necessary  to  look  at  the  means  by  which  LALNE  localised 
texts  in  the  medieval  West  Country. 
2.2.1.1  Localisation 
This  chapter  is  concerned  with  the  analysis  and  grouping  of  manuscripts  according  to 
data  gathered  using  questionnaires  as  described  in  the  previous  section.  Initially,  the 
problem  of  subjectivity  in  dialectological  localisation  will  be  addressed  with 
reference  to  problems  specific  to  the  West  Country  section  of  LALME.  An 
alternative  method  of  determining  dialect  groups  will  be  considered  as  a  means  of 
checking  localisation  alongside  those  methods  dev  ised  by  the  editors  of  LALME. 
Problems  of  localisation 
There  were  two  ways  in  which  the  editors  of  LALME  dealt  with  the  problem  of 
finding  a  geographical  location  for  the  dialectal  spellings  of  each  manuscript. 
LALME's  editors  were  faced  with  a  large  number  of  manuscripts  that  were  not 
123  Labov  1994:  25 92 
authorial  holographs,  but  which  nevertheless  contained  a  large  amount  of 
dialectologically  usefid  material.  In  order  to  make  the  best  use  of  this  material,  those 
involved  in  the  Middle  English  Dialect  Project  used  spellings  found  in  local 
documents  to  create  a  framework  through  which  they  could  localise  larger  works.  As 
the  editors  of  LALME  point  out: 
'The  starting-point  of  any  dialectal  investigation  of  mediaeval  English  must  be 
with  texts  that  can  be  associated  with  definite  places  of  areas  on  non-linguistic 
grounds.  It  is  essential  to  begin  by  plotting  on  maps  all  the  material  that  can  be 
derived  from  such  sources:  these  are  the  'anchor'  texts  that  attach  the  whole 
structure  to  the  real  topography  of  Britain.  '  124 
This  type  of  localisation  works  well  in  areas  such  as  the  Midlands,  where  a 
reasonable  number  of  local  documents  survive.  Localisation  is  made  more  difficult  in 
areas  where  fewer  local  documents  survive.  The  editors  of  LALME  themselves 
admit  that  'the  coverage  of  the  country  is  uneven'  125  as  far  as  local  documents  are 
concerned  and  that  there  are  far  more  local  documents  found  for  Lancashire  than  for 
Wiltshire. 
Where  this  was  the  case,  as  with  the  West  Country,  the  editors  of  LALME  seem  to 
have  relied  on  references,  such  as  marks  of  ownership,  contained  within  literary 
manuscripts  as  a  means  of  establishing  a  location  for  the  dialectal  and  graphological 
forms  used  in  them.  Map  one  at  the  beginning  of  this  thesis  shows  the  West  Country 
locations  assigned  to  various  mapped  sources  in  LALIVE. 
124  LALME  volume  one  page  9 
125  LALME  volume  one  page  9 93 
At  least  fifteen,  probably  more,  of  the  localisations  on  map  one  are  extralinguistic. 
The  most  obvious  of  these  are  the  documentary  texts: 
1.  The  Yatton  churchwarden's  accounts 
2.  Two Alwington  indentures 
3.  The  Letters  of  John  Shillingford,  mayor  of  Exeter 
4.  Bridgewater  Borough  Archives 
5.  Six  Ermington  documents 
6.  The  Red  Book  of  Bath 
126 
7.  The  will  of  Thomas  Broke  of  Holditch,  Devon  127 
. 
These  seven  sources  might  rightly  be  classed  as  local  documents;  selected  as 
dialectological  sources  for  their  respective  geographical  areas  for  the  same  reasons 
that  Matthews  128  selects  his  sources  in  his  study  of  fifteenth  to  seventeenth  century 
English  of  the  West  Country  (p166  approx). 
There  is  a  slight  problem  concerning  the  use  of  the  will  of  Thomas  Broke.  The  text, 
dated  1417,  is  the  will  of  a  landowner  of  Holditch  in  Devon'29  and  is  localised  to  this 
area.  Nevertheless,  from  an  edition  of  the  text  edited  by  Furnivall,  it  would  appear 
that  Thomas  Broke  himself  wrote  only  two  lines  of  text  as  well  as  dating  and  signing 
the  will: 
126  Moore  et  al.  (1935:  51)localise  the  LiberRubeusBathoniae  to  Bath  as  it  was  compiled  for 
municipal  purposes.  127  Holditch  formed  part  of  Devonshire  until  1844  (See  Darby  1967:  71). 
128  Matthews  1939 
129 
Now  in  Dorset. 94 
'Thys/  twey  lyniS  I  wrete  almeste  w'  myn9  owne  Hond.  '  130 
The  'twey  lynis'  refer  to  the  signature  and  date.  Therefore  the  dialectal  evidence 
presented  in  the  text  might  not  be  typical  of  Holditch,  but  the  area  of  the  person  who 
drew  up  the  will,  of  whom  there  is  no  information. 
Some  other  manuscripts  that  appear  to  have  been  localised  extralinguistically  are: 
Rawlinson  328,  Add.  11748,  Ashmole  189,  Ashmole  33,  Douce  216,  Douce  232, 
Douce  236,  Harley  2383  and  Trinity  1450. 
1)  Rawlinson  328  contains  a  piece  of  Latin  in  the  main  hand  of  the  manuscript 
saying:  'Iste  liber  constat  valterus  Pollarde  off  Plymmoth'  and  is  accordingly 
localised  to  Plymouth,  see  map  I. 
131 
Figure  6:,  I;  ecfionftom  Rawlinson  238,  Bodleian  Library  Oxjbrd. 
2)  Add.  11748,  contains  the  inscription  'Hunc  librum  &  librum  vocatum  gracia  dei 
qui  est  in  custodia  WHIT  Carente  heant  abbatissa  &  conventus  Shafton9  in  succursum 
anime  Johis  horder.  '  This  text  is  localised  to  Shaftesbw-y  in  Dorset,  see  map  1. 
'"  Furnival  1882:  28  lines  II&  12. 
1.31  According  to  Moore  et  al  (1935  54)  Walter  Pollard  lived  in  Plymouth  during  the  reigns  of  Henry 
VI  and  Edward  IV.  (1422  -  1483) 95 
Figure  7:  Sectionfirom  Add.  11748,  C.  )  British  Library,  London. 
3)  Douce  236  is  controversially  locallsed  to  Tolpuddle,  perhaps  on  the  strength  of  an 
inscription  in  a  later  hand  vvritten  in  the  margin  of  folio  l4r. 
tI  1ý 
Figure  8:  Marginal  noleftom  Douce  236,  (C')  Bodleian  Library,  Oxford. 
Unfortunately,  cluster  analysis  (please  refer  to  chapter  8),  was  unable  to  conclusively 
determine  whether  this  manuscript  did  indeed  belong  to  Dorset,  as  other  manuscripts 
localised  to  Dorset  were  short  or  incomplete,  so  that  only  the  Douce  236  and  Naples 
13.13.29  manuscripts  could  be  used  in  the  analysis.  This  Arthour  and  Merlin  text 
belonged  to  a  cluster  of  manuscripts  localised  in  LALPOE  mainly  to  the  southern 
Somersetshire  and  eastern  Devon,  which  suggests  that  the  LALME  localisation  could 
not  have  been  far  wrong. 
3)  In  Harley  2383,  several  references  are  made  to  a  John  Mydwyntyr.  As  seen  below, 
the  name  John  Mydwyntyr  is written  on  folio  l5r.  The  end  of  a  section  in  English  in 
folio  30r  is  signed  'Mydwyntyr'  in  the  same  hand  as  the  main  body  of  the  text,  but 
lines  4  and  5  in  folio  50v  mention  someone  living  in  or  being  known  in  Couster, 96 
Stratford.  132  According  to  the  entry  in  LALME's  sources  mapped  for  Somerset,  a 
man  called  John  Mydwyntyr  was  a  clerffman  at  Claverton  in  1474  and  so  the 
manuscript  is  locallsed  to  this  area,  see  map 
d  no 
Cliti 
IL 
Figure  9:  Sectionftom  Harley  2383.  ýý7  British  Library,  London. 
5)  The  four-page  fragment  of  Douce  216  contains  a  colophon  telling  the  reader  that 
the  text  was  written  'yn  Wymbome  mynster  in  M  stede'  in  Dorset,  the  localisation 
of  the  text  seems  to  rely  on  this  reference,  see  map  1. 
Figure  10:  Seclionftom  Douce  216,  (LO  Bodleian  Library,  Oxford 
6)  Ashmole  189a  contains  a  reference  to  'John  apark  dwelling  in  mylke  strete' 
London.  Text  two  is  prefaced  with  a  reference  to  'Wrixill',  possibly  Wraxall  in 
Somerset  and  the  text  is  superceded  by  a  two-line  entry  referring  to  Richard 
Coscumbe  prior  of  Muchelney,  Somerset.  LALME  states,  in  N'ources  Mapped,  for 
Somerset  that  the  manuscript  has  Muchelney  connections  and  the  manuscript  was 
localised  to  this  part  of  the  county. 
132  Folio  50v  lines  4&5  <he  woneth  yn.  or  ys  known  In  /  couster  Stratford...  > 97 
j4*###*#AC'  --A--! 
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Figure  Ik  Sectionfirom  Ashmole  189.  CC)  Bodleian  Library,  Oxford. 
7)  Trinity  1450  appears  to  have  belonged  to  a  monk  living  at  Glastonbury  and  has 
been  localised  by  LALME  to  this  area. 
8)  Ashmole  33  contains  no  extralinguistic  clues  within  the  body  of  the  text,  as  to 
where  it  could  have  come  from,  but  the  manuscript  itself  was  kept  Within  an  outer 
envelope  containing  a  letter  executory,  dated  to  1357,  of  a  bull  of  pope  Innocent  VI 
for  the  presentation  of  Thomas  de  Silton  to  the  vicarage  of  Columpton,  in  the  diocese 
of  Exeter.  The  inner  cover  is  a  public  announcement  dated  1377  pertaining  to  the 
chapel  of  Holne,  again  in  the  Diocese  of  Exeter.  In  his  catalogue  of  Ashmole 
manuscripts,  the  editor  concludes  that- 
the  author  was  a  clergyman  [who]  lived  in  the  diocese  of  Exeter,  (probably  in 
that  city)  and  composed  his  work  shortly  after  1377  or  early  in  the  reign  of  Richard 
111  133 
The  LALME  editors  are  in  agreement  with  this  and  locallse  Ashmole  33  to  Exeter. 
133  Black  1845  14 98 
In  total,  sixteen  texts  from  the  mapped  sources  in  the  West  Country  appear  to  have 
been  localised  extralinguistically.  The  geographical  distribution  of  these  texts  is 
represented  on  the  map  of  the  West  Country  below. 
Map  9:  Extralinguistically  localised  manuscripts. 
Problems  with  the  fit  technique 
The  spelling  information  gathered  from  local  documents  in  LALME  functions 
mainly  as  a  framework  for  the  purpose  of  localising  larger,  literary  texts.  In  theory, 
the  spellings  of  a  larger  lexical  range  can  be  collected  from  these  literary  texts  once 
they  have  been  localised.  As  the  editors  of  LALME  explain: 
'...  however  essential  local  documents  may  be  as  a  foundation  for  a  dialect 
survey,  the  fact  remains  that  they  are  totally  inadequate  in  their  provision  of  the 99 
main  material  of  which  it  must  consist...  their  main  disadvantage  is  their 
spareness  of  lexical  range.  '  134 
For  this  reason,  another  means  of  localising  documents  was  devised,  namely  the  'fit 
technique'.  This  technique  was  tested  on  the  Linguistic  Atlas  of  Scotland  and 
involves  the  initial  mapping  of  the  isoglosses  of  spelling  variants  belonging  to 
manuscripts  that  can  be  localised  extralinguistically.  Where  there  is  a  manuscript  of 
unknown  geographical  origin,  it  can  be  localised  by  locating  isoglosses  that 
correspond  to  the  dominant  spelling  variants  it  contains  and  shading  the  geographical 
area  outside  them.  In  this  way,  as  a  number  of  variants  are  used  and  a  number  of 
areas  shaded  out,  in  theory  one  area  should  be  left  unshaded.  135The  spelling  variants 
of  the  manuscript  in  question  can  be  seen  as  belonging  to  the  unshaded  area. 
Such  a  method  using  isoglosses  is  often  criticised  as  being  too  subjective  an 
approach.  Generally  speaking,  dialect  areas  shade  into  one  another,  so  the 
identification  of  a  boundary  where  language  changes  abruptly  is  often  not 
appropriate.  It  is  also  the  case  that  not  all  dialectal  items  correspond  with  one  another 
in  distribution  and  this  can  often  be  a  confusing  factor  when  using  an  isogloss 
method.  In  the  case  of  historical  dialectology,  several  possible  areas  of  origin  might 
be  identified  for  one  manuscript  when  item  maps  are  superimposed  or  none  at  all,  as 
was  found  by  Burton  in  his  study  based  on  LALME's  methodology  and  materials.  136 
Burton  has  also  drawn  attention  to  the  problem  of  mislocalisation  of  a  text  and  the 
effect  this  would  have  on  all  subsequent  localisations: 
134  LALME  volume  one  pages  9  and  10. 
135  LALME  volume  one  page  10 
136  Burton  1990 100 
'...  the  identification  and  the  correct  location  of  the  primary  anchor  texts...  is 
crucial  to  the  construction  of  the  dialect  map.  If  one  of  these  texts  is  seriously 
misplaced,  chaos  ensues...  one  wrong  placing  affects  all  secondary  and 
subsequent  texts  with  similar  spellings;  each  of  those  texts  in  turn  contributes 
to  the  misplacing  of  other  texts.  '  137 
Many  of  the  problems  identified  by  Burton  have  been  shown  not  to  have  seriously 
affected  the  localisation  of  manuscript  texts  in  LALME.  138  Nevertheless,  any  new 
procedures  that  could  help  with  the  task  of  verifying  localisation  of  manuscript-texts 
should  be  exploited  to  their  full  potential.  One  such  technique  is  described  below. 
2.2.1.2  The  use  of  multivariate  statistics  in  dialectology 
Recently,  in  the  field  of  dialectology,  there  has  been  a  move  away  from  the 
identification  of  dialect  boundaries  and  towards  the  identification  of  groups  of 
informants  that  can  be  grouped  together  according  to  their  dialect  features.  A 
relatively  objective  exploratory  method  of  identifying  dialect  groups  belongs  to  the 
field  of  multivariate  statistics. 
In  this  study,  one  type  of  dialectometrical  procedure,  namcly  cluster  analysis,  or 
automatic  data  classification,  will  be  used  in  order  to  identify  dialect  groups 
according  to  spelling  features  in  medieval  Wcst-Country  texts.  Such  a  technique  has 
already  been  used  in  order  to  identify  present-day  dialect  groups  in  the  West 
137  Burton  1990:  169 
138  Please  refer  to  Benskin  199  1. 101 
Country  139  and  the  results  of  the  present  attempt  at  dialectometrical  analysis  will  be 
compared  with  this  modem  study  in  chapter  9. 
1 
It  should  be  stressed  that,  as  this  is  a  completely  new  technique  in  the  area  of 
medieval  dialectology,  the  approach  will  be  one  of  cross-validation  with  localisations 
given  in  LAUE.  In  chapter  8,  it  will  be  shown  how  the  use  of  an  objective 
statistical  approach  can  collaborate  with  that  of  traditional  methods,  allowing  the 
identification  of  dialect  groups  from  selected  variables  collected  from  each 
manuscript-text.  These  groups  will  also  be  looked  at  in  more  detail  using  a  more 
traditional  method  of  producing  maps  of  spelling  forms  and  identifying  areas  of 
usage  as  in  chapters  4  to  7.  In  order  to  create  a  context  for  this  study,  some  of  the 
present  applications  of  cluster  analysis  will  be  considered. 
Applications  of  cluster  analysis 
One  area  in  which  cluster  analysis  has  recently  been  applied  is  that  of  determining 
authorship  and  characterising  genre.  The  procedure  that  is  used  for  this  application  is 
easily  adapted  to  process  the  dialectal  and  graphemic  information  gained  from 
medieval  spellings  and  is  similar  to  that  which  will  be  used  in  this  present  study. 
A  statistical  study  of  authorial  style  firstly  involves  the  identification  of  a  set  of 
countable  stylistic  features,  such  as  common  lexical  items  and  grammatical  or 
rhetorical  features.  140  These  countable  features  can  be  quantified  if  the  text  is 
139  Klemola  1990  (based  on  information  gathered  for  the  SED). 
140  Kenny  1982:  15 102 
subjected  to  a  questionnaire.  The  frequency  of  occurrence  of  each  item is  a  facet  of 
the  author's  own  personal  style  or  the  genre  of  the  text.  The  entities,  in  this  case, 
books  by  individual  authors  are  then  automatically  grouped  by  a  statistics 
programme  into  clusters  according  to  measurements  of  their  similarities  and 
differences.  The  cluster  analysis  allows  the  researcher  to  obtain  a  picture  of  the 
relative  relationship  between  one  author  and  another,  or one  text  and  another,  based 
on  the  stylistic  information  that  has  been  gathered.  This  approach  can  be  seen  as  a 
relatively  objective  means  of  analysing  collected  data.  "' 
Statistics  in  dialect  analysis 
Statistical  procedures  are  used  in  the  analysis  of  dialects  where  phonetic,  lexical  or 
morphosyntactic  information  has  been  collected  systematically,  for  example,  in 
analysing  the  material  collected  in  present-day  dialect  atlases.  142  One  study  that 
makes  use  of  statistics  in  order  to  determine  dialect  boundaries  and  groupings  is  that 
of  Kessler.  Kessler's  study  attempts  to  determine  how  phonetic  profiles  of  individual 
Gaelic  speaking  informants  will  cluster  using  statistical  techniques.  In  particular, 
Kessler  143  wished  to  see  which  areas  would  form  dialect  groups  over  the 
geographically  fragmented  Gaeltachd  --  Ireland,  northwest  Scotland  and  the  Isle  of 
Man.  The  data  used  by  Kessler  had  previously  been  collected  by  Wagner  and 
compiled  in  a  dialect  atlas  of  spoken  Gaelic  at  roughly  the  turn  of  the  century. 
Therefore,  part  of  Kessler's  study  involved  the  comparison  of  the  outcome  of 
141  See  Opas  and  Tweedie  1999 
142  Klcmola  1994. 
143 
See  Kessler  1995 103 
localisations  obtained  in  his  own  study  with  the  more  labour-intensive  localisations 
carried  out  by  Wagner  involving  traditional  isogloss. 
Kessler's  abstract  for  the  computation  of  linguistic  distance  is  as  follows: 
'Dialect  groupings  can  be  discovered  objectively  and  automatically  by  cluster 
analysis  of  phonetic  transcriptions  such  as  those  found  in  a  linguistic  atlas.  The 
first  step  in  the  analysis,  the  computation  of  linguistic  distance  between  each 
pair  of  sites,  can  be  computed  as  Levenshtein  distance  between  phonetic 
strings.  This  correlated  closely  with  the  much  more  laborious  technique  of 
determining  and  counting  isoglosscs...  '  144 
I 
The  computation  of  Levenshtein  distance  involves  the  calculation  of  how  different 
one  word  is  from  another;  that  is,  how  many  segmental  changes,  additions  or 
subtractions  a  phonemic  transcription  of  a  word  would  have  to  undergo  in  order  to 
become  another  word.  Though  this  method  of  analysis  proved  profitable  for 
Kessler's  study,  the  quantity  of  variants  obtained  from  medieval  manuscripts  in  the 
present  study  was  too  large  and  they  were  too  varied  to  make  calculation  of 
Levenshtein  distance  feasible.  145  Instead  an  approach  similar  to  that  of  statistical 
studies  of  authorship  was  used. 
144  Kessler  1995:  60 
145  A  pilot  study  using  only  the  most  common  variant  from  a  small  set  of  variants  in  a  limited  number 
of  manuscripts  from  the  medieval  West  Country  did  not  produce  any  meaningful  clusters  and  so  this 
technique  has  not  been  used. 104 
Some  drawbacks  associated  with  using  cluster  analysis 
As  with  any  dialectological  technique,  there  are  drawbacks  involved  with  using 
cluster  analysis.  Although  it  is in  many  ways  a  more  objective  means  of  identifying 
dialectal  similarities  and  can  synthesise  a  large  amount  of  dialectological 
information,  it  requires  the  careful  selection  of  texts  and  variables  so  that  results  are 
not  skewed;  as  Kaufman  and  Rousseeuw  point  out: 
'In  general,  the  selection  of  "good"  variables  is  a  non-trivial  task  and  may 
involve  quite  some  trial  and  error..  In  this  respect,  cluster  analYsis  may  be 
considered  an  exploratory  technique.  '  146 
One  of  the  most  obvious  drawbacks  of  cluster  analysis  in  a  medieval  dialectological 
context,  where  informants  come  from  an  unknown  locality,  is  that  the  technique 
cannot  give  a  geographical  location  for  a  text;  it  can  only  show  which  texts  are 
dialectologically  similar.  Here  the  use  of  isoglosses  has  an  advantage,  as  texts  of 
known  geographical  origin  can  be  mapped,  as  can  isoglosses  relating  to  these  texts.  It 
is  therefore  necessary  to  check  for  geographically  clustering  texts  by  plotting 
symbols  for  one  identified  cluster  onto  LALME  localisations.  One  proponent  of  the 
application  of  statistical  techniques  in  dialect  geography  is  Labov,  who  highlights  the 
benefits  of  the  theory-ftee  nature  of  statistical  techniques  such  as  cluster  analysis. 
Where  the  objective  analysis  of  the  computer  programme  corresponds  with  the 
results  of  a  more  subjective  and  theoretical  approach,  the  results  are  compelling: 
146  Kaufman  &  Rousseeuw  1990:  14 105 
'...  the  theory-free  character  of  these  methods  can  yield  exceptionally  strong 
conclusions  when  the  results  coincide  with  the  categories  predicted  by  a 
particular  theory.  v 
147 
Using  statistical  techniques,  it  is  possible  to  check  if  there  is  a  correspondence 
between  LALIvE  localisations  and  texts  that  have  clustered  automatically  using  a 
statistics  programme.  If  clustered  manuscripts,  plotted  onto  their  LALME 
localisations,  are  geographically  cohesive,  there  is  compelling  independent  evidence 
that  LALME's  theoretical  approach  to  the  localisation  of  medieval  texts  is  accurate. 
However,  if  a  geographically  random  pattern  is  obtained,  this  would  be  an  indication 
that  LALIvE's  methodology  is  flawed. 
Another  drawback  connected  with  cluster  analysis  is  that,  whereas  a  large  number  of 
individual  spelling  variants  from  medieval  texts  can  be  mapped  using  isoglosses,  the 
cluster  analysis  method  has  to  rely  on  common  'phonological'/graphemic  features 
rather  than  individual  spellings.  The  spellings  found  in  medieval  manuscripts, 
especially  in  the  West  Country  are  so  many  and  differ  so  greatly,  that  if  each  separate 
form  is  considered  as  a  variable,  the  spreadsheet  created  is  not  only  too  large,  but  a 
great  number  of  zero  and  very  small  values  would  be  entered.  The  presence  of  a 
large  number  of  zero  values  can  skew  results  or  prevent  the  programme  from 
carrying  out  an  analysis.  It  is  therefore  necessary  to  look  beyond  individual  spellings 
and  instead  to  consider  the  underlying  features  they  represent.  For  instance,  the 
spellings  <ýorh>,  <ýorý>,  <ýur3>  and  <ýor3>  perhaps  each  belong  to  particular 
147 
Labov  1994:  26 106 
regions  of  the  West  Country,  but  with  cluster  analysis,  the  focus  has  to  be  that  they 
are  all  metathesised  forms  as  opposed  to  <brou>  <brow>  and  <brough> 
The  lumping  together  of  items  according  to  features  is  what  McIntosh  hoped  to  avoid 
when  the  idea  of  LALME  was  first  conceived.  McIntosh  wanted  a  'word  by  word' 
examination  of  dialectal  features,  Douce  216.  This  type  of  analysis  is  also  included  in 
the  present  study  and  cluster  analysis  of  data  is  intended  to  complement  and  not 
replace  McIntosh's  approach. 
One  final  drawback  is  that  only  those  manuscripts  that  yield  a  reasonable  amount  of 
data  can  be  used,  again  in  order  to  avoid  zero  values.  If  only  a  few  forms  are  elicited 
from  a  very  short  manuscript,  such  as  is  the  case  with  the  four-page  Apollonius  of 
Tyre  fragment  (Douce  216),  these  can  contribute  to  an  isogloss  map.  In  the  case  of 
cluster  analysis,  too  many  zero  values  would  be  entered  in  the  spreadsheet,  causing 
the  manuscript  to  appear  very  different  from  the  rest,  because  of  the  missing  values. 
For  these  reasons  the  cluster  analysis  procedure  will  be  one  of  cross-validation  in 
collaboration  with  more  traditional  methods  in  order  to  have  the  best  possible 
dialectological  analysis  of  the  data  collected. 
Cluster  analysis  study:  methodology 
It  was  decided  that,  to  maintain  a  manageable,  but  sufficiently  discriminatory  set  of 
variables  (around  forty-four  were  used)  with  a  minimum  number  of  zero  values, 
significant  features  rather  than  individual  words  should  be  used  for  analysis.  This  is 107 
similar  to  the  technique  used  in  Klemola's  study  148  of  present-day  West  Country 
dialects  based  on  material  collected  for  the  SED.  The  features  selected  for  use  in  the 
present  study  were  consonantal  and  vocalic;  this  encompasses  phonological  and 
graphemic  data,  as  both  can  be  used  for  the  purpose  of  dialectological  localisation.  149 
Typically  one  or  two  items  were  selected  from  the  questionnaire  and  two  or  more 
different  realisations  of  a  certain  feature  belonging  to  these  item(s)  were  identified  as 
phonologically  or  graphemically  significant.  For  example,  the  realisation  of  the 
vowel  in  the  item  ANY  could  be  rounded  /o/  <o>,  open  /a/  <a>  or  mid-open  Is/  <e> 
or  the  spelling  of  a  number  of  items  on  the  questionnaire  containing  <r>  could  be 
metathesised  or  unmetathesised.  The  occurrence  of  each  of  these  realisations  was 
counted  and  entered  into  a  spreadsheet. 
Aside  from  the  types  of  features  already  mentioned,  there  were  other  less  frequently 
occurring  features  recorded  in  each  questionnaire.  Such  features  include,  for 
example,  evidence  of  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives  and  plosives.  It  was 
not  considered  feasible  when  completing  the  questionnaires  that  every  word 
beginning  with  an  <s>  or  <f>  could  be  recorded.  Nevertheless,  the  presence  of  rare 
spellings  indicating  initial  fficative  voicing  or  plosive  voicing  is  dialectally  important 
and  so  they  have  been  recorded.  Features  such  as  these  were  converted  into 
percentages  for  the  purpose  of  comparability  by  dividing  the  number  of  occurrences 
by  the  number  of  lines  in  each  -manuscript  that  had  been  subjected  to  the 
149  Klemola  1990 
149  It  is  acknowledged  in  this  study  that  all  of  the  information  gathered  is  written  language  and 
therefore,  in  essence,  graphemic.  However  a  distinction  can  be  made  between  those  spellings  that 
most  likely  reflect  phonological  features  and  those  spellings  that  have  no  phonological  significance, 
(please  refer  to  McIntosh  1989b  and  c). 108 
questionnaire  and  multiplying  by  one  hundred.  150  In  this  way,  it  was  also  possible  to 
make  the  presence  of  these  features  comparable  between  manuscripts.  The  features 
selected  for  cluster  analysis  and  items  likely  to  exhibit  these  features  are  as  follows: 
CONSONANTS 
Voicing  of  IF  and  devoicing  of  /v/. 
Voicing  of  /s/  and  devoicing  of  /z/. 
Changing  of  /Z5/  to  /d/. 
Voicing  of  /p/  and  devoicing  of  /b/. 
Voicing  of  /k/  and  devoicing  of  /g/. 
Voicing  of  /t/  and  devoicing  of  /d/. 
The  use  of  <f>  for  <gh>  in  words  such  as  THROUGH  and  THOUGH. 
Metathesis  invojving  /r/  in  words  such  as  BURN,  FIRST  and  THROUGI-L 
Metathesis  involving  /sk/  in  words  such  as  ASK 
Use  of  <3>/  <y>  rather  than  <g>  in  words  such  as  GIVE  and  GAVE. 
Labial-velar  glide  insertion. 
Palatal  glide  insertion. 
Use  of  <w>  or  <wh>  for  OE  <hw>  words 
VOWELS 
Use  of  <a>,  <o>  or  <e>  in  ANY. 
Use  of  <a>  or  <e>  in  ART  (are). 
Use  of  <u>,  <e>  or  <i/y>  in  BE  (third  person  singular,  ignoring  <ben>  fonns). 
Use  of  <e>,  <u>  or  <i/y>  in  CHURCH. 
Use  of  <y>,  <u/v>  or  <e>  at  the  beginning  of  EVIL. 
130  A  careful  note  of  the  number  of  lines  of  each  manuscript  that  were  subjected  to  the  questionnaire 
was  kept  from  the  initial  part  of  the  study. 109 
Use  of  <yee>  or  <eye>  type  spellings  of  EYE. 
Use  of  <i>  or  <y>  in  FIGHT. 
Use  of  <u>,  <i/y>  or  <e>  spellings  in  FIRST. 
Use  of  <i/y>  or  <e>  spellings  in  GIVE. 
Use  of  <i/y>,  <u>  or  <e>  for  HER. 
Use  of  <i>  or  <y>  in  IS. 
Use  of  <i>  or  <y>  in  LIFE 
Use  of  <i>  or  <y>  in  LIGHT 
Use  of  <a>,  <o>  or  <e>  in  MANY 
Use  of  <i>  or  <y>  in  WGHT 
USE  of  <u>,  <o>  or  <i/y>  in  MUCH. 
Use  of  <ou>  or  <o>  in  NOT. 
Use  of  <a>  or  <e>  in  SHALL  (third  person  singular). 
Use  of  <u>,  <a>  or  <e>  in  SHALL  (plural). 
Use  of  <u>  or  <o>  in  SHOULD 
Use  of  <a>,  <0>  or  <e>  in  THAN 
Use  of  <a>,  <o>  or  <e>  in  THEN. 
Use  of  <wo>  or  <o>  in  TWO. 
Use  of  <i>  or  <y>  in  UNTIL. 
Use  of  <i/y>  or  <o>  in  WILL  (verb  all  persons,  not  including  noun). 
Realisation  OE  y  as  <i>,  <y>  and  <u>  in  eg.  DID,  HILL,  WMCB4  KIN,  KISS  and 
SIN. 
Use  of  <ous>  versus  <vs/us>  realisations  of  the  first  person  plural  accusative 
pronoun. 
Use  of  <our>  versus  <owre>  realisations  of  the  first  person  plural  gcnitive  pronoun. 110 
Use  of  <thu>  versus  <thow/thou>  realisations,  of  the  second  person  singular 
nominative  pronoun. 
Use  of  <a>,  <e>  or  <i/y>  in  THEM 
Use  of  <a>,  <e>  or  <i>  in  TBEY 
It  is  necessary  to  convert  the  continuous  measurement  of  each  variable  into  a 
percentage,  so  that  instead  of  having,  for  example,  the  number  of  occurrences  of  the 
variant  forms  of  the  verb  GIVE  beginning  with  <3/y>  or  with  <g>  for  each  text,  there 
are  two  percentage  values  adding  up  to  one  hundred.  This  also  means  that  one 
column  of  variables  can  be  deleted,  thereby  further  reducing  the  number  of  zero 
values  entered  into  the  spreadsheet.  Saying  that  79%  of  the  realisations  of  GIVE 
began  with  <Vy>  also  tells  us  that  21%  began  with  <p,  therefore,  only  one  of  these 
columns  need  be  retained.  Where  there  is  a  three-way  distinction,  as  with  most  of  the 
items  from  the  vowel  section  of  the  spreadsheet,  all  three  columns  must  be 
maintained. 
Once  this  conversion  into  percentages  has  been  carried  out,  the  data  are  no  longer 
that  of  continuous  variables  (the  values  that  each  entry  can  have  are  constrained 
between  I  and  100).  Cluster  analysis  is  designed  to  work  with  continuous  variables, 
therefore  a  further  transformation  of  the  data  is  required  in  order  to  change  it  back 
into  a  continuous  variable.  In  order  to  allow  the  statistics  programme  (SPSS)  to 
cluster  the  manuscript-texts,  the  values  recorded  in  each  column  on  the  spreadsheet 
have  to  undergo  this  further  conversion  from  a  percentage  value  back  into  a  number. III 
Columns  that  are  not  part  of  a  three  way  distinction  can  be  converted  in  SPSS  using 
the  formula  LN(x/100),  where  LN  stands  for  'natural  logarithm'  and  x=  the 
percentage  value  in  each  cell  of  the  spreadsheet.  Where  there  are  three  types  of 
variants  and  so  three  columns  belonging  to  one  item,  the  percentage  values  are 
converted  by  choosing  a  'standard'  variant  and  describing  the  other  two  columns  in 
terms  of  this  variant.  The  conversion  is  carried  out  using  the  formulae  LN(x/y)  and 
LN(z/y)  for  columns  x,  y  and  z,  where  y  is  the  'standard'  variant.  In  this  way,  two 
columns  are  created  to  represent  the  information  contained  in  the  three  columns  that 
existed  before. 
A  partitioning  rather  than  a  hierarchical  method  of  analysis  produced  the  best  results 
in  the  study,  possibly  due  to  the  fact  that  a  hierarchical  type  of  clustering  links 
objects  together,  but  cannot  undo  them  at  a  later  stage.  A  partitioning  method,  on  the 
other  hand,  allows  decisions  about  joining  manuscripts  and  groups  to  be  revised  so 
that: 
'the  algorithm  tries  to  find  a  "good"  partition  in  the  sense  that  objects  of  the 
same  cluster  should  be  close  or  related  to  each  other,  whereas  objects  of 
different  clusters  should  be  far  apart  or  very  different.  The  aim  is  usually  to 
uncover  a  structure  that  is  already  present  in  the  data.  '151 
Trials  using  an  agglomerative  hierarchical  method  illustrated  with  dendrograms 
showed  that  about  six  clusters  could  be  identified,  so  it  was  decided  that  SPSS  should 
separate  the  manuscript  texts  into  six clusters.  Members  of  each  of  the  six  clusters, 
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represented  by  different  symbols,  were  then  plotted  onto  their  LALME  localisations. 
In  this  way  it  was  possible  to  cross-validate  LALME  localisations  and  also  to 
identify  dialect  areas  within  the  West  Country.  In  chapter  8,  vocalic,  then 
consonantal  clusters  produced  from  information  collected  from  the  25  manuscripts 
used  in  the  study  are  presented  separately,  then  the  clusters  produced  by  vocalic  and 
consonantal  information  together  are  presented. 113 
2.2.2  Graphetic  analysis 
In  an  article  published  in  1975,  Angus  McIntosh  identified  three  areas  of  scribal 
output  in  the  late  medieval  period  that  could  usefully  be  surveyed  for  the  purpose  of 
comparing  manuscript-texts. 
152  It  was  McIntosh's  intention  that  a  close  examination 
of  these  three  areas  of  scribal  output  would  bring  together  the  skills  of  the  linguist 
and  the  palaeographer. 
153  Co-operation  of  this  kind  was  needed  to  fully  exploit  the 
classification  of  the  scribal  behaviour  for  the  purposes  of  localisation  and  comparison 
of  manuscript-texts.  McIntosh  outlined  how  one  manuscript-text  could  be  subjected 
to  three  questionnaires  in  order  to  gather  the  largest  amount  of  discriminatory 
evidence:  linguistic,  graphemic  and  graphetic.  The  procedure  and  intention  behind 
the  gathering  of  linguivtic  and  graphemic  evidence  from  a  manuscript-text  has  been 
fully  explained'in  section  2.2  of  this  chapter  and  in  volume  one  of  LALME.  This 
section  deals  with  the  application  of  new  technology  to  the  reproduction  of  the  non- 
dialectological  aspect  medieval  written  material,  that  is,  the  reproduction  of  graphetic 
(palaeographical)  information. 
McIntosh  recognised  a  need  for  the  systematic  surveying  and  profiling  of  all 
surviving  medieval  scribal  handwriting  and,  over  thirty  years  ago,  he  called  for  the 
construction  of  a  database  of  graphetic  profiles.  154  At  the  time,  technology  had  not 
advanced  sufficiently  in  order  to  allow  the  undertaking  of  such  a  project  This  thesis 
has  as  one  of  its  goals  a  feasibility  study  investigating  the  compilation  of  such  a 
database.  For  this  reason,  a  selection  of  scribal  profiles  has  been  chosen  and  is 
presented  on  the  CD-ROM  accompanying  this  thesis. 
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The  limitations  of  a  traditional  approach  to  palaeography  will  be  discussed  first,  in 
order  to  show  how  a  new  visual  approach  to  graphetic  profiling  of  scribal  hands  can 
give  unambiguous,  first-hand  information  to  both  the  experienced  palaeographer  and 
to  those  who  are  not  palaeographers,  but  whose  work  relies  to  some  extent  on 
palaeographical  information.  Tbereafter,  the  digitisation  process  and  composition  of 
scribal  alphabets  will  be  described  as  a  solution  to  problems  raised  in  McIntosh's 
articles  on  scribal  profiles.  This  will  include  a  detailed  consideration  of  the  technical 
aspects  of  digitising  manuscripts;  looking  at  questions  of  objectivity,  quality,  cost 
and  the  justification  of  enhancement  and  manipulation  of  the  digitised  image. 
Graphetic  information 
It  is  widely  acknowledged  that  direct  comparison  of  individual  scribal  letter-forms  is 
the  key  to  medieval  palaeography. 
155  One  reason  for  this  assertion  is  that  a  broad 
impression  of  a  script,  even  to  the  trained  eye,  is  not  enough  to  allow  the 
identification  of  one  scribal  hand  in  two  different  works.  According  to  Doyle  and 
Parkes: 
'Aspect  and  duct  are  such  distinctive  qualities  that  they  allow  us  to  suspect  that 
we  can  recognise  that  handwriting  in  other  manuscripts,  but  they  do  not  form 
sufficient  criteria  to  identify  the  manuscripts  as  the  work  of  a  single  scribe. 
However,  once  we  suspect  that  we  recognise  the  handwriting  of  a  scribe  in 
another  manuscript,  further  detailed  analysis  may  reveal  idiosyncrasies  in  the 
formation  of  individual  letters  and  the  presence  of  other  distinctive  habits 
which  would  enable  us  to  establish  that  the  same  scribe  was  responsible  for  the 
different  manuscripts.  '156 
155 
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A  further  complication  is  that  a  medieval  scribe  could  be  proficient  in  several 
different  types  of  script  of  varying  formality.  McIntosh  calls  these  scribal  modes. 
157 
The  impression  given  at  first  glance,  in  this  case,  would  be  that  two  manuscript-texts 
are  not  associated,  when  in  reality  they  could  have  been  written  by  one  scribe  using 
different  scribal  modes.  Doyle  and  Parkes  therefore  believe  that: 
'For  this  reason  it  is  not  enough  merely  to  record  the  repertory  of  forms  a 
scribe  used  ... 
it  is  necessary  to  focus  upon  subordinate  details  in  the  formation 
of  individual  letters,  in  an  attempt  to  analyse  the  personal  duct  of  the  hand- 
158 
writing  and  to  isolate  the  distinctive  habits  of  the  individual  scribe.  ' 
Graphetic  proriles 
A  graphemic  profile  deals  with  graphemes,  that  is,  the  choice  of  letter  form  used  by 
the  scribe,  for  example  a  choice  between  <3>  or  <y>  at  the  beginning  of  the  word 
GIVE.  Graphetic  profiles  involve  the  scribe's  individual  orthographic  realisation  of 
the  letter-form,  as  is  illustrated  below. 
Y14  Y4"  itl 
Figure  12:  Binary  images  of  letter-forms  segmentedfrom  manuscript-taxts. 
By_  analogy,  McIntosh  compares  the  relationship  of  graphetic  to  graphemic 
information  with  that  of  the  allophone  to  the  phoneme.  Such  a  comparison  can  be 
misleading,  in  that  the  scribe's  individual  way  of  writing  a  letter-form  is  not  likely  to 
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vary  diatopically  in  the  way  that  allophonic  realisations  of  phonemes  do  according  to 
regional  accent.  However,  the  analogy  stands  if  we  consider  how  it  illustrates  the 
relationship  between  the  scribe's  actual  output  and  the  general  letter-type  that  the 
scribe  has  in  his  mind  when  writing.  The  question  is  one  of  distinctiveness  for  the 
scribe  and  the  reader.  To  the  reader,  <y>  is  distinct  from  <3>;  the  myriad  realisations 
of  <y>  -  what  McIntosh  calls  the  'clinal  variations'  of  each  graph  -  are  only  distinct 
from  one  another  to  the  palaeographer. 
The  composition  of  graphetic  profiles  becomes  more  complex  when  the  various 
script-types  that  can  be  employed  by  one  scribe  are  considered  e.  g.:  Textura, 
Anglicana,  Anglicana,  formata,  bastard  Anglicana,  Secretary  etc.  The  use  of  different 
scribal  modes  problematises  the  comparison  of  letter-forms.  For  this  reason, 
McIntosh  advocates  not  only  the  compilation  of  graphetic  profiles  for  Anglicana, 
Secretary  and  Textura  scripts,  but  also  a  means  of  identifying  those  letter  features 
that  can  be  compared  despite  changes  in  mode. 
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Some  applications  for  graphetic  profiles 
McIntosh  describes  several  areas  in  which  graphetic  profiles  can  produce  useful 
discriminatory  evidence,  one  important  application  being  the  identification  of  a 
common  scribe  where  the  language  of  two  or  several  texts  varies.  In  such  a  case, 
linguistic  and  graphemic  profiles  would  be  inapplicable.  However,  a  graphetic 
approach  could  provide  a  suitable  means  of  identifying  and  comparing  texts  written 
by  the  same  scribe  and  containing  different  languages.  This  is  especially  common 
where  there  are  sections  of  Latin  within  or  dividing  English  texts  written  by  two  or 
more  scribes. 
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Another  application  in  which  graphetic  profiles  will  prove  indispensable  will 
undoubtedly  be  the  identification  of  scribal  changeovers  within  a  manuscript-text.  A 
change  of  ink,  or script-type  can  often  cause  confusion  concerning  the  identification 
of  a  new  scribe.  Scribal  profiles  should  allow  for  the  removal  of  any  uncertainty 
caused  by  dissimilar  linguistic  and  graphemic  features.  Manly  and  Rickert  describe 
the  difficulties  involved  in  identifying  scribal  changeovers  within  a  text: 
'We  have  attempted,  so  far  as  possible,  to  distinguish  between  the  number  of 
hands  in  each  (manuscript)  and  the  portions  written  by  each.  Sometimes  this  is 
very  easy;  sometimes  it  is  almost  or  quite  impossible.  The  same  hand  may  look 
very  different  under  different  conditions  of  work,  as  when  the  writer  is  rested 
or  fatigued,  calm  or  nervous,  or  when  he  is  writing  in  the  upper  or  the  lower 
half  of  a  large  page.  Several  scribes  trained  by  the  same  master  may  seem  to  be 
a  single  scribe...  Even  if  two  scribes  working  on  the  same  manuscript  normally 
write  very  differently,  one  may  try  to  imitate  the  other  when  he  continues  his 
work.  @160 
Therefore,  the  ability  to  compare  scribal  hands  objectively  outside  of  the  context  of 
the  page  is  a  great  advantage  for  the  identification  of  different  scribal  hands  within  a 
text. 
Graphetic  proffies 
The  method  devised  by  McIntosh  for  producing  graphetic  profiles  must  now  be 
considered  in  order  to  describe  the  basis  of  the  procedure  used  in  the  present  study. 
The  composition  of  graphetic  profiles  in  this  study  is  far  different  from  that  described 
by  McIntosh  and  rather  relies  on  recent  technological  advances  in  the  digitisation.  of 
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manuscripts  and  in  graphics  programmes  that  allow  the  manipulation  of  digital 
images. 
The  problem  with  graphetic  classification  up  to  this  point  is  that  it  has  been  an 
abstract  representation  of  a  visual  medium.  Descriptive  classification  of  letter  types 
does  not  lend  itself  to  comparison  in  the  same  way  that  linguistic  and  graphemic 
profiles  do.  Manly  and  Rickert  highlight  the  problems  involved  in  using  description 
in  order  to  classify  a  visual  medium: 
'We  have  tried  to  describe  the  hands  in  intelligible  terms,  but  again  it  is  true 
that  there  is  no  received  system  of  nomenclature.  Even  the  terms  suggested  by 
Jenkinson  have  not  become  so  familiar  that  they  can  be  used  with  the 
probability  of  arousing  clear  conception  in  the  mind  of  the  student.  '161 
McIntosh  seeks  to  reduce  the  complexity  of  profiling  an  essentially  visual  medium  as 
a  series  of  written  observations,  by  only  looking  at  those  aspects  of  the  letter-form 
that  could  have  a  classificatory  function.  Even  in  doing  this,  McIntosh  does  not  rule 
out  the  usefulness  of  minute  variation  for  the  purpose  of  comparing  very  similar 
texts: 
'Many  letters  vary  in  shape  in  such  a  way  that  the  range  or  span  of  variation 
cannot  be  expressed  other  than  in  terms  of  gradients.  Thus  a  question  'how 
many  shapes  of  <w>  are  thereT  is  hardly  meaningful,  and  the  implication  of 
this  is  that  enquiries  about  any  letter  features  that  vary  in  a  clinal  manner  are  of 
little  use  in  the  kind  of  questionnaire  I  have  in  mind.  This  is  not  to  say  that  we 
can  ask  no  questions  about  <w>  but  rather  that  we  must  confine  our  enquiries 
to  those  of  its  distinctive  features  which  can  be  discretely  profitable...  in  what 
follows  I  shall  mainly  be  exploring  the  taxonomic  potential  of  discretely 
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categorisable  letter-types.  I  do  not  wish  to  play  down  the  importance  of  the 
others;  they  remain  as  what  may  often  be  a  crucial  final  resource  for 
162 
associating  or  discriminating  between  two  very  similar-looking  texts. 
McIntosh's  approach  involves  the  visual  representation  of  the  main  variants  of  each 
grapheme  that  will  then  serve  as  references  for  the  recording  of  various  proportions 
of  letter-shapes  throughout  the  manuscript. 
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Figure  13:  McIntosh's  analyticalftamework,  (A4cInlosh  1989b:  58). 
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The  main  problem  with  McIntosh's  methodology,  unavoidable  at  that  period  in  time, 
lies  in  the  fact  that  it  is  an  attempt  to  classify  and  compare  visual  phenomena  as  a 
series  of  written  observations  and  the  help  of  visual  references  is  limited.  McIntosh's 
methodological  approach  is  too  strongly  based  on  techniques  used  to  analyse 
spelling,  without  acknowledging  the  unique  nature  of  variation  in  hand-writing. 
McIntosh's  approach  therefore  causes  him  to  disregard  minute  variation,  the  very 
thing  that  palaeographers  rely  on  to  discriminate  between  and  identify  texts.  Yet 
McIntosh's  graphetic  profiles  were  designed  to  be  an  attempt  to  remove  subjectivity, 
making  grapbological  differentiation  more  accessible. 
Digitised  Graphetic  Profiles 
In  this  section,  a  visual  method  of  classifying  scribal  output  will  be  considered;  an 
approach  that  is  now  feasible  due  to  advances  in  technology.  it  details  how 
digitisation  of  a  manuscript  text  can  allow  the  classification  and  comparison  of 
individual  hands,  in  a  way  that  is  neither  abstract  for  the  user  nor  time-consuming  to 
produce. 
There  are  several  reasons  why  a  digital  representation  of  a  scribe's  graphetic  output 
is  beneficial.  The  first  of  these  is  the  accuracy  of  a  digital  image  of  manuscript  letter- 
forms.  The  subject  of  automatic  digital  enhancement,  and  the  problems  associated 
with  producing  an  exact  representation  of  the  original  manuscript  page,  will  be  dealt 
with  in  the  section  called  'Manipulation  and  automatic  image  enhancement.  Let  us 
for  the  moment  assume  that,  for  the  purpose  of  representing  hand-written  letter- 
forms,  even  at  two  removes  from  the  original,  the  digital  picture  conveys  the  reality 
of  the  hand  with  greater  accuracy  than  any  other  method  to  date.  This  is  illustrated  if 
we  look  at  figure  14. 121 
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Figure  14:  Extractfrom  Harley  2383. 
It  is  possible  to  see  the  colour  of  the  ink,  duct,  changes  in  pressure,  as  well  as  the 
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shape  of  each  letter  in  figure  14. 
The  second  reason  why  a  digital  representation  of  a  scribe's  graphetic  output  is 
preferable  is  that  storing  images  of  scribal  output  in  this  way  encourages  new  ways 
of  looking  at  the  manuscript  text.  Individual  letters  can  be  segmented  from  the  text 
and  then  organised  as  a  scribal  alphabet.  In  essence,  images  of  the  letter-forms 
produced  by  an  individual  scribe  would  be  available,  extracted  from  the  manuscript 
page  and  presented  in  a  form  which  allows  easy  comparison  with  other  hands.  A 
good  digital  representation  of  a  letter-form  can  be  manipulated  and  moved  in  a  way 
that  the  original  text  cannot;  yet  it  contains  all  of  the  information  needed  for 
description  and  comparison.  In  this  way,  the  handwriting  in  any  scribal  text  can  be 
compared  in  detail  with  that  of  any  other  text. 
One  further  reason  why  a  digitisation  of  manuscript-texts  facilitates  palaeography  is 
that  this  approach  fulfils  Doyle  and  Parkes'  two  criteria  for  being  able  to  compare  the 
general  aspect  and  duct  of  a  hand,  as  well  as  closely  examining  individual  scribal 
163 
The  experience  of  other  projects  has  been  that  hand-written  materials  are  much  better  treated  in  the 
same  way  as  colour  images.  The  exact  shadings  and  density  of  the  ink,  indicating  changes  in  the 
pressure  of  the  writing  implement  on  the  writing  surface,  show  up  far  more  clearly  in  colour  images 
than  in  greyscale  images.  Such  pressure  variations  will  not  appear  at  all  on  binary  images.  When  there 
are  several  different  inks  and  several  different  hands,  or  the  paper  is  aged  or  the  ink  has  faded,  then 
full  colour  reproduction  is  essential.  (Robinson  1993:  28) 122 
letter-forms  and  idiosyncrasies.  It  exceeds  their  criteria  by  allowing  the  manipulation 
of  manuscript  texts  for  close  comparison.  Comparison  of  letter-forms,  isolated  from 
the  context  of  the  manuscript  page,  removes  factors  liable  to  cause  confusion  such  as 
change  of  ink  or  script  type;  even  though  the  overall  impression  from  a  glance  at  the 
manuscript  page  might  be  that  two  hands  look  very  different.  In  isolation,  the 
comparison  of  the  formation  of  allographs  might  illustrate  that  they  are  the  work  of 
only  one  scribe.  The  compiling  of  scribal  handwriting  into  visual  profiles  in  a 
systematic  way  therefore  creates  a  useful  palaeographical  addition  to  other  aspects  of 
scribal  output  that  have  for  a  long  time  been  surveyed  and  profiled,  but  it  also  takes 
into  account  the  fact  that  graphetic  information  is  far  different  from  graphemic 
information  and  should  therefore  be  profiled  in  a  new  way. 
There  is  another  factor  that  enhances  the  value  of  graphetic  profiles,  namely  the 
World  Wide  Web.  When  a  manuscript  has  been  digitised  and  placed  on  the  Web, 
scholars  all  over  the  world  have  remote  access  to  it.  164  Traditionally,  access  to 
manuscripts  has  been  limited.  For  the  purposes  of  preservation,  manuscripts  cannot 
be  moved  around  or  handled  excessively.  There  are  obvious  drawbacks  associated 
with  this  limitation  from  a  palaeographical  point  of  view,  as  the  chances  for 
comparison  of  hands  in  manuscripts  belonging  to  different  collections  are  limited. 
Manuscript  digitisation  is  already  being  exploited  in  ventures  such  as  the  well-known 
Beowulf  Project.  165  The  project  was  devised  originally  in  order  to  preserve  the 
Nowell  Codex,  but  has  proved  to  be  an  accessible  tool  for  close  examination  of  the 
manuscript,  allowing  the  magnification  of  text  and  comparison  of  any  of  the  parts  of 
the  manuscript  -  something  not  physically  possible  with  the  original  manuscript. 
The  creation  of  scribal  profiles  for  medieval  texts  localised  to  the  West  Country  is  a 
far  less  ambitious  project  in  some  respects,  but  what  it  lacks  in  detail  it  makes  up  for 
164  Kenny  &  Rieger  2000:  13 
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in  breadth  of  source  material.  The  creation  of  a  database  of  scribal  profiles  for  a 
sample  of  the  extant  manuscripts  of  the  South  West  of  medieval  England  provides  a 
chance  to  develop  a  methodology  that  can  be  applied  to  a  larger  area  of  study,  such 
as  all  of  those  manuscripts  localised  in  LALME.  A  database  like  this  would  provide  a 
useful  palaeographical  toot  that  would  be  both  objective  and  accessible  whether  it 
was  published  on  the  Web  or  made  available  in  CD-ROM  form. 
This  method  of  comparison,  although  it  does  not  rely  on  the  discrete  classifications 
of  McIntosh's  method,  is  less  subjective  for  two  reasons.  Firstly,  it  is  not  necessary 
to  rely  on  second-hand  information  such  as  the  impressionistic  judgements  of  the 
compiler  of  a  graphetic  profile,  as  a  visual  copy  of  the  original  scribal  hand  is 
represented.  Secondly,  a  graph-by-graph  comparison  -  removed  from  the  context  of 
the  manuscript  page  and  placed  side  by  side  -  is  an  objective  way  to  look  at  the 
relationship  between  the  graphetic  features  of  two  scribal  texts.  In  addition  to  this,  all 
letters,  abbreviations  and  digraphs,  even  rare  ones,  can  be  presented  in  a  visual 
graphetic  profile.  166 
Drawbacks  of  digitisation 
Although  an  alphabetic  organisation  of  all  the  graphernes  in  a  scribe's  repertoire 
provides  a  useful  means  of  describing  and  comparing  scribal  hands,  this  approach 
has  its  limitations  as  it  does  not  take  into  account  the  various  allographs,  that  appear 
in  a  cursive  script  when  graphemes  are  joined  to  one  another.  Ligatures  are  an 
important  part  of  a  scribe's  repertoire.  Although  viewing  scribal  letter-forms  outside 
of  their  context  is  an  objective  way  of  comparing  them,  there  are  some  instances 
where  context  is  an  important  distinguishing  feature.  Malcolm  Parkes  167  details  how 
166  Please  refer  to  appendix  3  for  a  Est  of  tachygraphs;  used  in  the  manuscripts  of  the  present  study.  167  parkeS  1969 124 
the  development  of  cursive  handwriting  led  to  ligatures  becoming  an  integral  part  of 
the  letter  form  as  it  was  recognised  by  scribe  and  reader: 
'The  scribe  raised  his  pen  from  the  surface  as  seldom  as  possible.  Thus'he 
manipulated  the  pen  to  trace  strokes  of  which  the  letters  are  composed;  most  of 
its  movements  were  recorded  upon  the  writing  surface.  The  finishing 
movement  of  one  stroke  and  the  approach  movement  to  the  next  tended  to 
coalesce  into  a  single  movement  that  was  recorded  as  a  connecting  stoke.  This 
occurred  not  only  between  letters  but  also  between  the  strokes  which  combined 
to  make  up  a  single  letter,  as,  for  example,  in  long  <f>,  long  <s>  and  in  the 
ascender  of  <d>.  These  strokes  gradually  came  to  be  accepted  as  auxiliary 
features  of  the  letter-forms,  thus  becoming  part  of  the  script.  As  a  result  of  this 
process  a  distinctive  set  of  letter  forms  emerged.  '  168 
For  this  reason  it  is  important  to  present  not  only  the  graphetic  profile  for  each 
scribe,  but  also  the  full  page  of  manuscript  from  which  it  was  taken.  It  is  sometimes 
the  case  that  a  scribe  will  habitually  use  a  particular  letter-form  before  another. 
Where  context  causes  the  use  of  a  letter-form  that  is  significantly  different  from  the 
usual  form,  for  example  the  use  of  an  <h>  with  a  looped  ascender  instead  of  an 
unlooped  one,  both  forms  should  be  segmented  from  the  manuscript  page  and  placed 
in  the  profile.  In  practice,  this  means  that  there  might  be  several  allographs  of  each 
grapheme  in  a  scribal  profile  and  that  some  of  them  might  have  contextual  footnotes 
explaining  their  occurrence. 
Another  drawback  of  digitised  graphetic  profiles  is  that  even  a  true  colour  digital 
image  of  a  manuscript  page  is  not  a  completely  accurate  representation.  In  order  to 
produce  a  high-fidelity  copy  of  the  image,  the  scanner,  monitor  and  printer,  if 
168 
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necessary,  should  all  be  carefully  calibrated,  so  that  as  little  distortion  as  possible 
occurs  concerning  the  colouring  and  contrast  of  the  original  and  the  digital  image.  169 
This  factor  is  not  a  great  problem  for  this  particular  study,  which  concerns  itself  only 
with  plain  hand-written  text  rather  than  manuscript  decoration.  Nevertheless,  it  does 
highlight  the  distortion  that  can  occur  when  digitising  a  manuscript  page. 
One  of  the  most  important  and  problematical  aspects  of  digitising  manuscripts  is  that 
of  copyright.  For  the  time  being,  the  copyright  maintained  by  the  guardians  of  large 
collections  usually  precludes  the  publishing  of  material  on  the  Web.  It  is  possible 
that  this  state  of  affairs  might  change  in  the  future  as  the  digitisation  of  manuscript- 
material  becomes  more  wide-spread.  As  it  is,  permission  to  digitise  manuscript- 
images  for  academic  purposes  usually  comes  with  the  proviso  that  the  collector's 
copyright  is  displayed  on  each  image  and  profile.  The  reluctance  of  the  guardians  of 
large  collections  of  medieval  manuscripts  to  allow  digital  images  of  them  to  be  made 
widely  available  has  been  one  of  the  main  problems  associated  with  this  project.  The 
owners  of  smaller  collections  of  manuscripts  are  often  willing  to  allow  the 
digitization  of  images  of  their  manuscripts,  but  are  unable  to  provide  the  materials 
needed  to  create  them.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  a  selection  of  eleven  manuscript 
images  are  presented  on  the  accompanying  CD-ROM:  those  found  in  the  Bodleian 
Library  collection,  Department  of  Western  Manuscripts  and  the  British  Library's 
manuscript  collection. 
Image  capture 
A  description  of  the  actual  procedure  of  image  capture  used  in  this  study  has  been 
lacking  until  now  and  will  highlight  some  more  issues  involved  in  creating  digitised 
scribal  profiles.  To  begin  with,  when  considering  how  best  to  obtain  a  digital  image 
169  ,  It  is  possible  to  calibrate  monitors,  scanners  and  printers  against  a  reference  chart  so  that  no  distortion  occurs  when  an  image  is  transferred  from  one  medium  to  another'  (Robinson  1993:  30) 126 
of  a  scribal  hand,  the  quality  of  image  obtained  should  be  taken  into  consideration, 
along  with  file  size, 
170  the  availability  of  manuscript  texts  for  digitisation  and  cost  of 
obtaining  all  the  materials  needed.  The  method  used  will  inevitably  be  a  compromise 
between  these  four  considerations.  Kenney  and  Rieger  call  this  process  of 
compromise  according  to  the  aims  of  the  project  henchmarking.  171 
For  the  purposes  of  this  study  it  is  preferable  that  the  digitised  image  is  of  good 
quality  in  the  first  place,  rather  than  it  requiring  manual  enhancement  later  on. 
Therefore,  the  digitised  image  should  be  as  few  removes  from  the  original  as 
possible. 
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The  creation  of  this  particular  database  relies  on  colour  transparencies  of  the  original 
manuscript-texts,  putting  the  digital  image  of  the  manuscript  at  two  removes  from  the 
original.  Slides  are  taken  directly  from  the  manuscript-page.  One  or  two  pages  of 
each  manuscript  173  are  selected  in  order  that  the  maximum  number  of  letter-forms 
can  be  retrieved.  The  selection  of  manuscript  folios  to  be  scanned  is  principally  on 
the  basis  of  the  presence  of  rare  letter-forms  such  as  <q>  and  <x>;  it  is  assumed  that 
other  letter  forms  will  be  found  on  the  selected  page.  35mm  colour  slide  images  of 
these  pages  are  then  obtained  and  digitised  using  a  transmissive  scanner  -  in  this 
case  the  Nikon  LS  2000  slide  scanner. 
The  best  method  of  capturing  an  image  from  the  original  manuscript  involves  digital 
cameras  such  as  were  used  in  the  Beowulf  vroiect.  174  Again,  this  approach  is  not  .I 
170 
A  CD-ROM  can  hold  around  700  megabytes;  that  is,  about  255  A4  size  colour  images  stored  at 
I  OOdpi  or  16  A4  size  colour  images  stored  at  400dpi. 
171  Kenney  &  Rieger  2000:  24 
172  Wherever  possible,  always  digitise  from  a  transparency  rather  than  a  print.  Even  if  the 
transparency  is  not  the  original  master,  it  will  be  closer  to  the  master  than  any  print  could  be' 
(Robinson  1993:  19) 
"  Letter-forms  taken  from  two  page  slides  inevitably  have  a  lower  resolution  than  those  taken  from 
one  page  slides. 
17"  RochelKontron  ProgRes  3012  digital  cameras  scanning  at  2000  X  3000ppi. 127 
feasible  given  the  scope  and  budget  of  the  present  study.  In  addition  to  this,  a 
powerful  digital  camera  would  capture  far  more  detail  in  a  higher  quality  and  using 
greater  file  space  than  is  necessary  for  the  purpose  of  creating  graphetic  profiles. 
Another  bonus  of  using  transparencies  that  some  researchers  have  highlighted  is  the 
importance  of  transparency  intermediaries  for  the  purposes  of  storage  and  backup.  175 
The  unsuitability  of  digital  images  for  the  purposes  of  preservation  due  to 
obsolescence  has  often  been  pointed  out.  Microfilm  is  a  much  more  durable  means  of 
preserving  a  text  than  digitisation.  Advances  made  in  computer  technology  move  at 
such  a  rate  that  obsolescence  is  a  serious  problem  for  any  digitisation  project.  One 
approach  is  to  digitise  at  the  highest  quality  possible  in  anticipation  of  new 
technology  that  will  be  able  to  exploit  this.  However,  the  best  approach  for  this  study 
is  to  maintain  the  original  transparencies  so  that  the  work  can  be  repeated  in  the 
future  with  advanced  technology. 
Restrictions  in  file  size 
Although  the  importance  of  high  quality  replication  in  the  compiling  of  graphetic 
profiles  cannot  be  overemphasised,  there  is  a  further  consideration  that  must  also 
influence  the  way  the  study  proceeds,  namely  file  size.  For  the  purpose  of  storing  a 
large  number  of  images  and  segmenting,  manipulating  and  enhancing  images  of 
individual  letter-forms,  it  is  essential  that  such  processes  can  be  carried  out  quickly 
and  efficiently.  These  considerations  limit  the  number  of  bytes  that  can  be  allocated 
to  each  image  and  ultimately  affect  the  resolution  of  image.  The  alternative  is  to  use 
up  a  large  amount  of  valuable  file  space  storing  graphics  files  that  are  far  more 
detailed  than  is  necessary.  In  such  a  case,  the  compiling  of  graphetic  alphabets  would 
also  be  a  frustrating  and  time-consuming  process,  as  the  graphics  programme  would 
take  far  longer  to  process  any  changes  made  to  the  image.  File  size  can  be  worked 
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out  using  the  following  formula,  each  of  the  variables  in  the  formula  must  be 
adjusted  to  suit  the  purpose  of  the  project: 
FELE  SIZE  =  hei,  -ht  x  width  x  bit  depth  x  resolution 
(in  bytes)  8  bits  per  byte 
To  conclude,  the  digitisation  of  manuscriPt-texts  for  the  purpose  of  compiling  a 
database  of  scribal  profiles  is  a  compromise  between  file  size,  quality  and  the 
availability  of  the  original  manuscript-text. 
Resolution  and  Bit-depth. 
In  practice,  it  was  found  that  the  quality  of  the  transparency  far  exceeded  the  image- 
capture  capabilities  of  the  slide  scanner,  which  could  digitise  at  a  maximum  2300 
pixels  per  inch.  File  size  became  the  biggest  consideration  when  the  number  of 
manuscript  pages  to  be  digitised  was  taken  into  account.  It  was  found  that  scanning 
at  72dpi  achieved  the  best  result  when  digitizing  pages. 
There  are  three  main  options  for  pixel  depth  when  scanning  an  image: 
o  Binary  (1-bit) 
9  Grayscale  (8-bit) 
Colour  (24-bit) 
Binary  scans  will  register  every  colour  over  a  certain  level  of  darkness  as  black  and 
anything  lighter  as  white.  Grayscale  has  a  greater  bit  depth  and  can  register  many 
tonal  variations,  but  does  not  have  a  great  enough  bit-depth  to  register  variations  of 
hue  to  the  same  extent  as  a  24-bit  scan,  which  can  represent  as  many  colours  as  the 129 
human  eye  can  detect  and,  for  this  reason,  is  sometimes  called  'true  colour'.  The 
greater  the  bit  depth,  the  greater  the  information  that  is  captured  by  the  scan  and  the 
greater  the  file  size  it  produces. 
Maintaining  scanning  resolution  at  72dpi  and  varying  pixel  depth,  it  was  perceived 
that  scanning  at  24-bit  resolution  worked  best.  Binary  scans  result  in  an  image  file 
containing  the  smallest  number  of  bytes,  but  result  in  very  low  quality  images.  Areas 
of  discolouration  on  the  transparency  would  register  as  black  in  a  binary  scan  and 
make  these  parts  of  the  manuscript  illegible.  In  addition  to  this,  the  white  background 
of  a  text  appears  speckled  and  would  require  a  lot  of  manual  enhancement.  The 
scanned  letter-forms  at  the  beginning  of  this  section  (figure  12)  were  converted  to 
binary  in  order  to  reduce  the  file  space  they  occupied.  It  is  possible  to  see  that  they 
are  a  poor  quality  reproduction  of  those  letter-forms  scanned  from  the  manuscript  in 
comparison  with  24-bit  colour  scans  (figures  3,4  and  14). 
Grayscale  images  are  much  better  in  this  respect  (see  figures  6-11),  as  grayscale 
scans  represent  more  subtle  variations  in  tone.  Therefore,  a  grayscale  scan  registers 
discoloured  areas  of  the  transparency  as  slightly  darker  than  the  rest  of  the 
background  rather  than  as  completely  black.  File  sizes  of  the  grayscale  scans  are 
considerably  larger  than  those  of  binary  scans  and  again,  segmented  letter-forms 
would  require  a  reasonable  amount  of  manual  enhancement,  although  similarity  or 
thresholding  tools  would  work  effectively. 
Robinson  176  recommends  that  hand-written  manuscripts  should  be  digitised  in 
colour.  A  24-bit  scan  provides  the  best  quality  image,  as  it  can  identify  many  more 
tones  than  either  grayscale  or  binary.  However,  the  size  of  a  file  obtained  from  a 
colour  scan  is  large. 
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One  other  way  to  reduce  file  size  is  to  change  the  file-type  of  an  image.  The  amount 
of  visual  information  lost  when  a  bitmap  is  converted  to  a  GI  F477  or  a  JPEG'78  file  is 
minimal,  but  the  reduction  in  file  size  is  significant.  In  practice  it  was  found  that 
converting  a  bitmap  file  to  a  JPEG  was  the  best  compromise.  The  colour  scan  of  one 
manuscript  page,  converted  to  a  JPEG  file,  provides  manageable  source  from  which 
individual  letters  can  be  segmented.  Thereafter,  letter-forms  are  edited  so  that  they 
can  be  displayed  in  a  uniform  and  comparable  way,  side  by  side. 
Manipulation  and  automatic  image  enhancement 
In  this  section,  the  problematic  area  of  enhancement  and  manipulation  will  be 
considered.  Thereafter  the  process  of  creating  a  graphetic  profile  will  be  described  in 
detail.  It  is  important  that  the  subject  of  image  manipulation  should  be  dealt  with  at 
this  stage.  Manipulation  might  be  seen  by  some  as  unjustifiable  tampering  with  the 
manuscript  image.  However,  as  Robinson  points  out,  the  actual  act  of  scanning  itself 
automatically  introduces  filtering;  therefore  image  enhancement  is  already  part  of  the 
scanning  programme. 
Robinson 
179  describes  how  filters  could  be  used  to  'clean  up'  or  remove  unwanted 
stains  or  speckles  from  the  manuscript.  Likewise,  manual  enhancement  of  the  image, 
involving  thresholding  tools,  cloning  tools  and  erasers,  can  also  be  used  to  clean  up 
an  image  or  to  help  segment  it  from  a  manuscript  page.  Manual  enhancement  is  time 
consuming,  but  necessary  for  the  compilation  of  visual  graphetic  profiles. 
177  'Graphics  interchange  format'  designed  to  increase  compatibility  of  the  image  with  different 
hardware  and  using  less  space  than  a  bitmap  file. 
'78  JPEG  is  a  lossy  image  compression  mechanism  for  greyscale  and  colour  images  allowing  a  large 
image  to  be  compressed  into  a  comparatively  small  file.  As  the  compression  was  minimal  in  this  case, 
it  is  impossible  for  the  human  eye  to  detect  the  information  lost.  The  files  therefore  became  quicker  to 
load  and  easier  to  manipulate  without  any  loss  in  image  quality. 
179 
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Case  Study 
An  organised  profile  of  graphetic  variants  can  be  created  by  segmenting  good 
examples  of  letter-forms  and  presenting  them  in  an  alphabetical  or  in  some  other 
systematic  order.  Such  a  task  is  made  easy  using  a  graphics  programme.  Segmenting 
is  carried  out  as  follows: 
1.  It  is  important  that  the  page  chosen  for  scanning  is  sufficiently  clear  and  that  the 
area  of  text  printed  is  not  at  the  beginning  or  end  of  a  quire  where  it  might  be 
worn  or  damaged,  or  on  an  area  of  palimpsested  vellum.  Damage  to  text  can 
affect  the  quality  of  the  scanned  text  and  ultimately  our  ability  to  enhance  and 
tidy-up  the  letter  forms  for  presentation. 
2.  The  initial  scanned  image  should  be  cropped  around  the  margins,  in  order  to 
reduce  the  file  size  by  removing  those  areas  of  the  image  that  do  not  contain  text, 
and  saved  to  disk  as  a  JPEG.  This  creates  a  clear  area  of  text  to  work  on. 
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Figure  15:,  5electing  lettersfrom  the  manuscript  page  (Cotlon  Otho  Cxiii). 132 
3.  An  individual  letter-form,  sequence  of  letters  or  abbreviation  should  be 
segmented  from  the  previously  saved  file.  Segmenting  can  be  achieved  using  a 
4crop'  or  similar  function  from  the  editing  tools  in  the  graphics  programme.  Any 
cropping  need  only  be  approximate  as  other  letters  in  close  proximity  can  be 
edited  out  later.  The  area  of  text  segmented  need  only  contain  all  of  the  letter 
required,  plus  a  descender-long  and  ascender-long  section  of  background,  which 
should  be  left  underneath  and  above  those  graphs  that  do  not  have  descenders  or 
ascenders  in  order  that  all  letters  might  be  presented  in  relation  to  one  another  in 
a  line. 
bbe  b 
Figure  16:  The  letters  <dde:  >  segmentedfrom  a  scanned  manuscript  page  and 
<d>  segmentedfrom  this  group. 
4)  it  is  important  that  these  'changes'  to  the  original  file  are  not  saved  as  this  might 
therefore  require  the  rescanning  of  the  transparency.  Instead  the  letter-form  should  be 
edited  then  copied  and  pasted  into  a  separate  file  using  the  graphics  programme. 
5)  Editing  the  letter-form  involves  the  removal  of  all  superfluous  detail  from  the 
segmented  area  of  text,  using  a  cloning  tool.  An  area  of  the  manuscript  page,  free 
from  letter-forms,  should  be  selected  as  a  source  for  the  cloned  background  area; 
then  extra  letters  and  marks  and  discoloured  areas  can  be  painted  out  without  altering 
or  deleting  any  of  the  letter-form  itself  Where  a  letter-form  is  attached  to  another  via 
a  ligature,  it  is  best  to  crop  the  ligature,  where  possible,  so  that  the  shape  of  the  letter 
form  is  not  misleadingly  altered.  Where  the  ligature  leading  from  an  image  ends 
abruptly,  it  is  obvious  that  another  letter  was  attached,  where  a  ligature  is  removed  or 
edited  this  is  not  as  obvious  and  might  be  said  to  be  misleading. 133 
p 
Figure  17:  A  cropped  ligature  on  the  letter  <  r>. 
6)  This  process  should  be  repeated  for  all  the  letters  used  in  the  manuscript  in  order 
to  provide  a  comprehensive  visual  profile  of  all  the  graphetic  features  of  the  scribe. 
Below  are  examples  of  two  different  hands  contained  in  the  Greaves  54  manuscript. 134 
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Figure  18:  Scribal  profile  of  hands  A  and  B  of  Greaves  54.  Oc  Bodleian  Library, 
Oxford. 135 
The  CD  ROM  can  be  accessed  through  an  internet  browser.  Open  the  file  called 
'index'  and  the  following  screen  in  figure  19  should  appear.  Either  by  clicking  on  the 
manuscript  location  on  the  map  at  the  left  hand  side  of  the  page'80  or  by  clicking  on 
the  manuscript's  name  on  the  first  pop-up  menu,  an  image  of  a  page  of  this 
manuscript  Will  appear  on  the  right  hand  side  of  the  page  with  its  scribal  profile 
underneath.  Clicking  on  a  manuscript  name  on  the  second  pop-up  menu  will  open  a 
separate  window  with  a  scribal  profile  in  it.  This  can  be  used  for  the  purposes  of 
comparing  scribal  profiles. 
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Figure  19:  The  index  page  of'ihe  scribal  profiles  U)  ROM. 
180  Only  a  selection  of  manuscripts  were  used  and  so  not  all  of  the  dots  on  the  maps  are  links. 136 
Conclusion 
In  this  chapter  the  theory  behind  this  thesis  has  been  discussed.  In  addition  to  this, 
the  methodology  of  the  present  thesis  has  been  detailed,  including  the  ways  in  which 
the  present  study  has  built  on  the  work  of  the  editors  of  LALME.  In  some  cases,  this 
has  meant  only  minor  modifications  to  work  carried  out  in  LALME,  but  in  sections 
2.2.1  and  2.2.2,  two  new  computer  assisted  approaches  to  the  fields  of  medieval 
dialectology  and  palaeography  have  been  described.  The  results  of  the  new  method 
of  approaching  medieval  palaeography  can  be  seen  on  the  CD-ROM  supplied  with 
this  thesis.  In  chapter  8,  the  new  dialectometrical  approach  to  medieval  dialectology 
will  be  tested.  However,  in  order  to  justify  the  selection  of  the  items  found  in  the 
questionnaire  used  in  this  study  and  the  selection  of  specific  features  for  the  purpose 
cluster  analysis,  it  is  necessary  to  provide  a  survey  of  the  dialectal  features  associated 
with  the  West  Country  in  the  following  chapter. 137 
Chapter  3:  Dialectal  context  of  the  West 
Country  from  Old  English  to  Present-day 
English 
Introduction  to  dialectal  context  of  South  West 
This  chapter  provides  a  survey  of  language  of  the  West  Country  from  the  Old 
English  period  to  the  present  day.  Section  3.1  of  this  chapter  concentrates  on  the 
West  Saxon  dialect,  as  it  was  the  ancestor  of  the  medieval  West  Country  dialects. 
Although  this  dialect  was  spoken  across  the  South  of  England,  many  of  its  features 
were  lost  in  the  East,  but  were  maintained  in  the  far  West,  lasting  into  the  Mddle 
English  period  and  beyond.  The  remaining  part  of  this  chapter  will  be  a  study  of  the 
language  of  the  West  Country  from  the  fifteenth  to  the  twentieth  century.  This  is 
primarily  in  order  to  illustrate  the  archaism  of  the  West  Country  dialects,  but  also  to 
provide  a  variety  of  evidence  to  back  up  observations  made  concerning  Middle 
English  written  language  in  the  West  Country. 
3.1  The  West-Saxon  dialect 
The  Saxon  invasion  of  Britain,  as  described  in  section  1.3  in  chapter  I  started  on  the 
east  and  south  coasts  and  then  they  gradually  moved  northwards  and  westwards.  The 
main  part  of  the  Germanic  settlement  of  Britain  has  been  reported  to  have  finished  by 
the  beginning  of  the  sixth  century,  but,  as  is  shown  in  section  1.3,  battles  between  the 
Britons  and  Saxons  continued  to  be  reported  in  the  Anglo-Saxon  Chronicles  until  the 
first  half  of  the  ninth  century  as  the  push  westwards  continued.  According  to  the 
Anglo-Saxon  Chronicles  one  Saxon  leader,  Cerdic,  and  his  descendants,  established 
the  kingdom  of  Wessex  at  around  the  turn  of  the  sixth  century  and  this  kingdom 138 
stretched  throughout  most  of  the  south  of  England  excepting  the  still  Celtic  kingdom 
of  Cemiw  or  Kemow,  present-day  Cornwall,  in  the  West.  181 
ý7 
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Map  10:  The  Germanic  kingdom  (?  f  Wessex  and  Me  Celtic  kingdom  of  Cerniw. 
Unfortunately,  most  of  the  inforiTiation  that  exists  concerning  the  Saxons  at  this 
period  in  time  comes  from  archaeological  evidence  and  contemporary  or  near- 
contemporary  written  accounts  from  the  Celts  and  other  European  sources.  Although 
the  Saxons  undoubtedly  had  a  strong  literary  tradition  at  this  point,  it  was  an  oral  one 
and  therefore  no  written  literature  survives  from  the  initial  stage  of  settlement.  When 
written  evidence  of  the  language  spoken  by  the  Saxons  does  start  to  appear,  the 
dialect  found  from  mid-Devon  right  up  to  Kent  and  Essex  has  its  own  particular 
character;  this  is  the  dialect  of  the  West-Saxons. 
j  West-Saxon 
A,  fap  /  1:  The  Old  1,.  nglish  dialects  qfsoufhern  Angland. 
Saxon 
181 
Swanton  1996:  2 139 
West  Saxon  is  the  ancestor  of  the  dialects  that  were  spoken  in  the  medieval  West 
Country  and  across  most  of  southern  England.  The  extent  of  the  area  where  this  Old 
English  dialect  is  believed  to  have  been  spoken  is illustrated  in  map  II  above.  In  the 
east,  two  other  southern  dialects  have  been  identified,  namely  East-Saxon  and  Old 
Kentish  and  later  these  dialects  had  an  effect  on  the  medieval  dialects  of  the  West 
Country  due  to  their  influence  on  the  rest  of  London  English  and  its  influence  on  the 
rest  of  the  South. 
From  the  beginning  of  the  establishment  of  the  Anglo-Saxon  kingdoms  in  England 
until  the  time  of  Danish  rule  in  the  early  tenth  century,  there  were  periods  where  one 
kingdom  dominated  the  rest.  The  period  of  West-Saxon  hegemony  was  the  latest, 
from  about  800A.  D.  until  the  Norman  conquest  and  it  is  to  this  period  that  the  largest 
number  of  surviving  Anglo-Saxon  literary  texts  can  be  dated.  Even  during  the 
periods  where  Wessex  was  not  dominant,  it  was  too  large  and  powerful  a  kingdom  to 
be  fully  subject  to  external  rule  and  linguistic  influence  from  other  areas  to  any  great 
extent.  As  a  result  of  the  relative  insularity  of  Wessex,  West  Saxon  remained 
characteristically  different  from  other  Anglo-Saxon  dialects,  neglecting  to  undergo 
sound  changes  that  happened  elsewhere.  This  conservative  aspect  of  the  West-Saxon 
dialect  would  be  a  feature  of  the  dialects  of  the  South  West  of  England  right  up  to  the 
present  day.  The  Welsh  chronicler  Gerald  de  Barri,  writing  in  1204,  says  of  Wessex: 
'As  in  the  southern  parts  of  England,  and  chiefly  about  Devon,  the  language 
now  appears  more  unpolished,  yet  in  a  far  greater  degree  savouring  of 
antiquity,  -  the  northern  parts  of  the  island  being  much  corrupted  by  the  Danes 
and  Norwegians  -  so  it  observes  more  the  propriety  of  the  original  tongue  of 
the  ancient  mode  of  speaking.  Of  this  you  have  not  only  an  argument,  but 
certainty,  from  the  circumstance  that  all  the  English  books  of  Bede,  Rabanus, 140 
king  Alfred,  or  any  others,  will  be  found  written  in  the  forms  proper  to  this 
idiom.  '  182 
There  were  undoubtedly  smaller  subdivisions  within  the  West-Saxon  dialect  --  which 
covers  a  relatively  large  geographical  area  -  and  if  it  were  possible  to  identify  these 
subdialects,  such  an  investigation  would  doubtless  prove  invaluable  in  providing 
information  on  the  origins  of  dialectal  boundaries  in  late  medieval  West-Country 
English.  However,  there  are  several  complicating  factors  that  problematise  Old 
English  dialectology  to  a  greater  extent  than  Middle  English  dialectology.  These 
problems  include  not  only  the  lack  of  authorial  holographs  in  Anglo-Saxon  times,  but 
also  the  small  number  of  extant  manuscripts  of  any  kind  from  this  period.  Another 
problem  that  arises  when  we  consider  late  West  Saxon,  is  that  its  written  form  was 
the  literary  standard  during  the  tenth  and  eleventh  centuries. 
183 
It  has  been  postulated  that  an  approach  such  as  that  used  in  LALME  could  also  be 
feasible  for  Anglo-Saxon  material.  Kitson  claims  that,  when  the  boundary  clauses  of 
land  charters  are  surveyed,  their  linguistic  distribution  correlates  with  both  Anglo- 
Saxon  settlement  patterns  and  present-day  dialect  boundaries.  184  This  is,  however,  a 
new  approach  to  Anglo-Saxon  dialectology  and  Kitson's  planned  study  has  not  yet 
been  completed.  As  it  is,  the  dialectological  localisation  of  Old  English  scribal  texts 
is  a  difficult  task,  involving  a  great  deal  of  uncertainty  and  relying  on  many 
unknowable  factors  such  as  scribal  mobility,  training  and  social  status. 
185 
The  second  complicating  factor  in  the  field  of  Anglo-Saxon  dialectology  is  that  late 
West-Saxon  seems  to  have  been  a  written  standard  during  the  tenth  and  eleventh 
centuries,  extending  its  influence  to  other  kingdoms  and  dialects  and  a  large  number 
182 
Madden  1847:  xxxvi 
183  Sn-fth  1999:  87 
194 
Vitson  1995:  48 
185 
Toon:  1992:  414 141 
of  these  surviving  texts  are  dialectally  mixed.  It  is  often  the  case  that  West-Saxon 
texts  contain  many  Mercian  spellings;  this  may  have  come  about  due  to  the  fact  that 
the  Mercian  writing  system  was  already  well  established. 
186  Such  texts  usually 
contain  a  mixture  of  lexical  items,  spellings  and  inflectional  endings  from  different 
dialects,  so  that  unmixed  dialectal  forms  are  found  in  few  texts.  187 
West-Saxon  developments  in  vocalism  relevant  to  this  study 
Where  most  dialects  of  Old  English  are  characterised  by  the  consonantal  and  vocalic 
changes  they  undergo,  West  Saxon  is  characterised  by  the  fact  that  it  did  not  undergo 
many  of  the  changes  that  happened  elsewhere.  Toon  188 
ascribed  this  to  the 
geographical  isolation  of  the  West  Country  and  to  the  fact  that  it  was  not  exposed  to 
the  second  stage  of  Viking  invasions  and  the  settlement  that  began  in  the  late  eighth 
century.  This  would  appear  to  be  backed  up  by  contemporary  evidence  in  the 
observations  of  Gerald  de  Barri  (see  p138  above). 
Therefore,  West  Saxon  underwent  palatal  diphthongisationI89  and  velar  umlaut, 
190 
but  did  not  undergo  a  whole  series  of  raising  of  long  and  short  vowels,  breaking 
before  /r/  and  rounding  and  retracting  before  nasals  that  took  place  in  Northumbrian, 
Mercian  and  KentishI91. 
The  phonernicisation  of  rounded  front  vowels  took  place  in  West  Saxon,  as  in  other 
areas,  due  to  the  operation  of  i-umlaut.  Where  the  stressed  back  vowels  /u(:  )/  and 
::  67  Campbell  1955:  54 
Campbell  1959:  10 
188  Toon  1992:  417 
189  Hogg  1992:  107  §5.48,  the  diphthongisation,  or  perhaps  palatalisation,  of  a  vowel  occurred  in  a 
stressed  foot  beginning  with  a  palatal  consonant  1j,  f,  tf/, 
190  Hogg  1992:  121  §5.74,  this  fronting  and  raising  of  stressed  vowels,  when  the  following  syUable 
contained  a  high  front  vowel  /i,  y/  or  approximant  fjl. 
191  See  also  Toon  1992:  417 142 
/o(:  )/  were  found  in  the  environment  of  /j/  or  /i/,  they  became  fronted  to  /y(:  )/  and 
/0(:  )/  respectively. 
192  Spelling  evidence  from  early  West  Saxon  demonstrates  the 
likelihood  of  the  fronting  of  rounded  back-vowels,  as  spellings  such  as  <ui>  and 
<oi>  in  early  West  Saxon  are  found  as  <y>  and  <cc>  in  later  texts.  193  The  early  West 
Saxon  spellings  might  have  indicated  the  contextual  influence  of  palatalisation, 
where  the  second  grapheme  <i>  almost  seems  to  function  like  the  IPA  palatal 
diacritic  [  j].  The  later  spellings  <y>  and  <w>,  on  the  other  hand,  indicate  that 
phonemicisation  has  occurred,  one  symbol  indicating  the  sound. 
Although  the  front  rounded  vowels,  resulting  from  i-umlaut,  soon  began  to  unround 
again,  they  disappeared  last  in  the  South  West.  194  Medieval  spelling  evidence 
suggests  that,  although  the  quality  of  the  front  close  rounded  vowel  might  have 
changed,  in  some  areas  of  the  South  West,  it  did  not  unround.  In  other  southern 
varieties  [y]  had  become  an  unrounded  short  vowel  [i,  i]  or  [e],  but  in  some  areas  of 
the  West  Country,  the  reflex  of  [y]  seems  to  have  been  a  rounded  back  vowel  [u], 
represented  using  the  <u>  graph.  It  is  also  possible  that  the  close  front  rounded  vowel 
[y]  had  been  retained  in  this  conservative  area  of  the  West  Country,  but  that  due  to 
the  fact  that  the  <y>  graph  was  now  used  to  represent  [I,  i]  and  [e]  reflexes  of  Old 
English  y  in  most  other  dialects,  the  <u>  graph  seemed  more  appropriate  for  the 
representation  of  the  rounded  vowel  Ly].  195  This  retraction  gave  rise  to  Middle 
English  spelling  variants  such  as  <kunne>  'kin',  <whuche/huche>  'which,  <hulle> 
'hill',  <sunne>  'sin',  <hure>  'her'.  For  this  reason,  one  important  vocalic 
characteristic  of  the  medieval  West  Country  is  <u>  realisation  of  Old  English  y. 
(please  also  refer  to  section  4.4.1  regarding  the  medieval  written  representations  of 
EVIL  in  the  West  Country). 
02  Hogg  1992:  121  §5.74 
193  Hogg  1992:  15 
194  Toon  1992:  430 
`5  For  another  example  of  the  changing  of  graphs  for  sounds  that  have  neglected  to  undergo  a  sound- 
change  see  Samuels  1979:  110  §6.6.  vi 143 
West-Saxon  consonantism  relevant  to  this  study 
One  of  the  most  important  aspects  of  the  relationship  between  West-Saxon 
orthography  and  phonology  is  the  question  of  voicing  and  devoicing  of  consonant 
sounds.  West-Country  dialects,  right  up  to  the  present  day,  are  characterised  by  the 
voicing  and  devoicing  of  certain  stops,  fricatives  and  affricates.  These  manners  of 
articulation  and  their  Old  English  orthographic  counterparts  will  now  be  considered 
in  turn  in  order  to  provide  a  context  for  the  spelling  practices  observed  in  medieval 
West-Country  texts. 
The  development  of  voiced  and  voiceless  fricatives  in  Old  English  and  their 
relationship  to  their  orthographic  counterparts  is  complex.  In  this  section,  the 
following  aspects  of  the  orthographic  representation  of  Old  English  fricatives  and 
will  be  considered: 
"  The  presence  of  voiced  and  voiceless  allophones  in  Old  English  and  the  lack  of 
orthographic  differentiation  between  voiced  and  voiceless  sounds. 
"  The  effect  of  Old  English  dialectal  differences  in  the  distribution  of  voiced 
fricatives. 
*  The  origin  of  initial  voiceless  fficative  voicing. 
Voiced  and  voiceless  allophones 144 
It  is  traditionally  assumed  that  the  distinction  between  voiced  and  voiceless  fricatives 
in  the  Old  English  phonological  system  was  a  phonetic  rather  than  a  phonemic  one. 
That  is  to  say,  [v],  [z]  and  [6]  were  only  allophones  of  the  IF,  /s/  and  /E)/  phonemes 
respectively  and  not  phonemes  in  their  own  right.  Evidence  for  this  is  based  on  the 
Old  English  orthographic  system  which  only  contained  one  set  of  symbols  for 
representing  both  the  voiced  and  voiceless  sounds. 
For  this  reason,  it  is  assumed  that  voicing  was  contextually  conditioned,  so  that 
word-initial/  final  fricatives  were  voiceless  and  word-medial  fricatives  were  voiced. 
Evidence  for  this  can  be  seen  if  the  present-day  English  singular  and  plural  forms 
(-wolr  and  'wolves',  'hoof  and  'hooves'  are  considered.  There  is  also  a  small 
amount  of  Old  English  orthographic  evidence  indicating  that  medial  fricatives  were 
voiced.  In  Beowulf,  one  past  tense  form  of  the  verb  'hlifian'  is  spelled  <hliuade>;  the 
<u>  probably  representing  a  voiced  labio-dental  fricative. 
Dialectal  differences 
This  positional  variation  in  the  use  of  voiced  and  voiceless  allophones  does  not 
appear  to  have  been  consistent  throughout  England.  Orthographic  evidence  from  the 
Middle  English  period  suggests  that  in  the  Saxon  inhabited  area  of  the  south  of 
England,  word-initial  fricatives  were  usually  voiced. 
During  the  Old  English  period,  the  <z>  graph  was  not  in  common  currency.  The 
graph  was  usually  used  in  foreign  loan-words  such  as  Biblical  names  and  very 145 
occasionally  it  was  substituted  for  the  graphs  <ts>.  196  The  use  of  the  graphernes  <v> 
and  <z>  to  represent  the  voiced  sounds  /v/  and  /z/  came  from  French  spelling 
practices  and  were  therefore  only  properly  adopted  into  the  English  writing  system 
after  the  Norman  invasion.  The  influence  of  Norman  French  also  had  the  effect  of 
phonemicising  the  voiced  fricative  allophones  [v],  [z]  and  [6].  The  adoption  of 
French  loan-words  beginning  with  voiced  fficatives  gave  rise  to  a  situation  where, 
for  the  first  time  in  some  areas  of  England,  the  distinction  between  voiced  and 
voicelessness  was  no  longer  distributionally  conditioned.  For  this  reason,  the 
graphemes  <v>  and  <z>  began  to  be  used  during  the  Middle  English  period  and  this 
revealed  that  in  the  North,  where  the  Angles  had  settled,  voicing  was  distributionally 
conditioned  in  native  words,  but  in  the  South,  where  the  Jutes  and  Saxons  had 
settled,  initial  fricatives  were  often  pronounced  with  voicing.  197 
There  is  a  small  amount  of  orthographic  evidence  from  the  Old  English  period 
illustrating  that  initial  fricatives  might  have  habitually  been  voiced  in  the  South.  The 
earliest  evidence  of  the  voicing  of  an  initial  fricative  is  found  in  the  word  five, 
spelled  <uif>,  in  a  Wiltshire  charter  dated  to  950,198  rather  than  the  usual  WS  <fif>. 
In  chapter  5  (section  5.2),  it  will  be  shown  that  'five'  and  its  derivatives  are  among 
the  most  common  words  to  be  represented  with  an  initial  voiced  fricative  in  medieval 
West-Country  texts. 
The  origin  of  initial  voiceless  fricative  voicing 
196  Campbell  1959:  22 
197  Fisiak  1968:  60 
19813ennett,  W.  H.  1955:  367  and  Void  1988:  566 146 
The  voicing  of  word-initial  voiceless  fricatives  is,  of  course,  a  stereotypically 
characteristic  dialectal  feature  of  southwestern  English  today.  According  to  Fisiak,  199 
the  phonernicisation  of  /v/  and  /V  only  occurred  in  northern  dialects  of  English  with 
the  twelfth-century  influx  of  French  loan-words  beginning  with  M.  A  different 
picture  can  be  found  in  the  South;  medieval  written  evidence  indicates  that  voiced 
initial  fricatives  had  always  been  used  even  though  Old  English  orthography 
generally  did  not  make  the  a  distinction  between  the  two  sounds. 
How  far  back  this  phonological  characteristic  can  be  traced  is  the  subject  of  much 
debate,  as  so  little  evidence  can  be  gathered  from  the  West-Saxon  orthographic 
system. 
Like  many  others,  Wakelin  believes  that  voicing  of  initial  fricatives  probably  began 
some  time  during  the  Anglo-Saxon  period  . 
200  However,  there  is  some  evidence  to 
suggest  that  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives,  might  have  begun  before  the 
Germanic  inhabitants  of  the  south  of  England  had  left  the  Continent.  Using 
archaeological  evidence,  Bennett  argues  that  the  Anglo-Saxon  invasion  of  Britain 
was  an  extension  of  a  general  migration  southward  that  brought  the  Saxons  into 
contact  with  tribes  from  the  lower  Rhine  area.  Spellings  from  remnants  of  a  written 
language  from  this  area,  Old  Low  and  Middle  Franconian,  201  indicate  voicing  of 
initial  fricatives  in  words  cognate  to  those  Middle  English  words  that  exhibit  the 
same  phenomenon,  for  example  OLF  <vor>  'for'  and  <vallen>  'fall'  and  W  <zee> 
f  see'. 
199  Fisiak  1968:  60 
200 
Wakelin  1988:  636 
201 
A  version  of  the  Psalms  dated  roughly  to  1200  A.  D. 147 
Whether  this  hypothesis  is  correct  or  not,  the  voicing  of  initial  fricatives  was 
restricted  to  the  southern  dialects  of  English  where  the  Saxons  settled.  The 
geographical  limits  of  initial  voicing  extended  farther  north  and  east  during  the 
medieval  period  than  in  present-day  English  where  the  phenomenon  is  restricted  to 
the  West  Country.  Through  place-name  evidence,  it  has  been  determined  that  this 
phonological  characteristic  extended  as  far  north  as  Northern  Essex  and  Northern 
Shropshire.  202  It  is  therefore  important  that  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives 
is  not  considered  to  be  an  exclusive  characteristic  of  the  West  Country  during  earlier 
periods.  Nevertheless,  it  is  an  important  feature  in  medieval  southwestern  dialects 
and  will  be  investigated  in  chapter  5. 
3.2  The  medieval  to  the  modern  period 
This  section  forms  a  historical  overview  of  the  West-Country  dialects  from  the 
medieval  period  to  the  present  day.  It  would  appear  that  the  comparative  remoteness 
and  introspective  character  of  the  South  West  led  to  a  linguistic  conservatism  that 
preserved  many  archaic  southern  dialect  features  even  into  the  twentieth  century, 
when  they  had  disappeared  almost  everywhere  else  in  the  South.  As  Wakelin  notes: 
'The  South  West  today,  however,  is  still  a  relic  or  'retreat'  i.  e.  there  still  exists 
in  many  of  the  small  villages  and  hamlets  of  the  region  a  conservative  form  of 
speech  descended  from  medieval  English...  and  least  affected  by  Standard 
English...  203 
202  Void  1988:  569 
203  Wakelin  1987:  17 148 
This  preservation  of  older  dialectal  forms  benefits  the  present  study  which  otherwise 
would  rely  only  on  medieval  spelling  evidence.  The  limitations  involved  with  the 
interpretation  of  spelling  evidence  have  already  been  discussed  in  chapter  2  of  this 
thesis.  Using  information  gathered  from  the  fifteenth  to  the  twentieth  century 
concerning  West-Country  dialects,  the  three  aims  of  this  chapter  are: 
*  to  provide  as  much  evidence  as  possible,  from  various  sources,  concerning 
phonological  and  grammatical  features  of  southwestern  dialects  in  order  to 
reinforce  conclusions  made  from  medieval  spelling  evidence. 
to  identify  dialect  areas  in  the  West  Country  in  order  to  show  how  these  correlate 
with  medieval  dialect  areas. 
to  identify  and  discount  those  features  that  are  assumed  to  be  typically 
southwestern,  but  which,  at  an  earlier  age,  were  not  specific  West  Country  dialect 
markers. 
In  light  of  this  third  aim,  it  is  logical  to  begin  with  the  twentieth  century  and  work 
backwards.  It  might  be  assumed  there  would  be  no  phonological  or  grammatical 
evidence  today  to  reinforce  medieval  West-Country  spelling  evidence.  However,  the 
number  of  medieval  dialectal  features  that  have  been  preserved  into  the  twentieth 
century  in  the  West  Country  is  remarkable.  In  studying  the  medieval  South  West,  it 
is  profitable  to  consider  linguistic  evidence  even  from  the  late  twentieth  century,  as 
important  dialectal  features,  although  not  widely  used,  have  often  been  preserved  in 
areas  of  the  West  Country. 149 
3.2.1  The  twentieth  century 
Wells  has  observed,  in  his  survey  of  the  accents  of  the  British  Isles,  that  many  of  the 
dialect  features  that  are  traditionally  associated  with  the  West  Country  today  are  no 
longer  wide-spread  . 
204  Wakelin  identifies  urbanisation,  sub-urbanisation  and 
education  as  the  main  causes  of  the  loss  of  regional  forms,  in  addition  to  increased 
geographical  mobility  since  the  1830s.  205  All  of  these  factors  exposed  previously 
isolated  and  stable  populations  to  standard  forms  of  English.  Nevertheless,  the 
linguistic  conservatism  of  the  South  West  is  such  that,  until  recently,  there  were  a 
large  number  of  historical  dialectal  and  phonological  forms  that  were  still  used. 
The  LAE  is  perhaps  the  most  important  source  of  information  concerning  the 
twentieth  century  West  Country  dialect.  Published  in  1978,  but  at  least  thirty  years  in 
the  making;  the  LAE  presents  an  interpretation  of  the  'linguistic  facts'  gathered  by 
the  Atlas's  researchers  using  dialect  maps.  The  information  presented  in  the  LAE  is 
particularly  useful  for  the  purposes  of  this  study,  because  of  the  way  that  informants 
were  selected.  The  influence  of  dialect  levelling  is  restricted,  as  researchers  were 
instructed  to  seek  out  NORMSý  06  a  social,  age  and  gender  group  least  likely  to 
undergo  accent  or  dialect  change.  People  aged  over  sixty,  preferably  males,  who  had 
lived  all  of  their  lives  in  the  area  being  studied  -  and  preferably  whose  parents  had 
also  lived  all  of  their  lives  in  that  area  --  were  selected  as  informants.  For  this  reason, 
the  evidence  presented  in  the  LAE  should  to  some  extent  reflect  historical  patterns  of 
204  Wells  1989,  volume  2:  343 
205  Wakelin  1986:  17 
206  Non-mobile  Older  Rural  Males 150 
pronunciation  before  increased  communication  and  the  influence  of  the  national 
media  caused  regional  phonologies,  grammar  and  lexis  to  be  levelled.  207 
From  the  LAE  maps,  it  is  possible  to  see  that  the  borders  of  Devon  usually 
correspond  with  one  dialect  area,  whereas  Somerset  and  Dorset  form  part  of  a  larger 
western  dialect.  Infonnants  from  Comwall,  south  and  west  of  Bodmin  moor,  often 
used  Standard  English  forms  where  Devon  informants  exhibit  dialectal  forms.  This 
use  of  Standard  English  is  common  in  areas  where  Celtic  languages  have  been 
spoken  until  fairly  recently.  As  Wakelin  states: 
'...  the  English  Language  introduced  into  (western)  Cornwall  as  Cornish  was 
given  up,  took  root  there  under  the  influence  of  education:  speakers  of  Cornish 
would  learn  not  the  ancient  Wessex  dialects  of  (eastern)  Comwall,  Devon  and 
Somerset..  but  a  version  of  English  taught  to  them  in  schools  and  by  the  upper- 
classes  and  better  educated,  an  English  deliberately  acquired,  and  with  some 
approximation  to  the  contemporary  standard.  1,2013 
Wakelin  therefore  describes  the  LAE  Cornish  informants  as  speaking  Standard 
English  with  some  colouring  from  the  Devonshire  dialect.  209 
Phonology 
207  It  is  recognised  that  this  is  an  ongoing  process  today.  The  editors  of  the  Atlas  themselves 
recognised  the  effect  that  the  second  world  war  would  have  on  historical  dialect  areas  and  were 
anxious  to  begin  their  work  soon  after. 
208  Wakelin,  1986:  16 
209  Wakelin  1994:  6 151 
One  of  the  most  important  disappearing  consonantal  accent  features  strongly 
associated  with  the  West  Country  is  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives;  so  that, 
for  example,  words  such  as  'father'  and  'Somerset'  are  pronounced  with  an  initial  /v/ 
and  /z/  respectively.  Wells  insists  that,  in  the  late  twentieth  century: 
'This  Initial  Fricative  Voicing  is  by  now  sharply  recessive,  and  nowadays  more 
frequently  encountered  in  pseudo-dialect  songs  about  [zAida-]  from  ['zAmaz&t] 
than  in  authentic  unstudied  speech...  In  the  LAE  maps,  initial  fricative  voicing 
never  reaches  north-eastwards  beyond  a  line  drawn  from  Hereford  to  Hastings. 
It  is  also  nearly  always  absent  from  Western  Cornwall.  -j21O 
The  LAE  maps  for  FINGER  and  FURROW  show  the  extent  of  an  older  distribution 
of  initial  fficative  voicing.  Voitl  has  produced  a  study  indicaqng  that,  at  one  time, 
this  voicing  was  to  be  found  as  far  north  and  east  a$  northern  Essex  and 
Shropshire.  211  On  the  LAE  maps  shown  below,  it  can  be  se&i  that  this  area  of  initial 
fricative  voicing  has  shrunk  considerably  towards  the  West. 
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Map  12:  LAE  maps  showing  the  distribution  of  initial  voicedfricatives  in  FINGER 
and  FURROW.  (Orton  19  78:  maps  Ph214  and  Ph215). 
210  WellS  1989:  343  (volume  2) 
211  Voitl  1988:  568 152 
As  Orton  et  al  point  out: 
'The  maps  (in  the  LAE)  clearly  demonstrate  the  persistence  of  initial  voicing  of 
/F,  /s/,  /0/  and  J/  in  the  South  West.  The  strength  of  this  feature  is  best  seen  in 
FURROW  Ph215  where  the  voiced  forms  extend  eastwards  to  Sussex  and 
northwards  to  Herefordshire.  212 
This  southwestem  area  is  identified  again  and  again  regarding  the  retention  of 
archaic  features  of  English,  showing  that,  while  other  areas  further  east  and  north 
undergo  linguistic  change,  speakers  in  this  area  in  the  southwest  of  England  tend  to 
retain  archaic  phonological  features. 
Many  of  the  LAE  maps  indicating  consonantal  voicing  show  that,  whereas  voiced 
forms  are  found  in  Devon,  western  Somerset,  Dorset,  eastern  Wiltshire  and  eastern 
Hampshire;  eastern  Somerset  tends  to  contain  the  Standard  English  unvoiced  form. 
This  includes  the  following  consonantal  features: 
o  Voicing  of  /F  to  /v/ 
e  Voicing  of  /s/  to  /z/ 
*  Voicing  of  /0/  to  /8/ 
*  Voicing  of  /0/  to  /d/ 
212  Orton  1978:  Introductory  section  comonana. 153 
Sometimes  the  river  Parrett  marks  a  boundary  east  of  which  Standard  English  forms 
are  found  21  '  and  often  it  is  the  case  that  the  eastern  part  of  the  county  of  Somerset 
forms  a  small  isolated  pocket  of  standard  usage  in  the  South  West.  LAE  maps 
indicating  this  phenomenon  include  those  for  the  initial  sounds  in  the  items  FLEAS 
Ph216,  FLOOR  Ph217,  SADDLE  Ph226,  THIGH  Ph232,  THIMBLE  Ph233, 
THREAD  Ph234  and  also  the  preservation  of  initial  /h/  in  HAND  Ph220  and 
HEARSE  Ph221.  Using  evidence  from  the  LAE  maps  of  the  items  mentioned  that 
involve  voicing  of  voiceless  fricatives,  it  is  shown  on  the  schematic  map  below  that 
an  area  of  Standard  English  variants  can  be  identified  in  the  eastern  Somerset  area; 
whereas  east  and  west  of  this  area,  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives  is  preserved. 
Map  13:  Schematic  map  of  the  area  in  eastern  Somerset  where  voicelessfricatives 
are  used.  Based  on  the  LAE  mapsfor  the  items  FLEAS,  FLOOR,  SADDLE,  THIGH, 
THIMBLE  and  THREAD. 
213  West  of  the  river  Parrett  in  northern  Somerset  are  the  Quantocks  and  the  Blackdown  hills. 154 
The  western  Somerset  border  marks  a  boundary,  east  of  which  the  item  SURE  is 
pronounced  with  /f/  rather  than  /3/.  For  the  Item  SNOW,  bands  of  initial  fricative 
voicing  are  found  on  either  side  of  Somerset  and  Dorset,  that  Is,  in  Devon,  parts  of 
Hampshire  and  parts  of  Wiltshire  (see  maps  below). 
sn 
A41aps  14:  LAE  maps  showing  the  distribution  (?  f  initial  voicedfticatives  in  SURL'  and 
SNO  W.  LAE  maps  Ph228  and  Ph  229. 
On  the  whole,  the  rural  informants  of  the  LAE  from  Cornwall,  Somerset/  Eastern 
Somerset  and  Dorset  used  the  Standard  English  variants.  This  break  in  continuity 
might  have  been  caused  by  Somerset  and  Dorset  being  settled  by  non-native 
speakers,  or  being  more  open  to  contact  from  other  areas,  while  Devon  has  remained 
comparatively  remote  from  the  influence  of  Standard-English  speakers.  It  is  possible 
that  the  preservation  of  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives  in  Devon  relates  to 
the  demography  of  this  county,  where  settlements  have  remained  dispersed 
'2 
14  it  can 
be  argued  that  this  twentieth  century  dialect  area  is  a  remnant  of  an  older  dialect  area, 
apparent  during  the  medieval  period  and  fostered  by  geography  and  a  lack  of  large 
settlements.  As  Milroy  and  Labov  have  noted,  large  settlements  foster  contact  and 
linguistic  change,  whereas  dispersed  settlements  do  not- 
214 
Darby  1967:  235 155 
'The  innovative  role  of  cities  is  not  new:  there  is  good  reason  to  think  that 
cities  have  always  been  the  centre  of  linguistic  innovation,  and  that  most  rural 
dialects  are  relics  of  developments  that  began  in  the  cities  and  spread  to 
progressively  smaller  speech  communities  until  they  reached  the 
countryside.  '  215 
Another  feature  that  is  important  in  the  West  Country  in  the  twentieth  century  is  the 
replacement  of  a  glottal  fricative  with  a  palatal  glide  before  front  close  vowels. 
According  to  the  LAE  map  for  14EAR  this  dialect  feature  is  found  throughout  the 
West  Country  except  in  southwestern  Cornwall,  eastern  Somerset  and  northern 
Dorset. 
L 
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Map  15:  LA  E  map  (Y'palatalisation  oj'1'lv'lo.  j1'  in  the  word  HEA  R,  LA  E  Ph  10  1. 
216 
The  same  phenomenon  is  found  for  the  item  HEAT,  which  is  pronounced  /jEt/  in 
most  of  Devon,  western  Somerset  and  parts  of  Dorset.  Comwall,  west  of  Bodmin 
Moor  exhibits  indial-glide  /oss  in  the  word  YEAR.  It  is  common  that,  where  a 
"-'  Labov  1994:  23 
2  16  LAE  map  Ph9l 156 
dialectal  variant  form  such  as  glide-insertion  is  found,  a  hypercorrect  equivalent  will 
also  be  found. 
A,  Iap  16:  LAE  map  of  word-initial  glide  loss  in  YEAR.  LAE  Ph.  102. 
Other  consonantal  features  that  are  stereotypically  southern,  such  as  h-dropping  are 
reported  by  Wells  to  be  sociolinguistically  conditioned  in  the  West  Country  today,  as 
I.  n  the  east  of  England 
.2" 
Hypercorrection  due  to  a  phonological  change  is  of  great 
I.  nterest  in  the  present  study,  as  it  can  be  observed  in  medieval  West  Country  written 
records  and  provides  information  concerning  the  level  of  standardisation  in  written 
language  (please  see  section  5.1  in  chapter  5).  Martin  says  of  initial  voiceless  glottal 
fricative  insertion: 
'Sometimes  the  "h-  is  added  to  a  word  according  to  the  whim  of  the  speaker, 
who  knows  there  should  be  an  occasional  -F  dropped  in  somewhere  in 
"polite"  speech. 
219 
217 
Wells  1989i  345  volume  2 
218 
Martin  1973:  9 157 
Another  specifically  southwestern  feature  found  during  the  twentieth  century  is 
metathesis,  which  Martin  identifies  as  an  'idiosyncrasy  ý219  of  West-Country 
phonology  found  in  words  containing  r  such  as  'um'  for  'run'  and  words  containing 
an  sk-cluster  such  as  'ax'  for  'ask'  and  'ash  220 
. 
Although  [ask]  is  the  standard  variant 
of  ASK  today,  it  is  actually  a  metathesised  variant  of  the  older  form  [aks]  from  OE 
dcsian.  These  forms  have  medieval  written  counterparts,  as  can  be  seen  on  appendix 
maps  5  and  8  in  the  appendices  of  this  study.  The  metathesised  form  <bren>  was  the 
more  common  spelling  variant  in  the  South  West  during  the  medieval  period.  The 
fact  that  Martin  identifies  these  forms  in  the  southwestern  dialect  of  the  1970s 
testifies  to  the  dialectal  conservatism  of  the  South  West. 
Grammatical  features 
Perhaps  one  of  the  best-known  features  of  southwestern  and  western  dialects  is 
pronoun  exchange,  where  pronouns  have  their  functions  extended  from  one  case  into 
another.  In  advanced  stages  of  pronoun  exchange,  usage  is  extended  to  other  genders. 
The  use  of  'her'  or  'er'  as  the  nominative  form  of  the  feminine  pronoun  is  one  of  the 
most  noteworthy  features  of  twentieth  century  West-Country  English.  The 
distribution  of  this  fonn,  recorded  in  the  LAE,  is  relevant  to  this  study.  Once  again, 
eastern  Somerset,  eastern  Dorset  and  the  west  of  Cornwall  contain  the  standard 
variant  SHE,  whereas  Devon,  western  Somerset,  western  Dorset,  Wiltshire  and  much 
of  the  West  Midlands  contain  the  'her'  variant. 
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Area  1:  'she'vaiiant 
Area  3:  '(h)er'variant 
According  to  Martin,  '(h)er'  is  also  used  as  the  masculine  and  neuter  nominative  and 
accusative  personal  pronoun  in  the  South  West: 
'In  Dem  (Devon),  ees  a  er  an  er's  a  ee,  all  'cept  th'aud  Tom  cat  ane  even  ees  a 
er!  '  222 
lhalienen  22'  believes  that  hyperrhoticity  is  responsible  for  the  merging  of  the 
masculine  and  feminine  nominative  pronouns.  He  convincingly  argues  that  whereas 
the  feminine  pronoun  'er'  is  an  enclitic  form  of  the  accusative  'her',  the  masculine  is 
in  fact  a  hyperrhotic  form  of  an  unstressed  [a]  variant  of  'he'. 
22  1  There  are  two  maps  in  the  LAE  showing  the  distribution  of  the  variants  of  SHE.  M69,  however 
shows  a  similar  distribution  to  that  of  M69. 
222  ,  In  Devon,  he  is  a  her  and  she  is  a  he,  all  except  the  old  Tom  cat  and  even  he  is  a  her'  Martin  1973ý 
8. 
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her 
11-(früpping 
er 
h-drq 
, 
t4)iitg  hiperlsotic4l 
he  a  ar/er 
1,1  igure  20:  Possible  formation  of  the  gender  non-specýfic  pronoun  'er'. 
In  Devon,  pronoun  exchange  also  occurs  for  first  person  plural  pronouns,  producing 
224 
constructions  such  as  'us  is...  '  for  'we  are...  . 
One  possible  reason  for  this 
development  will  be  explored  in  chapter  6. 
Evidence  presented  here  tends  to  suggest  that,  although  it  was  in  the  process  of  dying 
out,  pronoun  exchange  had  reached  a  particularly  advanced  stage  in  twentieth 
century  West-Country  English,  especially  in  Devon.  During  the  medieval  period,  the 
picture  is  quite  different  and  only  the  initial  stages  of  this  dialectal  phenomenon  are 
evident  (please  see  chapter  6). 
Along  with  pronoun  exchange  inevitably  comes  a  blurring  of  the  function  of  the 
singular  and  plural  forms  of  verbs.  The  West-Country  dialectal  use  of  the  verb  TO 
BE  is  very  different  from  Standard  English  usage;  'is',  'am'  and  'be'  are  often  used 
as  plural  forms  of  the  verb  rO  BE  rather  than  'are'  e.  g.  'they  am...  '  for  'they 
, 
225 
are... 
The  use  of  'be'  fonns  lasted  longest  in  the  south  of  England,  eventually  being 
replaced  by  the  'am/is/are'  used  in  present-day  Standard  English  in  most  areas  of  the 
country.  The  LAE  map  shows  a  large  area  of  the  southwest  of  England  where  'I  be' 
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was  still  used  in  the  1950s.  In  southern  Devon  and  most  of  Somerset  'you  be'  is  also 
the  common  form. 
"J 
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3.2.2  The  nineteenth  century 
Plenty  of  evidence  concerning  the  phonology  and  grammar  of  the  South  West  can  be 
gained  from  Alexander  Ellis'  study  of  the  dialectal  forms  of  English  speech, 
published  in  1889.  Ellis  divides  the  West  Country  into  four  dialectal  areas: 
1.  D4  --  Dorset,  East  Somerset  and  also  Wiltshire  and  Gloucestershire. 
2.  DIO  --mainly  west  Somerset  and  a  small  part  of  east  Devon. 
3.  DI  I  -almost  all  of  Devon  andmost  of  Cornwall. 
4.  D12  --the  tip  of  Cornwall  from  Truro  to  Land's  End. 
Map  of  Ellis's  West  Country  dialec"iTas. 
__ 
Allap  19:  Elliss  West  Country  dialect  areas.  Adapled.  from  A'I/is  1889:  2268 
Although  Ellis  notes  the  similarities  between  areas  D4  and  D5  (Dialect  area  D5 
covers  most  of  the  central  South),  he  justifies  distinguishing  between  them  due  to  the 
presence  of  voicing  of  initial  fricatives  in  area  D4,  a  feature  that  'most  strikes  the 
visitor  from  any  other  part  of  England.  '  226  Ellis  notes  that  this  feature  was  apparent, 
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at  one  time,  across  the  whole  of  the  south  of  England,  but  that  by  his  time,  it  was  no 
longer  evident  in  Kent  and  Sussex  and  had  almost  disappeared  in  Hampshire  and 
Berkshire.  On  the  other  hand,  it  had  been  maintained  in  areas  D4,10,11  and  12. 
Again  Ellis  notes  the  linguistic  conservatism  even  of  areas  such  as  D4: 
4...  strongly  marked  peculiarities  tend  to  show  that  the  people  have  preserved 
much,  although  they  have  altered  much  of  the  original  pronunciation,  more 
marked  on  the  west  side  than  on  the  east 
227 
Hewett  (1892)  identified  dialect  areas  that  corresponded  to  Ellis's,  excepting  the 
identification  of  area  DIO  as  separate  from  DI  I.  Hewett  believed  that  people  in 
eastern  Cornwall  and  western  Somerset  spoke  a  similar  dialect  to  that  of  Devon  at 
228 
that  point  in  time.  The  importance  of  Hewett's  statement  will  become  clear  as  this 
study  progresses.  It  will  be  shown  that  several  attempts  at  a  dialectal  analysis  of  the 
West  Country  from  the  nineteenth  century  onwards,  including  the  present  study, 
which  is  based  on  medieval  written  English,  identify  the  same  dialect  areas  within 
the  West  Country.  The  area  west  of  the  natural  barrier  created  by  the  river  Parrett  and 
its  estuary  as  well  as  the  Quantocks  and  Blackdown  hills,  seems  to  have  belonged  to 
one  dialect  group  that  retained  archaic  features,  while  eastern  Somerset  belonged  to 
another  dialect  group  that  standardised  more  readily. 
From  phonetic  transcriptions  made  by  Ellis  of  the  speech  of  a  Mr  Elworthy,  a  native 
an229  f  OM  speaker  of  the  West  Somerset  dialect  (area  DIO)  and  a  Mr  J.  Abbot  Jarm  r 
North  Molton  near  Barnstaple  (area  D  11),  it  is  possible  to  identify  the  following 
typically  southwestern  features.  230 
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There  are  several  instances  of  the  voicing  of  initial  fricatives  in  the  words  for,  fore, 
found,  full,  fire,  fool  andfrom;  set,  summer,  say,  some,  selves,  son,  Sunday,  says  and 
so.  In  addition  to  identifying  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives  as  being 
particularly  southwestern,  Hewett  identifies  the  devoicing  of  initial  voiced  fricatives 
as  being  a  feature  of  the  Devonshire  dialect.  The  presence  of  this  feature  in  medieval 
written  English  will  be  discussed  in  section  5.2.  In  that  section,  it  will  be  postulated 
that  devoicing  is  a  hypercorrect  reaction  resulting  from  an  increased  exposure  to 
dialects  where  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives  was  not  common.  Medieval 
evidence  only  tells  us  that  hypercorrection  was  a  written  phenomenon.  However,  the 
fact  that  Hewett  observes  this  as  a  spoken  feature  during  the  late  nineteenth  century 
suggests  that  this  was  also  a  phonological  feature  of  the  medieval  West  Country 
dialect. 
It  is  likely  that  the  absence  of  initial  fricative  voicing  in  more  prestigious  nineteenth 
century  English  dialects,  for  example,  the  London  English  dialect  could  cause 
speakers  to  hypercorrect  in  certain  formal  situations.  In  medieval  texts,  for  instance, 
almost  all  hypercorrect  spellings  involve  French-derived  vocabulary.  It  is  also 
interesting,  but  perhaps  co-incidental  that  the  hypercorrected  words  'very'  and  'view' 
in  the  quotation  below  are  both  of  French  origin. 
Hewett  reports  the  speech  of  a  coachman  driving  her  over  Haldon  (six  miles  south- 
west  of  Exeter): 
'Ycr  'pin  'tap  ov  Aldon,  mum;  yu  get'th  a  fery  fine  fu  o'  tha  country  right 
231 
away  awver  Dartymoar  an'  tha,  zay.  ' 
231,  You  are  up  on  the  top  of  Haldon  madam.  You  get  a  very  fine  view  of  that  country  right  over 
Dartmoor'  Hewett  (1892:  2) 164 
During  the  nineteenth  century,  voicing  of  plosives  was  also  noted  as  a  southwestern 
phonological  feature.  In  Ellis's  study,  voicing  of  /t/  was  found  in  little  and 
hypercorrect  devoicing  was  found  in  the  initial  sound  of  directly.  The  use  of  the 
alveolar  plosive  /d/  for  the  voiceless  dental  fricative  /e/  was  found  in  the  word 
THROUGH  [dru:  ]  and  three  [dri:  ].  The  loss  of  the  voiced  dental  fricative  AV,  word- 
initially,  in  pronouns  is  evident  in  THEE  /i:  /  and  THEM  [am]. 
Loss  of  the  voiced  and  voiceless  alveolar  plosives  /d/  and  /t/  word-finally  can  be 
found  in  the  words  warrant  [wom]  and  shepherd  ffapar]  and  in  the  words  land  and 
field.  Hypercorrect  /d/  insertion  is  also  found  word-finally  in  [skolard]  for  scholar. 
Metathesis  is  found  in  the  words  Richard,  great  and  ask.  Under  the  heading 
'Inelegant  Expressions'  in  Hewett's  study,  sentence  number  five  contains  the  form 
'urn'  for  'run'  and  sentence  number  ten  contains  'umed'  for  'ran'.  This  indicates  that 
metathesis  involving  Y  was  considered  by  Hewett  to  be  a  feature  of  Devonshire 
English  during  the  late  nineteenth  century.  Again,  this  can  be  seen  as  the  preservation 
of  the  older  form  from  OE  urnon. 
The  use  of  the  voiceless  labio-dental  fricative  IF,  in  words  which  are  traditionally 
spelled  with  a  <gh>,  is found  in  Ellis's  study  in  the  word  THROUGH  and  appears  to 
have  been  an  important  nineteenth  century  southwestern  dialect  feature,  although 
<thruf>  spellings  are  rarely  found  in  the  medieval  texts  used  in  the  present  study, 
(please  see  item  map  52  in  appendix  6). 
Another  important  feature  reported  by  Hewett  is  that  the  voiceless  glottal  fricative  /h/ 
232 
is  often  pronounced  as  a  palatal  glide  j/,  in  words  such  as  'heat'  and  'heath'.  The 
occurrence  of  this  feature  in  medieval  southwestern  English  texts  will  be  discussed  in 
232 
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detail  in  section  5.4.1.  Although  this  feature  appears  to  have  been  widespread 
throughout  the  medieval  and  early  modem  period  of  the  English  language,  it  seems 
to  have  gradually  receded  westwards  and  southwards  so  that  nineteenth  century 
commentators  such  as  Hewett  consider  it  to  be  a  southwestern  form. 
Related  to  this  linguistic  phenomenon  is  Hewett's  observation  that  in  the  north  and 
t233  fM  northwest  of  Devon,  there  is  a  tendency  to  omit  the  labial-velar  approximan  ro 
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the  beginning  of  the  word  'what'.  Initial  glide  loss  is  also  evident  in  Ellis's  study; 
one  example  of  which  is  [onar]  for  won't  she.  The  w-less  pronunciation  of  'what' 
and  'won't'  observed  by  Hewett  and  Ellis  in'the  late  nineteenth  century,  therefore 
provides  an  example  of  glide-omission  before  a  back  rounded  vowel.  As  will  be 
shown  later,  glide  insertion  and  omission  before  certain  vowels  have  been  strongly 
associated  with  West-Country  phonology,  but  might  better  be  considered  as  having 
survived  there  even  though  they  were  more  widely  used  during  the  medieval  period. 
The  insertion  of  a  labial-velar  glide  /w/,  before  non-initial  back  and  front  vowels 
respectively,  can  be  found  in  the  words  boy  'bwoy'  in  Ellis  and  Hewett  9S235  studies 
and  call  'cwall'  in  Ellis's  study. 
In  the  absence  of  the  use  of  the  phonetic  alphabet,  Hewett's  vowel  descriptions  are 
often  difficult  to  interpret.  Hewett  often  reports  pronunciation  anomalies  involving 
the  front  open  vowel  /a/.  Where  the  front  open  vowel  occurs  as  a  monophthong,  it  is 
lengthened  as  in  words  such  as  'skat',  'clat',  'fat'  and  'want'.  There  is  also  evidence 
of  the  use  of  open  vowels  in  words  such  as  these  during  the  medieval  period  from 
spellings  such  as  <yalow>  'yellow,  <sarmon>  'sermon',  <harde>  'heard'  and 
<hchyng>  'fetching'. 
233  Hewett  has  <wh>,  but  it  is  unlikely  that  'what'  was  pronounced  with  an  initial  fficative  sound  in 
the  West-Country  English  of  the  late  nineteenth  century.  As  will  be  shown  in  section  5.1,  from 
orthographic  evidence,  the  loss  of  the  voiceless  velar  fricative  in  favour  of  the  approximant  /w/  (used 
in  present  day  English-English  pronunciation),  was  well  underway  even  in  medieval  West-Country 
pronunciation. 234 
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Regarding  morphosyntactic  features,  Hewett  notes  the  systematic  use  of  the  weak 
past  tense  inflection  in  a  number  of  verbs,  such  as  'to  do',  'to  go'  and  'to  come'  that 
remained  strongly  declined  in  Standard  English.  In  addition  to  this,  the  presence  of 
the  archaic  southern  '-eth'  declension  of  the  third  person  singular  and  plural  present 
verb  as  opposed  to  the  '-s'  declension,  is  noted.  Ihalainen  reports  that  the  West 
Country  was  in  fact  the  'last  stronghold'  of  this  feature  which,  at  one  time,  was 
236 
common  throughout  the  south  of  England 
. 
From  evidence  in  Hewett's  study,  it  is  possible  that  imperative  verbs  often  had  the 
suffix  A/  attached,  which  was  perhaps  an  elided  form  of  the  plural  pronoun  'ye'. 
Hewett  does  not  give  a  context  concerning  this  feature  but  says  only  that  'ee'  is 
237 
joined  to  verbs  giving  the  examples  'hoppee',  'laughee',  'tellee'  and  'zittee  (sit)'. 
If  this  is  an  example  of  an  elided  form  of  'ye',  then  it  would  provide  another  example 
of  the  loss  of  initial  palatal  glides,  so  strongly  associated  with  West-Country 
pronunciation  at  this  time. 
Concerning  the  use  of  the  verb  TO  BE  in  late  nineteenth  century  Devonshire  English, 
Hewett  notes  the  use  of  BE  forms  for  the  present  tense  of  the  verb  TO  BE,  where 
other  dialects  of  English  at  that  time  would  have  AM,  IS  and  ARE.  The  use  of 
constructions  such  as  'I  be'  and  'Us  be'  appears  to  have  developed  after  the  medieval 
period  and  it  is  suggested  in  section  7.1  that  this  is  perhaps  due  to  the  gradual  loss  of 
the  distinction  between  the  subjunctive  and  indicative  forms  of  the  verb. 
Pronoun  exchange  involving  the  use  of  the  accusative  first  person  plural  'us' 
pronoun  rather  than  the  nominative  'we'  was  also  reported  by  Martin  in  his  study  of 
the  Devonshire  dialect,  earlier  in  this  chapter.  Ellis's  study  indicates  that  in  DIO 
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numerous  examples  are  found  of  the  characteristic  use  of  'er'  as  a  generic  pronoun 
regardless  of  sex  and  case.  In  DII  'er'  is  also  used  for  HE.  Concerning  this  feature, 
Hewett  observes  that: 
'Her  is  used  irrespective  of  sex.  Even  a  tom-cat  is  her;  indeed,  in  speaking  of 
persons,  animals,  and  things,  her  is  the  generally  used  pronoun.  ' 
238 
Here,  Hewett  is  obviously  making  reference  to  the  saying  quoted  by  Martin  (pI56). 
One  feature  perhaps  instrumental  in  the  development  of  this  generic  pronoun  is 
hyper-rhoticity,  which  Ellis  transcribes  in  the  words  daughter-in-law  [dartar], 
washing  [warfin]  andfellow  [felar]. 
Reference  is  made  to  the  use  of  'thick/thuck'-type  demonstrative  pronouns  in  both 
Hewett  and  Ellis's  studies.  These  pronouns  have  been  identified  as  being  particularly 
southwestern  in  character  . 
239  Examples  given  by  Hewett  are  'thick-wan  there'  and 
'thickee-there'.  In  the  present  study  of  medieval  written  English,  these  pronouns 
were  rarely  found.  The  forms  'these',  'they'  and  'tho'  were  more  common  in  the 
West  Country  during  the  medieval  period  (please  see  item  map  49  in  appendix  6) 
although  'thukke'  does  appear  occasionally. 
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3.2.3  The  seventeenth  century 
Even  in  the  late  seventeenth  and  early  eighteenth  century;  the  dialects  of  the  West 
Country  seem  to  have  been  considered  markedly  divergent  from  the  standard  of  the 
time  and  this  gives  rise  to  some  interesting  and  useful  anecdotal  evidence.  Many  of 
the  features  that  were,  at  one  time,  used  throughout  the  South  appeared  remarkable  to 
the  late  seventeenth  century  author  Daniel  Defoe,  who  associated  them  with  the 
r  country  jargon'  240 
of  the  South  West  in  his  book  entitled  'Tour  Thro'  the  Whole 
Island  of  Great  Britain.  Of  the  dialects  of  the  West  Country,  he  has  this  to  say: 
'In  my  return  to  my  western  progress,  I  passed  some  little  part  of 
Somersetshire...  I  cannot  pass  my  observation  here,  that  when  we  are  come  this 
length  from  London,  the  dialect  of  the  English  Tongue,  or  the  country-way  of 
expressing  themselves,  is  not  easily  understood.  It  is  the  same  in  many  parts  of 
England  besides,  but  in  none  in  so  gross  a  degree,  as  in  this  part...  '.  241 
Defoe  goes  on  to  draw  attention  to  the  'abridging  of  speech', 
242 
that  is,  elided  or 
enclitic  forms  such  as  'cham'  for  'I  am'  and  'chill'  for  'I  will'.  In  addition  to  this, 
Defoe  highlights  other  elisions  such  as  'don'  for  'to  do  on'  and  'dofr  for  'to  do  off. 
Defoe  then  goes  on  to  recount  two  anecdotes;  one  concerning  a  visit  to  a  school  in 
Martock  243 
where  a  boy  reads  aloud  from  the  Psalms,  translating  the  text  into  his  own 
dialect  as  he  goes.  The  second  is  about  a  thieving  dog  and  ends  in  a  six-line  poem  in 
a  Somerset  dialect.  The  first  anecdote  contains  elided  forms  such  as  'chav'  for  'I 
have',  'doffed'  and  'don't'.  The  anecdote  exhibits  the  voicing  of  initial  fricatives  in 
&veet'  for  'feet'.  The  second  anecdote  contains  the  elided  form  'cham'  and  also  the 
240  Defoe  1927:  232 
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insertion  of  the  labial-velar  glide  /w/  before  a  back  vowel,  in  this  case  it  is  in  the 
244 
word  'other'  which  Defoe  records  as  'wother' 
. 
Elided  forms  such  as  these  must  have  developed  later  than  the  Middle  English 
period,  as  no  examples  can  be  found  in  the  texts  used  in  this  study.  The  most 
interesting  aspect  of  Defoe's  account  is  that  the  archaic  first  person  nominative 
pronoun  ich  was  still  being  pronounced  in  late  seventeenth  century  West-Country 
English.  During  the  medieval  period,  only  the  oldest  texts  from  the  thirteenth  and 
fourteenth  centuries  contain  <i/ych>  as  a  dominant  spelling  and  ich  is  very  rarely 
used  in  fifteenth  century  texts.  Defoe's  evidence  would  appear  to  suggest  that 
although  <ich>  was  disappearing  in  written  language  during  the  medieval  period  in 
favour  of  <y/I>,  it  continued  to  be  used  in  spoken'language  right  up  to  the  late 
seventeenth  century.  This  fact  perhaps  illustrates  the  effects  of  standardisation  on 
written  language  during  the  medieval  period. 
Aside  from  Defoe's  study,  there  are  early  seventeenth  century  accounts  that  identify 
the  dialects  of  the  South  West  as  being  particularly  archaic  and  as  having  a 
phonology,  grammar  and  lexis  that  are  notably  divergent  from  the  standard. 
245 
Alexander  Gill's  Logonomia  Anglic  246 
contains  entries  for  the  speech  of  both  the 
South  and  the  West.  Gill's  entry  for  the  dialect  of  speakers  of  southern  English 
makes  reference  to  many  features  that,  over  the  years,  have  come  to  be  associated 
exclusively  with  the  West  Country,  but  which  were  initially  of  southern  origin.  These 
include  the  voicing  of  word-initial  fricatives  10  and  /s/,  the  use  of  'ich'  as  the  first 
244  Defoe  1927:  333 
245  The  Standard  English  referred  to  here  started  to  emerge  during  the  fifteenth  century  and  was  based 
on  the  speech  of  London.  Alexander  Gill  takes  care  to  note  in  his  LýWon!  2mia,  Anglica,  that  all  of  his 
dialectal  observations  concern  only  'country  people,  since  among  persons  of  genteel  character  and 
cultured  upbringing,  there  is  but  one  universal  speech,  in  pronunciation  and  meaning.  '  (Danielson 
1972:  104) 
246  Published  in  1619 170 
person  nominative  pronoun  and  the  feature  that  Defoe  would  later  identify  as  being 
typically  southwestem,  namely  the  elision  of  verbs  with  the  'ich'  pronoun  to  form 
the  proclitic  constructions  'cham'  I  AM  and  'chil'  I  WELL. 
When  it  comes  to  identifying  those  features  of  a  southwestern  dialect  that  make  it 
distinctive,  Gill  invariably  draws  attention  to  archaic  vocabulary  and  this  suggests 
that,  even  during  the  late  sixteenth  and  early  seventeenth  century,  when  most  of  the 
dialectal  features  that  are  now  considered  to  be  typically  southwestern  were  still 
widespread  throughout  the  South;  the  South  West  was  still  considered  to  be 
linguistically  conservative.  Gill  points  out  the  use  of  archaic  vocabulary  such  as 
'nim'  from  Old  English  'niman'  'to  take'  and  'vang'  from  Old  English  'fengan'  'to 
receive';  the  formation  of  past  participles  using  'W  from  Old  English  'ge-  247  and  the 
old  pluralisation  of  nouns  using  '-n'  as  specifically  southwestern  in  character.  In 
addition  to  this,  a  provincial  vocabulary  and  the  occurrence  of  metathesis  are  also 
identified,  as  features  of  a  southwestern  dialect.  All  of  these  are  considered  by  Gill  to 
cause  the  southwestern  dialects  to  be  unintelligible  to  strangers  more  so  than  any 
other  dialect: 
'But  of  all  the  dialects  the  Western  has  the  most  barbarous  flavour,  particularly 
if  you  listen  to  rustic  people  from  Somerset,  for  it  is  easily  possible  to  doubt 
whether  they  are  speaking  English  or  some  foreign  language.  For  even  now 
they  still  use  certain  ancient  sounds,  as  'sax'  for  knife248  'nem'  or  'nim'  for 
takel  accept,  249  and  English  words  are  replaced  by  their  own,  as  'lax'  for 
sharingl  a  share,  'toit'  for  seat,  250  etc.  Furthermore  they  corrupt  proper  words, 
some  in  meaning,  some  in  pronunciation,  as  'wiz  wai'  for  (bridle),  'witpot'  for 
247  Wakelin  notes  that  this  use  archaicy-prefix  on  past  participles  is  often  unhistorical  in  the  South 
West.  (Wakelin  1986:  13). 
249  Wakelin  1994:  39 
249  Wakelin  1994:  39 
250  According  to  Wright's  dialect  dictionary  'toit,  is  word  for  a  'small  seat  or  a  hassock'  in  Devon, 
Somerset  and  Glamorgan. 171  1 
(sausage)25  I...  also,  'hi  vangd  to  mi  at  de  vant'  <in  baptisterio  pro  me 
suscepit>, 
252  ,  zit  am'  (imperative  form  of  'to  sit'),  'zadrauW  for  (to  try/taste), 
'hj  iz  gon  avisht'  for  (he  has  gone  fishing).  Again  they  say  'throttin'  for 
(thirteen),  'narger'  for  (narrower),  'zorger'  for  (more  sorrowful).  Before  past 
participles  beginning  with  a  consonant  they  put  an  1,  as  'ifror'  for  (frozen)... 
'hav  yi  idu'  for  (have  you  done).  Also  they  have  this  peculiarity,  that  they  alter 
certain  irregular  nouns  of  either  number  ending  in  z  in  order  to  distinguish  the 
number  e.  g.  'hooz'  (hose  -  singular  and  plural)  with  them  remains  as  'hoz'  in 
the  singular,  but  is  'hozn'  in  the  plural,  and  'pez'  (peas)  has  the  plural  form 
6pezn  j.  253 
251  Although  the  term  'pot'  is  now  used  in  the  southwestern  dialect  to  refer  to  'a  sausage'  (OED  pot 
sense  8),  it  is  likely  that  the  term  'wit  pot'  refers  to  a  'white  pudding',  as  a  similar  term  'black-pot' 
can  be  found  in  the  southwestern  dialect  today  (OED  black-pot  sense  2). 
252  John  Ray  also  uses  this  example  for  the  Somersetshire  dialect  in  his  'Collection  of  English  Words' 
2nd  ed  published  in  1961:  'To  Vang  -  to  answer  for  at  the  font  as  godfather'  -  'He  vang'd  to  me  at  the 
vant'.  From  Anglo-Saxon  'fengan'  to  receive,  also  to  undertake.  "  It  is  likely  that  Ray  drew  on  the 
Logonomia  Anglica  as  a  source  for  his  book. 
253  Danielsson  1972:  103 172 
3.2.4  The  fifteenth  and  sixteenth  centuries 
From  an  examination  of  early  accounts  of  dialect  features  and  from  early  spelling 
evidence  from  the  late  medieval  and  early  modem-English  period,  it  is  possible  to 
select  those  dialectal  characteristics  that  might  have  been  typical  of  the  South  West 
of  England  during  that  time. 
Using  church-wardens'  accounts  and  the  documents  of  'other  local  worthies  of  no 
great  education'  dating  from  the  fifteenth  to  the  seventeenth  century,  Matthews  254 
carried  out  a  survey  of  spelling  evidence  in  order  to  obtain  a  picture  of  southwestem 
phonology  during  the  early  modem  English  period.  One  premise  of  this  study  was 
that  such  'informants'  would  not  habitually  standardise  their  spelling  systems  and 
therefore  there  was  a  much  greater  likelihood  that  the  spellings  they  used  would  be 
phonic.  Spellings  in-documents  such  as  churchwardens'  accounts  should  therefore 
reflect  dialectal  phenomena  in  an  age  where  very  little  data  of  this  sort  could  be 
gathered. 
Matthews  had  initially  surveyed  London  churchwardens'  accounts  255  and,  later,  he 
looked  at  the  same  kind  of  source  material  in  the  South  West.  This  allowed 
comparisons,  in  the  latter  survey,  with  phenomena  Matthews  had  already  observed  in 
London  records.  Such  a  comparison  allowed  Matthews  to  identify  those  forms  that 
were  truly  southwestern,  at  that  point  in  time,  as  opposed  to  those  that  could  be  said 
to  be  generally  southern.  Many  of  the  forms  that  dialectologists  would  consider  to  be 
typically  southwestern,  even  during  this  period,  seem  to  occur  as  frequently  in 
London  documents.  Matthews'  study  leaves  us  with  a  few  features  that  might  be 
254  Matthews  1939:  194 
255  See  "The  Vulgar  Speech  of  London  in  the  XV-XVII  Centuries".  In  Notes  and  Querie  ,  Jan  2  "d 
April  3rd,  1937. 173 
identified  as  being  exclusively  southwestern  during  the  late  medieval  period. 
Evidence  provided  by  Matthews  will  now  be  considered,  initially  concerning  vocalic 
variants  found  in  the  South  West,  then  the  consonantal  variants  and  finally 
grammatical  features. 
The  lowering  of  one  particular  vowel,  namely  /i/  to  /e/,  is  synonymous  with  the 
London  dialect,  but  is  also  found  frequently  in  the  South  West.  This  sound  change  is 
believed  to  have  occurred  due  to  influence  from  the  Essex  dialect,  256  therefore  it 
shows  the  spread  of  a  characteristic  of  an  incipient  standard  across  the  dialects  of  the 
south  of  England.  Examples  that  Matthews  finds  are: 
DEVON:  'drenk',  'scheppe',  'medsomer',  'tember',  'breng',  'pellow',  'hethertoo', 
'  pek',  'Teverton',  'redd'  rid,  'twest',  'Smeath'. 
SONIERSET:  'Welayrn',  'self,  'emagys'  images,  'Recharde',  'reppe'  rip,  'frenge', 
swenche'  winch,  'Menstrells',  'rengars',  'selver',  'gefte',  'shelyng',  'streng', 
svesitations',  'heather'  hither,  'menster',  'meckelmas'. 
Those  features  that  are  generally  associated  with  southwestern  vowel  systems  are  the 
rounding  and  retraction  of  front  vowels,  particularly  in  association  with  an  /r/- 
consonant.  Matthews  finds  evidence  of  some  of  these  types  of  sound-change  in 
London,  but  the  association  of  this  sound-change  with  /r/  seems  to  be  a  particularly 
257 
southwestern  phenomenon.  The  retraction  and  rounding  of  the  open  front  vowel 
/a/  before  /r/  to  /o/  occurs  in  West-Country  written  documents,  more  frequently  and 
earlier  than  in  London  documents.  Matthews  found  the  following  examples  of  this  in 
Devon  and  Somerset  documents: 
DEVON:  'coffedge',  'sollery',  'Morch'March. 
256  Matthews  1939:  199 
257  Matthews  1939:  196 174 
SOMERSET:  'schorde'  shard,  'torffi'  tafetta,  'torcells'  tasseIS258 
There  are  several  instances  in  both  the  South  West  and  London  of  the  rounding  and 
retraction  of  the  open  front  vowel  in  words  such  as  land,  hand,  sand  and  hang, 
typically  in  a  vowel+nd  or  vowel+ng  environment.  Most  of  the  examples  cited  by 
Matthews  in  the  southwestern  study  also  occurred  in  his  survey  of  London 
documents  into  the  early  sixteenth  century.  Matthews  notes  that  although  this  use  fell 
out  of  favour  in  standard  speech  during  the  fifteenth  century  it  apparently  continued 
to  be  used  in  the  West  Country  throughout  the  sixteenth  century. 
259  Please  see 
section  4.3  for  a  discussion  of  the  influence  of  this  West  Midlands  feature  on 
medieval  West-Country  English. 
It  would  appear  that  the  existence  of  a  back  open  vowel  triggered  hyper-rhoticity  in 
the  southwestern  dialect,  in  the  same  way  that  the  pronunciation  of  schwa  [a)  does  in 
present-day  West-Country  dialects.  260  Matthews  finds  the  following  examples  in 
Devon  and  Somerset  written  records: 
DEVON:  'alabarst'  alabaster,  'scarfold'. 
SONERSET:  'warsyne'  washing,  'sarton'sattin. 
The  lowering  of  the  mid-open  front  vowel  /&/  to  an  open  front  vowel  /a/  has  also 
been  seen  as  a  characteristic  of  the  West  Country  dialect  (for  examples  provided  by 
Hewett  in  the  late  nineteenth  century,  please  refer  to  page  165).  However  Matthews 
again  identifies  that  this  phenomenon  was  apparent  in  London  documents  of  this 
time.  A  few  examples  of  lowering  are  found  in  West-Country  documents:  'ffatche', 
4naglece'  necklace,  'bales'  bellows  and  'langthening. 
258 
This  example  also  exhibits  hypeffhoticity 
259 
Matthews  1939:  196 
260  Wells  1989,  volume  2:  343 175 
Where  Matthews  notes  spellings  that  indicate  a  consonantal  sound  change,  he 
invariably  also  notes  hypercorrect  spellings.  Of  all  of  the  phonological  features 
Matthews  found  evidence  of  in  West  Country  written  records,  only  a  few  occur  more 
frequently  in  southwestem  than  in  London  records  and  can  therefore  be  'tentatively' 
selected  as  possible  southwestern  phonological  features  during  the  late  medieval  and 
early  modem  period.  These  are: 
9  Rounding  and  retraction  of  the  open  front  vowel  in  words  such  as  'thatch', 
&salary',  'passenger',  'lath',  'March',  'shard',  etc. 
*  Unrounding  of  ME  /o/  to  /a/  in  'whom',  'whose',  'soul',  'know', 
'knowledge',  'mow',  'own'. 
e  Voicing  of  /pý  61 
and  devoicing  of  /b/. 
, 
262 
Use  of  <f>  for  <gh>  in  'brought',  'bo  ught',  'daughter',  'through 
63 
Voicing  of  word-initial 
& 
e  Voicing  of  word-initial  /s/. 
*  Omission  of  the  palatal  glide  in  words  such  as  'gave',  'year'  and  'yards'  and 
the  insertion  of  a  palatal  glide  before  front  vowels  in  words  such  as  'earth', 
'ere'  and  'east'.  264 
*  Loss  of  the  labial-velar  glide  /W/  before  back  vowels  and  the  insertion  of  a 
labial-velar  glide  before  back  VOWCIS. 
265 
261  There  is  only  one  example  of  this  in  the  London  documents  and  no  examples  of  the  devoicing  of 
/b/. 
262  In  the  London  documents  this  only  manifests  itself  in  the  word  'daughter'. 
263  This  occurred  only  in  word-medial  positions  in  the  London  documents.  Examples  from  the  West- 
Country  documents  date  from  1446  to  1685,  most  entries  come  from  the  sixteenth  century.  'The 
considerable  number  of  examples  of  voicing  of  initial  'f  found  in  the  southwestern  documents  reflects 
a  characteristic  which  has  always  been  used  in  the  literary  southwestern  dialect  and  which  is  still 
common  in  the  South-Western  counties.  '  (Matthews  1939:  202) 
264  Y-loss  appears  to  have  occurred  in  London  in  unaccented  positions,  but  never  word-initially  There 
were  fewer  examples  of  y-addition  although  it  often  occurred  in  the  words  herb,,  'earth'  and 
&earl'Matthews  1939:  204). 
265  /w/  loss  was  much  more  common  in  the  South  West  than  in  London,  where  there  is  only  one 
example  of  it,  There  is  equally  little  evidence  for  /W/  insertion  (Matthews  1939:  206) 176 
In  addition  to  these,  Matthews  notes  that  metathesis  involving  /sk/  occurs  in  London, 
but  only  in  the  words  'clasp',  'ask'  and  'hasp',  never  in  'axe',  'ash'  and  'desk'. 
Metathesis  involving  /r/  is  more  common  in  London  except  in  the  word  THROUGH 
where  there  are  no  examples  of  it. 
The  grammatical  feature  that  Matthews,  and  Alexander  Gill,  considered  to  be 
particularly  southwestern  was  the  use  of  a  y-prefix  at  the  beginning  of  past- 
participles.  Matthews  notes  that  this  form  was  falling  out  of  use  in  standard  speech  in 
the  early  fifteenth  century  and  he  finds  no  examples  of  its  use  in  London  from  the 
late  fifteenth  century  onwards. 
Apparent  similarities  between  church  wardens'  accounts  in  the  South  West  and  in 
London  must  be  balanced  with  contemporary  accounts  that  identify  the  South  West 
as  an  area  of  particularly  non-standard  phonology,  grammar  and  lexis.  Although 
there  might  be  some  similarities  between  London  and  West-Country  written 
language  at  this  period  in  time,  the  comparative  remoteness  of  the  West  Country 
undoubtedly  led  to  the  distinctive  and  often  archaic  phonology,  grammar  and  lexis. 177 
3.3  Influence  of  incipient  standard  written  language 
on  the  West-Country  dialects 
It  is  necessary  to  describe  briefly  the  dialectal  origin  of  the  language  of  London 
during  the  late  medieval  period,  as  it  is  from  this  variety  of  English  that  the  standard 
written  language  emerged.  During  the  late  medieval  period,  standardisation  of 
written  language  began  to  restrict  the  gathering  of  dialectal  information  from  written 
evidence.  Although  it  might  be  expected  that  the  geographically  peripheral  West 
Country  would  resist  the  effects  of  standardisation,  evidence  that  will  be  presented 
later  in  this  thesis  suggests  that  standard  orthographic  habits  and  spellings  from  the 
East  were  beginning  to  replace  southwestern  dialectal  spellings.  In  particular,  it  will 
be  shown  that  there  are  both  diatopic  and  diachronic  boundaries  marking  influence 
from  the  East  during  the  medieval  period. 
Anecdotal  evidence  presented  in  sections  3.2.1  -  3.2.4  tends  to  suggest  that  the 
spoken  dialect  of  the  West  Country  remained  distinct  from  eastern  dialects, 
preserving  many  archaic  features  from  late  West  Saxon.  What  is  being  asserted  in 
this  study  is  that  the  use  of  copy-texts  from  the  East  and  other  areas  of  England,  as 
well  as  the  increasing  importance  of  London  as  an  administrative  centre,  seem  to 
have  caused  typical  southwestern  spellings  to  be  used  less  and  less  in  certain  parts  of 
the  West  Country  during  the  fifteenth  century. 
The  letters  and  papers  of  John  Shillingford  demonstrate  that  there  was 
correspondence  between  the  inhabitants  of  the  West  Country  and  those  of  London,  in 
this  case  for  legal  purposes  -a  law  suit  between  the  City  of  Exeter  and  the  Bishop  of 
Exeter.  The  letters  written  by  John  Shillingford  make  clear  that  a  number  ofjoumeys 
to  and  prolonged  stays  in  London  were  necessary  in  order  to  negotiate  support  for 
himself  and  his  associates.  The  language  of  the  Shillingford  letters  is  typical  of  most 178 
of  the  documentary  materials  extralinguistically  localised  in  LALME  to  various 
locations  in  the  West  Country,  266  tending  to  contain  fewer  typically  southwestern 
features  than  many  of  the  southwestern  literary  texts.  The  language  of  the 
documentary  material  also  corresponds  more  closely  to  the  language  of  eastern 
Somerset  and  Dorset  than  the  more  archaic  western  dialect  of  Devon. 
Mid-thirteenth  century  evidence  concerning  the  language  of  London  suggests  that  it 
had  many  features  from  the  Essex  dialect,  but  also  had  features  similar  to  the 
Middlesex  and  Surrey  dialects  to  the  weSt.  267  Samuels  points  out  that  early  diocesan 
boundaries  back  up  the  dialectal  information  that  links  early  medieval  London  to 
Essex.  He  also  asserts  that  the  Domesday  Book  suggests  that  Suffblk  and  Norfolk 
were  the  most  densely  populated  areas  of  England  during  the  early  medieval  period 
and  that  these  counties  appeared  to  have  been  the  source  of  a  large  number  of 
immigrants  to  London.  268 
As  Smith  points  out,  late  medieval  London  written  language  evolved  into  a  variety  _V/ 
that  had  much  more  in  common  with  a  Midlands 
dialeCt269  and  this  seems  to  have 
come  about  as  a  result  of  a  change  in  pattern  of  immigration  into  London,  as  a  large 
number  of  merchants  and  traders  from  the  east  Midlands  moved  to  the  city  during  the 
second  half  of  the  fifteenth  century.  This  meant  that  a  number  of  northern  forms,  for 
example  the  originally  Norse  pronouns  THEM,  THEIR  and  THEY  found  their  way 
to  London  much  faster  than  their  natural  progression  south  would  have  allowed.  As 
Samuels  states: 
266  In  Devon,  two  indentures  localised  to  Alwington  and  six  documents  localised  to  Ermington.  In 
Dorset,  a  will  localised  to  Thomcombe  and  in  Somerset,  texts  localised  to  Bridgewater  and  Yatton. 
267  Samuels  1979:  165 
268  Samuels  1979:  109 
269  Smith  1996:  91 179 
although  some  of  the  features  may  have  reached  London  by  normal 
southward  shifts  of  isogloss,  more  of  them  appear  first  in  London  as  isolated 
enclaves,  due  presumably  to  immigration  or  commercial  contact.  ý270 
Limits  of 
Prl(3),  PLYN,  etc-  THOUGH  ýAWGH 
T11OWGH 
Limits  of  Ivu  3\I  Ivi 
-V  )All,  PA3,  'PAU3,  POU3 
etc, 
PAH  ( 
pa  17ow 
Ivy 
POW3 
JIE13 
11  PEI  )Powgh  pouo 
PEY3 
PEY  Pei 
(11,23  P23 
P03  )X3  P03  POU3  PCY3 
theff 
PeO 
t  ow 
Allap  20:  The  principal  variants  in  later  Aliddle  English  (Vouthern  area).  ft-)r  'though. 
Samuels  1979:  70. 
The  growth  and  development  of  London  drew  in  immigrants  from  other  parts  of 
England  and  this  shift  in  the  source  of  its  population  modified  its  dialect.  At  the  same 
time,  the  dialect  features  of  the  new  inhabitants  of  London  were  being  codified  in 
written  language  and  distributed  to  all  areas  where  London's  influence  was  exerted  -- 
including  the  late-medieval  West  Country.  It  should  be  expected  that  a  number  of 
residual  northern  and  eastern  forms  will  be  found  in  West-Country  texts  from  copy 
texts  of  London  origin,  but  it  should  also  be  found  that  eastern  spelling  variants  had 
""  Samuels  1979:  169 180 
been  adopted  by  fifteenth  century  West  Country  scribes,  as  part  of  the  permanent 
standardisation  of  written  language  in  this  part  of  the  country. 
Conclusion 
In  this  chapter,  West-Country  dialect  features  from  the  Middle  Ages  to  the  twentieth 
century  have  been  surveyed.  Using  the  information  collected,  it  has  been  possible  to 
identify  West-Country  written  and  spoken  language  features.  It  has  also  been 
possible  to  identify  those  features  that  were  specific  to  the  West  Country  during  the 
Middle  English  period.  It  has  been  identified  that  one  of  the  most  important  features 
of  dialects  in  the  West  Country  is  the  preservation  of  archaic  forms  that  had  been  lost 
in  other  English  dialects.  Preservation  of  archaic  forms  during  the  medieval  period 
will  therefore  be  considered  in  detail  in  this  thesis.  The  influence  of  London  English 
on  the  written  language  of  the  West  Country  has  also  been  described  in  order  to  take 
into  account  the  influence  of  standardisation  on  the  types  of  spellings  that  are  found 
in  the  medieval  West  Country. 
The  following  chapter  is  the  start  of  the  analysis  of  material  collectcd  for  this  study. 
A  number  of  spellings  that  were  found  to  vary  diatopically  across  the  West  Country, 
when  variants  of  items  were  plotted  onto  their  LALME  localisations,  will  be  used  in 
order  to  illustrate  the  presence  of  'phonological'  and  'non-phonological'  spelling 
variation  in  this  part  of  medieval  England.  Throughout  the  following  chapter,  the 
existence  of  an  eastern  and  western  dialect  will  be  highlighted.  It  will  also  be  shown 
that  the  forms  preserved  in  the  western  dialect  are  generally  older  vowel  reflexes, 
whereas  the  eastern  dialect  generally  corresponds  more  closely  to  that  of  the  rest  of 181 
the  south  of  England.  The  effects  of  standardisation  will  also  be  demonstrated  by 
looking  at  the  presence  of  consonantal  hypercorrection  in  specific  medieval  West- 
Country  texts. 182 
Chapter  4:  Vocalic  West  Country  features 
If  the  spelling  variants  gathered  from  each  of  the  thirty-four  texts  localised  to  the 
West  Country  are  plotted  onto  the  locations  assigned  to  them  in  LALME,  it  is  often 
possible  to  identify  items  that  elicit  diatopically  varying  spellings,  as  opposed  to 
those  that  vary  randomly  over  the  area  or  do  not  vary  at  all.  Once  geographical  areas 
where  specific  spellings  were  used  have  been  identified,  it  is  necessary  to  find  out  if 
there  might  have  been  an  underlying  phonological  reason  for  this  diatopic  variation. 
Reference  can  be  made  to  LALME  to  see  if  patterns  found  in  the  West  Country  were 
part  of  a  larger  area  of  distribution;  although  the  fact  that  much  of  the  West  Country 
is  a  peninsula  of  land  limits  our  ability  to  trace  patterns  of  usage  with  reference  to  the 
rest  of  England.  271 
In  this  chapter  and  for  the  rest  of  this  study,  the  term  vocalic  will  be  used  as  a  generic 
term  referring  to  both  written  and  spoken  vowels.  The  problematic  nature  of  deriving 
phonological  evidence  from  written  evidence  has  already  been  discussed  at  length  in 
chapter  2.  In  chapter  2,  the  fruitlessness  of  not  attempting  to  derive  phonological 
evidence  from  medieval  written  evidence  was  also  discussed.  Therefore,  in  the  first 
instance,  no  assumptions  are  made  concerning  the  possible  phonological  value  of  the 
spoken  equivalents  of  scribal  spellings  and  spelling  variants  are  not  assumed  to  be 
equivalent  to  phonemic  transcription  or  direct  evidence  of  spoken  language  in  any 
other  way.  It  is  only  when  the  presence  of  distinct  geographical  areas  of  usage  are 
271  The  'West  Country'  (Devon,  Dorset  and  Somerset)  is  bounded  on  two  sides  by  the  Bristol  and 
English  channels.  To  the  west,  only  two  texts  have  been  localised  to  mainly  Comish  spealcing 
Comwall  during  the  late  medieval  period.  There  was  undoubtedly  some  contact  between  Monmouth 
and  the  West  Country  via  the  sea,  but  most  dialectal  influences  must  have  come  ftom  the  East  and 
southwest  midlands  due  to  contact  over  land. 183 
identified,  indicating  some  kind  of  systemic  variation,  and  by  considering  present- 
day  phonology  and  sound-change  mechanisms  that  any  sort  of  phonological  evidence 
can  and  will  be  derived  from  medieval  written  evidence  in  this  study.  Four  items:  I, 
US,  MANY  and  EVIL,  containing  vocalic  graphemes,  have  been  selected  from  the 
questionnaire  used  in  this  study,  because  their  variants  grouped  diatopically. 
What  is  most  striking  in  this  study  of  vocalic  variation  in  the  West  Country  is  that  the 
diatopic  pattern  of  variants  found  was  similar  for  all  four  items.  In  each  case,  a  group 
of  spelling  variants  was  found  across  most  of  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  while 
another  group  of  spelling  variants  was  identified  in  eastern  Somerset.  In  addition  to 
this,  although  it  was  ascertained  that  different  sound-changes  were  responsible  for 
the  presence  of  diatopic  differences  in  spelling  variants,  the  older  spelling  form  was 
always  found  in  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  whereas  eastern  Somerset  spelling 
variants  were  usually  the  newer  forms. 
The  spelling  variants  of  the  first  person  nominative  singular  pronoun  I,  will  be 
considered  as  examples  of  diatopically  varying  graphemes  that  have  no  underlying 
relationship  to  phonology.  Although  diatopic  variation  of  the  second  person 
accusative  plural  pronoun  US  at  first  seemed  to  reflect  the  same  kind  of  non- 
phonological  variation  found  for  1,  closer  investigation  revealed  that  differences  in 
vowel  length  related  to  stress  were  probably  responsible  for  the  presence  of  the  two 
main  spellings  variants. 
Diatopic  variation  of  the  spelling  variants  of  MANY  will  be  explained  with  reference 
to  the  existence  of  Old  English  by-forms.  The  presence  of  various  spelling  variants 184 
of  the  item  EVIL  will  be  explained  with  reference  to  qualitative  changes  between 
long  and  short  vowels  during  the  early  Nfiddle  English  period  and  the  changing 
relationships  between  sounds  and  graphernes  after  the  loss  of  the  Old  English  front 
close  rounded  vowel  y. 
On  the  maps  presented  in  this  study,  the  most  commonly  occurring  spelling  variant 
in  each  manuscript  text  is  plotted  on  its  LALME  localisation.  Other  forms  that  were 
found  in  the  text  are  listed  after  it  separated  by  either  (/)  or 
*  x/y  indicates  that  fewer  y  variants  were  found  than  x  variants. 
*  x,  y  indicates  that  equal  numbers  of  x  and  y  variants  were  found. 
In  many  maps,  forms  occurring  less  than  one  third  of  the  number  of  times  that  the 
dominant  spelling  variant  occurred  are  not  included.  This  is  in  order  that  maps  did 
not  become  too  cluttered,  but  in  some  maps  it  is  possible  to  include  them  and  they 
are  enclosed  in  round  brackets.  On  the  map  of  the  first  person  nominative  singular 
pronoun,  the  entry  for  Ashmole  33  is:  y  (ich,  1,  ic,  ych),  indicating  that  y  was  the 
dominant  spelling  variant,  but  that  four  minor  spelling  variants,  ich,  1,  ic  and  yeh, 
were  also  found  in  the  text  and  that  the  same  number  of  each  of  these  minor  variants 
was  found. 185 
4.1  The  first  person  nominative  singular  pronoun  'I' 
ic/kc  h  (y) 
Nil) 
YM 
3  /yc 
YM 
y  he), 
(ich,  11 
fc,  )-ch) 
(ych,  3e) 
(  7c  ve  vc) 
)  (1)  J. 
3ývch  (ich. 
1,  iche,  yc 
First  per-son 
nominative  singul 
personal  pronoun 
Allap  21:  Distribution  ofspelling  variants  of  thefirst  person  nominative  singular 
personal  pronoun. 
If  the  spelling  variants  of  the  first  person  pronoun  'I'  from  each  manuscript  localised 
in  LALME  to  the  West  Country  are  plotted  on  a  map  of  the  West  Country,  an 
interesting  diatopic  pattern  of  usage  emerges.  Older,  fourteenth  century  texts  (these 
are  to  be  found  in  a  geographically  random  pattern  across  the  West  Country)  tend  to 
contain  variants  similar  to  Old  English  <ich>,  variously  spelled  <ich(e),  ych(e),  y' 
and  ic>.  The  occurrence  of  these  older  spelling  forms  of  the  first  person  nominative 
pronoun  will  be  dealt  with  in  more  detail  in  chapter  6. 
Fifteenth  century  West-Country  texts  tend  to  contain  one  of  two  variants  <y>  or  <1>. 
The  <1>  graph  is  usually  not  written  like  a  typed  <1>  with  seriphs,  but  has  a  more 
cursive  appearance  and  often  a  small  ligature,  for  example 
J> 
--  it  might  be  called 186 
a  letter  <J>.  During  this  study,  it  was  observed  that  the  <>  variant  was  often 
positionally  conditioned,  so  that  most  manuscripts  contain  both  <I>  and  <y>  used  in 
different  contexts.  <I>  usually  occurs  at  the  beginning  of  a  line  or  after  a  punctus  and 
<y>  usually  occurs  within  a  line.  For  this  reason,  <I>  is  usually  the  second  most 
common  or  the  minor  spelling  variant  in  the  majority  of  manuscript  texts. 
However,  in  one  group  of  texts,  localised  to  the  east  of  Somerset,  the 
J> 
form  is 
the  dominant  spelling  variant.  272  It  is  unlikely  that  this  diatopic  difference  between 
graphs  used  in  the  West  Country  reflects  a  quantitative  or  qualitative  phonetic 
difference.  Forms  represented  by  <y>  and  <1>  probably  both  represented  the 
unstressed  form  of  northern  English  <ic/ik>  273  and  were  pronounced  [i:  ]. 
One  means  of  explaining  why  this  part  of  Somerset  should  use  the  <1>  form  is  that 
this  form  was  gradually  becoming  the  standard  spelling  variant  for  the  first  person 
nominative  singular  personal  pronoun.  Due  to  reasons  involving  demography  and 
geographical  location,  more  than  any  other  part  of  the  West  Country,  eastern 
Somerset  would  have  been  in  touch  with  standard  phonological  and  graphemic 
influences.  It  is  probable  that  the  distribution  of  <I>  and  <y>  relates  to  orthographic 
tradition,  rather  than  reflecting  a  phonological  difference.  This  type  of  variation  is  an 
example  of  what  McIntosh  calls  a  writtenfeature  (W-feature),  a  feature  that  does  not 
reflect  a  phonological  change,  but  nevertheless  varies  diatopically  according  to 
scribal  practice  (as  described  in  section  2.2.1).  In  the  section  below,  features  that 
possibly  reflect  phonological  differences  will  be  considered.  McIntosh  calls  these 
features  spokenfeatures  (S-features). 
272  Outside  of  Somerset,  Rawlinson  328,  localised  to  PlymoutI4  also  had  <>  as  its  dominant  speuing 
form. 
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4.2  The  first  person  accusative  and  dative  plural 
pronoun  'us' 
As  with  the  spelling  variants  of  the  first  and  second  person  pronouns  I  and  US;  a 
clear  diatopic  distribution  of  the  variants  of  the  first  person  plural  accusative  and 
dative  personal  pronoun  can  be  seen  on  map  22.  In  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  the 
<ous>  spelling  variant  is  often  the  dominant  form.  Where  <ous>  is  not  the  dominant 
form  in  Devon,  it  is  used  at  least  one  third  as  often  as  the  dominant  form  is  used.  In 
the  instance  where  <us>  is  recorded  as  the  only  form  in  six  Ermington  texts  in 
southern  Devon,  the  sample-text  was  short,  yielding  only  one  spelling  variant  of  this 
word-item,  and  this  spelling  variant  happened  to  be  <us>.  The  Harley2386M  text  in 
the  far  west  of  Devon  only  has  <ous>  as  a  minor  spelling  variant,  but  this  text  has 
clearly  been  mislocalised,  as  it  almost  always  exhibits  forms  common  in  eastern 
Somerset  and  rare  in  Devon  (please  refer  to  section  8.4). 
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vs(umý  ous)  Vs 
...................... 
01"  (we, 
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x  UV"(  ous  ous/"  vs 
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r) 
vs(otm)  olm  us 
:3 
us  /fm..  %o 
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vs 
%"(us) 
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Map  22:  Distribution  of  the  spelling  variants  ofthe  first  person  accusative  and  dative 
plural  personal  pronoun. 188 
In  most  of  Dorset  and  western  Somerset,  the  dominant  spelling  forms  are  <vs>  and 
<us>.  These  two  variants  can  be  assumed  to  be  equivalent,  as  <v>  was  often  a 
representation  of  a  word-initial  u  in  medieval  English  spelling. 
It  is  possible  that  there  was  a  qualitative  difference  between  the  vowels  in  the  words 
274 
written  <ous>  and  <us/vs>,  for  example  [u]  and  [A] 
,  and  that  the  <ous>  form 
indicates  the  presence  of  a  long  vowel  and  the  <u/vs>  fonn  indicates  the  presence  of 
a  short  vowel.  Grammatical  words  such  as  pronouns  are  often  unstressed  and, 
therefore,  it  might  be  expected  that  the  vowel  in  US  would  undergo  shortening. 
Jordan  states  that  both  short  and  long  forms  co-existed  throughout  the  Old  and 
Middle  English  periods,  but  that  the  shortened  fonn  prevailed.  He  postulates  that  the 
<s>  consonant  in  syntactical  relationship  produced  a  shortening  group,  citing  Orme's 
distinction  between  uss  and  ous,  where  ous  was  the  long  form.  275 
Present-day  English  evidence  indicates  that  Old  English  ds  [u:  s]  did  indeed  undergo 
shortening,  to  [uz]  in  the  north  of  England  and  [As]  in  the  South.  It  is  therefore  likely 
that,  during  the  Middle  English  period,  there  was  still  a  form  of  US  pronounced  with 
a  long  vowel  [u:  s]  being  used  in  Devon,  whereas  the  use  of  the  short  vowel  had 
become  more  common  in  Somerset  and  Dorset. 
274  The  <s>  consonant  does  not  usually  cause  breaking  and  retraction  in  the  preceding  vowel  in  the 
way  that  the  liquids  /r/  and  1U  often  do. 
275 
Jordan  1974:  149  §150 189 
4.3  The  determiner  I  many' 
Using  spelling  evidence  found  in  LALME,  as  well  as  data  collected  for  the  present 
study;  the  general  areas  of  spelling  variants  of  MANY  have  been  plotted  on  the 
schematised  map  23  below.  The  map  shows  some  regional  spelling  patterns  for  this 
word  item. 
mony 
many 
Ilicalli 
mý/e'ny 
tlia/ony 
Map  23:  Schematised  map  (ý'AIANY  spellings  recorded  in  LA  /,  A/11,,  '. 
In  the  North,  the  East-Midlands,  East  Anglia  and  the  central  South,  <many>  is  the 
dominant  spelling  form.  There  is  an  area  stretching  from  London  to  Gloucestershire 
where  a  majority  of  <mani>  spellings  occur.  In  the  West-Midlands  and  far  North 190 
<mony>  is  the  dominant  form,  whereas  in  the  extreme  South  East,  South  West, 
Monmouthshire  and  Herefordshire,  some  <meny>  forms  occur  alongside  <many> 
fo  an  s 
If  the  spelling  variants  of  the  word  MANY  in  the  West  COuntry  are  plotted  onto  their 
LALME  manuscript  locations,  then  the  following  pattern  emerges  (illustrated  on  map 
24),  Perhaps  the  most  striking  distribution  is  that  of  the  <meny>  spellings 
(highlighted  in  red)  across  the  West  Country.  It  is possible  to  see  that,  in  Devon  and 
western  Somerset,  a  significant  proportion  of  <meny>  forms  are  found  alongside 
<many>  forms  in  manuscript-texts,  whereas  further  east,  if  <meny>  spellings  are  to 
be  found  in  a  manuscript-text,  they  are  minor  spelling  variants  and  therefore  do  not 
appear  on  map  24. 
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Allup  24:  Distribution  of  MANY  spellings  throughout  the  medieval  West  Country. 191 
In  Devon,  where  the  largest  number  of  <meny>  spellings  occur,  it  is  the  dominant 
form  in  at  least  three  manuscripts  around  the  central  and  southern  part  of  the  county, 
but  in  the  east,  towards  the  Devon/  Somerset  border,  <meny>  is  the  second  most 
common  form.  Further  east  again,  in  Dorset  and  eastern  Somerset  there  are  no 
dominant  <meny>  spellings. 
Explanation  of  presence  of  MANY  spelling  variants 
It  is  possible  to  explain  the  presence  of  <many>ý  <meny>  and  <mony>  spelling 
variants,  if  Old  English  reflexes  of  MANY  are  considered.  Three  spellings  of  MANY 
are  recorded  during  the  Old  English  period,  namely  <mxnig>,  <menig>  and 
<monig>.  <mxnig>  can  be  assumed  to  be  the  oldest  of  these  forms  -  an  urnlauted 
form  of  primitive  Old  English  <manig>. 
Campbell  is  unclear  about  the  precise  development  of  the  <mxnig>  form  in  late 
West  Saxon.  Although  he  suggests  that  this  variant  results  from  the  first  stage  of 
umlaut  of  Primitive  Germanic  a  (see  quotation  below),  Campbell  also  suspects  that 
the  large  number  of  occurrences  of  <mxnig>  spellings  in  late  West  Saxon  might 
involve  the  sound  change  where  unaccented  o>x  also  evident  in  the  spellings 
<ýxn(n)e>,  <hwxn(n)e>: 
'In  IW-S...  the  pronominal  accusatives  Pone,  hwone  are  often  affected  by  the 
change  of  unaccented  o>a,  appearing  as  Pane,  hwane...  IW-S  has  in  these 
words  also  a  peculiar  development  to  w,  bwne,  hwxne,  Pwnne,  hwanne  and 
this  seems  to  be  shared  by  the  low-stressed  monig..  which  often  appears  as 192 
mwnig  too  often  to  be  explained  by  §193.  d  (umlaut  of  Primitive  Germanic 
a). 
276 
<mony> 
The  use  of  the  spelling  variant  <mony>  resulted  from  a  sound  change  whereby  a 
before  a  nasal  sound  became  rounded  and  retracted  to  o.  <o>  spellings  indicating  the 
rounding  of  a  vowel  before  nasals  are  found  in  a  number  of  different  environments: 
1)  In  OE  a  before  a  nasal  e.  g.  man,  'man'  noma,  'name' 
2)  In  OE  a  before  lengthening  consonant  groups  containing  a  nasal  e.  g.  Iond,  hond, 
lomb.  This  occurred  in  the  twelfth  century. 
277 
3)  In  OE  a  lengthened  in  an  open  syllable  before  a  nasal  e.  g.  nome  'narne',  lone 
'lane',  schome  'shame'. 
4)  In  OE  a  in  a  tertiary  278  'stressed  syllable  before  a  nasal  e.  g.  monig  'many',  Pone 
6  accusative  determiner',  hwon,  'when'. 
The  regularity  with  which  the  reflex  of  the  open  front  vowel  /a/,  such  as  was  found  in 
MANY,  was  spelled  <o>  suggests  that  it  underwent  the  sound  change  illustrated  in 
figure  2  1.279 
276  Campbell  1992:  157  §3  80 
277  jordan  1974:  50  §30 
278  This  term  will  be  explained  later  in  this  section. 
279  Hogg  1992:  77  §5.3  and  221  §6.4.3. 19  3 
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Figure  2  1:  Vowel-space  illustration  qf  the  retraction  of  the  vowel  in  MANY  and 
AIM  N. 
This  sound-change  occurs  in  a  syllable  that  has  what  Hogg  calls  tertiary  stress  (a 
syllable  that  has  a  weak  stress  that  is  neither  primary  nor  secondary  stress,  but  is  not 
completely  unstressed  280) 
. 
Tertiary  stressed  words  are  usually  grammatical  words, 
such  as  the  deten-nmer  MANY.  This  form  would  have  been  too  weakly  stressed  to 
have  undergone  a  second  stage  of  umlaut  and  therefore  would  still  contain  an  /a/ 
vowel.  MANY  would  therefore  meet  the  conditions  required  for  undergoing  the 
change  ai  nasal:  o. 
<mony>  spellings  were  not  frequent  in  West  Saxon,  therefore  It  is  possible  that 
umlaut  had  occurred  in  West  Saxon  and  therefore  the  ai  nasal  o  change  could  not 
happen,  or  the  change  took  place  and  that,  as  Campbell  suggests,  a  further  sound- 
change  o>w  occurred,  as  seems  to  have  happened  often  in  late  West  Saxon.  291 
According  to  Jordan,  the  back  rounded  medial  vowel  in  <mony>,  <mon>  etc.  was  a 
feature  of  Anglian,  whereas  in  West  Saxon  <man>  and  ---many>  were  more 
* 
280  Hogg  1992:  220  §6.4.2. 
281  Campbell  1992:  157  §380 194 
common.  282  So  <mony>  spellings  should  not  be  expected  in  the  West  Country. 
During  the  late  Old  English  period,  spellings  such  as  <mon>  were  being  found  less 
and  less  in  the  East  and  so  the  isogloss  for  [mon]  pronunciations  retreated  further 
WeSt283 
Alfap  25:  A4ap  showing  the  eastern  limits  ql'--mony  -spellings,  adapled.  from  Jordan 
1974:  53 
284 
Map  25,  adapted  from  Jordan 
,  illustrates  the  limits  of  the  geographical  areas  where 
Old  English  a  followed  by  m  or  n  was  spelled  <a>  or  <o>.  Texts  localised  west  of  the 
black  line  tend  to  contain  <o>  spellings,  east  of  the  black  line  are  <a>  spellings. 
...  Jordan  1974:  50 
293 
Jordan  1974:  50  §30 
284  Jordan  1974.53  adapted  Moore,  Meech  and  Whitehall. 195 
Jordan's  map  illustrates,  as  does  map  23  above,  that  <mony>  spellings  were  lost  last 
in  the  West  Midlands. 
Mydwyntyr's  use  of  a+  nasal  >o  spellings  therefore  probably  indicates  a  West- 
Midlands  influence.  It  is  possible  that  this  could  indicate  that  Mydwyntyr  came  from 
the  West  Midlands  or,  more  likely,  was  copying  from  a  West  Midlands  exemplar. 
<many>  and  <meny> 
By-forms  of  MANY  developed  during  the  Old  English  period: 
*  <mxnig>,  which  is  commonly  found  in  early  Old  English  texts.  285 
9a  derivative  form  <menig>,  which  had  undergone  a  further  stage  umlaut. 
Further  umlaut  of  <mxnig>  possibly  came  about  due  to  the  palatal  quality  of  its 
second  syllable.  The  <-ig>  suffix  of  MANY  existed  in  two  forms:  primitive  Old 
English  -xg  [,  Tj]  and  -ig  [ij].  Where  the  latter  suffix  was  present,  it  caused  fronting 
and  raising  in  the  preceding  syllable,  but  only  when  that  syllable  was  stressed.  286 
The  development  of  the  umlauted  <meny>  form  in  northern  texts  can  be  seen 
throughout  the  eighth  and  ninth  century.  <menig>  spellings  started  to  appear  in  the 
first  half  of  the  eighth  century  in  the  Anglian  Epinal  GlosM.  In  the  late  eighth  or 
early  ninth  century  Mercian  text,  the  Cojpus  Gloss 
_, 
Campbell  reports  that 
285  Campbell  1959:  74  §193d  (footnote  4). 
286  Hogg  1992:  136  §5.85.1  Ob 196 
<menig>  spellings  outnumber  <mxnig>  spellings  three  to  one,  287  <menig>  thereafter 
became  the  most  common  spelling. 
It  is  not  clear  why,  as  map  23  shows,  <meny>  spellings  developed  predominantly  in 
the  South  West  and  South  East  during  the  Middle  English  period.  It  is  possible  that 
this  is  a  case  of  orthographic  archaism  in  the  case  of  the  South  West,  as  older 
spelling  forms  and  pronunciations  are  often  retained  in  the  West  Country  and  South- 
West  Midlands.  Kihlbom,  288  in  her  study  of  the  language  of  medieval  documentary 
texts,  notes  that: 
-meny  is  found  only  in  the  Devon  letters,  where  it  is  the  prevailing  form  by  the  side 
of  occasional  many. 
289 
Kihlborn  therefore  dismisses  <meny>  spellings  in  Devon  as  'dialectal',  whereas  it 
might  better  be  seen  as  a  once  widespread  form  that  has  been  lost  in  all  but  the  most 
conservative  of  areas.  It  might  also  be  the  case  that  Kent  was  sufficiently  dialectally 
conservative  for  the  archaic  <meny>  spelling  to  be  preserved. 
297  Campbell  1959:  74  §1  93d 
288  KihIbOM  1926 
289  KihIbom  1926:  122 197 
4.4  Reflexes  of  Old  English  y 
One  important  vocalic  West-Country  feature  that  needs  to  be  considered  is  the  use  of 
a  rounded  reflex  of  Old  English  y.  It  is  unclear  whether  the  Old  English  front  close 
rounded  vowel  was  still  used  in  the  medieval  West  Country  or  whether  this  vowel 
had  been  modified.  It  is  either  the  case  that  [y]  was  retracted,  but  maintained  its 
rounded  quality,  becoming  a  [u]  vowel  (best  represented  with  the  <u>  grapheme),  or 
whether  it  was  only  the  grapheme  used  to  represent  the  front  close  rounded  vowel 
that  changed.  The  second  of  these  two  options  is  plausible  as,  during  the  medieval 
period,  the  <y>  graph  was  widely  used  to  represent  reflexes  that  bore  little 
resemblance  to  OR  y.  In  areas  outside  of  the  medieval  West  Country,  Old  English  [y] 
unrounded  and  lowered  to  various  front  vowels  in  different  dialects,  but  was  lost  last 
in  the  WeSt.  290  As  Campbell  states: 
'Some  IWS  manuscripts  show  that  in  some  areas  y2l  (both  mutated  uN,  and  from  le)  was 
becoming  unrounded  by  isolative  change.  This  appears  in  spellings  with  I  for  '  and  Y, 
inverted  spellings  with  y"  for  I  where  there  is  nothing  to  cause  rounding.  291 
Thcrc  appcar  to  have  bcen  scvcral  diffcrent  reflcxes  of  Old  English  y,  as  Brunncr 
describes: 
'Old  English  y  [5]  had  become  ei'  in  Kent  about  900.  The  evidence  of  Middle 
English  documents  indicates  that  this  change  also  occurred  in  Essex,  in  parts  of 
290  Toon  1992:  430 
291  Campbell  1959:  132  §316 198 
Suffolk  and  Hertfordshire,  in  Sussex...  and  probably  in  Middlesex  and  southern 
Cambridgeshire  too.  North  of  this  region  and  east  of  a  line  which  runs 
southwards  down  the  Pennine  chain  to  London,  and  also  in  Westmorland  and 
Cumberland  and  in  a  small  area  in  the  west  of  Devon  and  Dorset),  yý  was 
unrounded  to  I  in  the  I  Ot"  or  II  th  century.  Only  in  the  South  West  (except 
Dorset  and  Devon)  and  the  West  Midlands  (including  Lancashire),  then,  was 
the  rounded  [N  retained,  and  spelled  u  as  in  French.  ý  292 
A  sample  of  written  reflexes  of  Old  English  ý  were  taken  from  spellings  of  the  words 
DID,  HILL,  WHICH,  KIN,  KISS  and  SIN  as  they  occurred  in  texts,  locallsed  in 
LALME  to  the  West  Country.  The  dominant  vowel  graphemes  recorded  are  piotted 
on  map  26  below. 
y 
y 
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yli 
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Map  26:  The  distribulion  qfreflexes  (?  I'Old  l,  'nglish  y. 
292  Brunner  1963:  15  §11.5 
yx 
u 199 
If  Brunner  is  correct,  it  might  be  expected  that  <y/i>  reflexes  would  be  found  in 
Devon  and  western  Dorset  while  <u>  reflexes  would  be  found  in  eastern  Dorset  and 
Somerset;  however,  this  is  not  the  case.  There  does  not  appear  to  be  any  significant 
diatopic  distribution  of  these  variants,  as  <i>  and  <y>  variants  are  found  across  the 
West  Country.  <y>  appears  to  have  been  by  far  the  most  common  reflex  of  Old 
English  y  in  the  medieval  West  Country.  Instances  of  the  eastern  reflex  <e>  were 
recorded  in  almost  half  of  the  West  Country293  manuscripts,  but  they  were  always 
minor  variants,  usually  with  between  one  and  four  instances  in  each  of  the 
manuscripts.  Aside  from  <i>,  <y>  and  <e>  reflexes,  the  spelling  <u>  (as  in  <dude>, 
<hull(e)>,  <whuche/huche>,  <c/kunne>  and  <sunne>  for  DID,  HILL,  WFUCH,  KIN 
and  SIN  respectively)  can  be  found  sporadically  throughout  the  West  Country. 
The  diachronic  distribution  of  <y/i>  and  <u>  graphemes  is  very  interesting.  <u> 
spellings  of  Old  English  y  are  confined  to  those  manuscripts  that  are  written  before 
the  fifteenth  century.  Two  exceptions  to  this  are  the  early  fifteenth  century 
manuscripts  Longleat  55  and  Douce  216  which  contain  dominant  <u>  spelling 
variants  and  the  Northern  Passion  text  of  Rawlinson  655,  which,  although  it  is  a 
fourteenth  century  text,  has  mainly  <y>  reflexes  of  Old  English  y.  The  greatest 
number  of  <e>  reflexes  of  Old  English  y  (7)  were  elicited  from  Rawlinson  655  and 
<u>  spellings  were  the  least  common  reflex  of  Old  English  y  in  this  text.  Both  of 
these  features  might  be  a  result  of  the  northern  origin  of  the  text. 
293  The  Will  of  Thomas  Broke,  Douce  236,  Cotton  Cxiii,  Rawlinson  655,  Harley  2407,  Add.  35288, 
Greaves  54,  Bridgewater  borough  archives,  Digby  14,  Ashmole  33,6  Ermington  documents,  Arundel 
22,  Harley  2386  and  Add.  33758. 200 
Fourteenth  century  texts  generally  have  <u>  graphemes  as  their  dominant  spelling  of 
Old  English  y  and  fifteenth  century  texts  (especially  from  the  mid-fifteenth  century 
onwards)  generally  do  not  have  dominant  <u>  spellings.  In  fact,  twelve  of  the 
fifteenth  century  texts  contain  no  instances  of  DID,  HffL,  WFUCH,  KIN,  KISS  and 
SIN  written  with  a  medial  <u>  vowel.  Therefore,  it  would  appear  that  <u>  spellings 
were  found  throughout  the  West  Country,  including  western  Devon  and  Dorset,  but 
early  on  in  the  Nfiddle  English  period.  This  diatopic  distribution  also  suggests  that 
<i,  y>  reflexes  in  the  West  Country  derive  from  standardisation. 
It  is  difficult  to  ascertain  what  the  pronunciation  associated  with  the  <u>  grapheme 
might  have  been,  Brunner  suggests  that  it  was  a  back  close  rounded  vowel,  possibly 
centralised.  294  It  might  be  argued  that,  while  all  front  rounded  vowels  were 
unrounding  during  the  late  Old  English  period  rounding  in  the  lips  was  becoming 
associated  with  back-vowels.  It  is  therefore  plausible  that  preservation  of  rounding 
could  cause  a  vowel  to  be  pronounced  with  retraction  in  order  to  better  fit  into  the 
phonological  system.  The  preservation  of  a  rounded  reflex  of  OE  y  and  the 
distribution  of  the  <y>  and  <i>  graphemes  across  southern  England  will  now  be 
considered  in  the  following  study  of  the  item  EVIL. 
4.4.1  The  adjective  and  noun,  Evil 
Spelling  evidence  shows  that  a  mixture  of  spellings  of  EVIL  beginning  with  <e>, 
<y>,  <i>  and  <v>,  can  be  found  throughout  the  West  Country.  In  Devon,  spelling 
forms  beginning  with  <y>  are  found  most  frequently,  whereas  in  Somerset  (and 
294  'Late  West  Saxon  ý..  became  [a]  in  Middle  English,  spelt  u...  '(Brunner  1963:  14  -15  note  13).  Y. 201 
perhaps  in  Dorset)295  forms  beginning  with  <e>  are  more  common.  In  Somerset, 
there  are  also  three  instances  of  spelling  variants  beginning  with  <v> 
yvluel 
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Map  27:  The  distribution  ofEVIL  spellings  throughout  the  medieval  West  Country. 
The  presence  of  <vuel(e)>  spelling  variants  in  Somerset 
According  to  Jordan,  the  unrounding  of  the  Old  English  rounded  front  vowels  had 
occurred  before  the  Middle  English  period,  except  in  some  areas  in  the  West 
Country.  296  As  has  been  demonstrated  in  section  4.4  above,  <u>  seems  to  have  been 
the  older  West  Country  reflex  of  Old  English  y.  However,  if  the  occurrences  of 
<u/vuel(e)>  spellings  collected  in  LALME  are  plotted  on  a  map  of  England,  the 
southwest  Midlands  turns  out  to  be  the  focal  point  of  these  unusual  spelling  variants 
for  this  itern. 
295  Only  two  texts  in  Dorset  elicited  this  item,  in  both  cases,  don-tinant  spellings  began  with  an  initial 
<e>. 
296 
Jordan  1974:  62 202 
I 
Map  28:  instances  of  <ulvuel(e)>  spellings  of  EVIL  in  medieval  England. 
In  the  case  of  the  word  item  EVIL,  Gloucestershire  can  be  seen  as  the  epicentre  of 
this  development  of  OE  y  to  ME  u,  whereas  Somerset  and  Wiltshire  are  on  the 
penphery  of  this  area.  The  dots  on  map  28  show  a  concentration  of  <u/v>  spellings 
of  EVIL  centring  on  Gloucestershire  and  spreading  outwards,  though  mainly 
westwards  and  northwards,  to  neighbouring  counties.  297  There  was  also  one  outlier  in 
Sussex. 
Part  of  this  spread  might  involve  textual  transmission,  as  twelve  of  the  thirty-two 
texts  localised  on  the  map  are  either  Southem.  English  Legendaries  or  texts  of  the 
Prick  of  Conscience.  This  includes  the  outlier  in  Sussex,  which  is  a  text  of  the  Prick 
297  Momnouthshire,  Herefordshire,  Worcestershire,  Warwickshire,  Oxfordshire,  Berkshire,  Wiltshire 
and  Somersetshire 203 
of  Conscience.  Dots  coloured  red  indicate  Southern  English  Legendaries  and  those 
coloured  blue  indicate  texts  of  the  Prick  of  Conscience. 
The  presence  of  <euel(e)/yuel(e)>  spelling  variants. 
Allap  29:  The  distribution  qf  ATILspellings  beginning  with  e-  and  y  across 
southern  medieval  England. 
The  two  dominant  spellings  in  the  West  Country  are  those  beginning  with  <e>  298  and 
those  beginning  with  <y>.  As  can  be  seen  in  map  29,  in  the  far  east  of  southern 
England,  especially  Norfolk  and  Kent,  <e>  forms  are  most  common,  whereas  in  the 
far  West,  especially  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  <y>  forms  are  most  common.  in 
between  these  two  areas,  a  mixture  of  these  forms  can  be  found. 
298  'The  first  instance  of  e  for  y  is in  the  Kentish  Glosses  (c.  900).,  (Brunner  1963:  15  §  11.5  note  12) 204 
Kihlbom  shows  that  the  use  of  <e>  as  a  reflex  of  Old  English  Y  originated  in  the  east 
and  spread  westwards  throughout  the  fifteenth  century,  first  to  the  capital  and  then, 
through  standard  usage,  to  other  parts  of  the  country.  299  Kihlbom  observes  that  the 
Cely  family  in  Essex  use  <e>  often  and  the  Pastons  in  Norfolk  use  <e> 
occasionally.  300  However,  <euel(e)>  spellings  are  noticeably  infrequent  in  early  West 
Country  texts. 
The  Devonshire  correspondents  in  the  Stonor  letterS301  (1460s)  use  <e>  less 
frequently  than  the  eastern  correspondents  described  above  and,  from  a  slightly 
earlier  time  period,  John  Shillingford's  papers,  localisable  to  Exeter  (1447-1450), 
never  have  <e>  spellings.  302  This  tends  to  suggest  that  the  use  of  the  <e>  reflex  of 
OE  1  did  not  originate  in  the  West,  but  was  gaining  ground  in  the  West  Country 
throughout  the  second  half  of  the  fifteenth  century  due  to  the  effects  of 
standardisation. 
Explanation  of  the  presence  of  different  spelling  variants 
It  is  now  necessary  to  consider  the  appearance  of  <yuel>  /  <euel>  spelling  variants  in 
written  medieval  West-Country  English  and  their  relationship  to  the  development  of 
a  qualitative  difference  between  long  and  short  vowels  during  the  early  medieval 
period.  As  Campbell  states: 
299  KiWbom  1926:  21 
300  Yjhlbom  1926:  19 
301  The  six  Ermington  documents  used  in  the  present  study. 
302  Kihlbom  1926:  20.  The  Letter  and  Papers  of  John  Shillingford  are  also  used  in  the  present  study. 205 
'It  is  fundamental  to  the  history  of  English  vowels  that  the  long  and  short 
vowels  were  practically  identical  in  quality  till  about  1200,  and  that  afterwards 
they  became  distinguished  by  the  short  sounds  becoming  more  open  or  more 
lax  than  the  long  sounds  to  which  they  had  previously  corresponded.  9303 
The  significance  of  the  date  1200  for  Campbell  is  that  Middle  English  open  syllable 
lengthening,  henceforth  MEOSL,  had  not  occurred  at  this  stage.  304  Articulatory 
change  and  the  isochronicity  requirement  of  English  initiated  a  process  whereby 
short  vowels  in  the  stressed  open  syllables  of  disyllabic  words  were  lengthened. 
Kihlborn  shows  that  the  frequency  of  the  use  of  e  reflexes  of  Old  English  i  in  open 
syllables  suggest  that  MEOSL  is  responsible  for  the  change  of  OE  i>  ME  e. 
'In  open  syllables...  e  for  i  appears  much  more  frequently  than  in  closed 
syllables...  the  frequency  of  the  e-spellings  in  open  syllables,  in  comparison 
with  those  we  find  in  close  syllables...  show  that  in  the  majority  of  cases  we 
have  here  are  a  result  of  lengthening  i>  e-  which  took  place  in  open  syllables 
not  only  in  the  Northumbrian  area,  but  also  in  certain  dialects  south  of  the 
Humber,  above  all  Norfolk  and  Suffolk,  and  in  Essex  and  surrounding  parts.  305 
The  sound  change  might  therefore  be  illustrated  as  follows: 
OE  [yval]  >  (unrounding)  OE  [ival]  >  (MEOSL)  >  ME  [e:  val]  >  (GVS)  PDE  [i:  voll 
or 
303  Campbell  1959:  14  §31 
304  The  Ormulu  which  can  be  dated  to  1200,  distinguished  between  long  and  short  vowels  and 
therefore  provides  evidence  that  certain  vowels  should  have  undergone  lengthening  due  to  MEOSL 
had  not  undergone  lengthening  at  this  date. 
305  Kihlbom  1926:  20 206 
OE  [yval]  >  Kentish  [eval]  >  (m[EosL)  >  m[F,  [q:  vol]  >  (GVS)  PDE  [i:  vol] 
The  picture  is  slightly  different  for  the  West  Country;  [y]  appears  to  have  unrounded 
later  in  the  West  than  in  the  East  and  it  is  also  likely  that  the  unrounded  vowel  was 
closer  than  that  used  further  east  and  therefore  did  not  undergo  the  action  of  1ýEOSL 
until  a  later  period.  As  Smith  states,  the  lengthening  of  1  and  ii  vowels  due  to 
MEOSL  occurred  later  than  the  lengthening  of  more  open  vowels  and,  in  some  areas, 
close  vowels  in  open  syllables  did  not  undergo  this  process  of  lengthening  at  all.  This 
inability  to  undergo  sound  change  was  perhaps  due  to  their  close  quality.  306 
Sonority/openness  in  a  sound  help  initiate  sound  change,  perhaps  because  a  greater 
degree  of  articulatory  movement  and  hence  variation  are  possible  when  articulators 
are  far  apart. 
Western  retraction 
of  OEY  <Yuel(e)> 
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Map  30:  Vowel  space  diagram  showing  the  development  of  initial  vowel  sounds  in 
EVIL  from  Old  English  y. 
306  Smith  1996:  97 207 
It  is  possible  to  explain  the  presence  of  different  medieval  West-Country  reflexes  of 
Old  English  <yfle>.  The  <euel(e)>  spellings  found  in  eastern  Somerset  and  Dorset 
possibly  represent  e<OE  i  due  to  the  action  Middle  English  open  syllable 
lengthening.  The  use  of  <euel(e)>  spellings  spread  westward  through  the  influence  of 
a  standard  spoken/written  language  based  on  London  English.  In  evidence  provided 
by  Kihlbom  and  LALUE,  EVIL  spellings  beginning  with  <e>  are  found  throughout 
the  South  of  medieval  England,  but  are  prevalent  in  the  texts  to  the  East  of  England 
and  are  found  slightly  less  often  in  the  West  Country.  The  form  that  is  most  common 
in  Devon,  but  is  present  throughout  the  South  of  medieval  England,  except  in  the  far 
East,  is  the  <yuel(e)>  form  that  seems  to  represent  a  pronunciation  beginning  with  an 
unlengthened  close  [i]  vowel.  This  vowel  either  took  longer  to  undergo  the  process 
of  lengthening  and  lowering  or  it  was  replaced,  in  written  language  or phonology,  by 
the  eastern  <euel(e)>  form.  There  was  a  limited  area  of  the  South  West  (centering  on 
Gloucestershire)  where  a  rounded  vowel  appears  to  have  been  retained  in  the  word 
EVIL,  giving  rise  to  spellings  such  as  <vuel(e)>. 208 
Chapter  5:  Consonantal  West  Country  features 
As  Benskin  says  in  his  article  describing  the  northern  English  practice  of  using  the 
<y>  graph  to  indicate  dental  fricatives,  diachronic  variation  of  spellings  creates  a 
random  pattern  on  a  map.  Diatopic  variation,  on  the  other  hand,  manifests  itself  in 
clearly  definable  dialect  areas.  It  could  therefore  be  said  that  the  identification  of 
changing  spelling  systems  over  a  short  period  of  time  is  a  difficult  task.  After 
spelling  variants  are  plotted  on  a  map,  patterns  of  usage  would  not  be  immediately 
apparent  in  the  way  they  are  when  diatopic  spelling-variation  is  present. 
Although  the  age-range  of  texts  in  the  medieval  West  Country  in  many  ways  disrupts 
the  identification  of  dialect  areas,  the  study  of  spelling  variation  over  time  is,  in 
itself,  a  very  interesting  aspect  of  medieval  spelling  studies  in  the  West  Country, 
providing  evidence  concerning  the  pace  of  standardisation  and  how  scribes  of  the 
period  viewed  the  written  mode.  Preliminary  attempts  at  a  dialectometrical  study  of 
this  area307  consistently  saw  the  older  fourteenth  century  texts  grouped  together.  Far 
from  being  a  negative  result  or  a  complicating  factor,  this  clustering  identified  an 
important  aspect  of  written  language  in  the  West  Country. 
Initial  research  into  dialect  features  associated  with  the  South  West,  presented  in 
chapter  3,  would  have  led  me  to  expect  a  large  number  of  unusual  spellings  reflecting 
the  archaic  phonology  that  has  evidently  been  preserved  throughout  the  centuries  in 
the  West  Country  almost  to  the  present  day.  On  the  contrary,  a  limited  number  of  the 
Particularly  those  concerned  with  consonantal  spelling  variants  and  lexical  variation. 209 
expected  archaic  features  were  found  and  only  in  the  thirteenth  to  early  fifteenth 
century  texts.  Late  fifteenth  century  texts  seemed  rarely  to  contain  spellings 
representing  typically  southwestern  features  and,  where  these  spellings  were  found, 
they  were  usually  not  found  in  abundance,  with  the  exception  of  Ashmole  189a  and 
the  Yatton  churchwarden's  documents.  308  Moore  et  al  have  asserted  that: 
'The  use  of  English  for  documentary  purposes  did  not  become  really  common 
until  after  1450,  and  by  that  date  the  writing  of  English  had  become  so 
standardised  that  local  documents  rarely  give  any  evidence  at  all  as  to  the 
dialect  of  the  place  in  which  they  were  written.  309 
There  are,  of  course  exceptions  to  this  statement,  such  as  the  Yatton  text  mentioned 
above.  On  the  whole,  however,  the  documentary  texts  have  a  markedly  more 
standard  form  of  written  language,  as  do  the  late  fifteenth  century  texts.  The  older 
fourteenth  century  texts,  in  comparison,  contain  a  number  of  spellings  reflecting 
typical  southwestern  phonological  features  and  a  great  variety  of  spelling-forms  even 
for  common  grammatical  words.  This  would  suggest  that,  during  the  fifteenth 
century,  although  doubtless  southwestern  dialectal  features  were  still  being  used  in 
spoken  language,  they  were  not  being  used  in  written  language  as  often  as  they  were 
during  the  previous  century.  There  was  a  marked  dialectal  levelling  in  the  written 
mode  that  can  be  assumed  not  to  have  taken  place  in  the  spoken  mode  of  language. 
One  of  the  best  ways  to  illustrate,  and  perhaps  explain,  the  lack  of  stereotypical 
dialectal  features  in  written  texts  is  to  look  at  the  presence  of  hypercorrection  in  texts 
from  throughout  the  medieval  period. 
""  Most  of  the  typical  southwestern  consonantal  features  found  belong  to  the  records  kept  by  one 
warden  in  particular,  John  Hillman. 
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0  5.1  Hypercorrection  involving  the  reflexes  of  Old 
English  <hw> 
In  this  section,  the  reflexes  of  Old  English  <hw>  in  the  medieval  West  Country  will 
be  considered.  The  use  of  the  orthographic  descendant  of  OE  <hw>,  namely  Middle 
English  <wh>,  will  be  compared  with  use  of  the  new  variant  <w>.  The  new  variant 
indicates  the  presence  of  an  ongoing  sound-change  known  as  glide  cluster  reduction 
and  it  will  be  shown  that,  although  it  might  be  expected  that  occurrences  of  <w> 
spelling  variants  would  increase  throughout  the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth  centuries,  the 
reverse  is  actually  true. 
The  second  part  of  this  section  involves  a  study  of  hypercorrection  of  <w>  to 
unhistorical  <wh>.  This  will  involve  a  comparison  of  the  number  of  occurrences  of 
qualitative  hypercorrection  in  the  written  texts  of  the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth 
centuries.  It  will  be  shown  that  hypercorrection  is  not  to  be  found  at  all  in  the  early 
texts,  but  is  present  in  all  of  the  fifteenth  century  texts  of  reasonable  length.  In  this 
way,  it  will  be  suggested  that  there  was  an  increasing  awareness  of  other  written,  and 
perhaps  spoken,  varieties  of  English  during  this  period.  In  particular,  it  is  postulated 
that  a  realisation  of  the  formality  of  the  written  mode  begins  to  emerge  during  the 
late  medieval  period. 
Glide  cluster  reduction  is  a  common  sound-change  in  English.  Angelika  Lutz  3  10  has 
demonstrated  that  the  loss  of  the  [hw]  cluster  during  the  early  Middle  English  period 
was  the  last  part  of  a  sound  change  which  saw  the  reduction  of  all  [h]  +C  clusters  in 
English.  The  initial  glottal  fricative  was  lost  from  [hn,  hr,  hl]  clusters  during  the 
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Anglo-Saxon  period,  but  the  [hw]  cluster  was  retained  slightly  longer.  One  possible 
reason  for  this  is  that,  at  the  same  time  as  glide  cluster  reduction  was  occurring  in 
words  containing  historical  wh,  a  new  group  of  words  containing  an  unhistorical. 
[hw]  cluster  was  being  created  due  to  the  insertion  of  labial-velar  glides  between 
glottal  fricatives  and  back  vowels,  creating  words  such  as  whore,  whole  and  whot 
'hot'.  31  1  This  sound  change  will  be  discussed  further  in  section  5.4.3.  It  might  be 
assumed  that  such  a  sound  change  prolonged  the  use  of  the  <wh>  grapheme  even 
when  historical  /hw/  was  almost  completely  lost. 
Glide  cluster  reduction  of  [hw]  occurred  earliest  in  the  South  and  latest  in  the  North. 
In  Scotland  it  is  only  now  starting  to  be  lost  in  urban  phonologieS.  312  In  the  material 
collected  for  the  present  study,  there  is  evidence  that  the  [hw]  cluster  was  lost  or 
almost  completely  lost  even  in  the  earliest  West-Country  texts.  Three  main  spelling 
variants  occur  in  West-Country  texts  during  the  medieval  period  <hw>,  <wh>  and 
<w>.  <wh>  and  <hw>  can  be  seen  as  the  written  equivalents  of  the  voiceless  labial- 
velar  fricative  [m]  though  the  older  form  <hw>  is  rarely  found  in  medieval  West- 
Country  texts.  <w>  can  be  seen  as  the  orthographic  representation  of  the  reduced 
form,  the  voiced  labial-velar  approximant  [w].  Distributions  of  the  most  common 
spelling-variants  in  each  of  the  West-Country  manuscript  texts  can  be  seen  on  map 
31  below.  Occurrences  of  the  new  spelling  variant  showing  glide  cluster  reduction 
<w>  are  marked  in  red. 
311  See  Dobson  1957  volume  2:  997-1001  and  Kihlbom  1926:  165 
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Map  31:  Middle  English  reflexes  of  OE  <hw>. 
Little  is  revealed  by  the  diatopic  distribution  of  <w>  spellings  of  Old  English  <hw>. 
A  few  occurrences  are  scattered  across  Devon  (2)  and  Somersetshlre  (5).  No 
instances  of  dominant  <w>  spellings  for  Old  English  <hw>  were  found  in  Dorset. 
The  distributional  pattern  of  <w>  spellings  of  OE  <hw>  words  appears  to  be  random. 
However,  the  true  picture  of  glide  cluster  reduction  in  the  South  West  can  be  seen  if 
map  32,  showing  the  dates  of  manuscripts  involved,  is  considered.  It  is  the  oldest 
manuscripts  (thirteenth  and  fourteenth  century)  that  contain  dominant  <w>  spellings 
of  OE  <hw>,  whereas  the  fifteenth  century  manuscripts  contain  few  <w>  reflexes. 
Exceptions  to  this  are  Harley  2407  and  Add.  35288;  however,  in  these  two  texts, 
<w>  is  only  the  second  most  common  spelling  variant. 213 
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It  is  unusual  that  those  manuscripts  that  exhibit  glide  cluster  reduction  spellings 
should  be  the  oldest  and  that  fifteenth  century  manuscripts  should,  on  the  whole, 
contain  the  historical  form.  It  is  highly  unlikely  that  glide  cluster  reduction 
underwent  a  reversal  during  the  fifteenth  century  and  then  a  re-reversal  during  the 
Early  Modem  English  period  to  create  the  present-day  [w]  pronunciations  that  are 
found  in  the  south  of  England.  A  more  plausible  explanation  would  be  that  the 
scribes  of  the  later  manuscripts  are  hypercorrecting  <w>  forms  to  <wh>  where  <hw> 
occurred  historically. 
Janda  and  Auger  313  identify  two  types  of  hypercorrection.  The  first,  quantitative 
hypercorrection,  has  dominated  histoncal  linguistics  since  Labov's  work  on  it.  314 
Where  quantitative  hypercorrection  occurs,  it  is  almost  impossible  to  tell  how  far  a 
sound-change  has  advanced,  as  new  spelling  forms  are  habitually  replaced  with 
historical  forms.  Therefore,  it  would  be  impossible  to  know,  in  those  texts  where  no 
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<w>  reflexes  of  OE  <hw>  occur,  if  the  scribe  used  the  /w/  variant  of  OE  /hw/  in  his 
speech.  As  Labov  has  observed,  hypercorrection  is  a  phenomenon  that  occurs  mainly 
in  the  most  formal  situations.  In  the  case  of  Labov's  studies,  this  would  be  where  an 
informant  reads  a  word-list,  or  another  text,  aloud.  315  It  is  arguable  that,  during  the 
fifteenth  century,  the  formality  of  the  act  of  writing  was  enough  to  trigger 
hypercorrection  and  this  might  explain  the  odd  chronological  distribution  of  Old 
English  <hw>  reflexes  shown  on  map  31  above.  Possibly,  a  scribe  would  use  the  /w/ 
variant  of  Old  English  /M/  in  his  phonological  system,  but  would  habitually  convert 
this  to  <wh>  in  his  written  language. 
The  second  form  of  hypercorrection  identified  by  Janda  and  Auger  involves  the 
inappropriate  substitution  of  a  phoneme  or  grapheme  with  a  historically  incorrect 
one.  Qualitative  hypercoffection  is  very  revealing  in  the  study  of  historical  English. 
This  phenomenon  implies  what  Trudgi11316  calls  a  'passive',  as  opposed  to  an 
tactivc',  competence  in  a  spoken  variety  of  a  language  and  therefore  indicates  the 
advanced  stage  of  a  sound-change  in  a  speaker's  phonology.  The  speaker,  or  scribe, 
no  longer  having  the  /M/  phoneme  as  part  of  their  phonology,  overcompensates  in  a 
formal  situation,  such  as  copying  a  text,  and  uses  the  <wh>  grapheme  or  /M/ 
phoneme  in  ways  that  are  historically  inaccurate. 
Map  33  below  shows  the  occurrence  of  hypercorrect  forms  concerning  the  glide 
cluster  reduction  sound  change  that  occurred  in  the  medieval  West  Country. 
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texts. 
If  this  map  of  hypercorrection  is  compared  with  the  manuscript-date  map  32  above,  it 
can  be  seen  that  the  older  texts  exhibit  no  qualitative  hypercorrection,  whereas  most 
of  the  fifteenth  century  texts  of  reasonable  length  show  at  least  one  or  two  instances 
of  hypercorrection.  Two  related  late  fifteenth  century  texts  of  Mandeville's  Travels, 
localised  in  LALME  to  the  west  of  Devon,  exhibit  a  large  amount  of  hypercorrection. 
An  extensive  list  of  qualitatively  hypercorrected  forms  found  in  Add.  33758  is 
presented  below: 
afterward  wall  weep  wilderness  with  writ 
always  war  well  mll  (n/v)  witness  written 
downward  was  went  WIn  woman  wrong 
followed  wash  were  wind  wont  wynde 
midward  way(s)  widdow  window  work 
misconstrue  water  wide  wine  world 
touch  weary  wife  wise  would 
toward  wed  wild  wit  wounds 
Mble  1:  Mble  qj'insfances  qfhypercorreclion  in  Add.  33758. 216 
This  list  of  forty-four  words,  unhistorically  hypercorrected  to  contain  <wh>  spellings 
word-initially  or  word-medially,  shows  that  the  scribe  clearly  has  no  idea  where 
historical  [m]  should  occur  in  his  phonology.  Nevertheless,  the  scribe  clearly  feels 
that  use  of  a  <wh>  variant  is  preferable  to  the  use  of  the  <w>  variant.  Janda  and 
Auger's  observation  that  hypercorrection  cannot  be  sustained  due  to  the  mental  effort 
it  requires  317  can  be  observed  if  the  few  instances  of  occurrence  of  the  new  <w> 
spelling  variant  are  observed  over  the  course  of  the  three  five  hundred  line  tranches 
taken  from  Add.  33758. 
Tranche  I  Tranche  2  Tranche  3 
(Fol.  3r  -10r)  (Fol.  10v  -  16v)  (Fol.  30r  -  38r) 
WHAT  wat  (2) 
WFUTHER  weder  (1) 
WHERE  wer9  (1)  wer  (1) 
WHICH  wyche  (1)  wyche  (1)  wyche  (8) 
WHILE  wyle  (1) 
WHITE  wyte  (1) 
Instances  of  quantitative  hypercorrection  are  decreasing  as  the  text  progresses.  The 
frequency  of  occurrence  of  qualitatively  hypercorrect  forms  also  varies  across  the 
span  of  this  manuscript-text;  tranche  one  contains  102  hypercorrect  forms,  tranche 
two  contains  168  and  tranche  three  contains  only  31  hypercorrect  forms.  These 
results  indicate  that  hypercorrection  cannot  be  sustained  perhaps  because  the  exercise 
317  & 
...  speakers  simply  lack  the  capacity  and  the  motivation  to  devote  to  speech  forms  the  kind  of 
attention  which  is  required  for  the  self-monitoring  associated  with  quantitative  hypercorrection'. 
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of  writing  the  text  becomes  less  formal  for  the  scribe  as  he  progresses  and  becomes 
less  careful. 
This  extreme  example  of  qualitative  hypercorrection  only  emphasises  what  is  taking 
place  in  other  fifteenth  century  manuscripts  that  contain  few  or  no  instances  of  a  <w> 
realisation  of  Old  English  <hw>  and  one  or  two  instances  of  <wh>,  used 
unhistorically,  where  <w>  should  be.  The  overall  pattern  illustrated  on  the  maps 
above  would  tend  to  suggest  that  the  writing  system  and  the  phonological  system  are 
diverging.  The  retention  of  historical  forms  in  written  language,  while  they  are 
disappearing,  or  have  disappeared,  in  spoken  language  is  increasingly  important  to 
fifteenth  century  scribes,  whereas  the  fourteenth  century  scribes,  on  the  whole, 
represent  their  spoken  language  more  closely  using  orthographic  symbols.  Such  a 
development  is  to  be  expected  during  a  century  where  literacy  and  book-production 
were  on  the  increase;  indicating  that,  even  though  the  West  Country  can  be  seen  as 
linguistically  conservative,  a  great  deal  of  phonological  information  is  obscured  in 
written  language  due  to  the  standardisation  of  the  written  system  and  the  divergence 
of  written  and  spoken  modes  of  language. 
5.2  Southwestern  voicing  of  voiceless  fricatives 
Some  other  important  consonantal  written  features  that  provide  information  about 
West-Country  phonology  will  now  be  considered,  in  Particular  the  voicing  of 
voiceless  stops  and  fricatives. 218 
Based  on  the  relative  frequency  of  occurrence  of  certain  spelling  forms  in  a  sample 
of  London  and  West-Country  documents,  Matthews  'tentatively'  suggested  some 
features  that  might  be  considered  to  be  southwestern.  3  18  Among  these  are: 
1.  The  voicing  of  initial  consonants  p,  sand  v  (particularly  the  two  latter). 
2.  The  loss  of  initial  y,  development  of  initial  y. 
3.  Written  <f>  where  <gh>  is  used  elsewhere 
4.  Loss  of  initial  w,  development  of  initial  w. 
Not  all  of  these  features  are  specifically  southwestern.  It  is  rather  the  case  that  these 
forms  might  be  found  more  frequently  in  the  West  Country  than  in  other  areas  in  the 
south  of  England,  perhaps  because  these  features  were  more  frequently  preserved  in 
the  phonology  of  West-Country  dialects. 
One  of  the  most  important  features  of  present  day  southwestern  dialects  is  the 
voicing  of  voiceless  fricative  and  plosive  sounds.  During  the  data-collection  phase  of 
this  study,  words  falling  into  five  categories  of  consonantal  voicing  were  collected. 
Both  word-initial  and  any  word-medial  instances  were  recorded.  Evidence  of 
hypercorrect  devoicing  of  voiced  fricatives  and  plosives  was  also  included,  as  it  was 
assumed  to  be  indicative  of  the  same  phenomenon.  Examples  of  voicing  collected 
were 
*  Use  of  <v>  for  <f>  and  <f>  for  <v>. 
*  Use  of  <s>  for  <z>  and  <z>  for  <s>. 
*  Use  of  <t>  for  <d>  and  <d>  for  <t>. 
e  Use  of  <b>  for  <p>  and  <p>  for  <b>. 
Use  of  <g>  for  <k>  and  <k>  for  <g>. 
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It  is  obvious  that  medieval  written  evidence  does  not  present  the  full  picture  where 
voicing  of  voiceless  fricatives  and  plosives  is  concerned.  It  was  only  occasionally 
that  scribes  used  spellings  indicating  their  use  of  a  voiced  sound  where  a  voiceless 
sound  would  be  expected.  In  chapter  3,  it  was  shown  that  voicing  of  fricatives  and 
plosives  has  been  a  systemic  feature  of  West  Country  phonology  at  least  since  the 
medieval  period  and  was  possibly  a  feature  of  Saxon  phonology  before  the  Saxon 
invasion  of  Britain.  At  the  beginning  of  the  present  study,  it  was  also  shown  that  the 
presence  of  fricative  and  plosive  voicing  in  Old  English  phonology  was,  in  all 
probability,  masked  by  the  writing  system.  It  was  only  during  the  Middle  English 
period  that  these  features  became  phonemic  and  thereafter  apparent  in  written 
language. 
During  the  late  medieval  period,  the  presence  of  hypercorrect  forms  suggests  that 
scribes  were  monitoring  their  written  language  and  attempting  to  remove  certain 
forms  that  they  perceived  to  be  peculiar  to  their  dialect  or  generally  undesirable.  In 
maps  34  -  38,  there  are  seventeen  examples  of  hypercorrect  <f>  for  <v>,  one 
example  of  hypercorrect  <c>  /s/  for  <3>  /z/,  one  example  of  hypercorrect  <c>  for  <g> 
and  one  example  of  hypercorrect  <t>  for  <d>.  As  was  the  case  with  the  use  of 
hypercorrect  <wh>  for  historical  <w>,  the  later  the  text,  the  more  likely  it  is  that 
hypercorrection  will  occur. 220 
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The  most  common  example  of  the  voicing  of  voiceless  consonants,  involves  the 
voiceless  labio-dental  fricative  /f/.  Over  sixty  percent  of  West-Country  manuscript- 
texts  presented  evidence  of  this  phenomenon.  As  might  be  expected,  older  texts  such 
as  Cotton  Cxiii,  Harley  2277  and  Rawlinson  655  presented  a  significant  number  of 
instances  of  these  features,  between  eight  and  twenty-four,  while  other,  later  texts, 
tended  to  have  less  than  five  instances.  One  marked  exception  to  this  trend  was  the 
Yatton  churchwardens'  accounts,  which  presented  eighty-four  instances  of  <v>  for 
<f>;  the  majority  of  these,  seventy-two,  are  instances  of  the  preposition  FOR,  spelled 
<vor>  and  belong  to  accounts  written  by  John  Hillman.  It  is  possible  that  the 
parochial  function  of  churchwardens'  accounts  would  cause  the  scribe  to  neglect  to 
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monitor  his  written  language  for  dialectal  forms.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  Matthews 
uses  churchwardens'  accounts  in  his  study  of  late  medieval  and  Renaissance  English 
in  the  West  Country  and  in  London.  3  19  No  examples  of  hypercorrection  were  found 
in  the  Yatton  texts. 
Apart  from  this,  it  is  only  in  the  oldest  texts  (Cotton  Cxiii,  Harley  2277  and 
Rawlinson  655)  that  no  hypercorrect  forms  were  recorded.  In  fifteenth  century  texts, 
excepting  the  Yatton  churchwarden's  accounts,  one  is  equally  as  likely  to  come 
across  a  hypercorrect  form  as  an  instance  of  dialectal  voicing.  Words  exhibiting  the 
voicing  and  hypercorrect  devoicing  common  to  southwestern  phonology  are  noted 
below: 
<v>  for  <D- 
<vy/if/ve>  'five'  (10) 
<verd(e)(n)>  'fared'  (8) 
<vast>  'fast'  (6) 
<veche>  'fetch'  (3) 
<volde>  'fold'  (2) 
<verthe>  'fourth'  (1) 
<VOUPP>  'fold  up'  (1) 
<vele>  'feel'  (1) 
<an  vewe>  'a  few'  (1) 
vyfthe  'fifth'  (3)  <vifty>  'fifty'  (3) 
<ivare(n)>  'fared'  (5)  <vor(e)>  'for'  (10) 
<ver(r)e>  far'  (3)  <to/bi-vore>  'before'  (3) 
<vel/volle>  'full'  (3)  <vy/ust(e)>  'fist'  (2) 
<vre>  'free'  (2)  <ivostered>  'fostered'(1) 
<vorb>  'forth'  (1)  <verlich>  'quickly'  (1) 
<va3nede>  'fastened'  (1)  -estedeuast>  '  steadfast'(  I 
<tweM>  'twelve'  (1)  <VOX>  'fox"  (1) 
<vynde>  'find'  (1)  <varmynge>  'forining'  (1) 
319  See  Matthews  1939:  194 222 
Hypercorrect 
forms 
<fochesaf(e)>  'vouchsafe'  (6)  <haf>  'have'  (3)  <abofe>  'above'  (2) 
<ffysage>  'visage'  (2)  <refewe>  creview'  (1)  <to  safe>  'to  save'  (1) 
<thryffe>  'thrive'  (1)  <filony>  'villainy'  (1)  <schafe>  (-shave'(1) 
<repref>  greprieve'  (1)  <Oys>  cvoice'  (1) 
Those  words  where  the  voicing  of  the  labio-dental  fricative  is  represented  are  almost 
all  of  Germanic  origin,  only  'forming'  comes  from  an  Old  French  root,  forme.  In 
contrast,  those  words  that  are  hypercoffccted  from  historically  accurate  spellings 
representing  /v/  to  spellings  representing  &  are  mainly  of  French  origin,  this 
includes:  vouchsafe,  visage,  review,  save,  villainy,  reprieve  andvoice.  320  Four  words 
of  Germanic  origin  have,  above,  thrive  and  shave  are  also  hypercorrected.  This 
would  appear  to  support  the  notion  of  a  Saxon  origin  of  the  voicing  of  voiceless 
fricatives  as  well  as  indicating  a  scribal  awareness  of  linguistic  register. 
It  is  well  known  that,  at  the  beginning  of  the  thirteenth  century,  borrowed  French 
words  beginning  with  /v/  caused  the  phonemicisation  of  /v/  and  1V  in  northern 
dialects  of  English.  In  the  North,  the  voicing  or  voicelessness  of  fricatives  had 
always  been  contextually  conditioned  with  voiceless  sounds  in  word-initial  position 
and  voiced  sounds  word-medially.  321  In  the  South,  the  influx  of  French  loan-words 
seems  to  have  had  a  very  different  effect  on  phonology  and  orthography,  as  initial 
voiced  fricatives  had  always  been  part  of  the  Saxon  phonological  system. 
""  Moore  et  al  1935:  15  also  make  this  observation. 
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Both  fourteenth  and  fifteenth  century  scribes  of  a  significant  number  of  West- 
Country  manuscript-texts,  occasionally  represent  'historical'  <>  as  <v>.  Where 
fifteenth  century  scribes  come  across  words  of  French  origin  spelled  with  <v>,  some 
of  them  hypercorrect  this  <v>  to  <f>.  It  is  probable  that  these  scribes  were  assuming 
that  the  occurrence  of  initial  /v/  was  an  incorrect  adaptation  of  the  foreign  word  to 
their  own  phonology,  in  which  /f/  is  habitually  voiced.  Therefore,  even  though  the 
voiced  labio-dental  fricative  was  also  part  of  French  phonology,  its  use  appears  to 
have  been  strongly  associated  with  words  of  Germanic  origin.  The  phenomenon  of 
fricative  voicing  was  also  evidently  looked  at  in  a  pejorative  way.  Hypercorrection  is 
a  sociolinguistic  phenomenon  and  it  occurs  where  speakers  perceive  another  spoken 
variety  to  be  of  greater  prestige  than  their  own.  Concerning  the  influence  of  Norman 
French  on  Middle  English,  Smith  tells  us: 
'Social  class  does  not  seem  to  have  been  distinguished  by  dialect  or  accent  in 
the  generations  preceding  Chaucer;  rather,  English-speakers  who  wished  to 
mark  their  social  distinctiveness  during  the  fourteenth  century  seem  to  have 
adopted  the  expedient  of  studding  their  language  with  French-derived 
vocabulary'.  322 
It  would  appear  that,  in  the  late  medieval  period,  West-Country  scribes,  in  their 
written  language  at  least,  often  took  the  further  precaution  of  purging  voiced  labio- 
dental  fricatives  from  their  French-derived  vocabulary.  As  Moore  et  al  observe: 
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(....  v-forms  were  obviously  dialectal  and  professional  clerks  and  scribes,  at 
least  after  1400,  might  very  well  wish  to  avoid  them  altogether.  323 
Hewett's  observations  of  hypercorrect  &  for  /v/  in  late  nineteenth  century  English 
(reported  in  chapter  3),  tends  to  suggest  that  this  feature  could  well  have  manifested 
itself  in  spoken  as  well  as  written  medieval  English. 
According  to  Moore  et  al,  a  pattern  emerges  whereby  the  representation  of  a  voiced 
initial  labio-dental  fticative  is  more  likely  when  the  word  begins  a  phrase  or  is 
preceded  by  a  voiced  sound.  <v>  for  <f>  is  less  likely  where  the  previous  word  ends 
in  a  voiceless  sound.  324  The  notion  that  the  presence  of  [v]  for  [f]  is due  to  some  sort 
of  phonetic  assimilation  is  not  a  completely  convincing  argument. 
A  study  was  made  of  the  accounts  of  John  Ifillman  (a  churchwarden  at  Yatton),  as  a 
large  number  of  occurrences  of  <v>  for  <f>  are  to  be  found  in  these  texts.  Due  to  the 
presence  of  the  inflectional  ending  <e>  there  are  very  few  instances  where  A/  is  not 
preceded  by  a  voiced  sound.  If  the  inflectional  <e>  ending  is  not  pronounced,  then 
there  are  a  number  of  examples  where  <v>  is  written  after  a  voiceless  sound  e.  g.  <... 
to  J.  Meke  vor>,  <drynke  vor>  (3),  <...  to  John  Slyette  vor>,  <...  to  J.  Smythe  vor>. 
In  addition,  there  is  one  example  where  a  <v>  is  clearly  written  after  a  voiceless 
sound  <Hobkys  vor>.  Of  course,  it  is  also  possible  that  although  the  <k>,  <t>  and 
<s>  in  'Meke',  'drynke',  'Slyette'  and  'Hobkys'  are  written  as  voiceless  sounds,  they 
were  voiced  in  spoken  language.  For  this  reason  it  is  difficult  to  derive  contextual 
information  from  written  language  as  Moore  et  al  have  done.  It  is  interesting  to  note 
323  Moore  et  al  1935:  15 
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that  the  one  instance  where  'for'  is  spelled  <for>  occurs  after  a  word  that  ends  in  the 
letter  <v>,  <...  to  R.  Reve  for>.  What  is  more  likely,  is  that  certain  words  according 
to  their  etymologies  are  considered  to  be  more  acceptable  written  with  a  <v>  than 
others.  Certain  words  are  written  with  a  voiced  fricative  more  frequently  than  others, 
in  particular  the  word  'five'  and  its  derivatives.  The  only  recorded  instance  of  the 
voicing  of  initial  voiceless  labio-dental  fricatives  in  Old  English  is  also  the  word 
<Uif>.  325  'five',  written  It  is  not  clear  why  this  particular  word  should  be  more 
acceptable  beginning  with  <v>  than  other  words,  other  than  the  fact  that  it  is 
frequently  used.  Other  words  commonly  represented  with  initial  voicing  in  medieval 
West-Country  texts  are  forms  of  the  verb  'to  fare'  and  the  preposition  'for'.  Moore  et 
al's  second  explanation  for  the  presence  of  <v>  spellings,  or rather  their  absence  in 
most  words,  is  that  scribe's  avoided  representing  dialectal  features  in  their  written 
language  and  this  is  far  more  plausible. 
A  number  of  surnames  beginning  with  <v>  <Vord>  'Ford',  <Vallew>  'Falew',  326 
<Vysser>  'Fischer  027  and  <Valocks/e>  'Falock(s)'  from  the  Yatton  documents  have 
not  been  included  in  the  table  above,  as  there  was  no  way  of  verifying  that  they  are 
not  historical  forms  of  these  names;  although  it  is  likely  that  they  too  exhibit  voicing. 
One  interesting  instance  of  voicing  or  devoicing  in  the  South  West  concerns  the 
name  Fortiger.  King  Fortiger  is  a  character  found  in  Arthurian  texts  and  variations  on 
this  name  are  found  in  Cotton  Cxiii,  Ashmole  33  and  Arundel  22.  The  name/  title  is 
derived  from  that  of  the  British  King  Vortigern  who  ruled  during  the  first  half  of  the 
fifth  century  and  who  features  in  the  works  of  Bede  and  Geoffrey  of  Monmouth.  In 
Cotton  Cxiii  and  Arundel  22,  he  is  referred  to  as  <Vortiger>,  but  in  Ashmole  33,  the 
325  See  page  140  approx 
326  Previous  churchwardens.  (John  Wyke  and  John  Nede)  record  a  payment  to  'Jon  Falew. 
327  Previous  churchwardens  (John  Wyke  and  John  Nede)  record  a  payment  to  'Jon  Fyscher', 226 
name  is  written  <Fortiger>.  It  is  possible  that  certain  scribes  might  have  interpreted 
the  initial  voiced  fricative  at  the  beginning  of  the  Celtic  name  'Vortigern'  as  a  feature 
of  southern  English  dialect  --  as  is  probably  exhibited  in  the  surnames  listed  above  -- 
and  correcled  it  to  a  voiceless  labio-dental  fricative.  In  this  way,  due  to  the  presence 
of  initial  fricative  voicing  in  Saxon  derived  dialects  and  the  action  of  hypercorrection 
in  written  language,  a  Celtic  historical  figure,  Vortigern,  reappears  in  medieval 
folklore  as  King  Fortiger. 
<s>  for  <z> 
<3ee>  'sea' 
"ho  b  T 
x<  -j*,  sie 
<soJrlfl3e>  'sacrifice' 
x 
Cý  'some' 
<3yne>  'saint'  1. 
<va  3iede>  'fastened'  4x 
I'MV,  voice,  x 
<cr  0-0ý:  ý,.  cross-.  - 
x 
'-'  - 
xL 
Xr 
<a3en  ý, 
-  against'  <prineý> 
'prince' 
<y3e>  'saw'  \,,,  A  <ncrthelcý> 
3%%.  ýnevertheless' 
<nothele-S> 
'nonetheless' 
x 
x 
<noyce>  X  '4 
'noise'  'Ys>  *si  S' 
.pIe. 
<pie  > 
x 
Instances  of  --3>  for 
<s>  and  hypercorrei 
forms. 
Map  35:  Inslances  ofspellings  indicating  the  voicing  q/'//'s/  to,  ±,  'and  devoicing  oj'z,  "-:  71 
toXv. 
Spellings  that  indicate  the  use  of  /z/  for  historical  /s/  are  less  common  in  the  West 
Country  than  /v/  for  1V  spellings.  Twenty-three  manuscript  texts  show  no  evidence  of 
this  type  of  voicing.  Examples  are  word-initial,  word-media]  and  word  final 
including  <jyne>  'saint',  <3ee>  'sea',  <ýome>  'some',  <3yx>  'six',  <:  3enewys> 227 
-  sinews',  <y3e>  'saw',  <va3nede>  'fastened',  <hov,  3>  'house',  <croip  'cross',  <voip 
(-voice',  <prine3>  'prince',  <nerthele3>  'nevertheless',  <nothelep  'none  the  less', 
<Sacrifize>  'sacrifice',  <fur3t>  'first',  <a3en3.  >  &against'.  Hypercorrection  is  difficult 
to  detect  for  the  /z/  phoneme,  as  few  English  words  begin  with  /z/  and  there  is  often 
no  attempt  made  to  orthographically  differentiate  between  word-final  /s/  and  /Z1,  both 
being  written  <s>  or  <J>.  There  are  only  two  clear  instances  of  hypercorrection  and 
these  occur  in  Add.  11748,  <noyce>  for  'noise'  and  <plece>  for  'please'.  Both 
e  noise'  and  'please'  are  words  derived  from  French,  but  contrary  to  this,  from  the  list 
of  spellings  indicating  fricative  voicing  prince,  voice  and  sacrifice  are  French 
derived. 
Two  texts  that  were  surveyed  from  printed  editions,  the  Yatton  churchwarden's 
accounts  and  the  letters  of  John  Shillingford,  contained  examples  of  <z>  graphemes 
(rather  than  <p).  Considering  that  all  other  examples  of  evidence  of  /z/  were 
represented  by  the  grapheme  <3>;  use  of  <z>  has  been  assumed  to  be  an  editorial 
emendation  and  these  graphs  have  been  changed  back  to  <3>  on  the  map  and  in  the 
word-list  above.  The  <z>  graph  only  occurs  in  one  text  that  was  surveyed  from  a 
microfilm  of  the  manuscript,  Harley  2383,  and  therefore  it  would  appear  that  the  <z> 
grapheme  was  very  rare  in  the  West  Country  during  the  medieval  period. 228 
5.3  Voicing  of  voiceless  plosives 
<g>  for  <k> 
<  drynge> 
4drynge>'drU&' 
dryngg>  q 
<st  ml+e  x  >,  st1qngth, 
<bagbytyng> 
x  <bagbytyste> 
xx  <bagbyte> 
ý'bagbytyng>  X 
X  'backbiting> 
xx 
<pyng>  <crete> 
x 
x 
=> 
'think' 
<twingelyng> 
x  grea 
x 
twinkW 
x 
<stang 
x  xx  'stank' 
<gowde> 
x 
x 
'could' 
Instances  of  <g>  for 
<c>  and  <c/k>  for  <g,  - 
Allap  36:  Instances  ofspellings  indicating  the  voicing  of  11k1  to  Ig/  and  devoicing  (ýfýlgl 
to,,  Ikl. 
From  medieval  West-Country  written  evidence,  the  voicing  of  plosive  sounds 
appears  to  have  been  a  much  less  common  feature  than  the  voicing  of  fricatives. 
Although  Matthew  identified  the  voicing  of  /p/  to  ibl  as  a  particularly  southwestern 
feature  during  the  late  medieval  to  early  modern  period;  it  is  the  voicing  of  /k/  to  /g/ 
that  is  most  commonly  represented  in  written  evidence  used  in  this  study. 
Words  ending  in  nk  seem  to  have  been  prone  to  undergoing  this  phenomenon, 
especially  the  word  drink  <  OE  drincan.  Six  instances  of  the  word  drink  spelled 
<drynge>  or  <dryngg>,  are  found  between  two  northern  Somerset  manuscripts.  In 
northeastern  Devon,  one  instance  of  <ýyng>  for  Mink  <  OE  1)en6an,  is  also  found.  in 229 
eastern  Devon  <twyngelyng>  <  OE  twinclian  is  found  and  in  southeastern  Devon, 
one  example  of  <stang>  for  stank  from  OE  stinean. 
Hypercorrect  instances  of  -nk  clusters  can  also  be  found  in  the  medieval  West 
Country.  In  Longleat  55,  localised  to  Bath  in  the  north  east  of  Somerset,  two 
instances  of  <strenký/the>  <  OE  strengu  were  found.  Dobson  has  nothing  to  say 
about  the  voicing  of  /nk/  to  /ngl,  but  reports  that  devoicing  of  /ng/  to  /nk/  occurs 
sporadically  in  late  Old  English.  According  to  Dobson,  during  the  Middle  English 
period  the  devoicing  of  /ng/  to  /nk/  belongs  to  the  northwest  Midlands,  but  during  the 
early  Modem  period,  it  is  a  'widespread  vulgarism'.  328 
The  /k/  sound  in  the  word  'backbite'  also  seems  to  have  been  commonly  undergone 
voicing  <bagbyt->  is  found  seven  times  in  total  in  two  different  manuscripts. 
Aside  from  this,  one  instance  of  word-initial  plosive  voicing  is  found  in  Dorset, 
namely  <gowde>  for  'could',  and  one  instance  of  orthographic  evidence  for 
hypercorrect  devoicing  in  found  in  southern  Somerset  <crete>  for  'great'  in  Add. 
11748  where  <noice>  and  <plece>  were  also  found  for  'noise'  and  'please' 
respectively. 
328  Dobson  1957:  942  §336 230 
<d>  for  <t> 
IS- 
xx 
xxx  x 
xxx 
<thrade>  <budon> 
'thre=ateW  'buttaW  Xx 
x  <PXolt>  x 
x  'proud' 
x 
l-, 
JUL. 
x  x  histances  of  <d>  for  <t> 
and  <t>  ror  <d>. 
x 
Map  37.  Instances  ofspellings  indicating  the  voicing  ofltl  to  Idl  and  devoicingofldl 
to  Al 
Spelling  evidence  indicating  the  presence  of  the  voicing  of  /t/  to  /d/  is  only  found  in  a 
restricted  area  in  western  Somerset  and  eastern  Devon.  From  this  small  amount  of 
evidence,  it  is  not  possible  to  assess  whether  this  distribution  indicates  the  presence 
of  a  dialectal  area.  Unlike  the  case  of  the  voicing  of  the  voiceless  labio-dental 
fricative,  there  is  no  clear  pattern  relating  to  the  origin  of  words,  two  are  of  French 
origin  button  and  proud,  one  is  of  Old  English  origin  threaten  and  one  is  of  Arabic 
origin  sultan. 231 
<b>  for  <p> 
<canAi',,  -c  - 
<11)loCk>  *bl,. 
7X 
Xx 
X  <Jubiter> 
x 
x 
xx- 
rýl 
<babtysid> 
<Jubiter> 
x 
xx 
x 
hWances  of  <b>  for  <p> 
and  <p>  for  <b>. 
x 
Map  38:  Instances  ofspellings  indicating  the  voicing  oflpl  to  Al  and  devoicing  oflbl 
to  /p/ 
Instances  of  <b>  for  historical  <p>  are  fairly  rare  and  are  found  in  medieval  texts  that 
are  dispersed  throughout  Devon  and  Somerset.  In  two  separate  manuscript  texts,  the 
word  'Jupiter"  is  spelled  <Jubiter>,  'Constantinople'  is  written  <constantinoble>,  the 
Latin  derived  words  'canopy'  and  'baptised'  are  written  <canybe>  (six  times)  and 
<babtysid>  respectively  and  the  French  derived  word  'block'  is hypercorrected  once 
to  'plock'.  All  of  the  words  exhibiting  voicing  are  foreign  loan-words. 232 
5.4  Glide  Insertion:  insights  into  phonemicisation 
from  written  evidence. 
5.4.1  Word-initial  palatal  glide  insertion 
As  has  already  been  suggested  in  chapter  3,  one  important  phonological  feature  of 
medieval  West-Country  pronunciation  is  the  presence  of  an  initial  palatal  glide 
before  front  mid-close  and  mid-open  vowels.  Where  this  phenomenon  has  survived 
today,  it  mainly  involves  the  replacement  of  /h/  with  /j/  in  the  West  Country, 
although  Dobson  draws  our  attention  to  the  fact  that  Daniel  Jones'  Englis 
Pronouncing  Dictionaly  contains  the  entry: 
'ear,  -s  io  [rarely  jo],  -z.  '  329 
The  LAE  identifies  that,  in  the  words  BEAR  and  BEAT,  spoken  realisations 
beginning  with  a  palatal  glide  0],  rather  than  a  glottal  fricative  [h],  were  found  in 
parts  of  the  West  Country  and  nowhere  else  (please  refer  to  map  15).  This  might  be 
seen  as  a  combination  of  sound-changes:  the  loss  of  initial  /h/  (a  common  occurrence 
in  a  number  of  non-standard  varieties  of  English)  and  then  the  development  of  a 
palatal  glide  before  the  front-vowel.  The  sound-change  might  also  be  the  result  of  a 
more  complex  process  of  palatalisation,  from  a  glottal  fricative  to  a  palatal  fricative 
and  from  there,  through  a  process  of  laxing,  to  a  palatal  glide  /h/  r*  [ý]  r*  /j/. 
329  Jones1917:  120 233 
A  contemporary  and  informant  of  Alexander  Ellis's,  the  native  of  western  Somerset, 
F.  T.  Elworthy,  provides  some  interesting  insights  into  this  shift  from  initial  palatal 
glide  insertion  to  glottal  fricative  replacement.  Elworthy  notes  that  the  words 
'heifer',  'heath',  'hearth',  'heat'  and  'hear/here'  all  often  begin  with  a  palatal  glide  in 
a  West-Country  pronunciation  . 
330  He  specifically  repudiates  the  claim  of  a  friend  and 
fellow  West  Countryman,  Professor  Spencer  Baynes  of  St.  Andrews  Universiv,  31 
that  the  phenomenon  occurs  often  in  unaspirated  words  such  as  'east',  'earn',  'earth', 
g  early',  'eat',  'ale'  and  'arm'.  332  As  will  be  shown  later  in  this  section,  at  least  five  of 
the  words  identified  by  Professor  Baynes  appear  in  medieval  texts  with  spellings 
indicating  the  presence  of  initial  palatal  glide  insertion. 
In  chapter  3,  examples  of  initial  palatal  -glide  insertion  were  traced  from  the  twentieth 
century  back  to  the  medieval  period.  The  purpose  of  this  was  to  separate  those 
pronunciations  that  are  stereotypically  southwestern  now,  but  were  general  southern 
features  during  the  medieval  period  from  those  forms  that  have  been  typically 
southwestem  from  at  least  the  medieval  period  onwards.  One  particular  study  by 
MattheWS333  was  used  as  evidence,  because  it  compared  late  medieval  and  early 
modem  documents  in  both  London  and  the  West  Country.  In  this  way,  it  was 
possible  for  Matthews  to  identify  those  forms  he  considered  to  be  strictly 
southwestern  at  that  time  and  those  that  were  not.  Initial  palatal  glide  insertion  is  not 
generally  thought  of  as  a  typical  southwestern  feature  today.  Indeed,  the 
palatalisation/  replacement  of  glottal  fricatives  with  a  palatal  glide  is  more  common, 
but  is  still  a  rare  feature.  On  the  other  hand,  initial  palatal-glide  insertion  was 
...  It  is  possible  that  the  words  BEAR  and  HEAT  were  chosen  by  the  LAE  editors,  because  of 
evidence  from  nineteenth  century  studies  such  as  Elworthy's. 
331  unfortunately  Professor  Baynes'  presentation  does  not  appear  to  have  been  published.  332  Elworthy  1879:  216 
333  Matthews  1939 234 
identified  by  Matthews  primarily  as  a  southwestern  feature  of  the  medieval  and 
early-modem  period.  Matthews  reports  that,  while  initial  palatal  glide  insertion  is  to 
be  found  in  London  documents  of  this  period,  it  is  very  rare,  whereas  this  type  of 
glide  insertion  is  comparatively  common  in  the  West  Country.  Dobson,  on  the  other 
hand,  believes  that  the  development  of  a  palatal  glide  is  not  specifically  related  to 
West-Country  English  and  that  it  is  a  phenomenon  found  throughout  England  during 
the  medieval  and  early  modem  period: 
'...  the  development  (of  the  initial  palatal  glide)  is  widespread  throughout 
,  334 
England;  (Kihlbom)  rightly  rejects  Luicles  view  that  it  is  South-western... 
According  to  Dobson,  initial  palatal  glide  insertion  was  a  feature  found  throughout 
medieval  England,  even  in  educated  speech  and  it  was  only  during  the  late  sixteenth 
century  that  this  feature  started  to  be  considered  as  vulgar  or  provincial.  It  is  perhaps 
for  this  reason  that  it  has  almost  disappeared,  even  in  the  West  Country  today. 
A  preliminary  search  of  the  online  Middle  English  Compendium  335  as  well  as  the 
evidence  gathered  by  KihIbOM336  of  glide  insertion  in  medieval  English,  show  that 
this  phenomenon  can  be  found  in  texts  from  counties  in  all  areas  of  England,  (please 
see  map  39).  No  systematic  collection  of  data  concerning  this  sound-change  has  been 
carried  out,  so  it  is  difficult  to  say  whether  texts  localisable  to  other  counties  might 
also  exhibit  this  feature.  Nevertheless,  the  spread  of  instances  of  this  feature  tend  to 
suggest  that  it  could  be  present  throughout  medieval  England. 
334  Dobson  1968  vol.  H:  994  (footnote  3). 
335  University  of  Nfichigan  URL  http:  //ets-umdl.  umich.  edu/nVmect 
336  Kihlbom  1926:  77-87 235 
Allap  39:  Allap  of  the  counties  qf  England  containing  localised  medieval  texts  with 
, spelling  variants  rqflecting  the  insertion  (-?  fan  initial  palatal  glide  býfore  aftow 
vowel. 
initial  palatal  glide  insertion  is  reflected  in  spellings  found  in  the  York  plays,  the 
Ayenbite  of  In  (Canterbury,  Kent)  and  the  Paston  letters  from  Norfolk  as  well  as 
the  West-Country  texts  of  the  present  study,  so  it  can  truly  be  said  to  be  a  wide- 
spread  feature  in  medieval  English.  This  is  supported  by  Kihlbom's  observation  that: 
'...  these  spellings  with  protheticy...  or  omission  of  etymological  y  initially,  are, 
though  always  occasional,  fairly  cornmon  in  Middle  English  texts,  especially 
from  the  later  Middle  English  period;  they  occur  in  documents  from  every  part 
of  the  country  -  West  and  East,  South  and  North-  ,  337 
337  Kihlbom  1926.81 236 
The  following  list  of  words  can  be  gleaned  from  Kihibom,  s  study  of  documentHY 
texts  from  Norfolk,  London,  Kent  and  the  West  Country.  These  have  been  grouped 
according  to  their  being  reflexes  of  OE  monophthongs  and  diphthongs.  Also 
recorded  by  Kihlbom  were  forms  where  etymological  <y>  was  omitted  and  forms 
where  the  glottal  fricative  <h>  was  replaced  with  either  <y>  or  <3>.  Those  marked  in 
bold  were  found  in  West-Country  texts  surveyed  for  the  present  study: 
PROTHETIC  'Y'  AND  OMISSION  OF  INITIAL 
ETYMOLOGICAL  Y 
ýc  reflexes 
yeny'tnig'ANY 
3erre  'ikror'  BEFORE 
3erly,  3arly,  3erlyche  'trlic'  EARLY 
yemyng'tm'EARNING 
3er,  3ar  'tr'  ERE 
3er-while  ERWHILE 
3ewyn,  yenne,  Wytson  yeuyn,  Wyttson  yeve,  yeven  lefen'  EVENING 
'tfen'EVENING 
3er  Wre'  EVER 
ea  reflexes 
gierd,  gerd  'eard'  COUNTRY 
yere  'Ear'  EAR  (of  com) 
3erwygge  EARWIG 
yeke,  3eke,  3ekun  'eac'  EKE/LIKEWISE 
yeelyd  EYELID 
3en  EYES 
yelde,  yield  'eald'  OLD 
yem'zam'UNCLE 
eo  reflexes 
behend'beyeondan'  BEYOND 
ycrle,  3ierles  'corle'  EARL 
yerth,  yarthe,  3erthly  'corbe'  EARTH 237 
3euery  'eofer'  EVERY 
Nfiddle  English  e 
yese/3eesyt  EASED 
3eesy  EASY 
3ete  letan'  EAT 
3end,  3ynde,  yend,  yeynd,  Graves3end  'endel  END 
geuelic,  geuelike  lefenelic'  EVEN 
3euelfuly'yfle'EVILFULLY 
yelles  'elles'  OTHERWISE 
HvDercorrection 
eme'gi-eme,  game'  CARE 
erdys  YARDS 
ere,  new  eris  day,  new  erys  day  YEAR 
erly  YEARLY 
elde,  eild  YIELD 
H-loss/Palatalisation 
3el(e),  3elid  HEAL 
3ere'Neran'HEAR 
yeres  HEARSE 
3et  'Mtan'  HEAT 
3eýun'hkben'  HEATHEN 
3ed(e)  'Wan'  BEED 
3erbys,  yerbis  HERBS 
3erd'heord'HERD/SHEPBERD 
Given  the  evidence  presented  above,  it  is  interesting  that  both  Luick  and  Matthews 
should  identify  initial  palatal  glide  insertion  as  being  a  southwestern  feature.  One 
possible  explanation  for  this,  is  that  this  feature  of  spoken  language  manifests  itself 
more  frequently  in  southwestern  texts  than  in  texts  from  other  parts  of  the  country. 
This  is  perhaps  due  to  the  parochial  function  of  written  language  in  this  geographical 
area  during  the  southwestern  medieval  period.  Another  explanation  might  be  that 
initial  glide-insertion  was  more  common  in  this  part  of  England  and  took  longer  to 238 
die  out  there.  It  has  already  been  shown,  in  the  LAE,  that  the  West  Country  was  the 
only  area  in  England  where  the  initial  phoneme  in  HEAT  and  HEAR  were 
pronounced  /j/  during  the  twentieth  century  and  Cornwall  was  the  only  area  where 
loss  of  initial  /j/  in  YEAR  occurred.  Wakelin  points  out  that,  although  word  initial 
palatal  glide  insertion  and  omission  are  to  be  found  both  in  the  west  and  east  of 
twentieth  century  England,  it  is  prevalent  in  the  West.  Wakelin  suggests  that: 
'...  these  forms  are  merely  relic  manifestdtions  of  a  once  more  widespread 
feature. 
038 
It  is  likely  that,  although  this  feature  was  to  be  found  throughout  medieval  England, 
the  phonology  of  the  East  and  North  was  in  the  process  of  changing,  leaving  the 
South  West  with  archaic  forms  such  as  initial  glide  insertion  from  the  medieval 
period  onwards. 
5.4.1.1  Initial  palatal  glide  insertion  in  medieval  West-Country 
manuscripts 
A  number  of  words  containing  the  OE  jo  diphthong  were  added  to  the  questionnaire 
used  in  the  present  study  in  order  to  elicit  medieval  English  spelling  reflexes  of  this 
diphthong  which  often  underwent  the  sound  change  jo  >y  >  u.  It  was  found  that  one 
of  these  items,  EARTH,  elicited  spelling  forms  beginning  with  <y>  and  <3>. 
Although  the  word  EARL,  also  on  the  questionnaire,  therefore  might  have  been 
expected  to  elicit  spellings  with  an  initial  <y>  or  <3>,  it  did  not.  For  the  word-item 
338  Wakelin  1977:  94 239 
OLD,  several  spellings  of  ELDEST,  containing  and  initial  palatal  glide,  were 
collected  and  one  of  OLD  itself. 
In  addition  to  this,  any  further  occurrences  of  spellings  that  showed  initial  palatal 
glide  insertion  were  recorded,  although  not  systematically  as  in  the  questionnaire.  As 
a  result,  the  presence  of  initial  palatal  glide  insertion  was  identified  in  almost  half  of 
the  34  manuscripts  localised  in  LALME  to  the  West  Country  (please  refer  to  map  40 
below). 
A,  Occurm-nee  of 
initial  palahd-glide 
inscrtiom 
XNopskIsfaI-gIkIt 
in.  wrtion 
Map  40:  Map  ofthe  occurrences  ofwordlsyliable-initial  glide  insertion  in  the  West 
Country. 
There  is,  perhaps,  a  slight  distributional  bias  towards  the  western  side  of  the  West 
Country,  as  texts  localised  to  north-eastern  Somerset  and  all  but  the  very  far  west  of 
Dorset  contain  no  occurrences  of  initial  palatal  glide  insertion,  whereas  texts  from 
western  Somerset  and  Devon  contain  the  majority  of  occurrences.  From  the 
representative  tranches  of  each  text,  71  %  of  the  texts  in  Somerset  did  not  contain 
- 
\_ 
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any  instances  of  initial  palatal  glide  insertion,  whereas  in  Devon  the  figure  is  only 
36%.  In  Dorset  there  are  too  few  texts  for  a  percentage  value  to  be  an  accurate 
reflection  of  palatal  glide  insertion  there.  Suffice  to  say  that  only  one  text  at  the 
Devonshire  border  shows  this  feature. 
Examples  of  hypercorrection  were  considered  as  evidence  when  creating  map  40, 
but,  on  the  whole,  glide  insertion  was  found.  Only  a  small  number  of  instances  of 
loss  of  etymological  initial  <y>  were  to  be  found  and  only  in  the  word  YEAR(S). 
This  pronunciation  of  YEAR  seems  to  have  survived  into  present-day  English,  as  the 
LAE  339  illustrates  that  in  Cornwall  'year'  is  often  pronounced  with  a  front-close 
vowel  /i/  rather  than  an  initial  palatal  glide  /j/.  Unlike  with  glide  loss,  a  range  of 
words  was  found  indicating  word-initial  palatal  glide  insertion.  In  particular,  the 
words  EARTH  and  END  seemed  to  exhibit  palatal  glide  insertion  more  often  than 
others;  this  also  seems  to  have  been  the  case  in  Kihlbom's  study. 
Examples  of  spellings  indicating  palatal  glide  insertion  taken  from 
West  Country  texts. 
Front  mid-close: 
3ere,  yers,  yerys  'Ear'  EAR 
yest  'Zast'  EAST 
yete  'etan'  EAT 
yeve,  yeven,  yevensonge  'efen'  EVE 
339  See  map  16. 241 
Front  mid-open  vowel: 
yerly  'trliche'  EARLY 
yerth,  3erthe,  3erýe,  3erliche,  3ourýe,  3urthe,  3urbe  'eorb'  EARTH 
ycftsoncs  'cftsona'  EFTSONES 
yeldest  'ieldest'  ELDEST 
yend,  yende,  3end,  3ende,  a3ende,  'an  end',  yendynge,  yendles  'ende'  END 
<ea>  reflex: 
yold  'eald'  OLD 
/j/  loss: 
erys,  eyO  '3ear'  YEARS 
The  development  of  initial  palatal  glide  insertion 
The  Old  English  vowels  and  diphthongs  in  words  that  are  often  realised  with  an 
initial  palatal  glide  in  certain  Mddle  English  dialects  are  <-t>,  <el'o>,  <eh>  and  <e>. 
During  the  early  West-Saxon  period,  there  was  a  tendency  for  the  diphthongs  AO  and 
&  to  come  to  be  written  <ie>.  This  diphthong  was  unique  to  early  West  Saxon, 
distinguishing  it  both  geographically  from  other  dialects  and  diachronically  from  late 
West  Saxon.  It  is  not  clear  whether  this  <ie>  grapheme  represented  a  diphthong 
beginning  with  a  high  front  vowel  or  whether  it  represented  a  monophthong  vowel 242 
sound,  where  the  first  element  <i>  functioned  like  the  IPA  diacritic  [  j].  340  The  sound 
represented  by  the  <ie>  diphthong  might  therefore  have  been  an  [i]-coloured  /e/ 
vowel,  or,  as  Mitchell  and  Robinson  put  it,  a  vowel  somewhere  in  between  [i]  and 
[e] 
. 
341  The  situation  is  therefore  a  complex  one;  the  presence  of  an  <ie>  diphthong 
fits  in  well  with  the  emergence  of  an  initial  palatal  glide  during  the  medieval  period, 
as  it  only  requires  a  stress  shift  on  the  diphthong  to  take  place.  However,  it  would 
seem  that  this  <ie>  diphthong  only  existed  during  the  early  West  Saxon  period  and 
thereafter  became  contracted  to  either  a  rounded  or unrounded  front  close  vowel  [y] 
or  [i]  respectively. 
One  well-known  example  of  a  stress  shift  creating  an  initial  palatal  glide  from  an  jo 
diphthong  is  the  case  of  the  transition  from  Old  English  <heo>  [he:  o]  to  PDE  <she> 
[fi]  (this  sound-change  will  be  detailed  in  chapter  6).  The  fact  that  there  is 
orthographic  evidence  to  strongly  suggest  that  the  stress-shift  on  an  [eo]  diphthong 
sound-change  occurred  during  the  Middle  English  period  is  a  useful  analogy  for  the 
development  of  an  initial  palatal  glide  at  least  where  OE  eo  is  concerned.  However 
one  point  where  the  <heo>  4  <she>  sound  change  differs  from  initial  palatal  glide 
insertion  is  that  it  is  not  a  word-initial  phenomenon. 
340  See  Hogg  1992:  194  §5.163 
341  Mitchell  &  Robinson  1996:  15  §9  footnote  1. 243 
The  function  of  syllable  boundaries  in  word-initial  glide 
development 
Dobson  proposes  that  glide  insertion  results  from  the  'over-palatalisation'  of  the  first 
part  of  a  front  vowel;  however,  he  does  not  explain  what  this  involves  and  why  this 
should  occur.  Dobson  does  however  usefully  date  the  first  occurrences  of  initial 
palatal  glide  insertion  to  before  1400,  by  pointing  out  that  the  development  of  /e/  to 
/a/  before  /r/  had  not  yet  occurred  in  manuscript  texts  where  the  first  instances  of 
initial  palatal  glide  insertion  are  to  be  found.  342 
Initially,  it  seemed  that  a  word's  ability  to  be  prefixed  by  the  definite  article  might 
have  been  a  strong  influence  on  the  insertion  of  /j/,  as  a  number  of  occurrences  of 
'the  yearth'  'the  yend'  and  'the  yest'  were  found:  <the  3erthe>,  <in  the  3end>,  <In  the 
3ende>,  <the  3ende>,  <the  yend>,  <the  yest>.  The  insertion  of  a  glide  might  have 
been  a  case  of  prothesis;  where  a  glide  develops  in  order  to  smooth  the  transition 
between  and  prevent  the  merger  of  two  high  front  vowels. 
Although  Dobson  does  not  believe  that  hiatus  prevention  is  responsible  for  the 
development  of  a  glide,  he  does,  however,  believe  that  situations  where  a  word  with 
glide-insertion  is  preceded  by  the  definite  article  could  make  the  initial  palatal  glide 
more  prominent.  This  could  be  a  plausible  explanation  for  the  significant  number  of 
instances  of  glide  insertion  where  the  definite  article  is  involved.  One  problem 
Dobson  highlights  regarding  the  theory  that  the  prevention  of  vocalic  hiatus  is  the 
reason  for  the  development  of  an  initial  palatal  glide,  is  that  there  are  examples  of 
342  Dobson  1968  vol.  IT:  993  §429 244 
palatal  glide  insertion  where  the  glide  is  not  preceded  by  a  vowel.  This  can  be  seen  if 
we  compare  lines  taken  from  two  medieval  West-Country  texts  used  in  this  study: 
<the  yest>  and  <oward  be  est  yend  of  bt  cyte>.  In  the  second  example,  the  glide  is 
not  inserted  between  two  vowel  sounds,  but  is  inserted  between  a  voiceless  stop  and 
a  vowel.  There  are  many  other  examples  of  palatal  glide  insertion  where  a  consonant 
precedes  the  vowel  and  this  introduces  a  number  of  problems,  if  we  are  to  accept  that 
a  palatal  glide  developed  from  a  need  to  avoid  a  hiatus.,  Instances  of  palatal  glide 
insertion  after  a  consonant  sound  were  recorded  during  the  initial  stage  of  this  study 
as  is  shown  below: 
<ffor  of  3erlich  343  lif  hit  (bodily  death)  is  an  endyng>,  <oýer  yete  vý  my  bestys  his 
come>,  <right  yerly>,  <al  Halwyn  yeven>,  <At  yevensonge  tyrne>,  <Candlemass 
yeve>,  <he  is  febel  and  yold>  and  possibly  also  <Varouns  (barons)  sayde  3e  (he)>, 
<ýe  nombre  yendys>,  <wý  owte  3ende>  depending  on  whether  the  final  e  in  sayde, 
nombre  and  owte  was  pronounced. 
There  are  also  instances  where  etymological  <y>  is  actually  missing,  creating  a 
hiatus:  <att  be  eyres  endy>. 
There  are  articulatory  mechanisms  that  support  the  hiatus  prevention  theory  and 
suggest  that  a  contextually  conditioned  sound  change,  such  as  word-initial  glide 
insertion,  could  have  become  phonemic  and  therefore  independent  of  the  context  in 
which  it  originally  developed. 
343  c  earthly' 245 
A  number  of  people,  including  LUtZ144  and  Ohala 
'345 
have  applied  the  scale  of 
consonantal  weakness  to  certain  linguistic  phenomena  such  as  syllable  division  and 
consonantal  cluster  reduction.  This  scale  was  first  developed  by  De  Saussure  and 
Jespersen  in  order  to  gauge  consonantal  strength,  using  phonetic  criteria  such  as 
degree  of  the  aperture  between  articulators  or  the  sonority  of  a  sound.  Sonority  is  the 
inherent  and  relative  loudness  of  a  speech  sound  when  it  is  unstressed.  It  has  been 
demonstrated  that,  perhaps  due  to  the  wideness  of  the  aperture  in  weak  sounds  and 
therefore  the  greater  possible  degree  of  articulatory  movement  and  variation;  weak 
speech  sounds  are  more  likely  to  undergo  sound-change  or  to  be  lost.  Lutz  346  has 
used  this  scale  in  order  to  explain  why  certain  sounds  in  English,  in  particular 
positions,  are  inherently  weak  and  likely  to  be  lost  altogether  or  to  undergo  linguistic 
change.  The  scale  of  sonority,  or  consonantal  strength,  runs  from  voiceless  plosives 
at  one  end,  being  the  strongest  sounds,  to  open  or  'low'  vowels  at  the  other,  being  the 
most  sonorous  and  therefore  weakest  sounds  in  the  language.  The  scale  of  sonority  is 
presented  in  figure  22  below.  Vowel  sounds  are  inherently  weaker  than  semi-vowels 
'glides'  such  as  [w]  and  U],  so  that  most  English  speakers  tend  to  class  the  glides  [w] 
and  0]  as  consonant  sounds  rather  than  vowels. 
SONORITY  CONSONANTALSTRENGTH 
voice-  voice-  voiced  voi6ed  nasils  late-rals  r-sounds  high  mid  low 
10  less  less  plosives  frica-  vowels  vowels  vowel. 
plosives  ftica-  tives 
tives 
Figure  22:  The  scale  ofconsonantal  strength  and  weakness  (Lutz  1988:  223). 
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Ohala  1999 
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Syllables  in  English  tend  to  follow  the  pattern  illustrated  in  figure  23.  The  syllable  is 
made  up  of  a  nucleus  plus  an  optional  head  and  coda.  Consonantal  strength  decreases 
towards  the  centre  of  the  nucleus,  so  that  sonorous  sounds  --  mainly  vowels,  but 
sometimes  nasals,  semi-vowels  and  liquids  -  form  the  syllable  nucleus. 
Fl  F-  LAD  CODA 
NUCLEUS 
Figure  23:  Diagram  ofthe  ideal  English  syllable  structure. 
The  head  and  coda  in  English,  and  many  other  languages  tend  to  be  consonant 
sounds  and  the  head  tends  to  have  a  greater  consonantal  strength  than  the  coda.  it  has 
been  demonstrated  that,  in  most  languages,  a  consonant  +  vowel  syllable-structure  is 
preferred,  whereas  other  types  of  syllable  structure  are  becoming  increasingly  rare.  347 
The  development  of  a  glide  is  possible,  even  likely,  where  weak  sounds  like  vowels 
end  and  begin  consecutive  syllables  [ 
...  VIV  ... 
].  Where  this  is  the  case,  the 
isochronicity  of  the  English  language  would  support  the  development  of  a  relatively 
strong  sound  between  the  two  vowels  to  form  an  ideal  syllable  pattern.  It  is  for  this 
reason  that  the  words  orange  and  adder  exist  in  their  present  forms,  even  though  they 
come  from  Middle  English  <norange>  and  <naddre>  respectively.  These  spellings 
and  pronunciations  are  an  unconscious  hypercorrect  reaction  to  the  fact  that  the 
'strong'  n  consonant  is  often  appropriated  to  the  beginning  of  a  following  syllable. 
This  is  demonstrated  in  written  medieval  English  phrases  such  as  <a  nappell  tree>,  348 
347  Ohala  1999:  398 
3"  Found  in  Folio  38v  line  33  of  Add.  35288. 247 
<a  nasse>  349  'an  ass'  and  <a  noynon>350  'an  onion'.  If  scribes  were  to  begin  writing 
<nappell>  outside  of  this  particular  context,  for  example  'the  nappell',  this  would  be 
a  strong  indicator  that  word  initial  n  was  no  longer  a  contextual  feature,  but  had 
become  phonemic.  This  is  what  appears  to  have  been  happening  in  the  case  of  word 
initial  glide  insertion. 
Where  a  word  beginning  with  a  weak  sound  is  preceded  by  a  word  ending  in  a  strong 
sound,  as  in  the  case  of  <all  Halwyn  yeven>,  351  the  strong  sound  tends  to  be 
appropriated  to  the  following  syllable  so  that  the  speaker  actually  utters  'all  hallowee 
neven'.  The  development  of  an  intermediate  glide,  in  this  case,  would  be  superfluous 
to  the  syllabic  and  isochronous  requirements  of  English  and  therefore  its  presence  in 
written  language  seems  to  suggest  that  the  speaker  views  the  word-initial  /j/  as  being 
a  natural  part  of  the  word  evening  and  that  the  contextually  conditioned  insertion  of 
U]  between  front  vowel  sounds  has  become  phonemic. 
To  summarise,  it  is  possible  that  word-initial  glides  developed  in  the  environment 
[  be  I  e/s  ... 
]  and  that  this  sound-change  was  analogically  extended  to  other  non- 
vocalic  environments.  The  small  number  of  instances  of  glide  insertion  spellings 
compared  with  historical  spellings  where  no  glide  is  used  does  not  contradict  this 
theory.  Written  language  at  any  stage  in  its  development  does  not  reflect  phonology 
graph  by  graph,  but  is  a  separate  and  conservative  system.  For  example,  in  the 
instance  of  <  ...  a  euell  deth 
...  >,  use  of  the  indefinite  article  'a',  as  opposed  to  'an', 
implies  the  presence  of  a  consonant  sound  at  the  beginning  of  <evil>  (probably  /j/)  at 
349  Found  in  Harley  2386M. 
350  Found  in  Ashmole  1447. 
351  Moore  1872:  16  Oetter  M 248 
least  in  the  mind  of  the  scribe  while  he  was  writing.  The  scribe  did  not  feel  that  it 
was  appropriate  or  necessary  to  write  the  glide,  perhaps  assuming  that  his  readers 
would  automatically  insert  it  while  they  read. 
5.4.2  Word-initial  glide  loss 
In  addition  to  word-initial  palatal  glide  insertion,  there  is  also  the  southwestern 
phenomenon  of  word-initial  palatal  glide  loss.  It  is  possible  that  this  sound-change  is 
completely  unconnected  to  glide  insertion.  However,  it  is  also  possible  that  one 
phenomenon  is  a  hypercorrect  reaction  to  the  other. 
Initial  palatal  glide  loss  is  a  stereotypical  feature  of  a  southwestern  dialect  in  phrases 
such  as  <Lookee>  for  'look  ye',  as  is  found  in  the  Somerset  squire's  speech  in  Tom 
JoneS352  and  the  Dorset  shepherd's  speech  'He  is  not  good  enough  for  'ee  353  in 
Hardy's  Far  from  the  Madding  Crowd  354 
. 
Elworthy  also  reports,  'will  'ee'  for  'will 
ye  055  and  word-initial  yod-dropping  in  'yet.  YEAR  seems  to  be  the  most  common 
word  where  this  phenomenon  occurs,  being  observed  both  in  the  LAE  and  in  the 
manuscript-texts  of  the  present  study.  The  fact  that  Elworthy  notes  that,  due  to  word- 
initial  glide  insertion,  'here,  hear,  ear  and  year'  are  all  pronounced  alike  in  the  late 
nineteenth  century  West  Country  perhaps  supports  the  likelihood  that  the  omission  of 
etymological  U]  from  year  might  be  a  result  of  hypercorrection.  It  is  plausible  in  this 
case  that  where  a  sound-change  causes  a  number  of  words  to  become  homophones 
352  Fielding  1985:  694  Book  sixteen  chapter  two. 
353  Hardy1993:  20  Chapter  twenty-nine. 
154  In  these  books  'ye'  and  not  'thee'  is  always  used  to  refer  to  singular  and  plural  objects,  so  the 
spellings  can  be  seen  as  an  omission  of  01  and  not  [6] 
355  Elworthy  1879:  216 249 
and  where  there  is  no  longer  an  active  competence  among  speakers,  the  historical 
form  might  lose  its  initial  palatal  glide  to  prevent  semantic  ambiguity. 
5.4.3  Word-initial  labial-velar  glide  insertion 
In  addition  to  word-initial  palatal  glide  insertion,  a  similar,  but  much  more  rare 
feature  found  in  the  medieval  West  Country  is  the  insertion  of  a  labial-velar  glide 
[w]  before  back  vowels.  As  Kihlbom  states: 
'The  general  vulgar  tendency  to  avoid  hiatus  by  introducing  an  on-glide  of  a 
consonantal  nature...  is  by  no  means  confined  to  the  front  vowels.  It  is  at  work 
also  in  the  case  of  the  back  vowels...  Here  the  glide  is  graphically  denoted  by 
<W>.,  )356 
Kihlbom  believes  that  many  examples  of  words  pronounced  with  an  initial  [h]  today, 
but  spelled  <wh>  in  medieval  English  -  and  sometimes  present-day  English  -  testify 
to  word  initial  glide  insertion.  This  creates  a  problem  if  we  are  to  believe  that  labial- 
velar  glides  have  developed  in  order  to  prevent  hiatus.  The  insertion  of  a 
word/syllable  initial  glide  is  not  the  same  type  of  phenomenon  as  glide  insertion  after 
a  fricative.  Although,  graphemically  speaking,  an  <h>  can  be  changed  into  <wh>  by 
adding  a  <w>  graph  before  the  <h>  graph,  the  change  from  /haul/  into  /maul/  actually 
involves  the  insertion  of  a  voiced  labial-velar  glide  between  the  initial  voiceless 
glottal  fricative  /h/  and  the  diphthong.  This  is  a  very  different  sound  change  from 
hiatus  prevention  at  syllable  margins  previously  described. 
356  Kihlbom  1926:  162 250 
Dobson  points  out  that  not  only  is  /w/  inserted  in  the  environment  /h/  +  back  vowel, 
but  also  between  numerous  other  consonants  and  back  vowels;  for  example,  he  cites 
spelling  evidence  from  the  Ayenbite  <buons>  for  'bones'  and  <guo>  for  'go'.  357  In 
Ashmole  189a,  the  spelling  <whote>  'hot'  is  found  and  <twhyche>  for  'touch'  is 
found  in  Add.  33758.  There  seems  to  be  plenty  of  evidence  suggesting  labial-velar 
glides  developed  before  back  vowels  in  non-initial  positions. 
In  this  section,  the  focus  will  be  only  on  those  spellings  that  indicate  the  development 
or  loss  of  a  labial-velar  glide  at  the  beginning  of  a  word  or  syllable  and  not  the 
development  of  the  glide  after  /h/  or  any  other  consonant,  as  much  more  evidence  of 
initial  glide  insertion  was  found  in  the  present  study. 
As  with  initial  palatal  glide  insertion,  initial  labial-velar  glide  insertion  was 
apparently  widespread  both  geographically  speaking  and  with  reference  to  register. 
As  Dobson  states: 
'The  evidence  of  fifteenth  and  sixteenth  century  spellings,  and  of  the  early 
orthoepists,  shows  the  development  of  0]  and  [w]  was  not  only  widespread 
throughout  England,  but  also  that  it  had  some  effect  on  educated  speech.  1358 
one  relic  of  this  particular  sound  change  that  is  found  in  Present-Day  Standard 
English  is  the  pronunciation  [wAn]  of  one  from  OE  Cin.  Had  this  word  developed 
357  Dobson  1968  volume  2:  998  &  999 
358  Dobson  1968  volume  2:  994  §429 251 
without  the  influence  of  the  initial  glide  insertion  sound  change,  it  would  have 
started,  like  Scots  [e:  n]  ane. 
Some  instances  of  spellings  indicating  word-initial  glide  insertion  found  by  Kihlbom 
and  Matthews  in  medieval  texts  are  shown  in  a  list  below.  Again,  spellings  found  in 
the  West  Country  are  highlighted  in  bold. 
<wo>'how'  <wolde>'old'  <whone>  'one' 
<woothe>  'oath' 
<wonlyche>  'only' 
<wotherwise>  'otherwise'  <wother>  'other' 
<wowid>'owed' 
<wordeyniý/id>'ordains/ed'  <worder>order' 
<Iykelywoodes>  'likelyhood'<woak>  'oak' 
<wote>  'oat' 
<word>  'OE  ord' 
<woopes>  'hoops' 
It  appears  that  glide  insertion  occurs  before  the  vowels  /u/,  /o/  and  /o/.  In  addition  to 
the  highlighted  words  in  this  list,  two  examples,  where  historical  word  initial  <w> 
has  been  omitted,  were  also  found  in  the  medieval  West  Country  texts  surveyed, 
these  are  <owman>  'woman'  and  <ood>  'wood'.  These  are  included  because  they 
are  possibly  hypercorrect  forms  resulting  from  the  word/syllable  initial  labial-velar 
glide  insertion  sound  change. 
Map  41  shows  the  counties  (those  that  are  shaded  on  the  map)  in  which  Kihlbom 
finds  spellings  that  indicate  the  presence  of  initial  labial-velar  glide  insertion, 
including  Somerset  as  these  spellings  were  found  in  Somerset  in  the  present  study. 252 
Allap  41:  Ihe  counties  (Y'I,,  ngland  containing  localised  medieval  lexis  wAspelling 
variants  reflecting  the  insertion  oj'an  initial  labial-velar  glide  bejbre  a  back  vowel. 
From  map  41  above,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  insertion  of  a  labial-velar  glide  is  not  as 
common  as  initial  palatal  glide  insertion.  Nevertheless,  the  distribution  of 
occurrences  of  this  spelling  feature,  indicate  that  it  was  spread  throughout  the 
country.  Kihlbom  also  observes  this: 
'These  instances  show  that  occasional  spellings  with  prothetic  w  in  front  of 
initial  0,.  6,  o,  ud  are  not  uncommon  in  texts  from  the  later  Middle  Fnglish 
period,  and  occur  in  documents  from  every  part  of  the  country,  from  the  East 
and  the  North  Midlands  as  well  as  from  the  West  and  the  South.  They  are  also 253 
met  with  in  the  16"'  and  17'h  centuries,  though  decreasing  in  number,  but 
disappear  as  spelling  becomes  more  fixed...  359 
5.4.3.1  Initial  labial-velar  glide  insertion  in  medieval  West-Country 
manuscripts 
If  map  42  is  considered,  it  is  possible  to  see  that  there  are  a  very  small  number  of 
instances  of  spellings  indicating  word/syllable  initial  labial-velar  glide  insertion  to  be 
found  in  the  medieval  West  Country.  The  majority  of  occurrences  are  found  in 
Devon  with  the  exception  of  those  from  the  Yatton  churchwardens'  accounts. 
cwotc>  <Wokl> 
--,  but'  'okllx2 
<ood->:  IxxI 
'wood?  '  x 
xx 
xx 
x 
XX 
<-.  voder>  xx 
' 'o  r,  XX  ot 
zhe 
r'  X 
x  (1-1-1 
x  x  <owman>  x 
'woman'  X]  XX 
<wother(%ri.  w)> 
'other(iwise)'k 
tuý) 
ý 
<woder>  Instances  of  labial- 
'other'  x 
velar  glide  insertion 
X=  No  labial-velar 
Xx  glide  insertion 
Allap  42:  Map  (?  f  the  occurrences  qfword4y1lable-  initial  labial-velar  glide  insertionr' 
loss  in  the  West  Counlry. 
As  with  initial  palatal  glide  insertion,  Matthews  identified  this  feature  as  being 
particularly  southwestern.  360  In  his  comparison  between  medieval  southwestern  and 
London  documentary  texts,  Matthews  notes'. 
159  Kihlbom  1926:  165 254 
'The  omission  of  initial  w  before  a  rounded  back  vowel  seems  to  have  been 
much  more  prevalent  in  the  South-West  than  in  London...  Even  more 
commonly  there  is  evidence  of  an  initial  labial  glide  before  a  rounded  back 
vowel...  The  only  evidence  of  this  labialisation  in  London  documents  relates  to 
"one"...  It  would  therefore  seem  that  the  labialisation  was  a  South-Western 
featUre.  '  361 
There  seem  to  be  obvious  drawbacks  to  Matthews'  approach  of  identifying 
southwestern  features  using  only  a  comparison  with  London  documentary  texts 
rather  than  texts  from  other  parts  of  medieval  England.  What  is  useful  in  Matthews' 
study  is  that  it  identifies  that  many  more  of  these  unusual  spelling  features  occur  in 
the  West  Country  than  in  the  London  dialect,  which  was  a  mixture  of  Essex,  East 
Midlands  and  Southern  dialectal  features.  Even  though  Dobson  and  Kihlbom  show 
that  initial  glide  insertion  is  common  throughout  medieval  England,  lasting  into  the 
early  modem  English  period,  evidence  from  Matthews'  shows  that  these  sound 
changes  manifested  themselves  in  West-Country  written  language  more  frequently 
than  in  texts  from  other  parts  of  the  country. 
The  preservation  or predominance  of  word/syllable  initial  labial-velar  glide  insertion 
is  supported  by  Wakelin's  study  of  twentieth  century  English  dialects.  Wakelin 
notes: 
360  Matthews  1939:  209 
361  Matthews  1939:  206 255 
'In  the  South  West  the  semi-vowels  may  be  distributed  differently  from  in  RP. 
Initial  [w]  may  be  lost  before  [a],  but  added  (initially  or  after  a  preceding 
consonant)  before  long  back  vowels.  362 
Map  43  below  shows  the  area  of  present  day  England  where  speakers  pronounce 
'woman'  without  an  initial  labial-velar  glide.  Areas  where  an  initial  labial-velar  glide 
is  added  before  a  back  vowel  are  found  in  sporadic  patches  throughout  the  South 
West  and  West. 
/w/  is  lost  in 
woman 
Map  43:  Schematised  map  oj'the  distribution  of  umon  pronunciations  qfWOA1IAN 
in  preseni-day  English,  ftom  information  provided  by  Wakelin  1994:  94 
Summary 
To  conclude,  medieval  West-Country  texts  contain  spellings  indicating  some  unusual 
consonantal  phenomena.  The  insertion  of  an  initial  palatal  glide  before  front  vowels 
was  not  confined  to  the  West  Country,  but  it  does  appear  to  have  been  more  common 
there  and  was  retained  in  the  West  Country  into  the  twentieth  century.  it  is  possible 
362  Wakelin  1994:  94 256 
that  this  development  arose  in  order  to  prevent  a  vocalic  hiatus.  The  fact  that  glide 
insertion  manifests  itself  in  written  language  and,  in  particular,  outside  of  the  context 
in  which  it  developed,  suggests  that  the  inserted  palatal  glide  had  temporarily 
become  phonemic  in  the  medieval  dialects  of  the  West  Country  and  the  rest  of 
England. 
The  insertion  of  labial-velar  glides  before  back  vowels  in  medieval  West-Country 
English  is  much  more  complicated.  It  would  seem  that  this  phenomenon  was  not 
only  restricted  to  the  beginning  of  words,  but  also  occurred  after  word-initial  stops 
and  fricatives.  As  with  the  palatal  glide,  the  labial-velar  glide  might  have  developed 
at  the  beginning  of  words  in  order  to  prevent  vocalic  hiatus  and,  thereafter,  became 
phonemic  and  associated  with  the  pronunciation  of  back  vowels,  used  in  contexts  in 
which  it  did  not  originally  develop.  It  is  also  possible  that  back  vowels  became 
diphthongised  to  the  extent  that  the  first  part  of  the  diphthong  started  to  be 
considered  to  be  more  akin  to  [w]  than  to  [u].  The  origin  of  the  development  is 
neither  clear  nor  straightforward,  but  it  seems  to  have  led  to  the  hypercorrect  loss  of 
historical  [w]  at  the  beginning  of  words. 
Non-initial  development  of  labial-velar  glides  in  all  probability  gave  rise  to  a  new  set 
of  words  beginning  with  unhistorical  /m/,  whole,  whore  etc.  just  as  historical  /M/  was 
dying  out.  This  new  development  might  well  have  contributed  to  the  preservation  of 
the  Iml  phoneme  and  <wh>  grapheme  long  after  other  OE  [h]  +  consonant  clusters 
had  undergone  reduction.  The  phenomenon  of  initial  and  non-initial  glide  insertion, 
as  well  as  glide  cluster  reduction  of  OE  hw  and  hypercorrection  of  <w>  to  <wh>  in 
medieval  West-Country  texts,  provide  interesting  insights  into  sound  change  and  the 257 
phonernicisation  of  sounds  in  spoken  English  and  how  this  was  represented  in 
written  English. 
The  following  chapter  is  an  overview  of  the  pronoun  system  of  medieval  West- 
Country  written  English,  including  some  possessive  determiners.  In  chapter  six, 
significant  diatopic  distributions  of  pronoun  and  determiner  spellings  will  be 
considered.  Specific  reference  will  be  made  to  the  retention  of  close  back 
monophthongs  in  pronouns  in  texts  localised  to  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  where 
diphthongs  were  used  elsewhere  due  to  the  action  of  the  Great  Vowel  Shift.  In 
addition  to  this,  the  retention  of  older  forms  of  pronouns  in  medieval  West-Country 
dialects  will  be  examined  including  the  part  these  older  forms  might  have  played  in 
initiating  pronoun  exchange  in  the  West-Country  dialect. 258 
Chapter  6:  Overview  of  pronoun  system  of  the 
medieval  West  Country 
In  this  chapter,  an  overview  of  the  pronoun  system  of  the  medieval  West  Country 
will  be  presented.  Personal  pronouns  and  possessive  determiners  were  systematically 
collected  according  to  case,  number  and  gender.  As  it  is  difficult  to  tell  exactly  which 
spelling-fornis  are  likely  to  vary  across  the  counties  in  significant  patterns, 
information  on  all  personal  pronouns  was  collected,  so  that  no  valuable  information 
would  be  lost.  In  this  way  some  unexpected  diatopic  distributions  of  pronoun 
variants  have  been  identified. 
Although  pronouns  in  all  cases  were  collected,  subsequently,  the  accusative  and 
dative  categories  were  collapsed  due  to  a  lack  of  variation  between  them.  It  was 
expected  that  the  third  person  masculine  accusative  pronoun  might  yield  some 
spelling  variants  corresponding  with  the  Old  English  accusative  pronoun  hine,  but  in 
practice,  only  four  manuscripts  contained  this  form  where  it  was  used  both  as  the 
direct  and  indirect  object. 
In  this  chapter,  it  will  be  shown  that  variation  of  pronoun  spellings  in  the  manuscript- 
texts  used  in  this  study  is  both  diatopic  and  diachronic.  Some  possible  dialect 
boundaries  derived  from  pronominal  spelling  evidence  will  be  presented  at  the  end  of 
the  chapter,  as  well  as  a  table  listing  the  pronominal  forms  most  frequently  found  in 
each  county.  In  addition  to  this,  a  table  of  forms  most  frequently  found  in  the 
fourteenth  century  against  those  found  most  frequently  in  the  fifteenth  century  will 
also  be  presented.  It  will  become  apparent  throughout  the  course  of  this  chapter  that 259 
the  dialect  area  encompassing  Devon  and  western  Somerset  is  more  archaic, 
containing  older  spelling  forms  of  pronouns;  whereas  eastern  Somerset  and  Dorset 
tend  to  contain  new  forms  current  in  the  east  of  England.  The  process  of  reduction  of 
determiners  and  pronouns  due  to  unstressing  will  also  become  apparent,  when 
spellings  found  in  texts  from  the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth  centuries  are  compared 
Spelling-forms  in  maps  presented  in  this  chapter  are  occasionally  marked  in  colour  in 
order  to  highlight  patterns  of  distribution.  The  most  frequently  occurring  form  is  the 
first  listed  at  each  manuscript  location  on  the  map,  thereafter  an  oblique  mark 
separates  spellings  that  occurred  less  frequently,  but  at  least  more  than  a  third  as 
often  as  the  dominant  form.  Where  spelling  forms  are  separated  by  a  comma,  they 
occurred  equally  as  frequently  as  one  another.  Some  maps  also  contain  lists  of 
spelling-forms  enclosed  in  round  brackets;  these  forms  occurred  less  than  one  third 
as  often  as  the  dominant  spelling  form  in  the  manuscript-text  and  are  therefore  seen 
as  minor  variants.  Again  oblique  marks  separate  the  more  frequently  occurring  form 
from  the  less  frequently  occurring  form  and  commas  separate  forms  that  occurred 
equally  as  often  as  one  another.  In  some  maps,  it  was  not  possible  to  include  minor 
spelling-variants,  as  the  map  became  cluttered  and  patterns  of  usage  were  obscured  - 
this  occurs,  because  some  items  yield  large  numbers  of  minor  spelling  variants. 
Pronoun  exchange 
Although  pronoun  exchange  is  not  common  in  Standard  English,  it  is  a  frequently 
encountered  phenomenon  in  dialectal  English  and  nowhere  more  so  than  in  the  West 
Country.  lhalainen  notes  that: 260 
'Early  dialect  literature  and  glossaries  show  a  complete  absence  of  pronoun 
exchange  in  northern  English,  but  make  frequent  reference  to  it  in  the  West 
063 
Midlands  and  the  South  West... 
The  frequency  of  occurrence  of  pronoun  exchange  in  the  LAE  material  for  the  South 
West  caused  Klemola  364  to  use  it  as  a  source  of  variables  in  identifying  dialects 
through  cluster  analysis.  The  initial  stages  of  pronoun  exchange  can  be  observed  in 
the  manuscript-texts  of  the  medieval  West  Country.  Those  pronouns  that  are  found  in 
unhistorical.  contexts  in  medieval  West-Country  texts  include  NE,  THOW,  THEE, 
YE,  YOU,  MM  and  HER.  In  this  chapter,  each  of  these  pronouns  and  the  pronoun 
exchanges  in  which  they  occur  in  medieval  West-Country  texts  will  be  examined  and 
possible  explanations  will  be  given. 
363  IhaWnen  1994:  231 
364  Memola  1990 261 
Personal  pronouns  and  determiners 
First  person  nominative  singular  personal  pronoun: 
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Map  44:  Ihe  distribution  ofspelling  variants  of  thefirst  person  nominative  singular 
personal  pronoun. 
If  map  44  is  considered,  it  is  possible  to  see  that  variation  found  in  the  spellings  of 
the  first  person  nominative  singular  pronoun  is  both  diatopic  and  diachronic.  By  far 
the  most  common  dominant  spelling  vanant  of  I  is  the  <y>  variant.  Besides  <y>  an 
<1>  form  can  also  be  found.  The  <1>  forms  are  marked  in  blue  on  map  44  and  are 
most  common  in  eastern  Somerset.  365 
The  older  forms  such  as  <ich>,  <ych>  <yc>  and  <ic>  are  found  as  major  variants  in 
some  fourteenth  century  texts  and  a  Prick  of  Conscience  text  written  at  the  beginning 
of  the  fifteenth  century.  Either  the  [itf]  form  had  ceased  to  be  spoken  in  the  late 
ý  (ych,  3e) 
Y/I 
365  The  diatopic  distribution  of  <y>  and  <1>  has  been  discussed  in  section  4.1. 262 
fifteenth  century  in  favour  of  unstressed  [i],  or  <ich>  and  its  variants  were  no  longer 
considered  appropriate  in  written  language,  perhaps  becoming  too  closely  associated 
with  rural/non-standard  English.  The  extent  to  which  the  spoken  form  ich  might  have 
been  lost  during  the  fifteenth  century  is  not  clear. 
It  is  known  that  enclitic  <ich>  continued  to  be  used  in  the  speech  of  rural 
communities  throughout  the  south  of  England  during  the  early  Modem  English 
period,  as  [(i)tfil]  was  often  used  as  a  dialect  marker  for  rustic  characters  in 
Renaissance  plays  and  pastoral  poetry.  Shakespeare's  use  of  'chill'  'che'  and  'Ice'  in 
King  Lea  supports  the  idea  that  such  elided  forms  were  common  throughout  the 
South,  as  Act  four  scene  six  takes  place  in  'the  country,  near  Dover',  in  Kent. 
CEDGAR: 
... 
Nay,  come  not  near  th'old  man;  keep  out,  che  vor  ye  366 
,  or  Ice  367 
try  whether  your  costard  or  my  ballow  be  the  harder.  Chill  be  plain  with  you 
Chill  pick  your  teeth,  zir...  ' 
From  late  seventeenth  century  accounts  such  as  Defoe's,  mentioned  in  chapter  3 
(page  168),  it  is  possible  to  see  that  elided  forms  such  as  'chill'  and  'cham'  were  still 
being  used  during  this  period  and  were  considered  peculiar  to  the  West  Country. 
Attesting  to  the  linguistic  conservatism  of  the  West  Country,  by  the  nineteenth 
century,  ich  and  its  enclitic  forms  were  only  to  be  found  there.  Even  though  ich 
survived  in  the  West  Country  into  at  least  the  mid  twentieth  century,  368  its  original 
366  '1  warn  you' 
367  'before  I  shall...  '  See  Ellis  1889:  85 
368  Wakelin  1994:  112 263 
phonetic  character  and  grammatical  function  had  become  indistinct  and  this  appears 
to  have  initiated  pronoun  exchange  involving  I  and  US.  As  lhalainen  states: 
'There  seems  to  be  some  confusion  in  people's  minds  between  utch  and  us, 
which  was  also  used  for  L 
069 
The  new  variant  'utch'  was  found  by  both  ElliS370  and  Bonaparte 
371  in  the  same 
geographical  area  of  Somerset  where  an  SED  researcher  called  Wright  later 
identified  the  use 
of  [Itj].  372 
The  'utch'  variant  was  pronounced  with  a  retracted  and 
lowered  vowel  [u/Atf],  sometimes  ending  in  a  long  front  close  vowel  /i:  /,  [u/Atfi:  ] 
'utchee'.  It  is  possible  that  the  change  in  the  initial  vowel  of  ich  towards  a  vowel 
similar  to  that  used  in  US  might  have  led  to  confusion  of  these  pronouns,  which  were 
now  both  pronounced  with  back  vowels  followed  by  an  alveolar  consonant. 
Bonaparte  has  difficulty  in  detennining  if  'us'  is  singular,  a  reduced  form  of 
'utch',  373  or  if  this  is  simply  a  case  of  an  accusative  plural  pronoun  being  used  as  the 
subject  of  a  sentence: 
'...  it  is difficult,  however,  to  decide  if  us  is  really  for  utch,  or  rather  the  plural 
us  (which  is)  used  instead  of  we  or  I,  for  us  went,  at  Montacute,  means  both  I 
,  374 
went  and  we  went... 
369  1halainen  1994:  223 
370  Ellis  1889:  84 
371  Bonaparte  1877:  579 
372  Wakelin  1994:  112.  These  instances  were  recorded  on  tape  in  a  1952  pilot  study  for  the  LAE,  but 
were  not  included  in  the  final  work. 
373  This  is  what  Wakelin  proposes  it  rnight  be:  'The  form  us,  recorded  in  south  Somerset...  may  also  be 
a  reduced  form  of  uch,  and  not  the  first  person  plural  pronoun.  '  (Wakelin  1994:  112). 
374  Bonaparte  1877:  580 264 
This  confusion  in  the  pronoun  system  evidently  arose  after  the  medieval  period,  as 
<us/vs>,  <ous>  always  refer  to  the  first  person  accusative  plural  pronoun  and  <Ich>, 
<y>  always  refer  to  the  first  person  nominative  singular  pronoun  in  West  Country 
Middle  English.  While  the  <ich>  form  of  the  pronoun  was  still  being  used,  there  was 
no  ambiguity  between  the  meaning  and  function  of  I  and  US.  It  is  therefore  possible 
that  the  rarity  of  the  declining  ichlutch  form  during  the  nineteenth  century,  alongside 
the  lowering  and  retraction  of  its  initial  vowel  sound,  might  have  contributed  to  the 
emergence  of  the  ambiguous  usage  of  'utch'  and  US.  A  model  and  description  of  one 
possible  development  of  pronoun  exchange  concerning  US  is  presented  in  figure  24 
below: 
Nominative  singular  Nominative  singular 
ich  mmmmililimmmo*  utch 
Nominative/  accusative 
singular/  plural  ronoun 
utchG 
Accusative  plural 
> 
USUS 
Accusative  plural 
Figure  24:  Diagram  ofpossible  development  ofpronoun  exchange  between  I  and  US 
due  to  'utch'. 
1.  The  form  'ich'  undergoes  a  sound  change  becoming  'utch',  at  the  same  time 
losing  currency  in  the  rest  of  England  and  much  of  the  West  Country. 
2.  Similarity  of  the  pronouns  'utch'  and  'us'  leads  to  a  confusion  in  their  usage 
in  a  restricted  area  of  the  West  Country. 
3.  As  'utch'<  ME  ich  could  combine  with  singular  verbs,  so  'us'  also  starts  to 
combine  with  singular  verbs. 265 
4.  This  confusion  extends  beyond  the  original  geographical  area  of  usage  to 
other  areas  in  the  West  Country. 
5.  Analogically,  other  plural  pronouns  begin  to  combine  with  singular  verbs. 
All  of  the  above  instances  of  ich,  whether  collected  by  Ellis  and  Bonaparte  while 
transcribing  the  speech  of  West-Country  informants  in  late  nineteenth  century  or  in 
mid-twentieth  century  audio  recordings  for  the  SED,  identify  the  last  stronghold  of 
ich  in  central  Somerset.  If  map  45  below  is  considered,  it  is  possible  to  see  that  a 
small  area  extending  as  far  east  as  Yeovil  and  as  far  west  as  Chillington,  an  area  of 
12.51cm  by  8.5krn  375  has  been  identified  as  a  surviving  pocket  of  ichluch-usage. 
Alfap  45:  Alap  locating  Plli.  v  "Land  (?  I'(Jlch'in  the  nineteenth  and  twentieth  centuries. 
375  Encompassing  Yeovil,  East  Coker,  East  Chinnock,  Mid  and  West  Chinnock,  Merriot, 
Chisselborough,  Montacute,  Martock,  Norlon,  South  Petherton  and  possibly  Kingsbury.  These  areas 
of  usage  were  identified  by  Ellis  with  the  help  of  two  Montacute  natives. 266 
Ellis  named  this  area  the  'Land  of  Utch'.  376  It  is  possible  that  ich  could  have  been 
used  elsewhere  in  the  West  Country  and  that  Ellis,  led  by  Bonaparte's  observations, 
might  have  focussed  solely  on  areas  near  Montacute.  Bonaparte,  for  instance,  also 
identified  that  'utchy'  for  I  was  used,  albeit  infrequently,  by  older  natives  of 
Cannington  near  Bridgewater,  fifty  miles  north-west  of  the  'Land  of  Utch'. 
Nevertheless,  in  1952,  when  Wright  identified  [itf]  pronunciations,  he  was  speaking 
to  a  native  of  Merriott  in  the  southwestern  comer  of  Ellis's  'Land  of  Utch'  (please 
refer  to  map  45). 
All  of  the  above  information  tends  to  suggest  that,  even  though  'ich'  was 
infrequently  used  in  written  medieval  language,  it  continued  to  be  used  in  spoken 
language  into  the  twentieth  century.  The  preservation  of  a  reflex  of  'ich'  in  certain 
areas  of  the  West  Country  might  have  initiated  a  pronoun  exchange  that  would 
become  a  characteristic  of  modem  West-Country  dialects. 
First  person  accusative  and  dative  singular  personal  pronoun:  ME 
Regarding  the  first  person  accusative  and  dative  singular  pronoun  ME,  there  was  no 
variation  at  all  between  manuscripts  surveyed  in  this  study,  each  having  <me>  as  the 
dominant  spelling  variant.  On  one  occasion  in  Add.  32588,  <mee>  is  recorded,  but 
this  variant  is  a  line-final  rhyme.  No  map  has  been  produced  for  this  personal 
pronoun  due  to  the  lack  of  variation  of  spellings  across  the  West  Country. 
376  Ellis  1889:  84,  see  also  Wakelin  1994:  112. 267 
<me>  also  occurs  in  a  number  of  what  might  be  called  impersonal  constructions  such 
as  'me  thinketh'.  In  these  cases,  it  is  often  assumed  that  'me'  is  a  reflexive  pronoun 
or  an  elliptical  dative  construction  meaning  'I  think  to  myself.  Nevertheless,  it 
seems  possible  that  <me>,  in  this  context,  is  a  relic  form  related  to  the  Old  English 
impersonal  pronoun  man.  man,  as  opposed  to  the  masculine  noun  mann  (meaning 
'person'  or  'man')  could  be  translated  today  as  'one'  in  'one  thinks  that...  '. 
In  the  Ashmole  33  text  of  Sir  Ferumbras,  the  construction  <ma  calth  me>  'I  am 
called'  is  used,  preserving  an  older  form  of  the  impersonal  pronoun,  possibly  to 
highlight  the  distinction  between  the  two  pronouns  used  in  the  construction. 
In  the  initial  stage  of  pronoun  collection,  <me>  forms  that  occurred  in  impersonal 
constructions  were  assigned  to  the  same  section  as  the  nominative  pronoun  T  in 
order  to  differentiate  them  from  instances  of  the  accusative  pronoun  'me'.  One  Latin 
grammar  text-book  belonging  to  Walter  Pollard  of  Plymouth  identifies  'me'  as  an 
impersonal  pronoun  alongside  the  gender  non-specific  pronoun  'it'. 
'How  is  a  verbe  jnpersonell  ffor  3t  hath  nethere  noumber/  ne  person  ne 
nominatife  case  &  is  declined  in  ýe  voice  of/  V  thrid  person  singlre  noumber 
and  comyth  in  engligh  wt  one/  of  thies  ij  signes  3t  or  me.  %377 
The  verb  that  most  frequently  combined  with  <me>  in  medieval  West-Country  texts 
was  'to  think'  '378  but  also 
to  IUStC/  lyStC,,  379 
'to  like'  . 
380  These  verbs  also  often  form 
377  Rawlinson  328,  folio  l4v  lines  15  -  17. 
379  ,  to  think'  or  'to  seem' 
379  &  to  wish'  or  'desire' 268 
impersonal  constructions  with  the  masculine  accusative  pronoun  'him'  and  third 
person  plural  accusative  pronoun  'them'.  It  is  possible  that  this  is  an  analogical 
development.  If  the  Old  English  form  'man'  had  come  to  be  written  <me>,  which 
was  thereafter  confused  with  the  first  person  accusative  singular  pronoun,  a  speaker 
might  therefore  have  assumed  that  an  impersonal  construction  was  formed  using  the 
accusative  form  of  a  pronoun  in  any  person  or  number.  The  impersonal  pronoun  'me' 
was  also  used  in  the  phrases  'wo  ys  me/  me  ys  wo',  'me  ys  wers'  and  'as  me  aught'. 
First  person  genitive  singular  possessive  determiner:  MY 
C13ý. 
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Map  46:  The  distribution  ofspelling  variants  of  thefirst  person  genitive  singular 
possessive  determiner. 
380  ,  to  please' 269 
There  is  little  variation  among  the  dominant  spelling-forms  recorded  for  the  first 
person  genitive  singular  possessive  determiner.  Although  most  of  the  manuscript- 
texts  had  <my>  as  the  most  frequent  spelling  form,  the  majority  also  had  at  least  a 
few  occurrences  of  the  older  mine-type  form 
. 
381  This  is  understandable,  as  a  spelling- 
variant  of  MY  ending  with  <-n>  is  often  used  where  the  following  word  begins  with 
a  vowel  or  /h/  in  order  to  prevent  hiatus.  The  two  texts  that  were  found  to  contain 
<min/myn>  as  their  major  spelling  variant  for  this  item  were  also  two  of  the  texts 
where  <ich>  was  found  as  a  dominant  spelling  variant  for  the  first  person  nominative 
singular  personal  pronoun;  these  are  the  two  oldest  texts  used  in  this  study  (Harley 
2277  and  Cotton  Cxiii).  A  pattern  of  diachronic  change  in  possessive  detenniners  - 
in  particular  the  simplification/  unstressing  of  determiners  -  is  therefore  beginning  to 
emerge  in  the  West  Country,  with  thirteenth  century  and  early  fourteenth  century 
texts  preserving  Old  English  pronoun  fornis  and  fifteenth  century  texts  containing 
reduced  forms.  Reduction  due  to  unstressing  is  common  in  grammatical  words  such 
as  determiners,  where  the  lexical  word  they  premodify  carries  the  main  stress  in  the 
metrical  foot. 
381  The  large  number  of  less  frequent  spelling  forms  have  been  removed  from  map  46  in  order  to  make 
the  dominant  forms  stand  out  more  clearly. 270 
First  person  nominative  plural  personal  pronoun:  WE 
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Map  4  7:  The  distribution  of  the  variants  of  thefirst  person  nominative  plural 
personal  pronoun. 
As  with  the  first  person  singular  accusative  and  dative  pronoun  ME,  there  is  almost 
no  variation  across  the  West  Country  where  the  first  person  nominative  plural 
pronoun  WE  is  concerned.  <we>  is  the  spelling  found  almost  everywhere,  except  in 
Add.  33758  and  Harley  2386M  where  <wee>  is  found.  These  are  perhaps  line-final 
rhyme  words,  as  is  the  case  with  <mee>  spellings  of  ME.  Both  Harley  2386M  and 
Add.  33758  are  texts  of  Mandeville's  Travels  and  this  textual  connection  explains  the 
presence  of  similar  spelling  variants  in  each  manuscript.  Add.  33758  also  contains 
some  hypercorrect  <whe>  variants.  The  hypercorrection  found  in  this  manuscript, 
concerning  reflexes  of  Old  English  <hw>  words  was  discussed  in  section  5.1, 271 
First  person  accusative  and  dative  plural  personal  pronoun:  US 
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Map  48:  The  distribution  of  the  spelling  variants  of  the  first  person  accusative  and 
dative  plural  personal  pronoun. 
The  spellings  of  the  first  person  accusative  and  dative  plural  personal  pronouns 
might  not  have  been  expected  to  vary  diatopically;  however,  an  interesting 
distribution  of  spelling  fornis  can  be  seen  across  the  West  Country.  The  main 
variants  found  are  <ous>,  <vs>  and  <us>.  Dominant  <ous>  forms  almost  always 
occur  in  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  excepting  one  outlier  in  northeastern  Dorset. 
In  the  rest  of  Dorset  and  eastern  Somerset  and  <vs/us>  forms  are  the  dominant 
spelling  variants,  although  <ous>  forms  are  occasionally  found  as  minor  spelling 
variants. 
Spelling  forms  <vs>  and  <us>  do  not  indicate  different  pronunciations,  but  rather 
reflect  a  scribe's  adherence  to  positional  spelling  rules.  <v>  often  replaced  <u> 272 
word-initially  in  medieval  English  texts;  for  this  reason,  there  are  spellings  such  as 
<vuele>  [uvele]  for  'evil'.  The  marked  diatopic  distribution  of  <ous>  and  <v/us> 
forms  suggests  that  there  might  have  been  a  quantitative  difference  between  the 
pronunciation  of  the  US  vowel  in  the  west  and  east  of  the  West  Country.  This  has 
been  explored  more  fully  in  section  4.2. 
First  person  genitive  plural  possessive  determiner:  OUR 
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Map  49:  Map  of  the  distribution  of  the  spelling  variants  of  thefirst  person  genitive 
plural  possessive  determiner. 
The  first  person  plural  possessive  determiner  can  be  found  in  two  main  forms  in  the 
West  Country  <our(e)>  382  and  <owre>.  With  reference  to  the  previous  discussion 
concerning  the  distribution  of  <ous>  spelling-variants  for  the  first  person  accusative 
and  dative  plural  pronoun,  it  is  perhaps  significant  that  <owre>  forms  occur  most 
382  Word-final  <e>  is  most  often  represented  as  an  otiose  flourish  on  the  end  of  the  letter  <e>,  but  this 
is  expanded  to  an  italic  <e>  on  map  49. 273 
often  in  the  east  of  Somerset.  The  <owre>  spelling  form  is  dominant  in  only  one 
manuscript  text  in  northern  Devon  (Harley  2386A),  but  otherwise  <owre>  forms  are 
found  mainly  in  Somerset.  According  to  Fisiak,  both  <ou>  and  <ow>  were  used  to 
represent  the  new  diphthong  from  OE  Fj: 
'In  the  fifteenth  century  the  Nfiddle  English  vowel  system  underwent  further 
serious  modifications,  which  affected  long  vowels  and  diphthongs...  At  the 
close  of  the  first  half  of  the  fifteenth  century  the  following  changes  became 
conspicuous...  (OE)  /u:  /  >  /uw/,  sometimes  spelt  <ou,  ow>  ... 
083 
It  is  possible  that  the  variation  between  <ou>  and  <ow>  is  purely  graphemic  and 
does  not  represent  an  underlying  phonological  difference  between  the  pronunciation 
of  OUR  in  western  and  eastern  parts  of  the  medieval  West  Country.  However,  the 
fact  that  the  reflexes  of  OE  C7  in  the  pronouns  US,  and  THOW  (fis  and  fia)  are 
different  in  the  western  and  eastern  halves  of  the  West  Country  (see  maps  48  and  50) 
suggests  either  that  the  diphthong  was  not  present  in  Devon  or  that  it  was  less 
pronounced  than  in  Somerset.  It  is  possible  that  the  <ou>  form  again  represents  the 
preservation  of  a  long  vowel  /u:  /  from  OE  fire,  where  <ow>  represents  a  diphthong 
brought  about  due  to  the  action  of  the  Great  Vowel  Shift. 
383  Fisiak  1968:  48 274 
Second  person  nominative,  accusative  and  dative  singular  personal 
pronouns:  THOU  &  THEE. 
Second  person  pronouns  appear  to  have  had  a  greater  potential  for  undergoing 
pronoun  exchange  than  most  other  pronouns  in  medieval  English.  As  Wakelin  states: 
'Since  the  Mddle  English  period,  the  second  personal  pronouns,  singular  and 
plural,  have  shown  a  remarkable  interchange  of  forms,  both  in  standard 
language  and  dialect. 
084 
Medieval  West-Country  second  person  singular  pronouns  show  some  evidence  of 
pronoun  exchange,  especially  in  the  use  of  the  nominative  form  THOU  as  the 
indirect  or  direct  object  of  a  sentence  --  this  occurs  in  eight  medieval  West-Country 
texts  (please  refer  to  map  51).  The  use  of  THEE  as  the  subject  of  the  sentence  only 
occurs  in  one  manuscript  Harley  2386A  (please  refer  to  map  50). 
The  second  person  singular  nominative  personal  pronoun  has  two  major  realisations, 
one  with  a  grapheme  representing  a  monophthong  <u>  and  one  with  a  grapheme 
representing  a  diphthong  <ou>.  Once  again,  there  seem  to  be  more  occurrences  of  the 
monophthong  variant  <ýu>  in  the  West  and  more  of  the  diphthong  <bou/ow>  variant 
in  the  East.  It  is  possible  that  this  indicates  the  preservation  of  a  longer  stressed 
vowel  in  the  West,  whereas  in  the  East,  due  to  the  action  of  the  Great  Vowel  Shift,  a 
diphthong  was  more  common. 
394  Wakelin  1994:  112 275 
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Map  50:  The  distribution  of  the  spelling  variants  of  the  secondperson  nominative 
singular  personal  pronoun. 
The  second  person  accusative  and  dative  personal  pronoun  varies  little  across  the 
West  Country.  Occasionally  spelling  forms  of  THEE  contain  double  <e>s,  <t"ee> 
and  occasionally  the  <e>  is  written  superscript  after  the  letter  thom.  On  one  occasion 
in  a  fourteenth  century  manuscript  (Douce  236)  localised  to  southern  Dorset,  THEE 
is  spelled  <beo>  and  is  rhymed  with  the  verb  <seo>  'see'.  It  is  difficult  to  explain 
why  THEE  might  have  been  spelled  this  way,  as  its  Old  English  counterpart  never 
contained  the  jo  diphthong.  Therefore,  this  spelling  is  perhaps  used  to  create  an  eye- 
rhyme  with  <seo>  or  perhaps  the  rhyme  preserves  the  spellings  of  the  copy-text. 
Cotton  Cxiii  also  regularly  uses  unhistorical  <eo>  spellings. 276 
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Allap  51:  The  distribution  (ýfthe  spelling  variants  (?  fthe  secondperson  accusative  anti 
dative  singular  personal  pronoun. 
Second  person  genitive  singular  possessive  determiner:  THY 
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Map  52:  The  distrihution  of  the  spellitig  varianis  qf1hesecolldperson  gel7ifive 
singularpossessive  determiner. 
Unsurprisingly,  the  two  fourteenth  century  manuscripts  where  'mine'  forins  were 
found,  as  opposed  to  'my'  spelling  fon-ns,  also  have  <Oi/yn(e)>  for  the  second  person 277 
singular  genitive  possessive  determiner,  rather  than  't"y'  or  'th/ýI'  forms.  The 
manuscripts  in  which  'mine'  and  'thine'  forrns  are  most  frequently  found  are  the  two 
oldest,  Cotton  Cxiii  and  Harley  2277.  Fifteenth  century  texts  that  contain  the  older 
forms  as  the  dominant  spelling  variant  are  Add.  11748,  Trinity  324  and  Rawlinson 
328. 
Second  person  nominative,  accusative  and  dative  plural  personal 
pronouns:  YE  &  YOU 
The  second  person  plural  personal  pronouns  tend  to  have  the  opposite  type  of 
pronoun  exchange  from  the  second  person  singular  personal  pronouns,  that  is,  the 
accusative  forrn  tends  to  be  used  as  a  sentence  subject  more  frequently  than  the 
nominative  forrn  is  used  as  the  direct  or  indirect  object. 
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Map  53:  The  clistribulion  qflhe.  spelling  variants  (?  f  lhe  secondperson  nonlinalive 
plural  personal  pronoun. 278 
The  spread  of  the  accusative  pronoun  seems  to  have  eventually  caused  the  loss  of  the 
YE  pronoun  altogether  in  most  English  dialects. 
The  second  person  nominative  pronoun  'ye'  is  found  in  two  main  spelling  forms  that 
vary  randomly  throughout  the  West  Country:  one  form  beginning  with  yogh  and  the 
other  beginning  with  <y>  --  <3e>  being  the  older  spelling  form.  During  the  medieval 
period,  in  the  West  Country,  yogh  is  in  the  process  of  being  replaced  in  its  word- 
initial  function  of  representing  a  palatal  glide  /j/  by  the  grapheme  <y>.  Fourteenth 
and  early  fifteenth  century  texts  usually  have  <3e>  as  the  dominant  form,  but  late 
fifteenth-century  texts  more  commonly  have  <ye>.  In  Cotton  Cxiii,  the  second  most 
common  spelling  form  for  YE  is  <3eo>. 
There  are  only  three  instances  of  pronoun  exchange  involving  the  replacement  of  the 
accusative  pronoun  YOU  with  the  nominative  form  YE:  the  Harley  2386A  text  of 
Amis  and  Ajniflourý  the  Add.  33758  Mandeville's  Travels  and  the  Add.  11748  Poem 
on  the  Instruments  of  the  Passion  (please  refer  to  map  54). 279 
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Map  54:  The  distribution  of  thespelling  varianis  (?  f  the  secondperson  accusative  and 
dative  plural  personal  pronoun. 
Second  person  genitive  plural  possessive  determiner:  YOUR 
The  spellings  of  the  second  person  plural  possessive  determiner  YOUR  vary greatly 
and  so  a  map  of  spelling  variants  has  been  omitted.  Most  variants  end  in  an  <e>  or  an 
otiose  flourish  signifying  an  <e>  abbreviation.  The  initial  letter  used,  <3>  or  <y>  is 
again  dependant  on  the  age  of  the  manuscript.  In  some  cases,  the  <-ur/-wr>  part  of 
YOUR  is  condensed  into  an  otiose  flourish  attached  to  a  letter  <o>  <Vyo)>. 
Examples  of  this  are  found  in  Trinity  322,  Harley  2386A  and  in  the  letters  and  papers 
of  John  Shillingford. 280 
Third  person  masculine  nominative  personal  pronoun:  HE 
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Map  55:  The  distribution  of  lhespelling  variants  qfthe  lhirdperson  masculine 
nominal  ive  personal  prono  tin. 
It  might  have  seemed  unprofitable  to  collect  spellings  of  the  third  person  masculine 
personal  pronoun,  as  this  pronoun  occurs  often  in  texts,  but  its  spellings  vary  little. 
Nevertheless,  one  feature  that  had  been  identified  in  the  preliminary  West-Country 
dialectal  survey  in  chapter  3,  was  that  the  nominative  masculine  pronoun  was  often 
reduced  to  /a/.  thalamen  uses  this  phenomenon  to  explain  why  the  use  ofthe  gender 
non-specific  pronoun  'er'  might  have  developed  in  the  West  Country  (please  refer  to 
page  158).  In  practice,  very  few  <a>  spellings  of  HE  were  found.  Four  manuscripts 
contained  <a>  variants  of  14E,  three  of  them  in  Somerset  and  one  in  Exeter  --  <a> 
was  a  ininor  variant  in  all  of  these  cases. 281 
The  <he>  spelling  of  the  masculine  nominative  pronoun  was  the  most  common 
across  the  West  Country,  but  some  other  forms  occurred  including  <hee>,  <h(e)y> 
and  <3e>.  The  <3e>  variant  occurs  once  in  folio  70v  column  I  line  53  of  Arundel  22 
<varons  sayde  3e>  '(barons)  he  said'.  In  the  case  of  the  use  of  the  <ýe>  variant,  it  is 
possible  that  the  yogh  symbolises  a  voiceless  palatal  fricative  [ý].  The  voiceless 
palatal  fricative  is  identified  by  Samuels  as  having  constituted  one  stage  of  the  sound 
change  from  <heo>  [heo]  to  <she>  [fi].  385  It  is  possible  that  the  scribe  might  be 
attempting  to  represent  a  voiceless  palatal  fricative,  at  the  beginning  of  the  masculine 
nominative  pronoun,  but  as  it  occurs  only  once,  it  could  just  as  equally  be  a  scribal 
effor. 
Third  person  accusative  and  dative  personal  pronoun:  HIM 
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Map  56:  The  distribution  of  thespelling  variants  of  the  thirdperson  masculine 
accusative  and  dwive  personal  pronoun. 
385  Samuels  1979:  115 282 
The  third  person  singular  masculine  accusative  and  dative  personal  pronoun  HIM  in 
the  West  Country  is  rarely  a  reflex  of  Old  English  hine.  <hynihin(e)>  occurs  in  only 
four  manuscripts,  both  as  a  direct  and  indirect  object.  Other  spelling  variants  that  are 
found  are  mainly  of  the  <hy/lm>  variety  and  are  often  abbreviated  to  <h-i>  and  <hp. 
Add.  33758  has  <hý>  as  the  dominant  spelling  fon-n,  but  this  is  unique  amongst  other 
West-Country  texts.  <him>  as  a  dominant-spelling  form  is  not  to  be  found  in  Dcvon, 
but  is  found  in  both  Somerset  and  Dorset.  The  third  person  masculine  pronoun  HIM 
is  also  often  used  in  impersonal  constructions  with  the  verb  'to  think'  in  the  same 
way  that  'me'  is  used  in  the  first  person. 
Third  person  masculine  genitive  possessive  determiner:  HIS 
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Map  57:  The  thstribulion  (ý'Ihe  spelling  variants  (?  I'Ihe  thirdperson  masculine 
possessive  delerminer. 
The  two  main  variants  of  the  third  person  masculine  singular  genitive  possessive 
determiner  found  in  the  West  Country  are  <hys>  and  <his>.  The  distribution  of  these 283 
spelling  variants  is  such  that  the  majority  of  manuscripts  where  <his>  spellings  are 
dominant  are  to  be  found  in  Somerset  and  Dorset,  fewer  of  the  dominant  spelling 
forms  in  Devon  are  <his>  spellings.  This  means  that  almost  seventy  percent  of  the 
manuscripts  from  both  the  fourteenth  and  fifteenth  century  In  Somerset  have  <his>  as 
the  dominant  spelling  variant  and  in  Dorset  only  one  out  of  the  five  texts  contains  a 
majority  of  <hys>  forms.  In  Devon,  about  thirty-five  percent  of  texts  contain  a 
majority  of  <his>  forms.  It  is  probable  that  <i>  and  <y>  graphs  map  onto  the  same 
phoneme  and  the  distributions  seen  on  map  57  represent  graphemic  variation. 
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Allup  58:  7he  distribution  (?  f  lhespelling  variants  qf  the  genuive  iqflection. 
One  interesting  feature  that  was  recorded  from  medieval  West-Country  texts  is  the 
presence  of  a  genitive  inflectional  ending  written  separately  from  the  root  morpheme. 
It  was  decided  that  this  inflection  should  be  collected  as,  in  a  number  of  cases,  it  took 284 
the  form  of  the  masculine  genitive  pronoun  'his'.  During  the  Old  English  period, 
genitive  singular  masculine  and  neuter  es  inflectional  endings  were  attached  to  the 
root  of  the  word,  as  were  the  masculine  and  feminine  plural  as  inflectional  endings. 
The  separation  of  the  genitive  inflectional  ending  from  the  main  part  of  the  word 
might  have  been  an  attempt  to  differentiate  between  the  plural  and  genitive 
inflectional  endings  as  their  vowels  became  unstressed  and  indistinct.  It  is  unclear 
whether  this  is  a  specifically  southwestern  feature,  as  it  has  not  been  systematically 
collected  in  LALME.  Cotton  Cxiii,  Albert  998  and  Douce  2322  all  have  <his>  as  a 
dominant  spelling  variant  of  the  genitive  inflection.  It  would  therefore  appear  that 
there  is  some  confusion  between  the  genitive  inflection  and  the  masculine  genitive 
pronoun  in  medieval  West  Country  English. 
The  use  of  the  masculine  genitive  pronoun  as  a  genitive  inflection  is  probably  the 
result  of  the  hypercorrection  of  dialectal  h-dropping.  Cotton  CxiiI  i's  the  best  example 
of  a  text  that  exhibits  hypercorrection  due  to  h-dropping,  containing  the  spelling 
variants  --hafter>  q1ter,  "",  her>  ere-  387 
,  <houte>  oul,  389  <harwe>  arro%,,  399 
<horechard>  orchard  and  <heidest>  eldesl.  Albert  998  contains  some  hypercorrect 
examples  of  <hendc-  for  enY  , "'  and  h-dropping,  <orrible>  for  horrihIe.  39'  No  h- 
dropping  or  h-Insertion  in  words  other  than  'his'  have  been  noted  for  Douce  232. 
386  Folio  56v  CI  line  33  and  Folio  59r  line  15 
387  Folio  59v  CI  line  18 
399  Folio  60r  CI  line  19 
389  Folio  60r  CI  line  21 
390  For  example,  folios  4r  line  10  and  5r  line  33  19'  Folio  91  r  line  24 285 
Third  person  feminine  nominative  personal  pronoun:  SHE 
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Allap  59:  The  distribulion  (?  f  lhespelling  variants  (?  I'the  thirdpervon.  feminine 
nominative  personal  pronoun. 
The  diversity  of  spelling  forms  for  the  third  person  feminine  nominative  personal 
pronoun  across  the  West  Country  bears  testimony  to  complex  sound  changes  that 
were  underway  during  the  medieval  period.  The  most  common  dominant  spelling 
variant  across  the  counties  is  <s(c)he>.  No  attempt  is  made  to  differentiate  between 
the  <sh>  and  <sch>  spellings,  as  it  is  unlikely  that  these  indicate  phonological 
differences  and  they  do  not  group  diatopically  in  the  West  Country.  Besides  the 
newer  . --::  s(c)he>  forms,  there  are  numerous  other  realisations  of  the  feminine 
nominative  personal  pronoun,  namely  <heo>,  <jeo>  <hue----,  <3he>,  <scheo>,  1--scho-- 
and  <schoe>.  From  these  spelling  variants  it  is possible  to  identify  some  interesting 
consonantal  and  vocalic  sound-changes  taking  place  in  the  West  Country  during  the 
Middle  English  period: 
*  The  development  of  an  initial  palatal  fricative  [ýj  in  she<  OE  Wo. 
9  The  development  of  initial  /f/  inshe  <  OE  hio. 286 
*  The  development  of  a  rounded  monophthong  /u/  <  OE  jo. 
<heo>  spellings  indicate  the  preservation  nominative  feminine  pronoun  in  its  Old 
English  form  and,  in  one  fourteenth-century  manuscript  (Harley  2277)  and  one  early 
fifteenth  century  manuscript  (Longleat  55),  <heo>  is  the  dominant  spelling  form.  392 
It  is  most  likely  that  the  change  from  <heo>  [he:  o]  to  <sche>  [fe:  ]  happened  as 
follows:  there  was  a  stress  shift,  causing  the  traditional  falling  diphthong  reo]  to 
become  a  rising  one  [e'o]  -  ['heo]  therefore  became  [he'o]  or  [hjo].  [hj]  being  a  rare 
consonant  cluster  in  Old  English,  during  which  period  most  [h+C]  clusters  were  in 
the  process  of  being  lost,  393  it  underwent  a  sound-change,  becoming  a  voiceless 
palatal  fricative 
[ý].  394 
Thereafter  [ý]  changed  to  a  voiceless  alveolar  fricative  [fl, 
which  was  a  much  more  common  sound  in  English. 
A  probabilistic  approach  to  sound-change  would  suggest  that  these  changes  are 
phonetically  plausible.  Acoustically  speaking,  [hj],  [f]  and  (fl  are  similar  to  one 
another  and,  as  Ohala  395  has  shown,  sounds  demonstrated  as  similar  in  acoustic 
analyses  are  the  same  sounds  that  are  often  misinterpreted  by  listeners  and  mistaken 
for  one  another.  Ohala  has  shown  that  this  is  one  way  in  which  a  sound-change  can 
be  triggered. 
In  addition  to  the  phonetic  plausibility  of  the  sound-change  [hj]  >  [j],  evidence 
suggests  that  this  sound  change  has  happened  elsewhere,  for  instance,  where 
392  <heo>  is  also  found  in  several  other  manuscripts  as  a  minor  spelling  variant, 
393  LUtZ  1998:  226 
394  Samuels  1979:  115 
395  Ohala  1989:  182 287 
'Hjaltland'  became  'Shetland'  and  where  the  informal  Scottish  nickname  'Shug' 
developed  from  'Hugh' 
. 
396  From  medieval  orthographic  evidence,  the  sound-change 
might  also  have  occurred  as  follows: 
[he'ol  *  [he'ol"  c*[Nie/..  Wio]r:  >  [hje/  hjo]  *  [ýe/p]319  ffe/fo]400  t*  [fi]401 
Reflexes  of  Old  English  <hao>  in  this  area,  vary  from  the  original  <hao>  to  forms 
possibly  beginning  with  a  glottal  fricative  /h/  or  possibly  palatal  fricative  [ý] 
(represented  by  the  graph  <3>).  It  is  Samuels  who  proposes  that  spellings  such  as 
<3eo>  represented  the  intermediate  forms  [ýo]  and  [ýe]: 
'...  the  stress-shifted  forms  /hjo/  and  /hje/...  then  changed,  via  the  intermediate 
stage  /p,  ýe/  to  /fofe/ 
..  the  intermediate  stage  with  [ý]  is  shown  in  forms  like 
3he(o),  3ho,  ghe,  but  these  never  survived  for  long  in  any  given  area, 
presumably  because  IV  as  a  marginal  phoneme  gave  place  to  the  equally 
/  /1402  distinctive,  but  better  integrated  f 
According  to  Samuels,  early  Middle  English  spelling  evidence  shows  occurrences  of 
<3ho,  ghe,  yo>  spellings  in  the  North  and  in  the  East  Midlands,  but  by  the  late 
medieval  period,  these  forms  can  no  longer  be  found  and  <s(c)he,  3he>  forms  are 
found  instead.  In  the  late  medieval  period  <3ho,  3he  ...  >  forms  are  only  to  be  found  in 
396  Smith  1996:  132  &  133. 
""  Stress  shift  from  a  rising  to  a  falling  diphthong., 
39'  eWS  sound  change  whereby  <ea>,  <io>  and  <eo>  became  <ie>. 
399  Assimilation  of  /hj/  to  form  a  new  sound  [9]. 
'0  Shetland  theory  sound  change  from  [hj]  to  [fl. 
401  [e]  vowel  undergoes  raising  to  [i]  during  the  Great  Vowel  Shift, 
402  Samuels  1979:  114  -  115. 288 
texts  localisable  to  the  West  Country  and  Kent,  perhaps  preserved  there  due  to  the 
conservative  phonologies  of  these  regions. 
Spelling  evidence  ftorn  the  feminine  nominative  pronoun  SHE  also  indicates  that 
vocalic  sound-changes  were  underway.  There  are  numerous  forms  of  SHE  beginning 
with  <s(c)h>,  some  containing  vowel  graphs  that  seem  to  represent  the  OE  diphthong 
/e:  o/,  <scheo>,  some  followed  by  symbols  perhaps  representing  the  rounded  back 
mid-close  vowel  /o/,  <scho>,  some  followed  by  symbols  apparently  representing  the 
close  rounded  vowels  /u/  or  /y/,  <hue>,  or  according  to  Brunner,  a  centralised 
rounded  mid-close  vowel  [6],  403  but  the  majority  of  graphemes  represent  the  front 
mid-close  vowel  /e/,  <s(c)he>.  These  spellings  perhaps  illustrate  a  continuum  of  the 
sound-change  described  above: 
<heo/he404ý,.  :ý  <hue>405  r*  <3eo>,  406 
r*<s(c)ho(e)>/<s(c)heo>407  *  <sche> 
Spelling  forms  of  SHE,  containing  a  rounded  vowel,  are  indicative  of  medieval  West 
Country  written  language.  Brunner  states  that  <ho>  and  <hue>  spelling  forms  are  to 
be  found  in  the  medieval  West  Country  and  that  these  spellings  probably  reflected 
the  development  of  a  centralised  vowel  [6]  from  OE  jo.  408  Brunner  believes  that  this 
sound  [6]  did  not  undergo  unrounding  and  fronting  to  C!  in  the  West  Country  until  the 
fourteenth  century,  whereas  it  unrounded  much  earlier  in  other  parts  of  England.  The 
<sche>  variant,  first  found  in  texts  localised  to  the  East  spread  to  London  and 
thereafter  to  the  west  of  England.  Given  the  West-Country  spelling  evidence 
403  Brunner  1963:  59 
404  An  unstressed  form  of  OE  hio.  This  supports  the  existence  of  the  development  of  a  falling 
a dil  hthong. 
40)F  <u>  in  this  case  might  be  representing  a  front  close  rounded  vowel  [y],  a  similar  sound  to  0]:  [hye] 
[hje]. 
4()6  According  to  Samuel  (1979:  116)  <j>  probablY  represents  a  palatal  fricative 
407  The  palatal  fricative  [ý]  becomes  a  postalveolar  fficative 
408  Brunner  1963:  59 289 
presented  above,  Brunner's  theories  seem  plausible.  It  might  be  argued,  however, 
that  the  <hue>  spellings  indicate  a  closer  vowel  than  [61,  perhaps  /u/  or  /y/. 
To  conclude,  the  complex  state  of  spelling  variants  for  the  feminine  nominative 
pronoun  presented  on  map  59  indicate  that  sound-changes  were  underway.  One  of 
the  oldest  manuscripts  localised  to  the  West  Country  in  LALMF,  Harley  2277,  a 
Southern  English  Legenda[y,  contains  the  archaic  form  <heo>  as  its  dominant  form 
and  unstressed  <he>  as  a  minor  spelling  variant.  Mid-fourteenth  to  mid-fifteenth 
century  manuscripts  contain  forms  beginning  with  a  mixture  of  <h>  and  <3> 
graphemes,  but  by  the  late  fifteenth  century,  the  dominant  spelling  fonn  is  one 
beginning  with  <s(c)h>  and  this  is  most  likely  due  to  the  influence  of  incipient 
standard  varieties  of  English  from  London. 
Third  person  feminine  accusative  personal  pronoun:  HER 
x  hyref  re  KC 
heo  (beo*Jhoore/ 
heo  1hure) 
hure 
I 
hire 
hire  hure,  here  er) 
here  hire/hyre 
hire  (her)  herthere 
here,  here  V 
hurelhere  her,  x 
xx 
hyrehere 
hire  (hir 
1ý  /the 
ree  h 
Y.  r. 
hh  huriher(hir 
hire  (hure  hir)  hyre  (here/hure) 
hure(hur) 
huie 
Z 
hir 
hureihure  (hire/ 
bar/  here)  here/here  (hyrL)  Third  person  reminint 
Accusative  and  dative 
Singular  personal 
Pronoun 
mup  60:  Ihe  distribution  of'the  spellirW  variants  of  *the  third  person  ftininine 
accusative  and  dative  personal  pronoun. 290 
The  <e>  at  the  end  of  the  third  person  feminine  accusative  and  dative  personal 
pronoun  is  often  reduced  to  a  flourish  at  the  end  of  the  <r>  graph  (on  the  map  above 
this  is  expanded  to  an  italicised  e).  There  are  four  main  graphemes  that  are  used  to 
represent  the  medial  vowel  in  this  pronoun,  namely  <y>,  <i>,  <e>  and  <u>.  One 
manuscript,  Longleat  55,  The  Red  Book  of  Bath,  has  an  archaic  diphthong  go, 
(<heor(e)>  <  OE  hiore),  as  its  dominant  spelling. 
The  <hur(e)>  spelling  is  a  particularly  western  feature,  <hur(e)>  fonns  are  found 
mainly  in  the  South  West  and  the  West  Midland  during  the  medieval  period. 
Although  <hure>  forms  are  found  as  far  east  as  Sussex,  the  dominant  forms  in  East 
Anglia  and  Kent  are  <here>  and  <hy/ire>.  The  <hure>  spelling  variant  is  a  typically 
western  rounded  reflex  of  OE  y<  jo,  as  described  by  Brunner 
. 
409  Elsewhere  the  front 
close  rounded  vowel  /y/  unrounded  to  /e/  and  /i/.  In  Kent,  it  was  unrounded  and 
lowered  to  /e/,  but  in  the  West,  the  front  close  rounded  vowel  retained  its  rounding 
and  possibly  became  retracted  to  /u/. 
Pronoun  exchange  involving  the  feminine  accusative  pronoun  is  one  of  the  defining 
features  of  twentieth  century  West-Country  dialect.  The  pronoun  HER  is  used  not 
only  to  refer  to  feminine  objects  in  a  sentence,  but  also  feminine  subjects.  The 
feminine  accusative  pronoun  also  crosses  gender  boundaries  and  has  become  a 
masculine  pronoun  as  well  as  a  pronoun  referring  to  neuter  objects  (again,  in  the 
nominative  and  accusative  case).  This  type  of  pronoun  exchange  appears  to  have 
been  at  a  less  advanced  stage  during  the  medieval  period  and  there  are  only  a  few 
409  Brunner  1963:  10  -II 291 
examples  of  it  in  medieval  West-Country  texts.  The  Amis  and  Amiloun  text  in 
Harley  2386,  the  Naples  13.  B.  29  Clerk's  Tale  and  the  Ashmole  33  Sir  Ferumbras 
text  contain  examples  of  <hur(e)/her>  used  as  the  sentence  subject.  It  has  already 
been  shown  that  accusative  first  person  accusative  and  third  person  masculine 
pronouns  are  often  used  as  sentence  subjects  in  certain  constructions,  where  specific 
verbs  are  used,  for  example  'hyrn  binkeb',  'me  binkeb'  and  also  'hem  binkeb'.  One 
of  the  examples  of  the  use  of  HER  as  a  sentence  subject  was  recorded  as  <than  hur 
spak  fflorippe  the  free>  'then  she  spoke,  Floripas  the  free'.  This is  not  an  impersonal 
construction  and  therefore  it  would  seem  that  pronoun  exchange  involving  the 
feminine  accusative  pronoun  HER  is  more  complex  than  the  use  of  accusative 
pronouns  in  impersonal  constructions.  The  fact  that  the  HER  pronoun  also  crosses 
gender  boundaries  is  also  unusual.  In  the  Albert  IV  998  Prick  of  Conscience  text, 
<hure>  is  used  to  refer  to  a  book  and  the  Ashmole  1447  medica  contains  numerous 
examples  of  herbs  referred  to  using  the  pronoun  HER  <here/hyre>  when  they  are 
sentence  objects.  In  this  text  the  masculine  pronoun  is  used  in  the  nominative  case 
and  the  feminine  pronoun  is  used  in  the  accusative  case.  There  were  no  recorded 
examples  of  male  characters  being  referred  to  using  the  feminine  accusative  pronoun 
in  this  study.  Ihalainen  has  suggested  that  the  later  development  where  'her'  is  used 
in  place  of  'he'  might  be  due  to  a  hyper-rhotic  pronunciation  of  an  unstressed  variant 
of  the  masculine  nominative  pronoun.  "O 
[he:  ]  4  [a]4"  4  [al]4 
12 
_>  [har]413 
410  Ihalainen  1994: 
41  1  Dialectal  loss  of  /h/  and  unstressing  of  the  vowel  to  [a]. 
412  Hyper-rhotic  colouring  on  the  /a/  vowel. 
413  Hypercorrection  of  r-coloured  unstressed  vowel  to  a  form  containing  an  initial  /h/  and  final  /r/. 292 
Third  person  feminine  genitive  possessive  determiner:  HER 
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Map  61:  The  distribution  of'thespelling  variants  ofthe  third  person.  /eminine 
genitivepossessive  determiner. 
<hur(e)>  spellings  are  slightly  less  common  for  the  third  person  genItIve  singular 
personal  pronoun  than  for  the  accusative.  On  three  occasions  where  <hur(e)>  was  the 
dominant  spelling  for  the  accusative  and  dative  personal  pronoun,  the  dominant 
spelling  form  for  the  genitive  pronoun  is  <her(e)>.  <hyre>  and  <hire>  forms  are  also 
commonly  found  for  the  genitive  pronoun. 293 
Third  person  nominative  plural  personal  pronoun:  THEY 
tty  ýýy 
c 
hii  beyýey 
hi  V  Pey  Pep 
they  they/thil 
they 
dley/thay 
th  /Pley  they 
beiby 
ie; 
theyidmrI7"ý  ý 
Pei 
thel 
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PeyYhy 
bey 
they 
-Jý 
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they  Third  person 
Nominative  Plural 
personal  Pronoun 
t  hey 
e  by  aq  Ahey 
Map  62:  Map  of  the  distribution  of  the  spelling  variants  of  the  thirdperson 
nominative  plural  personal  pronoun. 
A  variety  of  spelling  forms  are  found  for  the  third  person  nominative  plural  personal 
pronoun.  Spellings  are  either  of  the  older  h-type  (<hi(i)>  and  <hy>  <  OE  hTie)  or  the 
new  <ý/th>  type  (<b/thay>,  <b/they>,  <b/thai>  and  <ý/thei>).  Old  Norse  derived 
pronouns  beginning  with  dental  fricatives  are  the  most  common  forms  found  in 
West-Country  manuscripts  and,  within  this  group,  dominant  spellings  beginning  with 
<th>  can  be  seen  to  belong  to  mainly  late  medieval  manuscripts.  Forms  beginning 
with  <h>  tend  to  belong  to  the  oldest  manuscripts  used  in  this  study,  such  as  Cotton 
Cxiii,  Rawlinson  655  and  Harley  2277.  The  two  Prick  of  Conscience  texts  localised 
to  the  Somerset-Devon  border  both  have  <hy>  as  a  dominant  spelling-variant.  This  is 
unique  in  the  West  Country;  therefore  it  is  possible  that  <hy>  is  a  relic  form 
preserved  from  the  exemplar. 294 
Spelling-forms  of  the  third  person  nominative  plural  pronoun  usually  end  in  <-y>, 
but  are  occasionally  spelled  <th/bei>/  <thai>.  There  might  be  a  significant 
distribution  of  medial  vowels  throughout  the  West  Country,  as  the  majority  of  texts 
where  <t"ay>  is  the  dominant  form,  are  found  in  Devon,  whereas  in  Somerset  and 
Dorset,  <t"ey>/<th/Oei>  is  more  common,  alongside  <hi(i)>  in  older  texts. 
Evidence  from  LALME  414  shows  that  <th/ýey/i>  forms  are  dominant  in  all  other 
areas  of  England  except  the  North,  where  <th/ýay>  is  common.  It  would  therefore 
seem  that  <th/l)ay>  is  common  in  peripheral  areas  such  as  the  northeast  of  England 
and  in  the  far  South  West. 
Third  person  accusative  plural  personal  pronoun:  THEM 
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Allap  63:  7he  distribution  of  thespelling  variants  (?  I'Ihe  thirdperson  accusative  and 
dative  plural  personal  pronoun. 
Whereas,  <h->  forms  for  the  item  THEY  are  rare,  the  third  person  accusative  and 
dative  plural  personal  pronoun  usually  begins  with  an  <h>  In  the  West  Country. 
414  LALME  volume  2:  22-23 295 
According  to  Samuels,  <ham>  is  the  spelling  of  THEM  that  is  most  common  in  the 
415 
West  Country.  In  this  study,  it  is  found  that  <ham>  forms  are  slightly  more 
common  to  Devon  and  <hem>  forms  are  more  common  Somerset  and  Dorset. 
Reference  to  LALME  shows  that  in  most  of  the  rest  of  the  country,  the  majority  of 
dominant  spelling  forms  are  of  the  <hem>-type,  except  in  the  North  where  some 
<ham/hame>  forms  are  also  found.  416 
TBEM  is  frequently  abbreviated  using  a  variety  of  symbols  from  a  simple  line  above 
the  vowel  or  a  flourish  after  the  vowel  that  bends  back  over  it  to  represent  a  missing 
<m>,  to  a  superscript  <a>  and  two  other  superscript  symbols  <,  => 
and  <;.  O^)> 
probably  indicating  a  missing  medial  <a>,  as  <ham>  is  always  the  second  most 
common  spelling  after  the  abbreviated  forms. 
The  spelling  variant  <3am>  occurs  nine  times  in  Cotton  Cxiii.  In  this  same  text,  SHE 
and  YE  are  most  commonly  represented  as  <3eo>.  As  has  already  been  discussed  on 
pages  287  -  288,  Samuels  believes  that  this  sound,  when  used  at  the  beginning  of  the 
feminine  nominative  pronoun,  might  represent  a  palatal  fricative  [9].  Therefore  it  is 
possible  that  <3am>  might  represent  a  spoken  variant  beginning  with  a  palatal 
fjiC  ti 
. 
417 
]a  ve  It  is  also  possible  that  the  scribe  of  Cotton  Cxiii  is  using  <3>  to  represent 
1W. 
Samuels  1979:  108 
416  LALME  volume  2:  27 
417  See  use  of  <p  in  Trinity  324  in  THEIR  section. 296 
Third  person  genitive  plural  possessive  determiner:  THEIR 
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Map  64:  The  distribution  of  the  spelling  variants  of  the  thirdperson  plural 
possessive  determiner. 
<hur(e)>  spelling  variants  are  found  for  the  third  person  genitive  plural  personal 
pronoun  alongside  <her(e)>,  <hyr(e)>  and  <hlr(e)>  forms.  <th/])ere>  forms  deriving 
from  Old  Norse  are  rare  and  are  found  mainly  in  fifteenth  century  texts.  Dominant 
<th-/ý->  spelling  variants  are  most  common  in  fifteenth-century  documentary  texts 
such  as  the  letters  and  papers  of  John  Shillingford  (Mayor  of  Exeter)  Yatton 
Churchwardens  accounts,  the  six  Ermington  documents  and  the  Bridgewater  borough 
archives. 
One  unusual  spelling  variant  of  THEIR  belongs  to  a  Somerset  collection  of  homilies, 
Trinity  324.  In  this  manuscript  the  spelling  variant  <3ar(e)>  is  found.  In  this 
particular  text,  the  scribe  often  uses  'ýý3->  where  <h>  might  be  expected,  even  in 297 
consonant  clusters,  for  example  in  the  words  SHOULD  *--s3olde>,  SHALL  <s3ulle> 
and  WHAT  <w3at>.  It  is  possible  that  there  is  no  phonological  basis  for  substituting 
historical  <h>  for  <3>.  It  would  appear  that  there  might  have  been  a  tendency  in 
medieval  English  for  the  glottal  fricative  /h/  followed  by  an  /eo/  diphthong  to  become 
palatalised  to  [9]  and  that  this  voiceless  palatal  fricative  was  frequently  represented 
orthographically  by  the  letter  yogh.  This  is  one  plausible  explanation  for  a  <3ar(e)> 
spelling  of  THEIR.  However,  it  could  also  be  the  case  that  the  scribe  has 
misinterpreted  the  use  of  a  palatal  fricative  in  <3he>  SHE  and  applied  it  to  all  cases 
where  <h>  would  be  written.  The  scribe  of  Trinity  324  uses  <sche>  spellings  of 
SHE 
Summary 
This  study  of  the  West-Country  pronominal  system  has  identified  that  a  number  of 
archaic  features  were  preserved  in  the  West  Country. 
e  The  archaic  form  of  the  first  person  nominative  personal  pronoun  ich  is 
preserved  in  thirteenth  and  fourteenth  century  West-Country  texts,  but  rarely 
occurs  in  fifteenth  century  West-Country  texts,  despite  the  fact  that  it  was 
probably  retained  in  the  spoken  language  of  the  West  Country  until  the 
twentieth  century. 
*  Old  English  third  person  plural  pronouns  beginning  with  /h/,  as  opposed  to 
those  derived  from  Old  Norse  and  beginning  with  10,6/  are  also  often 
preserved  in  fourteenth  century  West-Country  texts.  The  adoption  of  the 298 
nominative  pronoun  was  in  a  more  advanced  stage  in  the  medieval  West 
Country  than  the  adoption  of  the  accusative  and  genitive  forms. 
*A  rounded  vowel  in  HER  (accusative,  genitive  and  dative)  and  THEIR  was 
often  preserved  in  the  West  Country  spelling  <hur(e)>.  Elsewhere  in 
medieval  England  the  medial  vowel  in  these  words  was  unrounded  and 
lowered  to  /e/. 
*  The  initial  stages  of  pronoun  exchange  are  visible  in  second  person  pronouns 
(singular  and  plural).  Although  many  of  the  pronoun  exchanges  apparent  in 
twentieth  century  West  Country  dialects  were  not  present  during  the  medieval 
period,  reasons  for  these  exchanges  can  be  reconstructed  using  medieval 
spelling  evidence;  for  example,  the  misinterpretation  of  the  Old  English 
impersonal  pronoun  'man'  for  the  first  person  accusative  singular  pronoun 
ME  and  the  development,  of  the  archaic  'ich'  pronoun  into  a  pronoun  'utch' 
of  ambiguous  case. 
The  most  common  dominant  spelling  forms  in  Devon,  Somerset  and  Dorset  are  laid 
out  in  table  2  below. 
DEVON  SOMERSET  DORSET 
First  person  singular 
nominative 
<Y>  <I>  <Y> 
accusative  &  dative  <me>  <me>  <me> 
possessive  <my>  <my>  <my> 
First  person  plural 
nominative 
<we>  <we>  <we> 
ccusative  &  dative  <Ous>  <vs>/<us>  <vs>/<us>  [a 
p p possessive  <our(e)>  <owr(e)>  <our(e)> 299 
Second  person  singular 
nominative 
<D'>  <b/thow>/  <ý/thou>  <b/thow>/  <D/thou> 
accusative  &  dative  <be>  <be>  <be> 
possessive  <b/thy>  <D/thy>  <b/thy> 
Second  person  plural 
nominative 
<ýye>  <Vye>  <Vye> 
accusative  &  dative  <Vyow>  <Vyou>  <Vyow> 
possessive 
Third  person  masculine 
nominative 
<he>  <he>  <he> 
accusative  &  dative  <hym>  <hy/im>  <hv/im> 
possessive  <hys>  <hy/is>  <hy/is> 
Third  person  feminine 
nominative 
<s(c)he>  <s(c)he>  <s(c)he> 
accusative  &  dative  <he/u/i/yr(e)>  <he/u/i/yr(e)>  <he/u/i/yr(e)> 
possessive  <he/u/i/yr(e)>  <he/u/i/yr(e)>  <he/u/ier(e)> 
Third  person  plural 
nominative 
<ý/thay>  <ý/they>  <ý/they> 
accusative  &  dative  <ham>  <hem>/<ham>  <hem>/<ham> 
possessive  <he/y/ur(e)>  <he/i/ur(e)>  <he/i/ur(e) 
Table  2:  Summary  ofPronoun  andpossessive  determiner  spellings  in  Devon, 
Somerset  and  Dorset. 
The  most  frequent  differences  in  pronoun  spellings  are  between  Devon  and 
Somerset/Dorset  rather  than  Devon/Dorset  and  Somerset,  although  on  two  occasions 
texts  from  Devon  and  Dorset  contain  the  same  pronoun  spellings,  while  most  texts 
localised  to  Somerset  contain  a  different  variant. 
Boundaries  identified  on  the  pronoun  maps  above  were  traced  onto  cell  and  are 
represented  on  the  schematic  map  65  below.  Dialect  areas  can  best  be  described  as  a 
west/east  divide.  The  western  half  of  Somerset  frequently  shares  spelling  features 
with  Devon  rather  than  with  the  rest  of  Somerset.  Dorset  also  exhibits  pronominal 
features  found  in  both  Somerset  and  Devon,  but  in  most  cases  exhibits  features  found 
in  Somerset. 300 
Devonshire 
dialect  area 
_.  s 
---: 
--- 
-S 
￿ 
II 
The  most  striking  west/east  dialectal  features  include: 
East-Somerset 
dialect  area 
*  The  use  of  <1>  in  eastern  Somerset  and  <y>  in  Devon,  western  Somerset  and 
Dorset  for  the  first  person  nominative  singular  personal  pronoun. 
e  The  use  of  <ous>  in  Devon  and  western  Somerset  and  <u/vs>  in  eastern 
Somerset  and  Dorset  for  US. 
e  The  use  of  <ýu>  in  Devon  and  <th/bow/ou>  in  Somerset  and  Dorset. 
The  use  of  <our(e)>  in  Devon,  western  Somerset  and  Dorset  and  <owr(e)>  in 
eastern  Somerset  for  OUR. 
The  majority  of  <ý/thay>  spelling  variants  for  THEY  used  in  Devon,  where 
<ý/they>  is  more  common  in  Somerset  and  Dorset. 
The  majority  of  <ham>  spelling  variants  for  THEM  used  in  Devon,  where 
<hem>  is  more  common  in  Somerset  and  Dorset. 
If  the  dominant  spelling  variants  of  pronouns  and  possessive  determiners  in 
fourteenth  and  fifteenth  century  texts  are  set  side  by  side,  it  is  possible  to  see 
Map  65:  Schematised  map  of  the  dialect  areas  identified  in  the  medieval  West 
Country  usingpronoun  evidence. 301 
diachronic  changes  towards  the  simplification  and  reduction  of  pronoun  and 
determiners  e.  g.  <ich>  4  <y>,  <myn>  4  <my>  and  <ýyn>  4  <ýy>  and  loss  of  the 
second  person  nominative  plural  pronoun.  In  addition  to  this,  it  is  also  possible  to  see 
the  adoption  of  new  third  person  plural  pronouns  from  Old  Norse  beginning  with 
dental  fricatives.  Regarding  the  loss  of  graphemes  in  the  West  Country  during  the 
medieval  period,  <ý>  and  <3>  are  more  common  during  the  fourteenth  century  and 
are  replaced  by  <th>  and  <y>  in  later,  fifteenth  century  texts. 
FOURTEENTH 
CENTURY 
FIFTEENTH 
CENTURY 
First  person  singular 
nominative 
<y/ich(e)>  <y/> 
accusative  &  dative  <me>  <me> 
possessive  <my/in>  <my> 
First  person  plural 
nominative 
<we>  <we> 
accusative  &  dative  <ous><v/us>  <vs>/<us> 
possessive  <our(e)><owr(e)>  <owr(e)><our(e)> 
Second  person  singular 
nominative 
<b">/<thou>  <b">/<thow> 
accusative  &  dative  <be>  <be> 
possessive  75ýbyfin>  <b/thy> 
Second  person  plural 
nominative 
<3e>  <ye> 
accusative  &  dative_  <30w/ou>  <you/yow> 
possessive 
Third  person  masculine 
nominative 
<he/a>  <he> 
accusative  &  dative  <hi/ym>/<hi/yn(e)>  <hy/im> 
possessive  <hys>  <hy/is> 
Third  person  feminine 
nominative 
<heo>/<3he>/<hue> 
<3eo> 
<s(c)he> 
accusative  &  dative  <hu/ir(e)>  <he/u/i/w(e)> 
possessive  <hu/ir(e)>  <he/u/i/yr(e)> 
Third  person  plural 
nominative 
<hi(i)>/<bay>  <b/the/ay> 
accusative  &  dative  <ham>  <he/am>/<the/am> 
possessive  <hi/ur(e,,  - 
_I 
<he/i/ur(e)>/ 
<their(e)> 
Table  3:  Summary  ofpronoun  andpossessive  determiner  spellings  infourteenth  and 
fifteenth  century  manuscripts. 302 
Fourteenth  century  third  person  plural  pronouns,  unsurprisingly,  are  still  of  the  Old 
English  <h->  variety.  Nevertheless,  during  the  fifteenth  century,  only  Norse  forms  of 
THEY  are  found  in  large  numbers  across  the  West  Country.  Both  T]HEM  and  TIHEIR 
are  more  likely  to  be  written  with  an  <h->  even  during  the  late  medieval  period  in  the 
West  Country.  This  conservative  aspect  of  the  West  Country's  pronoun  system  is  to 
be  expected,  as  the  South,  in  general,  was  less  progressive  in  this  respect  than  the 
North  during  the  medieval  period,  due  to  a  lack  of  contact  with  the  Norse  settlers.  It 
would  take  much  longer  for  pronominal  changes  to  affect  the  South  and  it  might  be 
expected  that  changes  would  take  place  last  in  the  West  Country  due  to  its 
comparative  isolation  from  the  influences  of  standardisation.  From  the  data  presented 
in  this  chapter,  it  might  also  be  suggested  that  Devon  was  slightly  more  conservative 
than  Somerset  and  Dorset,  as  older  forms  are  more  commonly  found  here  and  that 
the  northeast  of  Somerset  might  be  said  to  have  the  greatest  amount  of  linguistic 
contact  with  eastern  areas  of  the  country  as  well  as  being  generally  more  populous 
and  urbanised  as  a  greater  number  of  eastern  pronoun  forms  are  to  be  found  there. 303 
Chapter  7:  Overview  of  morphosyntax 
This  chapter  is  a  synthesis  of  data  collected  concerning  verbs  in  this  study.  A  number 
of  verb  forms  such  as  participles,  infinitive  forms  and  imperatives  were  not  collected 
in  order  to  dedicate  a  greater  amount  of  time  to  the  systematic  collection  of  verbs 
according  to  person  and  tense.  In  this  way  a  large  amount  of  inflectional  information 
was  gathered. 
As  in  the  previous  section,  where  pronoun  information  was  presented,  forms  of  the 
verb  TO  BE  will  now  be  presented  mainly  in  irnap  form  with  a  commentary  pointing 
out  important  spelling  features  and  diatopic  and  diachronic  distributional  patterns  of 
inflections.  This  detailed  study  of  the  irregular  verb  TO BE  will  be  followed  by  maps 
presenting  a  synthesis  of  the  inflectional  endings  found  in  all  other  verbs  collected 
for  each  manuscript-text,  which  will  illustrate  the  types  of  inflectional  endings  that 
were  found  in  the  medieval  West  Country  and  also  to  what  extent  inflectional 
endings  were  being  lost  during  the  medieval  period. 304 
7.1  The  verb  'to  be' 
Present  indicative 
Two  fonns  of  the  verb  TO  BE  were  found  in  Anglo-Saxon  and  both  survived  into  the 
Nfiddle  English  period: 
OLD  ENGLISH  INDICATIVE 
FORMS  OF  THE  VERB  TO  BE  Stem  I  Stem  2 
First  person  singular:  ic  beo  ic  eom 
Second  person  singular  bU  bist  bd  eart 
Third  person  singular  he  bib  he  is 
Plural  h-le  Mob  hIq  sind(on) 
Stem  one  was  especially  used  to  indicate  the  fature  tense,  whereas  stem  two  was 
usually  used  to  indicate  actions  happening  in  the  present.  418  The  distribution  of  these 
two  forms  was  not  even  throughout  the  country  during  the  medieval  period.  Middle 
English  reflexes  of  stem  two  variants  'es/is/ys'  and  'are/er/ere'  were  more  common 
in  northern  and  Midlands  dialects.  In  the  South,  forms  such  as  'baob'/  'beb'  and 
'bub'  tended  to  be  used,  although  many  instances  of  'ys/is'  and  'are'  can  also  be 
found.  It  should  be  expected  that  texts  localised  to  the  South  West  would  contain  a 
minimal  number  of  'am/is/are'  forms,  as  this  area  has  proved  to  be  the  most 
linguistically  conservative  area  in  the  South. 
418  Mitchell  &  Robinson  1994:  108  &  109,  Smith  1999:  60 305 
First  person  singular  present  form  of  the  verb  TO  BE:  AM 
x  x 
aFFke 
ham 
min 
am  am 
am  am  am 
x  em 
am  X  am/  7  x  --%  am 
, 
am 
-  am 
am  um 
am  x-  15 
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am 
am 
am  TO  BE 
x  Spelling  variants 
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ý 
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Map  66:  The  spelling  variants  offirst  person  singular  present  of  the  verb  TO  BE. 
As  can  be  seen  on  map  66  above,  the  first  person  present  singular  indicative  form  of 
the  verb  'to  be'  varies  little  across  the  West  Country.  Although  It  might  have  been 
expected  that  this  linguistically  and  orthographically  conservative  part  of  England 
would  maintain  some  'be'  forms  in  the  first  person,  <am>-type  forms  are  always  the 
dominant  spelling  variant.  The  use  of  'I  be'  is  a  defining  feature  of  southwestern 
411  dialect  today,  as  is shown  on  the  LAE  map  of  the  distribution  of  variants  of  I  AM. 
'I  be'  is  to  be  found  mainly  in  the  conservative  dialects  of  the  southwest  Midlands, 
southern  Kent  and  the  West  Country  (except  Cornwall).  However,  during  the  Middle 
English  period,  where  'I  be'  was  found  in  the  manuscript-texts  surveyed,  it  was 
usually  the  present  subjunctive  form  of  the  verb,  It  is  possible  that  this  distinction 
419  See  map  18. 306 
between  indicative  and  subjunctive  was  carefully  preserved  during  the  medieval 
period  and,  as  the  subjunctive  form  became  rare,  'be'  began  to  be  used  dialectally  in 
the  indicative  mode.  It  is  also  possible  that  the  Old  English  use  of  stem  one  'be'- 
forms  for  future  tense  contributed  to  this.  Connotations  of  futurity  or  uncertainty 
might  have  been  preserved  in  stem  one  reflexes  in  conservative  dialects,  while  the 
'am'-form  is  used  mainly  to  express  the  present.  As  will  be  shown  later  on,  although 
stem  two  forms  are  widespread  in  the  singular,  stem  one  forms  tend  to  be  preserved 
in  the  West  Country  in  the  plural.  It  is  therefore  also  possible  that  pronoun  exchange 
between  singular  and  plural  pronouns  in  West-Country  dialects  caused  stem  two 
forms  to  be  used  more  widely  in  later  centuries. 
<am>  is  the  dominant  spelling  for  this  item  across  the  West  Country.  However,  two 
or  three  unusual  spelling  forms  are  to  be  found  in  eastern  Somerset.  There  are  two 
cases  of  AM  spelled  with  an  <e>  at  the  end.  In  one  case,  although  <ame>  is  recorded 
as  the  most  common  spelling  form,  it  is  in  fact  the  only  occurrence  of  the  item  in  the 
section  of  the  manuscript  surveyed  (Harley  2383).  420  In  the  other  case,  the  <e>  is 
abbreviated,  so  it  might  be  the  case  that  the  scribe's  use  of  a  flourish,  on  two 
occasions,  at  the  end  of  the  letter  <m>  is  merely  an  otiose  stroke  and  not  an 
abbreviation. 
In  Douce  232,  <em>  is  a  major  spelling  variant.  This  is  an  unusual  spelling  variant  in 
the  South  West  and  is  possibly  a  relict  from  the  copy  text.  An  <em>  variant  might 
come,  via  London,  from  the  North,  as  <em>  is  the  Norse  variant  of  the  item  AM. 
Another  unusual  spelling  variant  is  <ham>,  found  in  the  1*  thirteenth  century 
manuscript  of  La3amon's  Brut,  Cotton  Cxiii.  As  can  be  seen  in  maps  67  and  68,  the 
"0  Folio  59v  line  6  'for  Po  Pat  y  ame  bownd  to  pray, 307 
Cotton  Otho  Cxiii  scribe  habitually  prefixes  spelling  forms  with  <h>.  One  reason 
why  this  scribe  might  be  prefixing  verbs  with  the,  historically  inaccurate,  letter  <h> 
is  that  this  is a  case  of  hypercorrection  for  a  scribe  who  has  lost  word-initial  /h/  from 
his  phonology  and  no  longer  knows  where  <h>  should  occur.  421 
Second  person  singular  present  form  of  the  verb  TO  BE:  ART 
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Map  67:  The  spelling  variants  of  the  secondperson  present  singular  of  the  verb  To 
BE. 
The  second  person  singular  present  forim  of  the  verb  TO  BE  occurs  in  two  main 
forms  in  the  West  Country  <art(e)>  and  <ert(e)>,  both  of  which  are  derived  from 
stem  two  of  the  verb  TO  BE.  Again,  there  are  no  instances  of  dominant  spelling 
forms  derived  from  stem  one  in  the  medieval  West  Country.  It  is  possible  that 
421  Some  other  examples  of  this  type  of  hypercorrection  in  Cotton  Cxiii  are:  <hafter>  AFTER  (Folio 
56v  CI  line  33  and  Folio  59r  line  15);  <her>  ERE  (Folio  59v  CI  line  18);  <houte>  out  (Folio  60r  CI 
line  19),  <harwe>  arrow  (  Folio  60r  CI  line  21),  <horechard>  'orchard,  and  <heldest>  ELDEST. 308 
<ert(e)>  spelling  variants  might  be  due  to  a  northern  influence  coming  to  the  West 
Country  through  standard  London  English.  422  As  Kihlbom  notes: 
,...  as  a  rule  the  Eastern  area  seems  to  have  been  a  channel  through  whIch  Northern 
fonns  penetrated  into  London  Speech.  ý423 
A  few  of  the  texts  that  contain  <ert(e)>  as  a  major  spelling  variant  have  a  northern 
origin.  These  include  The  Northern  Passion,  the  two  The  Prick  of  Conscience  texts 
and  The  Seege  or  Batayle  of  Troye.  Again,  Cotton  Cxiii  contains  a  number  of  <art> 
forms  beginning  With  a  letter  <h>. 
Third  person  singular  present  form  of  the  verb  TO  BE:  IS 
YS 
t  ..  - 
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map  68:  The  spelling  variants  of  the  third  person  singular  present  of  the  verb  TO 
BE,  - 
422  Fisiak  1968:  105 
423  Kihlbom  1926:  121 309 
The  third  person  singular  of  the  verb  TO  BE  was  spelled  <is>  or  <ys>  in  most  texts. 
In  one  late  thirteenth  century  manuscript,  Cotton  Cxiii,  the  historical  form  <beob>, 
deriving  from  stem  one,  is  the  second  most  common  spelling  variant.  The  dominant 
spelling  form  is  a  variant  of  IS,  <his>,  again  prefixed  with  the  letter  <h>.  In  the 
Longleat  32  devotional  text,  one  instance  of  the  <is>  variant  was  found,  alongside 
one  instance  of  the  <be>  variant. 
The  diatopic  distribution  of  <is>  is  interesting,  as  it  seems  to  occur  more  frequently 
in  the  East,  so  that  Somerset  and  Dorset  contain  the  majority  of  <is>  spelling 
variants,  whereas  Devon  contains  mainly  <ys>  spelling  variants.  The  age  of  the 
manuscript  does  not  seem  to  affect  the  spelling  variant  used  for  the  third  person 
singular  of  the  verb  TO  BE,  as  fourteenth  century  texts  in  Somerset  contain  <is> 
spelling  variants  and  fourteenth  century  texts  in  Devon  contain  <ys>  spelling 
variants.  The  one  fourteenth-century  text  localised  to  Dorset,  Douce  236,  contains  an 
<ys>  spelling  variant. 310 
Third  person  plural  present  form  of  the  verb  TO  BE:  ARE 
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Map  69:  The  distribution  ofspelling  variants  of  the  thirdplural  present  of  the  verb 
TO  BE. 
Whereas  the  spelling  forms  deriving  from  stem  two  are  dominant  for  the  first,  second 
and  third  person  singular  forms  of  the  verb  TO  BE,  plural  forms  of  the  verb  TO  BE 
are  mostly  stem  one  forms.  <are>  spellings  are  only  dominant  on  three  occasions:  in 
the  fifteenth  century  Yatton  churchwardens'  accounts,  the  Longleat  33  devotional 
text  and  in  the  late  fifteenth  century  Mandeville's  Travels  text,  Harley  2386M.  The 
use  of  'am/is/are'  forms  is  a  northern  and  Midlands  dialectal  trait.  It  would  seem, 
however,  that  stem  two  forms  were  adopted  selectively,  taking  over  in  the  singular, 
but  seldom  being  adopted  in  the  plural  in  the  West  Country. 
The  distribution  of  <buý/th>  forms  is  the  most  interesting  feature  for  this  word  item. 
In  Devon  and  western  Somerset,  <buý>  (highlighted  in  red  on  the  map  above)  is  a 
common  spelling  form.  In  the  rest  of  Somerset  and  Dorset,  <beth/b(e)>  is  more 311 
common.  The  presence  of  <buth>  spelling  forms  appears  to  reflect  a  southwestern 
development  of  SWNE  /u/  <  OE  /y/  <  OE  /e:  o/.  This  <buth/ý>  spelling  form  is  in  the 
process  of  being  replaced  from  the  east  by  <beb/th(e)>  forms.  Once  again  historical 
<beob>  <  OE  P.  person  plural  biob,  is  found  to  be  the  dominant  spelling  forms  in 
two  of  the  oldest  texts  Cotton  Cxiii  and  Harley  2277.  Aside  from  <beob>  and  <bub> 
variants,  there  are  three  occurrences  of  <bith>  and  <byth(e)>  forms  as  dominant 
spelling  forms  in  Ashmole  1447,  localised  to  Devon,  and  Harley  2383,  localised  to 
eastem  Somerset. 
East-Midland  <ben>  forms  are  found  on  eight  occasions  in  texts  across  the  West 
Country,  only  once  in  Devon  and  Dorset,  but  on  five  occasions  in  Somerset.  Rather 
than  there  being  a  direct  link  between  the  East  Midlands  dialect  and  the  dialects  of 
the  South  West,  this  is  possibly  due  to  influence  from  London  English  which,  in  turn, 
had  been  strongly  influenced  by  the  East  Midlands  dialect  due  to  immigration  from 
that  area  to  London.  424  The  presence  of  <ben>  forms  in  the  West  Country  indicates  a 
process  of  standardisation  towards  written  London  English  was  taking  place  in 
Somerset,  but  was  taking  longer  to  penetrate  into  Devon  and  Dorset. 
424  Smith  1996:  91 312 
Present  subjunctive  form  of  the  verb  TO  BE 
be 
be 
be 
be 
beo 
be 
be 
be 
be  be 
be 
beo 
be  be(  be 
be/bue 
be 
be 
ben/be 
be 
be 
be 
be 
-  be  r 
be  be 
be 
c 
be 
be 
be  , 
be 
be 
TO  BE 
Present  subjunctive 
AD  persons 
Map  70:  The  distribution  of  the  spelling  variants  of  the  present  subjunctive  of  the 
verb  TO  BE,  for  all  persons. 
The  present  subjunctive  form  of  TO  BE  was  almost  always  written  <be>  in  medieval 
West-Country  texts,  but  in  three  of  the  older  texts,  Cotton  Cxiii,  the  Harley  2277  and 
Ashmole  33,  it  was  written  <beo>  <  OE  subj.  bio. 
One  text  of  the  Prick  of  Conscience,  localised  to  western  Somerset  had  <bue>  as  its 
second  most  common  spelling  variant.  Again  this  would  appear  to  be  the 
southwestern  development  of  an  /u/  vowel  from  Old  English  /e:  o/.  Brunner  describes 
a  similar  development  of  <hue>  from  the  Old  English  feminine  nominative  pronoun 
hjO.  42'  Brunner  believes  that  whereas  [6]  or  /y:  /  <  OE  /e:  o/  unrounded  to  to  ei'  in 
other  varieties  during  the  twelfth  century,  in  the  West  it  remained  rounded  until  the 
425  Brunner  1963:  59 313 
fifteenth  century.  It  seems  likely  that  the  <bue>  spelling  from  Old  English  bjo 
represents  a  similar  development. 
First  person  preterite  singular  indicative  of  the  verb  TO  BE:  WAS 
was 
was  was  was wa, 
was  was was 
was  was 
1"  Ose  was 
was 
was  welle)  was 
x  were  're 
x  was 
Was  WAS  Was  w 
whas 
W23 
was 
was 
was  WIk was 
was 
was  N 
was  xJ 
, 
TO  BE 
First  and  third  person 
Preterite  indicative 
WX 
Singular 
.  -C  ýfx'  was  tl  r 
Map  71:  The  spelling  variants  of  thefirst  person  singular  preterite  of  the  verb  To 
BE. 
As  can  be  seen  from  map  71,  the  first  and  third  person  preterite  indicative  singular  is 
almost  always  written  as  <was>.  One  exception  is  Add.  33758  that  contains  <whas> 
spellings.  As  has  already  been  shown  in  section  5.1,  the  scribe  of  this  manuscript 
habitually  hypercorrects  <w>  to  <wh>,  therefore  this  can  also  be  seen  as  an  instance 
of  hypercorrection. 314 
Two  manuscripts  contain  <were>  as  the  dominant  spelling  form,  namely  Douce  232 
and  Greaves  54.  Harley  2407,  has  <wos(e)>  as  the  dominant  spelling  form.  <wos(e)> 
type  spellings  are  found  along  the  length  of  the  West  Midlands  except  for  two 
instances  in  Norfolk  and  Rutland  (please  refer  to  map  72). 
Allap  72:  7he  distribulion  of',  wose  -spellings  oj'WASftom  in1brmulion  conlained  in 
LALAIA'. 
The  blue  dots  indicate  texts  where  <wose>  spellings  are  common.  It  Is  likely  that  the 
<wose>  spelling  of  this  item  reflects  a  pronunciation  containing  a  back  rounded 315 
vowel  /o/,  as  is  used  in  the  RP  pronunciation  of  WAS  today,  compared  with  the  front 
unrounded  vowel  represented  in  the  spelling  <was>  /a/.  Dobson  believes  that  ME  ý 
when  preceded  by  the  bilabial  velar  sound  /w/,  often  underwent  a  type  of  phonetic 
assimilation,  rounding  and  retracting  to  /K):  /.  426  The  distribution  of  <wos(e)>  spellings 
(shown  in  map  72)  also  corresponds  with  other  instances  of  OE  a>o,  under  the 
influence  of  a  following  nasal  sound.  There  appears  to  be  a  tendency,  in  the  North 
and  West  Midlands  for  Old  English  a  to  be  rounded  and  retracted  to  o  (please  see 
maps  23  and  25).  It  is  possible  that  this  text  has  been  mislocalised  and  should  be 
relocated  in  the  northwest  Midlands. 
Second  person  and  third  person  plural  of  the  verb  TO  BE:  WERE 
X 
weren  were 
were 
were  were 
were  were  were 
were  Wer(e)  were  were 
x  were  X  were  we  were  x 
were 
were 
,  Ahere 
were/ 
were 
were  'AhCRY  were/ 
viern  werm/ 
were  were 
were  x  TO  BE 
second  and  third 
person  plural 
preterite  indicative 
were 
map  73:  The  spelling  variants  of  the  secondperson  and  thirdperson  plural  of  the 
verb  TO  BE. 
426  Dobson  195  7  vol.  2:  718  §  195 316 
There  was  no  differentiation  between  the  variants  used  for  the  second  person  singular 
form  of  the  verb  WERE  and  the  plural  form  of  the  verb,  except  in  the  case  of 
<wer(e)n>  variants,  marked  in  red  on  map  73  above,  these  were  always  used  for 
variants  declined  in  the  plural.  The  three  texts  where  <wer(e)n>  variants  were  found 
(Cotton  Cxiii,  Ashmole  33  and  Douce  236)  have  already  been  established  as  having 
been  written  in  the  fourteenth  century.  <weren>  <  OE  pret.  plural  m&on  can 
therefore  be  described  as  an  archaic  form  preserved  in  a  few  fourteenth  century 
West-Country  texts.  The  <-en>  ending  comes  from  the  Old  English  preterite  plural 
inflectional  ending  <-on>.  Later,  through  unstressing  of  the  inflectional  ending,  this 
<-on>  changed  to  the  <-en>  ending  found  on  some  of  these  West-Country 
manuscript  texts.  In  the  case  of  Ashmole  33,  localised  in  LALME  to  Exeter,  the  <- 
en>  ending  has  been  further  reduced  to  an  <-n>  ending. 
The  presence  of  hypercorrect  <where>  spelling  variants  for  WERE  in  two  western 
Devon  texts,  marked  on  map  73  in  blue,  is  of  great  interest  in  the  present  study,  as 
both  these  are  related  copies  of  Mandeville's  Travels.  As  Guddat-Figge  427  states, 
localising  all  of  the  English  Mandeville's  Travels  is  an  important  step  towards 
tracing  patterns  of  recension  and  understanding  the  distribution  of  this  popular 
medieval  text  throughout  England.  The  publication  of  LALME  has  made  this 
possible,  in  part,  in  that  twelve  of  the  English  versions  of  Mandeville's  Travels  have 
been  localised  in  LALME.  The  use  of  dialectal  evidence  in  the  present  study  should 
help  determine  the  relationship  between  the  Devon  Mandevilles. 
427  Guddat-Figge  1976 317 
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Figure  25:  Mandeville's  Travels  recension  diagram  adaptedfrom  information 
contained  in  Seymour  1967 
Using  a  comparison  of  content  Seymour  428  has  identified  that  Add.  33758,  localised 
in  LALME  to  the  Devonshire/  Comwall  border,  belongs  to  subgroup  C  of  the 
defective  version  of  Mandeville's  Travels.  Bloxam  1008,  localised  in  LALME  to 
eastern  Devon,  also  belongs  to  this  group.  On  the  other  hand,  Harley  2386M, 
localised  by  LALME  to  west  central-Devon,  belongs  to  subgroup  B  of  the  defective 
version,  one  stage  closer  to  the  original  defective  version,  see  figure  25: 
TBE  DEFECTIVE  VERSION 
I 
t  Archetype 
""  Seymour  1967:  272  -  275 318 
'Subgroups  A  and  B  derive  independantly  from  the  lost  archetype,  and 
subgroups  C,  D  and  E  represent  successive  dependent  stages  in  the 
transmission  of  the  text  of  subgroup  B.  A29 
However,  evidence  concerning  hypercorrection  would  tend  to  suggest  that  Harley 
2386M  was  copied  from  Add.  33758.  In  order  for  the  scribe  of  Add.  33758  to  have 
copied  such  a  large  number  of  hypercorrect  forms  from  a  copy-text,  he  would  have  to 
have  been  copying  literatim.  It  is  much  more  plausible  that  the  scribe  who  copied 
Add.  33758  introduced  these  errors  himself  (perhaps  while  copying  from  a  text  that 
contained  very  few  historical  <wh>  spellings).  It  also  seems  highly  likely  that  the 
scribe  of  Harley 2386M  copied  from  the  Add.  33758  Mandeville.  While  the  scribe  of 
Harley  2386  430  amended  much  of  the  hypercorrection  found  in  Add.  33758,  he 
mistakenly  copied  ten  instances  of  hypercorrect  were. 
It  seems  more  likely  that  the  hypercorrection  of  <w>  to  <wh>  that  exists  in  the 
Harley  2386  Mandeville  resulted  ftorn  a  failure  to  amend  due  to  lack  of 
concentration  while  copying,  rather  than  orthographic  passive  competence  (that  is, 
not  knowing  where  <wh>  and  <w>  occur  historically),  as  the  scribe  hypercorrects 
very  occasionally  and  mainly  in  the  word  WERE.  If  the  hypercorrect  spellings 
recorded  in  the  sample  of  text  taken  from  Harley  2386M  are  listed,  it  is  possible  to 
see  that  only  occasional  instances  of  hypercorrection  of  each  word  occur  except  in 
the  case  of  WERE 
429Seymour  1967:  274 
411  Possibly  a  butler  named  William  Cresset. 319 
where  (10),  whyt  (2),  whanhop  (1),  whrot  (1),  towhard  (1),  twhYche,  (1),  whas  (1), 
whassyd  (1),  whent  (1),  whyth  (1). 
The  fact  that  the  adverb/conj  unction  'where'  exists,  causes  the  scribe  of  Harley 
2386M  to  copy  the  unhistorical  form  <where>  for  WERE  more  frequently  than  the 
other  occasional  hypercorrect  forms  he  copies.  The  Bloxam  Mandeville  contains 
only  one  hypercorrected  form  <wheneý>  'believes'.  Cluster  analysis  of  both  vowels 
and  consonants  indicates  a  strong  dialectal  relationship  between  Harley  2386M  and 
Bloxam  1008,  but  neither  text  is  strongly  related  to  Add.  33758  (please  see  section 
8.4). 
7.2  Inflectional  endings  in  medieval  West-Country 
dialect 
During  the  data-collection  phase  of  this  study,  a  number  of  verbs  were  collected 
according  to  person,  number  and  tense.  The  present  tense  inflectional  endings  used  in 
each  scribal  text  and  varying  according  to  person  and  number,  are  presented  in  table 
4  below.  Information  collected  will  be  presented  in  three  maps  of  the  second  person, 
third  person  singular  and  plural  forms  in  order  to  present  a  comprehensive  picture  of 
the  forms'  inflectional  endings  in  the  West  Country  during  the  medieval  period.  The 
verbs  collected  were  both  main  and  auxiliary: 
TO  ASK  TO  LISTEN 
TOBURN  TO  LIVE 
TO  DO  TO  FIGHT 
TO  GIVE  TOKNOW 
TO  THINK  TOLOVE 
TO  BE  CAN 320 
TO  COME  MGHT 
TO  HAVE  SHALL 
TO  BELIEVE  SHOULD 
TO  DRINK  97LL 
TO  FLY  WO  ULD 
TO  KISS 
Table  4:  Verbs  used  in  the  collection  of  inflectional  endings. 321 
Historical  inflectional  endings 
It  might  be  expected  that  the  following  typically  southern  inflections  would  be 
found 
431: 
I  st  person:  O/e 
2  nd  person:  ...  st 
3  rd  person:  ...  elath/b 
Plural: 
...  ath/1) 
However,  since  the  late  Old  English  period,  <-es>  inflectional  endings  from  northern 
dialects  had  been  spreading  into  the  Midlands  and  from  there,  during  the  Middle 
English  period,  to  more  southerly  parts  of  England.  The  far  South  East  and  South 
West  maintained  the  historical  <ab/ath>  verbal  inflectional  endings  longest,  but  the 
South  West  seems  to  have  been  the  most  conservative  of  these  two  areas.  Wakelin 
reports  that  <eth>  endings  were  still  being  used  in  some  areas  of  the  West  Country 
during  the  twentieth  centuly. 
432  Once  again,  this  supports  the  general  pattern  that  has 
been  developing  through  this  thesis  of  scribes  and  speakers  in  the  South  West 
maintaining  archaic  features  much  longer  than  in  most  other  southern  counties. 
Given  the  wide  chronological  distribution  of  manuscripts  localised  to  the  West 
Country,  a  diachronic  comparison  of  the  presence  of  inflectional  endings  will  give 
431  See  Fisiak  1968:  23 
432  'The  SED  records  her  wear7h  the  trousers  from  CO  I  (VI.  14.14),  her'th  returned  ('her  hath...  ') 
from  the  same  locality  (111.1.7),  dooth  ('does')  from  D9  (unpublished),  and  the  -,  elh  ending  is 
extended  to  the  [first  person  singular]  in  Pth  seen  ('I've  seen')  at  D  10  (unpublished).  '  (Wakelin  1994: 
119) 322 
insight  into  the  rate  of  loss  of  these  features  in  written  English  in  this  part  of  the 
country. 
Second  person  singular  inflectional  ending 
Map  34  below  shows  that,  in  most  cases,  the  inflectional  ending  for  the  second 
person  <-(e)st>  has  not  been  lost  in  the  West  Country.  In  most  manuscripts,  forms 
with  no  inflectional  ending  are  also  common,  but  they  tend  to  be  the  second 
dominant  spelling  forms. 
x 
-et)  X 
-e 
-estlo  -est(O 
-estief 
x 
--Cstl*  -est/o  st(o  -es  0)  Ft(dý  tlo  est  -esxt/o  -est 
-est 
-est 
-est(e) 
a 
x  A. 
-esvo  -A 
Verbal  endings  in 
the  second  person 
singular 
no  Inflectional 
ending 
Alap  74:  Allap  oj'the  variants  qfthe  secondperson  singular  verbal  iqllectional 
endings  in  the  medieval  Wesf  COunfry. 
Only  in  two  texts  localised  to  Dorset  are  uninflected  second  person  verbs  used  most 
frequently.  Douce  216  Apollonius  of  Ty  is  only  four  pages  long  and  the  hand 
surveyed  from  the  Add.  H  748  poem  on  the  instruments  of  the  Passion  lasts  for  only 
six  pages.  In  both  these  texts,  onIV  one  verbal  form  In  the  second  person  singular 
-esium 323 
present  was  found  from  the  list  of  verbs  above  and  this  form  happened  to  be 
uninflected  so  evidence  from  these  texts  is  unrepresentational  and  can  be  discounted. 
It  would  appear  that,  although  the  second  person  singular  inflection  <-est>  was 
beginning  to  be  lost,  this  process  has  only  just  begun  in  the  medieval  West  Country. 
It  can  be  said  that,  of  all  the  present  verbal  inflectional  endings,  <-(e)st>  is  the  best- 
preserved  in  the  West  Country  at  this  period  in  time. 
Third  person  singular  inflectional  ending 
/th,  th  JFetht 
yth)  AP 
(eth/th) 
AReth/Wes)  A 
0/th 
A(eth/th) 
Weth  t  ! 
AWffi  Jg'th 
Al  (thl  l-ý  eth)  Cyth/e 
au atio  AN  wv% 
r 
b) 
lythotWethiei) 
Je/theweth) 
je/th(ethlath) 
AKth) 
th/ALvth) 
jUieth 
(thlyth)  iRth) 
jO(th/en)  Ilý 
Verbal  Inflectional 
endings  for  the  third 
person  singular 
no  Inflectional 
,0  ending 
Map  75:  Map  of  the  variants  of  the  thirdperson  singular  verbal  inflectional  endings 
in  the  medieval  West  Country 
If  map  75  of  the  inflectional  endings  found  in  the  third  person  singular  verbs  is 
considered,  it  can  be  seen  that  inflectional  endings  on  third  person  verbs  are  far  less 324 
tenacioUS.  433  In  almost  all  texts,  uninflected  forms  were  dominant  (symbolised  by  0 
on  map  75).  Thereafter  a  contracted  <-th>  as  in  <he  hath>  <he  doth>  is  sometimes  a 
secondary  dominant  form.  Mnor  spelling  variants,  occurring  less  than  one  third  as 
frequently  as  the  major  spelling  variant  are  usually  <-eth/ý>,  <-ith/ý>  or  <-yth/lb>, 
though  on  two  occasions  an  <-ab>  ending  is  a  minor  spelling  variant.  The  lack  of 
uniformity  between  texts  regarding  the  use  of  vowels  in  inflectional  endings  is 
possibly  indicative  of  a  sound  change  in  progress.  The  various  spellings  used  for 
inflectional  endings  might  be  seen  as  a  sound  change  continuum  where  the  vocalic 
part  of  the  inflectional  ending  becomes  progressively  unstressed,  changing 
qualitatively  and  quantitatively  until  it  is  eventually  lost.  Thereafter  the  consonantal 
part  of  the  inflectional  ending  also  starts  to  disappear.  This  process  is  illustrated 
below. 
OE  P  sg.  inflectional  ending  <-eb>  4  <-ib>  /  <-yb>  4  <-b/th>  ->  <0> 
/sE)/  4  (unstressing)  4  /10/  4  (further  unstressing)  4  /0/  4// 
<-es>  inflectional  endings  are  found  in  some  Somerset  texts  including  the  Northern 
Passion  (Rawlinson  655),  a  commonplace  book  owned  by  a  monk  of  Glastonbury 
(Trinity  1450),  an  alchemica  (Harley  2407)  and  a  text  concerning  Pythagoras' 
golden  table  (Ashmole  139a).  The  first  of  these  texts  can  be  dated  to  the  middle  of 
the  fourteenth  century  and  the  others  to  the  fifteenth  century.  The  fact  that  these  texts 
were  localised  close  to  one  another  might  be  a  coincidence,  as  a  negligible  number  of 
433  Although  spellings  ending  in  <P>  were  found  in  manuscripts,  in  order  to  simplify  map  75  both  <P> 
and  <th>  forms  are  represented  as  <th>. 325 
verbs  containing  <-es>  inflectional  endings  were  found  in  each  of  these  texts  and  are 
probably  relict  forms.  The  Devon  texts  containing  an  <-es>  inflection  were  the  Add. 
33758  text  of  Mandeville's  Travels  containing  only  one  <-es>  inflectional  ending 
and  a  Latin  grammar  localised  to  Plymouth  (Rawlinson  328)  where  all  four  instances 
of  the  verb  TO  COME  in  the  third  person  singular  have  the  <-es>  inflectional 
ending.  434 
Therefore,  the  northern  <-es>  inflectional  ending  is  very  rare  in  West-Country  texts 
from  the  medieval  period  and  any  instances  are  probably  relict  forms  from  copy 
texts.  It  is  perhaps  a  testimony  to  the  conservative  nature  of  the  West-Country  verbal 
inflectional  system  that  only  thirteen  <-es>  inflections  in  the  third  person  are  found 
in  over  40,000  lines  of  surveyed  text. 
434  The  Add.  33758  Mandevdl  consistently  shows  dialectal  features  indicating  that  it  belongs  to  east 
Somerset.  Cluster  analysis  has  shown  that  its  dialect  is  closely  related  to  those  of  Ashmole  189a  and 
Harley  2407,  which  also  contain  minor  <-es>  inflectional  variants.  Inflectional  endings  were  not  used 
as  variables  in  cluster  analysis. 326 
Third  person  plural  inflectional  ending 
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Map  76:  Map  of  the  variants  of  the  thirdperson  plural  verbal  inflectional  endings  in 
the  medieval  West  Country. 
Map  76  shows  that  verbs  in  the  third  person  plural  have  a  much  greater  tendency  to 
be  uninflected  than  second  and  third  person  singular  verbs.  A  greater  influence  from 
Midland  dialects  is  also  is  apparent  in  many  manuscripts  in  the  occurrence  of  <-en> 
inflectional  endings. 
As  can  be  seen  from  map  76,  the  dominant  spelling  variants  of  medieval  West- 
Country  verbs  are  the  uninflected  forms.  Unlike  in  the  case  of  the  third  person 
singular,  a  contracted  <-t">  ending  is  not  usually  a  secondary  dominant  variant,  but 
is  usually  found  as  a  minor  spelling  variant  alongside  various  stressed  and  unstressed 
forms  <-ath/ý>,  <-eth/b>,  <-yth/b>.  Only  two  instances  of  the  historical  third  person 
plural  <-ath>  inflection  were  identified  in  the  fourteenth  century  text  of  Sir 
Ferumbras  Ashmole  33  the  early  fifteenth  century  text  of  the  Prick  of  Conscience 327 
and  Albert  998.  The  <-et">  and  <-yth/ý>  inflectional  ending  perhaps  illustrate 
again  a  process  of  unstressing  and  loss. 
The  Midlands  plural  inflectional  ending  <-en>  is  found  in  just  under  half  of  the  texts 
localised  to  the  West  Country,  but  usually  as  a  minor  variant.  In  some  manuscripts 
such  as  the  Add.  33758  Mandeville,  the  Naples  13.  B.  29  Clerk's  Tale  and  the  will  of 
Thomas  Broke  of  Thornecombe,  <-en>  is  recorded  as  a  second  dominant  spelling 
variant.  In  the  case  of  the  will  of  Thomas  Broke  only  three  plural  verbs  were 
recorded,  as  the  text  is  very  short.  The  Mandeville's  Travels  text  uses  <-n>  mainly  at 
the  end  of  the  third  person  plural  of  the  verbs  'to  go'  and  'to  come'  and  the  relatively 
large  number  of  <-en>  inflections  in  this  travel  text  would  seem  to  rely  on  there 
being  a  large  number  of  instances  of  the  verbs  'go'  and  'come'  in  the  third  person 
plural.  Concerning  Naples  13.13.29,  <-en>  endings  are  found  in  a  wide  variety  of 
verbs.  It  would  therefore  seem  likely  that  the  copy-text  of  this  manuscript  was 
written  in  Midlands  or  London  435  variety. 
Summary 
To  conclude,  southern  verbal  inflectional  endings  are,  on  the  whole,  preserved  in  the 
texts  localised  to  the  West  Country  in  LALME.  The  second  person  singular 
inflectional  ending  <-est>  is  the  best  preserved  of  the  present  tense  inflectional 
endings,  while  the  loss  of  the  plural  <-eth/ath>  ending  is  clearly  well  underway. 
inflections  found  for  third  person  singular  and  plural  verbs  were  usually  of  the 
435  As  has  already  been  mentioned  in  section  3.3,  London  speech  from  the  late  medieval  period  was 
strongly  influenced  by  Midlands  dialect.  See  also  Smith  1996:  9  1. 328 
southern  <-th/ý>  type.  There  were  only  a  few  instances  of  the  northern  <-s> 
inflectional  endings  that  would  eventually  be  used  throughout  the  country.  This 
evidence  is  unsurprising  as  southern  dialects  were  the  least  progressive  in  this  respect 
in  England  and  the  West  Country  was  the  most  conservative  of  all  the  southern 
dialects.  There  is  even  evidence  that  archaic  third  person  <-th>  endings  survived  into 
the  twentieth  century  in  this  region.  436 
Nevertheless,  during  the  medieval  period,  inflectional  endings  also  provide  evidence 
of  increasing  standardisation,  as  the  Midlands  <-en>  plural  inflectional  ending  is  to 
be  found  as  a  minor  variant  in  almost  half  of  the  texts  surveyed  and  as  a  major 
variant  in  at  least  five  texts.  The  <-en>  ending  is  not  a  historical  part  of  the  West- 
Country  dialect  and  therefore  its  presence  must  be  the  result  of  transmission  from  a 
copy-text  or  direct  linguistic  influence  from  the  London  dialect,  which  had  an  East- 
Midlands  colouring.  The  prevalence  of  the  Midlands  <-en>  ending  in  third  person 
plural  verbs  (even  in  thirteenth  and  fourteenth  century  texts)  compared  with  the  few 
instances  of  <-es>  northern  endings  for  third  person  singular  verbs,  suggests  that 
London  English  was  having  an  increasing  effect  on  the  English  of  the  West  Country. 
436  Wakelin  1994:  119 329 
Chapter  8:  Cluster  analysis  results 
In  this  chapter,  the  results  of  cluster  analyses  of  the  data  collected  in  the  present 
study  will  be  given  as  a  means  of  testing  LALME  localisations,  which  were  often 
extralinguistic,  and  also  as  a  means  of  identifying  dialect  areas.  Clusters  identified 
from  vocalic  data  will  be  described  and  explained  first,  followed  by  clusters 
identified  using  consonantal  data.  Thereafter,  the  clusters  obtained  from  an  analysis 
of  both  vocalic  and  consonantal  data  in  one  spreadsheet  will  be  presented.  Within 
these  three  sections,  tables  of  the  manuscripts  assigned  by  SPSS  to  each  cluster  are 
included,  followed  by  maps  of  cluster  members  mapped  onto  their  LALME 
localisations. 
Geographical  areas  where  several  manuscripts  are  found  to  belong  to  one  cluster  will 
be  referred  to  as  dialect  areas;  this  follows  the  assumption  of  present-day  cluster 
analyses  based  on  phonemic  transcription  of  spoken  language,  that  groups  of  items 
identified  have  several  phonological  features  in  common  and  are  therefore  dialect 
groUPS.  437  Where  the  term  dialect  area  is  used  in  this  study,  it  is  assumed  that  texts 
localised  to  this  area  have  several  graphemic  features  in  common,  some  of  which 
may  indicate  underlying  dialectal  differences  and  some  of  which  may  indicate 
varying  scribal  traditions  bearing  no  relation  to  spoken  language. 
It  will  be  shown  that  automatic  cluster  analysis  of  the  vocalic  and  consonantal  data 
collected  for  each  manuscript  tends  to  corroborate  LALME  localisations  of  texts. 
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Except  in  a  few  cases,  manuscripts  that  have  been  localised  geographically  close  to 
one  another  are  assigned  to  the  same  group  by  SPSS. 
8.1  Results  of  vocalic  clustering 
One  of  the  most  interesting  cluster  analysis  results  obtained  from  the  data  collected  is 
the  vocalic  clustering.  Clusters  resulting  from  an  analysis  of  the  vocalic  data  are 
presented  in  table  5  below. 
SPSS  was  asked  to  divide  the  twenty-five  selected  manuscript-texts  into  six  clusters. 
In  practice,  this  meant  that  one  manuscript  Harley  2386A  was  found  to  constitute  a 
cluster  by  itself  438  When  the  members  of  each  group  were  assigned  a  symbol,  which 
was  then  plotted  onto  the  LALME  localisations  of  manuscript  texts,  the  clusters 
obtained  were  fairly  cohesive  with  only  a  few  outliers.  An  attempt  will  be  made  to 
justify  the  presence  of  outliers  later  in  this  section,  but  first  the  main  dialectal  groups 
will  be  described. 
439  Tests  involving  the  creation  of  five  and  seven  clusters  did  not  alter  the  status  of  Harley  2386A, 
therefore  the  clustering  of  the  text  by  itself  is  a  significant  result. 331 
Vocalic  Cluster  Membership 
Case  Number  Manuscript  texts  Cluster  Distance 
1  Douce  232  5  21.291 
2  Harley  2386M  2  15.916 
3  Bloxam  1008  2  19.436 
4  Add.  33758  5  21.524 
5  Harley  2407  5  18.251 
6  Harley  2386A  6  .  000 
7  Douce  236  1  17.868 
8  Ashmole  189a  5  17.981 
9  Ashmole  189c  5  18.644 
10  Albert  998  4  15.538 
11  Digby  14  4  16.485 
12  Harley  2383  5  17.097 
13  Trinity  324  5  17.678 
14  Cotton  Cxiii  3  23.226 
15  Ashmole  1447  2  17.441 
16  Rawlinson  655  5  19.796 
17  Trinity  1450  5  21.911 
18  Add.  35288  3  21.347 
19  Longleat  55  5  24.739 
20  Ashmole  33  4  20.268 
21  Harley  2277  1  17.868 
22  Greaves  54  5  18.837 
23  Naples  13.13.29  3  17.154 
24  Arundel  22  4  12.321 
125  1  Trinity  322  1  5  19.963 
Table  5:  Manuscripts  assigned  to  each  of  the  Ax  vocalic  clusters. 
One  two-member  group  was  identified  by  SPSS,  two  instances  of  three-member 
groups  and  the  remaining  two  clusters  were  groups  of  four  and  eleven  members.  The 
geographical  distribution  of  texts  belonging  to  these  groups  is  shown  on  map  77. 332 
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Map  77:  A  ulomalically  clustered  groups  generatedfrom  vocalic  data  and  plotted 
onto  LALMEs  localisations. 
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There  appear  to  be  four  identifiable  dialect  groups,  two  in  the  east  and  two  in  the 
west  of  the  West  Country.  Group  three  (whose  members  are  indicated  by  the  symbol 
0  on  map  77)  is  the  smallest  dialect  group,  consisting  of  two  closely  mapped  texts 
and  one  outlier.  Although  all  three  texts  are  found  in  the  eastern  half  of  the  West 
Country,  it  is  qucstionable  as  to  whethcr  the  north-Somcrset  text  of  L_gyamon's  Brut 
(Cotton  Cxiii)  can  really  be  grouped  with  the  other  two  (Naples  133.29  and  Add. 
35288),  as  it  was  written  at  least  150  years  before  them.  It  is  difficult  to  tell  why  this 
late  thirteenth  century  text  clustered  with  the  two  fifteenth  century  texts  localised  to 
the  Somerset/  Dorset  border.  In  previous  analyses  using  a  hierarchical  form  of 
analysis,  Cotton  Cxiii  was  found  to  group  loosely  with  the  early  fourteenth  century 
South  English  Legendary  (Harley 2277).  These  two  texts  were  also  the  least  closely 
connected  with  all  the  other  texts  (please  refer  to  figure  26).  Therefore,  the  inclusion 
of  Cotton  Cxiii  in  group  three  might  be  considered  to  be  an  anomaly. 334 
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Figure  26:  Dendrogram  ofa  hierarchical  cluster  analysis  of  vocalic  data. 
The  second  eastern  dialect  group  is  much  larger,  but  also  more  cohesive  than  group 
three;  its  members  are  marked  on  the  map  using  the  symbol  0.  As  can  be  seen,  all  of 
the  texts  localised  to  the'  eastern  half  of  Somerset,  with  the  exception  of  the  late 
thirteenth  century  Cotton  Cxiii  Brut  and  the  Add.  35288  manuscript  of  Partonope  of 
Blois,  belong  to  this  group.  Such  a  finding  is  particularly  encouraging  for  the  cross- 
validation  of  LALME's  localisation  of  these  texts.  There  is,  however,  one  outlier 
from  the  group  that  has  been  localised  to  the  other  side  of  the  West  Country  in 
western  Devon.  It  will  be  shown  in  the  following  sections  that  this  is  always  the  case 
where  the  Add.  33758  manuscript  is  concerned.  It  is  highly  likely  that  this  member 
of  the  Devonshire  Mandevilles  was  not  actually  written  by  a  Devon  scribe,  but  would 
be  better  localised  to  eastern  Somerset.  Other  attempts  at  analysis  not  based  on 335 
automatic  data  classification  also  tend  to  mark  out  this  text  as  being  written  in  an 
eastern  Somerset  dialect  (please  refer  to  sections  4.2  -  4.4.1  in  chapter  4). 
When  the  members  of  groups  two  and  four  were  mapped  onto  their  LALME 
localisation  using  the  symbols  A  and  A  respectively  almost  all  of  them  were 
manuscripts  that  had  been  localised  to  Devon.  Group  four  has  one  member,  (Albert 
998)  that  has  been  localised  to  just  across  the  border  in  western  Somerset.  It  should 
be  noted  that  this  Somerset  text  is  one  of  two  West-Country  Prick  of  Conscience 
manuscripts,  the  other  (Digby  14)  also  belongs  to  group  four  and  is  localised  just 
west  of  Albert  998,  in  eastern  Devon.  In  addition  to  sharing  vocalic  features  with 
another  Prick  of  Conscience  text,  the  Albert  998  manuscript  also  shares  vocalic 
features  with  the  Ashmole  33  text  of  Sir  Ferumbras  localised  to  Exeter  and  the 
Arundel  22  Seeme  of  Troye  text,  localised  to  western  Devon.  The  texts  that  belong  to 
this  dialect  group  have  therefore  been  localised  in  LALME  to  an  area  that  stretches 
from  western  Somerset  to  far  western  Devon.  One  feature  that  all  of  these  texts  have 
in  common  is  that  all  four  can  be  dated  to  the  fourteenth  or  early  fifteenth  centuries 
and  this  perhaps  explains  why  group-two  texts  and  group-four  texts  have  not 
clustered  together  despite  their  both  being  localised  to  Devon. 
Group  two  texts,  indicated  on  map  77  using  the  symbol  AIL,  are  all  fifteenth  century 
texts  localised  to  Devon.  Two  of  the  manuscripts  clustered  in  this  group  are  versions 
of  Mandeville's  Travels.  As  has  been  mentioned  above,  the  third  West-Country 
version  of  Mandeville's  Travels  is  consistently  identified  as  being  a  member  of  an 
eastern  Somerset  cluster.  LALNE,  however,  localises  it  to  an  area  close  to  the 
Harley  2386M  version  of  Mandeville's  Travels,  perhaps  on  the  strength  of  the  close 336 
textual  relationship  of  these  versions,  rather  than  for  dialectal  reasons.  The  third  text 
belonging  to  group  two  is  a  medica  localised  by  LALME  to  southeastern  Devon. 
SPSS  grouped  two  texts  as  cluster  one,  but  these  texts  were  localised  by  LALME  a 
great  distance  from  one  another,  one  in  southern  Dorset  (the  Douce  236  Arthour  and 
Merlin)  and  the  other  in  western  Somerset  (the  Harley  2277  South  English 
Legendary).  Nfills  has  expressed  misgivings  about  the  localisation  of  Douce  236, 
which  appears  to  have  been  localised  to  Tolpuddle  in  Dorset  on  the  strength  of  a 
marginal  note  written  in  a  sixteenth  or  seventeenth  century  hand 
. 
439  The  vocalic 
similarity  of  Douce  236  with  the  Harley  2277  text  might  be  connected  to  their  both 
being  fourteenth  century  texts,  although  Harley  2277  is  clearly  much  older  than 
Douce  236.  Macrae-Gibson  asserts  that  the  related  Arthour  and  Merlin  texts  Hale  MS 
150,  Lincoln's  Inn  Library  and  London  and  Doucc  236  were  both  copied  from  a 
western  exemplar  and  that  the  presence  of  some  eastern  spellings  e.  g.  <kende>, 
<ferste>  etc.  make  a  'Southeast/  London  scribe  working  from  a  western  exemplar' 
more  likely  than  the  other  way  round.  440 
One  other  unusual  feature  of  the  vocalic  cluster  analysis  is  the  fact  that  Harley 
2386A  has  been  assigned  to  one  group  by  itself.  This  text  of  Amis  and  Amiloun  is 
problematic  as  it  was  clearly  written  in  the  late  fifteenth  century,  in  a  secretary  hand; 
nevertheless,  it  seems  to  have  been  copied  from  a  much  older  text  and  contains  a 
number  of  archaic  lexical  items.  The  text  is  written  in  verse  and  includes  many  stock 
romance  phrases  that  must  have  been  copied  verbatim  in  order  to  maintain  the 
integrity  of  the  poem.  It  might  be  asserted  that  the  archaic  nature  of  this  text, 
439  NUIS  1998:  199 
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preserving  an  elaborate  literary  style,  sets  it  apart  from  the  other  texts  used  in  this 
study.  In  support  of  this  assertion,  it  might  be  added  that  in  hierarchical  analyses  of 
the  vocalic  information,  Harley  2386A  along  with  the  two  oldest  texts  used  in  the 
study  (Harley  2277  and  Cotton  Cxiii)  are  identified  as  being  least  related  to  the  other 
manuscripts  in  this  study,  although  Harley  2277  (South  English  Leizendaa)  and 
Cotton  Cxiii  (Lavamon's  Brut  are  seen  as  being  loosely  related  to  one  another 
(please  refer  to  figure  26). 
In  conclusion,  evidence  derived  from  LALME  and  cluster  analysis  of  data  gathered 
in  the  present  study  suggests  that  there  are  two  main  vocalic  dialect  areas 
identifiable  in  the  West  Country.  One  area  extends  across  the  eastern  half  of 
Somerset  and  one  extends  across  most  of  Devon  and  into  western  Somerset.  The 
twestern'  or  'Devonshire'  dialect  appears  to  differ  according  to  the  age  of  the  text,  so 
that  fourteenth  and  fifteenth  century  texts  are  clustered  into  different  groups. 
information  on  the  dialect  of  Dorset  is  limited;  however,  it  would  appear  that  a  text 
localised  to  northern  Dorset  has  vocalic  features  in  common  with  a  text  north  of  the 
Somerset/  Dorset  border. 338 
8.2  Results  of  consonantal  clustering 
Some  interesting  dialect  groups  emerge  from  an  analysis  of  the  consonantal  data.  In 
particular,  the  classification  of  manuscripts  due  to  consonantal  information  sheds 
more  light  on  the  question  of  the  dialectal  affiliations  of  Dorset.  More  information  is 
also  available  concerning  the  dialect  of  the  Harley  2386A  Amis  and  Amiloun  text. 
The  manuscripts  assigned  to  each  of  the  six  consonantal  groups  are  shown  in  table  6 
below. 
Consonantal  Cluster  Membership 
Case  Number  Manuscript  texts  Cluster  Distance 
I  Douce  232  2  3.519' 
2  Harley  2386M  3  4.893 
3  Bloxam  1008  3  3.968 
4  Add.  33758  4  5.546 
5  Harley  2407  4  7.366 
6  Harley  2386A  6  6.328 
7  Douce  236  3  3.071 
8  Ashmole  189a  3  4.536 
9  Ashmole  189c  2  6.209 
10  Albert  998  1  6.402 
11  Digby  14  5  4.276 
12  Harley  2383  4  4.269 
13  Trinity  324  4  4.614 
14  Cotton  Cxiii  1  4.159 
15  Ashmole  1447  3  7.289 
16  Rawlinson  655  6  4.851 
17  Trinity  1450  4  7.707 
18  Add.  35288  2  3.009 
19  Longleat  55  6  2.893 
20  Ashmole  33  5  4.276 
21  Harley  2277  1  7.742 
22  Greaves  54  3  3.321 
23  Naples  13.13.29  2  5.930 
24  Arundel  22  1  8.887 
25  Trinity  322 
- 
4  4.622 
Table  6:  Manuscripts  assigned  to  each  ofthe  six  consonantal  clusters. 339 
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Map  78:  Automatically  clustered  groups  generatedftom  consonantal  data  and 
plotted  onto  LALME's  localisations. 340 
On  the  consonantal  map  75,  five  dialect  groups  and  four  outliers  can  be  identified, 
but  most  of  these  outliers  are  explicable  and  a  few  have  already  been  encountered  in 
the  vocalic  analysis.  If  map  75  is  considered,  the  relationship  between  Douce  236, 
localised  to  southern  Dorset,  and  texts  localised  to  areas  finther  west  is  strengthened. 
In  the  vocalic  cluster  analysis,  Douce  236  was  seen  to  cluster  with  an  early 
fourteenth  century  text  found  in  northwestern  Somerset.  In  the  consonantal  analysis, 
Douce  236  belongs  to  a  group  whose  members  are  found  in  Devon  and  western 
Somerset.  The  connection  between  Douce  236  and  texts  localised  to  Devon  might  be 
due  to  there  being  a  layer  of  western  dialect  in  the  transmission  of  the  Arthour  and 
Merlin  text,  as  Macrae-Gibson  has  suggested.  441 
Geographically  speaking,  Douce  236  is  separated  from  the  other  members  of  group 
three  by  group  two,  which  includes  the  only  other  text  localised  to  Dorset  and  used  in 
cluster  analysis  (the  Naples  13.  B.  29  text  of  the  Clerk's  Tale).  The  other  members  of 
group  two  are  localised  to  southwestern  Somerset  near  the  Somerset/  Dorset  border, 
these  are  the  Ashmole  189c  astrological  text,  the  Add.  35288  text  of  Partonope  of 
Blois  and  the  Douce  232  text  of  the  Seven  Penitential  Psalms.  Group  two  appears  to 
be  the  consonantal  counterpart  of  group  three,  identified  in  the  vocalic  analysis. 
One  interesting  point  to  note  concerning  clusters  two  and  three  of  the  consonantal 
cluster  analysis  is  that  the  two  scribal  texts  found  in  Ashmole  189  did  not  cluster  in 
the  same  group,  even  though  they  clustered  together  in  the  analysis  of  vocalic  data. 
While  Ashmole  189a  belongs  to  the  western  dialect  group  three,  Ashmole  189c 
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clusters  with  the  texts  from  the  southern  Somerset  group  two.  Ashmole  189a  contains 
many  more  typical  southwestern  consonanatal.  features  than  Ashmole  189c,  including 
the  hypercorrect  use  of  <f>  for  <v>  and  the  use  of  <b>  for  <p>. 
In  the  cluster  analysis  of  consonantal  data,  three  texts  belong  to  group  six,  the  Harley 
2386A  Amis  and  Amiloun  text  and  two  texts  localised  in  LALME  to  northeastern 
Somerset  (Longleat  55  and  Rawlinson  655).  It  is  therefore  possible  that  the  Harley 
2386A  text  belongs  to  the  northeast  of  Somerset  rather  than  to  Devon.  It  might  have 
been  the  case  that  the  Amis  and  Amiloun  text  was  localised  to  Devon,  because  it 
belongs  to  the  same  manuscript  as  the  Harley  2386M  Mandeville  -a  text  that  is 
clearly  written  in  the  Devon  dialect.  All  the  evidence  so  far  seems  to  suggest  that 
Harley  2386A  has  little  in  common  with  any  of  the  other  texts  used  in  cluster 
analysis. 
Group  one,  whose  members  are  indicated  by  the  symbol  <D  on  map  78,  includes 
three  thirteenth/  fourteenth  century  manuscripts  (Harley  2277,  Cotton  655,  Arundel 
22)  and  one  early  fifteenth  century  text  (Albert  998).  Albert  998  has  been  dated  to 
the  beginning  of  the  fifteenth  century  and  therefore  it  is  unusual  that  this  text  should 
have  many  consonantal  features  in  common  with  the  three  earlier  texts. 
Group  four  members  (indicated  using  the  symbol  *)  map  onto  a  small  area  in  the 
north-east  of  Somerset,  except  for  one  outlier,  namely  the  Add.  33758  Mandeville. 
This  reinforces  the  proposition  that  Add.  33758  has  been  mislocalised  and  belongs  to 
eastern,  perhaps  northeastern,  Somerset  rather  than  the  far  west  of  Devon.  In  section 342 
8.4  in  this  chapter,  a  new  location  for  the  Add.  33758  Mandeville  will  be  proposed 
based  on  the  information  obtained  from  cluster  analyses. 
When  group  two's  members  are  plotted  onto  their  LALME  localisations,  they  form 
another  fairly  cohesive  group,  this  time  in  southern  Somerset  and  northern  Dorset.  It 
is  not  surprising  that  the  dialects  of  texts  localised  to  northern  Dorset  and  southern 
Somerset  should  be  similar  as  there  are  no  natural  boundaries  such  as  hill  ranges  to 
impede  cross-county  contact.  The  north  downs  run  across  the  centre  of  Dorset  west 
to  east,  separating  the  northern  half  of  the  county  from  its  southern  half.  It  is  perhaps 
for  this  reason  that  the  Naples  13.  B.  29  version  of  the  Clerk's  Tale.,  localised  to 
northwestern  Somerset,  is  seen  as  being  part  of  a  consonantal  cluster  whose  other 
members  have  been  localised  to  southern  Dorset;  while  the  Douce  236  Arthour  and 
Merlin  localised  to  Tolpuddle,  is  grouped  with  texts  that  have  been  localised  to 
western  Somerset  and  Devon.  However,  there  is  still  too  little  information 
conceming  the  Dorset  dialect  to  completely  support  the  localisation  of  Douce  236. 343 
8.3  Consonantal  and  vocalic  cluster  analysis 
SPSS  was  asked  to  create  six  clusters  from  a  spreadsheet  containing  vocalic  and 
consonantal  data.  The  manuscripts  assigned  to  each  group  are  given  in  table  7  below 
and  are  mapped  onto  their  LALME  localisations  in  map  79. 
Vowel  and  Consonant  Cluster  Membership 
Case  Number  Manuscript  texts  Cluster  Distance 
1  Douce  232  4  21.978 
2  Harley  2386M  3  16.359 
3  Bloxam  1008  3  20.064 
4  Add.  33758  1  22.923 
5  Harley  2407  1  20.987 
6  Harley  2386A  6  . 
000 
7  Douce  236  4  21.155 
8  Ashmole  189a  1  18.394 
9  Ashmole  189c  1  22.233 
10  Albert  998  4  18.680 
11  Digby  14  5  20.778 
12  Harley  2383  1  17.782 
13  Trinity  324  1  19.995 
14  Cotton  Cxlil  2  18.130 
15  Ashmole  1447  3  18.463 
16  Rawlinson  655  1  21.879 
17  Trinity  1450  1  23.011 
18  Add.  35288  5  18.032 
19  Longleat  55  1  26.338 
20  Ashmole  33  4  22.995 
21  Harley  2277  2  18.130 
22  Greaves  54  1  19,102 
23  Naples  13.13.29  5  20.042 
24  Arundel  22  4  16.675 
125  Trinity  322 
- 
1  20.529 
Table  7.  Manuscripts  assigned  to  each  ofthe  six consonantal  and  vocalic  clusters. 344 
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Map  79:  Automatically  clustered  groups  generatedfrom  vocalic  and  consonantal 
data  andplotted  onto  LALME's  localisations. 345 
An  interesting  amalgam  of  the  results  obtained  from  the  vocalic  and  consonantal 
groupings  can  be  seen  on  map  79.  The  map  obtained  from  vocalic  data  appeared  to 
show  a  clear  east/  west  divide  between  two  main  dialect  areas  with  the  geographical 
boundary  between  them  found  roughly  at  the  Parrett  estuary  (please  refer  to  map  77). 
The  map  obtained  from  an  analysis  of  consonantal  data  again  showed  an  east/  west 
divide  beginning  slightly  further  east.  Instead  of  there  being  a  large  eastern  dialect 
area  as  with  the  vocalic  data,  there  were  two  smaller  northeastem  and  southeastem 
dialect  areas  in  Somerset  (please  refer  to  map  78). 
Map  79  above  shows  a  more  complex  dialectal  pattern.  The  east/  west  divide  can  still 
be  seen  between  groups  one  and  three;  however,  two  dialectal  groups  span  this 
boundary.  The  LALME  localisations  of  group  four  texts  are  found  stretching  from 
southwestern  Devon  to  southern  Dorset,  but  none  of  its  members  are  found  further 
north  than  Taunton.  It  has  already  been  noted  that  diachronic  factors  that  might  affect 
the  dialect  of  a  text  and  this  aspect  must  not  be  ignored.  For  instance,  it  is  clear  that 
Harley  2277  and  Cotton  Otho  Cxiii  constitute  one  group  together,  group  two, 
because  they  are  the  two  oldest  manuscripts  used  in  the  study  (belonging  to  the 
beginning  of  the  fourteenth  century  and  the  late  thirteenth  century  respectively  and 
sharing  many  consonantal  and  vocalic  features).  The  members  of  group  four  all 
belong  to  the  fourteenth  or  early  fifteenth  century  and  this  might  explain  why  the 
texts  belonging  to  this  group  have  consonantal  and  vocalic  features  in  common. 
There  appear  to  be  four  dialect  areas  when  an  analysis  of  consonantal  and  vocalic 
data  together  is  carried  out.  One  familiar  group  of  manuscripts  that  has  been 346 
identified  by  SPSS  as  belonging  to  the  same  cluster  are  those  localised  to  the  north- 
east  of  Somerset.  This  dialect  area  includes  most  of  the  texts  localised  to  eastern 
Somerset,  excepting  those  in  the  South  and  it  extends  as  far  west  as  the  Parrett.  It  is 
tempting  to  think  of  this  area  as  one  of  standard  usage.  In  sections  4.2  -  4.4.1,  it  was 
demonstrated  that  eastern  variants  of  MANY,  EVIL  and  US:  <many>,  <euel>  and 
<VS:  >ý442  were  found  in  texts  localised  to  this  area  of  the  West  Country,  while,  further 
west,  older  forms  <meny>,  <yuel>  and  <ous>  were  found.  Evidence  from  LALME 
suggests  that  other  forms  can  be  added  to  this  list,  for  example: 
DEVON/  EAST 
WEST  SOMERSET  SOMERSEUDORSET 
WHETHER  <wheder>  <wheýer> 
WHICH  <huche>  <which> 
SHALL  Yrd  sg.  <schel>  <schal> 
Group  one  might  therefore  represent  a  dialect  area  where  eastern  forms  are  more 
commonly  used  than  in  the  rest  of  the  West  Country.  It  might  also  be  pointed  out  that 
this  area  of  eastern  Somerset  corresponds  with  a  dialect  area  frequently  identifiable 
on  the  maps  of  the  LAE  where  Standard  English  forms  are  used.  In  chapter  3,  section 
3.2.1,  it  was  shown  that  eastern  Somerset  often  represents  an  island  of  standard 
usage,  where  further  west  and  east,  older  forms  are  found  in  twentieth  century  West. 
Country  English  (please  see  map  13).  It  is  also  often  the  case  in  the  LAE  data  that  the 
river  Parrett  marks  the  eastern  boundary  of  archaic  dialectal  forms,  so  that  eastern 
Somerset  contains  standard  forms  while  western  Somerset  and  Devon  exhibit  a  more 
archaic  phonology. 
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The  second  group  obtained  from  cluster  analysis  of  consonants  and  vowels  derived 
from  the  medieval  data  has  already  been  highlighted  as  being  conditioned  by 
diachronic  more  than  diatopic  factors.  These  are  the  two  oldest  texts  included  in  this 
study  and  therefore  they  most  likely  share  certain  archaic  consonantal  and  vocalic 
features.  It  is  possible  that  Harley 2277  and  Cotton  Cxiii  belong  to  the  same  dialect 
area,  but  in  the  absence  of  other  texts  of  the  same  age,  this  cannot  be  ascertained 
using  cluster  analysis. 
Group  three  is  another  familiar  cluster  involving  three  late  fifteenth  century  texts 
localised  to  Devon.  Two  of  these  texts  are  versions  of  Mandeville's  Travels  and  the 
443 
third  is  a  medica.  According  to  Seymour 
, 
Harley  2386M  and  Bloxam  1008  are 
related  versions  of  Mandeville's  Travels,  but  Harley  2386M  is  one  stage  closer  to  the 
original  than  the  Bloxam  manuscript. 
Group  four  on  map  79  has  members  localised  in  LALME  to  Devon,  southern 
Somerset  and  Dorset.  It  should  be  noted  that  the  majority  of  these  texts  belong  to  the 
fourteenth  or  early  fifteenth-century,  so  it  is  possible  that  the  formation  of  this 
geographically  dispersed  cluster  is  in  some  way  connected  with  the  age  of  these 
manuscripts. 
Group  five  might  be  seen  as  a  southern  Somerset/  northern  Dorset  dialect  area.  Even 
though  one  of  the  texts  localised  to  this  group  is  found  in  eastern  Devon;  separate 
consonantal  and  vocalic  analyses  consistently  identify  a  link  between  Add.  35288 
localised  to  southern  Somerset,  and  Naples  13-13-29  localised  to  northern  Dorset.  In 
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the  consonantal  analysis  two  other  texts  in  southern  Somerset  were  grouped  with 
Add.  35288  and  Naples  13.  B.  29,  namely  Douce  232  and  Ashmole  189c.  The  third 
member  of  group  five,  Digby  14,  on  the  other  hand,  has  consistently  been  grouped 
with  other  texts  localised  to  Devon.  It  might  therefore  be  seen  as  an  anomaly  that  the 
Digby  14  version  of  the  Prick  of  Conscience  grouped  with  Add.  35288  and  Naples 
13.13.29.  In  an  agglomerative  hierarchical  analysis  of  the  consonantal  and  vocalic 
data,  Digby  14  groups  with  the  other  Prick  of  Conscience  text  (Albert  998)  and  two 
Devon  texts  (Bloxam  1008  and  Arundel  22),  while  Naples  13.  B.  29  and  Add  35288 
are  grouped  together.  Please  see  figure  27  below. 
Dendrogram  of  vocalic  and  consonantal  data  using  Average  Linkage  (Between  Groups) 
Rescaled  Distance  Cluster  Combine 
CASE  05  10  15  20  25 
Label  Num  --------------------------------------------------- 
Harley  2383  12 
Greaves  54  22 
Ashmole  189a  8 
Trinity  324  13 
Trinity  322  25 
.  Add.  33758  4 
Harley  2407  5 
Trinity  1450  17 
Ashmole  189c  9 
Rawlinson  655  16 
Douce  232  1 
Douce  236  7 
Longleat  55  19 
Add.  35288  18 
Naples  13.  B.  29  23 
Bloxam  1008  3 
Albert  998  10 
Digby  14  11 
Arundel  22  24 
Ashmole  33  20 
Harley  2386M  2 
Ashmole  1447  15 
Harley  2386A  6 
Cotton  Cxiii  14 
Harley  2277  21 
Figure  27:  Dendrogram  obtainedfrom  a  cluster  analysis  of  consonantal  and  vocalic 
data  and  illustrating  the  relationships  between  Digby  14,  Add.  35288  and  Naples 
13.  B.  29. 349 
Group  six  consists  of  one  text,  Harley  2386A.  In  the  consonantal  analysis,  this  text  of 
the  romance  Amis  and  Amiloun  was  clustered  with  the  Rawlinson  655  version  of  the 
Northern  Passion  and  the  Longleat  55  text  of  Arthur.  The  dendrogram  produced  from 
an  agglomerative  hierarchical  analysis  of  consonantal  and  vocalic  data  tends  to 
indicate  that  Harley  2386A,  like  the  two  oldest  texts  in  the  study  (Harley  2277  and 
Cotton  Cxiii),  has  very  little  in  common  with  any  of  the  other  manuscripts  used  in 
this  study  (please  see  figure  27).  The  text  itself  is  written  in  a  fifteenth  century 
secretary  hand,  but  its  content  is  archaic  and  typical  of  an  medieval  romance.  It  is 
probable  that  the  exemplar  used  by  the  Harley  2386A  scribe  belonged  to  the  high 
medieval  period  and  that  he  copied  many  older  spellings  rather  than  translating  them 
into  his  own  dialect.  This  would  explain  why  a  late  fifteenth  century  text  should  have 
more  in  common  with  the  oldest  texts  used  in  the  study  than  with  the  version  of 
Mandeville's  Travels  that  belongs  to  the  same  manuscript. 350 
8.4  Relocalisation 
In  the  preceding  three  sections,  it  has  been  identified  that  it  is  highly  likely  that  the 
Add.  33758  text  of  Mandeville's  Travels  is  mislocalised  in  LALME.  In  this  section, 
an  attempt  will  be  made  to  relocalise  Add.  33758  using  information  obtained  from 
cluster  analyses  of  the  vocalic  and  consonantal  data-sets. 
Cluster  analysis  results  highlighted  the  probability  of  the  mislocalisation  of  Add. 
33758.  It  was  noted  that  the  sample  of  text  surveyed  from  the  manuscript  contained 
no  typical  southwestern  consonantal  features,  such  as  the  voicing  of  stops  and 
fricatives  or  any  instances  of  glide  insertion.  As  has  already  been  shown  in  section 
5.1,  this  text  contains  an  unusual  amount  of  hypercorrection  of  <w>  to  <wh>,  so  it 
was  possible  that  the  scribe  might  have  avoided  reproducing  dialectal  markers  such 
as  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  stops  and  fricatives  or  glide  insertion  in  his  writing 
by  hypercorrecting.  However,  if  this  were  the  case,  it  might  be  expected  that  there 
would  also  be  some  qualitative  hypercorrection  in  the  text,  yet  the  only  instances  of 
qualitative  hypercorrection  found  in  Add.  33758  were  the  use  of  unhistorical  <wh> 
spellings. 
The  fact  that  Add.  33758  contains  a  large  amount  of  consonantal  hypercorrection  of 
<w>,  indicates  an  advanced  stage  of  standardisation  and  this  too  would  fit  in  with  the 
dialectal  pattern  that  has  already  been  demonstrated  as  existing  in  the  east  of 
Somerset.  Except  for  Add.  33758  and  the  related  Harley  2386M  text  of  Mandeville's 
Travels,,  there  are  few  instances  of  hypercorrection  of  <w>  to  <wh>  in  Devon.  The 351 
majority  of  hypercorrection  of  <w>  to  <wh>  is  found  in  eastern  Somerset  (please 
refer  to  map  33  in  section  5.1). 
In  the  vocalic  and  consonantal  cluster  analyses,  Add.  33758  clustered  with  texts 
localised  mainly  to  eastern  Somerset,  showing  that  its  scribe's  vocalic  and 
consonantal  writing-system  contains  many  east-Somerset  dialect  features.  it  is 
unusual  that  a  text  exhibiting  mainly  eastern  written-language  features  should  be 
localised  to  the  far  west  of  Devon.  In  sections  4.2  -  4.4.1,  Add.  33758  was  shown  to 
contain  spellings  whose  vowels  were  not  consistent  with  the  western  dialect.  In  Add. 
33758,  the  dominant  form  of  US  was  the  Somerset  form  <vs>  and  not  Devonshire 
<ous>,  the  dominant  form  of  MANY  was  eastern  <many>  rather  than  Devonshire 
<meny>  and  the  dominant  form  of  EVEL  was  eastern  <evil>  rather  than  Devonshire 
<yuel>.  Therefore,  Add.  33758  does  not  appear  to  contain  typical  Devon  consonant 
or  vowel  graphemes  and  the  clusters  obtained  from  SPSS  independently  corroborate 
this  observation. 
Evidence  from  dendrograms  produced  from  a  hierarchical  cluster  analysis  of 
consonantal  and  vocalic  data  show  that  Add.  33758  shares  similar  vocalic  and 
consonantal  features  with  Harley  2407,  localised  to  southeastern  Somerset.  Add. 
33758  is  also  closely  related  to  the  eastern  Somerset  texts  of  Ashmole  189c  and 
Trinity  324  (please  refer  to  figures  28  and  29). 
Harley  2407  5 
Ashmole  189c  9 
Add.  33758  4 
Figure  28:  Add  33  758  section  of  vocalic  cluster  analysis  dendrogram. 352 
Add.  33758  4 
Trinity  324  13 
Harley  2407  5 
Figure  29:  Add.  33758  section  of  consonantal  cluster  analysis  dendrogram. 
Using  this  information  and  information  derived  from  partitioning  consonantal  and 
vocalic  cluster  analysis,  it  is  possible  to  identify  an  area  in  eastern  Somerset, 
illustrated  on  map  80,  as  a  more  fitting  localisation  for  Add.  33758,  than  western 
Devon. 
C Consonantal  group 
Possible  now  area  TrI  324  four  boundary 
of  local  isation  for 
Add.  337-M 
Ha  ey  7 
i  Vocalic  group 
ýJfive 
boundary 
LAUME  Wcalisafto 
of  Add.  3375S 
Map  80:  Map  showing  one  possible  new  localisation  ofAdd.  33  758 
The  three  manuscripts  that  have  most  in  common  with  Add.  33758  from  an 
agglomerative  hierarchical  analysis  of  consonantal  and  vocalic  data  are  plotted  onto 
their  LALME  localisations.  In  the  consonantal  and  vocalic  cluster  analysis  using  a 
partitioning  method,  Add.  33758  was  seen  to  belong  to  groups  four  and  five 
respectively.  The  areas  where  all  of  the  other  texts  belonging  to  these  groups  were 
localised  are  also  outlined  on  map  80.  It  is  assumed  that  Add.  33758  can  most 353 
plausibly  be  localised  to  the  area  marked  in  grey  on  map  80,  as  texts  in  this  area 
share  a  maximum  number  of  features  with  Add.  33758. 
To  conclude,  it  can  only  be  assumed  that  Add.  33758  has  been  localised  to  western 
Devon  due  to  its  close  relationship  with  the  Harley  2386M  and  Bloxam  1008 
Mandevilles,  both  of  which  are  plausibly  localised  to  Devon.  However,  traditional 
and  dialectometrical  analyses  of  consonantal  and  vocalic  features  from  a 
representative  section  of  this  manuscript  have  pointed  out  that  it  has  more  in 
common,  dialectally  speaking,  with  texts  localised  to  the  northeast  of  Somerset  and 
therefore  it  might  be  proposed  that  the  Add.  33758  Mandeville  should  be  relocalised 
to  this  area. 354 
Chapter  9:  Dialect  boundaries  in  the  West 
Country 
In  this  chapter,  dialect  areas  identified  in  previous  chapters  using  medieval  spelling 
evidence  will  be  compared  with  the  dialect  areas  identified  by  nineteenth  and 
twentieth  century  dialectologists.  Although  West-Country  dialects  have  changed 
much  over  the  past  five  hundred  years,  it  is  useful  to  compare  dialect  areas  identified 
from  medieval  written  data  and  those  identified  using  phonological  information  from 
studies  of  nineteenth  and  twentieth  century  West-Country  dialects.  Doing  so  provides 
another  means  of  testing  LALME's  localisation  methodology  and  can  back  up  the 
theory,  presented  in  this  thesis,  that  geographical  features  and  demographical 
patterns  are  respqnsible  for  the  dialect  geography  of  the  West  Country.  Three  studies 
of  the  West  Country  will  be  considered,  namely  those  of  Bonaparte  444  and  ElliS445 
completed  during  the  nineteenth  century  and  one  twentieth-century  cluster  analysis 
survey  of  the  West  Country  dialect  areas  carried  out  by  Klemola.  446  It  will  be  shown 
that  there  is  a  marked  similarity  between  the  dialect  areas  identified  in  the  present 
study  and  studies  of  later  dialectal  material,  except  that  boundaries  between  dialect 
areas  have  changed  marginally  over  the  past  five  hundred  years,  shifting  further 
westwards. 
'  Bonaparte  1877 
445  Ellis  1889 
446  Klemola  1990 355 
Comparing  medieval  dialect  boundaries  with  those  identified  in  later 
studies 
Recent  attempts  have  been  made  to  identify  twentieth  century  dialect  boundaries  in 
the  West  Country  based  on  SED  data  and  using  cluster  analysis.  The  methodology 
used  was  similar  to  that  used  in  the  previous  chapter,  except  that  a  hierarchical 
method  of  analysis  was  used,  along  with  phonetic  transcription  of  spoken  language 
rather  than  written  language.  Klemola  also  used  lexical  and  morphosyntactic 
information  in  order  to  identify  dialect  boundaries.  All  of  the  informants  interviewed 
for  the  Survey  ofEnglish  Dialects  could  be  prompted  to  use  specific  local  words  and 
expressions  either  by  asking  them  questions  or  asking  for  objects  and  pictures  to  be 
identified.  A  medieval  study  of  dialect,  on  the  other  hand,  relies  on  whatever 
evidence  can  be  gleaned  from  texts  and  therefore  specific  local  words  are  rarely 
found.  The  morphosyntactic  variables  used  by  Klemola  involve  mainly  pronouns  and 
the  use  of  the  verb  TO  BE.  As  has  already  been  shown  in  chapter  6,  pronoun 
exchange  is  a  more  prominent  feature  in  twentieth-century  West  Country  dialects 
than  in  the  medieval  West  Country  and  so  cluster  analysis  based  on  pronoun 
exchange  would  not  yield  very  much  valuable  dialectal  information. 
If  Klemola's  map  of  the  dialect  areas  identified  by  cluster  analysis  of  the 
phonological  data  only  is  considered  (please  see  map  81  below),  it  can  be  seen  that 
dialect  areas  end  close  to  county  boundaries. 356 
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Map  81:  Dialect  boundariesfirom  SAD  phonological  data  suýjected  to  cluster 
analysis.  Klemola  1990:  377 
A  similar  picture  has  been  built  up  from  medieval  dialect  information  using  both 
cluster  analysis  (chapter  8)  and  more  traditional  mapping  techniques  (chapters  4  --  7). 
Generally  speaking  there  is  an  eastern  dialect,  including  most  of  Somerset  and  Dorset 
with  various  sub-dialect  groupings  towards  the  North  East  of  Somerset.  There  is also 
a  western  dialecl,  taking  in  most  of  Devon,  but  also  often  extending  into  westem 
Somerset.  Chapter  6,  concerning  West  Country  pronoun  spellings,  has  identified  that 
Dorset  shares  features  with  both  Devon  and  southern  Somerset,  but  most  frequently 
the  Dorset  pronoun  system  follows  that  of  Somerset.  Cluster  analysis  has  also 
revealed  that  Naples  13.13.29,  iocalised  to  northern  Dorset,  has  features  in  comi-non 
with  texts  localised  to  southern  Somerset.  At  this  stage  differences  between  the 
twentieth  century  cluster  analysis  of  West  Country  dialects  and  this  present  study 
include  the  location  of  the  boundary  between  East  and  West  dialect  groups. 357 
However,  if  Klemola's  map  showing  the  dialect  areas  Identified  when  the  lexical, 
morphosyntactic  and  phonological  data  are  all  taken  into  consideration  (please  see 
map  82  below),  dialect  areas  similar  to  those  identified  in  the  medieval  study  can  be 
seen. 
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Allap  82:  Dialect  boundariesftom  V,,  D  phonological  data  suýjected  to  cluster 
anal,  sis.  Klelmola  1990:  377  j 
The  western  dialect  area  begins  further  west  in  Klemola's  study  than  in  the  medieval 
study,  where  it  extends  as  far  east  as  Bridgewater  and  the  Parrett  estuary.  There  is 
also  little  evidence  presented  on  map  82  to  suggest  any  dialectal  link  between  Dorset 
and  Devon,  whereas  the  link  between  the  dialects  of  these  counties  is  apparent  in  this 
present  study  based  on  medieval  written  language  evidence,  although  the  medieval 
Dorset  dialect  does  have  more  features  in  common  with  the  medieval  eastern 
Somerset  dialect. 
The  correlation  between  the  medieval  West-Country  dialect  areas  identified  in  the 
present  study  and  Klemola's  twentieth  century  study  of  West  Country  dialect  is 358 
striking  and  there  is  even  more  evidence  to  reinforce  historical  continuity  of  these 
dialect  areas  in  the  West  Country.  As  Klemola  states: 
4  no  major  changes  seem  to  have  taken  place  during  the  almost  100  years 
between  Bonaparte  (1877),  Ellis  (1899)  and  the  SED.  1,447 
Both  Ellis  and  Bonaparte  distinguish  between  western  and  eastern  West-Country 
dialects,  where  the  westem  dialect  covers  most  of  Devoe8  and  the  eastern  dialect  is 
found  in  the  eastern  part  of  Somerset.  Bonaparte  calls  the  western  and  eastern 
dialects:  the  Devonshire  dialeC,  449 
and  the  Soulhwesiern  dialea 
450 
respectively  and 
Ellis  calls  these  two  dialect  areas  DII  and  D4.  Bonaparte  chooses  to  highlight  the 
eastern  and  western  dialect  boundaries,  while  Ellis  highlights  the  intermediate  area 
found  between  these  dialects,  DIO;  however  they  are  essentially  identifying  the  same 
dialect  areas.  The  dialect  areas  marked  out  by  Bonaparte  and  Ellis  are  illustrated  in 
maps  83  and  84. 
447  Klemola  1990:  374 
""  In  Ellis's  case,  the  area  includes  Cornwall 
449  Dialect  area  IV  on  map  83 
4"  Dialect  area  III  on  map  83 359 
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Map  83.  -  Late  nineteenth  century  dialect  areas  identified  by  Bonaparte:  Bonaparte 
1877:  571 
The  symbol  '0.  -  extending  from  dialect  areas  IV  and  III  on  Bonaparte's  map  into 
the  intervening  area  indicates  that  this  Devonshire  dialect  (IV)  'projected'  into  the 
northwestern  Somerset  area  and  the  Southwestern  dialect  (111)  'projected'  into 
southeastern  Devon.  This  means  that  features  belonging  to  both  these  dialect  areas 
(IV  and  111)  are  to  be  found  in  the  intervening  area. 
The  mixture  of  features  from  eastern  and  western  dialects  that  can  be  found  in  the 
intermediate  area  consisting  of  western  Somerset  and  eastern  Devon  appears  to  have 
led  Ellis  to  identify  it  as  a  separate  intermediate  dialect  area,  (area  D  10).  It  might  be 
conjectured  that  it  was  Ellis's  informant  for  eastern  Somerset,  (F.  T.  Elworthy,  who 
was  a  native  of  western  Somerset  and  had  a  specific  interest  in  its  dialect)  who  is 
chiefly  responsible  for  the  identification  of  D  10  as  a  separate  dialect  area. 360 
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Late  nineteenth  century  dialect  areav  idenfýfied  by  Bonaparte:  Ellis  1889. 
Both  Bonaparte  and  Ellis  identify  roughly  the  same  western  boundary  for  the 
Somerset  or  'Southwestern'  dialect,  which  in  the  late  nineteenth  century  extended  as 
far  west  as  Taunton.  Anecdotal  evidence  from  Elworthy,  presented  on  page  23, 
suggests  that  the  dialect  boundary  between  Devon/western  Somerset  and  eastern 
Somerset  results  from  geographical  features.  The  point  of  division  between  the  two 
dialect  areas  during  the  nineteenth  century  is  Taunton,  a  town  situated  in  a  narrow 
valley  between  two  expanses  of  high-land.  According  to  Elworthy,  villages  a  Ilew 
miles  east  and  west  ofTaunton  speak  the  eastern  and  western  dialects  respectively  . 
45  1 
The  areas  of  high  land  that  restricted  communication,  as  well  as  the  location  of 
Taunton  can  be  seen  in  map  85. 
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Allap  85:  Areas  of  highland  in  the  West  Country  and  the  location  ql'Munfon. 
On  the  following  two  pages,  the  dialect  areas  identified  in  the  late  nineteenth  century 
dialect  surveys  and  those  found  in  the  present  study  of  medieval  spellings  will  be 
presented  in  map  form.  Bonaparte  and  Ellis's  dialect  areas  will  be  presented  first  and 
thereafter  the  dialect  areas  identified  in  chapter  6  of  this  study  using  the  spelling  of 
pronouns  will  be  shown  along  with  the  dialect  areas  identified  using  cluster  analyses 
of  the  consonantal  and  vocalic  information  derived  from  medieval  spellings. 362 
Map  86:  Bonaparte's  dialect  areas  plotted  on  a  relief  map  of'the  West  Country 
Map  8  7:  Ellis's  dialect  areas  plotted  on  a  rcli(-,  f*map  of  the  West  Co  unlry 363 
Map  89:  Dialect  areas  identifiedftom  cluster  analyses  of  medievalspellingftatures. 
Map  88:  Dialect  areas  identified  using  medieval  pronominal  evidence. 364 
The  dialect  areas  identified  using  medieval  pronominal  spelling  evidence  are 
remarkably  similar  to  the  areas  identified  by  Ellis  and  Bonaparte.  In  chapter  6,  a 
number  of  dialect  boundaries  were  identified  when  pronoun  and  possessive 
determiner  spellings  were  mapped  onto  LALVE  localisations.  Boundaries  identified 
were  traced  onto  a  piece  of  cell  and  the  most  common  boundaries  identified  are 
marked  on  the  schematic  map  88.  It  can  be  seen  that,  as  with  Ellis  and  Bonaparte's 
study,  the  Somerset  dialect's  western  boundary  is found  at  Taunton.  The  intervening 
area  between  the  eastern  Somerset  and  Devonshire  dialect,  exhibits  pronominal  and 
determiner  features  from  both  of  these  dialects. 
The  schematic  map  of  cluster  analysis  results  (map  89)  was  created  by 
superimposing  the  dialect  boundaries  identified  from  cluster  analyses  of  vocalic  and 
consonantal  features  onto  a  map  of  the  relief  of  the  West  Country.  On  map  89,  the 
Devonshire  dialect  area  does  not  include  northern  Devon  because  there  was  a  lack  of 
information  for  this  area.  The  main  literary  text  localised  to  northern  Devon  formed  a 
cluster  by  itself  possibly  due  to  its  archaic  language,  Add.  33758  has  been  relocalised 
and  smaller  documentary  texts  were  not  used  in  the  cluster  analysis  study. 
Nevertheless,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  vocalic  dialect  areas  correspond  reasonably 
closely  to  those  identified  by  Bonaparte  and  Ellis.  The  Devonshire  dialect  extends 
further  east  than  Bonaparte  and  Ellis  identified  -  as  far  as  Taunton  -  and  the  eastern 
Somerset  dialect  area  begins  slightly  east  of  Taunton,  so  that  a  hypothetical  line 
drawn  from  the  Parrett  estuary  southwards  might  be  said  to  be  the  geographical 
boundary  that  corresponds  with  this  dialect  boundary  rather  than  the  Blackdown- 
Brendon  gap.  Consonantal  dialect  areas  show  that  the  western  dialect  took  up  an 365 
even  greater  part  of  the  West  Country  and  the  eastern  dialect  was  found  only  in  the 
north  east  of  Somerset  during  the  medieval  period.  This  result  is  not  unusual  if  the 
medieval  spelling  evidence  corresponds  to  the  medieval  phonology  of  this  time. 
Sonorous  sounds,  such  as  vowels,  undergo  sound-change  and  loss  much  more  easily 
than  unsonorous  sounds,  such  as  consonants.  452  Therefore  if  a  dialect  boundary  was 
shifting  westwards,  it  might  be  assumed  that  vowel  sounds  would  prove  far  less 
tenacious  than  consonant  sounds. 
Analyses  of  both  vocalic  and  consonantal  features  of  medieval  spellings  showed  that 
there  was  a  dialect  area  that  included  southern  Somerset  and  northwestern  Dorset 
during  the  medieval  period.  This  corresponds  with  dialect  areas  identified  by 
Bonaparte  (please  see  map  86);  however,  Ellis  indicates  that  the  whole  of  eastern 
Somerset  and  the  counties  of  Dorset  and  Wiltshire  constitute  one  'southwestern' 
dialect  and  identifies  no  subdialects  in  Dorset. 
Although  dialects  spoken  in  the  medieval  West  Country  and  dialects  spoken  in  the 
West  Country  during  the  nineteenth  and  twentieth  centuries  cannot  be  directly 
compared  with  one  another,  it  is  useful  to  identify  and  compare  dialect  areas  found 
during  the  medieval  period  with  those  found  in  later  studies.  Not  only  does  the 
identiffbation  of  similar  dialect  areas  in  other  studies  reinforce  LALMIE's 
localisation  methodology,  but  it  also  supports  the  assertion,  that  natural  barriers  and 
demography  resulting  from  land  relief  are  responsible  for  dialect  geography  in  the 
West  Country. 
452  LUtZ  1985,  Ohala  1999 366 
To  summarise  this  information:  cluster  analyses  of  data  collected  for  the  SED  in  the 
1960s  and  cluster  analyses  of  features  collected  from  medieval  spellings  show  that 
the  dialect  boundary  between  the  westem  and  eastem  West-Country  dialect  were 
found  a  good  deal  further  east  during  the  medieval  period.  This  result  might  be 
expected  as  most  dialectal  changes  in  the  West  Country  move  from  east  to  west 
across  the  peninsula.  New  forms  appear  to  have  originated  in  north-eastern  Somerset 
and  gradually  moved  westwards.  The  river  Parrett  and  the  Blackdown-Brendon  gap 
are  significant  geographical  features  corresponding  to  dialect  boundaries.  Beyond 
these  boundaries,  there  is  generally  an  intermediate  area  where  a  mixture  of  features 
from  the  eastern  and  western  dialects  are  used.  The  present  study  of  medieval 367 
linguistic  change.  This  would  appear  to  have  been  the  case  in  Devon  and  western 
Somerset.  Urban  or  densely  populated  areas,  on  the  other  hand,  tend  to  foster 
linguistic  change.  Social  mobility  and  geographical  mobility  are  common  in  towns 
and  large  villages  where  trading  takes  place.  Social  ties  in  these  areas  are  much 
weaker  and  inhabitants  are  much  more  likely  to  come  in  contact  with  people  from 
other  parts  of  the  country  and  to  modify  their  speech.  For  this  reason,  innovations 
often  move  from  one  urban  area  to  another  without  affecting  the  intervening  area: 
'One  of  the  most  important  ways  in  which  this  innovation  has  been 
implemented  is  by  'jumping'  from  one  urban  centre  to  another.  Within  specific 
languages  also,  it  is  known  that  innovations  tend  to  spread  from  one  centre  of 
population  to  another  without  immediately  affecting  the  intervening  country- 
side  (which  is  of  course  more  sparsely  populated).  9453 
Therefore  it  would  appear  that  not  only  the  geographical  features  of  the  West 
Country,  but  its  demography  have  played  a  part  in  creating  dialect  areas  in  the 
medieval  period  and  the  twentieth  century.  It  might  be  said  that  there  are  more 
similarities  between  the  identified  medieval  dialect  areas  and  the  late  nineteenth 
century  dialect  areas  than  there  are  between  the  twentieth  century  dialect  areas  and 
the  late  nineteenth  century  dialect  areas.  This  can  be  seen  if  the  results  of  the  present 
study  of  medieval  written  language  data  and  Wakelin's  conclusions  concerning  the 
eighteenth  century  West  Country  are  compared: 
453  raroy  1992:  197 368 
'Devon,  with  (East)  Cornwall  and  (West)  Somerset...  may  be  regarded  as  the 
area  which  is  the  most  homogenous  in  appearance...  and  which  appears  most 
stable  in  the  retention  of  old  dialect  features...  The  easternmost  part  of  the 
(southwestern)  area  is  in  direct  contact  with  the  regions  further  (north)  and 
(east)  and  this  serves  as  a  buffer  zone  between  central  English  and  strictly 
(southwestern)  rms.  -)454 
According  to  Wakelin,  increased  geographical  mobility  since  the  1830s  as  well  as  a 
standard  education  system 
455 
and,  it  might  also  be  suggested,  the  national  media  have 
caused  many  dialect  areas  to  change  or  disappear  more  quickly  than  at  any  other 
period  in  the  history  of  the  English  language.  It  is  therefore  a  mark  of  the  extent  of 
dialectal  conservativism  in  the  South  West  that  dialect  boundaries  have  changed  so 
little  in  there  over  the  past  five  hundred  years.  Although  the  West-Country  dialects 
found  in  the  twentieth  century  and  the  medieval  period  differ  greatly,  it  is  still 
possible  to  identify  Devon  as  being  the  more  archaic  dialectal  area  during  both 
periods,  while  the  Somerset  dialect  represents  a  southwestern  dialect  containing 
standard,  eastern  features. 
454  Wakelin  1986:  18 
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Conclusion 
This  thesis  is  a  comprehensive  dialectological  and  palaeographical  survey  of  English 
texts  localisable  to  the  medieval  West  Country.  It  tests  the  localisation  methodology 
of  LALME  using  more  up-to-date  dialectological  techniques,  and  offers  an  enhanced 
description  of  the  language  of  the  area.  This  thesis  also  contains  a  discussion  of  key 
linguistic  problems,  and  offers  a  survey  of  handwriting  practices  used  in  the 
medieval  West  Country. 
in  the  initial  chapters  of  this  study,  a  number  of  typical  West  Country  phonological, 
morphological  and  grammatical  features  were  identified,  using  studies  and  anecdotal 
evidence  ranging  from  the  medieval  period  to  the  twentieth  century.  It  was  therefore 
possible  to  contextualise  -  and  in  some  cases  provide  phonological  evidence  to 
support  -  observations  made  from  medieval  written  evidence.  From  this  initial 
contextual  linguistic  survey,  it  was  found  that  the  language  of  the  West  Country  has 
always  been  characterised  by  its  resistance  to  linguistic  change  and  that  medieval 
West-Country  dialect  features  have  been  comparatively  well  preserved  over  the 
centuries.  The  discovery  that  West-Country  dialects  tend  to  resist  linguistic  change 
caused  me  to  focus  on  studying  spellings  that  indicated  the  preservation  of  archaic 
dialectal  features  in  the  medieval  West  Country. 
In  the  data-collection  phase  of  this  thesis,  manuscripts  localised  to  Devon,  Dorset 
and  Somerset  in  LALME  were  resurveyed  and  various  spellings  that  were  expected 
to  vary  diatopically  across  the  West  Country  were  collected.  A  study  of  the  spellings 370 
collected  confirmed  that,  even  during  the  medieval  period,  the  language  of  this 
region  was  characterised  by  archaism,  including  the  preservation  of  initial  voiced 
fricatives  and  plosives  and  the  preservation  of  a  rounded  reflex  of  the  Old  English 
front  close  rounded  vowel  y,  which  had  unrounded.  and  lowered  in  most  other 
medieval  English  dialects. 
West-Country  dialects'  resistance  to  linguistic  change  appears  to  have  been  fostered 
by  the  regiods  southwestern  location  in  Britain  at  a  time  when  most  linguistic 
innovation  was  coming  from  the  North  and  East  of  the  country.  However,  the 
preservation  of  archaic  written-language  features  was  not  found  in  all  areas  of  the 
West  Country. 
Cluster  analysis  and  traditional  mapping  techniques  identified  the  presence  of  two 
main  dialect  areas  within  the  West  Country:  one  comprising  the  county  Devon  and 
the  western  half  of  Somerset,  the  other  comprising  eastern  Somerset  and  Dorset.  It 
was  demonstrated  that  the  western  'Devonshire'  dialect  was  the  more  archaic  of  the 
two  dialects,  especially  as  it  maintained  older  graphemic  representations  of  vowel 
sounds,  while  the  eastern  dialect  tended  to  contain  newer  forms  current  in  the  rest  of 
southern  England.  The  eastern  and  western  dialect  areas  were  separated  by  a 
hypothetical  line  running  from  the  Parrett  estuary  to  Charmouth  in  the  South. 
A  geographical  survey  of  the  medieval  West  Country  revealed  that  the  line  of 
separation  corresponded  roughly  with  the  location  of  Blackdown  and  Brendon  hill 
ranges  in  eastern  Somerset.  Nineteenth-century  anecdotal  evidence  supported  the 
limiting  effect  of  these  geographical  features  on  dialectal  contact.  The  distinct  nature 
of  the  western  and  eastern  dialects  was  also  probably  fostered  by  variations  in 
medieval  settlement  patterns  across  the  counties,  created  by  varying  land-quality  and 
relief. 371 
Early  medieval  demographic  evidence  from  the  Domesday  survey  showed  that 
eastern  Somerset  contained  a  significant  proportion  of  large  boroughs,  whereas 
Devon,  western  Somerset  and  Dorset  were  characterised  by  dispersed  populations, 
living  in  small  isolated  hamlets.  The  agglomerative  settlements  of  eastern  Somerset 
appear  to  have  encouraged  social  mobility  and  the  spreading  of  forms  belonging  to 
dialects  found  further  east,  whereas  the  dispersive  settlements  of  the  far  west  appear 
to  have  inhibited  geographical  and  social  mobility  and  so  helped  preserve  older 
dialectal  features. 
Later  dialectal  studies  such  as  those  of  Ellis,  Bonaparte  and  Klemola,  based  on 
spoken-language  evidence,  identify  similar  east/west  dialect  areas  in  the  West 
Country,  although  the  boundary  between  the  eastern  and  western  dialect  areas  is 
identified  as  being  further  west  than  in  this  study  of  medieval  written  material.  The 
changes  in  dialect  boundaries  were  seen  to  be  remarkably  small  over  a  five  hundred 
year  period. 
The  fact  that  plausible  dialect  areas  were  identified  in  the  medieval  West  Country 
and  that,  using  the  objective  statistical  technique  of  cluster  analysis,  clusters  of  texts 
formed  cohesive  groups  when  plotted  onto  their  LAUE  localisations,  supports  the 
accuracy  of  LALMIE's  localisations,  even  though  many  localisations  appear  to  have 
relied  on  extralinguistic  evidence. 
In  addition  to  the  identification  of  diatopic  dialect  groups,  the  age  range  of 
manuscripts  used  in  this  study  allowed  diachronic  changes  in  written  language  to  be 
identified.  Instances  of  the  sociolinguistic  phenomenon  of  consonantal 372 
hypercorrection  in  medieval  West-Country  texts  showed  that,  during  the  fifteenth 
century,  there  was  a  great  increase  of  scribes'  awareness  of  the  formality  of  the 
written  mode,  as  well  as  a  better  awareness  of  other  varieties  of  written  and  spoken 
English.  Scribes  seemed  to  have  made  a  conscious  attempt  to  purge  typical 
southwestern  dialectal  features,  such  as  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives, 
from  their  written  language.  Evidence  that  the  voicing  of  initial  voiceless  fricatives 
was  considered  to  be  an  undesirable  dialectal  feature  in  written  language  can  be  seen 
in  the  hypercorrection  of  French-derived  vocabulary  beginning  with  voiced  fricatives 
to  unhistorical  voiceless  forms. 
Instances  of  hypercorrection  of  <w>  to  <wh>  in  most  fifteenth  century,  but  no 
fourteenth  century,  West-Country  manuscripts  not  only  shows  that  the  voiceless 
labial-velar  fricative  had  been  replaced  by  the  voiced  labial-velar  approximant  in 
medieval  West-Country  phonology,  but  it  also  shows  that  the  presence  of  the 
historical  variant  was  considered  more  desirable  than  the  new  variant  in  written 
language.  All  of  these  features  point  towards  an  increased  formality  in  the  written 
mode  in  the  West  Country  during  the  fifteenth  century  and  the  beginning  of  an 
increasing  divergence  between  the  spoken  and  the  written  English  in  the  medieval 
West  Country. 
The  principal  achievements  of  this  thesis  may  be  summarised  as  follows: 
An  in-depth  analysis  of  the  written  language  of  the  medieval  West  Country 
was  carried  out  and  defining  phonological  and  morphosyntactic  features  of 
the  medieval  West  Country  were  identified. 373 
The  data-collection  and  analysis  methodologies  devised  during  the  creation  of 
LALME  were  applied  and  built  on.  A  new  method  of  analysing  written 
language  data  was  devised  involving  computer  assisted  techniques  and 
allowing  the  localisation  of  manuscripts  in  LALME  to  be  tested. 
9  Dialect  areas  and  boundaries  in  the  medieval  West  Country  were  identified 
I  and  explained,  then  compared  with  dialect  areas  identified  in  other  studies  of 
West  Country  spoken  English. 
*A  new  method  of  describing  and  comparing  the  scribal  hands  of  medieval 
West  Country  manuscripts  was  created  and  tested,  involving  the  digitisation 
of  manuscript  pages  and  the  creation  of  scribal  profiles  of  the  handwriting  of 
many  of  the  medieval  texts  used  in  this  study. 374 
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Modem  Language  Association  of  America. 
Hamelius,  P.  (1919-23).  Mandeville's  Travels.  (EETS  153).  London:  Kegan  Paul, 
Trench,  Triibner  &  Co.,  Ltd. 
Seymour,  M.  C.  (1961).  'The  Origin  of  the  Egerton  Version  of  Mandeville's  Travels.  ' 
In  MediumEvum  196  1.  Oxford:  Basil  Blackwell. 
Seymour,  M.  C.  (1973).  The  Metrical  Verson  ofMandeville's  Travels.  (EETS  269). 
London:  Oxford  University  Press. 
London,  British  Library,  Additional  35288 
Partonove  of  Blois 
Date:  Late  fifteenth  century 
Material:  Vellum  and  paper 
Foliation:  Foliated. 
Script:  Secretary 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  southern  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  ff27r-48r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1539 
LALME  grid  reference:  354  122 
Seymour,  M.  C.  (1963).  The  Bodley  Version  ofMandeville's  Travels.  (EETS  253). 
London:  Oxford  University  Press. 
Seymour,  M.  C.  (1967).  Mandeville's  Travels.  London:  Oxford  University  Press. London,  British  Library,  Cotton  Otho  Cxiii 
La3mon's  Brut 
Date:  Fourteenth  century 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Anglicana, 
Language  of  the  text:  English;  dialect  Somersetshire 
Folios  surveyed:  ff49v  -  62r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1581 
LALME  grid  reference:  345  154 
Bibliography:  Madden,  F.  (1847).  Lqjmoný  Brut.  London:  Society  of  Antiquaries. 
Volumes  1,2  &  3. 
London,  British  Library,  Harley  2277 
Southern  English  Lekendary  or  Saints'  Lives 
Date:  0300 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English;  dialect  of  western  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  fflr-7v,  ff69r-75v  and  fl222r-228r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1518 
LAIIv1E  grid  reference:  315  131 
Bibliography: 
D'Evelyn,  C.  &  Mill,  A.  J.  (1959).  South  English  Legendary.  (EETS  244).  London: 
Oxford  University  Press. 
396 397 
London,  British  Library,  Harley  2383 
The  collected  poems  of  John  Mydwynty 
Date:  Second  half  of  the  fifteenth  century. 
Material:  Probably  paper 
Foliation:  Foliated. 
Script:  Bastard  anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English  and  Latin,  dialect  of  eastern  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  fT24v-30v  and  ff46r-72r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1533 
LALME  grid  reference:  370  156 
Bibliography: 
Bowes,  R.  (1949).  Poems.  In.  Modern  Language  Notes  (64).  p454  -  46  1. 
London,  British  Library,  Harley  2386 
Text  one:  Mandeville's  Travels 
Text  two:  Amis  and  Amiloun  (fragment) 
Date:  Text  one,  late  fifteenth  century. 
Text  two,  late  fifteenth  century. 
Material:  Paper. 
Foliation:  Foliated. 
Script  and  hand:  Text  one  is  written  in  a  secretary  hand  and  hand  of  text  two  has  a 
mixture  of  secretary  and  anglicana  features. 
Language  of  the  text:  English.:  text  one  in  western  Devon  dialect;  text  two  in  northern 
Devonshire  dialect. 
Folios  surveyed:  (Textl:  04-105v),  (Text2:  ffl3lr-137r). 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  Text  one  1509.  Text  two  415  lines. 
LALME  grid  reference:  Text  one  255  10  1.  Text  two  275  123. 
Notes:  One  of  three  Mandeville's  Travels  localised  to  Devon. 
Bibliography  text  one:  see  above. 
Bibliography  text  two: 
Leach,  McE.  (1937).  Amis  andAmdoun.  (EETS  203).  London:  Oxford  University 
Press. 398 
London,  British  Library,  Harley  2407 
Alchemica 
Date:  Fifteenth  century 
Material:  Paper  and  parchment 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Bastard  anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  eastern  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  ff3v-15v,  ff52v-65v  and  ff9l-102r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1401 
LALME  grid  reference:  366  140 
London,  College  of  Arms.  Arundel  xxii 
The  Seelle  or  Batayle  of  Tro-ve  and  Geoffrey  of  Monmouth's  Historia. 
Date:  Mid-fourteenth  century. 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Anglicana  with  secretary  influences. 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  the  west  of  Devonshire. 
Folios  surveyed:  ffl  r-3r,  ff4Or4  Iv  and  70r-72r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1750 
LALME  grid  reference:  248  077 
Bibliography: 
Barnacle,  M.  E.  (Ed.  )  (1927).  The  Seege  or  Batayle  of  Troye:  A  Middle  English 
Romance.  (EETS  172).  London:  Oxford  University  Press. Longleat,  Marquess  of  Bath's  manuscripts,  32 
Devotional  text 
Provenance  and  date:  Fifteenth  century. 
Material:  Vellum. 
Foliation:  Foliated. 
Script:  Secretary  with  some  anglicana  letter  forms. 
Language  of  the  text:  English  and  Latin;  dialect  of  northeastern  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  M  r-2v. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1031 
LALME  grid  reference:  362  162 
Longleat,  Marquess  of  Bath's  Manuscripts,  55 
Arthur 
Date:  Early  fifteenth  century. 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  north-eastem  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  ff3v-13v,  ff42v46r  and  ff55r-65r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1746 
LALME  grid  reference:  375  165 
Bibliography: 
Furnivall,  F.  1  (1965).  Arthur.  (EETS  2).  London:  Oxford  University  Press. 
399 400 
Naples,  Royal  Library,  xiii.  B.  29 
Chaucer's  Clerk's  Tale 
Date:  1457 
Material:  paper 
Foliation:  Paginated 
Script:  Secretary  with  some  anglicana  letter-forms 
Language  of  the  text:  English;  dialect  of  northern  Dorset. 
Folios  surveyed:  ff2r-15v. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  593 
LALME  grid  reference:  355  102 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  33 
Sir  Ferumbras 
Provenance  and  date:  Exeter,  0377 
Material:  Paper 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script  and  hand:  Anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English;  dialect  of  Exeter. 
Folios  surveyed:  ff6v-15r,  fT35r-38r  and  60r-69v. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1580 
LALNIE  grid  reference:  298  097 
Bibliography: 
Herrtage,  S.  J.  (1903).  Sir  Ferumbras.  (EETS  E.  S.  34).  London:  Kegan  Paul,  Trench, 
Trabner  &  Co.,  Ltd. 401 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  189 
Three  texts  in  different  hands.  Text  one  72r  -  115,  Pythagoras's 
Golden  Table;  text  two  210r-11r,  poem  predicting  the  future  of  the 
year  from  the  day  that  Christmas  falls  on;  text  three  212r-  end, 
predicting  the  future  according  to  the  phases  of  the  moon. 
Date:  Fifteenth  century 
Material:  paper 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Text  one:  bastard  anglicana;  text  two:  secretary;  text  three:  bastard  anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English;  dialect  of  southern  Somersetshire. 
Folios  surveyed:  (Text  1:  ff72r-89v  &  ff9Ov-  I  09v),  (Text  2:  ff2  1  Or-21  I  r),  (Text  3: 
fY212r  -  219v) 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  Text  one:  1593,  text  two:  80,  text  three:  465 
LALME  grid  reference:  All  three  manuscripts  -  343  125 
Bibliography: 
Brown,  C.  (1916).  A  Register  of  Middle  English  Religious  and  Didactic  Verse.  pp  73- 
74  and  index.  Oxford:  Oxford  University  Press. 
Brown,  C.  (1939).  Religious  Lyrics  ofthe  XVth  Century.  Oxford:  Clarendon  Press. 
p295.  oxford,  Bodleian  Library. 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  1447 
Medica 
Date:  Fifteenth  century 
Material:  Paper 
Foliation:  Paginated 
Script:  Secretary 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  southern  Devonshire. 
Pages  surveyed:  pp105-164 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1112 
LALmE  grid  reference:  277  074 402 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Digby  14 
Prick  of  Conscience 
Date:  Mid  fourteenth  century 
Material:  Parchment 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  Devonshire  dialect. 
Folios  surveyed:  ff2r-  13v,  89r-9  8r  and  13  6r-  144v. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1769 
LALME  grid  reference:  303  114 
Bibliography: 
Lewis,  R.  E.  &  McIntosh,  A.  (1982).  A  Descriptive  Guide  to  the  Manuscripts  ofthe 
'Prick  ofConscience'.  Exeter:  Short  Run  Press  Ltd. 
Morris,  R.  (1863).  The  Pricke  ofConscience.  Berlin:  A.  Asher  &  Co. 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Douce  216 
Avollonius  of  Tyre  (fragment,  four  pages) 
Provenance  and  date:  Wymborneminster,  beginning  of  the  fifteenth  century. 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Paginated 
Script:  Anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  Dorset. 
Pages  surveyed:  The  readable  sections  of  all  four  pages. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  148 
LALME  grid  reference:  401099 403 
Oxford,  ]Bodleian  Library,  Douce  232 
Seven  Penitential  Psalms 
Date:  Fifteenth  century 
Material:  Parchment 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Anglicana 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  southeastern  Somersetshi-re. 
Folios  surveyed:  ffl  r-27v.  (entire  poem) 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1000 
LALME  grid  reference:  366  125 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Douce  236 
Arthur  and  Merlin  (Incomplete) 
Date:  a1500. 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Anglicana. 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  Dorset. 
Folios  surveyed:  fFI  r  -34v. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1086  (entire  text) 
LALME  grid  reference:  379  094. 
Bibliography: 
Macrae-Gibson,  0.  E.  (1973).  OfArthour  andMerlin.  (EETS  268  &  269).  Volumes 
&  2.  London,  Oxford  University  Press, Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Greaves  54 
Speculum  Christiani 
Date:  Fifteenth  century 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Foliated 
404 
Script:  Secretary  with  anglicana  influences. 
Language  of  the  text:  English  mixed  with  Latin;  English,  dialect  of  western  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  M  r-5  Ir 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  1560 
LALME  grid  reference:  331  129 
Bibliography: 
Holmstedt,  G.  (1933).  Speculum  Christiani:  A  Middle  English  religious  treatise  ofthe 
fourteenth  century.  (EETS  182).  London:  Oxford  University  Press. 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Rawlinson.  C.  655 
Northern  Passion 
Date:  Md  fourteenth  century. 
Material:  Paper. 
Foliation:  Foliated. 
Script:  Anglicana  (faded). 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  eastern  Somerset. 
Folios  surveyed:  fflr-44v. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  115  8 
LALME  grid  reference:  355  146 
Bibliography: 
Foster,  F.  A.  (1913-16).  The  Northern  Passion.  (EETS  145-7).  London:  Kegan  Paul, 
Trench,  Trabner  &  Co.,  Ltd. 405 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Rawlinson.  D.  328 
Miscellany  belonging  to  Walter  Pollard  of  Plymouth  (Devon) 
Date:  fifteenth  century. 
Material:  Probably  paper 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Script:  Secretary  with  some  anglicana  letter  forms. 
Language  of  the  text:  Latin  and  English;  dialect  of  southern  Devon 
Folios  surveyed:  most  pages  of  this  manuscript  contained  a  few  lines  of  English. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  309 
LAUE  grid  reference:  247  056 
Rugby  School,  Bloxam  1008 
Mandeville's  Travels 
Date:  Fifteenth  century 
Material:  Vellum 
Foliation:  Foliated 
Text:  Mandeville's  Travels 
Script:  Anglicana. 
Language  of  the  text:  English,  dialect  of  eastern  Devonshire. 
Folios  surveyed:  fflr-9v  and  ffl3v-22r. 
Number  of  lines  surveyed:  13  89 
LALME  grid  reference:  320  105 406 
Appendix  2:  Questionnaire. 
AFIER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURN 
BUT 
CHURCH 
couln 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)ErnM?  -.  (N)OR 
ERE  (CONJ.  ) 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
00 
HIGH 
HML 
IF 
-LY 
MAN 
MEN 
Mkw 
MGlrr 
MUCH 407 
NE+  (BEI  HAVE/  VALIJ  witen  etc) 
NOT 
OWN  (adj.  ) 
SHALL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THAN 
THEN 
THERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK 
THOUGHT  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
Iwo 
MML 
OE  hw-words 
WILL 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 408 
FIRST  PERS 
Sg.  (NOM  (ACC)  (GEN)  (DAI) 
Pl.  (NOND  (ACC)  (GEN)  (DAI) 
SECOND  PERSON 
Sg.  (NOA  (ACC)  (GEN)  (DAT) 
Pl.  (NONO  (ACC)  (GEN)  (DAlý 
THWPER 
So, 
Maso  (NONO  (ACC)  (GEN)  (DAD 
Fem  (NONO  (ACC)  (cii2q)  (DAI) 
Plu  (NONQ  (ACC)  (GEN)  (DAI) 
TO  BE 
Indicative  Subitmetive 
first  person  ..............................  .. 
second  person  .............................. 
third  person  (sg) 
............................. 
(PI)  ............................. 
Preterite  Subiuncti 
first  person  ................................ 
second  person  .............................. 
third  person  (sg)  .............................  (PI)  ............................. 
TO  HAVE 
Indicative  -S  2bjuncti 
first  person.  ............................... 
second  persom  ............................. 
third  person  (sg)  ............................. 
0 
(Pl)  ............................. 
Pretgfite  Sý-bjunctive 
first  person  ................................ 
second  person  .............................. 
third  person  (sg)  ............................. 
(Pl)  ............................. 
TO  CONIE 
hA:  ica  *ve  Subjuncti 
first  persori.  ............................... 
second  persom  ............................. 
third  person  (s9)  ............................. 
(PI)  ............................. 
. 
Ybitinctive 
....  first  person.  ........................... 
second  person  .............................. 
third  person  (s9)  ............................. 
(PI)  ............................. 409 
V-  WORDS 
Z/  3-  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<P>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<ý>  for  <y> 
OE  v-  reflexes 
BELIEVE 
FLY 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
OLD 
SIN 
<ADo>  -  reflexes 
EARTH 
FIGHT  ON) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
WORTHY 410 
Appendix  3:  Abbreviations  key  (tachygraphs) 
IOZ 
<a/e>  e.  g.  <ham>  or  <hem> 
loom  am 
14 
<m/n>  e.  g.  <um>  or  <un> 
3.  <a>  e.  g. 
Uý 
<Adam> 
ow*  tlo* 
<ur>  e.  g.  <Our> 
5.  final  <e>  h  <he>  e.  g. 
44ZQO-Ilrý' 
<nyghte> 
6.  final  <e> 
9 
e.  g. 
if 
<ge>,  -Uj  <me>, 
4Z 
<ne>  etc. 
9  CIL  .  <er>  e.  g.  1-06tP  <water> 
Ct.  --  Ct.  --- 
8.  <ra>  e.  g.  <grace> 
<us>  9  e.  g. 
01 
<ous> 
10.  <*>  plural  noun. 
11.  <*>  genitive  noun. 411 
Appendix  4:  Linguistic  proriles 
Brussels,  Bibliotheque  Royale,  Albert  IV.  998 
Prick  of  Conscience 
AFTER  1&  (10) 
AGAINST  a3ens  (11) 
AGAIN  agayn  (5) 
ANY  eny  (15) 
ASK 
BEFORE  or  (9) 
by  for-  (1) 
BOTH  boýe  (22) 
BURNM  I  st  Mrson  pre 
BU'r  bote  (96) 
CHURCH 
COULD  I  st  pgrson 
DAY(S)  day  (12) 
dawes'(1) 
DO  Ist  pcrso 
I  st  pgrson  pre 
EACH  echc  (21) 
ilkon  (2) 
(N)E=R  ... 
NOR  no)P  ...  ne  (4) 
EVIL  yvel  (4) 
M(S)  eye  (6) 
FIRE  fiiyr  (3) 
FIRST  fiirsc  (10) 
filr3t  (1) 
GM  I  st  pgrson 
Ist  pgrson  P!  e 
GO  Ist  perso 
Ist  pgrson  pg 
wende  (1) 
TUGH  heye  (4) 
heyest  (5) 
I-IML 
IF  Of  (18) 
LAND  londe  (3) 
Lri-M  fitel  (7) 
-LY  -ly  (24) 
MAN  man  (141) 
tn5ys*  (9) 
MANY  many  (11) 
after  (4)  haft9  (4) 
a3eyn  (3)  a3en  (2) 
by  fore  (7)  ore  (2) 
1-Y  (1)  boý  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  pret  3rd  Mrson  W 
brenneý  (1) 
I,  ot  (1) 
2nd  pmon  3Ed  Inson 
couýe  (5) 
dai  (1)  dey  (1) 
2nd  pcrso  3rd  pCrson 
doý  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  pret  3rd  pcrson  pv 
dyde  (1) 
dide  (1) 
dude  (1) 
echon  (10)  ilke  (7) 
a3enne  (1) 
ere  (1)  are 
ph-, 
brennyng' 
brenand  (1) 
RIm---I 
coupe  (2) 
dei  (1) 
phmj 
don  (1) 
phn-J  pre 
dy4le  (1) 
dayes*  (2) 
ilke  a  (3)  echone 
euel  (1)  yucles*  (1) 
eyen*  (3)  e3ene*  (1) 
*e  (1) 
fitrste  (4)  ferst  (2)  first  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  3rd  pgrson  RIMW 
3yf  (1)  jemp  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  pre  3rd  prrson  Wt  pltlrgl  pLe 
3emp  (3) 
3ef  (1) 
32f  (1) 
3evueP  (1) 
)eaf  (1) 
Zud  Pgrso  3rd  pgrson  Fk_j 
goýe  (1)  gop  (2) 
gop  (1) 
2nd  pgrson  pgt  3rd  pgrson  po  Phol  Pm 
wente  (1) 
heie  (1)  hye  (1)  heyer  (2) 
heyste  (2)  heyeste  (1)  heieste  (1) 
yf  (13) 
Etc  (1) 
4che  (17)  -lyche  (1)  -lye  (1) 
manne  (3)  MA  (2)  ma  (2) 
mannys*  (1)  ininis'  (1)  manhede 
meny  (7)  manye  (1) 
fust3  (1) 
heier  (1) 
eyeste  (1) 
Mon  (1) 
mankende  (6) 
I  Adjective 
2  Folio  I  Or  line  11 
3  Folio  I  Or  line  II 412 
MIGHT  (y) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VALL  etc. 
NOT 
OVIN 
SHALL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
TIUN 
THEN 
THERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
TIRNK 
THOUGHT  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
OE  hw-words  (wh) 
(w)  (183) 
(h)  (10) 
hypercoffection  (1) 
WILL  (V) 
Ist  Krson 
my)te  (10) 
ahny3ty  (1) 
moche  (14) 
nys  (2) 
nog  (54) 
oune  (2) 
Ist  pArso 
schal  (2) 
schel  (2) 
scholle  (1) 
siplx  (2) 
suche  (11) 
0(6) 
0(26) 
(2) 
(61) 
Pere  (2) 
Inse  (1) 
ham  (4) 
Ist  puson 
POU)t  (5) 
JnM  (6) 
1=3  (15) 
tuo  (1) 
fil  (4) 
war  (46) 
wile  (9) 
wader  (3) 
weder  (1) 
uche"  (1) 
huche  (7) 
als,  W012  (1) 
I  st  Pgoon 
wol  (8) 
2nd  pgrson 
-pt  (5) 
al  mygti  (1) 
muche  (9) 
nel  (1) 
nou)r  (19) 
ovne  (2) 
2nd  Mrson 
schO  (1) 
schalt  (1) 
2nd  Mrso 
such  (1) 
Pan  (4) 
3rd  Rýrson 
my3te  (24) 
al  my3ti  (3) 
myche  (2) 
noUep  (1) 
nau3t4  (1) 
3rd  perso 
schel  (47) 
schal  (43) 
schullek  (2) 
schol  (2) 
schul  (1) 
3rd  pgrso 
scholde  (27) 
schulde  (3) 
my3te  (4) 
my3ti  (2) 
nuUep  (1) 
nou3  (1) 
PLIMI 
schufle  (24) 
schullcý  (15) 
schel  (12) 
schul  (9) 
schol  (4) 
schal  (4) 
schoHe  (3) 
scholles'  (1) 
scbollep  (1) 
schalle  (1) 
RNW 
scholde  (12) 
schulde  (1) 
alrny3te  (1) 
lane  (18)  pan  (13)  ýanne  (11)  ýenne  (1) 
Ponne  (1)  ýcn  (1)  Pene  (1) 
1,  er  (11)  ýer9  (3)  ther  (2)  Ivedl  (2) 
Peder  (2)  Imr,  (1)  pege  (1)  ther9  (1) 
pis  (1)  ýIes  (1) 
2nd  lxrson  3rd  pgrson 
Pinkep  (1) 
PO)t  (1) 
pour3  (4)  pu)  (1) 
wan  (30) 
wyle  (7) 
wan  (3) 
wenny?  (1) 
ho  (3) 
2nd  p!  grson 
war  (13) 
wý  (6) 
we  (2) 
wl  (1) 
3rd  pýrso 
wol  (14) 
wyl  (2) 
Wil  (1) 
wen  (13) 
-11(5) 
wer  (2) 
wamso  (I) 
Rh,  W 
Ilep  (6) 
wol  (4) 
wil  (2) 
wyle  (1) 
noflep  (1) 
nuUeý  (1) 
euJ3 
1/  (1) 
worl&* 
At" 
Ide  (2) 
wyche  (9) 
wed9  (4) 
wiche  (2) 
nawer  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wylle  (7)  wille  (6) 
vam(OUT)  V/  (50)  wip  (7)  wyp  (2) 
WORLD  worlde  (17)  worle  (6)  wold  (1) 
WOULD  Ist  Pgrso  2nd  pgrso  3rd  pwo 
wolde  (8) 
Ambiguous  meaning  'huche  way  is  good  &  huche  is  nau3t',  'naught'  or  not' 
Folio  6v  line  8 
Folio  5v  line  29 
"why' 
"who' 
9  'whence' 
"'whom' 
11  Folio  6r  line  12  'which' 
12  Folio  l2r  line  5.  Hypercorrect  form. 
13  Folio  4v  line  23  'they  will' 
wyt  (1) 413 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pD 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
TFURD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEX 
7HIRD  PERSON  fern 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THUM  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
1  ST  person 
Y'  person 
3R])  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
iST  person 
Yfl'  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
ls'r  person 
wol  (1) 
it  (14) 
y  (32)  (13) 
me  (5) 
my  (5)  myn  (1) 
me  (1) 
we  (15) 
ous  (9)  vs  (3) 
ourc  (9)  oue  (2)  our 
ous  (3)  vs  (1) 
(9)  ýu  (1) 
(2)  ýe  (2)  I*V 
ýy 
3e  ye 
)ov  (3)  3ow  (2) 
)OW  (1)  Me  (1) 
3ow  (2)  30V  (1) 
he  (212) 
hyrn  (39) 
hynl4  (1) 
hy  (4)  hyn's  (1)  hure'6  (1) 
l8 
his  (88)  hys  (3) 
(4)  hy  (1)  iSJ7  (5)  ys 
his"  (1) 
h),  n  (11) 
hyrn  sd  (12) 
hy(l) 
hym  (3)  hy  sylf  (1)  hi  silf  (1)  hym  sylf  (1) 
hy  silf  (1) 
3eO  (1) 
ýti  (58)  hy  (44)  Pay  (3) 
ham  (24)  hA  (2)  hem  (1) 
hir9  (16)  hire  (12)  hure  (2) 
her9  (2)  hyre  (1)  hy.  -  (1) 
ham  (11)  IA  (1) 
ham  (3)  hee  (1) 
am  (1) 
ert  (1) 
is  (144)  Y.  (81) 
2ý 
Yc  (8) 
b,  p  (59)  bip  (2)  bap  (1) 
be  (11)  bue  (5) 
hi  (2)  u  (1) 
her  (1)  hym  (1) 
his2l 
(1)  isse-  (1) 
bene23  0) 
was  (25)  wasse24  (2)  were  wer9 
were  (1) 
wer9  (15)  were  (6)  wer 
haw!  (6) 
14  -hym  hrnk! 
15  Folio  2r  line  15  hyll  worschepe' 
'6  Neuter  object  'a  booV 
17  GenitiVe  inflection 
Genitive  inflection 
Crenitive  inflection 
20  Rhymed  with  prpcesse' 
21  Folio  lov  line  2 
22  Line-final  rhyme 
23  Rhymed  with  'clene' 
24  Rhyrne 414 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  haý  (21)  haueý  (1)  haue  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  habbeý  (8)  haý  (4)  haue  (3)  haveý  haueý  (1) 
Subjunctive  haue  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
iST  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  per-  (sg)  hadde  (8) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (1) 
TO  COMg  Indicative 
OT  person  com 
2'D  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  comeý  (13)  comJ  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  come  (2) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
OT  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  com 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/Z;  WORDS  <fin3t>firse  (I) 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý>  oder  (6)  moder*  (5)  firde25  (I)  togedre  (4)  fider  (4) 
wad9  (3)  hyder  (2)  hyder  (2)  Pectre  (2)  weder  (2) 
forder  (2)  Vordye26  (1)  togeder  (1)  erde  (1)  Jegre27  (1) 
enpyne  (1)  wed9 
(1) 
<ý>  for  <y> 
<y>  reflexes 
BELIEVE  Ist  ygrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson  Rh1w 
trowe  (1)  leueý  (2)  leueý  (2) 
wene  (1)  leuaý  (1) 
FLY/FLEW  Ist  person  2nd  person  3rd  person  plural 
FLIGHT  (n)  fly3t  (3) 
KING  kyng  (1)  kyngdom  (1) 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE  I  st  pgrson  2nd  pýrson  3rd  pgrson  Pi.  -W  lewý  (2)  lyuaý  (2) 
lyvaý  (2)  levaý  (1) 
leveý  (1)  lyvep  (1) 
Ist  pqson  pre  2ad  Mrson  Rret  3rd  pgrson  pret  Plural  P-m 
lyuede  (1)  lyvede  (1) 
lyvede  (1) 
LIFE  lif  (22)  lyf  (It)  lyve  (2)  five  29  (1)  lyfe  (1) 
ly-s*  (1)  lyvyng  (2)  4Tynge  (1) 
OLD  old  (6)  olde  (5)  elde"  (2)  hold"  (1) 
SIN  synne  (25)  syne  (1)  synnes*  (2)  synnes*  (1)  spful  (8) 
sinfijI  (2)  synfidly  (1)  synner  (1) 
EARL 
EARTH  erpe  (21)  3urthe  (1)  30u0e  (1)  erde  (1)  3erpe  (1) 
W*  (1)  3erfiche'  (1)  Oply  (1) 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (52)  heuene  (1)  heue  (1)  heue  (1)  heuenes*  (16) 
heueneys*  (1)  eurnes*  (1)  heuene*  (2) 
YJ-4EW  Ist  pmon  2nd  pgnon  3rd  Vgrson  Rkqw 
25  fourth, 
26  <wodhy> 
27  Folio  87v  line  7  <eche  planete  fallep  to  bue/  heyer  Pan  oper  in  Pegre>  'degree' 
2"ending' 
29  Noun 
3"old  age' 
3'  Folio  3V  V  has  be-  erased 
3'  Folio  2  IV  line  29  <ffor  of  3erlich  lif  hit  (bodily  death)  is  endyng> 415 
can  (3)  conneý  (2) 
wot  (3)  witteý  (1) 
knoweý  (2) 
vrte  (1) 
couýe  (1) 
LIGHT  ly3t  (7)  li3t  (2)  b3dy  (1) 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (7)  love  (2)  lov  (1) 
WORTHY  worpi  (3)  worpy  (1)  wordye  (1) 
P2st  participle  narker  Y-  (55) 
knowynge"  (1) 
33  Noun 416 
Cambridge,  Trinity  College,  Trinity  322  B.  14.38 
Homilies 
AFTER  aO  (24)  affir  (4)  after  (3)  aftyr  (3) 
AGAINST  a3enst  (10)  a3ens  (8)  a3en  (4)  a3en9  (2)  aw  (1) 
AGAIN  a)en  (4) 
ANY  eny  (10)  (3)  P 
ASK  Ist  pgrson  prc 
ýmn 
mt  3rd  lgrson  pit  phtral  Mr 
axep  (1)  askyn  (1) 
BEFORE  by  fore  (16)  bi  fore  (5)  afore  (1)  or  (1)  to  fore  (1) 
at  (1) 
BOTH  boýe  (25) 
BURNM  breen4  (1)  branyg  (2)  brenynge  (2) 
BUT  but  (141)  bot  (1) 
CIMCH  churche  (33) 
COLX.  D 
DAY(S)  day  (33)  dai  (1)  daycs*  (1)  dayys*  (1)  dayes' 
DO  I  st  Mrson  2nd  ptrson  3rd  pcrson 
dost  (3)  doý  (3)  doý  (7) 
I  st  ymon  pret  2nd  ILerson  pEn  3rd  Mrson  put  pw  Pat 
dyde  (1) 
dyd  (1) 
EACH  eche  (15) 
NEITHER 
...  (N)OR  nolO..  ne  (2)  nelO  ...  nor  (1)  ne...  nopl  ..  ne  not  ...  noP9  (1)  neý9  ...  no 
(1) 
EVIL  yuel  (6)  yucle  (4)  euel  (4)  eucle  (1) 
EYE(S)  ey3e*  (1)  eyeno  (1) 
FIRE  fyre  (3)  FM  (2) 
FIRST  first  (20)  firste  (5)  fmt  (5)  finste  (1)  furst  (1) 
GIVE  Ist  pgrson  2nd  ptrson  3rd  Mrson 
ýueý  (3)  ýue  (2) 
jywp  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  pre  2nd  ptrson  pLej  3rd  Nrson  par  Plural  pm 
3af  (7) 
GO  Ist  Wrson  pm  2nd  pcrson  pmj  3rd  pgrson  ymt  plural  prc 
wente  (1) 
HIGH  hei3e  (2)  hyer  (1)  heyýst  (1)  heiýst  (1)  hMte  (1) 
HILL 
hyeste  (1) 
IF  ýf  (55)  if  (29) 
LAND  lond  (1) 
Lr=  btel  (8)  Etil  (3)  litill  (1) 
_LY  -Bch  (70)  -ly  (19)  -lych  (6)  -Ji  (3)  -bche  (1) 
MAN  man  (88)  mi  (4) 
min'  *  (8)  minys*  (2)  man9  *  (1) 
ininus*  (1)  mankynde  (1)  mikinde  (1)  tnankinde  (1)  umnkynde  (1) 
man9  kinde  (4)  nunhede  (4) 
MAW  tnany  (23)  manie  (19)  maine  (4)  manye  (3)  nuni  (2) 
mene  (1)  main  (1) 
MIGHT  (v)  Ist  mmn  2nd  pcrson  3rd  prrson  Aual 
my3t  (5)  mpt  (2) 
mi)te  (3)  TTý3te  (2) 
mpte  (1) 
my3ten 
MIGHT  (n/AD  my3t  (1)  alný3ty  (1) 
MUCH  muche  (23)  miche  (1)  moche  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VALL  etc  nille  (1)  nis  (1) 
NOT  not  (77)  n03t  (56)  nou)t  (2) 
OVIN  owne  (2) 
SHALL  Ist  Xrson  2nd  pýrso  3rd  Mrson 
s3alt  (16)  spl  (21)  schuUe  (10) 
schal  (6)  9WHe  (16) 
schul  (1)  spl  (12) 
s)oUe  (5) 
3'Folio  134v  line  12  -ley  swHe  breen  in  ýre> 417 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THAN 
THEN 
THERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK 
THOUGHT  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
I  PLOUGH 
TWO 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (109) 
(w)  (17) 
(h)  (2) 
hypercorrection  (2) 
WM.  L  (V) 
WILL(n) 
WrrH(OLM 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
r,  3w  (5) 
schull  (1) 
schal  (1) 
schullen  (1) 
s30l(1) 
Ist  pmon  2nd  pgrso  3rd  pgrso  PLUMI 
s)olde  (34)  sAlde  (38) 
scholde  (5)  scholde  (3) 
scold  (3)  swId  (2) 
schuld  (1)  schulde  (1) 
schulde  (1) 
s)old  (1) 
suche  (12) 
inn  (34) 
pan  (18) 
*e  (1) 
IP  (25) 
Pedur  (1) 
ýees  (63) 
hem  (3) 
I  st  Mrson 
Pou)t  (7) 
ýG-  (1) 
ýOrow  (10) 
two  (19) 
til  (5) 
what  (26) 
while  (5) 
where  (4) 
whome  (1) 
whatne  (1) 
whc)P  (1) 
wiche  (13) 
ho  (2) 
while$45i  (1) 
I'Derson 
wolle  (2) 
woD  (2) 
wol  (1) 
siche  (2) 
ýannc  (1) 
Idne  (7) 
J)er  (20) 
in_  (1) 
Po  (2) 
2nd  p-erson 
Pou)te 
ýM  (1) 
tille  (1) 
whan  (22) 
w3an39  (4) 
whanne  (2) 
w3are  (1) 
wher  (1) 
wMes  (1) 
wine'3  (1) 
whiser46  (1) 
2nd  pcrs 
wolt  (5) 
Idne  (1) 
PA  (2)  Panne  (2)  Pen  (1) 
here"  (13)  ber-  (5)  Imeire  (2) 
3rd  pmon  PL--W 
ýckyp  (2)  Penkip  (3) 
Pinkip  (1) 
ýenke  (1) 
Pou)cis*  (3)  pou3m*  (1) 
w3ae  (5) 
wMche  (4) 
whAne  (2) 
w3anne  (1) 
wher*  (1) 
wh6  (1) 
what  (1) 
3rd  p;  rso 
wol  (8) 
wole  (6) 
WOUC  (1) 
wille  (28) 
w'(75) 
world  (16) 
wordlych  (1) 
Ist  puso 
wold  (1) 
* 
1(32) 
me  (4) 
mi  (1) 
wJl  (6) 
wip  (8) 
worlde  (3) 
worldliche  (1) 
2nd  pgrso 
3ut  (4) 
k  (1) 
-Y  (1) 
wyll  (1) 
wyý  (3) 
wordle  (1) 
3rd  pcrso 
wolde  (11) 
wonede  (1) 
3at  (1) 
"  Folio  2v  line  25  'hemfo-'  <and  here/  fore  poul  (St.  Paul)  biddeý  men  > 
36  'herefore' 
37  'what' 
'4'when' 
39.  when' 
40'whisde' 
4'  'wheather' 
42  'while' 
"3'when' 
44  *which' 
45.  wiles, 
46.  wiser, 
w3ine's  (5) 
whine  (4) 
whistelo  (1) 
wmd94,  (1) 
wh,  t  (1) 
wbare  (1) 
w3ane  (1) 
FLMW 
woue  (10) 
wole  (4) 
wol  (4) 
wollen  (1) 
wou  (1) 
wiues*  (1) 
wordlis*  (2) 
phoi 
wolde  (2) 
whom  (5) 
who  (4) 
wheinir  (1) 
whe  (1) 
whe)xer  (1) 
whar  (1) 
wiccheM  (1) 
willys*  (1) 
worldly  (1) 418 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE  MY  self  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (77) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (29)  us 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (35)  owre  (2) 
DAT  (pl)  vs  (5) 
REFLEXIVE  oure  self  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (s8)  ýou  (76)  (32)  (10)  ýu  (8) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
J*ou  (1) 
)In  (15)  Py  (4)  Jqne  (3)  Pine  (2) 
N  (1)  ýe  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  ýe  (10) 
REFLEXIVE  ýe  (3)  Jyy  self  (2) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (p])  3e  (18) 
ACC  (p])  3ow  (2)  )ou  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  3oure  (6) 
DAT  (pl)  )ou 
TH=  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (147)  W?  (I) 
ACC  (sg)  him  (15) 
i  82) 
hym  (11) 
h  s  (2) 
by  (9) 
isýz  (1) 
he  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
h  s( 
hym  (6) 
y 
him  (5)  by  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  hym  self  (3)  him  self  (3)  him  (2)  by  (1) 
Irf=  PERSON  fern 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (5)  scho  (2)  a4l  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hure  (2)  here  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  her  (2)  here  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  her  (1) 
REFEXIVE  her  (1) 
n=  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  ýey  (69) 
hem  (46) 
1xi  (47) 
he  (3)  ham  (1) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl)  3ar  (18)  3are  (13)  her  (12)  here  (11) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
hem  (9) 
hem  self  (5)  hem  (4)  hym  self  (1)  he  self  (1) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
iST  person 
erson  Pl) 
am  (1) 
ert  (6)  erte  (1) 
p 
3  RD  person  (sg)  is  (222)  beý  (2)  ys  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  beý  (106)  beýe  (2) 
Subjunctive  be  (23) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
iST  person 
P')  person  were  (4) 
3w  person  (sg)  was  (53) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  were  (27) 
Preterite  subjunctive  were  (20) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
IsT  person 
2ND  person 
haue  (1) 
hast  (9)  haste  (1) 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
11D 
haý  (50) 
haue  (18) 
hauiý  (1) 
hauip  (9) 
haýe  (1) 
habbep  (3)  h2uyý  (2) 
person  (pl)  3 
Subjunctive  haue  (4) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
IsT  person 
hadde  (1) 
PD  person 
3  RD 
person 
(sg)  hadde  (4) 
3  RD  person 
(pl)  hadde  (4)  haddyn  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctlvc 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
PD 
person 
3  RD  person 
(sg)  comeP  (3)  comyý  (3) 
47  by  Penkyy 
48  rienitive  inflection 
'"  Folio  13  IV  line  I  <a  was  it  goude  womman> 
ýow 
ýin  (2) 
ýer  (1) 419 
3  RD 
person  (pD 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iST  person 
Pt)  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/6  WORDS 
<t>  fi)r  <(I> 
A>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  fi)r  <ý> 
<P>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
BELIEF 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
SIN 
EARTH 
FIGHT 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n) 
WORTHY 
Past  participle  marker 
comyý  (1)  comeý  (1)  comen  (1)  cOmen 
came  (4)  cam  (3)  come  (2) 
come  (2) 
faders  (15)  to  gadere  (3)  moder  (1)  Pedur  (1)  gadered  (1) 
whed9  (1) 
I  st  pcrson  2nd  Wrson  3rd  pcrson  Phml 
bileuede  (1)  byleueden  (2) 
byleue  (17)  bileue  (4) 
king  (3)  kyng  (1)  kingis*  (2)  kynges*  (1)  kinges*  (17) 
kynrede  (3)  kinrede  (2)  kyn  (1) 
fif  (14)  life  (2)  leyf  (1)  Iyue  (1)  Iyuynge  (1) 
lifes*  (1) 
olde  (9)  old  (1) 
Ist  pcrson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  ptrson  FEIrd 
syneste  (1)  synneý  (1)  sdnep  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  prer  2nd  Mrson  ME  3rd  pgrson  ME  plu-,  m 
synned  (1)  sinned  (1) 
symne  (41)  sinne  (7)  syne  (4)  syne  (2)  sinnes*  (9) 
synys*  (4)  synnys*  (3)  synnes*  (2)  synfid  (1)  sinfid  (1) 
erpe  (9)  erpyly  (2) 
I  st  pgrson  2nd  Wrson  3rd  pgrson 
f4tip  (1) 
heuene  (9)  heuenli  (1)  heuenelich  (1) 
Ist  ptrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  ptrson  ph" 
wot  (2)  woot  (1)  WOE  (1) 
knowe  (1)  knowip  (1) 
WOE  (1) 
li3t  (20)  li3te  (2)  li3dich  (2)  h)tere  (1)  li3ter  (1) 
Ist  Mrso  2nd  Xpon  3rd  Xrso  pig--I 
louedist  (1)  loueý  (2)  lotle  (1) 
louip  (1)  louyp  (1) 
loue  (37)  louynge  (3)  louyg  (2)  louers.  (1) 
worýy  (1)  worýi  (1)  unworpynesse 
i-  (3) 420 
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AFTER  aft9  (27)  afft9  (2) 
AGAINST  agaynes  (2)  a3ens  (1)  agaynez  (1)  arynes  (1) 
a3eins  (1)  a3ene  (1) 
AGAIN  a3en  (8) 
ANY  eny  (5) 
ASK  Ist  moon  Yn  2nd  rrson  pret  3rd  Xrson  Wt  plural  pre 
askyý  (1) 
BEFORE  a  fore  (7)  e0  (2)  by  fore  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (2)  boy  (2) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (58)  butte  (3) 
CHURCH  cherche  (1) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (2)  daW  (1)  dayes*  (3) 
DO  ISE  pmon  2nd  Mrson  Ird  pmon  04W 
doý  (4)  doth  (1) 
doth  (2)  doý  (1) 
EACH  eche  (1) 
(N)E=P-..  (N)OR 
EVIL  euyl  (5)  yucle  (1)  eUYIe'  (1)  euelef  (1) 
EYE(S)  eye  (6)  ey3e*  (2)  eyen*  (2)  eyef  (1) 
FIRE  fier  (5)  fyer  (2) 
FIRST  4-t  (5)  ff)-t5l  (3)  first  (1)  ýrste  (1) 
fyrsre  (1) 
GIVE  Ist  pwo  2nd  pmo  3rd  Xrso  RLMW 
9Yf  (1)  3euyp  (3)  )Yue  (1) 
W4  (1) 
GO  Ist  pqson  2nd  pgrso  3rd  person  Pi9w 
goý  (3)  gop  (5) 
goth  (1) 
go  (1) 
HIGH  hY3e  (2)  hey3gh  (1)  heY3e  (1)  hey3he  (1) 
hei3gh  (1) 
HILL  hulle  (1) 
IF  3yf  (38)  3yff  (1) 
LAND  lond  (3) 
LITTLE  lytyl  (10) 
-LY  -1y  (27)  -lyche  (1)  -liche  (1)  -lych  (1) 
MAN  nil  (50)  man  (6)  ma  (1) 
MANY  manye  (10)  many  (2) 
MIGHT  W 
MIGHT  WAJI  mptry  (1)  2lmY3thy  (1) 
MUCH  muche  (19)  moche  (7)  much  (4) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  V1ILL  etc  naP  (1)  nel  (1)  nys  (1) 
NOT  nat  (37)  nou)th  (8)  nouth  (3)  nou3th  (2) 
nou3ght  (1)  nau3th  (1)  not  (1)  na)t  (1) 
OWN 
SI-LALLL  Ist  Rgson  2nd  pmon  3rd  pgrso  pluw 
schal  (5)  vlalt  (2)  schal  (21)  schal  (24) 
shal  (2)  shulle  (5) 
schul  (2) 
schalle  (2) 
shal  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  ptoon  2nd  pgrson  Ird  Wrson  w9mi 
shold  (1)  sholde3  (1)  schold  (1)  shold  (1) 
shold  (1) 
SINCE 
so  Adverb 
31  Line  initial 
fiLnt  (1) 
hye  (1) 
nou3t  (1) 
na)th  (1) 421 
SUCH  swyche  (4)  swych  (3)  swych  (1)  swich  (1)  swhych  (1) 
MAN  Fri2  (5)  JrEne  (4) 
THEN  ýanne  (15)  ýine  (6)  Fn  (2)  Pen)  (1)  ýen  (1) 
ýene  (1)  *e  (1)  (1) 
THM  re  (9)  ý9  (7) 
THESE  ýpe  (31)  ýyse  (20)  Pys  (5)  Pylke  (3) 
THOSE  y  (1) 
THINK  I  st  Wrson  2nd  ptrson  3rd  pmon 
Penkep  (2) 
THOUGHT(n)  Imu3th  (1)  ]*u3gh  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH  Pory  (2)  ])Oru  (1) 
TWO  tuo  (4)  two  (1) 
UNTIL 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (101)  wher  (17)  WrMne53  (16)  when  (18)  whene  (7)  what  (6) 
whanne  (4)  wh9eof  (3)  when  (3)  whcr*  (3)  whyppe4  (2) 
where'  (2)  whan  (2)  wh9e  (2)  whych  (2)  wheyle  (1) 
why3t  (2)  whe  (2)  whyle  (2)  whe  (1)  whyles  (1) 
whyt  (1)  whyjt  (1)  whom  (1)  wheper  (1)  why  (1) 
wbine  (1)  wha  (1)  wheye,  (1) 
(w)  (3)  wyche  (2)  wych  (1) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (2)  whas  (1)  swhych  (1) 
WILL  (V)  lst  pgrso,  2nd  pmo  3rd  Mrso  I  RL-nd 
wyl  (8)  wylt  (2)  wyl  (3)  wyl  (2) 
wylle  (1)  wyle  (2)  wylleý  (1) 
wyle  (1)  wole  (1)  wyle  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wylle  (1) 
WITH(Olm  w`  (51)  wyý  (15)  vyr  (1)  wyth  (1) 
WORLD  world  (1)  wordle  (1) 
WOULD 
YET  V  (5)  Wr  (5)  3ett  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (43)  Vs  (10) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (7)  my  (4)  myn  (2)  myn  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (33) 
ACC  (pl)  Vs  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  otu*  (3) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg)  Pyn  (3)  Py  (2)  Pyn  (2)  11(2) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  3e  (102)  3ow  (2) 
ACC  (pl)  3ow  (36) 
GEN  (pl)  )our*  (28) 
rý*'(13)  3o*ou  (5)  )oure  (3) 
3our  (1)  3owr*  (2) 
DAT  (pl)  3ow  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  3ow  (3)  3owe  (1)  3e  self  (1) 
7111RD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (52) 
ACC  (sg)  hy  (17)  hyrn  (8) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (35) 
DAT  (sg)  hyrn  (6)  hy  (3) 
"  please  refer  to  tachygraph  I  on  abbreviations  key. 
"Folio  102r  line  16 
`whipý 
"wheat' 
,  wheel. 
Folio  97V  line  12 
Line  initial 422 
REFLEXIVE  by  (2)  hy  self  (1)  by  selffe  (1)  hym  self  (1) 
TIMM  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  she  (9)  sche  (7) 
ACC  (sg)  hyr*  (3)  heO  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  hyr9  (4)  hie  (2) 
DAT  (sg) 
7HIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  ýey  (21) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
hem  (6) 
hae  (10) 
he  (5) 
bar  (2)  hare  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE  hem  (1) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
ls'r  person 
Y")  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  ys  (143)  is  (1)  beý  (1) 
3RD  person  (pl)  beý  (21)  beth  (5)  ben  (4)  beth  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (15) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
Is'rPerson 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  was  (4)  whas  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
IsT  Person  haue  (6) 
i'  person 
3 
RD 
person  (sg) 
RD 
haý  (11) 
ue  (17)  h 
hath  (5) 
hauyý  (14) 
hath  (4) 
haý  (10)  hauep  (3)  hath  (2) 
person  (pl)  3  a 
Subjunctive  haue  (2) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls'r  Person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  corneý  (6)  comey  (1)  come  comyý  cometh  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  com  come  COMO  (1)  come  (1) 
Subjunctive 
To  COME  Preterite 
IST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD 
person  (Sg) 
3pl)  person 
(pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
WWORDS  <vox>'fo)e  (1) 
' 
Z/g  WORDS  <3ee>seaý  (4)  <how3>'house 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g>  <drynge>  fDr 
'drinle  (1) 
<p>  for  A> 
<d> 
fDr  <ý>  to  geder)  (8)  gader  (4)  dondee"  (1)  to  gyder  (1)  modyr  (1) 
<P>  for  <y>  <ý>  for'W  (1) 
BELIEVE 
FLYIFLEW 
KING 
kyng  (2)  kyngdom  (1) 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
(2)  ýue  (1)  hue  (1) 
OLD  old  (2)  olde  (1) 
SIN  synne  (5)  synneý'  (2)  synee  (1) 
59  4thunder' 423 
EARL  erl  (1) 
EARTH 
FIGHT 
HEAVEN 
KNOW  Ist  PMO  2nd  puso  3rd  pgrso  RIAW 
CA  (1)  knowe  (1) 
LIGHT 
LOVE  Ist  ygrso  2nd  puso  3rd  Mrson 
ioueý  (1)  loue  (1) 
Ist  pmon  pot  2nd  pason  pret  3rd  Krson  pn  plural  Po 
loued  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (4)  lovqý  (1) 
WORTHY 
Past  participle  marker  y-  (62) 424 
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AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)=ER  .. 
(N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
HILL 
IF 
LAND 
L=E 
-LY 
MAN 
NLAW 
MIGHT 
MIGHT  (n/Ail 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  ctc 
NOT 
OWN 
SHALL 
SHOULD 
afteO  (12)  aW  (3)  after  (2) 
ayens  (1)  agayn  (1)  agayne  (1) 
ageyne  (1)  ayen  (1) 
eny  (5)  any  (1) 
Ist  pmon  2nd  pcrson  3rd  pcrson  RLMW 
aske  (1)  askyth  (1) 
Ist  pmon  Wt  2nd  pcrson  pm  3rd  pcrson  pEct  PLUW  pmt 
askyd  (1) 
afore  (4)  or  (3)  by  fore  (1) 
both  (11)  bothe  (8) 
brente  (1) 
but  (30)  butt  (1)  butte  (1) 
chyrche  (1) 
Ist  pcrso  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pcrso  Phol 
cowthe  (1) 
Ist  pqson  pot  2nd  Xrson  pm  3rd  Rmon  pret  pkw  mt 
cowde  (2)  cowde  (1) 
day  (16)  daye  (2)  days*  (1)  dayes*  (1) 
Ist  ptrson  2nd  ptrson  3rd  pgrson  R!  UW 
doyst  (1)  doth  (s)  doEh  (4) 
Ist  pmon  pEc  2nd  pason  pm  3rd  Mrson  pm  plural  pa 
dyd  (1) 
eche  (4)  eych  (1)  ech  (1) 
nother')  ..  ne...  nothere  ...  ne...  no  ...  nothetO  (1)  nother9.. 
(2)  (2)  none  (1) 
nothert..  nother9  nothet*  ..  not*  ne  ...  nother  (1) 
(1)  (1) 
yevyl  (1)  vulefiiU  (1) 
ye  (3)  eye  (3)  yee  (1)  yecn*  (1) 
fyre  (1) 
fyrste  (4)  fi-wr  (1) 
Ist  Xison  2nd  Mrso  3rd  pmon  Ph" 
go  (1)  goth  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  pLe  2nd  Xrson  pw  3rd  Xrson  Mt  plural  pret 
went  (2)  wente  (1) 
wente  (1) 
hy  (6)  hye  (2)  hyghe  (1) 
hyff  (1) 
yff  (23)  Yf  (9) 
lond  (3)  londe  (1) 
lyteU  (1)  h1tyl  (1) 
-ly  (29)  -ýe  (1) 
man  (35)  wy3t  (2)  wy3th  (1)  mannys*  (2) 
many  (9)  meny  (9) 
Ist  psrson  2nd  pcrso  3rd  pmo  Ph" 
MYSM  (1)  myght  (3)  myght  (1) 
mygth  (1) 
myght  (1) 
mygth  (2)  almy3ry  (2) 
moche  (5)  mochefl  (1) 
not  (36)  noght  (10)  no3t  (9) 
nougth  (1)  notte  (1) 
owne  (2) 
I  st  pmon  2nd  Mrson  Ird  pgrson 
schaU  (2)  schalt  (11)  wh2U  (20) 
schaU  (1)  schal  (4) 
I  st  pgrson  2nd  pason  3rd  pgrson 
noe  ..  noythye  (1) 
yen*  (1) 
nouit  (2)  nott  (1) 
PL4M1 
schäl  (3) 
Schall  (3) 
guw 
'o  Adjective 425 
scholde  (3) 
SINCE 
SUCH  suche  (8) 
THAN  then  (6) 
THEN  then  (15) 
THERE  ther9  (32) 
THESE  thes  (3) 
THOSE 
THINK  Ist  Xrso 
thynke  (1) 
Ist  Ignon  pmt 
thought  (2) 
thoght  (1) 
THOUGHT  (n)  thowth  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  thogh  (1) 
THROUGH  throwe  (2) 
TWO  twoo  (3) 
UNTIL  tyu  (5) 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (93)  what  (24) 
when9  (3) 
whedyel  (1) 
whye  (2) 
whaks"  (1) 
(w)  (2)  wych  (1) 
(h)  (3)  hoo  (2) 
hypercorrection,  (2)  whyne  "  (1) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  paso 
wul  (3) 
wyll  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wyll  (2) 
V7TH(OUT)  v/  (45) 
WORLD  worlde"  (4) 
WOULD  Ist  pgrson 
volde  (1) 
YET  yet  (3) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (119) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (36) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (52) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (6) 
REFLEXIVE  me  (5) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (12) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (8) 
GEN  (pl)  owre  (8) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  thow  (60) 
ACC  (sg)  the  (19) 
GEN  (sg)  thy  (34) 
DAT  (sg)  the  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  the  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (15) 
ACC  (pl)  yow  (8) 
schulde  (3)  scholde  (2) 
schold  (1) 
schuld  (1) 
such  (1)  soche  (1)  swych  (1) 
than  (3) 
dm  (6)  then"  (3) 
there  (19)  ther  (4)  IP  (2) 
these  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  3rd  pmon  Rb" 
thynkyth  (1)  thynke  (2) 
thynkes(l) 
2nd  puson  pat  3rd  pgrson  pot  plural  pat 
thow3t  (1) 
thought(]) 
dmw  (1) 
too  (2) 
t3d  (1) 
who  (16) 
wher9  (3) 
whan  (2) 
whom  (1) 
wyche  (1) 
ho,  (1) 
whynges*  (1) 
2nd  ptrso 
wolte  (1) 
thowghtis  (1) 
thoght(l) 
thorow  (1) 
two  (2) 
where  (14) 
whan9  (3) 
whas  (2) 
wham  (1) 
thow  (1) 
thorwe(l) 
tweyne"  (1) 
wyth  (31) 
worle  (3) 
2nd  pmon 
wolte  (4) 
woldyste  (1) 
wult  (1) 
-hen  (9) 
why  (2) 
whyle  (2) 
whenne  (1) 
3rd  pmo  ura  Pki 
woll  (12)  woll  (5) 
wyl  (8)  wul  (2) 
wul  (3)  wuu  (1) 
wuU  (3) 
wyth  (2)  wyT  (1) 
workI9  (1)  worUe  (1) 
3rd  puson 
wolde  (4)  wold  (5) 
wold  (2)  wolde  (1) 
woold  (1) 
wuld  (1) 
yett  (1) 
myne  (2) 
my  selfe  (1) 
myn 
V  (12) 
thyn9  (2) 
thyne  (1) 
yee  (1) 
thu  (7)  the 
thyne  (1) 
61  two, 
62  Line  final 
63  Genitive  plural  'wbales' 
64 
Wing, 
's  <worde>  T  added  later.  In  margin  is  written  <:.  worlde>  in  same  hand. 
thennys(l) 
thowgh  (1) 
whyte  (3) 
whetherO  (2) 
whych  (2) 
wham"  (1) 426 
GEN  (pl)  yowre  (8) 
DAT  (pl)  yow  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  yow  (2) 
71M  PERSON  m2sc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (70)  hymý6  (2) 
ACC  (sg)  hym.  (20) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (54)  his  (2)  isF  (1)  ysýs  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  hym.  (3) 
REFLEXM  hym.  selfe  (1)  hym.  sofi!  (1)  hym  (1) 
71-IIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (25)  scheo  (4)  schee  (2)  schee"  (2) 
ACC  (sg)  here  (18) 
GEN  (sg)  here  (19) 
DAT  (sg)  here  (4) 
REFLEXIVE  here  (1) 
7HIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM (pl)  they  (38)  thay  (2)  pey  (1)  ýay  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  hem  (13)  them  (6)  tb2M  (2)  ham  (2)  thaym  (1) 
them9  (1) 
GEN  (pI)  here  (10)  ther9  (6)  theyre  (5)  there  (4)  hee  (2) 
hare  (1)  th2yr  (1) 
DAT  (pO  them  (3)  ham  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  ham  (2) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
1ST  person  am  (3) 
PD 
person  artte  (1)  art  (1) 
3  IM 
person  (sg)  ys  (70)  is  (15)  beth  (1)  hys?  o  (1) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  beth  (7)  ben  (2)  beý  (1)  beth  (1)  bethe  (1) 
be  (3)  byth  (2) 
Subjunctive  be  (22) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
1""person  was  (3) 
2ND  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  was  (43)  wasse"  (1) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  were  (13)  ware  (1)  wer9  (1) 
PrPrPnre  were  (5) 
TO  HAVg  Indicative 
IST  person 
haue  (5) 
tD  person  haste  (3)  hast  (2) 
3RD  person  (sg)  bath  (30)  bathe  (1)  haue  (1) 
3RD  person  (pl)  haue  (7)  hath  (1) 
Suboinctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
lS`r  person 
2'  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hadde  (2) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive  had  (8) 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  commyth  (1)  comyth  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
To  COME  Preterite 
iSTperson  coo  (1) 
Y'D  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  come  (2)  cam  (2)  cOm3t  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  came  (2) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS  <thryffe>  for 
thrive'  (1) 
66  bripersonal  constnwtion'hym  lakkyd'  and  'hym  luste' 
6'  Genitive  inflection 
"  Genitive  inflection 
69  Line  final 
"  Folio  45r  line  37 
71  Line  Final  rhymed  with  'grace' 427 
Z/&  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
A>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  + 
+  for  <y> 
BEI  JR 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
IUSS  (n) 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n) 
WORTHY 
Past  partkiple  marker 
bagbytyne  (1) 
fedyrs  (6) 
belyue  (4) 
kyne  (11) 
w  (1) 
Ist  Xrson  po 
cosse  (2) 
Ist  ILerson 
ýk  (5) 
oolde  (2) 
synne  (3) 
erth  (2) 
hevyn')  (1) 
Ist  pmo 
c2n9  (1) 
lyght  (1) 
Ist  puson 
loue  (8) 
worthy  (4) 
Y-  (18) 
moder  (2)  Eder  (1)  odyr  (1)  gedyr  (1) 
bylyue  (2) 
kynggs*  (2)  kings*  (1) 
kynne  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  mt  3rd  pgrson  p-re-t  p1m,  po 
kyste  (1) 
kyssyne  (2) 
2nd  pmou  3rd  pciso  Ph" 
leueth  (1) 
lyffv.  (2)  lytw  (2)  alyuc  (1)  luff  (1) 
olde  (1)  elde  (1) 
synnys*  (2) 
erthe  (1) 
heuen9  *  (2)  hevyn'  (1) 
2nd  pm  3rd  pm-o  -  Rhm2i 
knowyste  (1)  can  (2)  know  (1) 
knowist  (1) 
wete  (1) 
IY3t  (1)  ý3ter  (1)  ly3qst  (1) 
2nd  pmon  3rd  pgrson  RiuW 
louyth  (1)  loue  (1) 
joUerS72  (1) 
worthely  (1)  worthyly  (1) 
"  Plural 428 
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Poem  on  the  Instnunents  of  the  Passion 
AFTER  after  (1) 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY  eny  (4) 
ASK 
BEFORE  by  fbW(l)  or  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (3) 
BURNM 
BUT  bote  (2) 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (6)  &yes*  (4) 
DO 
EACH  eche  (2) 
(N)ErITIER 
... 
(N)OR 
EVIL  euele  (1) 
EYE(S)  eye  (1)  eyen*  (2)  eyene*  (1) 
FIRE 
F71RST 
GIVE  I'Pmon  2d  ptrso  3,  d  pCrSo  Murd 
Of  (1)  )cf  (2) 
Of  (1) 
I"  pgrson  pre  2-d  pmon  pret  pgrson  M  Plural  pre 
pf  (1) 
GO  1"mrson  2.  d 
mrson  3d  PýMn  ph-l 
re73  (1) 
gooth  (1) 
HIGH 
HILL 
IF 
LAND 
Of  (2) 
LITTLE 
-LY  -ly  (1)  -liche  (1) 
MAN  man  (6)  men  (5) 
MANY 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  WAD 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  V/ILL  etc 
NOT  no3t  (1)  nou3t  (1) 
OVPW 
SHALL  IN  pmo 
2.  d 
MrSo  Id  rrso 
schal  (2)  schal  (1)  Scholle  (1) 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
71-IAN 
73  Rhymed  with'eye' 429 
THEN 
THERE  ther  (11)  10(4)  there  (1)  ýcre 
THESE  these  1.5  (1) 
THOSE 
THINK  gt  2d  pgrson  xt  3m  Wrson  Plural  M 
ýou3t 
(AL)THOUGH  tho  (1) 
THROUGH  jný  (4)  thoru  (1)  ýorgh  (1) 
Twc)  to  (1) 
UT,  ML 
OE  hwýwords 
wh  (12)  whanne  (6) 
Hypercorrection  (2)  WheW4  (1) 
WILL  (v) 
WILL  (n) 
Wrm(olm  wip  (20) 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (27) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (17) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (13) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (PO  we  (4) 
ACC  (pl)  ous  (4) 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (7) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (s8)  ýow  (5) 
ACC  (sg)  ýe  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  ýin  (5) 
DAT  (sg) 
SE  ,  COND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  3e 
ACC  (pl)  3e 
GEN  (pl)  pure 
REFLEXIVE  301v  self  (1) 
TjJIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (17) 
ACC  (59)  hym  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (14) 
DAT  (s9)  hym  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (s9) 
DAT  (s9) 
TjjIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  ýay  (6) 
ACC  (pl)  ham  (2) 
74.  were, 
"'wend' 
whan  (3)  White  (1)  wher  (1) 
whende'5  (1) 
wich  (14)  V/  (1) 
myn 
us  (1)  vs  (1) 
thow  (1)  the  (1) 
ýi  (5)  hm  (1) 
thai  (5)  thay  (1)  ýey 
hem  (2) 
juder  (1) 
what  (1) 430 
GEN  (pl)  hure  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
iST  person  am  (1) 
2ýD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  is  (6) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  beeth  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (7) 
To  BE  Preterite 
i  ST 
person 
2  ND 
person  were  (1) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  was  (2) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  were  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
IST  person 
baue  (12) 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg)  haý  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls'r  person 
Pr'  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hadde  (2) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
I  ST  person 
eD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  Rn  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
ls'r  person 
eD  person 
3  RD  person 
(sg) 
3  RD 
Person 
(pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
3enewys'sinewe  Z/S  WORDS 
<c>  fi)r  <d> 
A>  for  <9> 
<p>  fDr  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<p>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
YCING 
YIN 
KISS 
.  IVE 
WE  liue  (4) 
LD 
14  (V) 
where  (1) 431 
SIN  (n)  synne  (6)  sinne  (2)  synnes*  (4)  s;  nnes*  (2) 
EARL 
LARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN  heuene 
KNEW 
LIGHT  (n) 
LOVE 
WORTHY 432 
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Mandeville's  Travels 
AFTER  after  (19)  W  (10)  efter  (1)  efivarde  (1) 
AGAINST  ayen9  (8)  ayenys  (2)  ayene  (2)  ayens  (2) 
agayn9  (1)  ayen9  (1) 
AGAIN  ayenl  (12)  agayne  (2)  ayayne  (2)  agayrO  (1)  a3en9  (1) 
ANY  any  (19)  ony  (6)  eny  (2) 
ASK  I  st  pmo-  2nd  pason  3rd  pason  Ph" 
aske  (2) 
I  st  Mrson  W  2nd  pgrson  pret  3rd  poson  pre  plmw  w 
asked  (1)  askyd  (2) 
BEFORE  be  fore  (17)  be  for)  (8)  by  for-  (6)  by  fore  (2)  ere  (2) 
be  fi)or*'  (2)  by  for  (1)  afore  (1)  er  (1)  re77  (1) 
BOTH  bo;  (9) 
BURNM  I  st  rtson  pret  2nd  pmon  p  3rd  pgrson  po  plural  pa 
brenne  (4) 
brennyne  (1) 
BUT  but  (76)  butt  (42) 
CHURCH  churche  (24)  chirche  (21)  church  (4)  chyrche  (3)  church  (3) 
chirch  (3)  cherch  (2)  chirchis  (1)  churches  (1) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (28)  dayes*  (5) 
DO  Ist  7,  rson  pnt  2nd  pgrson  pret  3rd  ygrson  pre  phml  Pot 
dede  (4)  dyd  (1) 
dyd  (1) 
dyde  (1) 
dide  (1) 
EACH  eche  (9)  ech  (1) 
(N)ErITIER...  (N)OR  no  ...  ne  no...  (1)  eyýer  ..  0ýe..  noýer 
EVIL  euyu  (19)  euell  (1)  yvyu  (1) 
EYE(S)  ye  (1)  yene  (5) 
FIRE  fym  (2)  W  (2) 
FIRST  fimt  (9)  first  (4)  first  (3)  ffimte  (2)  ffimt 
filrste  (1)  ffirst  (1) 
GIVE  Ist  ptrso  2nd  pmon  3r4  pgoon  pimw 
yevyth  (6)  yeve  (6) 
yeve  (2) 
yeuyp  (1) 
FORGIVE  foryeven)  (1) 
GAVE  Ist  ptrson  pre  2nd  pgrson  pm  3rd  puson  pmt  pdual  pret 
yaff  (5)  Yaffe  (1) 
yaue  (1) 
GO  I  st  pgrson  p=t  2nd  Mrson  pret  3rd  Mrson  Me  wgw  mt 
go;  (4)  gone  (18) 
goyth  (2)  gon)  (8) 
gose  (1)  go  (6) 
yede  (1)  goo  (6) 
goyý  (1)  gon  (3) 
gop  (1)  goon)  (1) 
goon  (1) 
goth  (1) 
HIGH  hye  (7)  by3t  (2)  hpte  (1)  hey  (1)  hyer  (1) 
HILL  hille  (12)  hiH  (6)  hylle  (4)  hyUe  (3)  hyU  (2) 
hyUes*  (5)  hilles*  (3) 
IF  yff  (43)  yf  (4) 
LAND  londe  (112)  lond  (3)  Ionds*  (6)  londes*  (1)  londiso  (1) 
LMILE  lyteU  (16)  wi  (a) 
-LY  -ly  (46) 
NLAN  maO  (31)  man  (21)  maP  (2)  mannys*  (2) 
MANY  many  (96)  meny  (2)  mony  (1) 
MIGHT  (v)  Ist  pgMn  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pgrson  pig--j 
76  Folio  32v  line  9 
77  Folio  37v  line  18 433 
mpt  (7)  my3t  (4) 
-y3te  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  my3t  (1)  myjty  (5)  al  my3t  (1)  my3teste  (1) 
MUCH  my6e  (11)  mych  (2)  mych  (1)  meche  (1)  mckyll  (1) 
moche  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc 
NOT  not  (63)  nott  (12)  no)te  (3)  no)t  (1)  noM  (1) 
nou3te  (1) 
O'WN  ovne  (4)  owne  (2) 
SILALL  Ist  person  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pcrson  WNW 
schall  (5)  schall  (1)  schall  (30)  scball  (28) 
schalt  (1)  schal  (1)  schal  (1) 
schell  (1)  schulle  (1) 
schid  (1)  schalle  (1) 
schalle  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  pgrson  2nd  pgoon  3rd  psrson  Rhmi 
schulde  (18)  schuIde  (13) 
schuld  (7)  schtdd  (1) 
SINCE  syPen  (3) 
SUCH  suche  (11) 
THAN  inn!  (9)  Pan  (8)  than9  (3)  Pa)  (1)  than  (1) 
71-IEN  Pan  (14)  thanne  (8)  thenne  (8)  than  (7)  then9  (6) 
Pan9  (4)  then  (4)  thane  (2)  Pmne  (2)  Penne  (2) 
W  (1)  than9  (1)  PO  (1)  W  (1) 
TF=  ther  (121)  ther'  (50)  JP  (39)  Per  (33)  there  (20) 
thenns  (4)  Penns  (3)  Peder  (3)  theder(3)  theder  (1) 
Pere  (2)  Per9  (2)  thens"  (2)  thens:  (2)  theg 
d 
er  (1) 
Pens  (2)  theerý  (1)  Pedyr  (1)  thenns(l)  thens  (1) 
THESE  these  (13)  thes  (10)  Pese  (8)  Pes  (3)  v  (1) 
Pese  (1) 
THOSE  ham  (3)  P0  (1) 
TTIINK  Ist  pmon  2nd  psrso  3rd  Xrso  ph" 
Penke  (1) 
Ist  pýrson  pret  2nd  ptrson  pre-t  3rd  ygrson  Rret  plural  p1st 
thynkyp(l)  poup  (1) 
(AUTHOUGH  pod"  (I) 
THROUGH  Prou  (44)  ProxP  (2)  Prow  (1)  throu  (1) 
TWO 
UNTIL  tyll  (3)  tell  (2)  tin  (1) 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (213)  whan  (56)  whir/wher(e)  whyfich(e)  (42)  when(e)  (25)  why/ice'2  (12) 
(47) 
whom  (9)  what  (7)  while  (2)  whava'  (1)  wheder  (1) 
whych  (1)  who  (1)  whiderys  (1)  whi  (1)  white  (1) 
whylle  (1)  whan"  (3)  whyll"  (1)  why  (1) 
(w)  (20)  wyche  (10)  wat!  5  (2)  wo"  (1)  wer*  (1)  wyle  (1) 
wede?  '  (1)  wyffcs-  (1)  worns'  (1)  wyte"  (1)  wyche  (1) 
(h)  (5)  ho"  (4)  hoo,  (1) 
hypercorrection  (398)  whas  (156)  wher(e)"  (31)  he  whi/yll  (30)  whay(esr'  whyne"  (10) 
(10) 
wheyý*  (9)  whent"  (7)  white"  (7)  whildernes  whell"  (6) 
(7) 
78  Folio  35r  line  33  'men  woote  no  the  cause'. 
79. 
thence' 
so  Folio  Sr  line  28  <men  may  see  thecr  ...  > 
81  Folio  8v  line  36  <))off  sche  where  (were)  hydous  to  sv)t> 
m  'white' 
83'Whoms 
84  ,  while' 
15  'what' 
'6  'who' 
#7  gwhither' 
wives',  folio  14r  line  13 
'whorn* 
'white$ 
'who' 
92. 
were, 
93, 
way(s), 
"  'wine' 434 
whi/yfr(6)  whyrjý  (8)  whitloo  (8)  whal(t)eýol  towharde  (4) 
(5) 
wholde  (4)  whonte"  (4)  whith'o'  (4)  whoman  (4  whaý04  (3) 
whent'05  (3)  whryEen  (3)  whynde'06  (3)  whryte 
107  (3)  whip'08  (3) 
whorlde  (3)  wholde"  (2)  whold"'  (2)  whatIl"  (2)  whee...  (2) 
whorlde"'  (2)  whorldly  (2)  whitel  14  (2)  whylde  115  (2)  aU  whey"6  (2) 
whyues'17  (2)  whyde  118  (2)  whyUe'19  (2)  whynnnen9  whise  120  (1) 
(1) 
whorkUy  (1)  whoude'21  (1)  wheysse  121  (1)  whyrche  123 
whyddyd"4  (1) 
(1) 
wherres  125  (1)  wholde  126  (1)  whery9127  (i)  whyddow  (1)  nWwhardc'28  (1) 
whylde  129  (1)  downwharde  (1)  whater"o  (1)  afterwharde  131  (1) 
where  132  (1)  whrone  (1)  twhyche  113  (1)  whyndow  (1)  to  wharde  (1) 
whounds  134  (1)  whaUys  135  (1)  whryten  136  (1)  whyst"'  (1)  n-ýstrowhand  (1) 
whepe'38  (1) 
141 
whery  139  (1)  where 
140  (1) 
" 
aU  whay  (1) 
" 
whicyness 
.. 
yth  (1) 
(1)  whulde  whayes  (1)  whell  '  (1)  why-ne  '  (1)  wheddel"  (1) 
whiIde'4'  (1)  whote'46  (1)  Whyndel47  (1)  whulde'4'  (1) 
".  Way. 
%  'went' 
97.  to  know' 
"'well' 
*  'wife' 
100  'With' 
10I.  Water, 
102  Wont, 
103  with, 
104.  way' 
.  05 
,,: 
(-s)  won,  ' 
wind' 
'07  'holy  writ' 
08  'with' 
109'would' 
'would' 
'water' 
112.  weml 
113  'world' 
114  'wit'  (noun) 
115'wilde' 
all  ways' 
'wives' 
""wide' 
J19 
will, 
12D. 
wi=- 
121.  would' 
122,  wash' 
'23'work' 
124.  wedded, 
125.  wars. 
126  'would' 
127.  to  war  (against)' 
125 
Folio  I  Ov  line  6 
129  'wild' 
130  whatever, 
131  Written  <after.  wharde> 
132  'to  know' 
""touch'  variant  form  of  'Myche' 
134  'wounds' 
135.  walls' 
136.  writen. 
'37  'knew- 
139.  weep  1 
139  'weay' 
140 
wheat. 
141  'would' 
142 
Win- 
143'win' 
144,  to  wed, 
145 
wilde, 
146'what' 
10  -wind,  eg.  a  clock 
148 
woUld` 435 
WILL  (v)  Ist  pgrson  2nd  pgson  3rd  pmon  Ph" 
wyll  (1)  whyll  (5)  whyll  (5) 
wull  (3)  wyne  (4) 
wyll  (3)  whylle  (2) 
whill.  (2)  wyll  (1) 
wyne  (1)  wyl  (1) 
whell  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wyll  (4)  whill  (1) 
wri  (OU-0  wt  (103)  wyth  (11)  wyp  (5)  whith  (4)  whip  (3) 
whyp  (2)  whit  (2)  whyth  (1)  wythe  (1) 
WORLD  worlde  (24)  whodde  (3)  wolde  (1)  work  (1)  world  (1) 
whorldly  (1)  worIde  (1) 
WOULD  Ist  pwo  2nd  pmo  3rd  Mrso  RL-ni 
wulde  (1)  wolde  (6)  wulde  (2) 
wolde  (1)  wulde  (5)  wuld  (1) 
whold  (2)  wold  (1) 
wilde  (2) 
wuld  (2) 
wholde  (2) 
whoude  (1) 
whulde  (1) 
YET  yt  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (32)  me  149  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (4) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (12)  whe'"  (3) 
wee 
Isi 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (12)  ous  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  our9  (53)  our  (16) 
152 
01  (2)  UrC9153 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  (3)  thu  (1)  thou  (1) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg)  thi  (4)  thy  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (22)  you  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  yow  (4)  ye  (3) 
GEN  (pl) 
TFIEP.  D  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (240) 
ACC  (sg)  hy9  (23)  he  (19)  he9  (17)  hy  (7)  ham  (4) 
hy  (3)  hym  (1)  Y9  (1)  hem  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (114)  hys  (3)  is  (1)  ys  (1)  h'(1) 
ys'54  (131) 
DAT  (sg)  he  (7)  hy  (2)  hy*  (2)  hie  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  hy  (6)  hy  sylf  (3)  hy9  (1)  hym  (1)  hy*  sylf  (1) 
he9  (1) 
TIIIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (50)  shee  (2)  she  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  here  (5)  her  (5)  hyr'  (2)  hyr  (1)  her9  (1) 
hye  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  her  (9)  her9  (6)  h)II  (1)  here  (1)  hit  (1) 
hie  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  hyrg  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  here  (1)  her  (1) 
TTDRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  they  (154)  pay  (78)  thay  (75)  Pey  (61)  thei  (2) 
149  'me  thinketh' 
I"  Folio  l6r  line  30  <as  whe  done  ayene  goddys  body> 
151  Folio  7v  line  25  <that  wee  synne  dedelp 
Fol  3v  line  14  <our  lather>  'z-shaped  <r>' 
Folio  16T  line  18 
154  Genitive  inflection 436 
them'55  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  ham  (35)  he9  (28)  the9  (9)  them  (5)  hyQ  (3) 
;m  156  (1)  hem  (1)  the9  (1)  tham  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  her  (50)  her9  (27)  here  (14)  herre  (3)  hy0  (2) 
ther9  (1)  ýer  (1)  hyre  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  he9  (2)  the9  (2)  them  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  ham?  (2)  he9  (1)  the9  (1) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
ls,  rperson  am  (1) 
PD 
person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  ys  (355)  is  (59)  his  157  (1) 
3  RD 
P-.  (pl)  alre  (98)  ere  (15)  20  (13)  er9  (4)  ben)  (3) 
ar  (1)  be  (1)  ben  (1) 
er 
159  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (16) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
OT 
person 
ý' 
person 
3  RD 
person  (,  g)  whas  (156)  was  (28)  Vos 
159  (1) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  where  (16)  wher  (1)  Wee  (1)  was 
160  (1) 
wher9 
(1) 
were  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive  wher*  (6)  where  (4)  wee  (3) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
OT 
person 
haue  (9) 
Y'D 
person 
hast  (1) 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  hath  (39)  (8)  haý  (5)  haue  (3)  has  161(l) 
3  RD 
person 
(pl)  haue  (46)  have  (2)  ha;  (1) 
Subjunctive  haue  (2) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls,  rperson  had  (1) 
2ý')  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  had  (23)  hadde  (3)  hade  (3) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  -had 
(8) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
1ST  person  come  (1) 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  comydi  (5)  comyV  (2)  com  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  come  (13)  comenl  (9)  comyn9  (9)  comyth  (3)  comy;  (2) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
ls,  rperson  come  (1) 
ý'  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  come  (4)  com?  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  come  (6)  came  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/SWORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
A>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P>  fadefir  (16)  theder  (6)  togeder(5)  no/eder"  (5)  moder  (5) 
g2dereyd  (3)  <bedlem>  for  Pede/yr  (2)  hederwarde  wheder  (1) 
'Bethlehem'  (3)  (1) 
weder'63  (1)  weder'"  (1)  oder  (1) 
<t>  for  <P>  <trone>  for 
'throne'  Fol  34r 
113  Folio  37r  line  5-  Impersonal  constrdction.  <I)ey  haue  that  (what)  them  nedyth> 
IM  C)ccura  at  the  end  of  a  line 
157  Folio  3  It  line  24  <it  hys  called  ynde  (India)> 
Folio  I  6r  line  18 
Folio  15v  line  5  <pt  VOS  2  "On  as  the  holy  crosse> 
Folio  30v  line  I  <pe  walles  aboute  was  XXV  myIe> 
Folio  4v  line  16 
162 
<neither> 
163,  Weather, 
M,  whete. 437 
line  21  (1) 
BELIEVE 
ICING  kyne  (20)  kynge  (20)  kyng  (9)  kyngs*  (9) 
KINGDOM  kyngdome  (9)  kyngdom9  (5)  IWdorrP  (1) 
KIN  kynne  (1) 
KISS  I  st  ymon  2nd  pmo-n  3rd  Mrson  PIW 
kys  (1) 
LIVE  Ist  Wrson  2nd  rrso  3rd  pcrso  PL-ni 
1yue  (1)  lyven  (1) 
leve  (1) 
Ist  ymon  M  2nd  pgrson  pret  3rd  puson  pm  "M 
levyd  (2) 
LIFE  lyff  (1)  IY&  (1)  lyve  (1)  leve  (1) 
OLD  olde  (8)  elde  (1) 
I  st  pgrso  2nd  pgrson  3rd  puson  Phffd 
synne 
syn7  (1) 
SIN  synne  (4)  sw  (1)  synnes*  (2)  synns*  (1) 
EARL 
EARTH  er;  (20)  erýe  (2)  erthe  (1) 
FIGHT  (n/v)  Ist  pcrson  2nd  pqrso  3rd  pgrso 
1ý3te  (2) 
HEAVEN  hevyn9  (1)  heven  (1) 
KNEW 
Ist  person  2nd  person  3rd  person  pi-r-1 
ly3tyth  (1) 
LIGHT  1y3t  (4)  ly3tely  (1) 
LOVE  Ist  ptrson  pre  2nd  Mrson  Mt  3rd  pgrson  pre  plural  pLer 
louyd  (2) 
loued  (1) 
LOVE  love  (6) 
WORTW  wu4i  (2)  worthi  (1)  whorpi  (1) 
Past  partkiple  marker  Y-  (1) 
"ys*  (1) 438 
London,  British  Library,  Additional  35288 
Partonope  of  Blois 
AFTER  affter  (10)  affte  (1) 
AGAINST  agaynys  (3)  agaynste  (1)  a3ens  (1) 
AGAIN  agayne  (6)  a3en9  (1) 
ANY  eny  (12) 
ASK  I  st  pqson  pn  2nd  ptrson  3rd  pgrson  Mt  plural  Mt 
axed  (1) 
BEFORE  before  (5)  affore  (3)  er  (2)  afore  (2)  by  fore  (1) 
B07M  bothe  (18) 
BURNM 
BUT  butte  (45)  but  (3)  butt  (2) 
CHURCH  chyrche  (1) 
COULD  Ise  xrso  2nd  ptrso  3rd  pgrso  P19W 
cowde  (5)  cowude  (1) 
cowude  (1) 
DAY(S)  day  (21)  d2ye  (9)  dayly  (1) 
DO  Ist  ptrson  2nd  pmo  3rd  pmo  P-1--l 
do  (1)  dothe  (15) 
Ist  pmon  pg  2nd  Mrson  V=  3;  A  pqson  Mt  plural  pre 
dydde  (4)  dydde  (3) 
dyd  (3)  dyd  (3) 
dide  (2)  dede  (1) 
dede  (1)  dyde  (1) 
dyde  (1) 
EACH  eche  (3)  echone  (1) 
REITHER...  (N)OR  nother..  ne..  (1)  neyder..  no..  (1) 
EVIL  euyl  (1) 
EYE(S)  eyen.  9  (1) 
FIRE 
FIRST  fyrste  (2)  fiirste  (1)  fiyste  (1)  ffirste  (1)  fly-te 
165  (1) 
GIVE  I  st  r)erson  2nd  pqson  3rd  ptrson  phral 
yi,  V4  (1)  yeuyth  (1) 
Ist  pmon  Mt  2nd  ptrson  pret  3rd  pqson  pret  plural  prc 
gaffi  (2)  yeve 
167  (1) 
yeff  (1) 
GO  I  st  person  2nd  ptrson  3rd  pmon 
gothe  (6)  goo  (2) 
goyth  (2)  gothe  (1) 
goythe  (2) 
Ist  Mrson  pot  2nd  pmon  pret  3rd  pcrson  pm  plural  pat 
yede  (2) 
yed  (1) 
HIGH  hye  (9)  hyenys  (1)  byely  (1) 
HILL 
IF  yff  (12)  yeffe  (4)  yeff  (3)  yffe  (2)  3yff  (1) 
LAND  loncle  (8)  lande'"  (3)  lond  (3)  land  (3)  londes*  (1) 
Lrl=  lytell  (2)  lytel  (2) 
_LY  -ly  (77)  -lye  (4)  -  lyche  (1) 
MAN  mae  (30)  wy)thte  (2)  manne  (1)  man1e  (1)  arnae  (1) 
m2nhodc  (6)  manly  (4)  mannely  (1)  manbcdc  (1)  mannys*  (1) 
MANY  many  (10)  maney  (5)  meny  (1)  money  (1)  mony  (1) 
MIGHT  (v)  I  st  person  2nd  Mrson  3rd.  Zrson  phmd 
myjthte  (6)  my3the  (1) 
mygthte  (5)  myjthte  (1) 
my3th  (3) 
my3th  (1) 
mpthe  (1) 
myghte  (1) 
165  Line  initial 
11  Folio  41r  line  II  '4Y  Yff  hYm1 
67. 
gave- 
4  Two  of  these  are  diymes. 439 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc 
NOT 
OWN 
SHALL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK 
THOUGHT  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (56) 
(39) 
(h)  (3) 
hypercorrection  (3) 
WILL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
WMMOTM 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
RFLEXWE 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
my3thte  (5) 
moche  C7) 
nott  (15) 
no3th  (6) 
owne  (5) 
Ist  mrso 
schalle  (11) 
Ist  person 
sethen9  (1) 
sucche  (18) 
thenne  (26) 
there  (64) 
these  (12) 
thenketh  (1) 
thynkythte  (1) 
thynketh  (1) 
Ist  mrson  pie 
tho3thte  (1) 
thow  (5) 
thorow  (4) 
too  (2) 
tyue  (11) 
where  (23) 
whart  (2) 
who  (1) 
wyche  (17) 
wanne  (2) 
wato  (1) 
hose  173  (1) 
where  174  (2) 
Ist  ymo 
volle  (8) 
wyfle  (2) 
wyue  (5) 
wyrh  (72) 
worle  (3) 
Ist  pctson 
wolde  (2) 
yette  (4) 
y  (65) 
me  (44) 
my  (52) 
me  (4) 
me  (3) 
we  (16) 
vs  (2) 
owre  (14) 
n-Li3thte  (1) 
mpthe  (1)  mygthte  (1)  mpthty  (1)  alle  my3thty  (1) 
not  (10)  nogh  (8)  notte  (7)  no)thte  (7) 
nogth  (1)  no)the  (1) 
own')  (2)  ownne  (1) 
2nd  pgrso  3rd  pgrso  pL--ýLal 
schalte  (1)  schalle  (17)  schalle  (14) 
KhuUe  (3) 
2nd  pgrson  3rd  pmon  pLt" 
schulde  (10)  schulde  (11) 
scholde  (1)  scholde  (1) 
rythe  (1) 
thenO  (5)  thanne  (3)  than9  (2) 
ther  (54)  th2r  (1) 
thethe 
169  (1) 
2nd  yu-so  Ird  pmon  RIU-W 
thynckyth  (4) 
thynkyth  (1) 
thyncketh  (1) 
thynkethe  (1) 
thynkyth  (1) 
2nd  pmon  pict  3rd  pcrson  Mr  ph-,  m 
tho3thte  (3) 
tho)th  (1) 
thowe  (1)  throw  (1) 
throw  (2)  thorowe  (1)  tho)th  (1) 
two  (1)  twoo  (1) 
whenne  (12)  where  (4)  when9  (3) 
whyte  (2)  wh2nne  (2)  why  (2) 
whye 
170  (1) 
watte  (4)  Werel7l  (4)  watte  (4) 
woo  YS 
172 
wat  (1)  wenne  (1) 
wate  (1) 
ho  (1)  hoo  (1) 
whyth  (1) 
2nd  Moon  3rd  pgrson  Pi4w 
woUe  (8)  woUe  (9) 
wyHe  (3)  wylle  (7) 
wythe  (50)  wythte  (2)  whyth  (1) 
worlde  (2)  wordle  (1) 
2nd  ptrson  3rd  pmo  Ph" 
wolde  (18)  wolde  (3) 
yert  (1)  3ette  (1) 
1(40)  me,  75  (4) 
mee 
176  (3) 
myne  (8)  myrO  (3) 
my  sylffe  (2) 
owr9  (1) 
169  Folio  Or  line  34  <bethe  tyffiynges  horde  partonope> 
"  Line  fuml 
171 
where, 
172,  WhoSe, 
"'whose' 
174.  were' 
175.  Tne  Imte/  Tne  thynkyth'  imperwmal  construction. 
176  Line  final. 
whyle  (3) 
whan'O  (1) 
watt  (2) 
wanne  (1) 440 
DAT  (pD 
REMXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  thow  (3)  the  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  the  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  thy  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
the  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (37)  3e  (34) 
ACC  (pl)  yow  (50)  yowe  (5) 
GEN  (pl)  yowr9  (29)  yowr  (2) 
DAT  (pl  yow  (5) 
77=  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (274) 
179(8)  hee 
ACC  (sg)  hW  (52)  hym  (31) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (158)  ys  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (14)  hym9  (13) 
REFLEXIVE  hym  (11)  hyml  (7) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (23)  she  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  here  (4) 
GEN  (sg)  here  (15) 
DAT  (sg)  here  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  here  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  they  (76)  thay  (37) 
ACC  (pl)  hem  (19)  here  (7) 
GEN  (pl)  here  (23)  ther  (5) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEX[VE  hem  (5)  henP  (3) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
IST  person  am  (2)  am)  (2) 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  ys  (88)  be  (4) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  bene  (6)  buthe  (2) 
be  (3)  arne  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (10)  beel's  (3) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
OT  person 
2"D  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  was  (86) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  were  (21)  where  (2) 
Preterite  subjunctive  were  (4)  werre  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
OT  person  haue  (13) 
PD  person  haste  (2) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  bathe  (33)  hath  (3) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  haue  (14) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls,  rperson  hadde  (3)  bade  (1) 
eD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hadde  (22) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (3)  hade  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
hadde  (3) 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
eD  person 
3RD  person  (sg)  cornythe  (1) 
'77  Line  final  eg.  rhymed  with'me' 
17'  Line  finaL 
179  All  line  fmal  instances  and  rhymes 
180  -hyrn  Juste'  impersonal  construction 
181  Rhymed  with'see' 
192  (3yeriftive  infl,,  till 
183  Folio  42v  line  9  <tylle  the  be  passed  all  thus  cuntre> 
'84  Folio  33t  line  5  <ynne  grete  drede  hys  he> 
"'  Line  final 
yee 
177  (2)  3ee 
178  (1) 
yo-  (1) 
hyTe  (2)  h  1"  (2) 
hy  (1)  hP  (1) 
w 
(1)  ys 
182  (8) 
bem9  (2) 
hynP  syffFe  (3)  bym  syTe  (3) 
ýey  (1)  the'"  (1) 
them"  (2)  he  (2) 
h2m  (1) 
lp  (1) 
hyrn  (3)  hW  (2) 
buth  (1)  ben9  (1)  hys'"  (1) 
buth  (1)  bee  (1)  be  (1) 
er  (1) 
werre  (1) 
hath  (1) 441 
3  RD  person  (pl)  comen9  (1)  comythe  (1) 
Subjunctive  come  (3) 
TO  COME  Preterite 
OT  person 
PD  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  come  (6)  came  (1) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  come  (4) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/g  WORDS  <noyce>'noise'  <plece>'please' 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g>  <crete>  'greae 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P>  togyder(5)  moder  (4)  oder  (3)  fader  (2)  anoder(2) 
weder  (1)  fi)rder'"  (1)  thedyr(l)  neyder(l)  heder  (1) 
+  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING  kynge  (94)  kyne  (2)  kyng  (1)  kynges*  (2) 
KIN  kynne  (4)  kyndrede  (2) 
KISS  Ist  pgrson  W  2nd  pgrson  pot  Ird  pgrson  pat  plgw  Pre 
kyste  (2)  Ityssyde  (1) 
kyssed  (1) 
LIVE 
LIFE  lyffi  (9) 
OLD  olde  (2) 
SIN 
EARL  erle  (5)  erlys  (1) 
EARTH  erthe  (1)  erthely  (1) 
FIGHT  (v)  I  st  pason  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pgrson  phol 
f)1thre  (1)  fy3thte  (1) 
FIGHT  (n)  fy)thte  (6) 
HEAVEN 
KNOW  Ist  Rmo  2nd  pgrso  3rd  paso  Api 
knowe  (1)  knowyth  (1) 
canne  (1)  knowe  (1) 
KNEW  Ist  pmon  po  2nd  pgrson  mt  3rd  pmon  pm  Plural  mt 
wore  (3)  knewe  (1)  kanne  (1) 
wotte  (1)  cowde  (1) 
Were  (1) 
weste  (1) 
LIGHT  (n)  lpthte  (2)  bgth  (1)  ly)thtely  (1) 
LOVE  Ist  pgrso,  2nd  Mrso  3rd  Mrso 
loue  (1) 
love  (1) 
Ist  Pmon  M  2nd  pmon  piet  3rd  pmon  W  plural  Pm 
louyd  (1)  loued  (5)  loued  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (11) 
WORTHY  worthy  (2)  worthty  (1)  worthey  (1)  worthyer  (1)  worthynys  (2) 
worthyyste  (1)  worthyeste  (1) 
Past  participle  nurker  r  (11)  i-  (1) 
186,  furffial 442 
London,  British  Library,  Cotton  Otho  C.  xiii 
La3amon's  Brut 
Reference  made  to  Madden,  F.  (Ed.  ),  (1847).  La3amon's  Brut.  London:  The  Society  of 
Antiquaries  of  London.  Vols.  1,2  &  3. 
AFTER  after  (11)  hafter  (2)  eft  (1) 
AGAINST 
AGAIN  agein  (4)  a3e  (1)  a3en  (1)  a3ein  (1) 
ANY  eni  (2)  eny  (1) 
ASK  Ist  puson  W  2nd  Xrson  Mr  3rd  ptrson  pv  plural  pre 
axed  (1)  axed  (1) 
BEFORE  bifore  (4)  her  (2)  bi  vote  (1)  are  (1)  er  (1) 
BOTH 
BURNM  Ist  pgrson  Mzt  2nd  Xrson  prt  3rd  pmon  M  plural  M 
bamde  (1) 
BUT  ac  (25)  bote  (15) 
CHURCH  cherches  (1) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  dai  (10)  dai  (1)  da3e*  (2)  daies*  (1) 
DM  Ist  pgrson  2nd  Xrso  3rd  ymo  Auni 
doý  (2) 
Ist  pmon  pre  2nd  pcrson  pm  3rd  pgrson  po  plural  M 
dude  (7)  dude  (7) 
(lud  (2)  duden  (1) 
EACH  ech  (2)  echne  (1)  eche  (1) 
(N)EITHER  .. 
NOR 
EVIL  vuel  (2)  ouel  (1) 
EYE(S)  e)ene  (1)  ehene  (1) 
FIRE  fire  (1) 
FIRST 
GIVE  Ist  Xrson  Wt  2nd  pgrson  pre  3rd  Xrson  pot  piural  pret 
)efue  (1)  3af  (2)  3efuen  (1) 
3efue  (1) 
3ef  (1) 
),  ---  (1) 
GO  Ist  person  pot  2nd  pgrson  pmt-  3rd  pgrson  pret  plural  po 
verde  (1)  wende  (1)  wende(22)  wende  (11) 
verde  (3)  fi!  rde  (3) 
firde  (3)  verden  (3) 
)eode  (1)  wende""  (3) 
eode  (1)  verde"  (1) 
wenden  (1) 
eode  (1) 
HIGH  he)e  (2)  MW  (1)  heh  (1)  heh3e  (1)  he)ere  (1) 
hchest  (1) 
HILL 
IF  3ef  (11)  0(5) 
LAND  londe  (55)  lond  (24)  londes*  (4) 
Lrr=  lutel  (2)  lutle  (2)  lutele  (1) 
-LY  -Eche  (18)  -fich  (5)  -leche  (1) 
MAN  man  (23)  -A  (9)  gome  (2)  manne  (1)  gomes*  (1) 
mannes'  (1)  mankunne(l)  mancunne(l) 
MANY  Mani  (11)  nunie  (3) 
MIGHT  (v)  Ist  Pým  2od  pgrso  3rd  pciso  Rly--I 
mihte  (1)  tr6hte  (13)  mihte  (3) 
rrdht  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  mihte  (2)  almihte  (1) 
MUCH  mochel  (12)  moche  (10)  mochele  (8)  mochil  (1)  nwclAe  (1) 
mochelere  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc  nas  (16)  nadde  (7)  nolde  (4)  noUe(3)  nuste  (2) 
'87'gonne  wende' 
Line-final not'"  (2)  nadden  (1)  nis  (1)  nere  (1)  noucP  (1) 
nis  (1)  nelle  (1)  nafde  (1) 
NOT  noht  (6) 
OWN  owe  (8)  owene  (5)  o3e 
SIMM  I  st  pgrso  2nd  mrso  3rd  pmo 
Sal  (1)  solle  (4) 
sale  (1)  Sal  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  jLerso  2nd  ymo  3rd  Mrso 
sole  (1)  solde  (4) 
solde  (1) 
SINCE 
SUCH  soch  (4)  soche  (1) 
THAN  Pan  (5)  Pane  (1) 
THEN  Po  (57)  Pane  (6)  Pan  (3)  Panne  (2)  Pe  (1) 
THERE  Par  (52)  pare  (14)  Pider  (4)  Per  (1) 
THESE  Pes  (3)  Peos  (2)  hii  (1) 
T740SE  Ink  (1)  Pai  (1) 
THINK  I  st  pgrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson  Mimi 
Picnchep  (1) 
Ist  prrson  M  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pýmn  pot  phu,  71  m 
Pohte  (7)  Pohte  (3) 
bi  Pohte  (2)  bi  Pohte  (1) 
be  Pohte  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  Poh  (1) 
THROUGH  Porh  (16)  Porp  (2)  rond  (1) 
TWO 
UTML 
tweie  (5)  twei  (3)  two  (3)  twie  (1) 
CIE  hw-words  (wh)  (0) 
(w)  (29)  war  (9)  wile'"  (4)  woche  (4)  want  (3)  war  (2) 
ware  (2)  w2n  (1)  weder  (1)  W2M 
191  (1) 
vrile192  (1) 
wich  (1) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (Y)  I  st  Mrso  2nd  pmo  3rd  mrson  Ami 
wolle  (17)  wolt  (4)  wole  (3)  wolleP  (6) 
wille  (6)  wol  (1)  wil  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wol  (3) 
WITH(Oul)  rnid  (53)  wip  (27) 
WORLD  worle  (2) 
WOULD  Ist  Xrso  2nA  pmon  3rd  ygtso 
wolde  (17)  wolde  (11) 
YET  3et  (3)  3ete  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  ich  (46) 
ACC  (sg)  me  V  1) 
GEN  (sg)  min  (5)  mine  (5)  Ini  (1)  Me193 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (20) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (6) 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (7)  houre'94  (2)  our  (1)  vre 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  Pou  (16) 
ACC  (sg)  Pe  (5) 
GEN  (sg)  Pine  (5)  Pi  (4)  Pin  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  pe  (1) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  3e  (5)  j.  --(5) 
ACC  (pl)  3ou  (1)  3co  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  30-(5) 
189. 
ne  +  witte' 
190.  while. 
'91  'whorW 
192  Wddcn:  'whilom' 
'93.  irny' 
91  Folio  60v  coIumn  I  line  4 
443 444 
REFLEXIVE 
7HIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
77=  PERSON  kin. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pD 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
IsTperson 
2"D  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  PD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
1"r  person 
ý"  person 
3PD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
ls,  rperson 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
OT  person 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
ISTPerson 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iSTperson 
PD 
person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person  (pl) 
Prere,  rite  subkive 
)OU  seolue  (1) 
he  (145) 
him  (45) 
his  (97) 
him  (11) 
hine  (2) 
3eo  (3) 
hire  (6) 
hire  (2) 
M  (147) 
heom  (15) 
hire  (24) 
heom  (1) 
heom  (4) 
ham"'  (2) 
art  (1) 
his?  'o  (10) 
bcoý  (7) 
beo  (3) 
was  (117) 
weren  (22) 
were  0  1) 
habbe  (4) 
habbe  (5) 
habbep(7) 
haddest  (1) 
hadde  (25) 
hadde  (5) 
lliMI95  (I) 
V-WORDS 
comeý 
come  (1) 
com  (20) 
come  (14) 
<ivare>  Sred!  (4) 
<Yre>  'fire  (2) 
<i  varen>'fared!  (1) 
hine  (25)  hin  (2) 
his'"  (2) 
bf  (1) 
Mm  (2)  him  scolue  (1)  him  seolf  (1) 
he  (1) 
M  (6)  heo  (1) 
ham  (13)  3am  (9) 
heore  (1) 
Paie  (1) 
heom  (5) 
heom'97  (2) 
heom  scolf  (1)  bam  (1) 
hart'"  (1) 
beop  (4) 
beon  (3)  beor  (1) 
wa' 
were  (14) 
haz"'  (1) 
habe  (1) 
habbcý  (2)  hauep  (1) 
haueý  (2)  habbe  (1)  haue  (1) 
hafile  (2) 
hafde  (1) 
come  (4)  coman  (1) 
comen  (5)  come 
203  (2)  com  (1) 
<verde>'fired'  <verden>'fired'  <rar>  'to  fire  <vote>  'for  (2) 
(3)  (3)  (2) 
<i  vostered>  <to-vore>  <voO>  lor& 
'fostered'  (1)  %efore'(1)  (1) 
<vedkh>  <i-vere>'filend/  bivore  (1) 
'",  hirn  ýohe,  impersonal  cOnstnIctiOn- 
196  Genitive  inflection 
197  -heorn  Pohte  'it  seemed  to  therd,  impersonal  construction. 
"I  Folio  62r  column  2  line  32 
199  Folio  55v  column  I  line  31  <  Imu  hirt  ofmochele  cunne  (a  great  f2mily)> 
Folio  55r  column  2  lines  19  <he  his  Leonines  sone> 
201  Folio  6  It  column  I  line  6<  Pou  h2r  of....  cunne> 
202  Une  initial 
203  Line  final 445 
'quicky  (1)  i-fere,  (1) 
Z/S  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P>  fider  (7)  hider  (6)  Pider  (6)  gadere  (4)  togederes  (3) 
gaderede  (3)  moder  (2)  weder2"  (1)  weder'o  (1)  woder  (1) 
<P>  for  <Y> 
BELIEVE 
KING  king  (61)  kinge  (23)  Idg2"  (2)  kying  (1)  kinges*  (3) 
kinges*  (1)  kinedom  (3) 
KIN  kene  (2)  cunne  (1) 
KISS 
LIVE  Ist  pmon  pret  2nd  ptrson  pm  3rd  pmon  pLet  Plural  PLC 
lifiiede  (2) 
Luede  (2) 
LIFE  lif  (2)  Me  (1)  alifile  (3)  cwick,  07  (1) 
OLD 
SIN 
EARL  eorl  (13)  eorles*  (6) 
EARTH  erpe  (10)  erý  (6)  erthe  (3)  eorýe  (1)  eorý  (1) 
FIGHT  Ist  y!  trson  pre  2nd  ptrson  pm  3rd  1grson  pm  plural  pm 
faht  (1)  fohten  (1) 
FIGHT  (n)  fihte  (5)  fiht  (3)  fehte  (1) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW  Ist  pmon  2nd  pýrson  3rd  pcrson  PL-W 
wite  (1)  couýe  (2) 
wisre  (1) 
LIGHT  lihte  (2) 
LOVE  Ist  ptrson  2nd  Xrso  3rd  Pgrson  PLU-W 
louep  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  pre  2nd  Mrson  pre  3rd  Mrson  pre  plural  pre 
lofiiede  (6) 
lofde  (2) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (3)  lofiie  (1)  leofiie'  (1) 
WORTHY 
Past  participle  marker  i-  (117) 
2"  .  weather' 
205  -whether' 
"6  Line-final 
207  the  living' 
219  beloved' 446 
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AFTER  aO  (35) 
AGAINST  a3en  (12) 
AGAIN  i3e  (12) 
ANY  eni  (7) 
ASK  Ist  pmon  pic 
BEFORE  er  (29) 
B07M  boýe  (15) 
BURNM  I  st  Person  pot 
BUT  ac  (78) 
CHURCH  churche  (27) 
COLMD 
DAY(S)  day  (46) 
DO  Ist  pgrso 
DID  Ist  pgrson  Wt 
EACH  echon  (12) 
(N)EITUIER  ...  (N)OR  air..  op..  (2) 
EVIL  vuel  (6) 
EYE(S)  e3e  (2) 
FIRE  fitre  (1) 
FIRST  fi=tc  (8) 
Ist  Mrson 
GIVE  )cue  (2) 
1  st  Mmon  pre 
3af  (4) 
GO  Ist  pgrson 
Ist  pgrson  pot 
wende  (1) 
eft  (5)  eft9  (2)  after  (1) 
a3e  (6) 
a3en  (11) 
2nd  Mrson  pret  3rd  pgrson  pg  phwd  pn 
bad  (1)  beden  (1) 
bi6re  (9)  tofx)re  (2) 
bor  (2) 
2nd  pmn  pm  3rd  Wrson  pot  plural  pmt 
fDrbrende  (1) 
bote  (21) 
church  (1)  churches*  (2)  churchen* 
dai  (26)  daye  (1) 
2nd  pg  kdr-no 
dost  (1) 
2nd  Wrson  pLet  3rd  pgrson  pret 
dudest  (3)  dude  (16) 
ech  (7)  echone(6) 
yuck  (2)  vuele  (1) 
e3en*  (1) 
fimt  (5) 
2nd  puson  3rd  Mrso 
3,  --p  (1) 
2nd  wrson  p=  3rd  Mrson  pre 
3ef  (1)  3af  (6) 
2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson 
gop  (1) 
2nd  pqson  Mt  3rd  pmon  M 
wende  (45) 
rMe  (4) 
HIGH  he)e  (13)  hel  (12)  hoh  (2) 
he3este  (1) 
HILL  hul"'  (5) 
IF  if  (33) 
LAND  lond  (27)  londe  (7)  londes*  (1) 
Lrr=  lute  (14)  lutel  (3)  alute  (1) 
_LY  -liche  (31)  -Bch  (4) 
MAN  man  (66)  M2nes'  (3)  mankynae  (3) 
MANY  meni  (26) 
MIGHT  Ist  Mrson  2nd  pgmn  3rd  Mrson 
rai3te  (1)  mi3t  (3)  mi3te  (33) 
nii3c  (2) 
V*3te  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  mi3te  (7)  my3te  (1)  nii3tful  (1) 
MUCH  moche  (19) 
NE+BE,  HAVF,,  WILL  etc  nis  (13)  nolde  (12)  nas  (12) 
ner9  (3)  narr?  "  (2)  nele  (2) 
naue  (2)  nele  (1)  nole  (1) 
niste"  (1)  nullep  (1) 
NOT  no3t  (77)  not  (1)  note" 
(1) 
OVIN  owe  (10) 
209  Folio  5r  line  I  <ýe  hul  of  olyuete> 
210  .  1W  +  IM- 
211 
61  Won't, 
212  ne  +  Witel 
213 
Rhymed  with  'throte' 
(1) 
dayes*  (15) 
I  Ph" dop  (2) 
dural  iDret 
dude  (3) 
eche  (4) 
pre 
3af  (1) 
P-19W 
gop  (3) 
wende  (12) 
wenden  (2) 
)eoden  (1) 
)e0de  (1) 
hm  (1) 
ef0e  (1) 
church3erd  (1) 
dais*  (1) 
heýste  (1) 
Ete  (1) 
rmnkun  (1)  nl2nSCMpe 
Aga 
ný3te  (13) 
nadde  (8)  nuste  (8) 
nabbe  (2)  noUep  (2) 
nabbeý  (1)  nel?  "  (1) SHAU 
I  SHOUM 
SINCE 
SUCH 
MAN 
THEN 
THERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK 
THOUGI-rr  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
MROUGH 
TWO 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (67) 
(-)(0) 
(h)  (22) 
hypetcorrection  (0) 
WILL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
W=(OU7) 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
Reflexive 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLXMVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
SECOND  PERSON 
I  st  pgrson  2nd  Wrson  3rd  pgrson 
schal  (1)  schalt  (9)  schal  (16)  schuRe  (4) 
schuUeý  (1)  schal  (4) 
schuUe  (1)  schuUeý  (3) 
schole  (1) 
schuUen  (1) 
I  st  pmon  2nd  pgson  3rd  ptrson  RimW 
scholde  (16)  schoIde  (5) 
schulde  (2) 
sippe  (3) 
such  (8)  suche  (4) 
Imn  (7) 
J*  (53)  Pame  (9)  Pane  (7)  Pan  (5) 
ý9  (149)  ýerO  (23)  Pider  (9)  ý,  er  (3) 
Ir-  (1)  prcý  14  (1) 
Pulke  (11) 
I  st  pmon  2nd  Mrson  Ird  pgrson  pimW 
I*nch  (1) 
I  st  pmon  p-re  2nd  pmon  prc  3rd  pgrson  p=  phial  pot 
Po)te  (6)  ýo)te  (3) 
bilm3te  (1) 
Po)t  (5)  Po3re  (1)  1*3tes  (1) 
ýej  (9)  Po  (2) 
pud(19)  prou.  5  (1)  1*  (1) 
tuei(8)  tuo  (2)  tuey  (1)  to  (1) 
what  (33)  whan  (26)  while  (12)  whi  (10) 
whoder  (7)  whete2"  (4)  which  (3)  whoder  (3) 
wher  (2)  whmn  (2)  whanne  (2)  whelP  (2) 
whyt` 
(1) 
ho2l'  (23)  hucche  (2) 
Ist  pcrso  2nd  Mrso  3rd  ptrso  P-h4d 
wole  (22)  wole  (4)  wole  (8)  wole  (4) 
wolt  (1)  wollep  (5)  woffep  (3) 
WOICOU  (1)  wolep  (1) 
wiUe  (14) 
wip  (107)  mid  (36) 
wordle  (8)  wordles*  (3) 
I  st  Mrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  p=n  phmd 
wolde  (4)  wolde  (21)  woIde  (7) 
yut  (25)  3ute  (2) 
i!  (66)  ich  (23)  y  (4)  me2l'  (3) 
me  (17) 
n-Li  (14)  myn  (7)  myne  (1)  mi  (1) 
me  (4) 
me  silf  (2) 
we  (26) 
ous  (11) 
our9  (84)  oure  (1)  0ouroll,  (I) 
ýmnes 
wbar  (13) 
whiche  (2) 
whin  (1) 
ous 
PU  (49)  (2)  P.  -(2) 
Pe  (3)  (1) 
Pi  (26)  ýn  (1)  Pyne  (1) 
Pin  (1)  P  (1) 
PC  (8) 
ýine  (1)  Pin'  (1) 
2'4  Rhymed  with  <iseo>'saw' 
215,  wheat' 
21d.  white, 
217.  wh,  ' 
218  me  thinkth' 
21'  Folio  72v  line  I 
447 448 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
Reflexive 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
ls,  r  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3Rn  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
IST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
iST  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
1ST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
I  ST  person 
P"  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
I  ST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/g  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
3e  (37) 
3ou  (21)  3u  (2) 
3ou?  (12)  3oure  (1) 
3ou  (9) 
he  (513)  hino  (22) 
hT  (160)  he  (1) 
his  (242)  es?  21  (2) 
hl  (50)  hyne  (1)  hine  (1)  hi  (1) 
hi  (12)  hT  silue  (8)  hl  silf  (3) 
heo  (19)  he  (1) 
hir9  (4)  her  (1) 
hO  (12)  hur9  (1) 
hir9  (1) 
ber9  (1)  hir9  (1) 
hi  (161i  M  (14) 
he  (67)  hem  (2)  erw-  (1)  hl  (1) 
her9  (50) 
he  (12)  pera  (1) 
he  (2)  hem  (1) 
am  (10)  be  (1)  icham  (1) 
err  (6)  ertoU  (3) 
is  (94)  beoý  (7)  beo  (4) 
beoý  (13)  beo  (2) 
beo  (13)  be  (2) 
was  (229)  wer*  (9) 
wer*  (65)  was  (3)  were  (1)  weren  (1) 
wee  (22) 
habbe  (9)  haue  (3) 
hast  (2)  hastou  (1) 
hap  (11) 
habbep  (8) 
hauep  (2) 
hauep  (2) 
habbe  (1) 
habbe  (1)  hap  (1)  nabbep  (1) 
habbe  (1) 
hadde  (2) 
hadde(54)  hudde  (2) 
hadde  (3) 
comep  (1)  comest  (1) 
comep  (9)  com  (1)  COMP  (1) 
come  (5)  COMCP  (1) 
com  (25)  come  (7) 
com  (28)  come  (4)  cam  (1) 
come  (5)  com  (2) 
. cviý  for  'five' 
(3) 
<vdty>  WO 
<voip  'voice  (4) 
<vy/ifte>  'fiW  <stedcuast> 
(2)  steadfue  o) 
<croi3>  'cross'(1)  <va3nede> 
'fiLstene&  (1) 
<vaMede> 
'fasteneX  (1) 
<3yne>  'saine 
(1) 
<vele>  'feer 
220  IMpMWnal  ConstrUCtIOn. 
221  Cvnitive  inflection 
2'  Folio  74r  line  37'whar  he  so  ein  found...  ' 449 
<6  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
. cd>  for  <P>  fider  (12)  Pider  (10)  whoder  (9)  togader  (6)  moder  (4) 
hider  (2)  worth'2'  (1)  worý-  (1)  gaderen  (1)  gadee  (1) 
hedir  (1) 
<t>  to  <d>  ýrede'thrce 
+  for  <y> 
BELIEVE  Ist  pcrson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  pwon  P14W 
bilcuestou  (1)  bilcuep  (3)  bAcucp  (4) 
bilucuep  (1)  bilcue  (2) 
I  st  pwon  pLer.  2nd  Wrson  pnt.  3rd  pcrson  pat  plyw  pmt 
bileuede  (4)  bilcouede  (2) 
BELIEF  (n)  bileue  (3)  bileoue  (1) 
KING  king  (23)  kyng  (9)  kynge  (1)  kynges*  (4)  kynedom  (3) 
KIN 
KISS  cussingý'  (1) 
Ist  pwon  pot.  2nd  pgrson  pret.  3rd  pcrson  Mt.  P14W  Mt 
custe  (1) 
LIVE  Ist  Mrson  pm  2nd  Mrson  pmr  3rd  pwon  pm  plural  pm 
leuede  (2) 
lyuede  (1)  -  LIFE  lyf  (13)  lyue  (9)  Ir-*  (1)  alyue  (3) 
OLD  olde  (7)  old  (3)  elde  (1) 
SIN  synne  (19)  sinne  (7)  symnes*  (5)  sinnee  (1) 
EARL  eorl  (1) 
EARTH  vr1ye  (14) 
FIGHT  (n)  113te  (2) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (23) 
KNEW  Ist  Mrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson  ykw 
wiste  (3)  wiste  (3) 
cup  (1)  witep  (1) 
can  (1) 
lst  puson  Mt.  2nd  pgrson  Mt.  3rd  Mrson  preL  plural  yot. 
wot  (1) 
LIGHT  W  Ist  Mrso  2nd  Mrso  3rd  ptrso  piuw 
Wt  (1) 
h3te  (1) 
afi3te  (1) 
LIGHT  (n/Aj)  li3t  (4)  Bite  (2)  abjr  (2)  21i3re  (1) 
LOVE  W  Ist  pcrs  2nd  pmon  3rd  pcrso  RM 
louep  (2) 
I  st  pmon  Mt.  2nd  pwon  pret.  3rd  ptrson  VmL  PMML 
leouede  (1) 
louede  (1) 
loued  (1) 
LOVE  W  Iouc  (8)  10100) 
WORTW  worpi  (1)  worlye  (1) 
Past  participle  marker  i  (244)  yU7  (IS) 
223,  Word' 
2"Word, 
2"  Folio  222r  line  24  'or  Prede  jour9  Pretinge>  'Or  threat  your  threatening! 
21  Folio  69r  line  15 
221  Mostly  'yimked',  but  also  'ynome'  (3),  'ynam'  (1),  lyse;,  and  ýn=cX  (5). 450 
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AFTER  aft')  (14)  aftyr  (2)  affir  (2)  after  (1)  aft  (1) 
affilr  (1)  afterward  (1) 
AGAINST  ayenst  (10)  a3enst  (9)  a3enste  (9)  ayenste  (4) 
a3en')  (1) 
AGAIN  a)e  (2)  ayen  (1)  a3ene  (1)  a3en9  (1) 
ANY  ony  (67)  eny  (37)  any  (1) 
ASK  Ist  puso  2nd  Mrso  3rd  Mrso  p1mi 
aske  (2)  axe  (1)  axe  (2) 
axke  (1) 
Ist  pmon  pot  2nd  pgrson  pm  3rd  Xrson  p-ret  plural  pmr 
zxkyd  (1) 
BEFORE  by  6:  0  (6)  be  fi)re  (4)  be  for  (2)  to  fi)re  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (4)  both  (2)  boyth"  (1)  boýe  (1) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (49)  bote  (1)  ac  (1) 
CHURCH  cherch  (32)  cherche  (25)  churche  (14)  church  (4)  cherch  (3) 
chyrche  (1)  cherchis*  (2) 
COULD  I  st  pgrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  puson  P19W 
cowd  (1) 
DAY(S)  day  (22)  daye  (1)  days*  (5)  dayes*  (1)  dayys*  (1) 
holydayys  (1) 
DO  I  st  pgrson  2nd  puson  3rd  pgrso  PLMW 
doyste  (1)  dothe  (3)  doyth  (2) 
doyth  (3)  doythe  (2) 
doythe  (2) 
doth  (1) 
Ist  Mrson  pret  2nd  puson  p-ret  3rd  puson  poet  plural  pre 
did  (1)  dude  (1) 
dude  (1) 
EACH  eche  (3)  ech  (3) 
(N)E=R  ... 
(N)OR  no)P  (6)  nopere  (1)  noý9..  nop..  (1)  no-  nor-  (1) 
EVIL  euyu  (5)  evyll  (5)  yyyU  (2)  ewyll,  "  (1)  vulcfi&-  (1) 
EYE(S)  ye  (2)  yegh  (1)  pen-  (1) 
FIRE  W  (1)  fy-  (1) 
FIRST  fyrste  (8)  fyrst  (4)  first  (2)  ffyrst  (2)  ffirst  (2) 
flurste"  (1)  ffyrste"  (1) 
GIVE  I  st  pmon  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pgrson  WqW 
gevith  (1)  Y-  (1) 
)eueth  (1) 
)euyth  (1) 
)eue  (1) 
I  st  pmon  pret  2nd  pgrson  pret  3rd  Igrson  p-ret  Plural  pret 
yafi!  (1)  yefi!  (I) 
yaf  (1) 
3af  (1) 
GO  Ist  pgrson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pgrson  ph" 
goythe  (3)  goith  (1) 
goethe  (2)  go  (1) 
goyth  (1)  goyth  (1) 
gothe  (1) 
)edyn9  (1) 
HIGH  hy  (2) 
HILL 
IF  yf  (23)  if  (4) 
LAND  lond  (6)  londe  (1)  londys*  (1) 
LITTLE  lytyll  (6)  lyrull  (2)  litul  (1) 
_LY  -ly  (92)  -lych  (6)  -lyche  (4)  -fich  (3)  -fiche  (2) 
228  Folio  54v  line  4 
229  Adverb 
'"'Evilfid' 
23'l,  ine,  initial 
'2  Line  initial 451 
MANY 
MIGHT 
MIGHT  (n/AJ) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc 
NOT 
OWN 
SHALL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
71LAN 
TBEN 
711ERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
71-HNK 
THOUGHT  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
UNTIL 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (119) 
(w)  (22) 
Q  (2) 
hypercorrection  (6) 
WILL  (V) 
-ých  (1) 
mO  (54) 
adne  (1) 
m2nys*  (1) 
many  (6) 
Ist  Mrson 
my3te  (10) 
all  myghty  (2) 
muche  (9) 
mect,  (1) 
nete  231  W 
note  (49) 
no)te  (1) 
own9  (2) 
Ist  pcrso 
sclw  (1) 
I  st  PgrSon 
shuld  (2) 
ml  (21) 
rrdlnc  (1) 
manhed  (2) 
mony  (5) 
2nd  pgrso 
my3te  (1) 
my3ttyste 
my)thtyst  (1) 
an  MY)tty  (15) 
my3the  (2) 
meche  (3) 
not  (1) 
nott  (17) 
Znd  pmo 
schalte  (10) 
schalt  (7) 
shallt  (3) 
2nd  iKrson 
schulduste  (1) 
schuldyste  (1) 
such  (1) 
0(7) 
then  (5) 
ýane  (1) 
thee  (28) 
thether  (1) 
manl  (21) 
niAnyso  (9) 
manhod  (1) 
meny  (1) 
3rd  pus 
nipte  (3) 
my3the  (2) 
my3th  (1) 
alhny)Ehty  (3) 
allmyte  (1) 
much  (1) 
nel  (1) 
not  (8) 
3rd  pgrso 
schall  (12) 
shall  (3) 
schull  (1) 
3rd  pgmn 
schuld  (15) 
schulde  (3) 
shuled  (1) 
ýen  (3) 
than  (2) 
ý9e  (26) 
w  (1) 
ýese  (6) 
they  (7) 
3rd  Mrson 
ýOwtys*  (1) 
thorow  (1) 
throw  (1) 
thorow  (1) 
ta  (2) 
whan9  (10) 
wbA  (5) 
where  (2) 
who  (2) 
whych  (1) 
when9 
ware  (1) 
whye"  (1) 
3rd  pmo 
-11(9) 
win  (1) 
um  (13)  n-akynde  (5) 
rrdnes*  (3)  mannys* 
makynd  (1) 
Aml 
y3th  (2) 
almy3ty  (2) 
almy3thty  (1) 
myche  (1)  moche 
novv)te 
Ph4W 
schuU  (22) 
schaff  (8) 
shuU  (1) 
Aqw 
huld  (11) 
shull  (1) 
shWId  (1) 
shuld  (1) 
W  (3) 
*e  (1) 
ther  (7) 
thenes  (1) 
Pukke  (3) 
bem  (6) 
nou3te 
Pan9  (1) 
thenO  (1) 
ý09  (4) 
thethee  (1) 
tho  (3) 
ýey  (2) 
I*Uotys* 
they  (1) 
ýOrw  (1) 
ý--  (1) 
why  (10) 
whyche  (5) 
wham  (2) 
wh6`4  (1) 
whose  (1) 
whom  (1) 
wan  (1) 
-hyy"  (1) 
pbgja 
woU  (2) 
wyl  (1) 
suche  (15) 
]an  (12) 
W  (8) 
PO  (1) 
IP  (47) 
there  (4) 
ýer  (1) 
Pes  (8) 
ýcees  (1) 
tho  (20) 
V  (2) 
Ist  pcrson 
ýenke  (1) 
ýou3tc  (2) 
ýOwt,  *  (1) 
ýow  (3) 
ýorow  (4) 
ýerow  (1) 
tyll  (4) 
wher9  (20) 
wban!  (5) 
whan  (4) 
which  (2) 
while  (1) 
why  U235  (1) 
wyche  (18) 
ho  (2) 
whyth'  (1) 
whee'  (1) 
Ist  Mrso 
woll  (2) 
233 
ne  +  wite 
234. 
whorn'  235. 
whiie' 
236 
'with' 
237  they  know' 
238  ý  with! 
2"  with' 
240  'knowlingly' 
241  web, 
thes  (6) 
Pukk  (1) 
I)o(16) 
thoo  (1) 
2nd  pmon 
Ptnke  (1) 
ýenke 
ýowte 
ýey  (1) 
*u)e  (4) 
ýorove 
tyl  (2) 
what  (17) 
where  (5) 
which  (3) 
whych  (2) 
whiche  (1) 
whos  (1) 
wych  (1) 
whetym""'  (1) 
2nd  pgrso 
ýOwghq-* 
ý-Uj  (1) 
whal  (9) 
whyle  (4) 
vhen  (2) 
whyche 
whane  (1) 
wyle  (1) 
whyryngV' 452 
WYU  (1)  wol  (1) 
wol  (1)  wulnott  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wyll  (16)  will  (5)  wylýs*  (2)  wyllis*  (1) 
WITH(OUT)  ve  (89)  wythe  (5)  with  (4)  wyth  (3)  wyth  (3) 
wyý  (1)  whyth  (1)  whyt  (1)  whyý  (1)  wytt  (1) 
WORLD  worlde  (8)  worl(I  (6)  woraely  (2)  wordly  (2)  wordeliche  (1) 
WOULD  Ist  pgrson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pgrson  OUP-1 
wolte  (2)  wold  (6)  wola  (3) 
wol  (1)  wolde  (1)  wolde  (1) 
woldyste  (1) 
YET  3yt  (3) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (119)  1(2) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (20) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (5  1)  myn  (2)  rayne  (1)  myro  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  me  (8)  my  sylk  (3)  my  size  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM (pl)  we  (39) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (13) 
GEN  (pl)  owt4  (20)  oue)  (15)  ovr9  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE  vs  (2) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  v  (41)  Pow  (8)  e  (6) 
ACC  (sg)  Y  (13) 
GEN  (sg)  ýy  (9)  thy  (6)  thyn9  (1)  ýyne 
DAT  (sg)  Y  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  Py  sylfe  (5)  (3) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  3e  (20)  ye  (2) 
ACC  (pl)  Yow  (14)  you  (6) 
GEN  (pl)  yowe  (10)  yowre  (2)  3ove  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  yow  (3) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (138)  hym24'  (4) 
ACC  (sg)  h?  (24)  hym  (20)  hyaP  (10) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (105)  hys  (54)  ys  (7)  Y  (6)  Y%143  (5) 
ig2o  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  byrn  (7)  hynO  (1)  hy  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  hy  sylfe  (7)  hym  sylfi!  (3)  hym  selfe  (1)  hym  (1)  h?  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (4)  she  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hue  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  hue  (1)  her9  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  Pey  (57)  they  (35)  hemý`  (2)  thay  (2)  3eý41  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  hem  (47)  he9  (7)  hý  (2)  hem.  9  (2)  ý,  em  (2) 
heme  (1)  them  (1)  hym  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  hero  (42)  here  (15)  hur9  (3)  heer9  (2)  ýere  (1) 
v  (1)  bure  (1) 
DAT  (PI)  hem  (5)  them  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  hem  (4)  hem  sylf  (2)  hem  self  (1)  hem  selfe 
TO  BE  Indicative 
IST  person  ame  (1) 
2  ND  person  art  (4)  artt  (2) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  ys  (202)  is  (25)  bythe  (2)  bethe  (2)  ysse 
247 
byth  (1)  buth  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  bith  (16)  bethe  (13)  bythe  (9)  byth  (7)  ben  (7) 
beth  (3)  buth  (3)  beth  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (10) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
242  -hym  that  hathe',  'hym  that  ys'  etc. 
243  Genitive  inflecti- 
144  rienitive  inflection 
245  Impersonal  construction. 
W  Folio  51r  line  20  <but  (unless)  if  3ey  yeue  ony  certayn  perfore.  to  holy  churhe> 
2v  Rhymed  with  'masse' 453 
iST  person  was  (1) 
2ýD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  was  (31) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  wer)  (10)  were  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive  were  (3)  wer*  (2) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
1s,  r  person  haue  (40)  have  (24) 
PD  person  haue  (1)  haste  (1) 
3  RD  Person  (sg)  bathe  (19)  hath  (4)  hay  (3)  hath  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  have  (12)  haue  (7)  hauer  (1)  hauethe  (i)  har/the  (1) 
Subjunctive  haue  (3) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
iST  person  had  (1) 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  had  (3)  bade  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  had  (3)  hade  (2)  haddyn  (1) 
TO  COMi  Indicative 
iST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  comyth  (1)  comythe  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  comylp  (1)  com  (1)  come  (1) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
ls'rperson 
2ýD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  come  (1) 
V-WORDS 
Z/r,  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g>  <bagebyte>  <bagbytyste>  (1)  <bagbytyng>248 
%ackbite'(4)  (1) 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P>  fittlers  (21)  moder  (10)  to  gyder  (6) 
<P>  for  <y>  <3cy>  for  'they 
BELIEVE  Ist  pgrson  2nd  p-m-o  3rd  pgrso  PLUM 
byleue  (1) 
BELIEF  by  leue  (4)  beleue  (1) 
FLY(FLEW 
KING  kyng  (9)  kyne  (3)  kyngs*  (8)  kyngys*  (1)  kynges*  (1) 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE  lyfe  (6)  lif  (1)  lyue  (1)  a  Iyue  (1) 
OLD  old  (3)  olde  (2)  eldre  (1) 
Ist  Mrson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  Mrson  pkraj 
synnythe  (1) 
SIN  Ist  pgrson  W  2nd  Xrson  pret  3rd  pgrson  yg  plural  pg 
syrulyd  (1) 
syn  (15)  syn9  (12)  symne  (1)  sy(l)  synnys*  (13) 
synnes*  (5)  sydys*  (1)  synf4U  (5) 
EARL 
EARTH  erthe  (2)  erth  (1)  vry  (1) 
FIGHT  (v) 
FIGHT  (n)  ý)tyng  (1) 
HEAVEN  heue9  (21)  hevyn9  (6)  heuen)  (4)  heven9  (2)  heuen  (1) 
heued  (1)  heuO  *  (2)  heue*  (1) 
KNOW  Ist  I?  grson  2nd  pmon  3rd  Mrson  PLUW 
knowythe  (1)  knowy  (1) 
knowith  (1) 
LIGHT  light  (2) 
LOVE  Ist  Mrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  ptrson 
lovythe  (5)  louer  (1) 
lowyth  (1) 
248 
Folio  59r  line  17 454 
Ist  ptison  p-rc  äld  pcrson  pret  3rd  pcrs(>n  pc 
louyd  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (10)  love  (2) 
WORTHY  worthy  (6) 
Past  participle  marker  y-  (46)  i-  (1) 455 
London,  British  Library,  Harley  2386  (Text  two) 
Amis  and  Amiloun 
AYM  afo  (5)  afier  (1) 
AGAINST  a3ens  (2)  a3yn  (1)  agayne  (1) 
AGAIN  a3en  (2)  ayen  (1)  23C  (1)  agayne  (1)  agane 
ANY  any  (1) 
ASK  Ist  pgrson  pg  2nd  Mrson  pm  3rd  ycrson  pm  P-- 
asked  (1) 
askyd  (1) 
BEFORE  by  for  (1)  be  for9  (1) 
BOTH  boy  (22)  boýe  (5) 
by'"  (1) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (15)  ac  (1) 
CHURCH  churche  (1) 
COULD  Ist  pgrson  2nd  pm  3rd  pcrson  ph" 
cowy  (2)  cowde  (1) 
DAY(S)  day  (28)  days*  (3) 
DO 
EACH 
NEITHEPL..  (N)OR  nop)  ...  ne...  (3)  nother  ...  ne...  (1)  nad9  .. 
wod9..  neither..  aydet*  ..  00-  (1) 
(1)  (1)  other..  (1) 
nor  .. 
(1) 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST  fi-yst  (1)  ferst  (1) 
GIVE  Ist  pgrson  p1mr  2nd  pmon  pret  3rd  Mrson  pict  plym-,  m 
3ef  (1)  3af  (1) 
3eue  (1) 
GO  Ist  pýrson  pm  2nd  Mrson  pm  3rd  Mrson  pv;  Plural  PTS 
3ede  (1) 
HIGH  hej  (2) 
HILL 
IF  yf  (10) 
LAND  lond  (12)  londe  (9)  molde"  (1)  londys*  (2) 
LITTLE  lytyll  (2)  lytyl  (1) 
-LY  -ly  (25) 
MAN  man  (13)  wy3e5l  (2)  ml  (1)  Inal  (1) 
MANY  many  (7)  meny  (1) 
MIGHT  (v)  Ist  Mrso  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pcrso  ph" 
my3t  (1)  my3c  (3)  my3te  (1) 
mrte  my)t  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/Ajl  my3t  (4) 
MUCH  moche  (5)  mckyl  (2) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VALL  etc  nolde  (3)  ne  was  (1)  ne  woUde  (1) 
NOT  no)t  (7)  not  (2) 
OVON 
SHALL  Ise  ptrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pason  PLUDJ 
schal  (7)  sclalt  (8)  schel  (2)  sclal  (3) 
schol  (1)  schal  (2)  schall  (1)  schid  (2) 
schal 
(1) 
SHOULD  Ist  pmon  2nd  Xrson  3rd  pgrson 
schulde  (3)  scholde  (3) 
scholde  (2)  schulde  (2) 
SINCE 
Mt212  (1) 
SYNX  (1) 
SUCH  suche  (1) 
THAN  ]-(5) 
TEEN  ýan  (28)  J*  (14)  (3) 
ý-P,  53  (t)  140) 
249  Folio  133v  column  I  line  8. 
20  Rhymed  with'toldc' 
231  Person 
2"  Folio  138r  column  2  line  4  <rne  was  neu)  so  wo/  spt  pt  y  w2s  bome> 456 
ýanne  (1)  tbo  (1) 
THERE  P9  (29)  1*0  (7)  ve  (1)  ýeder  (1) 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK  Ist  pgoon  2nd  pmon  3rd  pqson 
*k  (1) 
Pynke  (1) 
THOUGHT  (n)  ýau)t  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  P003  (1) 
THROUGH  Pur3  (1)  POr3t  (1)  YP'3  (1) 
TWO  two  (9)  towo  (4)  twy  (3)  to  (2) 
t"  y 
twayne  (1)  a  twany"  (1) 
UNTIL  tyl  (6)  tyu  (1) 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (37)  whan  (20)  whyle  (7)  what  (5)  wW  (2)  why  (2) 
what"  (1) 
(w)  (4)  wan  (2)  wat  (1)  wodyr,  (1) 
(h)  (5)  ho  (5) 
hypercorrection  (1)  Whet, 
257  (1) 
WILL  (y)  Ist  Xrson  2nd  Xrson  3rd  Xrson  A" 
woll  (2)  wok  (3)  wol  (4)  wou  (1) 
wol  (2)  woU  (3)  wol  (1) 
woue  (1) 
I  WILL  (n)  welle  (2)  wyne  (1) 
WITH(OUT)  V  (63)  wyth  (1) 
WORLD  worlys*  (2) 
WOULD  Ist  Mrson  2nd  Fsrson  3rd  Mrson 
wolde  (2)  wolt  (1)  wolde  (8)  wolde  (1) 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (59)  1  me'  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (21) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (33)  myne  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (13) 
REFLEXIVE  -Y  sylf  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (12) 
ACC  (pl)  ous  (4) 
GEN  (pl)  owr9  (3) 
DAT  (pI) 
REFLEXIVE 
ous  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  (40) 
ACC  (sg)  Y(11)  ýe  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  ýy  (18) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (7)  )e  (4)  yow  (2)  3ow 
ACC  (pl)  ye  (4)  yow  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  ye  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (8g)  he  (104)  h)nn  (5) 
ACC  (sg)  hym  (19)  hy  (7)  hyn  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (37)  w  (s)  hs  (3)  hy  (1)  ys 
259  (5) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (13)  h?  (9)  hyn  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  hym  sylf  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  fern 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (35)  hue  (3)  schue  (2)  hue  (1)  sche 
ACC  (sg)  hurl  (10)  her9  (2) 
2'3  Rhymed  with  'for  layne' 
254  ImPeratiVe  form 
""In  two' 
2-"  'whether' 
257  dwere. 
258  Impersonal  construction  involving  the  noun  'woe, 
2-"  C,,  MitiVe  inflection 457 
GEN  (sg)  hur9  (28)  her9  (3) 
DAT  (sg)  hur9  (3) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl)  ýay  (64)  hy  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  1;  'rm  (17)  ham  (8)  hym  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  hur9  (19)  her9  (4) 
DAT  (pl)  1ýcm  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  b!  rm  (3) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
OT  person 
2ý1)  person 
am  (4) 
ert  (3)  art  (3) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  ys  (18)  be  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  buth  (1)  bey  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (3) 
Is'r  Person 
PD  person 
3 
RD 
person  (.  19)  be  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
ls'r  person  was  (2) 
2ND  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  was  (57) 
9 
wegm  (2) 
oe  (2) 
Wal6l 
wher9  (1) 
were 
3  RD 
person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
(25)  wer 
wer9  (9) 
w 
were  (1)  wap  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
iST  person  et) 
person 
haue  (4) 
haue  (1)  hast  (1) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  haV  (5)  baý  (4)  haýe  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVF  Preterite 
Is'r  person 
2ND  erson 
had  (2) 
haddyst  (1) 
p 
3  RD 
person 
(sg)  had  (3)  hadde  (2) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (2) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
Is"'  person 
P')  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person 
(pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
IST  person 
2N')  person 
3  RD  person 
(sg)  come  cam  came 
3  RD 
person 
(pl)  come  (1)  com  (1) 
Preterite  Subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/Z;  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <P  <ýyng  on  me> 
'"  'think  on  me 
(1) 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
bredyr  0  1)  wory  (9)  fiLd9ys(s)  modyr  (7) 
.. 
pdd  (1)  wodyr  (1) 
<p>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
YCING  kyng  (5)  kyne  (3)  kyngys*  (1) 
KIN 
KISS 
kyne  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  pot 
kyn  (1) 
Ln 
-ýp 
d-p-erson  ot  3rd  pason  pret  Pluml  m 
260  RjhT  ed  th  :=  =  S, 
21  one  line  18  i 
6  Forl  377 
262  Folio  133r  colurnn  2  line  15 
20  whether' 
oder  (3) 458 
lqssyd  (3) 
LIVE  Ist  Pmo  2nd  Xrson  3rd  Pwo  pLuLal 
leue  (1)  kuyth  (1) 
I  st  pmon  M  2nd  ptrson  pret  3rd  Mrson  pre  Ph1w  Pmt 
leuede  (1) 
LIFE  lyf  (2) 
OLD  olde  (4) 
SIN 
EARL  erle  (2)  erl  (1)  el  (1)  erW  (3) 
EARTH 
FIGHT 
FIGHT  (n)  fy3t  (3)  fy3te  (1) 
HEAVEN  heuene*  (6) 
KNEW  Ist  pmo  2nd  pgrso  3rd  pmo  PLUrAl 
knv  (1)  kyPe  (1) 
can  (1) 
lmw  (1) 
LIGHT  Ist  Pgrson  Pret  2nd  Mrson  ym  3rd  person  prgt  Pluw  Pot 
lye  (1)  Int  (1) 
LIGHT  (n)  1y3t  (2) 
LOVE  Ist  pmon  pot  2nd  pgrson  pret  3rd  pgrson  pret  phiral  pret 
1ouyd  (1)  louyd  (2) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (14) 
WORTIN  worýy  (2)  worpyeste  (3) 
Past  participle  marker  y-  (17) 
264  -  alighted' 459 
London,  British  Library,  Harley  2386  (Text  one) 
Mandeville's  Travels 
AFTER  20  (18)  after  (16)  after9  (7) 
AGAINST  ayen9  (4)  ayen  (2)  ayens  (2)  2yen3  (1) 
ayenst  (1)  ayean'  (1) 
AGAIN  ayen9  (15)  ayen  (4)  agayn9  (3)  agayne  (3) 
ANY  ony  (8)  eny  (4) 
onny 
mI 
ASK  I"  psrson  pm  2*d  pmon  M  3rd  person  pret  Plural  P= 
askyd  (3)  askyd  (1) 
BEFORE  be  fore  (8)  by  fore  (8)  be  foe  (7)  by  for  (4) 
by  foe  (2)  eO  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (5)  both  (2) 
BURNM  Participle  pig 
brine  (1)  barnyng9  (1)  brend  (1) 
brene  (1)  barnyd  (1) 
brent  (1) 
brymd  (1) 
BUT  bore  (50)  bot  (29)  but  (13)  bout  (4) 
bort  (3)  bute  (2)  botte  (1)  bovt  (1) 
bovte  (1)  bovtte  (1) 
CHURCH  chyrch  (22)  chyrche  (19)  chirche  (2)  churche  (2) 
churche  (1)  chrche266  (1)  chyrch  (1)  church  (1) 
chyrch  (1)  chyrche  (1)  cherchys*  (1)  chirches*  (1) 
churchys*  (1) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (10)  d2ye  (8)  dayes*  (4)  days*  (2) 
deys"  (1)  dayes*  (2) 
DID  1"  pgrson  2'd  Mrson  M  Yd  pcrson  pm  Plural  pret 
dyde  (6)  dyde  (2) 
dyd  (2) 
ded  (1) 
EACH 
(N)EITHER 
... 
(N)OR  noder..  no  (1) 
EVIL  yuel  (4)  yueU  (2)  yvell  (2) 
EYE(S)  eye  (1)  eyen9 
FETCH 
FILL 
FIRE  (3) 
FIRST  fiyst  (8)  flýý7  (3)  ffy-te268  (2)  ffyryst  (2) 
feryst  (2)  ffiyst  (1)  Grst  (1)  fymt  (1) 
FROM 
GET 
GIVE  I"  mrson  MS  pmon  pres  3"'  pfrson  pres  Plural  pres 
yeff(l)  yeve  (2) 
yeuet  (1)  3aff(l) 
yeave  (1) 
yve 
269 
(1) 
yeveth  (1) 
I"  Mrson  pmt  2d  puson  prc  3-d  pason  P=  Plural  pm 
yaffe  (2) 
GO  I"  Mrson  2.  d  pmon  3d  Krson  r1wal 
goyth  (5)  goyth  (32) 
265  Folio  91r  line  23 
2"  Written  at  the  end  ofa  line 
267  Line  initial 
w  Not  line  initial 
2W  Folio  84v  line  8 460 
goythe  (4)  goythe  (5) 
goth  (2) 
go  (2) 
&on  (1) 
goo  (1) 
HIGH  hyegh  (2)  hygh  (2)  heygth  (1)  heght  (1) 
heygh  (1) 
HIGHER  heyet9  (1)  hegher  (1)  hyer9  (1) 
HILL  hylle  (21)  hyll  (5)  hyllys*  (7)  hylles*  (3) 
IF  yff  (13)  yf  (5)  if  (1)  iff  (1) 
m 
yeff  (1)  yef  (1) 
LAND  lond  (54)  londe  (2)  londys*  (2)  landes*  (1) 
londes*  (1) 
LITTLE  lyryll  (13)  lytell  (2)  (2)  lytel  (2) 
-LY  -ly  (15)  -1ych  (7)  -lyche  (3)  -lycbe  (2) 
-lech  (1) 
MAN  man9  (60)  nun  (4)  ma9  (2)  mon!  (1) 
MEN  inel  (162)  men9  (48)  men  (2)  me  (1) 
MANY  meny  (32)  many  (17)  myny  (1) 
MIGHT  (v)  I"  pcrson  2d  pcrson  3A  Pgrson  Flual 
myht  (2)  mygth  (2) 
mygth  (2) 
niyght  (2) 
mythe  (1) 
myhte  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
MUCH  moche  (8)  moch  (3)  myche  (2)  moch  (1) 
mychyll  (1)  mycheU  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VIILL  etc  nys  (1) 
NOT  noth  (23)  noght  (10)  nought  (10)  nouth  (7) 
nogth  (6)  noht  (4)  norgh  (4)  nothe  (3) 
not  (3)  nott  (1)  nouht  (1)  nogh  (1) 
nougth  (1)  notj  (1)  nothe  (1) 
OVIN  awne  (2)  owne  (1) 
SHALL  IN  Rmo 
2nd  Rmon  Ya  pgrson  alk-i 
schall  (3)  schalt  (1)  schall  (22)  schall  (10) 
shell  (2)  sheil  (10)  shull  (5) 
schell  (2)  schell  (3)  schulle  (4) 
shull  (1)  schell  (4) 
schull  (1)  shullyth  (2) 
schyll  (1)  schuU  (1) 
scell  (1)  shulle  (1) 
SHOULD  I'  rrson  2  nd  Mrson 
3,  d 
Wtson  Eli" 
schulde  (8)  schuld  (11) 
schuld  (5)  schulde  (2) 
scholde  (2)  schulld  (1) 
shulde  (2)  schud  (1) 
shold  (1) 
schould  (1) 
shuld,  (1) 
SINCE  sythen9  (3)  sythyO  (2)  sethyn9  (2)  sythethen.  (1) 
sychyn  (1) 
SUCH  suche  (1) 
THAN  th2n)  (7)  thanne  (4)  thane  (3)  thetO  (2) 
theyn  (1) 
THEN  thanne  (11)  then9  (6)  dian9  (5)  thenne  (4) 
then  (2)  sythyn  (2)  theyn  (1)  thane  (1) 
THERE  thet*  (134)  JP  (94)  ther  (18)  thar9  (16) 
thens  (7)  thare  (5)  thydee9(3)  theny3(2) 
thans  (2)  thayr9  (1)  theder  (1)  thaynes(l) 
thennys  (1) 
THESE  these  (11)  theys  (4)  thes  (2)  thay  (1) 
7110SE  them9  (2)  tho  (2)  thoo  (2)  thaye  (1) 
tharO  (1)  thuse  (1)  herro  (1) 
270  Folio  96r  line  25 461 
THINK 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
LIN"nL 
OE  hw-words 
wh  (213) 
w  (10) 
h  (17) 
hypercorrection  (26) 
WILL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
Vi=(OIM 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
thoUffel7l  (i) 
thurgh  (17) 
thrvoo  (1) 
thrught(l) 
then 
272  (1) 
thrugh  (16) 
throve  (1) 
thorgth  (1) 
tyll  (3) 
wbanne  (39) 
whare  (15) 
wbych  (8) 
whyche  (6) 
wham  (1) 
wherre  (1) 
whyle  (1) 
W"yll., 
113  (1) 
wych  (2) 
wych  (1) 
huche  (6) 
bych  (1) 
280 
wher9  (10) 
whroOm  (1) 
whmyel(l) 
I'  puson 
wout  (1) 
weu  (1) 
wyU  (2) 
.,  (So) 
worle  (12) 
wole  (1) 
1"  pgrson 
wold  (2) 
whar9  (36) 
whane  (13) 
what  (6) 
whame  (1) 
which  (1) 
whyt  (1) 
why  (1) 
wyche  (2) 
275 
wyhane  (1) 
ho  (5) 
huch  (1) 
whyt281  (2) 
towhard  (1) 
whent  (1) 
2'd  puso 
wolt  (1) 
whyt  (6) 
worlde  (2) 
2.  d  mrson 
yet 
y  (40) 
me  (6) 
yett 
1(19) 
271  Folio  102v  line  15  <thouffe  hit  be  more/  payne> 
272  Folio  103v  line  4  <they3  hyt  be  Pt  Per  ben  meny  othere/  wayes> 
m, 
while' 
274 
WW  .  re. 
Folio  339v  line  14  'when' 
276 
,  white' 
7n  Folio  95r  line  13  'whom'  <of  wahme  Pt  vile  (valley)  bathe  Pe  name> 
2n 
.  which' 
2W, 
whorn' 
2W, 
were, 
291. 
with' 
U2  ,  with' 
U3  ,  wanhope' 
2"  Folio  79v  line  21  'wrote'  <Johan  Pe  Euangelyst  whrot  Pe  apokahp> 
2"  'touch' 
M, 
was. 
2V  ,  washed' 
2M  Folio  86r  line  II  <Pe  bygi-yng  of  Pe  wold> 
2v  Folio  100v  line  8  <bote  yt  thay  fale  yn  Pe  artyculys  of  oure  be  lyue> 
thuff  (1) 
thruth  (4) 
thmg  (1) 
whan9  (26) 
wher')  (10) 
wb,  n9  (5) 
whnne  (1) 
whudle  (1) 
whycst  (1) 
wyche  (1) 
wyte 
276  (1) 
huche""  (3) 
whyt2m 
twh  ydle2&S  (1) 
whyth  (1) 
3!  Tmon 
wyll  (6) 
Woll  (1) 
wyl  (1) 
whyth  (1) 
world  (2) 
Yd  Mrson 
wold  (10) 
wolde  (2) 
wyllyd  (1) 
woud  (1) 
wyld  (1) 
ytm  (2) 
I*rgh  (2) 
thught(l) 
whych  (24) 
wham')  (9) 
whych  (4) 
whatt  (1) 
when  (1) 
whycche  (1) 
war9274  (1) 
wahme277 
(1) 
howme 
279  (1) 
whanhop2" 
whas'  (1) 
Ph-I 
Won  (4) 
wyll  (2) 
wyl  (1) 
worlle  (1) 
Ehlml 
wolde  (2) 
wold  (2) 462 
GEN  (sg)  my  (9)  mynO  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (11)  wee  (2) 
ACC  (pl)  ous  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  ouiO  (97)  oure  (7)  owr9  (5)  owre  (3) 
our  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  thu  (4)  thow  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  the  (1)  thow  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  thy  (6)  thyn  (1)  thye  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  the  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (28) 
ACC  (pl)  yow  (14) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (228)  hee2"  (4)  hyrrO  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hyrrP  (38)  hym  (12)  he  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (95)  his  (4)  ys"'  (46) 
DAT  (sg)  hynO  (10)  hym  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  hynP  syffe  (1)  hys  syVc  (1)  hyml  sylue  (1)  hym  sylue 
hym  sylffe  (1)  hym  sylk  (1)  hym  (3)  hyrul  (3) 
hW  sylk  (1)  hym7  sylff  (1) 
7711RD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  scheo  (31)  shoe  (8)  scho  (5) 
shuo 
292  (5) 
shou2"  (4)  schoe  (3)  sche  (2)  sho  (1) 
schu  (2) 
ACC  (sg)  hyr*  (24)  her*  (4)  hur9  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  hyO  (16)  hyt!  (5)  hue  (1)  hir*  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  hyr9  (5) 
THUM  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  thay  (184)  dicy  (3  1)  thaye  (19)  hyrO  (1) 
thye  (1)  Pei  (1)  Pey  (1)  theye  (1) 
1ývm`  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  thaxn9  (9)  haral  (7)  thame  (4)  them:  9  (3) 
themO  (2)  thayme  (2)  them  (1)  tbayffP  (1) 
thyrn?  (1)  hyO  (1)  b!  m  (1)  thym  (1) 
hame  (1)  ham  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  hyr'  (23)  theO  (14)  Me  (6)  JP  (3) 
thee  (3)  thare  (1)  thaye9  (1)  thae  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  diaml  (3)  ham  (2)  there  (1)  hym  (1) 
REFLEYWE  1ýýrn  (3)  them  (1)  thayme  (1)  thame  (1) 
1ý'm  sylfe  (1)  hamme  sylfe  (1)  therys"'  (1)  thayrys"'  (1) 
TO  BE  IndicatiVe 
IST  person  am  (1) 
2"  person 
3RD  person 
(sg)  ys  (391)  bethe  (3)  is  (2)  hys  (1) 
byth  (1)  beth  (1) 
3  RD 
person 
(pl)  beth  (35)  ys  (19)  bethe  (16)  byth  (4) 
290 
Folio  75r  line  15  "ý[)Ovtc  (but)  heel  had  lost  alleý' 
291  Genitive  inflection 
W2 
Folio  gor  fine  23  <shuo/  brthe  yn  a  old  casteU> 
293  Folio  86v  line  14 
2"  Part  of  an  impersonal  construction 
295  pronoun 
2%  Pronoun 463 
buthe  (2)  er)  (2)  ben  (1)  ben9  (1) 
bythe  (1)  bene  (1)  beyth  (1)  buth  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (10) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
iST  person 
2N"  person 
3  RD  perso-  (.  g)  was  (137)  ws297  (2)  whas  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  vxe  (16)  whet9  (8)  whae  (2)  ware  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive  we?  (5)  whet9  (1) 
wyer9 
299 
(1) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
I  ST 
person  haue  (19) 
ý'  person  hast)  (1) 
3  PLD  person  (sg)  bathe  (8)  hath  (7) 
3  RD 
person  (p])  haue  (16)  h-auyth  (2)  havytbe  (1)  hauct  (1) 
Subjunctive  haue  (1) 
TO  FUVE  Preterite 
iST  person  had  (1) 
2  ND 
person  hadde  (1) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hadde  (23)  had  (13)  hadd  (2) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (4)  had  (3)  bade  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
1STperson 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  comyth  (15)  c6myth  (1)  come  (1)  COM9  (1) 
cornythyt  (1)  commyth  (1)  cornythe  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  comyth  (7)  come  (3)  COM9  (1)  com  (1) 
cornythe  (1) 
Subjunctive  coral  (3)  come  (1) 
To  COME  Preterite 
iST  person  come  com 
et) 
person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  corn  (5)  come  (3)  conP  (2) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  come  (2)  com  (1) 
Preterite  subi. 
WWORDS  <vyst>  fi)r'fise  (1) 
Z/Z;  WORDS  <a  yenp  foragainse 
(1) 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<P>  for  <b>  <babtysid>  for 
'baptysid'  Fol  94v  line 
8 
<d>  for  4>  fider  (6)  ffider  (5)  moder  (5)  anoder/  oder  (5) 
thydeO  (3)  togeder)  (2)  noder  (2)  gaderyd  (2) 
worthyi'"  (1)  feder",  (1)  broder  (1)  wedee  (1) 
furder9  more  (1) 
<P>  for  <y> 
IME 
BELIEVE  I"  ymon 
2,  A 
xrso  3,  d 
xrso 
be  lyue  (1) 
BELIEF  by  ý-  (1) 
2W  Folio  94v  line  8<  Pt  he  ws  babtysid> 
2"  Folio  104v  line  25 
299  Folio  90r  line  17  'words'  <&  Ps  worthys  he  sayd> 
300.  fe  mt1w, 464 
KING  kyne  (9)  kynge  (4) 
301 
kenge  (1)  kenge  (1) 
kyngs*  (3)  kengys*  (2) 
KINGDOM  kyngdom9  (10)  kengdorO  (3)  kyngdomys*  (2) 
KIN  kyne  (1) 
KISS  (n)  kyss  (1)  kysse  (1)  kess  (1)  kyste  (1) 
LISTEN 
LIVE  2"d  Mrson  3"'  ptrson  Plumi 
leryth  (1) 
I'  Wtson  pmr.  2-d  pgrson  pmt.  Yd  Xrson  pmt.  RhUA  Mt. 
leuyd  (2) 
leuyde  (1) 
LIFE  lyue  (8)  IY%7*  (1)  lyuyne'  (1) 
OLD  olde  (5)  old  (4)  oldyst  (1)  olyd-  (1) 
SIN  I"  mrson  psrson  3d  pmon  Ehugl 
synneth  (2) 
I'  pmon  Mt.  2d  pgrson  Mt  3,  d  xrson  pret.  Plural  Mt. 
synnyde  (1) 
SIN  (n)  synne  (10)  synnye  (1)  syne  (1)  "ys*  (3) 
synnes*  (2)  sennes*  (1)  sy-crys  (1) 
DEEP 
EARL 
EARTH  erthe  (14)  yerth  (2) 
FAR 
FELL 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (2) 
KNEW  I"  pmon  mrso  3d  Xrson  Plural 
knew  (1) 
knwe 
3W  (1) 
LIGHT  lytmy  (1) 
LOVE  f  pgrson  Mt.  2"d  pmon  pret.  3,  d  puson  Mt.  PLunl  Mt. 
lowyd  (2) 
louyde  (1) 
lovyd  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (2) 
WORTHY  worthe  (1)  wortMych  (1) 
yl)refix  r  (24)  i-  (1) 
301  Folio  83v  line  19  <for  drecle  oV  kenge  hm-od> 
3m  Noun 
303,01,1m, 
mLinc  fmal 465 
London,  British  Library,  Harley  2407 
Alchemica 
AFTER  afier  (12)  afi9  (10)  after')  (6) 
AGAINST  agayn  (1) 
AGAIN  a3en  (3)  a3ayn!  (1)  a3an  (1)  a3yn  (1)  a3eyne  (1) 
a3eyn  (1)  agayn  (1) 
ANY  any  (3)  eny  (1)  eni  (1) 
ASK 
BEFORE  be  fore  (8)  be  &r  (5)  be  for)  (1)  a  for  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (6)  both  (5)  boýe  (2)  both  (1) 
BURNM  Ist  Wrson  pm  2nd  ptrson  p=  Rd  pmon  p=  plural  piv 
bren  (1)  breneth  (1) 
BUT  but  (54)  bot  (13) 
CHURCH  chorche'  (1) 
COULD  Ist  ptrson  2nd  pmon  3rd  pcrson 
coud  (5)  coude  (2) 
cowde  (4)  coud  (1) 
coude  (2)  cowde  (1) 
cowd  (1) 
DAY(S)  day  (2)  daye  (2)  days*  (10)  dayes*  (3) 
DO  I  st  pgrson  2nd  ymon  3rd  person  ph" 
doyst  (1)  doth  (3)  cloth  (3) 
dost  (1)  doth  (2) 
DID  Ist  pgrson  pret  2nd  pmon  V=  3rd  ptrson  p=t  OMW  pmt 
dyste  (3) 
EACH  eche  (1) 
(N)EITHER 
... 
(N)OR  nether  (1) 
EVIL  euyll  (2)  yeul  (1) 
EYE(S)  1-  (1)  eygen9  *  (1) 
FIRE  fie  (32)  fyre  (12)  fyr  (6)  fie  (2)  We  (1) 
w  (1)  fryr"7  (1)  fav  (1) 
FIRST  fiyst  (15)  ffiyst308  (2)  frist  (2)  ffyore'  (2)  filest  (1) 
ýrst  (1)  &,,  tmo  (1)  fiest  (1) 
GIVE  Ist  mrson  2nd  pmon  3rd  pgrson 
)Yfe  (1)  3evith 
(1) 
3yf  (1)  gevith  (1) 
yefe  (1)  Wfthe  (1) 
Ist  pýrson  =  2nd  Mrson  ymt  3rd  ptrson  pgt  Rlural  pm 
3rf  (1) 
GO  I  st  jKrson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  pLnQn  R-kU--.  d 
Bost  (1)  goth  (2) 
HIGH  hye  (2)  hey  (1)  heyest  (2)  heyness  (1) 
HILL  hylle  (1)  hylles*  (1) 
IF  3Yf  (15)  Yf  (8)  3yfe  (4)  0!  (2)  ýf  (2) 
LAND 
yfe  (2)  3ef  (1)  if  (1) 
LITTLE  lytel  (7)  IMI  (3)  Iitel  (2)  a  lyt  (2)  lyteu  (1) 
Ime  (1) 
-LY  -ly  (23)  -lich  (1)  -lych  (1) 
MAN  man  (29)  n-an  (6)  man9  (1)  M, 
311 
ndnes*  (5) 
nisnys*  (5)  mannys*  (1)  -nys*  (1) 
MANY  many  (19)  meny  (7)  nuni  (5)  meni  (1) 
MIGHT  (v)  ISE  pgso  2nd  pirson  3rcLwrso  Pi9w 
rayght  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  myght  (1)  all  myght  (2)  all  myhry  (1)  all  myghty  alle  myght'  (1) 
305  Folio  9v  line  6  <holy  chorche> 
m  Folio  15r  line  3  'the  eye  of  a  needle'  signified  by  <1> 
301  Line  initial 
3-  Line  initial 
9  Line  initial 
3'0  T,  ine  initial 
311  Line  final 466 
MUCH  moche  (4)  moch  (1)  moch  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WELL  etc 
NOT  not  (27)  nat  (10)  nowght  (2) 
OWN  owne  (3)  own  (2)  ovne  (1)  ovn  (1) 
S1LAJ..  L  Ist  Mrson  2nd  pmon  3rd  pLrson  FLurgi 
schal  (32)  schalt  (59)  schal.  (47)  schal  (7) 
schall  (8)  schall  (6)  schall  (1) 
schalt  (3)  schale  (1)  schale  (1) 
schalle  (2)  schulle  (1) 
scale  (1)  shalt  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  pmon  2nd  pcrson  3rd  Mrson  piu--A 
schold  (2)  schidde  (1) 
schould  (1) 
SINCE 
SUCH  suche  (3)  soche  (1)  sych  (1) 
THAN  than  (40)  ýan  (8)  thAn  (1)  Idn  (1)  than9  (1) 
TFIIEN  than  (39)  then  (21)  ýan  (5)  thin  (2)  then9  (1) 
thone  (1) 
71=  ther9(44)  ther  (36)  jxr  (5)  ýex"  (5) 
re  312  (1) 
there  (2)  that  (1) 
THESE  ý--s  (10)  thes  (5) 
THOSE  Im  (2)  tho  (1) 
THINK 
THOUGHT  (n)  thought(l) 
(AL)THOUGH  tYowe  (1)  ýou  (1)  thowe  (1) 
THROUGH  thorowe  (2) 
TWO  to  (2)  tweyne  (1)  atwyne 
313 
UNTIL  tyl  (21)  til  (2)  tel  (2)  till  (1) 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (121)  whan  (28)  whyte  (27)  white  (13)  why)t  (7)  why  (7) 
who  (5)  whyt  (5)  why3t  (2)  while  (2)  whenne  (2) 
what  (2)  where  (2)  whoo  (1)  whin  (1)  when  (1) 
whyle  (1)  whyet  (1)  wheý 
14(1) 
wher0e  (1)  whyrnes  (1) 
why3tnes  (1)  wher  (1)  whose'  (1)  whome  (1)  wheyye"  (1) 
whit317  (1) 
whitenys  (1)  whitcl?  "  (1)  whate  (1)  whytter9  (1) 
why3te  (1)  when  (1) 
(w)  (83)  wych  (38)  wich  (25)  wyche  (8)  wych  (7)  wech"9  (2) 
wyle  (1)  wich  (1)  weche  (1) 
(h)  (8)  ho  (5)  hos 
3"  (2)  boSe321  m 
hypercorrection  (3)  whynge  (1)  whics3'13  (1) 
WILL  (v)  Ist  pgson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  pmon  PL14W 
wolle  (2)  wolt  (2)  wol  (11)  wolle  (2) 
welle  (1)  wolte  (1)  wolle  (7)  welle  (1) 
wyle  (3)  wol  (1) 
woll  (3)  wou  (1) 
wyll  (3) 
wel  (3) 
wole  (2) 
welle  (2) 
wille  (1) 
wyl  (1) 
will  (1) 
WILL  (n) 
WITH(OUT)  wyth  (55)  with  (48)  wyth  (14)  with  (9)  vi  (5) 
wethým  (1) 
WORLD  worlde  (11)  world  (5)  worle  (1)  worldly  (1)  woldely  (1) 
WOULD  Ist  pqson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  Mrson  ph" 
312  Folio  9r  line  1 
313  in  two- 
314  'why, 
315  'Who  so' 
316  Folio  63v  lines  5&6  <and  this  sertayne  (th)yngys  with(e)  the  whyte  wheyye  kynde  of  the  whim/  a  schyntx 
317  pad  of  a  compound  <whit  red>  'White-red' 
318,  WMCh, 
319  'which' 
320  'Who  so' 
321  'who  so' 
322.,  ings, 
323  WitS-? 
324  Folio  94r  line  II  <wyne  wethout  water> 467 
wolddyst  (1)  wolde  (1) 
YET  3yt  (21)  yet  (2)  Ve  (2)  3)rt  (2)  3ette 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  IM)  y  (23) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  my 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (5) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl)  owre  (47)  owrl  (7)  owr9e  (2)  oue  (2)  oure  (2) 
our  owr 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  thou  (72)  thow  (41)  ýou  (20)  (4) 
ACC  (sg) 
the  (1) 
the  (14) 
thowe  (1) 
thow  (5)  Pow  (2)  ýe  (2)  thou  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
r,  (1) 
thy  (65)  thi  (6)  thyne  (2)  ýy  (1)  thyn  (1) 
thyn  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
the  (3) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (17)  3e  (5) 
ACC  (pl)  yow  (I  3ow  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  30wr  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  yaw  (2) 
MIRD  PERSON  masc. 
he  (134) 
26  (2)  heý  NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg)  hyrn  (24)  hem  (6)  him  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (69)  his  (2) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
hym  40 
hym  selk  (12) 
hyaP  (1) 
hem  siffe  (2)  hym  selve  (1)  hyrn  selue  (1)  hym  (1) 
hem  set&  (1)  hym  syTe  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  scile  (19) 
ACC  (sg)  hie  (1) 
hyx*  (4)  her  (4)  hirO  (3)  hur9  (1)  hyr  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg)  hit'  (1)  hyr9  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
they  (7)  thay  (5)  thaye  (3)  J*ye  (1)  thye  (1) 
NOM  (PI) 
ACC  (P0  hem  (7)  hame  (1)  tham  (1)  ham  (8) 
GEN  (PI) 
them  (1) 
hyr9  (3)  her  (1)  hee  (1)  theP  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
ham  (1) 
hem  selfe  (3)  hem  selff  (1) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
iST  person 
2ýD  erson 
am 
arte  (1) 
p 
3RD  person  (sg) 
RD 
ys  (281) 
ben  (23) 
ben  (5) 
byth  (2) 
byth  (1) 
ben9  (2) 
is  (1) 
beth  (1)  YS3" 
person  (P0  3 
be  (18)  ben  (3)  beo  (1) 
Subjunctive 
To  BE  Preterite 
ls'r  person 
PD  person 
3RD  person 
(sg)  wose3n  (13)  was  (4)  wos  (2) 
3  RD  person 
(pl)  were  (2)  wer9  (1) 
preterite  subjunctive  were  (4)  weO  (3) 
TO  IIAVE  indicative 
1  ST  Person 
n  tf  perso 
haue  (2) 
hast  (12)  haue  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  hath  (7)  hath  (5)  hathe  (2)  haýe  (2) 
3  RD  person 
(pl)  haue  (4)  hath  (1) 
Subjunctive 
haue  (12) 
325  Line  final 
3%  Folio  15r  line  15  <hey  schal  drawe  to  hys  kynde 
...  >  and  Folio  95v  line  12  <hey  maxe  chcse/  where  he  wol...  > 
'7  Folio  5v  line  7  <ýc  lefys  of  thys  erbe  ys  ynde  blew> 
M  Folio  8v  line  5 468 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
IST  person 
PDPMon 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
e  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
lsrperson 
Y'D 
person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
V-WORDS 
Z/5WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<ý>  for  <y> 
BELEEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
OLD 
SIN 
SIN  (n) 
EARL 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n) 
WORTHY 
Past  participle  marker 
had  (1)  hade  (1) 
comyth  (3)  com  (3) 
com  (1)  cwro  (1) 
comth  (1)  camys  (1) 
com  (3)  cam  (3) 
to  geder9  (21)  moder9  (6)  fader  (4)  eyder  (1)  oder  (1) 
lifi!  (2)  lyfe  (7) 
olde  (3) 
I  st  person  2nd  pgrson  3rd  puson  PIMW 
sene  (1) 
synne  (1) 
erthe  (13)  erth  (10)  er9the  (1)  erth  (1) 
heuEn  (7)  hemn  (2)  heue'  (1)  heac  (1) 
I  st  pgrso  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pmon  pLqW 
can  (3)  knowyst  (1)  knowyth  (1)  know  (4) 
knowe  (1) 
hht  (3)  lyght'  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  2nd  ptrson  3rd  pmon  PL--l 
loveth  (1) 
lone  (3)  love  (1)  loef  (1) 
1-(49)  y- 
3ý'Adjective 469 
The  Royal  College  of  Arms,  Arundel  22 
The  Seege  and  Batayle  of  Troye 
AFITR  after  (7)  affier  (6)  aft9  (5) 
AGAINST  to  3ens  (5)  a3ens  (4)  a3enst  (2) 
AGAIN  a3en  (7)  a3e  (6)  a3ayn  (1) 
ANY  eny  (6)  any  (4) 
ASK  Ist  pcrson  2nd  prrson  3rd  pcrson 
aske  (1) 
Ist  mrson  Dot  2nd  pmon  pret  3rd  Xrson  pg 
askede  (2) 
asked  (1) 
BEFORE  to  fore  (6)  by  fore  (3)  be  fore  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (4)  both  (2)  boy  (2) 
BURNM  I  st  pýrson  2nd  pýrson  3rd.  pgrson 
Ist  Mrson  pret  2nd  Wrson  Mt  3rd  pgrson  pat 
BUT  bote  (13)  but  (10)  bot:  (6) 
CIMCH 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (17)  daye  (1) 
DID  Ist  pmon  2nd  pgrso  3rd  pcrson 
Ist  Mrson  Rm  2nd  pgson  pret  3rd  pcrson  M 
dude  (8) 
dede  (1) 
did  (1) 
EACH  eche  (2) 
(N)EMM  ...  (N)OR  woder  (1) 
EVIL  yucl  (4) 
EYE(S)  ey3cn*  (1) 
FIRE 
FIRST  finst  (6)  furste  (3)  ffurst  (1) 
GIVE  I  st  Mrson  2nd  pmon  3rd  pmon 
)eue  (2) 
I  st  Mrson  pret  2nd  pgrson  Mc  3rd  ptrson  Mt 
3af  (1)  3af  (2) 
3ef  (1) 
GO  I  st  pgrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd.  pmon 
Ist  Mrson  pret  2nd  puson  pre  3rd  ptrson  pg 
wente  (2) 
vient  (1) 
)Cod  (1) 
)ude  (1) 
HIGH  hye  (2)  hy3e  (1) 
HILL  hille  (2) 
EF  yf  (10)  3yff  (8)  3yf  (6) 
Iyfl"  (I)  Ie3j  (I) 
LAND  lond  (23)  londe  (7)  londcs*  (3) 
LITTLE  lytel  (4)  litel  (1) 
-LY  -ly  (19)  -lyche  (18)  -lych  (2) 
-1ý  (2)  -leche  (1)  -lech  (1) 
MAN  man  (19)  manne  (1)  -730 
32  (1) 
MANY  many  (20)  meny  (12)  Sele  (2) 
MIGHT  (v)  Is[  PCESO  2nd  Mrso  3rd  ygrso 
Ine3t  (1)  me3t  (1)  me3t  (5) 
mey3t 
me3te 
330  Line-initial 
331  Tine  inital 
3n  Meaning  'person',  specifically  used  of  a  female. 
affO  (1) 
a3ein  (1) 
at  (1) 
bop  (1) 
Phiw 
brennyp  (1) 
RIMW  pa 
brent  (1) 
butte  (1) 
Rhffd 
dop  (2) 
1DIUMI  vmt 
dude  (4) 
dede  (1) 
dyd  (1) 
ffurste 
pLqw 
3cff  (1) 
OURJ 
gop  (1) 
go  (1) 
wente  (2) 
wene 
went 
3code 
3ede  (1) 
afteward  (1) 
afore  (1) 
baýe  (1) 
yff  (2)  if 
liche  (2) 
m2nnys*  (2)  manlyche  (1) 
me3t  (3) 
me)te  (2) 
mey3t  (2) 470 
mcy)tc  (1) 
my3t  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  mpr  (4)  my3th  (3)  al  mY3te 
jht  (1) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  I-IAVE,  VIILL  etc 
meche  (35) 
nolde  (3) 
moche  (5) 
not..  (2) 
muche  (3) 
noP'  (1) 
mech  (1) 
d 
mochel  (1) 
nold  (1)  na  de  (1) 
NOT  no3c  (28)  nou3t  (9)  not  (2) 
OWN  owne  (2) 
SHALL  In  psrson  2ad  psrson  3rd  ptrsou  Aqw 
schal  (6)  schalt  (4)  schal  (14)  schW  (9) 
shal  (3)  schal  (2)  shal  (1)  ScW  (3) 
schulleý  (3) 
SHOULD  Ist  ptrso  2nd  pgrson  3rd  ptrso 
schol  (i) 
phol 
schWd  (2)  schidd  (2)  scbWd  (10)  schuld  (14) 
shuld  (2)  schuldest  (1)  schidde  (6)  schullyt  (2) 
schulde  (1) 
- 
shwd  (2)  schi*  (1) 
schold  (1) 
SINCE  6rh  (1)  schullep  (1) 
SUCH  suche  (3)  soche  (2)  swyche  (2) 
THAN  Pan  (10)  tban335  (2)  thanne  (1) 
THEN  Penne  (38)  Panne  (9)  Po  (7)  Cho 
336  (5)  Jan  (5)  Pfa  (3)  thenne""  (2) 
13  Pfne  (2)  Pen  (2)  than  (1) 
thine  (1) 
1  (1) 
thanne 
THERE  P1  (344)  Per  (17)  Par  (4)  ýecder  (3)  ther""  (2)  Pedur  (2)  pennys  (1)  Pere  (1)  Per,  (1) 
Pare  (1)  ý')e  (1) 
THESE  PCs  (1)  Pys  (1)  Pilke  (1)  Pese  (1) 
THOSE  hem  (12)  Ptme  (6)  Pay  (2)  by  (2) 
THINK  I-st  mrson  2ad  pgrson  3-d  pcrson  piull--l  pplo  (1)  J>ykep  (1) 
be  P)mke  (1) 
Ist  Wrson  pret  2nd  pmon  Wt  N  puson  pre  "I  W  prt  Pouit  (2)  Pou3te  (1) 
poug  (1) 
by  Pou3te  (1) 
by  Poýt  (1) 
THOUGHT(n)  Pouit  (2) 
(AL)THOUGH  thourth  (i) 
THROUGH  Prow  (1)  thoit  (1)  Poru)  (1) 
TWO  to  (3)  twayne  (1)  "  (1)  rwy  (1)  UNTIL  tyl  (5)  tille  (2)  tyffe  (1)  61(l)  OE  hw-words  (wh)  (0) 
(w)  (99)  wat  (24) 
v,  ý40  (6) 
wyche  (19) 
6 
w2a  (13)  wanne  (9)  wen  (8) 
wo  (1) 
wenne  (  ) 
werO  (1) 
wer  (2) 
woder  (1) 
war  (2) 
wene  (1) 
wane  (2) 
wych  (1) 
wam  (1)  wiche  (1)  wyle  (1) 
(h)  (7)  huche  (5)  bo  (2) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  pcrso  2nd  Wtson  3rd  Mrso  AL-1 
wol  (20)  wolt  (1)  wol  (9)  wol  (3) 
wyl  (2)  wyl  (1) 
wit  (3) 
wole  (1) 
wollep  (2) 
womyr  (2) 
WILL  (n)  wylle  (4)  wille  (2) 
(1) 
WITHOUT)  v/  (38)  wyr  (28)  wyth  (24)  wyý  (12)  wyt  (11) 
with  (5) 
WORLD  worle  (2)  worlde  (2)  worue  (1) 
333'Don'tknow' 
334.  ne  +  wol-wonTor'do  not  want  to' 
333  Line  initial 
336  Line-initial  except  one 
3"'  Line-initial 
338  Line-initial 
'  Line-initial 
340  ýwiy, 471 
WOULD  I  st  Mrson  2nd  pqson  3rd  yerson 
wold  (13) 
PIRW 
wold  (8) 
wold  (1) 
wolde  (1)  wolde  (7)  wolde  (6) 
YET  3ut  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
(72) 
1341  (28) 
342 
me  (3)  (2) 
NOM  (sg)  y j643  (1)  Ych- 
(1) 
3e 
345 
ACC  48)  me  (24) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (15) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (12) 
me  (2)  my  sylf  (1)  my  Reflexive 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (28) 
vs  (9)  ous  (5)  V9 
(1) 
ACC  (PI) 
GEN  (pl)  our'  (7)  our  (6)  oure  (3) 
DAT  (pl) 
FLEXIVE  RE 
SECOND  PERSON 
(17)  NOM  (sg)  ýou  (14)  thuý"  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  Pe  (15)  ýow  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  ýy  thy  (1) 
DAT  (s9)  ýe 
FLEXIVE  RE 
SECOND  PERSON 
3e  (42)  30w  (1) 
NOM  (PI) 
)ow  (20)  ACC  (pl) 
Jour  (9) 
3ou  (3) 
3our9  (5)  3ou*'  (5)  3ow  (2)  3o  (2) 
GEN  (pl) 
30wr  (1)  3OW10  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  3ou 
'JIM  PERSON  masc. 
he  (106)  hy  (1)  3e-4'(1)  NOM  SO  hym  (74)  ACC  (sg) 
hys  (106) 
hy  (17) 
his  (5)  h?  (2)  hes  (2) 
W50  (i) 
GEN  (sg) 
YS351 
(9) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (23) 
REFLEXIVE  by  sylf  (2)"' 
hy  (4) 
hym  (1) 
hem  (1) 
h?  (1)  hym  syff  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
hue  (17)  she  (12)  sche  (5)  schue  (3) 
NOM  (sg) 
hurl  (7)  hure  (4)  hire  (2)  her  (2)  her9  (1) 
ACC  (s9) 
her  (7)  GEN  (sg)  here  (5)  hur9  (3) 
hure  (1)  DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
ýay  (211)  thaý 
52  (9)  thei  (2)  hy  (1)  he  (1) 
NOM  (pl) 
hem  (39) 
ACC  (PI) 
9 
ham  (17) 
he  *  (6) 
hyrn  (8) 
here  (3) 
hi  (2) 
hyrl  (2) 
he  (2) 
hure  (1) 
hur  (33) 
GEN  (pl) 
hyre  (1) 
r 
1P  (1) 
DAT  (PI)  hem  (3) 
hem  (3) 
ham  (2) 
ham  (1)  h?  (1) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
am  (8)  15T  person  PD 
person  ert  (3) 
ys  (25)  RD 
art 
buý  (1)  butý53  (1) 
person  (s9)  3 
3RD  person  (pl)  buý  (10)  ben  (3)  byý  (2)  beý  (1)  ys 
Subjunctive  be  (5) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
was  (1) 
341  Line-initial  or  sentence-initial,  with  one  exception 
342,  Me  -,  impersonal  c;  onstruction. 
,  thought 
343  Line  initial 
344  Folio  40V  column  2  line  48. 
30  Folio  2V  column  one  line  8  <3e  am  com.  here> 
346  Line-initial 
30  Rhymed  with  see' 
31  Line-final 
349  Folio  70V  column  I  line  53  <sayde  3e  hyt  conforted  me  meche> 
"o  Line-fM1 
351  oenitive  inflection 
352  Line-initial 
353  Folio  4  IV  column  I  line  20. 472 
P')  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  was  (137) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  were  (27) 
Preterite  subjunctive  were  (6) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
1  ST 
person  haue  (5) 
2'D  person  hast  (6) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  haý  (7) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hauep  (9) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
iSTperson  bad  (1) 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hadde  (43) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  h2dae  (11) 
PrPrF  rite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
lTr  person 
2'  person  com  (1) 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  com  (2) 
Subiun  tive  come  (1) 
TO  COME  Preterite 
I  ST 
person 
2ND  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  come  (5) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  come  (12) 
Prere  rite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS  Vortiger  (2) 
Z/Z;  WORDS  <y3e>'savi  (1) 
<t>  for 
. 4d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b>  <jubiter> 
,  jUpiterp356  (2) 
<d>  for  <ý>  fad"  (20) 
anoder  (2) 
<P>  for  <y>  3edurthithee 
)"(0 
BELJEVE  Ist  pwoll 
Ist  pmon  pret 
KING  kyne  (74) 
kyngs*  (1) 
KIN  kyn  (3) 
KISS  Ist  pqson  pret 
LIVE  lst  pgrson 
Ist  pgrson  pret 
LIFE  (n)  hw  (3) 
OLD  olde  (1) 
eldres*  (1) 
SIN  synne  (1) 
EARL  erl  (10) 
EARTH  erix  (1) 
FIGHT  Ist  person 
354  Folio  40v  columa  2  fine  48 
355  Folio  70v  column  I  ine  53 
356  Folio  2r  column  2  fine  8  <his  god  Jubiter> 
331  'hither' 
359  Folio  70r  column  2  line  36 
wer9  (1) 
wero  wer  (5) 
wer  weil  (3) 
haf  (5)  hauev54  (1) 
hauyp  (4)  haf  (2) 
had  (12)  hade  (1) 
had  (6) 
comeý 
cam  (2) 
kam  (2)  com 
<varons> 
'barone`  (1) 
haue  (1)  hauct  (1) 
togeder  (13)  gadered,  (4)  moder  (3) 
broder  (2)  oder  (2)  huder'51  (2) 
2ud  ptrso  3rd,  pgrs  "I  a-I 
byleue 
by  leqp  (1) 
2nd  pmon  p=  3rd  pgrson  Mt  plu-,  prt 
beleued  (1) 
kyng  (8)  kynge  (3)  kinges*  (4) 
kyne  (1)  kinges*  (1)  kingdemes 
kynne 
ZnA  pgrson  "re  3rd  Mrson  pre  Phu-,  m 
custe  (1)  kuste  (1) 
2n-d  person  3rd.  pgtson  pLqw 
kuyn  (1) 
2nd  pgrson  "re  3rd  pcrson  pff  r  phgd  pm 
Iyucde  (1) 
alyue  We  (1) 
elde  (1)  eldist  (1)  )eldest  (1) 
erle  (1)  erlys*  (1)  erldom  (1) 
molde  (1) 
2nd  pgrso  3rd,  Mrson  pi4w 
thcder  (3) 
kingus* 
eldest 473 
fytO  (1) 
Ist  ptrson  pmt-  2nd  pgrson  pret  3rd  pmon  pret  plural  put 
f0u)t  (1) 
FIGHT  (n)  fy3c  (2)  fy)th  (1)  fy3te  (1)  fy3the  (1) 
HEAVEN  heuen  (1) 
KNOW  Ist  pgrson  2nd  ptrson  3rd  Wrson 
wor  (2)  wost  (1)  wyst  (2)  knowyc  (1) 
wore  (1)  wyste  (2)  wetyý  (1) 
kume  (1)  knewe  (1) 
cowpe  (1)  wist  (1) 
Imew  (1) 
Ist  pcrson  pret  2nd  pgson  pot  3rd  pgrson  pot  ph"  RM 
knew  (1) 
LIGHT  h3t  (1)  ly0yche  (1) 
LOVE  Ist  pgrson  pm  2nd  Mrson  pret  3rd  pcrson  pn  PLU-rql  Pre 
loued  (4)  louede  (1) 
louede  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (9)  loues*  (1) 
WORTHY  worýy  (4)  worthy  (1) 
Past  partkiple  marker  y-  (105)  1-(49) 474 
Longleat,  Marquess  of  Bath's  Manuscripts,  32 
Devotional  text  (Hand  one) 
AFTER  after  (1) 
AGAINST  arns  (1) 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CIMCH  churche  (1) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (1) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)EITHER 
... 
MOR 
EVIL 
F.  YE  (S)  Yee  (1) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
IF 
-LY 
MAN  nun  (1) 
MEN 
NCANY  nuny  (1) 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  almyghte  (1) 
MUCH  moche  (1) 
NE+BF,  HAVE,  WILL  etc 
NOT  not  (1) 
OWN 
SHALL  I  st  Pgrso 
SHOULD  Ist  pgTson 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THAN  than  (7) 
THESE 
THOSE 
THOUGHT(n)  thenkyng  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  though  (1) 
THROUGH 
TWO 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (0) 
(W)  (0) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercon,  ection  (0) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  Krso 
daye  (1) 
2nd  Krson  32d  pfrSon 
schalle  (6) 
$Cm  (1) 
schau  (1) 
2nd  prrson  3rd  pgrson 
2nd  Mrson  3rd  pmon 
wele  (1)  pkzl 
WILL  (n) 
WITHPUT)  with  (2) 475 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  s0l 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
711IRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  sa) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
THIRD  PERSON  km 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (s9) 
GEN  (s9) 
DAT  (s9) 
REFLEXIVE 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (PI) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
IST  person 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (s9) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
I  slrperso. 
214D  person 
3  RD 
person 
(sg) 
3  PD  person 
(pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
1ST  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person 
(s9) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
I  ST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person 
(S9) 
3  RD  person 
(pl) 
worlde  (1)  worldly  (2) 
Ist  xTso  2nd  Wrso  3rd  Wrs  RIMW 
wolde  (2) 
(2) 
1(2) 
me  (10) 
my  (3) 
me  (2) 
me  (1) 
Me 
(1) 
thow  (5)  V  (3)  tbou  (1) 
tlý  (8)  thyn  (1) 
the  (2) 
thi  selfi  (1) 
he  (105) 
hi  (44)  hyin  (25)  hy  (2) 
iS359  (I) 
his  (99)  hys  (1) 
hym  (12)  bi  (6) 
hym  self  (2) 
sche  (11) 
am  (1) 
is  (1)  be  (1) 
ben  (12)  aren  (4) 
was  (1) 
were  (1) 
359  Cwnifive  inflecti- 476 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
ls'r  person 
ý'  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
33ýD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
PT  person 
e'  person 
3 
RD 
person  (.  g) 
3 
RD 
person  (pl) 
V-WORDS 
Z/6  WORDS 
<fh>  for  <g> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  fi)r  <b> 
<h/  p  for  <ý> 
<d>  for  <ý>  modur  (2) 
<P>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
ARL 
synne 
K 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN  heuen  (2) 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (1) 
WORTW 
Past  p2rckiple  marker 477 
Longleat,  Marquess  of  Bath's  Manuscripts,  55 
The  Red  Book  of  Bath 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURN 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)ErrHER  ...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
1-UGH 
HILL 
IF 
MILE 
-LY 
MAN 
MIGHT 
WGHT  (n/Ail 
after  (25) 
a3enst  (8) 
23C  (1) 
any  (14) 
Ist  pgrson  "te 
aske  (1) 
byfore  (4) 
bope  (13) 
1  st  pason 
I  st  pmon  pm 
but  (60) 
churche  (2) 
day  (22) 
1  st  ptrso 
do  (1) 
I  st  pgrson  pm 
eche  (10) 
echod  (1) 
nor  ..  no  ... 
(3) 
nat  ...  nor 
euyfl  (2) 
eyon*  (2) 
fyre  (6) 
furst  (6) 
Ist  pmo 
3yf  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  pret 
I  st  ptrson 
Ist  Person  pret 
bye  (5) 
huue  (5) 
yf  (2) 
lond  (4) 
lyte  (6) 
-ly  (22) 
man  (34) 
manne3*  (2) 
many  (35) 
Ist  pgrson 
-y3t  (1) 
MY3t  (6) 
almy3ty  (2) 
afil  (2) 
a3onst  (1) 
ayhe360  (1) 
eny  (1) 
2nd  person  pret  Ird  prson  pret  p1m,  m 
askep  (1) 
afore  (3)  byfor  (1)  ere  (1) 
2nd  person  3rd  Mrson 
brenne  (2) 
2nd  pgrsg  3rd  pmon  pg  RINW  m 
brend  (1) 
dayes*  (5) 
2nd  pgrso  3rd  ptrson  FIMW 
doest  (1)  doý  (5)  doý  (5) 
does[  (1) 
2nd  pgrson  3rd  pgrson  Mt  WNW  pim 
dudest  (1)  dude  (15)  dude  (3) 
echone  (4)  ech  (1)  echon  (1) 
noP9  ..  nop')  (3)  nolP  ..  ne..  (2)  noýer  ..  no 
(2) 
ne  ...  no  ...  no)P  neuer  ..  nolp  (1) 
(1) 
euyl  (1)  yvel  (1) 
ferst  (1)  ffurst-I  (1) 
2nd  pýrson  3rd  pmo  P-1-mi 
)euep  (2) 
"P  (1) 
2nd  nrson  pret  3rd  Wrson  M  plural  M 
3af  (6)  3af  (1) 
2nd  person  3rd  pmon 
goth  (1)  go  (1) 
gO  (1)  gop  (1) 
goon  (1) 
2nd  puson  "re  3rd  ptrson  pret  Vural  pm 
went  (3)  went  (3) 
wente  (2)  vienre  (2) 
yhode  (1)  yhede  (1) 
beyest  (1) 
yff  (1)  3yf  (1) 
londe  (2)  lane 
*e  (1)  -lych  (1) 
wyght  (1)  ffdnes*  (4) 
no  ...  nolP  (1) 
mannes*  (1)  mine36  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson 
mpt  (3)  myght  (2) 
myght  (3)  my3t  (1) 
Mi3t  (1) 
myght  (3)  my3te  (2)  myghte  (1)  my3t-*  (1) 
myghty  (1) 
360  Folio  56r  line  3  <and  oome  ayhe  to  kateryn  wepyng  fall  faste> 
"  Line-initial 
3"  Rhymed  with'ýowwnd!. 478 
MUCH  muche  (12) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc  nist  (1) 
NOT  nat  (48) 
noug  (1) 
OWN  owne  (6) 
SHALL  Ist  Paso 
schaU  (14) 
schal  (1) 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THAN 
THEN 
7liERE 
7MSE 
IMOSE 
71UNK 
THOUGHT  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (91) 
(-)  (1) 
(h)  (6) 
hypercorrection  (2) 
WILL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
WrrH(OU`I) 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
mucb  (4)  much  (1) 
nolde  (1) 
nott  (1)  not  naw3t"  nowL3 
2nd  prrson  3rd  person  AIMW 
schalt  (16)  schaH  (25)  schau  (15) 
schal  (4)  schull  (12) 
schullep  (2) 
schulle  (2) 
schul  (1) 
Ist  pcrso  2nd  puson  3rd  pcrso  Phol 
scholte  (1)  scholde  (4)  schulde  (3) 
schulde  (3) 
scholte  (1) 
schold  (1) 
such  (9)  suche  (3)  such  (3) 
ýsn  (5)  00)  )m  (1) 
]an  (23)  po  (19)  than  (11) 
the'  (1) 
ýere  (35)  Per  (31)  P9  (21)  ther'  (14)  ýCrl  (5) 
Peer  (3)  Par  (2)  IN  (2)  there  (2)  Peyre  (1) 
Peyr  (1)  ýare  367  (2) 
ýes  (7)  ýese  (1)  thes  (1) 
Po  (2) 
Ist  Mrso  2nd  ptrson  3rd  Mrso  FL14W 
thenk  (1)  Penkep  (1) 
Ist  pason  pret  2nd  pgson  pnt  3rd  pmon  pret  plural  pot 
1-3t  (1)  I*u3te  (1) 
ýOu3t  (1) 
Pow3t  (2)  POU)t  (1) 
A  pow)  (1)  1-3  (1) 
ýru)  (3)  thru3  (1)  throw  (1) 
two  (11) 
tyU  (3)  tý  (3) 
whan  (28)  what  (13)  who  (10) 
wham  (4)  WhaS368  (3)  what  (3) 
wheýs`  (2)  wh"s  (2)  whyle  (2) 
whyce 
371  (1) 
whyte  (1)  wh2r9  (1) 
WhyiS372  m 
war  (1) 
ho  (6) 
sdowlP  (2) 
Ist  pgrson  2nd  MTson  3rd  Mrso 
vin  (1)  wolt  (3)  WOU  (5) 
WYU  (1)  wylt  (1)  wyU  (2) 
wylle  (5) 
wyp  (73) 
wordle  (5) 
Ist  pcrson 
wolde  (4) 
3ut  (11) 
363  Rhyrncd  with  'taw)e 
36'  Rhmed  with  <moo>'more'. 
-"5  Line-initial 
366  Line-initial 
361  Rhymed  with  'certare' 
368  'whose' 
3"'wheels' 
370  'wheat' 
'7'  -which' 
372  Whil.,  t- 
373.  slew' 
2nd  MTson 
wolt  (3) 
wylt  (1) 
wyll  (4) 
wý  (39) 
wordele  (1) 
2nd  pgrso 
woldest  (1) 
3at  (1) 
3rd  Mrso 
WOU  (5) 
wyU  (2) 
wol  (1) 
wiu  (1) 
wyle  (1) 
wyth  (1) 
wordly  (1) 
3rd  pmo 
wolde  (5) 
wold  (1) 
whyle  (6)  why  (5) 
wher  (3)  whare  (2) 
whanne(l)  wheete" 
Whitsond  (1)  whyche  (1) 
phimll 
woU  (6) 
wyll  (2) 
wolte  (1) 
Owria 
wolde  (2) 
who  (10) 
whar  (3) 
whyle  (2) 
wh2r9  (1) 479 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (102)  ych  (3)  (3) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
me  (20) 
my  (40)  myn  (8)  me  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
me  (3) 
me  self  (2)  me  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (36) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
vs  (26) 
oure  (16)  owre  (6)  our  (3)  ou?  (2) 
DAT  (pl)  vs  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  vs  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (54)  thu  (2)  pow  (1) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
ýe  (34) 
py  (59)  pyri  (4)  thy  (3) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
pe  (20) 
pe  self  (1)  pe  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
e  (29) 
yheý74  (2) 
NOM  (pl)  3 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
3OW  (8) 
3owre  (6)  3our  (4)  3oure  (3)  Jowr  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  3ow  (2) 
1-HiRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (161) 
hym  (32)  hy  (1) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (88)  his  (1) 
D  AT  s  g)  1 
REFLEXIVE 
hym  (24) 
hym  (4)  hym  self  (2)  h?  (1)  him  self  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  frin 
NOM  (sg)  heo  (31) 
heore  (17)  heor'  (6)  hoore  (5)  hure  (2) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg)  heore  (17)  heor  (5)  hoor9  (1)  heo*"  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
RFLEXIVE 
heore  (9) 
heore  self  (1) 
hure  (4) 
hoore  self  (1) 
hoore  (1) 
heore  (1) 
heor  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
pey  (83)  they  (6)  pei  (1) 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl)  ham  (34) 
ý  (6) 
hem  (5) 
bar  (6)  heore  (4)  peyre  (3) 
GEN  (pl)  p 
Peir  (3)  peyr  (3)  heere  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  ham  (3) 
REFLEXIVE  hoo'00  (1) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
iSTperson 
D 
am  (4) 
art  (6) 
2N  person 
3R')  erson  (S9)  ys  (100)  bep  (4)  is  (1) 
1  p 
3RD  person  (PI)  beP  (32)  boýe  (1)  bop  (  ) 
Subit'n  tive 
be  (14) 
TO  BE  preterite 
ls"'  person 
er'  person 
3RD  person  (s9)  was  (100) 
were  (23)  wee  (6)  wer  (2) 
3RD  on  (pl) 
pen 
Preterite  subjunctive  were  (7)  wer9  (3) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
haue  (5)  haff  (1) 
ST  Person 
2ND  person 
hast  (5) 
hap  (16)  bppep  (1)  hadi  (1) 
3  RD  person 
(sg) 
3RD  perSon 
(pl)  haue  (5)  haueb  (1) 
Subjunctive 
baue  (2) 
To  HAVE  Preterite 
hadde  (1)  had  (1) 
IST  person 
J0  person 
erson  (s9)  3R') 
hadde  (23)  had  (5) 
p 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (7) 
preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
00'(1) 
heor  (1) 
heoe  (1) 
her  (3) 
'  Folio  22v  line  4  <hure  yhe  syr  moner  ...  >  'hoar  ye  sir  coroner' 480 
IsTperson 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Suboinctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iST  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (PI) 
V-WORDS 
Z/&  WORDS 
<t>  for  <a> 
. Kk>  for  q> 
<d>  fDr  <'#> 
<p>  fDr  <b> 
<d> 
fDr 
-+-, 
<ý>  f6r  cy> 
BEUEVE 
BELIEF  (n) 
KING 
KIN 
Kiss 
LJVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARL 
EARTH 
FIGHT 
FIGHT  (n) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n) 
WORTHY 
Past  p2rciciple  niarker 
coaw  (2) 
colrbeý  (8)  COMO 
conwý  (1) 
cww  (1) 
coom  (3)  com  (2)  cam  (1) 
come  (4)  com  (1) 
ýCý  6)f  Y16Y  <riw>  fi)r'five  <twelf>  for 
(3)  (2)  %welve  (1) 
. Cwx)"  forsi3e  (1)  cswrifiwý-,  for 
'ncri6ce)-,  (1) 
ýCmrnhth"  for  c2cle"ký)..  for 
'Stwngth7  (1)  'strength'  (1) 
. cthedez:  -  for 
ýhesves'  (1) 
fidic  (6)  modef  (4)  Wer  (3) 
j7def  (1)  hyder  (1)  <donderyng> 
for'thunderine 
(1) 
byLeve  (1)  bykue  (1) 
kyng  (Z7)  kpSe  (2) 
kynges'  (2) 
kytk  (2) 
. cV&  for 
fiw(l) 
to  gedere  (2)  gaderyp  (2) 
kynre  (5)  kyngs*  (4)  kyngqý  (1) 
Iyf  (11)  ýff  (2) 
aide  (4)  old  (1) 
"  (3)  riftne  (1) 
ed  (10)  erk-s*  (3) 
erthe  (1) 
I 
rnolde  (1) 
2  d  3  d  lural  st  pcrion  pmt  n  pcmn  pre  r  ycrson  pm 
fowyt  (1) 
p  PO 
fthrpg  (1)  fy)w  (1) 
heuene  0  5)  hevene  (1)  heuene*  (1)  heuenly  (1) 
IU  ycrson  2nd  p=n  3rd  pcrson  Awd 
can  (1)  wyst  (1)  c6ne  (1) 
knowe  (1) 
Ist  person  pret  2nd  person  pret  3rd  person  prer  phira,  pret 
-V  (1)  cowýe 
cowý  (1)  cowý  (1) 
c4e  (1) 
knew  (1) 
Irt  (1) 
Ist  YMQ  2nd  pmgn  3rd  mrso 
loue  (1)  louep  (1) 
love  (1) 
I  St  YcrSO  2nd  pcrso  3rd  Krso 
loved  (1)  loued  (1)  lowd  (1) 
louyd  (1) 
love  C7)  loue  (1) 
worthy  (15)  wartlynesse  (2)  worý/  (1) 
y-  (37) 
hevenly  (1) 
warrhyest  (1)  wort" 
373  Rhymed  with'wize'. 481 
Naples,  Royal  Library,  XIH.  B.  29 
The  Clerk's  Tale 
Analysed  from  microfilm  print-out  supplied  by  Peter  Robinson  from  microfilm 
obtained  for  the  Canterbury  Tales  Project. 
AFTER  aftir  (3)  after  (1) 
AGAINST 
AGAIN  spyne  (S)  apyn  (2) 
ANY  eny  (1) 
ASK  to  ax  (1) 
BEFORE  cc  (4)  bifore  (3)  by  fore  (2) 
B07H  bothe  (4) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (42) 
CHURCH 
COULD  1114ptma  znuc=  3rd;  srso  Ph" 
couth  (1)  couthe  (1) 
DAY(S)  dAy  (9) 
DO  lf4wma  2dlcma  3rd,  ycrson 
2  d 
dothe  (2) 
3  d 
doon  (2) 
l  l  jajCnQn=  n  ptmn  ya  t  r  yason  ynt 
did  (1) 
p  ura  pa 
EACH  eche  (3) 
RErI`HER-.  (N)OR  neither-se-(2) 
EVIL  e'ar's  (1) 
EYE(S)  je%"  (2)  jee  (1)  yen*  (1) 
FIRE 
FIRST  fialt  (1) 
GIVE:  In-pmn  2nd  ycrso  3rd  paso  Ph" 
yeuith  (1) 
GO  la4cmn  zar_mu  3rd  pcrsQn 
gothe  (3)  goon.  (1) 
I  st  2  d 
goth  (1) 
3  d  m  n 
gon  (1) 
h-,  yum 
Wnt  (1) 
n  pcmn  r  ;n  o  pm 
vvent  (3) 
p  prg 
vvende  (1) 
HIGH  high  (2) 
HILL 
IF 
LAND 
yef  (8)  0(3)  )cf  (2) 
LITTLE  Ltd  (1)  hie  (1) 
-LY  -ý  (36)  -lkhe  (2)  -li  (1) 
IVIAN  -(8)  wight  (6)  -YS*  (1) 
MANY  many  (7) 
MIGHT  (Y)  Ist  pcmn  zaucmn  3rd  pcmn  Phol 
myght  (7)  my3ten  (1) 
-yyt  (2) 
MIGHT  (n/AD  myghti  (1) 
MUCH  rnoche  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVF,  WELL  etc  nas  (2)  nys  (2)  nolde  (1) 
NOT  nought  (11)  nou3t  (9)  not  (3)  nat  (2) 
nouge  (1) 
OWN  owne  (1)  nowne'  (1) 
SILALL  I  st  pmqn  2nd  yuson  3rd  puson 
schalle  (2)  Khalt  (1)  shaZe  (2)  schulle  (1) 
shal  (1)  shalle  (1) 
schalle  (1) 
SHOULD  I  it  prmn  2nd  pmQn  3rd  pmon  Ph" 
schulde  (11)  schulde  (2) 
3%Adverb 
Y"  Singular 
378  'my  nowne'  ie.  'mine  own' 
-Ugt  (1) 482 
SINCE  aith  (4)  "e  (1) 
SUCH  suche  (7) 
TIM  thin  (2) 
T'HEN  thanne  (4)  than  (1)  thoo,  (1) 
THERE  ther  (15)  them  (3)  tho  (1) 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK  lit  Ycr"11  pra  2nd  pcrvmyM  3rd  yrmn  y=t  phuvl  pret 
thought  (1) 
THOUGHT  (n)  thow  (1)  thoughtie  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  though  (3)  thou)  (3)  thoule  (3)  thoughe  (1) 
THROUGH  through  (2) 
TWO  two  (3)  rwry  (1)  rweo  (1) 
UNTIL  tille  (4)  til  (1) 
CIE  hw-words  (wh)  (41)  whkhe  (21)  when  (2)  whan  (2)  where  (1)  whice  (1) 
whinne  (1)  whic  (1)  what  (1)  whate  (1)  whos  (1) 
whae  (1)  when$-  (1)  why  (1)  whom  (1)  whoos  (1) 
whate  (1)  whet  (1)  wha&re  (1)  wherfore  (1) 
(-)(0) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (V)  Istpum  2nd  vcmn  3rd  pason  phol 
wone  (1)  wolle  (2)  wille  (5) 
wMe  (1)  wol  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wille  (8)  wil  (1) 
WITH(OUT)  with  (32) 
WORLD  wordeý  (2) 
WOULD  lstpcrm  zn4  pmn  3rd  rmn  Ph" 
wolde  (1)  wolde  (11)  wolde  (1) 
YET  it  (3)  yet  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (23) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (3) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (21)  myn  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  am  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  myne  (2) 
FIRSTPERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we(9) 
ACC  (pl)  -(4) 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (3)  out  (2) 
DAT  (pf)  vs  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  our  sihic  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  thowe  (5)  thou  (4)  thow  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  the  (3) 
GEN  (sg)  thi  (11)  thyne  (1)  thy  (1)  thy.  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
the  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pO  ye  (9) 
ACC  (pD  yowe  (9)  yow  (4)  )owe  (2)  you  (2)  30W  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  your  (7)  pure  (5)  youre  (4)  yowre  (3)  )owre  (3) 
)our  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  yove  (3) 
REFLEXIVE 
71MM  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  he  (56) 
ACC  (sg)  him  (20) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (51)  (5) 
DAT  (sg)  him  (3) 
REFLXXIVE  him  sifue  (1) 
T1-IIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  she  (45)  scle  (24)  scleo  (4)  schee  (2)  sho  (2) 
schoe  (2)  shee  (2)  shea,  (2)  her  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hur  (16)  her  (12)  hir  (2)  hire  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  her  (37)  hur  (25)  hit  (6)  here  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  hur  (4)  her  (2)  hir  (1)  here  (1)  hire  (1) 
Geriitive  M"on 483 
REFLEXIVE 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pD 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (p0 
DAT  (p0 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
PT  person 
2?  m  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (p0 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
IST  person 
Ym 
person 
3  RD 
Person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person  (p0 
Prete  ite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
Pelson 
Person 
3  RD 
P-  (8g) 
3  RD 
person  (PI) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
IST  Person 
el) 
Person 
3  RD 
person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person  (pl) 
Prete  ire  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
Ym 
person 
3  RD 
person  (sg) 
3  RD 
Person  (01) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iST  person 
eD 
Pelson 
3  RD 
Person  (11g) 
3  RD 
person  (pl) 
Prete  ite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/SWORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
A>  for  <P 
<p>  fDr  <b> 
<d>  for  <P> 
<ý>  for  <Y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
FARTH 
F7GHT 
HEAVEN 
KNOW 
but  sak  (S)  hur  (1) 
t1wi  (17)  thol  (1) 
hem  (10)  him  (4) 
hut  (1) 
art  (1) 
is  (15) 
ben  (2) 
be  (1) 
"m  (1) 
was  (47) 
wetv  (5) 
bast  (3) 
bath  (11) 
han  (4) 
had  (IS) 
had  (1) 
comyth  (1) 
lwm-t  (1) 
rhem(l) 
bith  (1)  been  (1) 
hat  (1)  bathe  (1) 
haue  (2)  hath  (1) 
hadde  (1) 
corm  (6)  cam  (1) 
come  (1) 
fadir  (9)  mder  (3)  murtherdm  (2) 
3rd  person 
lyf  (1) 
olde  (2) 
erle  (4) 
lwuen  (1) 
Inr-m-n  Zn(lp-emn  3rd  pmon 
them  (1) 
phoi 
331  lwm  ttxxiSht'  Tmperw.  ml  cmqhuctm. 
302. 
mtujcre& 484 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n) 
WORTHY 
Past  participle  market 
Lite  (1) 
loue  0) 
wonm  (2)  unvmgtlý  (1) 
y-  (7)  1-  (1) 
couthe  (1)  knowe  (1) 
cowthe  (1) 485 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  33 
Sir  Ferumbras 
Reference  made  to  Herrtage,  S.  J.  (1879).  Sir  Ferumbras.  (EETS  E.  S.  34). 
AFTER  after  (25) 
AGAINST  a3en  (12)  agayn(3)  ageyn  (2) 
AGAIN  a  3ýcn  (14)  a3e  (7)  a3eyn  (5) 
ageyn  (1)  a3ce 
30(j) 
a3ene  (1) 
ANY  any  (4) 
ASK  Ist  Pmon  2nd  pgrson  3rd  Mrson 
axeth  (1) 
Ist  pgrson  pEct  2nd  puson  pret  3rd  pmon  M 
askede  (4) 
BEFORE  or  (14)  er  (8)  by  fore  (7) 
eer  (2)  a  fore  (2)  be  for  (1) 
bi  forn  (1)  by  for  (1)  by  vote  (1) 
BOTH  boýe  (21)  boým  (3)  boy  (1) 
-  BURN  I  st  puson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  xrson 
bren  (1) 
BURNT  brent  (1) 
.  BUT  ac  (61)  bot  (21)  bote  (19) 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (27)  dai  (1)  dawes*  (5) 
DO  Ist  person  2nd  person  3rd  person 
dost  (2)  doý  (3) 
Ist  Ptrson  Mr.  2nd  pqson  pret.  3rd  puson  Mt. 
dude  (2)  dude  (20) 
duden  (2) 
dide  (1) 
a3eyn  (1) 
agayn  (4) 
a3ayn 
affim  (4) 
bi  fore  (1) 
ere  (1) 
bothe  (1) 
ph" 
but  (2) 
da3es*  (1) 
plural 
doý  (4) 
deý  (1) 
T)Iuml  Mr. 
dude  (6) 
duden  (4) 
dede  (1) 
dide  (1) 
eyther  (1) 
yuele'  (I 
a3an  (2) 
be  fore  (4) 
Infinitive 
to  brenne  (1) 
bute  (1) 
EACH  ech  (5)  ecchon  (2) 
(N)ErrHER  ... 
NOR  eyper  (6)  ayýer  (2)  eyýer..  olxr  (1) 
EVIL  yuele  (4)  yucl  (2)  yule  (1) 
EYE(S)  e3e  (2)  ejene*  (2) 
FIRE  fyr  (2) 
FIRST  fiuste  (2)  arst  (1)  fimt  (1) 
GIVE  I  st  pmon  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pgrson 
Ist  Mrson  pre 
GO  I  st  pason 
Ist  pgrson  prg 
HIGH  he)  (16) 
HILL  hulle  (1) 
IF  if  (26) 
LAND  lond  (4) 
LrrrLE  litel  (4) 
-LY  -ly  (19) 
NUN  man  (46) 
MANY  many  (14) 
2nd  pctson  pre 
3yf  (1) 
2nd  Mrson 
gost  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  pm 
hye  (9) 
hilles*  (1) 
ýf  (4) 
londe  (4) 
Lte  (1) 
-Bch  (15) 
w4t  (1) 
mony  (2) 
3rd  Igrson  pm 
3af  (10) 
ý--  (1) 
3)-Ml  (1) 
3rd  imon 
gop  (3) 
3ede  (1) 
3rd  Mrson-M 
went  (1) 
wete  (1) 
wende  (1) 
he3c  (8) 
3yf  (2) 
londcs*  (1) 
-hche  (10) 
Fh,  W 
3yuen 
3)-  (1) 
3aue  (2) 
vu  (1) 
piuw 
goý  (1) 
wente  (1) 
heghe  (1) 
yf  (2) 
*e  (1) 
he)ere  (2) 
30  Line-final  rhyme 
384  Adverb 
30  Past  tense j  MGHT  (v)  Ist  pcmn 
MY)t  (2) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  my3t  (9) 
aluý)t  (4) 
MUCH  muche  (7) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WnL  etc  -(9) 
nyste 
nys  (1) 
NOT  nolt  (65) 
OWN  owe  (7) 
SHALL  Ist  pcmn 
schal  (19) 
schel  (3) 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
MAN 
THEN 
THERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
MINK 
Ist  pcrson 
schold  (1) 
scholde  (1) 
supýen  (2) 
swh  (17) 
ýan  (32) 
ýAne  (1) 
Imn  (121) 
J)en  (1) 
Inr  (72) 
there  (7) 
pore  (1) 
ý-  (1) 
Ny  (1) 
ýey  (2) 
lit  yClso 
THOUGHT  (n)  ýO)t  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  ý05  (9) 
THROUGH  Por)  (22) 
TOGE71M 
TWO  two  (11) 
twayn  (2) 
UN77L  til  (6) 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (57)  what  (17) 
whan  (1) 
(w)  (117)  wan  (67) 
win  (2) 
w2ne  (3) 
watc?  "  (1) 
wam-,  (1) 
(hw)  (7)  hwych  (3) 
Hypercorreaion  (0) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  pCison 
wil  (15) 
wol  (6) 
'white' 
'what' 
30'noWhere' 
'whatem' 
'whether' 
391. 
whm. 
"2  'who' 
2nd  pc 
nii)t  (5) 
mixt  (1) 
mijt  (6) 
almy3c  (2) 
myche  (6) 
nolde  (5) 
nuUeý  (1) 
owcne 
schalt  (29) 
schalt'  (2) 
scholcou 
schelt  (1) 
schal  (1) 
scholdest  (2) 
scholtou  (1) 
ruche  (1) 
One  (18) 
One  (45) 
suppen  (1) 
Per  (57) 
thar  (5) 
Plre  (1) 
Per  (1) 
PW  (1) 
2nd  paso 
Pep  (1) 
Porw  (14) 
twepe  (6) 
to  (2) 
vntil  (1) 
whyle  (It) 
whych  (2) 
whyr'  (1) 
wat'  (17) 
wile  (2) 
wane  (3) 
wy  (1) 
ho"2  (3) 
2nd  pmon 
wilt  (4) 
wilee  (1) 
3rd  pcrson 
mi3te  (7) 
myjt  (6) 
n-ý)t  (4) 
mpte  (3) 
myjte  (4) 
aW)te  (1) 
miche  (1) 
nad  (3) 
nere  (1) 
3rd  pmon 
schal  (13) 
schel  (2) 
schuIlap  (1) 
SAW  (1) 
schuRe  (1) 
3rd  pgrson 
scholde  (12) 
schold  (5) 
schudde(l) 
syche  (1) 
ly-ne  (13) 
ýo  (30) 
P9  (39) 
Wer  (2) 
ther9  (1) 
pis  (1) 
3rd  puson 
Penkeý  (1) 
Pynký  (1) 
jxnkp  (1) 
3rd  pmon  Wt 
ýo)te  (6) 
pouge  (1) 
I*rwh  (1) 
atwo  (3) 
twye  (1) 
wham  (7) 
wMch  (2) 
whete  (1) 
wyk  (6) 
nowar  (2) 
warfor  (1) 
wyche  (1) 
hwam  (1) 
3rd  puson 
Wil  (4) 
A" 
rai3re  (a) 
mi)t  (3) 
nýge  (4) 
nel  (2) 
nold  (1) 
YLMW 
schuUeý 
schuDe  (8) 
schtd  (5) 
scW  (2) 
schufl.  ý  (1) 
Pb,  W 
scholde  (8) 
schulde  (1) 
PO  (4) 
ýanne 
Pere  (11) 
th2re  (2) 
pa-  (1) 
pai  (1) 
486 
ný3tes* 
nadde  (2) 
nast  (1) 
suýýen 
0(5) 
ther  (11) 
ýeer  (1) 
PU-  (1) 
phLrja 
ýenkeý  (1) 
pkuvl  pmt. 
ýo)te  (4) 
P--  (1) 
twey  (2)  tweye  (2) 
r--p  (1) 
whir  (7)  why  (5) 
whyche  (1)  where  (1) 
whiche  (i) 
war  (3)  wanne  (3) 
wyles  (1)  nowarel" 
wathe?  "  (1)  warfor  (1) 
woUep  (6) 
wiUep  (2) 487 
WILL  (n) 
WrrH(OLrl) 
WORLD 
WOLILD 
YET 
FIRSTPERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pO 
ACC (pO 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
Nom  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (p0 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TIMM  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
7741W  PERSON  fi!  m 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (s8) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXM 
77MID  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (p]) 
ACC  (pl) 
wiu  (2) 
wille  (3) 
wyý  (I  10) 
world  (1) 
Ist  Mrson 
wolde  (5) 
Wold  (1) 
3ut  G  1) 
y  (192) 
me395  (3) 
me  (64) 
my  (68) 
me  (6) 
me  self  (4) 
we  (64) 
ous  (16) 
our  (I 
ous  (1) 
ous  sey  W 
(74) 
(62) 
thee  (1) 
py  (52) 
ýe  (5) 
ýe  (3) 
je  (35) 
)OW  (15) 
jour  (20) 
)OU  (1) 
low  (2) 
he  (107) 
huro'  (1) 
hi  (169) 
ys  (112) 
is"  (3) 
h!  (16) 
hyrn  (11) 
hi  selue  (1) 
sche  (26) 
hure  (7) 
hure  (2) 
hure  (1) 
pay  (249) 
hy  (3) 
he  (102) 
wolt  (1) 
wyUc  (2) 
'Ayth  (93) 
worlde  (1) 
2-nd  pgrson 
3et  (1) 
kh  (19) 
M219,  (1) 
myn  (20) 
me  (3) 
09  (1) 
oure  (1) 
Pow  (24) 
ýov  (2) 
P)m  (17) 
Pe  silue  (2) 
w3"  (3) 
)ou  (3) 
3oure  (2) 
(34) 
bym  (76) 
is  (73) 
by  (7) 
bf  (10) 
by-  selue  (1) 
heo  (1) 
bur  (1) 
hur  (2) 
ýey  (24) 
hem  (54) 
".  Worldly, 
M4  Folio  6r  line  3  of  line  6 
3"  -me  thinkth' 
"0  impersonal  construction  'ma  calth  me' 
NY  Line-final 
Line-final 
Line-final 
40  Line-final  rhyme 
401  -ihyrn  wondrede"So  wo  was  hym' 
,  hym  thought 
40  -than  hur  spak  Morippe  the  fw'  Folio  69r  line  I  of  line  4 
1  rienitive  inflection 
40  cenitive  inflection 
wip  (93) 
worldy", 
3r-d  pcrson 
wolde  (11) 
wold  (1) 
I  (6) 
myne  (3) 
me  selue 
Pou  (21) 
ýou 
ýyne 
I-  selue  (1) 
30 
m399  (1) 
hee'40 
by  (13) 
his  (62) 
hym  (6) 
hi  self  (2) 
Pai  (19) 
hymen  (21) 
wiHe  (2) 
-Ilaý  (1) 
WOUC  (1) 
wa  (1) 
wt  (87) 
wolde  (6) 
V,  yt  (1) 
k"4  (2)  Ych  (1) 
_70)  me  (1) 
pov  (17) 
ýft]97  (I) 
30V  (1) 
hio'(6) 
hys 
em 
ýaye  (5) 
hyrn  (2) 
v  (1) 
hymý02  (4) 
y%404  (3) 
hy  (1) 
Pei  (2) 
ýaym  (1) 488 
hemen  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  hure  (50)  but  (10)  hur*  (4)  th2r-  (1)  hire  (1)  DAT  (pl)  he  (6)  hem  (2)  hymen  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  hem  (2)  he  (2)  hymen  (1)  he  selue  (1)  hym  self  (1)  TO  BE  Indicative 
OT 
person  am  (16) 
2M  person  an  (16)  ert  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  ys  (73)  is  (19)  ben  (2)  hiS40  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (pl)  bup  (54)  ben  (3) 
Subjunctive  beo  (4)  be  (2)  be  (1) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
OT 
person  was  (25)  were  (1) 
2ND 
person  were  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  was  (140)  ware  (3)  wer9  (1)  we$  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (PI)  were  (50)  wern  (17)  wee  (3)  ware  (2)  weren  (1) 
wer  (11)  were  (1)  war  (1) 
Preterite  subj.  were  (12)  wer  (2) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
IsTperson  haue  (15)  hauset  (1) 
PD  person  hast  (7)  hauest  (4)  haue  (1) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  haý  (17)  haueý  (8)  hath  (1)  haue  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  habbep  (12)  ban  (11)  haue  (3)  hauep  (1)  hab  (1) 
Subjunctive  haue  (2)  habbe  (1)  h2416  (1) 
- 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
I  ST 
person  hadd  (1)  hadde  (1) 
PD  person  haddest  (3) 
32n  person  (sg)  had  (29)  hadde  (12) 
3  RD  person  (PI)  hadde  (8)  had  (3)  bade  (1)  hauede  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive  had  (1) 
TO  COME  Indicative 
OT  person  come 
eD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  comep  (4)  compP40  (2)  cam  (1)  cometh  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  comeý  (3)  come  (1) 
Subjunctive  come  (8)  com.  (3)  cam  (3) 
TO  COME  Preterite 
OT 
person  come  (1) 
P)  person 
3PD  person  (sg)  cam  (9)  com  (6)  come  (3) 
31D  person  (pl)  come  (9)  comen  (2)  com 
Preterite  Subjunctive 
V-WORDS  <vastwfitse  (5)  <voIde>f6Id!  (2)  flysage  'visage  (2)  -can  vewe>  a  few'  <verwfaerfeae?  (I) 
(1) 
<by  vote>  'before  <vst,  >  f,  e?  (I)  <vynde>  'find!  (1)  <vaste>sse  (I)  <veche>'fctcw  (1)  (1) 
<Y  volliv",  (1) 
Z/1;  WORDS  <prinep  'prince'  (1) 
<fh>  for  <g> 
A>  for  <g> 
. cp>  &r  <b> 
C.  fi/  3>  fi>r  <ý> 
<&  for  CP>  togadre  (16)  fader  (3)  gaderede  (1)  moder  (1) 
+..  for  <Y> 
<d>  for  <r> 
BELIEVE  (v)  Ist  p!  grson  pret.  2nd  ptison  pret.  3A  puson  p=L  PLUOLML 
be  Ieued  (I)  bileueý  (1) 
belcue  (1) 
BE1JEVE  (n)  beleue  (1) 
MG  kyng  (5)  kynge  (3)  kynges'  (3)  kyngdom  (1)  kingis' 
KLN  kynne  (3)  kyn  (1) 
KISS  Ist  person  Mt.  2nd  puson  p=  2d  pason  pm  p6mLpw 
custe  (2)  kussede  (1) 
cust  (1) 
406  Folio  6  IV  line  3  of  line  14 
a?  Ilypercorrect  spelling 
40  Folio  13r  line  1 
419  Folio  7r  line  20 
410  'y  vollid  in  Pe  holy  fime 489 
LIVE  (v)  I  st  pcrson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  pmon  pLqw 
lym  (1)  lymt  (1)  lyue  (1) 
leue  (1) 
LIFE  bf  (4)  (3) 
LIFE 
OLD  olde  (2) 
SIN 
EARL  erld  (23) 
EARTH  erthe  (3)  erýe  (1) 
FIGHT  (v)  Ist  Mrson  pret.  2nd  pgson  pret  3rd  Mrson  M  p-hgd  pret 
fi3t  (1)  f23t  (1)  fo3te  (3) 
fiLu3t  (1)  fou)te  (1) 
FIGHT  (n)  63t  (9)  63te  (3)  fy3t  (2) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (3)  heuene*  (2) 
KNEW 
LIGHT  (n)  U3te  (2)  ly3t  (1) 
LOVE  Ist  pgson  2nd  Mrso  3rd  Mrso  pl9w 
loue  (1)  louest  (1)  loucaý  (2) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (11) 
WORTHY 
y-prefix  y-  (158)  i-  (25) 490 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  189  (hand  one) 
Text  concerning  Pythagoras'  golden  table.  (Folios  70  -  115) 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
aft'  (15) 
agayne  (3) 
a  gayne  (10) 
any  (21) 
Ist  Mrson  pret 
before  (14) 
to  foe  (1) 
bothe  (12) 
but  (37) 
church  (1) 
Ist  pgrson 
day  (24) 
Ist  pgson 
do  (1) 
afixe  (6)  after  (1) 
a  yens  (2) 
ony  (3)  eny  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  pre  3rd  pmon  pre  pLural  pret 
asketh  (1) 
be  for*  (12)  be  forne  (2)  be  forn.  )  (1)  by  for9  (1) 
to  ffore  (1) 
boy  (7) 
butt  (10)  buty"  (1) 
2nd  Mrson 
cowdyst  (1) 
daye  (24) 
2nd  Mmn 
EACH 
(N)ErrMR  ---  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FME 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
HILL 
IF 
LAND 
LrME 
-LY 
MAN 
bLAW 
MIGHT 
Ist  pgrson  pret 
eche  (1) 
nother...  ne...  (2) 
eueU  (4) 
yee  (4) 
yen9*  (3) 
ým  (3) 
W3  (3) 
fiimt  (14) 
fiyst  (1) 
Ist  Mrson  prer 
Ist  pgrson  plm 
hye  (3) 
hyghest  (3) 
hylle  (1) 
yf  (19) 
yef  (1) 
londe  (10) 
lyde  (6) 
-ly  (83) 
manl  (32) 
mannys*  (2) 
mankynde  (1) 
many  (6) 
Ist  pmon 
MIGHT  (n/Ai)  myght  (1) 
MUCH  muche  (6) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WU-L  etc 
411  Eyeskip  <hath  buth>  'hath  but'. 
412  eyed' 
413  AjectivC 
414  Line  Inital 
415  Sentence  inital 
416  Rhymed  with  'IYAW 
2nd  pgrson  pret 
dude  (1) 
not  ...  noJP  (2) 
yeweU  (1) 
ye  (1) 
yeed'12  (1) 
W  (2) 
firste  (1) 
feste  (1) 
yave  (1) 
2nd  pason  pre 
goyst  (1) 
hyghe  (3) 
hyger  (1) 
hyll  (1) 
if  (15) 
lande  (1) 
btle  (3) 
-lye  (2) 
ma  (24) 
manys*  (1) 
mihode  (1) 
meny  (2) 
2nd  pgrso 
my3ts*  (1) 
much  (5) 
3rd  pgrson 
dayes*  (16) 
3rd  Rgrson 
doy  (2) 
dooth  (1) 
doyth  (1) 
3rd  Rgrson  Rre 
dyd  (2) 
notber  ...  nother 
... 
(1) 
een" 
fire  (1) 
fymte  (1) 
3rd  pgrson  pre 
3rd  pgrson  M 
goth  (1) 
gothe  (1) 
hygh  (2) 
hygnsse  (1) 
hyUes*  (1) 
yff  (13) 
londes*  (1) 
UteU  (2) 
-li  (1) 
nul  (2) 
mAnys*  (4) 
m1hed  (1) 
manye  (1) 
3rd  Mrso 
myght  (3) 
my3t  (1) 
myghtf4U  (1) 
RIAW 
days*  (5) 
phmd 
do  (1) 
doth  (1) 
doy  (1) 
plural  Mt 
did  (1) 
nor-.  no)P 
(1) 
yeen!  "  (6) 
ffym  (1) 
first  (1) 
plum]  pret 
gave  (1) 
plural  po 
hy)e 
hyly 
iff  (8) 
londys-  (1) 
lyten  (1) 
man  (1) 
makynde  (2) 
manh  (1) 
mony  (1) 
pLuPJ 
nother  ...  nether 
eyen9*  (3) 
ffyo  (1) 
ffirst",  (1) 
hy  (1) 
1011(i) 
lytyu  (1) 
'13tym  (1) 
rnihede  (2) 
myghty  (4) 491 
NOT  not  (41)  nott  (22)  noght  (1)  nought  (1)  noult  (1) 
OWN  owne  (10)  oune  (1) 
SMALL  Ist  Xrso  2nd  Xno  3rd  Xrso  FWW 
shalle  (2)  shalt  (13)  shall  (74)  shall  (6) 
shall  (2)  shall  (1)  shaO  17(52)  shal  (3) 
shalle  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  pgrson  2nd  Xrson  3rd  Xrson  Ogg 
schuld  (1)  shuld  (1) 
shuld  (1) 
SINCE  SW  (1) 
SUCH  suche  (5)  such  (1) 
71LAN  pe  (2)  the  (2)  then9  (2)  the9  (1)  ýanl  (1) 
than.  9  (1) 
THEN  ýe  (5)  ýen9  (5)  then9  (3)  then  (3)  the  (3) 
than')  (2)  ],  ae  (1) 
THERE  p  (17)  ther  (13)  theO  (10)  there  (4)  their  (2) 
THESE  these  (10)  thes  418  (4)  pes  (1) 
THOSE  thos:  (2)  tho  (1) 
THINK 
THOUGHT(n)  Po3th  (1)  thoughts*  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  though  (1)  thought  (1)  thoru3t  (1) 
THROUGH  Porove  (1)  through  (1) 
TWO  to  (2) 
UNTIL  tyll  (3) 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (131)  what  (21)  who  (19)  when,  9  (18)  whe  (13)  whyte  (10) 
whyte  (8)  wheder  (6)  whatt  (5)  wher9  (5)  whyle  (4) 
whych  (3)  whyles  (3)  whedre  (2)  whyche  (2)  wher  (2) 
wha  (1)  when  (1)  whye  (1)  whan.  9  (1)  whyr9419  (1) 
which  (1)  whatt94"  (1)  whales  (1)  wherfore  (1)  why  (1) 
(w)  (6)  wych  (6) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (6)  whote4l,  (5)  whales"'  (1) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  1&rso  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pmo  04W 
wyll  (6)  wylt  (3)  wyll.  (3)  wyu  (10) 
wilt  (2)  wou  (1) 
wyll  (1) 
wylte  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wyll  (2) 
WITH(OUT)  w'(139)  wyth  (29) 
WORLD  worlde  (5)  worldes'  (2)  wordly  (1) 
WOULD  Ist  pgrson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pmo 
wold  (1)  woldyst  (1)  wolde  (3)  wold  (1) 
YET  yet  (7)  yett  (1)  3yt  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  1(47)  y  (4) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (16) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (40)  myne  (4) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (5) 
REFLEXIVE  me  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we(4) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (6)  us  (3) 
GEN  (pl)  oui4  (8)  oure  (3)  owl,  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
FFLEXIVE 
us  (1) 
R 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  (99)  thou  (30) 
ACC  (sg)  (11)  the  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  1)7(66)  thy  (58)  py  (12)  thyne  (10)  thyn9 
DAT  (sg)  the  (3)  (2)  thow  (1) 
RFYLXJCIVE  thy  selfe  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
417. 
shalbe' 
418  Line-initial  and  non  line-initial 
"whether' 
420  'whatever' 
421  <whote  wt  colde>  'heA  with  cold'. 
422  Folio  6v  line  23  'and  on  /  hys  nayles  warte  whales... 492 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
'ITIIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (-g) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
ye  (32) 
yow  (5) 
your9  (3)  yowre  (2)  ye  (1) 
he  (158) 
hy  (9)  hyni  (3) 
hys  (109)  h),  023  (1)  hy  (1) 
hyi425  (1)  ys- 
(1) 
hy  (3)  hyin  (3) 
hye  (1) 
she  (30)  sche  (2) 
here  (1)  her9  (1) 
here  (3)  her  (3)  hee  (2) 
they  (39) 
the  (9) 
ham')  (2) 
ther  (8) 
there  (2) 
Per 
ýey  (16) 
ýe  (6) 
hem  (2) 
lp  (5) 
theyre  (1) 
her  (1) 
I...  /IN 
ýay  (2) 
them  (4) 
the  (2) 
their  (3) 
ther9  (1) 
ham9  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  them  kL)  F-L-1 
REFLEXIVE  ýa  gyve  (1) 
To  BE  Indicative 
1"r  person  am  (1) 
2  ND  person  art  (3) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  is  (161)  ys  (126) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  beth  (9)  ben9  (4) 
bethe  (1)  ben  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (65) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
IsTperson 
PD  person 
W2S  (1) 
werO  (6) 
3  RD  person  (s9) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
was  (41) 
wer')  (7)  wara  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive  wee  (3)  were  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
iST  erson  haue  (6)  ha"  (1) 
p 
eD  person 
haue  (2)  bast  (2) 
3RD  person  (Sg)  hath  (38)  hathe  (4) 
3RD  person  (pl)  haue  (8)  hath  (2) 
Subjunctive  haue  (1) 
To  HAVE  Preterite 
IST  person 
PD  person 
had  (2)  hadde  (1) 
3RD  person  (Sg)  had  (2) 
3RD  person  (pl)  had  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indc"' 
lslr  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  cometh  (5)  comes  (3) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
1STperson 
eD  person 
3RD  person  (sg)  cam  (1)  cl  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS  <refewe>  'reviev/  <to  safe>  'to 
43  corrected  from  by  errand' 
424  (jetlitlve  inflection 
425  Ccnitive  inflection 
426  GetntVe  inflection 
bt  (13) 
ar')  (2) 
were  (1) 
wher9  (1) 
haue  (2) 
hafe  (1) 
<vee>  'fare'  (1) 
youre  (1)  your 
w 
(1)  iSý24  (2) 
ýý  (1)  thaye  (1) 
theO  (3)  hem9  (3) 
hune  (1)  ýem  (1) 
her*  (3)  hur  (1) 
theyr  (1)  theyie  (1) 
hem9  (1) 
byth  (1) 
ar  (2)  aren9 
h2S  (1) 493 
save'  (1) 
Z/Z;  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b>  jubiter  (6) 
<(I>  for  <ý>  oder  (31)  fader  (13)  togeder(7)  moder  (5)  wheder  (4) 
gedre4'  (2)  wedre'  (1)  hidre  (1)  to  gedere  (1) 
<  P>  for  <r>  <thechynge>  <murtherer>  (1) 
'teaching'  (1) 
<P>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING  kynge  (9)  kings*  (1)  kyngs*  (2)  kynge*  (1) 
KIN  kynrede  (2)  kyned  (1) 
KISS 
LIVE  I  st  Pmon  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pmon  Ph" 
ly-  (1)  lyve  (1) 
liff  (1) 
LIFE  lyfe  (8)  lyffi  (2)  life  (1)  fiffe  (1)  lyue  (1) 
lyues*  (1) 
OLD  olde  (5) 
SIN  synne  (5)  syn!  (1)  sy-cs*  (5)  synfuU  (2) 
EARL 
EARTH  yerth  (6)  ery  (1)  yertbly  (4)  erthly  (1) 
FIGHT  (n/v)  fyghter  (1)  fthters*  (1) 
HEAVEN  heuen"(3)  hetW  (1)  heven9  (1)  heue  (1)  hetW*  (1) 
heuens*(4)  hevenly  (3) 
KNOW  I  st  Mrson  2nd  pcrson  3rd  pgrson  pig--I 
knowe  (1) 
LIGHT  lyght  (4)  ly3th  (1)  lyghts*  (1)  lightnes  (1)  lyghtly  (1) 
LOVE  I  st  ptrson  2nd  Rmon  3rd  ptrson  Ph" 
loueth  (7)  loue  (1) 
lowes  (1) 
loues  (1) 
Ist  pqrson  pm  2nd  pcrson  pot  3rd  Mrson  ynt  ph"  m 
loued  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (13)  love  (2)  lofe  (1)  louely  (1) 
WORTHY  worpy  (2)  wory  (1)  worthy  (1)  worthynes 
Past  participle  rnarker  1-(9)  y-  (7) 
427. 
gather' 
429. 
weather' 494 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  189  (hand  two) 
Poem  predicting  the  future  of  the  year  from  the  day  Christmas  falls  on.  (Folios 
210-11). 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH  boýe  (3) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (1) 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (10) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)EITHER  ...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST  fiirst  (1) 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
E  HIL 
IF  if  (5)  yf  (4) 
LAND 
LITTLE 
loncle  (3)  lonys*  (1) 
-LY  -ly  (1) 
MAN  nun  (1)  --Ys*  (1) 
MANY  many  (2) 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
MUCH  mekyUe  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc 
NOT  nort  (2)  not  (1) 
OWN 
SHALL  I  st  P!  trson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pgrson 
shall  (13)  shaU  (7) 
SHOULD  Ist  Pgrso  2nd  pmon  3rd  pcrso  PimW 
shyld  (1)  shuld  (1) 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THAN 
THEN 
THERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
K  711IN 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH  thorow  (1) 
TWO 
L  UNTI 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (7)  what  (3)  who  (3)  sumwhatte  (1) 
(W)  (0) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (1)  whike'  (1) 
WILL  +  pn  Ist  person  2nd  person  3rd  person  plural 
wyne  (1) 
429,  wicked' 495 
WILL  (n) 
V11TI7H(OUT)  v/ 
WORLD  world  (1) 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (s9)  1(2) 
ACC  (s9) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (4) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
EFLEXIVE  R 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  (3) 
ACC  (s9) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (s9)  the  (1) 
REFL,  EXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (2) 
ACC  (pl)  you 
GEN  (pl) 
THIRD  PERSON  nusc. 
NOM  (s9)  he  (7) 
ACC  (s9) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (1) 
DAT  (s9) 
EXIVE  REFL 
THIRD  PERSON  fern 
NOM  (s9) 
ACC  (59) 
GEN  (s9) 
DAT  (s9) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (PI)  they  (1) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indi-tive 
1  ST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  is  (7) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
be  (2) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
I  ST  person 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
I  ST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  haue  (1) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls'rperson 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  PD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
isTperson 
PD  person 
v  (1) 
ys  (1) 496 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (PI) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
ls'r  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  6g) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
V-WORDS 
Z/F,  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
A>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  fDr  <ý>  togedyr  (1) 
<ý>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING  krip*  (1) 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD  olde  (1)  old  (1) 
SIN 
FARL 
MARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
WORTHY 
Past  participle  marker 497 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  189  (hand  three) 
Text  used  for  predicting  the  future  according  to  the  days  of  the  moon.  (Folios  212 
-  end). 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)ErrHEP-..  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
MGH 
HILL 
IF 
Lrl= 
-LY 
MAN 
MANY 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VALL  etc 
NOT 
OWN 
SHALL 
after  (7)  10  (1) 
a  gayrO  (1) 
eny  (18)  ony  (3) 
byfDre  (6)  befor  (1) 
bothe  (3) 
but  (23) 
day  (142)  dayes*  (3) 
I  st  mrso  2nd  p-mo 
dost  (1) 
neither  ..  ne...  (2)  not  ...  nother 
evyu  (10)  yveu  (9) 
yen9  *  (7) 
fyre  (1) 
firste  (2) 
Ist  Mrson  2nd  Mrson 
high  (1) 
yf  (38) 
lond  (1) 
lyieU  (6) 
-ly  (23) 
man  (25) 
ni2nkynne  (1) 
many  (8) 
I  st  Mrson 
unmyghty  (2) 
myche  (4) 
nor  (24) 
awne  (1) 
I  st  pgrso 
shal  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  pcoon 
SINCE 
SUCH 
71-IAN  than  (1) 
THEN  thenne  (4) 
THERE  diet  (26) 
THESE  theise  (3) 
THOSE 
NK  THI 
THOUGHT  (n)  thougbt(l) 
(AL)THOUGH  though  (2) 
any  (1) 
byfom9  (1) 
3rd  ptrso 
doch  (5) 
evyl  (1) 
3rd  Mrson 
gevyth  (1) 
befom"  (1)  afore  (1) 
Ri9w 
hiest  (1) 
if  (16) 
londe4" 
nil  (3) 
n-akynne  (1) 
mony  (1) 
ma,  (1) 
mAhode  (1) 
3rd  pgrson 
-yght  (2) 
mannys*  (1)  tnAnys*  (1) 
michild  (1) 
phWal 
MY3t  (1) 
myght  (1) 
myghty  (1) 
miche  (1) 
riought  (4) 
owne  (1) 
2nd  ymon 
shalt  (18) 
shal  (3) 
shall  (1) 
Znd  pý-rson 
then  (1) 
then  (4) 
IP  (2) 
thurgh  (1) 
almyghty  (1) 
3rd  Mrson  PLUPJ 
shal  (77)  shal  (9) 
shall  (3) 
3rd  Mrson  Phol 
sholde  (1) 
than  (2) 
ther9  (1)  tharc4" 
430  plural  rhyrned  with  'stonde' 
""  Rhymed  with  'fare' 498 
THROUGH 
TWO 
UNTM 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (119) 
(W)  (0) 
(h) (2) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
VALL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
WrrH(OU`r) 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLMM 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLMIVE 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  48) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
TIMM  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
OT  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
tlm%h 
tyl  (4) 
what  (43) 
wher  (3) 
which  (1) 
wham  (1) 
ho  (1) 
I  st  Mrso 
wyUc  (2) 
with  (53) 
worlde  (2) 
I  st  Wrson 
1(20) 
me  (1) 
-Y  (8) 
we  (1) 
vs  (1) 
our9  (3) 
vs  (1) 
thow  (75) 
the  (10) 
thy  (21) 
the  (2) 
ye  (21) 
yow  (11) 
who  (39)  when  (9)  whiche  (6)  while  (4) 
whos  (2)  whyle  (2)  whom  (1)  whete  (1) 
whee  (1)  whe  (1)  whanne  (1)  white  (1) 
whose  (1)  which  (1)  whyte  (1) 
2nd  Mrson 
wylt  (6) 
war  (1) 
wolt  (1) 
wyll  (1) 
w`  (3) 
world  (1) 
2nd  pm-on 
3rd  pgrson 
wyl  (7) 
wyU  (3) 
wa  (1) 
VIM  (1) 
with  (2) 
3rd.  iKrson 
Ph" 
wyl  (1) 
Pi9w 
wolde  (2) 
y  (5) 
oure  (2)  owto  0*" 
V  (5) 
thow  (6) 
thyn!  (1) 
YO*p 
(2)  your9  yo-  (1) 
yow  (2) 
he  (99) 
hyrn  (10)  hy  (7) 
his  (36)  hys  (1)  e2  (4)  his  43) 
hym  (6)  hy  (2) 
she  (8) 
hye  (1) 
her  (3)  her9  (2) 
hee  (1) 
they  (17)  thay  (2) 
them  (3)  tham  (1)  theyml  (1)  ham  (1)  hem 
her  (1) 
tham  ham  (1) 
art  (1) 
ys  (112) 
beth  (15)  ar44  (1) 
432  cenitive  inflection 
433  Genitive  inflection 
4-'  Folio  216r  line  20  <then  ar  they  wefl> 499 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
iST  person 
2  ID  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
I  ST  person 
eD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls*rperson 
2'D  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
ls,  r  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
I .  rr  1.  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/Z;  WORDS 
<t>  fDr  <d> 
<k>  for  <S> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<ý>  for  <y> 
<r>  for  <a> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
be  (21)  be  (15) 
was  (19) 
were  (2) 
haue  (1) 
hast  (3) 
hath  (8) 
haue  (1) 
haue  (3) 
hadde  (2)  had  (1) 
hadde  (1) 
comyth  (2)  come  (1) 
cam  (1) 
come  (1) 
fiLd9ys  (3) 
,  Prout>  'PrOU& 
(1) 
Ist  pgrson 
byleue  (1) 
kynge  (4) 
kynne  (1) 
came  (1) 
moder  (1)  to  gy&-r 
2nd  Výrson  3rd  Mrson  Rhmi 
kyne  (1) 
LIFE  lyk  (7) 
OLD  elde435  (6)  olde  (2) 
SIN  "e  (9) 
ne' 
spne  (1)  "ys*  (1)  synneful  (1)  synfid  (1) 
RL 
"y 
EA 
EARTH  erthe  (1)  erthely  (1) 
FIGHT 
FIGHT  (n)  fyghter  (1) 
HEAVEN  hevyug  (1)  heuynI  (2)  hnwne'  (1) 
KNOW  I  st  pmon  2ndpgtson  3rd  puson  Phol 
wot  (1)  knowe  (1)  knowe  (1) 
Ist  person  Mt  Znd  pgmn  Wt  3rd  Mrson  W  Pbml  Pitt 
knew 
LIGHT 
LOVE  Ist  mrson  2nd  pgrson  Ird  pmon  P-h" 
loveth  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (3) 
WORTIV  worthy  (1)  worthiest  (1)  worthynewe  (1) 
past  participle  n=ker  y-  (13)  I-Q) 
435  Old  age' 
436  Adjective 500 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)ErrHER...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Ashmole  1447 
Medica 
aftl  (4) 
to  ycyn  (1)  ayenste  (1)  ayens  (1) 
ayen  (4)  ayene  (1) 
eny  (18) 
Ist  pgmn  2nd  Mrson  3rd  Wrson  P&W 
ask  (1) 
b.  V  (1) 
Ist  pcrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  puson  ph" 
brenne  (1) 
I  st  puson  pre  Znd  pcrson  pret  ard  Rmon  pn  plural  pg 
brence  (1)  brenny3d  (1) 
but  (30) 
day  (7)  dayes  (1) 
Ist  PgrSol  2nd  ptrso  3rd  yRrso  Plural 
not  ...  noP9  (2) 
doth  (3)  doyth  (1) 
doyth  (1) 
dothe  (1) 
brennyne  (3) 
yveU  (5)  evyU  (3)  euyU  (2)  yuell  (2)  evell  (1) 
evyl  (1)  evelys*  (1)  yveýs*  (2) 
yee  (5) 
yene  .  43/  (2) 
eye  (4) 
yeya*  (1) 
ye  (1)  eyen9  (3)  eyen*  (2) 
yen*  e  *  (1)  o* 
.  I., 
pe  eyr  (I) 
eyes-  ki) 
W  (3) 
ýnte  (1) 
Ist  ptrson  pret  Znd  pctson  pn  hipason  pret  PLUW  M 
yefe  (3) 
ek'  (3) 
yef  (1) 
GO 
1-UGH  hye  (1) 
HILL  hyUys*  (1)  hyW"  (1) 
IF  yf  (138)  If"o  (1) 
LAND  londe  (1) 
L=E  lyteU  (10)  lyqU  (2)  btyl  (1) 
-LY  -ly  (8) 
bAm  man  (87)  ud  (12)  MAYS*  (16)  rmnys*  (6)  minys*  (4) 
n-dnes*  (4) 
MANY  meny  (13) 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  WAD  my3thy  (1) 
MUCH  moche  (19) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VALL  etc 
NOT  not  (17) 
OVIN 
SHALL  Ist  pgrso 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
IMN  pan  (1) 
`17HEN  then  (2) 
no3th  (1) 
Ain  lKtio  3Ed  iKrso  PL-id 
schek  (4)  schell  (48)  schullyth  (2) 
schelte  (2)  shelt  (1)  schefi  (2) 
schall  (1)  schelle  (1) 
ýe  (1) 
W  p106  line  9 
08  p148  tine  6 
'"  Adjecti- 
40  Sentence-inifial 501 
THFRE 
TIMSE 
THOSE 
THINK 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (57) 
(W)  (0) 
(h)  (11) 
hypercorrection  (1) 
WML  (v) 
WILL  (n) 
WITH(OUI) 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (s9) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
ther  (49)  IP  (28) 
thes  (2) 
thorow  (1) 
to  (1) 
tyU  (2) 
whyte  (30)  whan  (6) 
when  (3)  whytt9"'  (3) 
ho  (8)  hole'A3  (3) 
mawhorte"'A  (1) 
I  st  Mrson  2nd  pason 
wolte  (1) 
wyU  (2) 
, W(147) 
worlde  (1) 
yete  (1) 
y  (2) 
-Y  (1) 
wyth  (40) 
theO  (1) 
what  (5) 
whyche  (2) 
wyU  (28) 
wyUe  (6) 
woU  (6) 
woUe  (2) 
v  (8)  thou  (6) 
thy  (14)  ýy  (4)  thyne  (1) 
he  (263) 
h?  (30)  hyrn  (15) 
hys  (53)  h!  (2)  ys4*  (16 
hym  (2)  h?  (2) 
hym  (1)  hy  syl-  (1) 
there  (1) 
whyle  (5)  whete  (4) 
whyt944'  (1)  wherO  (1) 
Ph" 
sche  (5) 
her944  (29)  here  (11)  hyTO47  (3)  hy.  "  (1)  he'  (1) 
herO50  (2)  hye"'  (1) 
they  (20)  PCY  (1) 
1ýý-  (5)  ham  (3)  hem  (3)  hi  (1) 
441  'whiter' 
'whiter' 
443  'whole' 
4"  Referred  to  as  'maw-wort'  in  following  lines. 
445  Genitive  inflection 
"  of  plants/  herbs  ie.  neuter  objects.  Often  where  'he'  was  previously  used  as  the  nominative  forrrL 
"7  Ofplants/  herbs  ie.  neuter  objects.  Often  where  'he'  was  previously  used  as  eno  t  f, 
44  Refcrring  to  a  neuter  object 
th  mina  ive  omL 
449  of  plants/  herbs  ie.  neuter  objects.  Often  where  'he'  was  previously  used  as  the  nominative  form. 
450  of  plants/  herbs  ic.  neuter  objects.  Often  where  'he'  was  previously  used  as  the  nominative  form. 
451  of  plants/  herbs  ie.  neuter  objects.  Often  where  'he'  was  previously  used  as  the  nominative  form. 502 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REF'LEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
ls,  rperson 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
IST  person 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Prer-  irp  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
ls'rPCrson 
2ND  person 
3RD  person  (Sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
IsTperson 
PD  person 
3R,  )  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
I  ST  person 
2ND  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
ISTperSon 
2'  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
31tn  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/6  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  fi)r  <g> 
<p>  fi)r  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<P>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNOW 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
hyP  (2) 
them  (1)  ham  (1) 
ham  sylue  (1) 
byth  (1) 
ys  (359)  byth  (1) 
byth  (43)  V52  (2) 
be  (59) 
wet*  (7)  were  (3) 
hath  (89)  hathe  (2)  hat03 
hauyth  (3) 
haue  (34)  haVC414  (4) 
comyth  (5) 
comyth  (3) 
Wederyd  (10)  togeder  (6)  oder  (2)  moder  (2) 
kyngs  (1) 
4ws*  (1) 
olde  (8) 
Ist  Rmo  2nd  pgso  3rd  puso  FLqW 
I  st  pcrson  pret 
know  (1) 
2ad  rp-On  pre  jLrd  Krson  plK  phuW  pre 
wete  (1) 
452  Liný-fWl 
453  p  1.15  line  I  <thy.  q  herhe  hat  leuys  y  leke  to  ..  > 
454  p  128  line  6  <yf  a  man  have  swellynge  a  boute  hys  etys> 503 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (1) 
WORTHY 
Past  p2rticiple  m2rker  y-  (130) 504 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)E=R...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Digby  14 
The  Prick  of  Conscience 
after  (12)  after*  (1) 
a3ens  (17)  a3en  (1) 
a3en  (1)  agayn  (1) 
any  (13)  eny  (9) 
be  fore  (13)  by  fore  (5) 
ore  (1)  by  fom  (1) 
bothe  (14)  bo;  (6) 
burne  (2) 
bote  (56)  but  (17) 
day  (25)  daye  (1) 
I'  pcrson  pret  2*d  ymon  pm 
echone  (2)  euche  (1) 
nother  (3)  nother-ne  (2) 
yvel  (6)  yuel  (3) 
eye  (3)  eyn*  (1) 
fimst  (12)  fiirste  (4) 
I"  pgrso  2d  pcrso 
I"  pcrson  PrA  2d  Mrson  pm 
GO 
HIGH 
HILL 
EF 
LAND 
LrI'rLE 
-LY 
MAN 
he)  (2) 
yf  (11) 
lyte  (2) 
-ly  (48) 
man  (75) 
mW  (3) 
n-dys*  (4) 
mankynde  (1) 
MANY  many(3) 
MIGFU  (V)  IN  PMQ 
NHGI-rr  WAD  mpt  (19) 
al  my3te  (3) 
NWCH  moche  (21) 
10  (1) 
agayne 
or  (4) 
er  (1) 
boýe  (2) 
buto  (1) 
dayse*  (1) 
3,  d  psrson  m 
dyde  (1) 
dede  (1) 
eche  (1) 
yveW  (1) 
IýPmu 
)euyth  (4) 
)ef  (2) 
for  geve  (1) 
J!  ýVmon  M 
32f  (4) 
for  gaf  (2) 
if  (3) 
lytell  (1) 
-lych  (3) 
ml  (30) 
rrdne  (2) 
minys*  *  (2) 
tneny  (3) 
2'd  Mrso 
my3t9  (1) 
my3te  (2) 
*e  (1) 
m20  (5) 
WY)t  (1) 
manhode(l) 
2!.  Pcmo-n 
my3te  (3) 
rny)t  (1) 
myjtys*  (2) 
my3tye  (1) 
ag2yn  (1) 
ere  (1) 
plum,  me 
dede  (1) 
min  (5) 
manhede  (1) 
ph" 
MY)t  (5) 
a,  MY)ty  (8) 
&I  mylt 
453  (1) 
455 
nyme 505 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WML  etc  nel  (1) 
NOT  no)t  (65) 
OWN 
SHALL 
IK  pwo 
schal  (4) 
sdult  (1) 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THAN 
7MN 
TMRE 
=SE 
T140SE 
THINK 
THOUGHT  (n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
'11-IROUGH 
TWO 
UNTIL 
OE  hwýwords  wh'  (86) 
w  (41) 
h461  (3) 
Hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (v) 
WILL 
I"  puson 
suche  (8) 
than  (7) 
thanne  (1) 
ýan  (22) 
thanne  (3) 
then  (1) 
V  (40) 
Pam  (2) 
ýý  (1) 
thuse  (1) 
ORMO 
1'  Wison  p-r-et 
Im3c  (3) 
th03qe  (1) 
thorgh  (4) 
thorgh  (12) 
ý00  (2) 
too  (1) 
tyl  (1) 
wh  (6) 
W-  (1) 
I'  poson 
wyUc  (14) 
nolde  (1) 
zud  wrson 
schalt  (3) 
22  pg1gon 
schulde  (1) 
smhe  (1) 
ým  (2) 
Idne  (20) 
than"  (3) 
ýanne  (1) 
ther  (32) 
Pere  (2) 
thax*  (1) 
these  (1) 
2.  d  Mrson 
rhynken  (1) 
2'd  pgrson  pict 
thoug  (1) 
thogh  (1) 
;j  (6) 
2d  mrso 
wolt  (1) 
4S6 
Folio  92v 
457  Rhyme  -more'  Folio  137V  line  17  <hy  (they)  schul  be  as  godys  ýore> 
49  Rhyme 
&wFolio  91r  line  6  -<soche  sorwe  schal  be  among  barn  thore> 
".  whom,  461. 
who' 
nys  (1) 
äm  pmon 
schal  (81) 
schalt  (54) 
schel  (12) 
schulle  (2) 
schul  (2) 
schall  (2) 
d  pgrson 
scholde  (8) 
schulde  (8) 
schuld  (1) 
tho  (1) 
than  (12) 
thal  (3) 
tbA  (1) 
ther9  (19) 
lxr  (2) 
thore4"  (1) 
thys  (1) 
Id  puson 
thynketh  (1) 
Yd  pcrson  pit 
POU)t  (1) 
tho)t  (1) 
por3  (1) 
thurgh  (3) 
woU  (2) 
AP-1 
schul  (85) 
schal  (60) 
schulletli  (10) 
schune  (9) 
schel  (4) 
schullep  (4) 
schullt  (4) 
schal  (2) 
schullyth  (1) 
scholle  (1) 
Piplal 
schulde  (2) 
scholde  (2) 
Pant  (1) 
th2ne  (7) 
thenne' 
pore437  (4) 
Pynke  (2) 
1*)t*  (1) 
tho  (1) 
I*rgh  (2) 
wollyth  (3) 
wol  (3) 
WYUC  (1) 506 
WrrH(OU7)  wý  (94) 
WORLD  world  (8) 
WOULD  l"pgrson 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (17) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (5) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (6) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (18) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (11) 
GEN  (pl)  oue  (19) 
DAT  (pl)  vs  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  oussylf  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg)  thee  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  thy  (5) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  )e  (13) 
ACC  (pl)  ye  (1) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (157) 
ACC  (sg)  hy  (26) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (60) 
DAT  (sg)  hy  (10) 
REFLEXIVE  hy  sylf  (13) 
him  sylf  (1) 
TFIIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (4) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg)  hyr9  (7) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  hy  (56) 
llay  (5) 
467 
thy  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  ham  (58) 
hy  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  hyr9  (39) 
ke  (1) 
462  Rhyme 
463  Folio  94v 
464  Genitive  inflection 
463  Only  four  of  this  variant  weren't  line  initial 
4"  Line  initial 
wyth  (19) 
e  pgrson 
)w 
1(2) 
ous 
thow  (4) 
the  (2) 
py  (5) 
hyrn  (1) 
hym  (11) 
1:  (32) 
hym  (3) 
hyin  sylf  (7) 
hy  (1) 
her9  (1) 
ýei  (48) 
ýey  (4) 
hym  (1) 
ham  (13) 
heO  (23) 
V-  psoon 
wolde  (6) 
wold  (2) 
3et  (1) 
v9  (4) 
p.  (1) 
thyn  (1) 
y&  (22) 
Iým  (2) 
hym  (3) 
thei'  (26) 
h2m  (3) 
he  (1) 
h2ml  (2) 
huO  (3) 
RLU,  d 
wolde  (6) 
wold  (1) 
W 
Me 
v3 
pi463  (1) 
Iým 
thay  (23) 
thai'"  (2) 
hA  (1) 
468 
byre 
W  Folio  93r  line  7 
40  Folio  97v  17  <of  wam  to  god  vmngeans  thy  crye> 507 
DAT  (pl)  ham  (4) 
REFLEXIVE  bam  sylf  (2) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
IST  person  am  (1) 
2ND  person  ert  (1) 
3R')  person  (sg)  ys  (173)  is  (13)  bup  (3)  buth  (1) 
3RD  person  (pl)  bup  (28)  buth  (8)  bytb  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (It)  bee  (1) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
IsTperson 
Y'D 
person 
3  RD 
person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  werO  (6) 
Preterite  subjunctive  wer,  (10) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
iST  person 
2ND  person  hast  (1) 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  hap  (15)  hath  (12)  hauyth  (1)  haf"  (I) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  baue  (6)  havyth  (3)  haýcth  (1)  hauyth  (1) 
hauep  (1)  hauyp  (1) 
Subjunctive  haue  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
1  ST 
person 
2ND  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  badde  (4) 
3RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (4) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
I  Tr 
person  come  (1) 
2  ND 
person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  comyth  (5)  cometh  (5) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  come  (4) 
Subjunctive  come  (2) 
TO  COME  Preterite 
IST  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  come  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive  come  (1) 
V-WORDS  fochesaf  (3)  repref  'repreVCA"  vyfthe 
%W72 
'vouchsak' 
Z  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g>  <"geýng> 
'twinklinj  Fol  84r 
line  15 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P>  <worthys> 
l  di4'3  (3  <wedcr>  'whethee414  worpe>  Nvore"  (1) 
<donder>'t  h  nde?  476 
wor  )  (1) 
( 
; 
40 
Rhyme 
'70  Folio  135r  line  15 
4"  Folio  93v  line  7 
1472  Folio  14  ir  lirw  20 
4"  Folio  95r  line  29 
414  Folio  96r  line  18 
475  Folio  95r  line  23 
476  Folio  91r  line  7 <,  w;  ,,  rd,  1477  <oder>othce'  (1) 
<P>  for  <Y> 
BELIEVE 
KING  kyng  (1)  kyngs*  (1) 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE  I'  pwo  2nd  PC  3,  d  PM 
leuyth  (1) 
levyth  (1) 
I'  ptrson  Mt  rd  pmon  mt  3'  mrson  pLural  prct 
ýved  (1) 
leuyd  (1) 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARL 
sin  (1)  synne  (1)  synnye  (2)  synful  (1) 
EARTH  erthe  (11) 
eir;  (2) 
FIGHT  (a)  fy)t  (1) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (2) 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE  (v)  1"Pwo  2  nd  pcrsg  3,  d  mrso  P14W 
lor/th  (2)  lovyth  (4) 
lovep  (1)  love  (1) 
loveth  (1)  lovep  (1) 
louyth  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  love  (7)  loue  (4) 
WORTHY 
y-prefix  y-  (36) 
4 
508 
'"  Folio  95V  line  18 
'Folio  139V  line  20 509 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Douce  216 
Apollonius  of  Tyre  (4  page  fragment) 
AFTER  eft  (2)  aft9  (1)  afts  (1) 
AGAINST  a)eyn  (2)  a3cyn"  (1) 
AGAIN  a3e  (2) 
ANY  eny  (2) 
ASK 
BEFORE  byfore  (5)  ar  (1)  or  (1)  to  fibre  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (1) 
BURNM 
BUT  bur  (2) 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S)  dayes  (1)  day  (1) 
DO  Ist  mrson  2nd  Wrson  3rd  pmqn  RL-A 
dyde  (1)  dyde  (1) 
dide  (1) 
EACH  ech  (1)  echý"  (1) 
NE]THER  ...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S)  epe  (1) 
FIRE 
FIRST  firste  (1)  ferst  (1) 
GIVE  Ist  pcrson  pnt  2nd  ptrsOn  P!  Ct  3rd  Mrson  2ret  phuw  Par 
)auc  (1)  )af  (4)  )af  (1) 
GO 
HIGH  hy  (1) 
HILL 
IF  3if  (1)  if  (1) 
LAND  londe  (3)  lond  (3)  londes*  (1) 
Lri=  lytdc  (1) 
-LY 
MAN  m2n  (2)  min  (1) 
MANY  many  (1) 
MIGHT  (Y)  Isr  Pgrso  2nd  pmo  3rd  ptrso  Aqw 
my3te  (2)  my3te  (1) 
MIGHT  (n/AJ)  mptes*  (1)  d1mi3t  (2) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc  nolde  (2)  nyst  (1) 
NOT  nou3t  (8) 
OWN 
SFLAJ,  L  Ist  pqrson  2nd  ILerson  3rd  pgrso 
schal  (1)  vchall  (1)  schune  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  pcrso  2nd  Mrso  3rd  pmo 
schulde  (1)  scholde  (2) 
schulde  (1) 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THAN  pan  (1) 
TIIEN  1*  (8) 
THERE  p)  (6)  IN  (5)  ýer  (3)  jar  (1) 
there  (1) 
THESE 
THOSE 
NK  TIU 
THOUGHT  (n)  ýOu3t  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO  two  (1)  twey  (1)  tweye  (1) 
before  (1) 
ýidcr  (1) 
I  Meaning  'every' 510 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (5)  wham  (3)  wher  (2) 
(w)  (0) 
(h)  (2)  ho  (2) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (y)  I  st  yqson  2nd  purson  3rd  Xrsoxi 
wol  (1)  wole  (1)  wol  (1) 
WILL  (a)  wiUe  (2) 
WITH(OLM  wit  (11)  ve  (3) 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET  3utt  (1)  3ut  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
(12)  1(6)  NOM  (sg)  y 
ACC  (sg)  me  (11) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (11) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
me  (1) 
my  self  (1)  me  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (2) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (3) 
DAT  (pl) 
LEXIVE 
vs  (1) 
REF 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  ýou  (2) 
ACC  (sg)  Pe  (3) 
GEN  (sg)  Py  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  In  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  ýe  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  )e  (10) 
30U  (5)  30w  (1) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl)  3oure  (3) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
he  (40) 
)iim  (17)  hym  (6) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (26) 
him  (2) 
his  (3) 
hym  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
MM  RETI 
,  IIMW  PERSON  fem 
sche  (9)  heo  (2)  w  (1) 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (s8)  hire  (5) 
GEN  (sg)  here  (4)  her  (3)  hire  (2) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE  hire  (1)  hure  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
Pey  (7)  hy  (3) 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (Pl)  hem  (8)  ýam  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  hire  (3)  here  (2)  )Pe  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
EXIVE 
hem  (1) 
REFL 
To  BE  Indicative 
isTperson  am  (3) 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hys  (2)  is  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  beý  (2) 
Subkractive  be  (4) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
lsTperson 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (.  g)  was  (23) 
3PD  person  (pl)  were  (5) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
ISTperSon 
haue  (3) 
PD  person 
3  RD  person 
(sg)  hap  (1) 
3  RD  person 
(pl)  haue  (1) 
Subjunct- 
To  HAVE  Preterite 
PLUW 
hure  (1) 
hare  (1) 511 
PT  person 
ý'  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hadde  (4) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (3) 
Preterite  subjunctive  hadde  (2) 
TO  COME  Indicative 
ls,  rp,,,  O. 
2ND  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
lsTPerson  cam  (1) 
eD 
person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  cam 
3  RD 
person  (pl)  conle  (1) 
Prerp  rp 
V-WORDS  <verre>'fk?,  fear 
or  fan'  (1) 
Z  WORDS 
<t>  fDr  <d> 
A>  fDr  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<ý>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING  kyng  (6) 
KIN 
KISS  Ist  perso 
KISS  (n)  kysse  (1) 
LIVE  Ist  pmon  M 
LIFE  lym  (1) 
OLD 
SIN  syne  (1) 
EARL  ed  (2) 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (1) 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE  I  st  Pgrsm 
WORTHY 
Past  participle  marker 
king  (5)  kings*  (1)  kings*  (2) 
2nd  pmo  3r-d  pmo  omw 
keuste  (2) 
kuste  (1) 
gan...  kusse" 
(1) 
2nd  pmon  pnt  Id  RMOR  M  pkd  met 
ly"de  (1) 
ý-S'  (1) 
2nd  Rgrson  3rd  pmon 
loued  (1) 
louede  (1) 
kynges* 
'  Folio  2v  fine  13  <neuffe  verre  on  hys  load> 
491  1  KiswX 512 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)EMIER...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
FORGIVE 
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Seven  Penitential  Psalms 
affi 
9  (3) 
a3enst  (6) 
apyn 
eny  (1) 
by  fore  (3) 
bothe  (4) 
but  (49) 
churche  (2) 
day  (13) 
1*  pqso 
eche  (4) 
yvel  (1) 
eye  (2) 
fire  (1) 
fiLrst  (2) 
I'  Fsrson  pi-et 
for  j)wnysse"  (2) 
I"  pgrson  pret. 
GO 
HIGH  hie  (2) 
HILL 
IF  Yf  0  1) 
LAND  lond  (5) 
LITTLE  lityl  (2) 
-LY  -ly  (57) 
MAN  n=n  (32) 
MANY  012ny  (5) 
MIGHT  (v)  I  st  PC= 
MY3t  (2) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  MY3t  (5) 
MUCH  moche  (2) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  nys  (7) 
etc 
482 
Folio  22v  line  14 
493  Folio  9r  fine  15 
484  Notm 
435  Folio  12v  line  13 
40 
Folio  20v  line  22 
40  Folio  27r  line  19 
40  Folio  l9r  line  4 
aft 
9  (3) 
ayan  (2) 
23e  (1) 
or  (3) 
bo;  (1) 
days  (2) 
rd  pmon 
YVYI  (1) 
eyyn*  (1) 
2 
ad 
,  Mrson  pret 
wuyf  (1) 
2'd  Mrson  Mt 
3af  (1) 
hey  9  (1) 
485 
3)rf  (2) 
londe  (1) 
Iml  (1) 
-lyche4B6 
wy)t  (2) 
497 
felle 
2nd  person 
my3t  (1) 
_y3ty4U 
nere  (1) 
eft  (2) 
a3ens  (1)  a3anst 
bi  for  9  (1) 
daiS,!  12  (1)  vhys*  (1) 
Yd  pmon  auw 
dyde  (1)  dude  (1) 
eyfyl  (1) 
ey')nn  443(j)  eyn* 
E  rd 
pmon  W  Plural  pre 
mt  (1) 
r-mrson  pret.  Phmj  par. 
for  3cuyd  (1) 
for  yolue  (1) 
an  hey  (1) 
Wig  (1) 
3rd  pason 
-y3t  (4) 
nel  (1) 
adnys*  (3) 
PIUW 
-Y3t  (1) 
mydday  (1) 
mrianhod  (2) NOT  now3t  (45) 
OWN  owyn  (1) 
SMALL  I  st  Mrso 
shal  (16) 
SHOULD  Ist  Mrso 
shold  (2) 
SINCE 
SUCH  suche 
(2) 
THJ'kN  than  (1) 
tbanne(5) 
thM493  (1) 
THERE  JP  (40) 
THESE  these  (2) 
THOSE  hem  (10) 
i  'MINK  I  st  person 
thencke  (2) 
thenke  (1) 
1'  person  pret. 
THOUGHT  (n)  J*u3t  (2) 
(AL)THOUGH  th0u3(l) 
THROUGH  thorow  (8) 
TWO 
UNTIL  tyl  (3) 
OE  hw-words 
wh-  (67)  whenne(25) 
where  (2) 
4" 
nawhar  (1) 
whene  (1) 
w  (4)  Wyk  (4) 
HypercOrreCtion  (3)  whascbi3tsol  (1) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  Imon 
wolle  (6) 
4P  Folio  6v  line  7 
490  Line  initial 
491  Folio  6r  line  6 
02  Solne  line-rnitial,  some  non  line-uutial 
493  Line-initial 
4"  one  non  line-initial  occurrence 
4"  Line-initial 
06  ,  he  thmght, 
497  Folio  28r  line  9 
4m  Whowl 
4W  Folio  7  line  17 
500  -whets'  Yd  person  singular 
501  'washed' 
50  -know' 
nou)t  (S)  not  (5)  nowy)t 
bd  mrso  3rd  pM  RLUW 
schalt  (21)  shal  (15)  schuffe  (10) 
shtd  (1)  sch2l  (1)  schul  (5) 
shal  shafle  shuUyjt4"  (2) 
shuH  (2) 
shul  (2) 
schal  (1) 
schalt  (1) 
2nd  pgrso  3rd  pcrson  PLzd 
shold  (3)  shold  (3) 
shuld  (1) 
tbanne 
490 
thon 
491 
(1)  ýan 
Innne  (4)  than  (3)  ýan  (3) 
ther'  (18)  themes  (3)  ýer  (3) 
pe  (1)  ýey  (1) 
Zpd  Wrson  Yd  pason 
3rd  pason  pirr  Plural  pret 
thenlq3t"  (1)  Iou3t  (1) 
Pencki3t  (1)  Pynchust  (1) 
bi  POU)t  (1) 
though 
pouý*7  (1) 
I*row (3) 
whine  (13)  what  (4)  whyle  (4) 
whas498  (2)  why  (2)  Whi  (2) 
wharn  (1)  whiche  (1)  wherfor  (1) 
whedyr  (1)  whetMt*  (1) 
wb2schynge  (1)  whoc'  (1) 
2ad  Wrson  3rd  xrSon  Rhmi 
wilt  (2)  woUe  (3)  wont  (4) 
513 
p-  (1) 
who  (3) 
wMe  (2) 
whan  (1) 514 
Wolt  (1)  Wol  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wille  (2)  wylle  (2) 
WITH(OU-I)  W1  (42)  wy3th  (7)  wy3t  (4)  wi3t  (4)  wMh  (1) 
wigh  (1) 
WORLD  worle  (10)  wordle  (1)  wories.  (1) 
WOULD  Ist  PW-,  Q  2nd  pgrso  3rd  ymon  pig.  -A 
wold  (3) 
1  YET  )et  (4)  Wt  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  Y(148)  1(4)  ych  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (97) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (141)  Myn103  (18) 
mi  (3) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (33) 
FIRST  PERSON  me  (1) 
NOM  (pl)  we  (25) 
ACC  (pl)  us  (14)  vs(5)  ous  (3) 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (10)  our*  (8) 
DAT  (pl)  us  (1) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  (79)  thou  (4)  Pow  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  (25)  the  (7) 
GEN  (sg)  py  (61)  hm"  (19)  thy  (16)  thi  (7)  thyn  (3) 
j  (2)  the  (2)  thin  (1)  Pe  (1) 
thyne  (1)  ý  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  (14)  the  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  yslef  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  3e  (3) 
ACC  (pl)  )OU  (1)  )oW  (1) 
GEN  (PI)  30-0) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (S9)  he  (38)  2",  (1)  hym"  (4) 
ACC  (sg)  hym  (13) 
GEN  (sg)  Ms  (20)  hys  (4)  ys"  (1)  is,  "  (1)  his"  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (4) 
REFLEXIVE  hy-n  self  (2)  hym  syrif  (1)  hym  silf  (1)  hym  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (S9) 
ACC  69) 
GEN  (sg)  hure  (1) 
DAT  (S9) 
r17HIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (PI)  pey  (2)  they  (9)  thay  (2)  thei  (1)  ;y 
ACC  (p])  hem  (9)  hyin  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  hure  (6)  hur9  (5)  here  (4)  hee  (2)  hire  (1) 
hit  (1)  har*  (1) 
DAT  (p]) 
"3  Before  a  word  beginning  with  a  vowel  e.  g.,  <eriemies,  vyyn> 
Before  words  beginning  with  <h>  or  a  vowel. 
Folio  20v  line  13 
hripersonal  constniction 
W7  Genitive  inflection 
506  Genitive  infloction 
W9  Genitive  inflection 515 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
iST  person 
2ý  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3'w  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
ST  person 
2 
RD 
person 
3  person  (sg) 
RD  3  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
I  Yr  person 
2 
ND 
person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
ubjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
I  person 
2'  person  RD  3 
RD 
person  (sg) 
3  person  (p]) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person  ND  2 
RD 
person 
3 
RD 
person  (sg) 
3  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
I  ST  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
hem  (1) 
-(8) 
art  (7) 
ys  (57) 
ben  (1) 
beth  (15) 
be  (18) 
vme  (2) 
were  (1) 
were  (6) 
were  (8) 
halue 
hath  (16) 
han  (1) 
haue  (1) 
hadde  (1) 
hauy3t  (1) 
hauy3c  (4) 
cam 
<foys>  'voice'  (Fol 
2r  line  17)  (1) 
Z/z;  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<P>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P> 
ýydyr  (1) 
<P>  for  <Y> 
BELIEVE 
KING  kyng  (3) 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE  Ist  XTSO 
510  Folio  6v  line  13 
511  Ch6st  is  sentence  subject. 
hem  self  (1) 
em  (5) 
is  (3) 
bethe  (6) 
were  (1) 
wee  (5) 
wet*  (1) 
haue  (1) 
hathe  (7) 
hadde  (i) 
<fouchesaf> 
Ivouchsafil  (Fol  3r 
line  13)  (1) 
kyngis* 
2nd  Mrso 
;  (2)  bethslo(2) 
ben  (2) 
h.;  (1) 
had  (1)  hauyfc  (1) 
<vore>  (1) 
kyngdom  (1) 
kd  grson  Ph" 
artsl  1  (1) 516 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARTU 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE  (n) 
WORTI-lY 
Y-prefixes 
lyf  (3) 
synne  (25) 
erthe  (3) 
heuyn  (5) 
couth  (1) 
ly3t  (2) 
loue  (1) 
(35) 
lif  (3) 
512 
ssynne  (2) 
erth  (1) 
heuenys*  (1) 
ý3te  (1) 
i-  (1) 
IYUY3  (1) 
synnys*  (10)  synfid  (4)  synfol  (1) 
crthý  (1) 
hetr/n,  (4) 
fi3tly  (1)  btylhcd  (1) 
512  Not  line-inifial 517 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)EITHER  ... 
(N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
HILL 
IF 
LAND 
Lri-ME 
-LY 
MAN 
MIGHT 
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Arthour  and  Merlin 
W  (16)  after  (1) 
a3cns  (12)  agap  (3)  a3eyn  (1) 
a)en  (7)  agayn  (1) 
eny  (11) 
Ist  pgrson  pvt  2nd  pgrson  pret  3rd  pgrson  Mt 
askede  (5) 
by  forn  (7)  er  (2)  or  (1) 
bi  for9 
(1) 
bothe  (10)  bope  (4)  both  (3) 
Ist  pmon  pig  2nd  Rtrson  pret  3rd  ymon  prct 
brende  (2) 
brend  (1) 
but  (37) 
cburch  (1) 
Ist  Rum  2nd  pgrson  3rd  Mrson 
cowde  (2) 
day  (24)  dayes*  (1) 
I  st  Mrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson 
dost  (1)  dop  (2) 
Ist  pmon  W  2nd  pcrson  pLet  3rd  pgrson  M 
dude  (8) 
dede  (1) 
echon  (6)  ech  (1)  ech  (1) 
nolp  ...  ne...  (3)  nother  (1)  eyýer  (1) 
cy3en*  (1) 
feyr  (2) 
fi!  rst  (2) 
Ist  Xrson  pre 
Ist  Krson 
I  st  ILerson  M 
an  hy)  (2) 
yf  (16) 
lond  (5) 
bte  (1) 
-IY  (5) 
-Bch  (1) 
man  (37) 
man  kende  (2) 
many  (32) 
Ist  pgrson 
fimt  (1)  &rSt313  (1) 
2nd  pgrson  Mt  3rd  ptrson  piet 
MIGHT  (nlAj)  MY3t  (8) 
MUCH  moche  0  1) 
NE,  BE,  HAVF,  WILL  etc  nold  (6) 
NOT  nou3t  (19) 
OVVN  oune  (1) 
SHALL  Ist  pmon 
scU  (5) 
3af  (1) 
2nd  Xrson  3rd  Xrso 
94  (1) 
2nd  Xrson  yn  3rd  pgrson  pict 
wente  (2) 
3ede  (1) 
firde  (1) 
hey3h  (1)  hey3e  (1) 
if  (8)  3yf  (1) 
londe  (3)  londes*  (2) 
-lych  (4)  Akhe  (1) 
-Ech  (1)  -leche  (1) 
ma  (1)  manne  (1) 
man  kynne  (1)  manhode  (1) 
manye  (5)  amanye  (1) 
2nd  pcrson  3rd  pgrson 
mpt  (1)  my3t  (12) 
my)te  (3) 
mygt  (1)  mpte  (1) 
moch  (1)  moch  (1) 
nolde  (5)  nelt  (1) 
no)t  (2)  n2U3t  (1) 
owne  (1) 
2nd  pcrso  3rd  pmo 
schak  (6)  schal  (13) 
P-1-d  RE: 
ere  (1) 
boy  (1) 
plual  pm 
w9w 
cowden  (2) 
pimw 
doý  (1) 
PI-M  pa 
eche  (1) 
nother  ..  ne 
(1) 
plmA  pLet 
PLIMI 
wenten  (6) 
wente  (5) 
gonne  (1) 
)eden  (1) 
-ýche  (1) 
nmnes*  (3) 
PIUW 
my3c  (7) 
MY)tte  (1) 
myltten 
mpren 
al  mpty  (1) 
nolden'  14  (1) 
nowt  (1) 
pLqw 
schul  (16) 
eer  (1) 
echone  (1) 
-ly3e  (1) 
neue  (1) 
2113  Line  iritial 
514  piural  infleefion  '-en' SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
711AN 
ý  THEN 
'I'HERE 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK 
THOUGHT(n) 
(AL)THOUGH 
711ROUGH 
TWO 
UI'ML 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (82) 
(W)  (8) 
hypercorrection  (1) 
WILL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
V=(OU'O 
WORLD 
WOULD 
schalle  (1)  SCM  (1)  schuUyý  (2) 
schuUeý  (1) 
scune  (1) 
schfl  (1) 
ISE  PC  2nd  pmo  3rd  p=  RhW 
schuld  (1)  schulde  (10)  schuIden  (4) 
schuld  (7)  schuld  (2) 
sculde  (1)  sculd  (1) 
swych  (2)  suche  (1)  "he  (1)  swych  (1) 
Pan  (4) 
ýanne  (48)  ýan  (20)  ýo  (19)  tho  (1)  Pane  (1) 
ýAr  (35)  *9  (8)  P9  (6)  Pee  (3)  Per  (3) 
ýo  (4)  ky  (1)  tho  (1) 
Ist  pmon  2nd  person  pret  lEd  pmon  prct  plural  P= 
POU)te  (4)  ýOu3rte  (1) 
Poug  (2)  l*u3ten  (1) 
by  Pou)t  (2)  by  I*u)ten(l) 
pou3t  p) 
Pou3  (2) 
ýrou)  (8) 
ýWwt  (1) 
twey  (5) 
tyl  (6) 
whanne(28) 
whar  (5) 
whedur  (1) 
whyte  (1) 
whtde  (1) 
wat  (2) 
VrAune  $16 
Wber,  517  (1) 
Ist  pus 
welte  (3) 
wyl  (2) 
welle  (2) 
Wille  (1) 
w,  (99) 
world  (3) 
I  st  pgrson 
ý=3 
two  (4) 
til  (1) 
why  (10) 
whaes  (3) 
whyche  (1) 
whyle  (1) 
w2nne 
2nd  FKtson 
wyk  (1) 
wele  (1) 
Vil  (1) 
witsis  (I) 
wordl  (2) 
2nd  pgrson 
woldest  (1) 
I)o-3e  (1)  pou3t  (1)  PM515  (1) 
white  (7)  what  (6)  WN  (5) 
wharO  (3)  vvýanne  (2)  wbine  (2) 
whatther  (1)  whyles  (1)  whan 
whane  (1)  whan  (1)  wher 
wedyr  (1)  wy3t  (1)  WYIC  (1) 
Ird  ygno 
wol  (1)  wol  (1) 
wouyý  (1) 
wouep  (1) 
3rd  Xtson 
wold  (9)  wolden  (5) 
wolde  (2)  wold  (3) 
YET  3ta  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (30) 
ych  (3) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (22) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (20) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (3) 
Reflexive  my  sclue  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (13) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (11) 
GEN  (pl)  oue  (11) 
DAT  (pl)  vs  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  vs  (2) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  tu  (31) 
ACC  (sg)  fhe  (8) 
GEN  (sg)  11(13) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE  17  sehie  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
3's  Rhymed  with  <vndo> 
516 
517.  wem 
518  Folio  33v  line  2 
...  Rhymedwith'seo' 
*  (1) 
ych  (13) 
yche  (2) 
-ya  (5) 
ich  (6)  1(5)  ich  (4) 
iche  (2) 
us 
1-0 
519  (1) 
ýjn  (4)  Pyne  (1)  thy  (1) 
518 519 
NOM  (pl)  3c  (28) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
3ow  (22) 
3OV4'  (8)  3our)  (2) 
DAT  (pl)  3ow  (2) 
71-=  PERSON  max. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (144)  hymýý  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hym  (36)  hy  (5)  hyO  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (77) 
h)nn  (14) 
hys  (19) 
hy  (1)  him  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE  hyrn  (3)  by  sylf  (1) 
T11IRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg)  )he  (37) 
ACC  (sg)  hue  (14) 
GEN  (sg)  hue  (2)  her9  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
Reflexive  hee  sylf  (1) 
71430  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  Pey  (107)  Pei  (12)  the'(2) 
ACC  (pl)  hem  (43) 
her9  (27) 
he  (3) 
hur9  (6) 
Ym  (1) 
here  (2) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl)  hem  (8) 
hem  (7) 
he  (3) 
wm  (1)  he  (1) 
REFLE3CM 
TO  BE  Indicative 
Is.  rprrson 
PD  person 
am  (2) 
art  (3) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  ys  (24)  is  (9)  beýe  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  bup  (6)  bep  (4) 
Subjunctive  be  (5) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
fr  person 
2ýD  erson 
was  (3) 
were  (1) 
524  p 
3  RD  person  (sg)  was  (99)  weS523  (1)  uas 
3RD  person  (pl)  weren.  (25) 
Vier'  (9) 
wer*  (23) 
whee  (1)  war9  Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  14AVE  Indicative 
IST  person 
2ýD  erson 
haue  (1) 
hast  (1) 
p 
3  RD  person  (sg)  haý  (6) 
3 
RD 
person  (PI)  ban  (4)  haue  (1) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
Is.  rperson 
2  ND  person 
haddest  (1) 
3  RD  person 
(Sg) 
3RD  person 
(PI) 
hadde  (15) 
haddc  (2)  n  (2)  hadde  hadde  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
hadde  (11) 
TO  COME  Indicative 
IST  person 
PD  person 
3RD  person 
(sg) 
3M  person 
(pl) 
Subjunctive  come  (1) 
TO  COME  Preterite 
IsTperson 
PD  person 
3  RD 
person 
(sg)  com  (4) 
come  (4) 
come  (3) 
comen  (3)  com  (1) 
3  RD  person 
(pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive  corn  (2)  come  (1) 
V-WORDS  <vyf>  for'five'  <vif>  for'live(l) 
(2) 
Z  WORDS 
<t>  for  <a> 
<k>  for  <g>  <gowde>'coul& 
Y"  -hym.  was  ful.  wo, 
521  Line  initial 
522  -hem  were  to  don' 
513  Folio  27V  line  I 
'  Folio  16r  line  II 
hcrný`  (1) 
hym  (1) 
her  (2) 
war9  (1) 
ýay  (1) 520 
<p>  for  <6 
<d>  for  <P>  modyr  (15)  fader  (6)  gederys  (6)  whedur  (1) 
<P>  fi)r  <y> 
BELIEVE  Ist  ptrag,  2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrso  Phol 
bi  leuden  (1) 
KING  kyng  (58)  kyne  (17)  kine  (1)  kynge  (1)  king 
kyngys'  (3)  kyngs*  (1)  kyngs*  (1)  kyngys*  (1)  kyndom  (1) 
kyngdom  (1) 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE  lyf  (6)  lyfe  (1)  alýw  (6)  alyfe  (1) 
OLD  old  (4)  elde  (2)  eldest  (1)  eldeste  (1) 
SIN 
EARL  erl  (2)  erlys*  (6)  erlis*  (3) 
EARTH  eorthe  (5)  mold  (1)  eorth  (1)  erthe  (1) 
FIGHT  (v)  Ist  Mrson  p-a  2nd  pcrson  p=  3rd  Mrson  Mt  Plural  Pat 
fougen  (3) 
fau3t  (1) 
ffiu3t  (1) 
-  fou3tyn  (1) 
FIGHT  (n)  fy5t  (7)  fy3"YS*  (1) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (8)  heuene*  (2) 
KNOW  Ist  MOO  2nd  Ruso  3rd  Mrso 
PLUrj2 
woot  canst  knowyp  (1) 
vqst 
KNEW  Ist  Mrson  prct  2nd  ptrson  pict  3rd  ptrson  pre  pwwm 
knewe  (1) 
LIGHT  (n)  ýnt  (4)  he  2  IY3C  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  loue  (6) 
WORTHY  worthyer  (1) 
Past  Participle  marker  y  (41)  V2,  (I) 
525  Line-initial 521 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Greaves  54 
Speculum  Christiani  (Hand  one:  fols  1-63) 
AFTER  49  (17)  aftyr*  (16)  afi-yr  (6)  afier  (1) 
AGAINST  23M  (9)  a3en  (7)  agayne  (2)  agaynys  (1) 
&)en9  (1)  agaynes 
AGAIN  a3en  (5) 
ANY  eny  (12)  any  (2)  ony  (1) 
ASK  I"  pcmon  2d  pcrson  M  3rd  paso  Aqw 
askyd  (1) 
BEFORE  by  foe  (12)  a  foO  (6)  by  for  (2)  by  forW  (1)  by  foryne  (1) 
a  f0m,  (1)  a  fore  (1)  erg  (1) 
BOTH  bothe  (10)  both  (1) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (74) 
CHURCH  churche  (26)  church  (4)  chyrche  (1)  church  (1) 
COIJLD 
DAY(S)  day  (56)  dayes*  (6) 
DO  I'  Mrson  pict  2d  Mrson  pn  ptrson  pret  pluld  pot 
dede  (2)  dede  (1) 
EACH 
(N)ErI7HER. 
.. 
(N)OR  nother..  no..  nothyr..  no..  (2)  othee-othee-  no3t.  ..  nother.  -  (2)  nother  ..  ne 
(10)  (2) 
nothe  ...  nother  nother  (8)  other  (44) 
(1) 
EVIL  euyl  (13) 
EYE(S)  ye  (3)  yee  (2)  Yee  *  (1) 
FIRE  ýe  (5)  flye  (1) 
FIRST  fyrst  (28)  lyrste  (5)  flyrstem(l) 
GIVE  I"pgrson  2d  pcrson  3d  pgrson  Pl9w 
3ef  (1)  )euethe  (1)  geue  (1) 
xuythe  (1) 
I'  pmon  pvc  2"d  Fsrson  m  Yd  Mrson  pot  Plural  PrE 
FORGIVER 
&r  )cf  (3) 
GO  1'  pgoon 
HIGH 
hy  (3) 
HILL 
hylle  (3) 
IF  yf  (42) 
LAND  lond  (4) 
LrI`TLE  lycel  (3) 
-LY  -ly  (96) 
MAN  man  (114) 
m2nhode  (2) 
MANY  -ny  (9) 
MIGFIT  (v)  I'  pqso 
MIGHT  WAP  my3c  (4) 
for  )eve  (2) 
2"  ptrso 
an  hy  (2) 
527 
Iff  (1) 
londe  (3) 
w  (1) 
ma9  (1) 
meny  (4) 
2.  d 
Rmo 
MY)t  (1) 
niyght  (1) 
32fe  (1) 
jaf(l) 
pue  (1) 
3'dKrso  alipi 
gothe  (2) 
Mon  (1)  n-a  (1)  rnan9  (1) 
mony  (2) 
3,  d  PM2  OW31 
mpt  (12)  MY3C  (2) 
21my3ty  (3)  my3tfid  (1) 
326  After  a  punctus 
527  Line  inifial 522 
NMCH  moche  (35) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  noide  (1) 
etc 
NOT  no3t  (128) 
OVIN  owne  (6) 
SHALL  I'Vcrson 
sdial  (5) 
SHOULD  I'mrso 
SINCE 
SUCH 
'ITIAN 
=N 
7MRE 
=SE 
TTIOSE 
'MN 
sythe  (1) 
swhe  (16) 
than  (11) 
thenne  (45) 
*  (1) 
ther  (90) 
thes  (12) 
Vm  (2) 
'MOUGHT  (n)  thou3t  (4) 
(AL)THOUGH  thogh  (2) 
thow 
S21  (1) 
THROUGH  thour  (14) 
TWO  to  (3) 
UNTIL  tyl  (2) 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  who  (2) 
(274)530 
wham  (2) 
(W)  (8) 
533  wyche  (3) 
(h)  (22)  536 
h0537  (2t) 
Hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (v)  1"  pason 
wyl  (3) 
wyll  (3) 
wol  (2) 
WILL  (n)  wyne  (9) 
WrrH(OU'l)  withe  (47) 
with(2) 
WORLD  worle  (27) 
528  Folio  34v  line  12  'who' 
529  Folio  3r  line  13  <tho)e  hit  be/  go&> 
5"  Including  the  examples  that  follow. 
531  Folio  34v  line  18 
02  Plural  noun 
533  Including  the  examples  that  follow 
SM  Folio  34v  line  17  'who' 
M  Folio  40r  line  21  'whether' 
536  Including  the  examples  that  follow 
537  4who, 
519  Folio  32v  line  10  'whose' 
'39  -worldly' 
mykel  (1) 
no3te  (6) 
e  pmon 
schAt  (32) 
2  Od  Mrso 
schulde  (20) 
schuld  (4) 
sythen  (1) 
thenne(5) 
then  (6) 
ýenne  (1) 
ther9  (4) 
these  (6) 
tho  (2) 
tho3t  (1) 
tho3e  (1) 
thourO  (9) 
tyll  (1) 
.  hw.,  t  (1) 
wuhe 
534 
(1) 
hos  sm  (1) 
2'd  pcrson 
wyll  (3) 
with  (28) 
worlde  (8) 
not  (4) 
12  lKrson  PLUMI 
schal  (39)  schal  (29) 
shal  (6)  schul  (13) 
schaU  (2)  shal  (10) 
schut  (1)  schall  (6) 
schull  (4) 
3A  Krso  pt4M1 
schulde  (15) 
schuld  (1) 
then  (3) 
thanne  (4)  than  (4) 
them  (2) 
them  (1)  tham 
though3tys*  (1)  thynkyng  (1) 
tho3  (1)  ý03  (1) 
thro)e  (2)  throw)e  (2) 
-helpys'  (1)  whome  (1) 
wether 
535 
(1)  wiche  (1) 
wd  ---  - 
wol  (10) 
wolt  (1) 
WYH-*  (1) 
wT  (15) 
world  (3) 
Pi" 
wol  (7) 
WyHe  (2) 
WYU  (1) 
WYIYS*  (1) 
wythe  (9) 
vlorV" 
tho  (1) 
ýOu)  (1) 
tho)e'" 
whame 
wyth 523 
WOULD  I"psrson  e  pmon 
wolte  (2) 
YET  3et  (11) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (68) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (22) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (29) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (9) 
REFLEXIVE  me  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (49) 
ACC  (pl)  o'(33) 
GEN  (pl)  oue  (65) 
DAT  (pl)  ol(4) 
REFLEXIVE  oo(2) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  thu  (96) 
ACC  (sg)  the  (11) 
GEN  (sg)  thy  (91) 
DAT  (sg)  the  (6) 
REFLFJC[VE  thy  sybie  (4) 
NOM  (pl)  3e  (68) 
ACC  (pl)  ya7  (7) 
GEN  (p])  your*  (16) 
30wrl  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  3ou  (4) 
REFLEDCIVE  yow(l) 
THIRD  PERSON 
masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (208)  95,00) 
ACC  (sg)  hyrn  (26)  hyvP  (24) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (107)  his  (102) 
DAT  (sg)  hyin  (22)  byre  (13) 
REFLEXIVE  hym  sylue  (7)  hyin  sylve  (5) 
h)une  sylve  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON 
fem 
NOM  (sg)  sche  (25) 
ACC  (s9)  her  (12) 
GEN  (sg)  her  (11) 
DAT  (s9)  her*  (2) 
ýMIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (PI)  they  (67) 
ACC  (PI)  hýrm  (33) 
hyme  (1) 
GEN  (PI)  W  (24) 
340  -me  diinkythe'  Lrnpersonal  construction. 
541  Folio  37v  line  4 
sc  Folio  45v  line  24  <that  a  was  dreuyn  oute> 
M3  45v]ine25 
s"  Genitive  inflection 
54,  cienitive  inflection  on  a  feminine  notm. 
546  0,,  itive  inflection  on  a  feminine  noun. 
5a  Folio  3r  line  19 
so  Folio  26v  line  3 
wolde  (14)  wolde  (4) 
wold  (1)  wold  (1) 
me5o(l) 
WC 
myne  (2) 
my  sylue 
ous(3)  our(3) 
-(5)  o*o  (3) 
vs  (5) 
owr*  (6) 
P9  (2)  thow  (2)  thou  (1) 
thyne  (2)  thyro  (1)  thyn  (1) 
the  (2)  thy  sylf  (1) 
yow  (2) 
3.411,341  (3)  3oul  (2)  pur  (2) 
you  (1) 
Pu  (2) 
thu  (3) 
thi  (2) 
thy  selfe  (2) 
3oo(6) 
your  (5) 
yow  (2) 
your  sylw  (1) 
he'43 
(1) 
YSM  (85) 
hyin  sylf  (1)  hyrrP  selue  (1)  h)nn  self 
her9  (5) 
her')  (2)  YS545  (5)  hys"  (1) 
her  (1) 
thay  (39) 
ham  (8)  th2m  (6)  hem  (2) 
hyml  (1) 
her  (21)  ther  (6) 
herr* 
548 
(1) 
hame5'7  (2)  hyrn DAT  (pl)  h!  rm  (2) 
REFLEXIVE  býcm  (3) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
1ST  person  am(25) 
2ND  person  erte  (6) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  ys  (167) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  buth  (6) 
Subjunctive  be  (21) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
iST  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  wet* 
(2) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  wer*  (11) 
Preterite  subjunctive  wet 
(2) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
iST  person 
baue  (7) 
2  ND  person 
hast  (7) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hathe  (21) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  h2ue  (15) 
habethe  (1) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
1ST  person 
bad  (1) 
iND 
person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  h2d  (18) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  had  (3) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person  come 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  comythe  (8) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive  cum  (1) 
To  COME  Preterite 
I  ST  person 
eD  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg)  aune  (9) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  came  (4) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/g  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<budon>  for 
'button'  (1) 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P> 
fider  (11) 
whedeO  (1) 
hye  (1)  hym  (1)  hem  (1) 
bývm  sylve  (3)  b!  rm 
sylue  (1) 
am,  (1) 
ert  (6)  2n  (5)  arte  (1) 
buthe  (6)  is  (1)  bythe  (1) 
bethe  (5)  buthe  (4)  aro  (1) 
were  (1)  wer  (1) 
wer  (9) 
haste  (3)  haý  (1) 
hath  (2)  haue  (2)  hauythe  (1) 
h2be  (4)  hauythe  (1)  h2uyth  (1) 
hathe  (1) 
hadde  (10)  hadd  (1) 
hadde  (3) 
comyth  (1) 
come  (1) 
<gaderythe> 
$50  fitdyr  (4) 
(5) 
mod9  (1)  moder  (1) 
<P>  for  <Y> 
BELMTE  (v)  Ist  pe  2nd  Wrson  3rd  Mo 
so  Folio  l6r  line  16 
350, 
Bather, 
351  Refering  to  Adam 
fiLd') 
be  bpe 
524 
er9 
hath  (1) 
ffider"I  (1) by  ýýe  (1) 
BELIEF  (n)  be  ýve  (1) 
ýue  (1) 
KING  kyng  (7)  kyng,  (4)  kpgee  (3)  kynp*  (1) 
kyngdo-ys  (2)  kyngdome  (1) 
KIN  kynne  (2) 
KISS 
ý  LIVE  Ist  ygrso  Zad  Pg  3rd  Rm  PIMA  ly-  (1)  "the  (1) 
k-uyth  (1) 
LIFE  V(10)  bme  (2)  lif  (1) 
ý,  Ws  (1)  lcuyne53 
OLD 
SIN  Ist  Mrso  Znd  Mrso  3rd  Puso 
sy-ythe  (1) 
SIN  (n) 
EARL 
sMe  (65)  synnes*  (14)  synnys*  (3) 
EARTH  )erthe554  (5)  erthe  (3) 
FIGHT  (n/v)  Ist  Mrson  2nd  pwon  3r-d  pcrsoq 
ý3t  (1) 
Is-t  Mrson  PM  2-n-d  Wrson  W  Lrd  pcrson  prgt  phuýaj  Rre 
y  6pqd  (2) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (11)  beuyne  (4)  heuyn9(2)  heuynys'(1) 
KNEW  I  st  ptrson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  rrson  PLUM! 
knew  (1)  knew  (2) 
LIGHT  I  st  ptrso  2nd  ptrson  3rd  pcrson  Ph" 
LIGHT  (n)  ly3t  (4)  ly)te  (1) 
LOVE  Ist  psrso  2nd  Wrso  3rd  pgrso  vLqw 
loue  (3)  louyst  (1)  louythe  (1)  loue  (2) 
louyth  (1) 
LOVE  (n)  lo-(7)  love  (1) 
WORTTIY 
Past  participle  marker  r  (18) 
352  Folio  50r  line  3 
553  Adjective 
554  Folio  Iv  line  26 
hcuyn*  (1) 
525 526 
AF77R 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BRIDGE 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)ErMER  ...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
FUGH 
HILL 
IF 
LAND 
Lri= 
-LY 
MIGHT 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVF,  WILL  etc 
NOT 
OVIN 
SHALL 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Rawlinson.  C.  655 
Northern  Passion 
A9  (12)  aft  (1) 
a3ens  (5)  a3en  (5)  agayne  (1) 
a3en  (2)  Spin  (1) 
eny  (2)  ani  (1)  any 
Ist  Vrson  p1mr  2nd  pcrson  p=  3rd  Vrson  pm  p1mw  Pic 
asked  (1) 
be  fore  (11)  by  fome  (2)  by  for  (2)  ore 
555 
bop  (2)  boýe  (1) 
bote  (7)  bot  (5)  but  (5) 
day  (13)  daye  (2)  d2yes'  (2) 
Ist  mrson  Pat  2nd  pmon  pret  3rd  Xrson  pot  plural  pret 
dide  (2)  dude  (2) 
did  (1)  did  (2) 
dide  (2) 
echon  (3)  echone  (2)  eche  (1) 
cuel  (2)  iuel  (2)  euil  (1) 
ea3en  (1)  e3cu 
GOO) 
first  (3)  ffursO56  (2)  jqjrSr557  (1)  furst  (1) 
Ist 
ptm  2nd  Rmo  3rd  ptm  Ph" 
ýiue  (1)  nmeý  (1) 
Ist  FrSon  pre  2nd  Wrson  pret  3rd  pCrson  pre  pre 
3af  (2)  3af  (1) 
hey  (4)  hy)te  (1)  hei)  (1)  hyie  (1) 
hille  (2) 
if  (13)  (10)  Yf  (1) 
londe  (5)  lond  (3)  londes*  (1) 
-ly  (7)  -liche  (2)  -lyche  (1) 
man  (26)  mon  (2)  nianne  (1)  niannes*  (3) 
many  (2)  manye  (1) 
I  st  Xrson  2nd  person  3rd  pgrson 
rni3c  (1)  mijt  (5)  mig  (7) 
Mi3te  (5)  michr  (1) 
MY)t  (1)  my3t  (1) 
mi)te  (1) 
mig  (5)  my3t  (3)  nAt51  (1) 
muchel  (4)  mekel  (1)  n-Likul  (1) 
no3t  (50)  nou3t  (1)  no3te  (1) 
owen  (2) 
I  st  Inrson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  Xrson  ph" 
ssal(II)  ssale  (3)  Sul  (9)  SSW"  (16) 
Sal  (2)  ssk  (2)  ssalt  (1)  sulle  (2) 
ssall  (1)  Schal  (1)  Sal'  (1)  ssolle  (2) 
schul  (2) 
scat  (1) 
ssuu  (1) 
schulle  (1) 
Sul  (1) 
555  Folio  7r  line  4  <saue  vs  W  ore  we  deye> 
'm  Line  initial 
5-17  Line  initial 
358  Folio  48v  line  8 
5-"  Folio  8v  line  5  le  pour  imn  ad  hauc> 
"0  Line  initial 
mann"  (1) SHOULD  Ist  pmon  2nd  Mrsoji  Lrd  mrson 
-hal  (1) 
ssulde  (1)  ssolde  (3) 
schold  (1)  ssulde  (1) 
m1de  (1)  schulde  (1) 
scolde  (1) 
SINCE  sipen  (3)  syýene  (1) 
schude  (1) 
SUCH  swilke  (1)  swihe  (1)  sweche  (1) 
77-IAN  pa  (1) 
THEN  ýanne  (15)  pan  (13)  sijxn  (5) 
siýpen  (1) 
then  (1)  jxme  (1)  )4ne  (1) 
7TEME  PaO  (30)  ý,  -=  (11)  ý,  -r  (10)  lp  (4)  ther*  (2) 
1mr  (2) 
ýOrel" 
thar  (2) 
peire  (1) 
ther  (1)  thoreml 
THESE 
THOSE  hem  (1) 
7701;  yl  Ist  pqson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson  RLUW  kinkes  (2) 
Ist  p----on  pm  2ad  Arson  pLet  M  ptrson  M  "  pm 
ýo3t  (5)  Po)te  (1) 
ý%te  (3) 
bY  ý03te  (1) 
THOUGHT  (n)  Po)t  (3) 
CAL)THOUGH 
THROUGH  ýorowe  (4 
TWO  to  (1) 
UN71L  tille  (4) 
OE  hw-wor&  (wh)  (2)  who  (1) 
(w)  (69) 
(qu-)  (4) 
(h)  (2)  ho  (2) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  Zrson 
wille  (6) 
wolle  (3) 
wole  (1) 
wol  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wiUe  (24) 
Wi  Ili(OUT)  wiý  (97) 
WORLD 
WOULD  Istpgso 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  1(44) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (39) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (22) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (12) 
REFLEXIVE  me  sulf  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (27) 
ACC  (pl)  vs  (14) 
GEN  (pl)  our9  (4) 
DAT  (pl) 
FLEXIVE 
vs  (2) 
RE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  ýow  (33) 
ACC  (sg)  ýe  (13) 
-'61  Folio  48r  line  3,  rhyme  with  'more' 
5'2  Rhymed  with'sore' 
563  Folio  l8r  line  8 
364  Line  initial 
565  Impersonal  constrtwtion 
2nd  pcrson 
wue  (1) 
wilr  (2) 
_Ylle  (1) 
wit  (3) 
2nd  pgrso 
*  (1) 
y  (43) 
mine  (2) 
ous  (1) 
I*u  (18) 
I*U  (8) 
3rd  pmor, 
wiffe  (3) 
wole  (2) 
woHe  (2) 
wile  (2) 
wol  (1) 
WH  (1) 
wyUe  (1) 
wyc  (1) 
3rd  puso 
wolde  (7) 
wold  (4) 
weldc5,, 
)et  (1) 
me's  (4) 
nk  (1) 
us  (1) 
1-  (1) 
Porow  (1)  ý0-3t  (1) 
A121 
wyUe  (5) 
wolle  (3) 
wille  (2) 
wole  (2) 
wol  (1) 
wa  (1) 
wyý  (1)  w'(1) 
RLUAI 
wolde  (3) 
wold  (2) 
3ett  (1) 
myne  (1) 
527 
Po)t  (3)  Po3te  (1) 
ýorowe  (4)  porý  (4)  Por3  (1) 
to  (1) 
tille  (4)  tyUe  (1) 
who  (1)  whe  (1) 528 
GEN  (sg)  ýy  (29)  ýin  (4)  ýine  (3)  Pyn  (1)  17ne  (1) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
I)e  (8) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  )e  (40)  3ow  (3)  )06(2)  3ou  (1)  ye  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  3ou  (20)  30w  (8) 
GEN  (pl)  rui,  (5)  youe  (1)  )0-0) 
DAT  (pl)  3ou  (2) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (256)  him  (10)  hym(l) 
ACC  (sg)  him  (46)  hl  (11)  hem  (3)  hy  (1)  he  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (75)  is  (14)  hys  (8)  YS 
567  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  him  (34)  111(11) 
REFLEXIVE  him  (10)  him  self  (2)  hem  self  (2)  him  sulf  (2) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (8)  scho  (2) 
ACC  (sg)  hl  (1) 
GEN  (sg)  hir9  (11)  het*  (1)  hire  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  hir9  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl)  hii  (60)  ýey  (43)  hey  (12)  ýay  (7)  thai  (6) 
Pe"'  (1)  hy  (1)  tbay  (1)  he  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  hem  (17)  he  (4)  ýem  (3)  him  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  her'  (8)  here  (3)  he9  (2)  hore  (2)  hir*  (1) 
her  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  hem  (11)  he  (3) 
ý21n  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  he  (3)  hem  (2) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
ls*rperson  am  (8) 
eD  person  ert  (3)  art  (2) 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  is  (35)  ys  (7)  ert  (2) 
3RD  person  (pl)  bep  (5) 
Subjunctive  be  (11) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
PT 
person  eD 
person 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  was  (41)  war  (1)  wer9  (1) 
3 
RD 
person  (pl)  wer9  (11)  were  (4)  vlore,  69 
(1) 
Preterite  subjunctive  wee  (7)  were  (5) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
PT  person  haue  (13) 
eD  person  hauest  (4)  has  (1)  haues  (1)  haueste  (1)  hast  (1) 
3  RD  person  (sg)  haueP  (10)  hap  (3)  has  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  haue  (7)  hauep  (6)  ban  (1) 
Subjunctive  haue  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls'rperson 
P"  person 
3M  person  (Sg)  had  (2)  baued  (2)  hadde  (1)  hauede  (1) 
3RD  person  (pl)  had  (1)  haued  (1) 
preterite  subjunctive 
3RD  person  (pl) 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iSTperson  come 
el)  person  come  comest 
3RD  person  (sg)  com  (4) 
3RD  person  (pl)  com  (3) 
Subjunctive  com  (1) 
TO  COME  Preterite 
isTperson 
2ND  person 
3RD  person  (sg)  com  (9)  come  (1)  cam  (1) 
3RD  person  (pl)  com  (5)  come  (2) 
preterite  subjunctive 
W  Line  initial 
367  Genitive  inflection 
5m  Folio  l4v  line  5  <Panne  seip  Pe  Pat  stondep  by  side> 
"  Rhymed  with  'lore' 529 
V-WORDS,  <vor>  'for'  (7)  <wl>'fiff  (1)  <Vol>  fidr  (1) 
Z/F,  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý>  fadur  (1) 
<P>  for  <Y>  <)c>  for  <pe>  (1) 
RPT.  VE 
KING  king  (3)  kings*  (1) 
KIN 
Kiss  Ist  pcrson  pret  2nd  pcrson  Mt  3rd  Xrson  pg  P-hin!  M 
kissed  (1) 
LIVE  Ist  ycrson  2nd  pmon  3rd  ptrson  P-luw 
Buen  (1) 
ýMcp  (1) 
LIFE  hue  (3)  bf  (2) 
OLD 
SIN  senne  (6)  sinne  (2)  syne  sine  (1)  synne 
stmne  (1)  senfid  (1) 
EARL 
EARTH  erpe  (2) 
FIGHT  (n/v)  63t  (1) 
HEAVEN  hemn  (6)  heuene  (2)  heae  (1)  heuEne  (1)  heuene'  (3) 
heuen*  (1)  heae*  (1)  heuene*  (1) 
KNOW  I  st  ptrson  2nd  pmon  3rd  Mrson  pLqw 
kn2we  (1) 
LIGHT  B)c  (6)  ly3t  (1)  ly3te  (1) 
LOVE  Ist  ptrson  2nd  ptrson  3rd  ptrson  pLqw 
loued  (2) 
LOVE  (n)  lout  (7) 
WORTHY 
Past  partkiple  marker  (24)  i-  (1) 530 
Oxford,  Bodleian  Library,  Rawlinson.  D.  328 
Miscellany  owned  by  Walter  Pollard  of  Plymouth  (Devon),  mainly  a  Latin  grammar 
AFM  afil  (7)  after  (4)  eft  (4) 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DID 
EACH 
(N)EITHER...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
EF 
LITTLE 
-LY 
MAN 
MANY 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  WAJ) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc 
NOT 
OWN 
SlLkLL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
711kN 
THEN 
713ERE 
THESE 
7710SE 
THINK 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
eny  (2) 
byfore  (3)  bifore  (2)  afore  (2) 
but  (2) 
church  (3) 
nother9-ne  (1)  nethee-no  (1) 
first  4=t  (1) 
if  (5) 
-ly  (2) 
man9  (3) 
many  (8) 
much  (1) 
nought(l) 
I"  Paso  2.  d  Xrson  3fd  Pgr-so  A" 
"  (10)  schalt  (1)  "  (22)  schaU  (2) 
I"  pason  pason  T4  Mrgon 
scholde  (1) 
such  (3)  such  (3) 
thehO  (5) 
ther  (5)  ther*  (4)  there  (1) 
thics  (10) 
v  (1) 
I"Rmo  2"d  pgtso  PLUMJ 
thinketh  (1) 
two  (4)  tuo  (2) 531 
UN71L 
OE  hw-words 
WUIL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
wri  (OLM 
WORM 
WOULD 
YET, 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
711IRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
THRD  PERSON  fi!  m 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
11HIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLE-NIVE 
TO  BE  In(licative 
I  S'r  person 
2ND  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
Wh-  (81) 
I'  Mrso  2!!.  pg-m-n  3,  d  wrs  phlol 
wiu  (8)  wiU  (6) 
-Yi  (1)  wil  (1) 
vine  (1) 
w'(36)  with  (3)  wyth  (1) 
1(14) 
570 
me 
me  (1) 
my  (7)  Myn071  (5) 
me  (1) 
oue  (2) 
v  (1) 
thy  (3) 
r  (1) 
hW  (1) 
his  (3) 
hynP  (6) 
thou  (1) 
thyn  (1) 
they  (2) 
her9  (4)  her  (1) 
henP  (1) 
is  (18)  isse  (1)  ys 
570  Folio  l4r  line  8  <j  schall  haue> 
571  Befow  a  Vowel. 532 
3  RD 
person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
iSTperson 
Y'D  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
PT  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
iST  person 
e'  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
1ST  person 
2'D  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/sWORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<t>  fi)r  <P> 
A>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  A> 
<d>  fi)r  <ý> 
<P>  fi)r  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
ICN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN  (n) 
EARL 
MTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
ben"  (14) 
be  (2) 
haue  (5) 
hath  (4) 
haue  (2) 
haue  (1) 
com  (1) 
comes  (3)  comys  (1) 
come  (1) 
<Y>  fi)r  W" 
synnes* 
m  Folio  8v  line  5  <ye  relatif  be  suche  case  as  the  infinitife  > 533 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
WORTHY 534 
Rugby  School,  Bloxam  1008 
Mandeville's  Travels 
AF'M  W  (34) 
AGAINST  a3en  (7) 
AGAIN  13C  (8) 
ANY  eny  (20) 
ASK  PM 
pgrson  p-re 
asked  (1) 
BEFORE  bi  fore  (16) 
BOTH  boýe  (3) 
BURN  I'pgson 
I"  pgrson  pnt 
BUT  bote  (114) 
CHURCH  chirche  (17) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  (24) 
DID  1"ptrson 
do  (1) 
I'  lgrson  po 
EACH  eche  (28) 
(N)ErrMP-..  (N)OR 
EVIL  yud  (11) 
EYE(S)  yen*  (1) 
FIRE  firyell  (1) 
FIRST  ferst  (4) 
first  (2) 
GIVE  ."  Mrson 
I"  mrson  P= 
GO  I"  pmon 
I"  Mrson  pre 
wente  (1) 
HIGH  hei)  (5) 
HILL  hiffe  (21) 
IF  if  (38) 
LAND  lond  (94) 
16deO  '  (1) 
LrI-IIX  litil  (20) 
-LY  -h  (21) 
MAN  n-an  (72) 
mankende(l) 
after  (1)  CO  (1)  aftir  (1) 
i3ens  (2)  a)een573  (1)  23eyn 
ag  (6)  a3en  (3)  a3cen 
2'd  p-mrso  3d  pmo  PIU--l 
askeý  (1) 
2*'  ptrson  M  3'  pgrson  Mt  p1mW  pre 
askede  (2) 
asked  (2) 
axed  (1) 
bi  fDr9  (12)  bi  for  (2)  a  fore 
2'a  ptrson  Xd  pason  Ph" 
bren  (1) 
brcuncý  (1) 
2ýd  MrSon  p  Lret  pgrson  pgt  plural  P=t 
brende  (1) 
but  (8)  bute  (5)  bor  (3) 
cherche  (3)  chircheso  (2) 
day  (2)  daies*  (5)  daies*  (5) 
2ad  F!  grSoll  3,4  ptr'son  Pi9w 
doý  (2)  dop  (7) 
d4  (1) 
29d  ILerson  prgt  3,  d  pgrson  r=t  "  act 
dide  (7)  aide  (1) 
echon  (1) 
ymeffe  (1)  yvejW4  (1) 
ferste  (3)  fin-ste  (3)  fruste  (1) 
fdste  (1)  fferste  (1)  ffmt 
2d  ptrson  3,  d 
pcrson  Ph" 
)eueý  (7)  )emý 
3eue  (1) 
.d  2  Mrson  pg  3,  d  Mmon  Mt  PhU31  yrst 
3af  (4)  3ef  (1) 
3ef  (3) 
for  3af  (1) 
Z'  pgrson  Ird  pgrson  PIUW 
gop  (13)  gop  (56) 
gon  (2) 
S-P  (1) 
goip  (1) 
.d  2  mrson  pmt  3fa  mrson  prf  pww  pmt 
)cde  (3) 
wente  (2) 
hi)t  (1)  heier  (1)  hey)  (1) 
huUe  (4)  hilles*  (9)  hiUis*  (2) 
3if  (2)  if  (2)  ef  (1) 
Ion&  (9)  la&'  (1)  londcs*  (8) 
fitel  (5)  btl  (1)  lytil  (1) 
-ly 
(3) 
-Ikhe  (3) 
ma  (13)  ma  (1) 
nanys*  (1) 
173  Folio  8v  line  7 
374 
AdVerb 
573  smtence  initial 
576  Line-final 
agayn  (1) 
or  (1) 
fr=es'  (1) 
londis*  (1) 
MSYSO  (1) 535 
MANY  nuny  (54) 
MIGHT (v)  1'  pqso 
MIGHT  WAD  my3ti  (4) 
MUCH  moche  (25) 
NE+BEHAVE,  WILL  etc  nadde  (1) 
NOT  not  (76) 
OWN  owne  (3) 
SHAU  I"pgrson 
schel  (4) 
scheffe  (2) 
schal  (1) 
SHOULD  I"  pgrson 
scholde  (1) 
schulde  (1) 
SINCE 
SUCH  siche  (6) 
THAN  14(12) 
THEN  Idne  (32) 
P2nne  (1) 
THERE  )p  (189) 
ýeder  (1) 
THESE  pese  (6) 
THOSE  ýei  (3) 
TIHNK 
(AL)THOUGH  IM)  (9) 
THROUGH  Pouq  (57) 
TWO 
UN71L  til  (5) 
CIE  hw-words  (wh)  (150)  when  (31) 
what  (9) 
whene  (4) 
whA  (2) 
whyche  (1) 
(w)  (20)  wan  (4) 
war  (2) 
(h)  (1)  huche  (1) 
hypercorrection  (1)  whcneý"  (1) 
VALL  (v)  I.  Mrson 
wol  (4) 
WILL  (n)  wdle  (2) 
wM-I(OUT)  wiý  (95) 
WORLD  world  0s) 
WOULD  I"  mrson 
wolde  (2) 
YET  Or  (13) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (s8)  y  (60) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (5) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (6) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (14) 
S".  White- 
"'whiles' 
"'where' 
580  WIIMI 
At  Li,,  -fi,,  l 
M  -wencth-believe' 
583  Line-fMl 
584.  me  think-th' 
meny  (33)  mani  (1)  manye  e4ýcmn  3W  pmo 
my3te  (7)  my3t  (2) 
mpt  (6) 
al  My3ri  (2)  al-y3ti  (1)  mptiste  (1) 
muche  (1) 
"Ou3t  (9)  no3t  (2) 
ovne  (1) 
2!!  Pgrso  Mrson 
schelt  (1)  schel  (49)  schulle  (20) 
schel  (12) 
schul  (3) 
schulleý  (3) 
schelle  (1) 
puson  Id  pgrson  phol 
scholde  (13)  scholde  (8) 
schulde  (3) 
schold  (1) 
schulden  (1) 
suche  (1) 
jnn  (4)  pdne  (1)  Pent  (1) 
J,  ene  (17)  PS  (4)  ýan  (2)  ýcenne  (2) 
Si0en  (1)  Ida  (1)  than  (1) 
)Pe  (54)  ýer  (14)  ýee  (7)  ýere  (2) 
ý-  (5) 
ýo  (1)  puse  (1)  ýis  (1) 
ýOUA  (1) 
Inm  (4)  ýo  (2) 
tyl  (1) 
whee  (16)  whan  (15)  whiche  (21)  whar9  (I 
what  (7)  who  (6)  white  (5)  whim  (5) 
whan  (3)  whiO77  (3)  whe  (2)  whom  (2) 
where  (1)  whiligs"  (1)  while$  (1)  whee  (1) 
whenne  (1)  whed9  (1)  while  (1)  Whi  (1) 
war  (4)  wiche  (2)  werO"  (2)  wet'"o  (2) 
Wene  (1)  W2,81  (1)  Wyche  (1)  wile  (1) 
zod  PgrS  Yd  Mrs 
wol  (7)  wolleý  (1) 
wil  (1)  wolle  (1) 
Wol  (1) 
wyý  (5)  w"'  (5)  vid  (1) 
worlde  (10)  worle  (2)  worli  (3)  worliche  (1) 
e 
-Mrson 
aid  pCrM  ph" 
wokle  (18)  wolde  (3) 
wold  (1) 
me'"(1) 536 
ACC  (pl)  ous  (10) 
GEN  (pl)  oue  (64)  our  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
ous  (4) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  ýou  (2) 
ACC  (sg)  1,  ou  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  ýg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  )e  (30) 
ACC  (pl)  30W  (9)  3ov  (2) 
GEN  (pl)  )our9  (4)  )our  (1) 
DAT(p0  30-4) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (285)  hym  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hym  (72)  lif  (6) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (103)  is'"  (15) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (22)  19(3)  hy  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  hym  silf  (3)  by  (2)  byrn  sylf  (1)  h)nn  (1)  hy  silf  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  i-m 
NOM  (sg)  3eO  (49)  heo%7  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  hiO  (21)  hir  (3) 
GEN  (sg)  hie  (11)  hit  (3) 
DAT  (sg)  hie  (2)  hit  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl)  Ix!  i  (346)  Ws  (8)  (3)  ýeie  (3) 
hi  (2)  Pay  (1)  ham"'  (1)  hy  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  ham  (3  1)  hem  (23) 
GEN  (pl)  WO  (79)  hir  (8)  hire  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  hem  (9)  ham  (7) 
REFLEXIVE  ham  (5)  hem  (3)  hem  silf  (1) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
1STperson  am  (1) 
P'  person 
3  PD  person  (sg)  is  (407)  ktý  (3) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  buý  (153)  ben  (1) 
Subýurictive  be  (3) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
1ST  person  was  (2) 
2ND  person 
3 
RD 
person  (sg)  was  (157)  wee  (3) 
3  FD  person  (pl)  wer9  (17)  were  (1)  VMS 
Preterite  subjunctive  wee  (15) 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
ls,  r  person  haue  (16)  haf  (1) 
PD  person  hast  (1) 
3R'ý  person  (sg)  hap  (39) 
3FD  person  (pl)  haue  (22)  habbep  (17)  hauen  (6)  hap  (4)  hauep  (2) 
habbe  (1)  habeý  (1)  habben  (1)  haveý  (1) 
Subjurictive  haue  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
IST  person  hauede  (1) 
PD 
person 
3RD  person  (S9)  hadde  (22)  bade  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  hadde  (2) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
I  ST  person  come  (1) 
PI)  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  comep  (9) 
-W  Une-final 
S6  cienitive  inflection 
ml  Folio  15r  line  18 
50  Mostly  lint-final 
"9  Folio  l6r  line  30 
I"  'Ham  ncdeý> 
Foho  l6r  line  2  <Pe  -11-  aboute  was  XXV  nnýile>  *N.  B.  Ns  is  an  error  that  has  been  copi,  a 537 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
IsTperson 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/r,  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  fDr  <g> 
<p>  fi)r  <b> 
<d>  fi)r  <t> 
<d> 
fDr 
<P> 
<t>  for  <P> 
<P>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
comep  (20)  come  (6) 
come  (3)  com.  (1)  cam 
-(5)  com  (4)  cam  (3) 
come  (3)  cam  (3) 
<vif>  fir  'five'  (1)  <filony>  %flany  <schafe>  'shave' 
(1)  (1) 
<sung> 
fDr 
stanie-  (i) 
<constanrynoble 
>  for 
'constantinople' 
(1) 
<S2UdCn>  fDr 
'sultan!  (1) 
fader  (12) 
gadired  (3) 
<wicl>  fi)r'witW 
(1) 
<fiLrder>  for 
'fiinherl  (1) 
<trone>  for 
'dirone'  (1) 
I"  pmon 
kyng  (31) 
kyndom  (9) 
Xrso 
pm-on 
Ia  pason  pmr 
LIFE  lyuc  (3) 
OLD  old  (6) 
SIN  synne  (6) 
EARL 
EARTH  erýe  (11) 
FIGHT  (v)  l"pwon 
FIGHT  (n)  fi3tynge  (1) 
HEAVEN  heuene  (a) 
KNOW  I"Pgrson 
wor  (1) 
1'  pison  pLe 
LIGHT  ii3tu  (1) 
LOVE  I'Xrson 
I" 
LOVE  (n) 
mrson  me 
loue  (6) 
WORTHY  -rp  (5) 
W2  Folio  I  8v  line  15  '-a  Stang  ful  of  water> 
M3  weather' 
"4,  tbings  . 
593  -weather' 
'"  Line-final 
hider  (2) 
to  geder  (3) 
<schcde>  for 
'sheathe  (1) 
weder"'  (1) 
ptrson 
kig'  (9) 
kyndonm*  (2) 
2-A  pmo 
ZW  ptrson 
22r-mn  pmt 
W  (2) 
olde  (2) 
syance  (5) 
erde  (1) 
221  ptrso 
ýeder  (5) 
erde  (1) 
<feder>  for 
'feate?  (2) 
a  noder  (1) 
Id  pcrson 
kyng9  (1) 
Wom  (2) 
e  mrso 
Ya  pCrwn 
IY-P  (1) 
.  1d 
ýýe  (3) 
bf  (2) 
of  eld  (1) 
oder  (3) 
wedir"'  (1) 
whed')  (1) 
PIUW 
twweý  (1) 
kyngeso  (5) 
kynidom  (1) 
Ph9a 
kysse  (1) 
Ph" 
4ue  (2) 
bven  (1) 
&ý-  (1) 
)erde  (1) 
Id  mrso  Rhol 
63tiý  (1) 
Pam  Id  wrson 
* 
wot  wot  (2) 
knowe  (1) 
2'd  pcrson  pre  34  pcrson  po  plural  a 
knev 
p 
2'd  ptiso  1! 
-W= 
d 
lovep  (1) 
2'  Mrson  pg  r-;  Krson  pict  pLqMLM 
loued  (1)  loued  (1) 
WOOY  (1)  worpiest  (1) 
moder  (3) 
dynges"4  (1) 
<ýmnk>  fordranle 
kyngdom  (7) 
kyngdomeso 538 
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Two  indentures  dated  3  rd  February  1445  and  15'h  May  1456  written 
by  the  then  Lord  of  Alwington,  William  Coffyne 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
MErITIER  ... 
(N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
EF 
LITTLE 
-LY 
MAN 
MANY 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WILL  etc 
NOT 
OWN 
STLALL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
THESE 
THOSE 
THM 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
a  fi)re  (1) 
bothe  (1) 
but  (1) 
day  (1) 
londes""  (3) 
-ly  (2) 
nofte  (1) 
owne  (1) 
I'  Mrso  2ad  mrso  3,  d  pason 
schal  (1) 
shal  (1) 
suche  (1)  schoche  (1) 
there  (1) 
597  plUral 542 
UNTIL 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (2) 
(W)  (0) 
(h)  (1) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (V) 
WILL  (n) 
WrrH(OUT) 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLY-NIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
7UIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
7711P,  D  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
I  ST  person 
,  ND 
person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
I  ST  person 
PD 
person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person 
(pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
tylle  (1) 
wham  (1)  whare 
hvete5"  (1) 
Ist  pmo  2nd  Mrso  3rd  pgso  Almi 
wyUes"  (3)  WYU"O 
wilko,  (I) 
wylle  (1)  wyll  (1)  wiue  (1) 
vq3th  (2)  -eyth  (1) 
y  (6) 
me  (1) 
my  (17) 
me  (1) 
my  selfe  (1) 
oure  (1)  our  (1) 
he  (2) 
hys  (4) 
hyin  (1) 
schee  (1) 
here  (1) 
thay  (1) 
herre  (1)  their  (1) 
tham  (1) 
ys  (3) 
ben  (1) 
be  (2) 
598  ,  wheat' 
3",  rntend/want/wish' 
600  -ItitendAvantAvish' 
601  'IntendAvantAvish' 543 
I 
ST 
person  have  (1) 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hath  (1) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  have  (1) 
Subjunctive  have  (1) 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
iST  person  PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
1ST  person 
PD 
person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
lslr  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/S  WORDS 
<r>  fi>r  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <P>  broder  (1) 
<P>  for  <Y> 
BF,  LIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARL 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
WORTHY 
pot  participle  marker  y-  (2) 544 
Six  texts  written  by  the  Ermington  (Devonshire)  correspondants,  in  a 
collection  of  letters  pertaining  to  the  Stonor  family  of  Stonor  Park  in 
the  Thames  Valley 
AGAINST  ageynst 
AGAIN  ayrn  (1) 
ANY  ony  (3) 
ASK  Ist  pcrso 
BEFORE  before  (2: 
BOTH  boý  (1) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (15) 
CHURCH  cherche 
COULD  Ist  ptrso 
DAY(S)  day  (2) 
DID  Ist  pgrso 
do  (1) 
EACH 
(N)EITHER...  (N)OR  noper  (1) 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST  fym  (1) 
GIVE 
GO  Ist  ptrso 
went  (1) 
HIGH 
HILL 
IF  yf  (4) 
LAND  londe  (2) 
Ll'f  'ILE 
-LY  -ly  (20) 
MAN  man  (1) 
MANY  many  (2) 
MIGHT  (v)  Ist  pcrso 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  a]-Y3thy  (1) 
MUCH  m(whe  (2) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  V/]LL  etc  nel  (1) 
NOT  not  (5) 
n.  tte  (1) 
OVIN  oune  (2) 
SILAJ.  L  Ist  pgrson 
shal  (1) 
sa  (1) 
SHOULD  Ist  Mrson 
schuld  (1) 
SINCE  sithen  (1) 
SUCH  suche  (2) 
71LAN  Panne  (1) 
THEN  then  (1) 
THERE  ther  (19) 
THESE  this  (1) 
THOSE: 
K  THIN 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
after after  (3) 
ageynst(4) 
ayrn  (1) 
ony  (3) 
I  st  pcrson 
befoie  (2) 
boý  (1) 
but  (15) 
cherche  (1) 
Ist  ptrson 
day  (2) 
Ist  pgrso 
do  (1) 
noper  (1) 
fym  (1) 
I  st  Mrson  po 
went  (1) 
aftir  (1) 
ayenste  (3)  ayenst  (3)  ageyn 
eny  (2)  -Y  (1) 
2nd  pcrson  3rd  puson 
askyth  (1) 
bote  (1) 
2nd  Mrso 
daycs*  (1) 
2nd  pcrson 
bott  (1) 
3rd  1&rso 
dayys*  (1) 
3rd  Krso 
dop  (1) 
yLqw 
cowde  (2) 
daily  (1) 
pLqw 
dayly  (1) 
2nd  pgson  pnt  3A  PgrSon  pa  plural  pa 
Yff  (1) 
land  (2)  londys*  (1) 
meny  (1) 
Z24  puson 
alrny3ty  (1) 
mycche  (2) 
no3tt  (2) 
nosht  (1) 
2nd  Mrson 
2nd  Mrson 
such  (2) 
than  (1) 
lxr  (3) 
lud  K 
my3t  (2) 
myth  (1) 
myche  (1) 
no3th  (2) 
nok  (1) 
lEd  Mrson 
schalbe  (2) 
scham  (1) 
schal  (1) 
ard  Xrson 
there  (3) 
Rb" 
my3t  (2) 
nat  (2)  no)t 
PLUW 
schalbe  (2) 
shaUe  (1) 
schol  (1) 
Ph" 
schuld  (2) 
scholde  (1) 
t6ir  (1)  thens  (1) 545 
UNTIL 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (27)  which  (6)  what  (5)  whiche  (3)  wherfore  (2)  when  (1) 
why  (1)  wherapon  (1)  whech  (1)  whycche  (1)  whane  (1) 
wherefore  (1)  wherfore  (1)  wher  (1)  where  (1) 
(W)  (0)  wycche  (1) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (v)  Ist  pqso  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pmo-  Ph" 
wMe  (1)  will  (2)  wil  (1) 
wolle  (1)  wyll  (1) 
wol  (1) 
WILL  (n)  wyu  (1) 
wr  I  (our)  with  (14)  wyth  (1) 
WORLD  world  (1)  _or4,602  (1) 
WOULD  I  st  Ixtson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pgrson  Pj9W 
Wold  (1)  wolde  (5)  wold  (1) 
wolde  (1)  wolde  (1) 
YET  3utt  (3)  yette  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (s9)  y  (34)  1(21)  me-  (1) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (13) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (14)  myn  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (4) 
REFLEXIVE  me  (7) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  us  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  our  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
EFLEXIVE  R 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (s9) 
ACC  (Sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
E  REFLEXIV 
SECOND  PERSON  )e  (14)  ye  (8) 
NOM  (pl)  you  (14)  yov  (3)  yowe  (3) 
ACC  (pl)  your  (13)  youre  (12)  yowe  (6) 
GEN  (pl)  you  (2)  yov  (2)  yowe  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (28) 
ACC  (sg)  hyin  (13) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (28)  hys  (3)  is"  (2)  ys"5  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (7)  him  (1) 
REFLEXIVE 
TFHRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (s9) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg)  hure  (2) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (PI)  ýay  (3)  thay  (2)  they  (I) 
ACC  (PI)  ham  (5)  them  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  ther  (1) 
DAT  (pl) 
FLEXIVE 
ham  (1) 
RE 
TO  BE  Indic2ti- 
,  S'r  person  am  (2) 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  is  (20)  ys  (10) 
3  RD  person  (pl)  bethe  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (1) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
W2  UjeetiVe 
,  603  -me  thinketh  . 
Impersonal  oonstruction. 
604  Genitive  infl-tiOn 
I  Crenitive  inflection 546 
iST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
I  sT  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
ls'r  Person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
el)  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iST  person 
eD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/gWORDS 
<r>  for  <d> 
A>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  A> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<P>  for  <y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
was  (2) 
was  (7) 
were 
were 
have  (8) 
hath  (7) 
have  (3) 
have  (1) 
hadde  (1) 
had  (5) 
hadde  (1) 
comyth  (1) 
come  (1) 
fochesifiý"  (1) 
haý  (3)  hathe  (1) 
havyth  (2) 
f4rderynore  (2)  ffader  (1) 
kynge  (2)  kynges*  (1) 
lyffi  (1)  lyf  (1) 
olde  (1)  yold  (1) 
Ist  pgso  2nd  pcrson  3rd  Wrso 
can  (1) 
Ist  pcrson  pre  2nd  pgrson  pre  3rd  pmon  pre 
wot  (2) 
wet  (1) 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n)  love  (1) 
woRTHY 
past  participle  marker  y-  (12) 
Phud 
knowe  (2) 
plural  pret 
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AFTER  after  (31) 
AGAINST  ayenst  (7) 
AGAIN  ayen  (9) 
ANY  eny  (17)  any  (1) 
ASK  Ist  pmo-n  pm  2nd  pmon  pm  N  mrson  pmt  Plural  m 
asked  (1) 
BEFORE  be  fore  (24)  to  fore  (2)  or  (2)  afore  (2) 
BOTH  bothe  (11) 
BURNM 
BUT  but  (26)  bot  (9)  bote  (1) 
CHURCH  churche  (8) 
COULD  Ist  pcrson  pre  2nd  pcrsgn  pre  hd  pcrson  pre  plum,  m 
cowde  (2)  coude  (1) 
DAY(S)  dey  (27)  day  (16) 
DO  I  sc  xrso  2nd  pmon  3-rd  Mrson  ph" 
do  (1) 
don  (1) 
Ist  pgrs9n  pret  2nd  Xrson  pnt  3rd  pcrson  pat  "  pret 
didde  (1)  did  (2)  didde  (1) 
dide 
EACH 
(N)EITHER  ..  (N)OR  ayther  (2)  nother  ..  ne...  (1) 
EVIL  yven  (1) 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST  fimc  (12) 
GET 
GIVE 
GO  lst  pcrson  pm  2-nd  pmon  ppt  3rd  pmon  prc  p6m,  pm 
went  (4)  went  (3) 
HIGH  high  (4)  highnesse  (1) 
I-ELL 
IF  yf  (28)  if  (2) 
LAND 
LITTLE  litell  (5) 
_LY  -ly  (63)  -lye  (1)  -ley  (1) 
MAN  man  (13) 
MANY  meny  (10)  many  (3) 
MIGHT  (v)  I  st  pu.  Lo  2nd  pason  3rd  jKrso  pLqw 
myght  (2)  myght  (9)  myght  (6) 
tnyghte  (1)  myghte  (2) 
might  (1) 
MIGHT  WAD 
MUCH  myche  (13)  moche  (8)  muche  (1) 
NF_+BF,,  HAVE,  WU,  L  etc 
NOT  not  (35)  noght  (1) 
OVVN  awne  (7) 
SHALL  Ist  pg  2nd  pcmon  m.  mrso  PIMPJ 
shafl  (1)  Shan  (8)  shall  (25) 
shalbe  (2) 
SHOULD  Ist  ycrsQn  2nd  puso  3rd  pcrso  phol 
holde  (7)  sholde  (16)  sholde  (9) 
cholde  (2)  sbold  (1) 
shold  (1) 
SINCE  sythenys  (3)  sithen  (3) 
SUCH  suche  (9)  such  (1) 
71LAN  then  (3)  than  (3) 
'MEN  then  (8)  ýen  (1) 
THERE  ther  (55)  there  (12)  thider  (1) 
THESE  these  (5)  thes  (1) 
THOSE  tho  (1) 
TIRNK  Ist  puson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pmon 
thynkc(l) 
Ist  pgrson  pgý  2nd  pgrson  pre  3td  pgggon  pLe  plural  pre 
thoght(2) 548 
thoughte  (1) 
(AL)THOUGH  thgh  (1) 
THROUGH 
TWO 
UNT 
two  (1) 
IL 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (97)  whiche  (38)  what  (21)  wher  (12)  wham  (6)  when  (4) 
wherapon  (4)  while  (3)  which  (2)  wham  (2)  where  (2) 
who  (1)  Whan  (1)  whom  (1) 
(w)(0) 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
IMLL  (v)  Ist  pgrson  2nd  Mrson  3rd  pqrson  ph" 
woll  (3)  woll.  (3)  woll  (6) 
wolle  (1)  will  (2)  -yff  (1) 
WILL  (n)  will  (3)  wyl.  (2) 
WrI7H(OU`I)  w,  (51)  with  (31)  wyth  (1) 
WORLD 
WOULD  Ist  Mrson  2nd  pgrson  3rd  pmon 
wolde  (5)  wolde  (21)  wolde  (8) 
wold  (2)  wold  (4)  wold  (1) 
would  (1) 
YET  yet  (12) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg)  y  (152)  1(4)  MeO7  (4) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (20) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (147)  myn  (5)  myne  (1) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (12) 
Refi!  xive  me  (7)  myself  (3) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (32) 
ACC  (pl)  us  (3)  ous  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  our  (9)  oure  (9) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
us  (2)  ous  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (45)  Y'  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  yow  (27)  you  (8) 
GEN  (pl)  y'  (30)  your  (16)  Youre  (5) 
DAT  (pl)  yow  (6)  you  (2) 
Reflexive  yow  (2) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (115) 
ACC  (sg)  hym  (53)  him  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  his  (99)  hys  (2)  is-  (9) 
DAT  48)  hym.  (33)  him  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  hyin  self  (2)  him  self  (1)  hym  (1) 
THiRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (s9)  hir  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  they  (52)  Pey  (1)  deylo  (1) 
ACC  (pl)  ham  (10)  them  (6)  tham  (1)  theym, 
GEN  (pl)  their  (9)  theire  (4)  her  (1) 
DAT  (PI)  them  (2) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
I  ST  person  am  (2) 
2  ND 
person 
607  -me  thought'  and  'as  me  aught' 
06  Genitive  inflection 
09  XVM  P  46  line  24 549 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
ls'r  person 
PD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
i$T  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
1ST  person 
eD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
IsTPerson 
PD  person 
3  RD  person 
(sg) 
3  RD  person 
(pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iST  person 
2  ND 
person 
3  RD  P-0- 
(.  g) 
3  RD 
person 
(pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/6  WORDS 
<d>  fpr  <t> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  for  <ý> 
<ý>  for  <Y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LNE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARL 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
XNEW 
LiGHT 
LOVE 
LOVE  (n) 
WORTHY 
past  p,,  riciple  marker 
is  (38)  ys  (5) 
beth  (4)  buth  (1)  ben  (1) 
be  (3) 
was  (2) 
was  (69) 
were  (10)  war  (1)  was 
were  (6)  wer  (3) 
have  (14) 
hath  (25) 
have  (7)  hath  (1) 
hadde  (11) 
hadde  (21)  had  (5) 
hadde  (9)  had  (2) 
come  (1) 
came  (5)  come 
came  (4) 
came  (4) 
<nerthelez>  for  nothelez  (1) 
'nevertheled  (4) 
togeder  (3)  fiLder  (3)  thider  (1) 
kyng  (5)  kynges*  (5)  kings*  (1) 
ýýnge  (1) 
old  (1)  olde  (1) 
d-It  10  (1) 
Ist  puson  2nd  puso  3rd  Ruso  PLILMJ 
can  (2)  knowe  (2) 
I  st  puson, 
cowde  (1) 
2-nirmisoD  "re  3rd  mrson  pm  plural  pre 
knyw  (2)  cowd  (1) 
coude  (1)  cowde  (2) 
knywe  (1) 
love  (1) 
worthy  (8)  worthiest  (1)  unworthy  (1) 
y-  (12) 
610  theyl  SM  pmviol  Page 550 
Will  of  Thomas  Broke,  Landowner  of  Holditch  (Devon) 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY  any  (1) 
ASK 
BEFORE  tofor  (2) 
BOTH 
BURNM 
BUT  bote  (2) 
CHURCH  church  (2) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (1) 
DO  Ist  pgrson 
do  (1) 
EACH 
(N)EITHER  ... 
(MOR  no...  noý9  (1) 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FIRST 
GIVE  Ist  xrson 
GO  Ist  rrso 
HIGH  hye  (1) 
HILL 
IF 
LAND 
3yf  (1) 
LXrrLE 
-LY  -lych  (1) 
MAN  man(3) 
MANY  many  (1) 
MIGHT  (v) 
MIGHT  (n/Aj)  anmy3ty  (1) 
MUCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  WU,  L  etc 
NOT  nouge  (3) 
OWN  owe  (1) 
SHALL  Ist  ptrson 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
N 
such  (1) 
714A 
THEN 
711ERE  ýarl  (1) 
THESE 
THOSE 
THINK 
(AL)THOUGH  30U*611  (I) 
THROUGH 
TWO 
IL 
twey  (1) 
UNT 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (6)  wher9  (2) 
(W)  (0) 
(h)  (1)  hole  (1) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
WILL  (V)  Ist  Mrson 
wiU  (2) 
VML  (n)  wiu  (1) 
eny  (1) 
bot  (1) 
2nd  Xrso  Ird  ptrson  Fb--l 
2nd  Mrson  3rd  Mrson 
2nd  pgrson  3rd  ymon 
goth  (1) 
Yf  (1)  if  (1)  iff  (1) 
ma9  (1)  nunkynd  (1) 
2nd  pcrson  Ard  p=n 
v  (1) 
schWlen 
white  (1)  whech"'  (1)  whethee(l)  whanne 
2nd  pcrson  3rd  pmon  YIUW 
WYU  (1)  win  (1) 
"  'though' 
612  'hutch'?  chest,  coffin 551 
Wmi(OUI)  W  (2)  Witt  (1) 
WORLD 
WOUI.  D 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
I(s)  (2)  Ych  NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
me  (4) 
MY  (18)  myn7  (2) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (PI) 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (2) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXWE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (s9) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (s8) 
EXIVE  REFL 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (PI) 
ACC  (Pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
TMRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (s9)  him  (1)  hyO  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
his  (5) 
him  (1)  hy.  0  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  h7  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (s9) 
ACC  (59) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pL 
ýey  (3)  they  (1) 
NOM  (PI) 
ACC  (PI)  ham  (3)  hame  (1) 
9 
GEN  (pl)  hee  (1)  hir  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  ham  (1) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
1ST  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  is  (2) 
3PJ)  person  (pl) 
be  (7) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
ls'rperson 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
preterite  subjunctive 
TO  IjAVE  indicative 
haue  (4) 
1ST  person 
PD  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
ri  TO  14AVF  Pt'  te 
15T  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  indicative 
lS*r  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (s8) 
ich  (1) 
myn  (1) 552 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subkmctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iST  person 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Prere  ire  sibjunctive 
V-WORDS  <voUe>'fiff  (2)  4buchesafe> 
'vouchsafe'  (1) 
Z  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<d>  fi)r  <ý> 
<ý>  for  <y>  <)ou)e>'thougV 
(1) 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE  lyfi!  (1) 
OLD 
SIN 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
WORTHY 
Past  partidple  market  y-  (5) 553 
Texts  pertaining  to  the  borough  of  Bridgewater  (Somerset),  (1446-54) 
AFTER 
AGAINST 
AGAIN 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE 
BOTH 
BURNT 
BUT 
CHURCH 
COULD 
DAY(S) 
DO 
EACH 
(N)ErMEP-..  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S) 
FIRE 
FMZST 
GIVE 
GO 
HIGH 
HML 
IF 
-LY 
MAN 
MANY 
MIGHT 
MIGHT  (n/Aj) 
IvMCH 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VIILL  etc 
NOT 
OVIN 
SFLALL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH 
7MRE 
THESE 
THOSE 
THM 
(AL)THOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO 
OE  .  hw-words  (wh)  (33) 
(W)  (4) 
(h)  (1) 
hypercorrection  (0) 
after  (6)  affiere  (1) 
ayenste  (1) 
any  (1) 
afore  (12)  before  (4)  by  fore  (2)  to  fore  (1)  bi  fore  (1) 
bothe  (1) 
brent  (1) 
bote  (2)  but  (1) 
chirche  (6)  chyrche  (1)  churche  (1)  churchis*  (1) 
Ist  Wrson  2nd  ptrso  3rd  pqrson  P-WW 
coude  (1) 
day  (25)  d2is*  (16)  days*  (9) 
I  st  pcrson  pre  2nd  pgrsort  pu  3rd  Mrson  po  plural  pm 
dede  (1) 
eache  (2)  eche  (2) 
neýer..  no..  (1) 
firste  (1) 
Ist  pason  pre  2nd  ptrson  pic  3rd  pmon  put  plum]  pret 
yaff  (2) 
yaf  (1) 
hye  (3)  high  (3)  hy)e  (2) 
if  (3) 
lonclis*  (1) 
-ý  (20) 
man  (1) 
meny  (1) 
I  st  Mrson 
mighty  (1) 
moche  (2) 
not  (3) 
owne  (1) 
Ist  Mrson 
Ist  pemon 
soche  (2) 
then  (3) 
there  (8) 
therupon  (1) 
thes  (2) 
thurgh  (1) 
two  (1) 
tyl  (1) 
whiche  (9) 
wherof  (1) 
wherfine  (1) 
wyche  (2) 
ho  (1) 
yf  (2) 
4che  (1) 
many  (1) 
2nd  ymon  3rd  pgrson  Phol 
myght  (1) 
myghty  (1)  aumigry  (1) 
2nd  Mrson  3rd  pmon  Pit" 
sbaff  (2)  scbal  (2) 
scbal  (1)  sbaU  (1) 
2nd  pmon  3rd  pcrson  Ph" 
schuId  (1) 
schold  (1) 
suche  (1) 
ther  (3)  Perto  (2) 
Perin  (1)  therof  (1) 
these  (1) 
white  (6) 
whos  (1) 
whome  (1) 
wych  (1) 
which  (5) 
who  (1) 
whom  (1) 
werefore  (1) 
therfor  (2)  ýe-  (1) 
when  (4)  where  (1) 
wherapon  (1)  while  (1) 
A 554 
WILL  (y)  I  st  ptrson  2ad  puson  Ird  Mrson 
WUL  (n/AJ) 
wyll  (1) 
wilfully  (1)  Won  (1)  wyll  (1) 
WITH(OUT)  vie  (23)  with  (2) 
WORLD  world  (1) 
WOULD  Ist  RM0  2nd  Mrso  2-rd  Mrson 
YET  wolde  (2) 
FIRST  PERSON  wold  (1) 
NOM  (sg)  y  (9)  1(8) 
ACC  (sg)  me  (2) 
GEN  (sg)  my  (4) 
DAT  (sg)  me  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  me  (1) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  we  (3) 
ACC  (pl)  us  (4)  vs  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  oure  (5)  our  (4)  owre  (4) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
us  (1) 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg)  ýe  (1) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl)  ye  (3) 
ACC  (pl)  yow  (5)  you  (3) 
GEN  (pl)  your  (25)  yowr  (5)  yowre  (3)  youre  (1) 
DAT  (pl)  you  (1) 
THIRD  PERSON  masc. 
NOM  (sg)  he  (12) 
ACC  (sg)  hyrn  (10) 
GEN  (sg)  hys  (2)  his  (1)  ys  (1)  is6"  (4) 
DAT  (sg)  hym  (1) 
REFLEXIVE 
THIRD  PERSON  fem 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pl. 
NOM  (pl)  they  (14) 
ACC  (pl)  them  (6)  theym  (4)  hem  (2)  ýeme  (1) 
GEN  (pl)  here  (4)  their  (4)  there  (4) 
DAT  (pl)  them  (5)  theym  (1) 
REFLEXIVE  hem  (1) 
TO  BE  Indicative 
iSTperson 
PD  person 
3PD  person  (sg)  is  (7)  ys  (3) 
3W  person  (pl)  be  (1) 
Subjunctive  be  (2) 
TO  BE  Preterite 
ISTperSon 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  was  (5)  were 
3RD  person  (pl)  were  (8)  ben  (3)  been  (1) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
ls'rperson  have  (2) 
2ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg)  hath  (2)  hat  (1)  bathe  (1) 
3RD  person  (pl)  have  (8)  hath  (1)  haue  (1)  haf  (1) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
613  (jellitiVe  jaeCtion 
614  GenitiV,  inflection 
W14  (1) 555 
iSTperson 
2ý1)  person 
3  RD 
person  (sg) 
3  RD 
person 
(pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
1ST  person 
PD  person 
3  RD 
person 
(sg) 
3  RD 
person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
I  ST 
person 
Y'D  person 
3  RD 
person 
(sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/Z;  WORDS 
<t>  for  <d> 
<k>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
<,  I>  for  <P> 
<P>  fi)r  <y> 
BELIEVE 
FLY/FL;  EW 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LIVE 
LIFE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARL 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
WORTHY 
past  participle  marker 
had  (2) 
had  (3) 
<haf>  'have'  (3) 
to  gedyr  (1) 
kyng  (5) 
ly,,  i.  -  (1) 
olde  (3) 
erfle  (1) 
y-  (2) 
hadde  (1) 
<abofc>  'above  <vcrthe> 
(2)  lfcn=v  (1) 
kynge  (1) 
old  (1) 556 
Churchwardens'  accounts  at  Yatton  (Somerset)  (1445-1523) 
AFTER 
AGAINST  agen  (2)  agenst  (2)  agenste  (2)  a3e  (2) 
agenest  agens  (1)  ayenst  (1)  ayens 
AGAIN  ayene  (1) 
ANY 
ASK 
BEFORE  be  fore  (4)  a  fore  (2)  by  for  (1)  by  fore  (1)  to  fore  (1) 
BOTH 
BLIRNM  bemyng  (1)  brenyngs  (1) 
BUT  but  (1) 
CHURCH  cherche  (30)  church  (22)  churche  (16)  chyrch  (8)  chorche  (7) 
chyrche  (4)  cherch  (4)  chorch  (2)  creche"  (1) 
COULD 
DAY(S)  day  (15)  daye  (1)  days*  (3)  daies*  (1) 
DO 
EACH  each  (1) 
(N)EMMR...  (N)OR 
EVIL 
EYE(S)  ye  (1) 
FIRE  fym  (1) 
FIRST  fyrst  (3)  fyrste  (1)  fimte  (1) 
GIVE  yevP 
616  (1) 
GO 
HIGH  bye  (15)  by  (1)  hey  (1)  high  (1) 
HILL  hyll  (1) 
IF 
LAND  londe  (1)  land  (1)  londs*  (1) 
Lrf'ra  lytyll  (1)  little  (1)  lytyl  (1) 
-LY  -1y  (1) 
MAN  man  (9)  manys*  (2) 
ALAW 
MIGHT  W  Ist  Mrso  2nd  Moo  3rd  pgrso 
ntight  (1) 
MIGHT  WAJI 
MUCH  much  (1) 
NE+BE,  HAVE,  VIILL  etc 
NOT  not  (1) 
O'WN 
SHALL 
SHOULD 
SINCE 
SUCH  suche  (1)  such  (1) 
7TIAN 
THEN  then  (1) 
THERE  ther  (3)  there  (2) 
THESE  these  (1) 
THOSE 
NK  77U 
(AQ7NOUGH 
THROUGH 
TWO  to  (3)  too  (1) 
LTN71L 
OE  hw-words  (wh)  (19)  when  (3)  whyche  (2)  WheW17  (1)  whele"'  (1)  wheche  (1) 
whkh  (1)  whych  (1)  qwyce9  (1)  wh2n  (1)  whyl  (1) 
who  (1)  whyte  (1)  Whyttesond2y  Whitsontide  Whymontyde  (1) 
what  (1) 
(w)  (7)  wete"'  (4)  Wylu,  W  Wirsondaye'  wrvr&y"j 
6"page  14  line  2 
616  plural  noun 
61,  -WhWls, 
dig,  WIM11 
dig  Nwhern  "Hing  of  'which' 557 
(h)  (0) 
hypercorrection  (2) 
WILL  9v) 
WILL  (n) 
VV=(OLM 
WORLD 
WOULD 
YET 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
FIRST  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
SECOND  PERSON 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
7HIRD  PERSON  masc 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
REFLEXIVE 
7111RD  PERSON  fern 
NOM  (sg) 
ACC  (sg) 
GEN  (sg) 
DAT  (sg) 
THIRD  PERSON  pt 
NOM  (pl) 
ACC  (pl) 
GEN  (pl) 
DAT  (pl) 
REFLEXIVE 
TO  BE  Indicative 
ISTperSon 
2ND  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  BE  Preterite 
IsTperson 
2ND  person 
3RD  person  (sg) 
3RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
whome 
624 
with  (21) 
y  (1) 
my  (7) 
we  (10) 
our  (5) 
he  (1) 
hyin  (2) 
his  (12)  hys  (6)  ye  hys'n 
her  (1) 
they  (3) 
am  (1) 
here  (3)  there 
ham  (3) 
ys  (5)  is  (1) 
ben  (2)  am  (1) 
be  (1) 
was  (3) 
were  (1)  wer 
whomwardysý' 
(1) 
wych  (2) 
owre  (5)  owr  (4)  oure  (2)  how&  (1) 
620  ,  wheat' 
621'while' 
622  'Whit  Surj&y' 
623,  "tWednes&y' 
624'bomel 
625  tholneWardS' 
6"  Ilyp"conrected  form 
627  GerlitiVe  MeCtion 
628  Genitive  inflection 558 
TO  HAVE  Indicative 
iST  person 
eD  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (PI) 
Subjunctive 
TO  HAVE  Preterite 
i$T  person 
P')  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pI) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
TO  COME  Indicative 
iST  person 
e'D 
person 
3  RD  perso-  (.,  g) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Subjunctive 
TO  COME  Preterite 
iST  person 
2  ND  person 
3  RD  person  (sg) 
3  RD  person  (pl) 
Preterite  subjunctive 
V-WORDS 
Z/S  WORDS 
<fh>  for  <g> 
A>  for  <g> 
<p>  for  <b> 
A/  p  fDr  <ý> 
<d>  for  <P> 
<ý>  for  <Y> 
BELIEVE 
KING 
KIN 
KISS 
LNE 
LWE 
OLD 
SIN 
EARTH 
FIGHT  (n/v) 
HEAVEN 
KNEW 
LIGHT 
LOVE 
WORTHY 
past  pastkiple  marker 
hath  (2) 
come 
cam  (1) 
have  (2) 
<vor>  'fo26"  (72)  <vyuyng> 
'feUing'  (2) 
<veche>  'frtcW  <wote>'",  fooe 
(1)  (1) 
<zonm>  'Sue  (1) 
<drynge>'drinle  <dryngg>  'drinle 
(4)  (1) 
<cznybc>  <plock>  'block' 
'canopy  (3)  (1) 
oder  (3)  gader  (3) 
. Cvauew>  <Valocks/e>  <Vord>'sumame:  Ford?  (1) 
'Sumame:  'PUn2ftW: 
Mow?  (2)  Falock(sY  (2) 
<vetch>'feccW  <varmynge>  <VOUPP>  'EDId  UV  (1) 
(1)  Yormine  (1) 
hydyr  (1)  thyddyr(l)  moder  (1) 
old  (6)  olde  (4)  wolde  (2) 
erthe  (2) 
Lght  (2)  Ipght  (2) 
y-  (26)  IJ31  (16) 
4"  (1)  hite  (1)  ýgth  (1) 
629  Mostly  recorded  from  the  period  1446-48  while  John  Hyllman  was  warden. 
630  <w>  and  <v>  are  often  interchangeable  in  soudi-westem  and  London  dialects  of  this  pioL  631  Mostly  <I-paide>  'paid' 559 
Appendix  6:  Item  maps 
op 
rp 
afler 
RIP  afp 
2der/  2fleP  wrterh(P) 
afflere 
a  st,  AfNaftyrej 
aftl/after  afRafter/a 
rtyr  . 
fpv.  ftrt  afrLxfp 
Ax 
aMer  t(I  (04  Za  I 
x 
ft  I 
after 
arýhnlffP  r  J.  w  r  after 
-  f, 
Allafter: 
191 
an 
vfL  affir 
cr 
after 
after 
fler/amer/ 
R(p 
afp 
after/aftl  r 
Ilem  map  1:  AFTER. 
aftertaftir 
afterisfP/ 
alp  aft  1ý1 
no 
03  AýýYl-  . 
15 
oyho 
I 
-"'"  , 
1,10,05  ayon  Spin  "50.05  ayvn 
a  eft/  n, 
x 
natyst,  05en/ 
. 
($,  ),  05CYN(f) 
layen 
u5en  ne  145M.  1  Ty 
x 
a3  WAY  it"yne  aW)n,  U5 
Frilp  agane  3  M/  3r  io  onne 
agayn  ) 
vene  5ttn)/u3 
w"yna/ 
HYCE(e)12gayne 
ap)n 
A3eYn 
soyen 
apnhp 
ayen(c)  I 
Ayea 
Item  map  2.  -  AGAIN. x 
agaynWz 
2PýM(eY 
aye6te  myens 
a3oen  ac  no/  MY"/ 
aa  ns  al 
23"W2 
agayrIln, 
ayns 
g: 
Xt' 
ayene 
2vrn(e)/ayens(t)/ 
ay*n3.2y-,,,  23en 
ayrnst 
to  3  ensm  3ens/ 
23onst  ayens,  aLenste, 
toyeyn 
g 
X  ageyns  laymste, 
ayenst/a  eyn 
Item  map  3:  AGAINST 
Ilem  map  4:  ANY. 
x 
03R.  nn 
560 
23en ask  ask 
ýx 
ask 
Ilem  map  5:  ASK. 
afore 
561 
X  ask  X  ask 
axeias  /axke 
ask  2Xt.  2 
ask 
X 
ask  ask 
axe 
axe 
2"  k 
befortf/stort. 
hlf'orw  x 
bifore/(b)cr 
b)  foi 
byfore  b 
oforv/or  he 
wrort/before 
er  byfore/  fore  byfo 
afore  bitoi 
bvfaýv)ý  by'forr  týoý 
or 
olleliDylorr 
before/  "' 
by  7  re 
-77 
bitore  to  or  erlbifore/ 
or/er/  Wore  hyfort 
before 
before/byfor(e) 
byrare  byforn/ 
before  t(OMP) 
tofort/ 
before 
YN  /bIlore. 
af  0  before 
licin  inap  6:  BFF01?  h.  '. bothe 
hopo 
Itho) 
both(e)fb4)1 
bo 
x 
bren  burn,  bren/ 
bran 
brezi 
562 
both(c) 
b"O(e)  hope 
bothe  both(c 
"the 
hope 
bothe 
both  bb 
bOl'  bo  e 
ýchotý,  7 
bop  e  I  hot  ie 
bapt 
bop  e 
bothe 
Item  map  7:  B0711. 
bathe 
bqtlLr/ 
x 
X  b,  xX  bre 
burn  x 
x  bren 
bren  bren 
bren 
bren 
x 
x  '*',,  xx  bren 
burn/ 
bren 
bren 
bren 
x 
bren 
hem  map  8:  BI  IRN. 563 
hut  hu  but 
but 
201hote 
bot(e)  but 
tru  t  but 
bol"ut 
at  but 
but 
-,  -2  but 
but 
butte 
but 
bo 
but  bol 
bote/ 
but 
bote 
but  bot(e) 
t(e)  but  but 
ac/bot(c)  but 
but/bot 
bot(e)[but 
but 
4ýb  but 
Item  mup  9:  BI  17' 
chtrft 
chorc  rC.  Ch.,  11  rche 
ch. 
cherahe 
x  Chu  r 
cbvvche  chorc 
chkých. 
churche  churche 
Chu 
x  churche  X  chy 
rc 
e 
cho, 
x 
churche/ 
chirche  hx 
hirche  ch)-rch  (c) 
x  church 
x 
churche 
xx 
lot  bur  h 
chorche 
Ilem  inap  /0:  CHURCH. 564 
day 
day  day(e) 
v  day day  day  day  day(e) 
dui 
day 
d  je) 
day  day day 
21V  dav  dayle) 
.va 
day/dat 
day 
d2v  d7(,  ) 
d  yay 
d 
day 
jayle 
d  r- 
Jday 
diy  day(e)  day 
I--,  "  dioy 
d 
dav 
dai  y  day 
day 
day 
dev 
day 
day 
day 
Item  map  11:  DA  Y. 
dude 
x 
x 
Item  map  12:  1)11)  (3rdpersonsg.  ) 
dny 
'NIV 
.  10 
dyde 
dude cri 
x 
x 
Item  mup  14:  IARL 
565 
-'  t%4Ch 
rC 
xh 
eche 
echon(e)  eche 
eche  eche 
mche.  rache 
x  eche 
tehe 
ech 
echon 
I'-- 
Item  map  13:  EACH. 566 
I 
erthe  xx 
ert  ,  molde  erl  ,  M014e 
er(hj(le6  rp, 
erpe 
erth(e)  crth(e)  (e) 
ererte 
olde 
erpe 
he  X 
r  ý.  e  3erthe  yerth 
x  rth(e)  x 
erthe  erlhe  "rp,  x 
c  rr  tt  hh  ce, 
Me 
orthe  x 
er  the/  x 
x 
erýe 
eorthe 
erWinoldc 
NNI 
x 
x 
Item  map  15:  EAR  TH. 
euyl(  tuyvi  xx 
vuel/ouel  euyll,  evyll 
dull  yUtl(e  euel(c) 
yevyl/  PUYIKV  I 
x 
Vult 
tuyl  Yvel/V  euell 
xx  x  fuyl 
yvel  evyll/yvell 
V", 
**e  y 
yucl 
enyll 
yuel(l)/ 
yuel 
yvell 
evil 
yuel(e)  x 
yvell  x 
-1 
x 
Ifem  map  16:  EVIL 
11-1 ye(e)/ey 
temm  up  17:  EYE. 
x 
Item  map  18:  EYA'S. 
ye  ey 
x 
x 
vet 
eýve 
\\ 
567 N 
x 
f 
f7re  L 
fore 
flew 
fyre 
ru  re  ryre  fy  re 
x 
fuyrjp) 
ry  re  X 
fuyre 
fyre 
Item  map  20:  FIRA. 
568 
fy  rt 
Rre 
Item  map  19:  NGHT 569 
funt/first/  frystflyrste 
fyrat 
fu  mt(t) 
fýTx  t 
x 
gope/ 
Lvoýlh(e) 
x  fyrst(. 
ro  rstn/f  urst  t  rir%t 
fvnte  fryst 
furst(e)  fynl  1.  "rxi  ro  rst 
ferst,  fryst  finte  fvrste/ 
forst(e)  ru  rs 
furst(e)  ri. 
t 
's 
furst(e)/ 
furst  arst 
Item  map  21:  PYRST. 
yrn 
x  Fyrst(e 
rorst/furst  rir%t 
fvnte  fryst 
mt 
. 
"rxi  ra  rst  finte  fvrste/ 
rs  5 
rirs 
"t 
'te 
first,  rurst 
rersill'uml 
\  c_- 
x 
x  RGYth 
xx 
poill  Rothe 
x 
Roo  Rothe 
x  Rothe/ 
C) 
he, d 
g',  '  - 
opth(") 
200 
x 
x  Ilem  map  22:  lO  (;  0  (3"  personsg.  ). 
20? 
,  ---l 
x 570 
c  Mn 
X  hen  c 
heue0n) 
hen  e  ene 
le  1) 
henen(e)  hemene 
hcuen/  henen 
xh 
x  hevyn, 
it  'in 
henene  heutnet 
hen 
e(n) 
e 
u 
he"  le  hevene  x  hen  ie 
x  heuene 
heuene 
hevya)/  heuene 
heven  hemene 
hellene 
heuen 
hauene 
x 
ILI 
heuen 
x 
x 
Item  map  23:  HEA  VEN 
bye  hy3  X  by 
hvy3(h)c 
hcp/W5  e. 
by 
S  .... 
hch 
hey  hel  e) 
hy(e)  hey/h  bye.  hight 
h)3 
he  me) 
by 
hygh(e)/hy(e) 
x  hit,  he 
11C3  hilthr  bye  x  heve 
fit  5 
byegh,  hygh/ 
W5 
hvygth,  heghe,  heygh  h4?  ye) 
high 
r 
hyflhY3  e  llye 
x 
hem  map  24:  HIGH. 
heucue 
high 
hey5e 571 
vil  hu  x  hu 
x  hifle 
XL 
hu 
X 
hyll.  hyll  hylit  x 
huul  hylle 
h  11(t) 
xXx  x 
x 
by" 
hill, 
I-u 
x 
hille  hille 
x  hylle  x 
x 
layll 
Item  map  25--  HILL. 
x  3yf  N  yf/  yr 
yu5ir  ýl 
x  yr/ 
i  V3  if  3  ir/ir 
yf  rý',  I"  ),  f/ý-  r 
if 
Yf 
xxh!  Yf  X  17fil'' 
3irAl  Yll,  51 
yr 
Yff  if 
if 
I  rI)yfl 
yrar 
Yf/5yff/ 
yf 
Yl' 
hein  mup  26:  IF. 572 
I-  -xX 
kyn  X  kyn  x 
f4  kenc/  x 
cunne 
n/kJ  x  kyn/W 
kyrO  kvn) 
x  kinne 
(Vilue  k 
x 
k)llne  kynne  x 
L_-ý  _  _. 
A-'-' 
x 
x 
Item  map  2  7:  KIN. 
x 
king 
king 
Lyng 
king  ky  11 
kyng 
x 
kyng 
ky-2 
kyngý  kyngi 
kyn? 
kyng 
kvng 
kyng 
x 
kyng 
kynge 
kyng 
ky  nge 
Item  map  28:  KING. 
X  kyng 
kyng 
king 
x? 
kinW 
Lyng 
kyng 
V, Item  map  29:  KISS. 
l0ný-- 
land 
lomd(c) 
lond(e) 
lond(e)  lond 
fond  lond(e)  lonqe 
londe 
tond(e)  Ionde  lond(e)  lond(c 
Ian 
x 
lond  -1 
lond(c) 
lond 
lond(e) 
x 
x 
IN 
lond(e)  tonde 
londe,  land 
573 
X 
1071  lond 
lond 
x 
land 
lond(c) 
Item  map  30:  LAND. 574 
I 
light,  X 
lighte 
lihte 
x 
x 
x 
leu)lh 
'Cua 
1h.  leuyth, 
th 
x 
x 
Xx 
x  x 
Item  map  32:  TO  LIVE(3"'personsgj. 
115t 
lyght 
ly5t(c) 
Item  map  31:  LIGHT 575 
x 
loucp,  --  X  lotiq 
love 
lo-,  yth  lnfuieý 
lovythee 
x  loueý  lo  /louc 
1011y1h,  lour  loveth 
x 
,  omeo  lou)1he  loueth 
x  x 
xx 
101'eth  love. 
x  love 
vyth 
I-vebVIth 
a"" 
'OU0,  'o 
/, ouO 
xX 
I.  -,  h, 
love 
x 
loueap  x 
xx 
Item  map  33:  TO  LOVE  (3dpersonsg.  &  pl.  ). 
man  man  ma 
Ila  nui)/Ma.  IWD 
n2  man  mal 
V  Iva 
inan  ma  n 
man 
mantnii 
Dim  n  la  11 
vhan 
man  man 
Man  maiD 
man 
man  8111111 
man  marD 
n 
n 
nn  ma. 
)IM 
O"An 
x  man 
m  ntrun  a 
inan 
man)/man  man  man 
mvAD  man 
man 
man 
man 
man 
man 
main 
Ilem  map  34:  AIAN. 576 
many 
many  menyl 
Many 
man  x 
Ini 
muni 
Many/  w  ý  veny 
Dieny 
meni  many/ 
men,  %,  many(e) 
many  man,  many' 
manv/  meny 
MýTv 
ninny/  any  manv 
many  Melly 
Melly/ 
many 
many/ 
meny  meny  j 
nvy  manyinieny 
Ifem  map  35:  MANY 
many 
many 
IniKht 
niv5t(h  mihte 
X 
irklyght/  ntyglit 
mygth 
mi5te  iny5t 
MYRIf  my5t  mv5t 
MV31(c)  m  x 
x 
nsySte  Vght 
.: 
my5t(r) 
'")3t  I  myght  nly(g)ht/  say  5  te 
inygth  mi3t(e) 
myght 
my5t(e) 
mey 
x 
nsý3tlmytlt 
Item  map  36:  A,  11(;  H7'(3d  personsg.  ). x 
mothe/ 
mek-yi 
577 
much  Woche 
mochei(r)/ 
machei 
Woche 
Woche 
Woche  mochemuch(e) 
Woche/  Woler 
inwhe 
mvch  e 
mocht/ 
moch 
myebt/  myCht 
moche 
meche/nioche  moche 
much 
__r  nay(c)eheimocht 
Item  map  37:  MUCH. 
moche 
moche 
nat  not  not 
Rol 
noht 
not  noth 
nost  no  naw5t  n  (411111  no  not(t)i 
!  03unolusi  neX"A  x 
not 
not 
Item  map  38:  NOT 
noultlit/ 
noup 
IMU3  ( 
^I-- 578 
old(e)  uld(e  X  old 
old(c) 
x 
x  olde 
ooldt/olde  aide 
old(c)  elde 
ld(c)  x  aide 
aide 
Olfje)  x 
0e  olde  x  old(e) 
old 
aide  aide 
old(c) 
aide 
old(e) 
x 
oldititle 
aide,  elde 
aide 
aide 
Item  map  39:  OLD. 
owne 
xX 
ow  0 
owetowent 
owe"  Owne 
o"v  owne  olw%  a  (e), 
0"c  "ne  o%ne 
oUne,  ovne 
u"ne,  owne 
o%ne/ 
ovaelo'Ane  ovu  o"Ine 
awnelowne 
awne 
owe  oune,  owne 
une 
Item  map  40:  OWN. 579 
%chi  -;  Chu  ic  91(le) 
ISC 
shal 
whall 
ssal 
- 
83 
.  chat 
sholUschal  schall 
'Chat  5j  hat  I 
'hot -that 
ulie  %chsl(ý 
be[tscw 
a  schall 
schall 
%chall/  schal 
shell 
%hall 
k 
LI 
Schell 
%chal(l) 
%hallt 
schall 
Item  map  41:  SHALL  (3rdper.  vonvg.  ). 
X 
c 
%chuld 
solde,  sok- 
sl(JaWdVý/ 
s01  "0  3e,  ssu  C, 
15 
schude 
schuld(c)  -(chold 
"C' 
scholde 
NU.,  ?a 
131d 
schul( 
%heolde  ,  Chu 
Ul( 
x  schuldt4 
scholde 
lu 
scholde 
scholde, 
schuld(c) 
xchulde 
,  hold,  - 
ws  huld(c) 
%hold: 
chold(e) 
schuld(e)  x 
de  x  kz)  -,  7 
hem  map  42:  SHOULD  (3"personsg. 
nchulde 
%clould(e) 
\c___ 
- 580 
X  synbe 
sy" 
x 
se3ne/ 
nue  synne 
synne  x 
yn  ne  SIR  ut 
synne 
Synne  X  synne 
syne 
x 
x 
x 
Jýen/ 
vyptne 
X,  x 
:  Ythet 
ythe" 
V 
e  x  sy3t  17" 
-othvn  suýpen 
XythtDyS, 
silhen 
L-1 
J 
syth  x 
sithen  -,  It)  '77 
Item  map  44:  SINCA'. 
%ith 
Item  map  43:  SIN. 581 
-"6uch(ef*YC6(*'/  '  st 
suche 
. %will-e,  swb  e, 
such  3,  Mlle 
sucW.  uche 
L  %uche  ￿,  h, 
. luche 
suche,  schoche  ýsuch  Sache 
X  -,  ut. 
suche 
suche 
suche 
%Uch 
such 
luche 
swych(e) 
uche/soche, 
swvche 
ý. 
Uch 
U;  suche/sueb 
Item  map  45:  SUCH. 
Ch 
th 
%in, 
e 
an  pa 
P'a 
an 
a  pa 
Pý 
then/thUn  than  n  x 
than/  than(ne 
thenne  X  thonpa 
th 
allh 
an  omp.  p  than,  X  x 
then 
than 
thnntnl.  than 
Pd/panne 
then.  than 
pan 
pan 
anne,  than 
llem  map  46:  IRAN. 
in 
x 
Pon 582 
Ix5,200 
ftithan(no) 
I  lenne  than(ne)/ 
then  Palm-l  X 
Pine 
Panne 
then/than  th 
t6en 
00  thenn  thl  $je)lthen(e)  P, 
then(ne)  themnsk 
env 
then 
enne 
then/oi 
em)  tb-V 
then 
Item  map  4  7:  THEN. 
thanne 
CT  zi 
ther(e)  Per(&  Aher 
ar(e) 
Per(e)  Piper/ 
ere  re 
there  ther(e 
ther  Poe'r(e) 
h 
tifer  ther(e  týbeere  th 
it  lp 
ther(e)  ther  pw 
Par 
tber 
p 
therý 
th  o  e) 
ther 
Item  map  48:  THERE. 583 
pe 
x 
thes  thes(c) 
t theso)  th", 
ON 
Ase 
ihes, 
he 
x 
thes(e) 
theseltheys 
these 
j..  (e),  py%,  Pllke 
t  h.. 
t1h.  this 
Item  map  49:  THESE. 
x 
ýOff 
lh()uftO,  IhO)3, 
thuff 
thourib 
pes 
thtse 
X  Xý  thel 
ýoh 
x 
tho(u)Sh(Ol 
x  tilow(Kh) 
Ibl,  tho!  lgb(tle) 
tho 
th'.  3% 
tx 
I 
hougld  tboý_ 
thurglh 
t  horgh  (ý, 
P-3 
P03 
thog'. 
x 
Item  map  50:  THO  I  1(;  H. 
ey.  fitcy 
thOU5(C)t 
though(e) 
POU5 
/I-- 584 
-x  POU  -  Povk  14)oust  x 
) 
jow(,  gh  tj 
U 
x  ýOw(gh  at  5  tep  Ought 
t, 
the 
7 OA13  t 
thowth.  tho-,  thougiv 
x 
thowght 
w5  t, 
"" 
p  QU3  t 
ýaus  t  in  t 
thOU3  t  thought/ 
ý  owgj,  a',  'e,  otg"t 
p"  tho5t  x  GU5  tq  thýught 
t 
Illn  tx 
xx  thongbt, 
DU3  t  HIOU3  t 
poust 
x  C-I% 
-ý- 
-1  ýOU3  tN  x 
Xx 
Item  map  51:  THO  UGHT  (noun). 
x  ýor%  X  pru  /thru5,  lhro% 
ý--/ 
x 
ýPrl 
I  por,  C% 
vwý  US  Q  Orh 
pol 
Porow(e)/ 
p  01.0'"  /P  U5  Q 
poro  1  07 
th&)vv  c  thoro  e 
W(,  r 
w 
w 
thurgh  0  rto 
a/ 
C,  pu 
0w 
Purf 
thour(e) 
gh 
tPorow 
Porowe/throu  Grow 
thorow  th  u  ýOr5tr  5  ur5  thurgh  t0p 
thorgh/ 
-T 
p  rOu 
thurgh/ 
ýour5 
through 
x  thrgh  ý.  rv 
ýOrw  Prou5t 
xt  pol-U3 
prQA'jho5t, 
ý-'  ý01-U3  thorow 
'A, 
Ylle, 
x 
Item  map  52:  MROUGH. 585 
to(o)  tuo  X  11%o  0  11%  0 
twei(e)ltwo  x 
to  two two 
M-00400,  to/We  nej-Aym  to/Ne  nt-tAym ne  Oyn4 
two 
: 
veyne  two/tweyne 
tuei  to  I-  to 
twottow 
x 
twy 
tuo 
i 
x 
Xo  x  x  too.  (0  64  r  (0  t 
too 
x  x 
twoitwev, 
x 
twoftevn  tweO 
twey/two  ý 
two 
(oftwy(ey 
to  twavne 
x  "I--) 
Item  map  53:  TWO. 
X 
tylut-mfil 
x 
tille 
tyll  tyl 
tyl 
tylle  tylle 
tyllitell  tille 
till  tyll  x 
tyl 
(YI/tille 
tyll 
x 
Item  map  54:  11MIL 586 
%"Il 
wbyil/ 
W01(l) 
wol 
wyll  wil 
woll/will 
wol  *Y" 
%ill/Wolfe 
Rem  map  55:  WILL  (3"personsg.  ). 
wol(le) 
wol 
I 
with 
wv3thl 
WeNill 
x  W)I  wek,  A 
woll 
wol(r) 
wol(I)e  W, 
wolilwyl  wol(I 
wolel 
%,  Oil  wul(I) 
'nolleo 
wvv/goll  wal(I 
e  "oil W-vil 
'-Ol 
mid/wiý 
wjwytjj  wyth/v 
vyiP/mid 
with(e) 
%yt 
via 
ýPAV 
IRA  /With 
lwyt/,  Ayth 
with 
Ilem  map  56:  WITH. 
wit 
I'-- 587 
xw0 
wordle 
worle 
x 
worlde/worle 
world 
wordle  worl, 
worjde 
wqsa  t,  x  worle  wo  (e)"'Orl 
0,  worlde/  Wo 
world  orle 
worlde  worle 
world(e) 
x 
worl(l)et 
%orlde 
%orlde 
world,  worle 
Item  map  57:  WORLD. 
N 
wulbo. 
w(hlorpi  worthe 
wl?  rpy 
x 
wordel 
worldl 
wordl 
xJx  worthy 
worpyj 
worthy  x 
x 
x 
WOOC  worý-/worlhy 
worýy  x 
worbl/ 
0  worth 
w(*py 
- rthy 
x 
worpi 
wopi 
x 
worthy 
x 
x  AkLl 
Item  map  58:  WOR  III  Y. 
wQrthy 
I 
x 
x 
11-1 